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CHAPTER F

Government Property

The use of government property can be'advantageous to a contractor. It
can eliminate the contractor's need to invest in equipment that may have
little future business need.

It may offer the contractor access to equipment unavailable in the
commercial marketplace. The program of providing equipment to the contractors
may prove beneficial to the government. By providing such assistance the
price of the product should be reduced, less contractor risk, investment, etc.
The specialized testing that may be necessary can be accomplished by use of
that special test equipment only the government may possess.

At the same time, however, it may be determined that the use of government
property actually becomes a disadvantage to a contractor. Perhaps the
property that was provided did not work properly, or some pieces were missing.
Perhaps the equipment was so large, the contractor's building required
modification.

From the government's position, the fact that the government property
proved defective could result in schedule slippages, additional cost as well
as failed performance milestones.

How effectively we administer the goverrment property available for use
may dictate how (un)successful the program may become.
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SCHOOL OF SYSTEMS AND LOGISTICS

ADVANCED CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION COURSE (PPM 304)

SUBJECT: Government Property

TIME: 3.5 Hrs

OBJECTIVE: Comprehend the major responsibilities/decisions
relating to government-owned property that must be
addressed by the ACO.

SAMPLES OF BEHAVIOR:

a. Explain DOD policy on, and procedures for, furnishing
property to contractors and requirements for retention
and authorized use.

b. Describe policy and procedures for taking title to
special tooling, special test equipment, and material.

c. Outline the responsibilities of the government in
providing government-furnished property on time and
suitable for the intended use.

d. Explain policy and procedures for rental computations
and collections.

e. Defend the requirements for determining liability
for loss, damage, or destruction of government-owned
property.

f. Explain the policy and procedures for disapproval of a
contractor's property control system.

g. Explain the property management interface between thecontractor, contracting officer, property administrator
and plant clearance officer.

h. Describe the procedures for government property disposal
after contract completion.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS: Lecture/Discussion4 Case Analysis

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: ACA Textbook

REQUIRED STUDENT PREPARATION: As defined in Chapter "F" of the
ACA textbook.
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GOVERIENT PROPERTY

The total value of government property provided to and managed by
contractors is uncertain; however, knowledgeable government officials estimate
the value to be in the tens of billions of dollars. This magnitude of
investment and potential liability demands our attention. The ACO is clearly
charged by the FAR to assure that property provided to contractors is usedonly as authorized in government contracts and that contractors are held
accountable for non-compliance. The day to day activity to provide this
assurance is performed by industrial property specialists who assist and
advise the ACO. Our understanding of this topic is essential to effective
Contract Administration.

This section defines the different categories of Government property, and
states the policy and exceptions to the policy for providing Government owned
property to contractors.

Categories. The FAR defines five broad categories of property, one of which
contains two major subdivisions, as follows:

Types of Property FAR

Facilities 45.301
a. Real property 45.101(a)
b. Plant equipment 45.101

Special tooling (ST) 45.101(a)
Special test equipment (STE) 45.101(a)
Material 45.301
Agency-Peculiar 45.301

Classification by type of property is very important for management
purposes. There are different policies on furnishing property to contractors
for different types of property. There are special clauses and special types
of contracts for use with different types of property. Authorized use of
government-owned property is related to type of property; and each type of
property has different requirements for record keeping, reporting, and
physical controls. Finally, there are different decisions, rules, and
procedures related to title, retention, and disposition of these five FAR
categories of property. Contractual documents, specifications, and plans
should include these FAR terms to the maximum extent practicable in
contractual provisions that relate to Government-owned property. Where use of
a special term becomes mandatory, such as support equipment (SE), it should begfurther defined in terms of the standard definitions.

Facilities. Facilities means property,(other than material, special
tooling, special test equipment and agency-peculiar property), for production,
maintenance, research, development, or test, including real property andrights therein, buildings, structures, improvements and plant equipment. Forfinancial reporting and management purposes, facilities are divided into two

separate categories: real property and plant equipment.

a. Real Property. Real property means land and rights therein, ground
improvements, utility distribution systems, buildings, and structures.
Generally, real property meets the test of being nonseverable, which means
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that such property cannot be removed after erection or installation without
substantial loss of value or damage thereto, or to the premises where
installed. However, this category excludes foundations and other work
necessary for the installation of special tooling, special test equipment, or
plant equipment.

b. Plant Equipment. Plant equipment is personal property of a capital
nature, including equipment, machine tools, test equipment, furniture,
vehicles, and accessory and auxiliary items, for use in manufacturing
supplies, performing services, or for any administrative or general plant
purpose. However, it does not include special tooling or special test
equipment. The Department of Defense FAR Supplement categorizes plant
equipment into two subcategories; industrial plant equipment (IPE) and other
plant equipment (OPE).

(1) Industrial Plant Equipment (IPE). This type of facility is that part
of plant equipment with an acquisition cost of _,OOO or more. IPE items are
those items used for cutting, abrading, grinding, shaping, forming, joining,
testing, measuring, heating, treating, or otherwise altering the physical,
electrical or chemical properties of materials, components or end items
entailed in manufacturing, maintenance, supply processing, assembly, or
research and development operations. The ultimate definitive characteristic
of IPE is that such items are identified by noun name in Joint DOD Handbooks
published by the Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center (DIPEC), as listed
in FAR DOD Supplement section 45.301. Essentially, then, an item is a piece
of IPE if DIPEC chooses to manage it as IPE. No new items of IPE can be
purchased by any DOD component at any time, for any reason, without first
checking with DIPEC and receiving a certificate of Non-Availability (CNA).

(2) Other Plant Equipment (OPE). The FAR DOD Supplement defines OPE as
"that part of plant equipment, regardless of dollar value, which is used in or
in conjunction with the manufacture of components, or end items relative to
maintenance, supply, processing, assembly or research and development
operations, but excluding items categorized as IPE. The major point is that
if it isn't IPE, it is, of course, OPE.

Special Tooling (ST). This type of property is defined as all jigs, dies,
fixtures, molds, patterns, taps, gauges, other equipment and manufacturing
aids, and replacements thereof, which are of such a specialized nature that,
without substantial modification or alteration, their use is limited to the
development or production of particular supplies or parts thereof, or the
performance of particular services. The term includes all components of such
items, but does not include material (consumable property); special test
equipment; or buildings, nonseverable structures (except foundations and
similar improvements necessary for the installation of special tooling),
general or special machine tools, or similar capital items.

The primary characteristic in identifying an item as special tooling is
the word "special". There are many general-purpose items of tooling required
in industrial operations, many of them being standard commercial, off-the-
shelf types of items. These are properly identified, purchased, and accounted
for as plant equipment. Only if its use is limited to the production of
particular supplies or the performance of particular services can an item be
properly identified as special tooling.
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Special Test Equipment (STE). Special test equipment means either single
or multipurpose integrated test units engineered, designed, fabricated, or
modified to accomplish special purpose testing in performance of a contract.
It consists of items or assemblies of equipment interconnected and
interdependent so as to become a new functional entity for special testing
purposes. The term "special test equipment" does not include material,
special tooling, buildings and nonseverable structures (except foundations and
similar improvements necessary for the installation of special test
equipment), or plant equipment items used for general plant testing purposes.

The distinguishing characteristic of this type of property is the emphasis
on items being interconnected, interdependent, and essential for performance
of special purpose testing. Quite often, a piece of STE is a whole room or
vehicle full of equipment. Certain items included in a piece of STE might, by
themselves, be industrial plant equipment. However, while they are
incorporated into a piece of STE they lose their identity.

Material. Material means property which may be incorporated into or
attached to an end item to be delivered under a contract, or which may be
consumed in the performance of a contract. It includes, but is not limited
to, raw and processed material, parts, components, assemblies and small tools,
and supplies. The primary features that identify an item as material are
incorporation into a deliverable end item and/or consumption in the industrial
processes.

Agency-Peculiar Property. Agency-peculiar property means government-owned
personal property that is peculiar to the mission of one agency. It excludes
government material, special test equipment, special tooling, and facilities.
Each department or agency furnishes property unique to that organization, and,
as such, unique processing and controls are established. For example, the DOD
has "military property" and NASA has "space hardware".

Military P rperty. Military property means personal property designed for
military operations. It includes end-items and integral components of
military weapons systems, along with the related peculiar support equipment
which is not read.ily available as a commercial item. It does not include
government material, special tooling, special test equipment, or facilities.
There appear to be significant differences of opinion as to what is required
to properly identify and account for an item as a piece of military property.
One guideline that would appear to be helpful is the concept of control by a
military inventory control point. It seems obvious that, if an asset is
retained on the accountable records of the inventory manager during the time
it is in the hands of a contractor and if disposition of the item can be made
only by direction of the inventory manager, the item should be treated as
military property.

Space Hardware. "Space hardware" applies only to those items identified
in the Annual- Lis of Selected Items of Space Hardware. It includes personal
property which is unique to aeronautical and space programs of NASA and not
identified in one of the other categories.

The basic guidance for providing government owned property to contractors
is given to contracting officers in FAR Part 45. Such a complex set of
instructions is not easily summarized, but there does seem to be a pattern
which should be used by procuring agencies with respect to the furnishing of
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property to contractors. The initial premise is that the contractor is
expected to furnish all assets required for performance of the contract. If
the contractor is unwilling or unable to provide all the resources needed, the
government should first make every possible effort to furnish, or offer,
existing assets that are suitable for the work to be accomplished. If
existing assets are not available, are not suitable, or cannot be provided in
a timely manner, the Government can authorize the purchase or fabrication of
whatever property will be required.

Facilities. The basic policy, as found in FAR 45.302-1, directs that the
contractors shall furnish all the facilities required including restoration,
replacement, or modernization - with certain exceptions:

a. Those used in a government-owned, contractor-operated plant (GOCO) on

a cost basis.

b. Those for support of industrial preparedness programs.

c. The components of ST or STE acquired or made at Government expense.

d. By a finding of the Agency Head that it would be in the public's best
interest.

e. As otherwise authorized by law.
The FAR further provides that agencies will not supply new facilities

unless existing government-owned facilities are either inadequate or cannot
economically be furnished. Also, R & D funds are not to be used to provide
new construction or improvements of general utility, and, unless authorized by
law, agencies cannot provide facilities that will be solely for non-government
use. Policy also dictates that new or existing facilities will not be offered
to potential contractors unless adequate price competition cannot be obtained
otherwise. For facilities having a unit cost of less than $10,000, the
government will provide these only to a nonprofit higher education institution
or a scientific research organization; to a contractor operating a GOCO; to a
contractor with a contract permitting acquisition of ST or STE with the
contracting officer's approval; or if the facilities are not available, from
other government sources.

Special Tooling. If the government has ST currently in existence, it may
be offered to the contractor if it does not disrupt programs of equal or
higher priority, it is available, and is advantageous to the government to do
so. But when the ST does not exist, the contractor should ordinarily provide
it and retain title to it. In those competitive situations where the
contractor amortizes the costs of the ST, the government will not usually take
title. However, where competition is inadequate, it is appropriate for the
government to take title. In deciding whether to exercise this right, the
contracting officer should consider the current or probable future need for
this item, its estimated residual value, the administrative burden, the cost
of making the items available In the future, any amount offered by the
contractor to retain the ST, and the effect on future competition and contract
pricing. Basically, this is a cost-benefit analysis by the contracting
officer.
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I
Special Test Equipment. For all practical purposes, the policy on

furnishing special test equipment is the same as for special tooling. The
basic considerations are found in FAR 45.307-1. With this category of
property, there is an ever-present danger of providing general-purpose,
commercially available equipment to the contractor. In many cases, some of
the individual components required to fabricate a piece of special test
equipment will be general-purpose items. There is also a special requirement
for screening of existing government-owned assets for all such items over
$1,000, in accordance with agency procedures.

Material. As set forth in FAR 45.303-1 the policy on material is very
clear - the contractor is expected to furnish it all. However, in one large
category of contracts, namely, maintenance and overhaul contracts, it is very
common to supply all necessary parts from military supply system stocks.
Similarly, there are many contracts performed outside the Continental United
States; contracts performed in remote areas; and contracts performed on
military bases -- in all of these cases, it may be quite routine for the
contractor to obtain supplies and parts through the military supply system.

Agency-Peculiar Property. This type of property is provided whenever the
contracting officer determines that it is necessary and in the Government's
best interest. Such instances may occur where the item is to be used as a
standard or model, to establish equipment compatibility such as fitting a
tarpaulin to a truck bed, or where there are no commercial suitable
substitutes. The items may be as large as a complete airplane.

Providing Government Property. Government-owned property in the hands of
contractors should be considered as an aid to procurement. There are many
reasons why property owned by the Government may be acquired by or provided to
contractors. Several of the factors and reasons are briefly explained below.

Type of Contract. On a cost-reimbursement type of contract, all assets
acquired or produced that are paid for by the Government are, by definition,
government-owned property.

Economy. A major reason for furnishing property to contractors is to
obtain a more favorable price. The cost may be reduced if the contractor does
not have to acquire or build certain types of assets that the government
already owns.

Standardization. When several contractors are working on a similar
project or production item, it may be desirable for the Government to furnish
the equipment or materials in order to assure uniformity in the end product.

Security. Sometimes, performance of the contract requires the use of
classified items (top secret, secret, confidential) which can only be provided
to the contractor by the Government.

Increased Coetition. In those situations wher3 only a limited number of
contractors are interested in responding to a government solicitation because
of expensive tooling or exotic machinery required, government-furnished
property (GFP) may increase the number of potential bidders by removing some
of the main handicaps to their participation. In some cases, GFP may
contribute to breaking out of a sole-source situation.
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Support of Small Business. A small business may have the labor, skills,
and sources of material that are required to perform certain types of
government contracts, but may not be able to afford the investment in certain
expensive or unique items of equipment. Government-furnished equipment can be
used in such instances to support the DOD policy of aid to small business.

To Expedite Production. Many tools, equipment, and materials need long
lead-times to produce or acquire. If the Government can make such items
available from existing stocks, the lead time for end-item production may be
reduced by substantial margins.

Scarcity of Assets. Some types of items required for performance of
government contracts are of such a critical nature and in such limited supply
that only the government can guarantee availability of the required quantity
at the required time.

To Maintain the Industrial Base. Experience in several major wars has
taught us that certain types and quantities of industrial equipment and
tooling must be available at all times in order to provide a base for rapid
production of essential military end items. Private industry is neither
willing nor able to maintain the investment in equipment required for this
purpose. As a result, government-owned assets are used to supplement the
industrial capability of the civilian economy.

Objectives: The objectives of government property management parallel
those of the property administration function. Each, strive to assure that
the management effort supports contract performance, it implements official
policy, and it is performed in an economical manner.

Support Contract Performance. The objective of DOD procurement is to
procure supplies and services that meet the needs of the ultimate user at fair
and reasonable prices calculated to result in the lowest overall cost to the
government. Industrial property required to produce or support the
procurement must be obtained or provided in a timely and economical manner.

Iplewent Policy and Goals. Since the mid-1960's, numerous policy
statements and programs issued by top DOD officials have stressed the
importance of continued attention to:

a. Prevent or avoid excessive quantities.

b. Establish proper inventory levels.

c. Achieve full utilization.

d. Encourage appropriate redistribution in lieu of new procurement.

e. Promptly identify and dispose of excesses and surpluses.

Implicit in these objectives is a requirement to follow the provisions of
the contract, the FAR, and appropriate Service manuals and instructions.
Implicit, also, is a requirement to exercise judgment to establish "sound
industrial practice."
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Reduce Costs of Management. A final overall objective is to reduce the
costs of both government and contractor management efforts. Although we
cannot afford to pay for perfect accountability and control over these as
assets, there is some minimum level of control which must be obtained.

The emphasis of the government's property management program is to make
the contractor responsible for maintaining an acceptable system. Some
functions and transactions are totally controlled by the contractor. In some
areas, the contractor's system must interact properly with the various
portions of the government system, the contract administration office, the
buying office, the inventory manager, and so forth. The government performs a
surveillance effort over the contractor's system. Its basic concerns are:

a. What types and amounts of property does the contractor have? Is it
properly classified?

b. Should we have it, that is, is it required for contract performance
and was it acquired properly?

c. Is it used only as authorized?

d. Is proper care being taken in the government's ownership interest?

e. Is it properly accounted for?

The system for managing government-owned property is derived from two
basic requirements: know what you need and know what you have. Knowing what
you need requires a system for the initial requirement determination and
procurement; it also calls for a periodic review of requirements to consider
continued retention or disposition. Knowing what you have calls for a system
of accountability and control over the property. This system must insure
proper use, maintenance, protection, and disposition.

Figure G-1 summarizes the property management processes, and depicts the
life cycle of an item of property or the flow of property through a
contractor's property control system. This flow chart is useful for making
some observations and generalizations about the division of responsibilities
for property management.

Requirements Determination. Property management begins and ends with
requirements determination. There are many different individuals and
organizations who may have responsibilities for this function. The initial
requirement is normally established outside the organization of the ACO, and
is often outside the contractor's organization. After the contractor has
custody of the property, the contractor, the ACO, and the property
administrator have important responsibilities for a review of the requirement
for continued retention.

Acquisition. There are many different methods by which a contractor comes
into possession of government-owned property, and there are several ways to
categorize these methods of acquisition. One important distinction is whether
the source is internal or external to the contractor's operation. Internal
sources include fabrication and issue from contractor-owned stores. With
regard to external sources, there are two basic methods of acquiring property:
by purchase or by requisition from government sources, normally through the
use of MILSTRIP (military standard requisitioning and issue procedures).
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use of MILSTRIP (military standard requisitioning and issue procedures).
Another way to look at external sources is from the standpoint of who
initiates the action. Property can be "pushed" by an outside agency of the
government or by another contractor, or it can be "pulled" into the
contractor's property control system through the use of contracts and purchase
orders or through the use of MILSTRIP requisitions. When all of these things
are taken into consideration, the acquisition function can be very complex.

Custody. A major distinguishing feature of our government property
management program is the fact that, for the most part, ownership is divorced
from managership. Generally speaking, from the time the property comes into
the custody of the contractor, it is expected to exercise a complete range of
management functions. These custody functions include provisions for the
physical control and handling of the property, reasonable accountability, and
appropriate review of the requirement for retention and continued use. The
contractor is the manager of the property. It must have an acceptable system
for perfurming all of the management functions with respect to this property.

Disposition. The disposition function is not totally divorced from the
contractor's property control system; but it is off to one side, and does not
come into play until the decision-making process has dealt with the retention
issue. Contractors may be relieved from management responsibilities but this
does not mean they are relieved from liability.

Surveillance. There is no separate block in figure 12-1 to illustrate the
surveillance efforts of the property administrator. The property system
survey by the Property Administrator PA and investigations of loss, damage,
destruction, or unreasonable consumption are integral parts of the property
management processes. In addition, the PA takes an overall look at the
contractor's system to insure that it is tied together properly and to
evaluate whether it is working.

The best interest of the government must be considered when providing
government property. The responsibilities of the government, property
administrator, and contractor are clearly interdependent to each other for
satisfactory property administration.

Contractor Responsibilities. For the most part, the contractor is the
manager of the government-owned property. Those responsibilities are
enumerated in, or can be derived from, the provisions of the government
property clause. In general, the contractor must:

Use the property only for authorized purposes.
Account for such use.
Maintain and control it properly.
Dispose of it as directed.
Protect the Government's ownership interests.

k Most of these management responsibilities involve development and
implementation of a property control system which is reviewed and approved by
the property administrator. The clause clearly points out that some of these
responsibilities involve action and decisions on the part of the contracting
officer. The use of the property is to be as spelled out in the contract or
as otherwise approved by the contracting officer. Likewise, the final
accounting or disposition of the property shall be as directed or authorized
by the contracting officer.
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Government Responsibilities. The first paragraph of the government
property clause covers the responsibility of the government with respect to
furnishing property. It gives the contractor a very strong weapon in case the
government fails in its responsibility. The conditions agreed to by the
government in this paragraph are to get the property to the contractor on time
and in a condition suitable for its intended use. In effect, this is a
government warranty for timeliness and suitability.

The common remedy in the commercial world, when one party fails to live up
to an agreement, is a suit for breach of contract. The property clause
precludes the use of such a suit against the government. The remedy given to
the contractor when the government fails to live up to these warranties is
entitlement to an equitable adjustment.

Timely Delivery of Government Furnished Property. The delivery or
performance dates agreed to by the contractor are contingent upon receipt of
the property "at the times stated in the Schedule or, if not so stated, in
sufficient time to enable the contractor to meet the contract's delivery or
performance dates." The contractor is expected to notify the contracting
officer, in writing, in the event GFP is not received on time. The
contracting officer will then make a determination of the delay and will
equitably adjust the delivery or performance dates or the contract price, or
both, and any other contractual provision affected.

Warranty of Suitability. In the event the condition of the GFP is not
suitable for its intended use the contractor is expected to notify the
contracting officer in writing of the deficiency and await instructions. For
example, drawings may have been furnished which are defective; equipment or
special tooling may have been furnished which are unusable or which produce
extraordinary scrap or reject rates; or the equipment furnished may require
considerable time and expense to put it in a serviceable condition.

The contracting officer may direct that the property be returned at
government expense or otherwise disposed of, or he may authorize appropriate
repairs or modifications. In addition, when requested by the contractor, the
contracting officer will equitably adjust the delivery or performance dates or
the contract price, or both.

*As Is" Property. Paragraph (a)2 of the government property clause makes
one exception to the warranty of suitability - property furnished on an "As
Is" basis. The "As Is" government property clause provides that "the
government makes no warranty whatsoever with respect to government property
furnished "as
is" . Essentially the same provisions are found in the representations and
warranties clause used in facilities contracts.The intent of these clauses is to put the contractor on notice that the
property offered by the government for use in performance of the contract may
be inspected and rejected. If the contractor chooses to use the property, he
does so at his own peril and his own expense.

The responsibilities of the government for furnishing property on an "As
Is" basis are enumerated in FAR 45.308. The substance of these requirements
include the following:
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a. The contract should be written in such a manner as to clearly identify
the property being offered or furnished on an "As Is" basis. Both the
government property clause and the "As Is" clause should be incorporated as
part of the general provisions; and in the schedule of the contract, there
should be a complete identification of the GFP that is related to the "As Is"
provision.

b. Disclose the location and condition of the property. The
contractor(s) should be given a thorough understanding of where the property
is and what condition it is in so they can evaluate the situation in preparing

g their bid or proposal.

c. Allow the contractor to inspect the property. Each contractor should
be afforded every opportunity to inspect the property and analyze the
suitability for its intended use. The contractor(s) may find it unsuitable or
that certain costs will be incurred to transport, install, modify or repair
the items. These costs must be taken into consideration in preparing a bid or

_ proposal.

d. If property is offered to one or more bidders and not to others, or if
some bids are made on the basis that the property will be used while others
choose not to do so, the contracting officer must ensure that appropriate
offsets are made to eliminate any competitive advantage.

Functions of the Property Administrator. One of the key individuals on
the government property management team is the property administrator.
His/her role and methods of operation vary with the agency, type of
contractor, and so forth. A property administrator is responsible for:

a. Assisting and directing negotiations with contractors in the

establishment of adequate industrial property control systems.

b. Evaluating and approving or recommending for disapproval contractor's
policy, procedures, techniques, and changes thereto, pertaining to the
management of government property. The ACO retains the authority to
dissapprove the contractor's system.

- c. Developing, planning, scheduling, or performing system surveys to

analyze, test, and evaluate the contractor's system for Government property
management.

3 d. Maintaining surveillance over the contractor's property management
system to assure that the contractor meets the requirements and obligations of
each assigned contract.

I e. Disclosing and evaluating conditions of loss, damage, or destruction
of Government property and determining contractor's liability.

3 f. Evaluating inventory adjustments and approving those determined to be
reasonable.

g. Taking other actions with regard to government property necessary to
protect the government's interest.

I
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h. Resolving property administration questions as necessary with the
contractor's management personnel, government procurement, logistic and audit
agencies, and other concerned government departments and agencies.

Resident Proerty Administrator. In all three services and in DLA, there
are property administrators whose full-time efforts are in one plant or
location, dealing continuously with a large contractor and a complex property
control system involving large amounts of oroperty. All contract
administration offices where the services have retained plant cognizance fall
into this category. These include the AFPROs, NAVPROs, and Army Plant
Activities. Other examples include GOCO plants, most of the Navy Supervisor
of Shipbuilding (SUPSHIPS) offices, and most of the detarhments of the
Contract Maintenance Center of Air Force Logistics Conand.

Itinerant Property Administrator. In DLA, most property administrators
have an area-wide responsibility, performing surveillance over a large number
of contractors with lower dollar value contracts and smaller amounts of
government-owned property. With so many contractors and so many different
types of contracts, the itinerant property administrator does not have a
close, continuing relationship with the contractor, and cannot develop an
intimate knowledge of each property management system. As a result, the
surveillance techniques of the itinerant are significantly different from
those of the resident property administrator, with a heavy reliance on the
"management by exception" principles and frequent assistance from the
industrial specialist, the quality assurance representative, and others on the
Contract Administration team.

Liability. One of the more confusing issues In the property management
business is the extent to which the contractor should be held liable for loss,
damage, or destruction of government-owned property. One thing is very clear
in this regard, however; it is the interface between the property
administrator and the contracting officer. The property administrator has
authority to relieve the contractor of liability, but only the administrative
contracting officer has authority to hold the contractor liable.

Another general item which is perhaps not quite so clear, is the
distinction between loss and consumption of property. There is no precise
definition of "consumption" in the FAR; but the common understanding is that
consumption takes place when material is issued to use, that is, when it
becomes work-in-process. Let us assume, for instance, that the contractor had
material in storage and now it is gone. The fact that the material is gone,
missing, and unaccounted for raises the question of liability. However, let
us assume that the contractor issued material to the production line and now
it is gone. FAR 45.503 says that consumption for proper purposes and in
reasonable amounts in the performance of the contract relieves the contractor
from responsibility for the property. Therefore, the fact that such material
is gone does not raise the issue of liability; there must be evidence to show
that material has been consumed in unreasonable amounts. The latter
determination is not one of liability for loss, but one of reasonableness of
cost incurrence. In either case, the decision is up to the contracting
officer.

Reporting and Investigation of Losses. The contractor is required to
report all instances of loss, damage, or destruction of government property in
his/her possession or control to the property administrator (PA) as soon as
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such facts become known or when requested by the property administrator. The

S PA is expected to investigate the incident to reach a valid and supportable
conclusion as to the liability of the contractor, and to take any adjustment
action required. If the PA concludes that the incident constituted a risk
assumed by the government, the contractor should be advised in writing,
thereby relieving the contractor of responsibility. If the contractor
acknowledges liability, the property administrator will forward a copy of the
credit memorandum or other adjustment document to the ACO and the auditor, if
appropriate, to assure proper credit. If the PA determines that the
contractor should be held liable for loss, damage, destruction, or
unreasonable consumption, he/she will forward the complete file on the
incident, with conclusions and recommendations, to the ACO for review anddetermi nati on.

Read FAR Part 45.504 before continuing.

Policy on Assumption of Risk. The basic policy of the Department of
Defense is to not hold a contractor responsible for loss of or damage to
government property when such property is provided under a facilities
contract, a noncompetitive negotiated, fixed price contract, or a cost-type
contract.

Essentially, the risk of loss for Government-owned property depends upon
the pricing arrangements. As described below, the contractor may assume all
of the risk, or alternatively, practically none.

Competitive Fixed Price. On one side of the spectrum is the regular
provision of the property clause for competitively awarded fixed price
contracts. This holds the contractor liable for any loss or damage to the
property except reasonable consumption, or wear and tear. It does not make
any difference if there is negligence involved. The contractor is to treat
the property as though it were his own and to insure the property for any
potential risks. This is a good point to bring up at a preaward or post award
conference. Many contractors think it is the policy for the government to
always be a self-insurer. They may not realize what they are getting into
when they are furnished government property on a competitive firm fixed price
contract.

Cost Reimbursement. At the other extreme are the cost reimbursement
contracts for which the government acts as a self-insurer for almost all
risks. Even on these contracts the government may decide, to specify, in a
schedule provision, certain types of risk to be insured by the contractor.
Generally, there is only one thing for which the contractor can be held liable
on cost-type contracts, is willful misconduct or lack of good faith of
managerial personnel. This would also not be covered in a commercial
insurance policy. Willful misconduct of top managers is far from simple
negligence on the part of employees or even, of middle management personnel.

Unless there are criminal acts, such as arson, theft, misappropriation,
and so forth, which can clearly be attributed to top management, it is
probably impossible to prove that an act of management is of such gross
negligence as to constitute willful misconduct.

The authorities are unanimous in holding that proof of negligence does not
establish willful misconduct or lack of good faith. Mere indifference to duty
also is not enough. Willful misconduct has been described as the conscious
failure to use the necessary means to avoid peril and indifference to its
consequences.
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Noncompetitive Negotiated Fixed Price. In between the straight fixed-
price and the cost-type contract is Alternate I to the basic fixed price
clause which is to be used in negotiated fixed-price contracts for which the
price is not based on adequate price competition, established catalog or
market prices, or prices set by law or regulation. This provision is
basically the same as the cost reimbursement provision.

The risk of loss provisions of the cost-type and noncompetitive fixed-
price type contracts state that the contractor is responsible for any failure
resulting from willful misconduct of the contractor's managerial personnel.

If it can be established that losses of government-owned property are
attributable to such management failure, the contractor should be held liable
for such losses. This seems to be the only effective way for the government
to establish willful misconduct or lack of good faith.

The basic risk of loss provisions establishing the contractor's liability
for government-Owned Property is summarized:

FAR
PROPERTY CLAUSE CONTRACTOR IS LIABLE FOR:

1. 52.245-2 Any loss or damage,
Used in except:
competitive reasonable consumption
Fixed Price reasonable wear and tear

2. 52.245-2 1. Specific schedule
Alternate I provision
Used in
noncompetitive
negotiated 2. Willful misconduct
Fixed Price of top managers
Contracts 3. Lack of good faith

4. Insured losses

3. 52.245-5 1. Willful misconduct
of top managements

Used in Cost
Reimbursement 2. Specific schedule
Contracts provision

3. Lack of good faith
4. Insured losses

Effect of Approval/Disapproval of the Contractor's Property System. The
property administrator (PA) is charged with the responsibility of reviewing
and approving or recommending to the contracting officer disapproval of the
contractor's property control system. The PA must first notify the contractor
in writing of its system deficiencies, seeking their correction. Should the
contractor fail to comply within a "reasonable period", the PA will advise the
contracting officer of this failure, and if the contracting officer concurs,
the contracting officer will"notify the contractor in writing of any required
corrections and establish a schedule for completion of actions". If the
required actions are not accomplished in a timely fashion, the contracting
officer should formally advise the contractor that approval of the property
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control system is withheld or withdrawn. This notice should advise the
contractor that liability for loss or damage to government property may be
borne by the contractor.

The exact meaning of disapproval (or partial disapproval) is subject to
some interpretation. Referring to the words of the risk of loss provision,
the clause states first that failure to maintain an acceptable property
control system is conclusive proof that the contractor is guilty of willful
misconduct. It goes on to say that there is a conclusive presumption that anyI loss or damage to government property may be considered a result of such
failure. This would appear to give the government an airtight case.

However, the clause states the contractor can escape liability if he can
. establish by clear and convincing evidence that the loss did not result from

his failure to maintain an acceptable system. It is difficult for the
property administrator to clearly establish a causal relationship between the
reason for the loss and the reason why the contractor's property control
system was disapproved. The formal notice given to the contractor by the
contracting officer should be very precise as to the deficiencies in the
system, the corrective action required, and the change in the nature of the
contractor's liability.

Redistribution. "Screening" is that process by which usable or
serviceable property that is not purchased or retained by the contractor is
examined for use by other governmental agencies before being offered for sale
or donation. Standard screening applies to property with a value in excess of
$500 and which does not fit into another category. Agency screening is a
screening for use within the contracting agency. Limited screening is used
for those items that are scrap or have limited potential for use. Special
item screening is applied to items such as Special Test Equipment STE,
printing equipment, or Automated Data Processing Equipment ADPE.

Numerous programs establish reserves of industrial equipment or central
records of such equipment in order to satisfy defense production requirements.
The purpose of these programs is to achieve maximum redistribution and
reutilization of these assets to preclude spending new procurement dollars for
duplicate items.

Plant Equipment Packages. Many buying agencies, as part of their
industrial preparedness planning, have established plant equipment packages
(PEP's). A plant equipment package may consist of a single piece of equipmentI with associated tools and accessories, a group of related equipments, a
complete production line, or even an entire plant. These assets may be in an
active, standby, or layaway status; they may be located in a contractor plant,31 a GOCO plant, or in Government or commercial storage. Each agency has
instructions that regulate the conditions under which these assets may be
offered to contractors.

I DIPEC Screening. The Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center at
Memphis, Tennessee, is charged with the management of the DOD Industrial
Equipment Reserve (DODIER), consisting of both thE General Reserve and
component Mobilization Reserves. Assets in the General Reserve are available
for screening and redistribution.

I
I
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PIAR I' 52-SOLICITATION PROVISIONS AND CONTRACT CLAUSES 52.245-2

52.245-2 Government Property (Fixed-Price Contracts). (i) Decrease or substitution in this property pur-

As prescribed in 45.106(b)(1), insert the following suant to subparagraph (b)(1) above; or
clause: I (ii) Withdrawal of authority to use this property,

if provided under any other contract or lease.
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY (FIXED-PRICE (c) Title in Government property. (I) The Government

CONTRACTS) (APR 1984) shall retain title to all Government-furnished property.

(a) Government-fi rnished property. (I) The Govern- (2) All Government-furnished property and all
mnt shall deliver to the Contractor, for use in connec, property acquired by the Contractor, title to which
tion with and under the terms of this contract, the vests in the Government under this paragraph (col-

Government-furnished property described in the lectively referred to as "Government property"), are
Schedule or specifications together with any related subject to the provisionm if this clause. Title to Gov-
data and information that the Contractor may request ernment property shall -)t be affected by its incor-
and is reasonably required for the intended use of the
property (hereinafter referred to as "Government-fur- potation into or attachment to any property not
nished property"). owned by the Government, nor shall Government

(2) The delivery or performance dates for this property become a fixture or lose its identity as per-
contract are based upon the expectation that Govern- sonni property by being attached to any real proper-
nient-furnished property suitable for use (except for ty.
property furnished "as-is") will he delivered to the (3) Title to each item of facilities, special test
Contractor at the times stated in the Schedule or, if equipment, and special tooling (other than that sub-not so stated, in sufficient time to enable the Con- ject to a special tooling clause) acquired by the Con-
naoto eestat insufficintacto eble te pro- tractor for the Government under this contract shall
tractor to meet the contract's delivery or perform- ps oadvs nteGvrmn hnisueiance atespass to and vest in the Government when its use in

ance dales. pperforming this contract commences or when the
(3) If Government-furni ied property is received Government has paid for it, whichever is earlier,

by the Contractor in a condition not suitable for the whether or not title previously vested in the Govern-
intended use, the Contractor shall, upon receipt of it, ment.

notify the Contracting Officer, detailing the facts, (4) If this contract contains a provision directing

and, as directed by the Contracting Officer and at the Contractor to purchase material for which the

(ovcrnment expense, either repair, modify, return, Government will reimburse the Contractor as a

or otherwise dispose of the property. After complet- direct item of cost u.sder this contract-

ing the diiccted action and upon written request of (i) lide to material purchased from a vendor

the Contractor, the Contracting Officer shall make shall pass to and vest in the Government upon the

an equitable adjustment as provided in paragraph (h) vendor's delivery of such material. and

of iis clause. (ii) Title to all other material shall pass to and

(4) If Government-furnished property is not deliv- vest in the Government upon-

cred to the Contractor by the required time, the (A) Issuance of the material for use in con-

Contracting Officer shall. upon the Contractor's tract performance;

timcly wiitten request, make a determination of the (1) Commencement of processing of the mate-

delay, if any, caused the Contractor and shall make rial or its use in contract performance; or

an equitable adjustment in accordance with para- (C) Reimbursement of the cost of the material
graph (h) of this clause, by the Government, whichever occurs first.

(h) Changes in Government.furnished property. (1) The (d) Use of Government property. The Government
Contracting Officer may, by written notice, (i) decrease property shall be used only for performing this con-
the Government-furnished property provided or to be tract, unless otherwise provided, in this contract or
provided under this contract, or (ii) substitute other approved by the Contracting Officer.

v(;ovcrnicit-furnishcd property for the property to be (e) Property administration. (I) The Contractor shall

provided by the Goverinent, or to be acquired by the be responsible and accountable for all Government

Conlraclor for the Government, under this contract. property provided under this contract and shall comply
1 he Contractor shall promptly take such action as the with Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Subpart
Conlracting Officer may direct regarding the removal, 45.5, as in effect on the date of this contract.
shipmcnt, or disposal of the property covered by such (2) The Contractor shall establish and maintain a
notice. program for the use, maintenance, repair, protection,

(2) Upon the Contractor's written request, the and preservation of Government property in accord-

Contracting Officer shall make an equitable adjust- ance with sound industrial practice and the applica-
incil to the contract in accordance with paragraph ble provisions of Subpart 45.5 of the FAR.

(hi) of this clause, if the Government has agreed in

the Schedule to make the property available for per-
forming this contract and there is any-
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FAC 84-8 JULY 1, 19853 PART 52-SOLICITATION PROVISIONS AND CONTRACT (qLAUSES 52.245-2

(3) If damage occurs to Government property, the shall prepare for shipment, deliver f.o.b. origin, or dis-
risk of which has been assumed by the Government pose of the Government property as may be directed
under this contract, the Government shall replace or authorized by the Contracting Officer. The net pro-
the items or the Contractor shall make such repairs ceeds of any such disposal shall be credited to the
as the Government directs. However, if the Contrac- contract price or shall be paid to the Government as
tor cannot effect such repairs within the time re- the Contracting Officer directs.
quired, the Contractor shall dispose of the property (j) Abandonment and restoration of Contractor's prem-
as directed by the Contracting Officer. When any ises. Unless otherwise provided herein, the Govern-
property for which the Government is responsible is ment-
replaced or repaired, the Contracting Officer shall (I) May abandon any Government property in
make an equitable adjustment in accordance with place, at which time all obligations of the Govern-
paragraph (h) of this clause. ment regarding such abandoned property shall cease;

(4) The Contractor represents that the contract and
price does not include any amount for repairs or (2) Has no obligation to restore or rehabilitate the
replacement for which the Government is responsi- Contractor's premises under any circumstances (e.g.,
ble. Repair or replacement of property for which the abandonment, disposition upon completion of need,
Contractor is responsible shall be accomplished by or upon contract completion). However, if the Gov-
the Contractor at its own expense. ernment-furnished property (listed in the Schedule or
(f) Access. The Government and all its designees shall specifications) is withdrawn or is unsuitable for the

have access at all reasonable times to the premises in intended use, or if other Government property is
which any Government property is located for the substituted, then the equitable adjustment under para-
purpose of inspecting the Government property. graph (h) of this c:ause may properly include restora-

(g) Risk of loss. Unless otherwise provided in this tion or rehabilitation costs.
contract, the Contractor assumes the risk of, and shall (k) Communications. All communications under this
be responsible for, any loss or destruction of, or clause shall be in writing.
damage to, Government property upon its delivery to (I) Overseas contracts. If this contract is to be per-
the Contractor or upon passage of title to the Govern- formed outside of the United States of America, its
ment under paragraph (c) of this clause. However, the territories, or possessions, the words "Government"
Contractor is not responsible for reasonable wear and and "Government-furnished" (wherever they appear in
tear to Government property or for Government prop- this clause) shall be construed as "United States Gov-
erty properly consumed in performing this contract. ernment" and "United States Government-furnished,"

(h) Equitable adjustment. When this clause specifies respectively.
an equitable adjustment, it shall be made to any affect- (End of clause)
ed contract provision in accordance with the proce- (R 7-104.24(a) 1968 SEP)
dures of the Changes clause. When appropriate, the (R 7-104.24(b) 1968 SEP)
Contracting Officer may initiate an equitable adjust- (R 7-104.24(d) 1968 SEP)
ment in favor of the Government. The right to an (R 7-303.7 1972 SEP)

- equitable adjustment shall be the Contractor's exclusive (R 1-7.303-7(a))
remedy. The Government shall not be liable to suit for (R 1-7.303-7(d))
breach of contract for-

(1) Any delay in delivery of Government-fur- Alternate I (APR 1984). As prescribed in
nished property; 45.106(b)(2), substitute the following paragraph (g) for

(2) Delivery of Government-furnished property in paragraph (g) of the basic clause: 9
a condition not suitable for its intended use; (g) Limited risk of loss. (1) The term "Contractor'sI (3) A decrease in or substitution of Government- managerial personnel," as used in this paragraph (g),
furnished property; or means the Contractor's directors, officers, and any of

(4) Falure to repair or replace Government prop- the Contractor's managers, superintendents, or equiva-
erty for which the Government is responsible. lent representatives who have supervision or direction
(i) Final accounting and disposition of Government of-

property. Upon completing this contract, or at such (i) All or substantially all of the Contractor's
earlier dates as may be fixed by the Contracting Offi- business;I cer, the Contractor shall submit, in a form acceptable (ii) All or substantially all of the Contractor's
to the Contracting Officer, inventory schedules cover- operation at any one plant or separate location at
ing all items of Government property (including any which the contract is being performed; or

- resulting scrap) not consumed in performing this con- (iii) A separate and complete major industrial
tract or delivered to the Government. The Contractor operation connected with performing this contract.
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52.245-2 FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION (FAR)

(2) The Contractor shall not be liable for loss or of, and be responsible for, any loss or destruction of,
destruction of, or damage to, the Government prop- or damage to, the property while in the subcontrac-
erty provided under this contract (or, if an educa- tor's possession or control, except to the extent that
tional or nonprofit organization, for expenses inci- the subcontract, with the advance approval of the
dental to such loss, destruction, or damage), except Contracting Officer, relieves the subcontractor from
as provided in subparagraphs (3) and (4) below, such liability. In the absence of such approval, the

(3) The Contractor shall be responsible for loss or subcontract shall contain appropriate provisions re-
destruction of, or damage to, the Government prop- quiring the return of all Government property in as
erty provided under this contract (including expenses good condition as when received, except for reason-
incidental to such loss, destruction, or damage)- able wear and tear or for its use in accordance with

(i) That results from a risk expressly required to be the provisions of the prime contract.
insured under this contract, but only to the extent of (6) Upon loss or destruction of, or damage to,
the insurance required to be purchased and main- Government property provided under this contract,
tained, or to the extent of insurance actually pur- the Contractor shall so notify the Contracting Offi-
chased and maintained, whichever is greater; cer and shall communicate with the loss and salvage

(ii) That results from a risk that is in fact coy- organization, if any, designated by the Contracting
ered by insurance or for which the Contractor is Officer. With the assistance of any such organization,
otherwise reimbursed, but only to the extent of the Contractor shall take all reasonable action to
such insurance or reimbursement; protect the Government property from further

(iii) For which the Contractor is otherwise re- damage, separate the damaged and undamaged Gov-
sponsible under the express terms of this contract; ernment property, put all the affected Government

(iv) That results from willful misconduct or lack property in the best possible order, and furnish to the
of good faith on the part of the Contractor's man- Contracting Officer a statement of-
agerial personnel; or o i n he st aed, o f ge

(v) That results from a failure on the part of the (i) The lost, destroyed, or damaged GovernmentContractor, due to willful misconduct or lack of property;
(ii) The time and origin of the loss, destruction,good faith on the part of the Contractor's manage- or damage;

rial personnel, to establish and administer a pro-
gram or system for the control, use, protection, (iii) All known interests in commingled property
preservation, maintenance, and repair of Govern- of which the Government property is a part; and
ment property as required by paragraph (e) of this (iv) The insurance, if any, covering any part of
clause, or interest in such commingled property.
(4) (i) If the Contractor fails to act as provided in (7) The Contractor shall repair, renovate, and take

subdivision (g)(3)(v) above, after being notified (by such other action with respect to damaged Govern-
certified mail addressed to one of the Contractor's ment property as the Contracting Officer directs. If
managerial personnel) of the Government's disap- the Government property is destroyed or damaged
proval, withdrawal of approval, or nonacceptance of beyond practical repair, or is damaged and so com-
the system or program, it shall be conclusively pre- mingled or combined with property of others (in-
sumed that such failure was due to willful miscon- cluding the Contractor's) that separation is impracti-
duct or lack of good faith on the part of the Con- cal, the Contractor may, with the approval of and
tractor's managerial personnel. subject to any conditions imposed by the Contracting

(ii) In such event, any loss or destruction of, or Officer, sell such property for the account of the
damage to, the Government property shall be pre- Government. Such sales may be made in order to
sumed to have resulted from such failure unless minimize the loss to the Government, to permit the
the Contractor can establish by clear and convinc- resumption of business, or to accomplish a similar
ing evidence that such loss, destruction, or purpose. The Contractor shall be entitled to an equi-
damage- table adjustment in the contract price for the expend-

(A) Did not result from the Contractor's fail- itures made in perfoianing the obligations under this
ure to maintain an approved program or system; subparagraph (g)(7) in accordance with paragraph
or (h) of this clause. However, the Government may

(B) Occurred while an approved program or directly reimburse the loss and salvage organization
system was maintained by the Contractor. for any of their charges. The Contracting Officer

(5) If the Contractor transfers Government proper- shall give due regard to the Contractor's liabilityty to the possession and control of a subcontractor, under this paragraph (g) when making any such equi-
the transfer shall not affect the liability of the Con- table adjustment.
tractor for loss or destruction of, or damage to, the (8) The Contractor represents that it is not includ-
property as set forth above. However, the Contrac- ing in the price and agrees it will not hereafter in-
tor shall require the subcontractor to assume the risk clude in any price to the Government any charge or
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reserve for insurance (including any self- insurance whether or not title previously vested in the Govern-
fund or reserve) covering loss or destruction of, or ment.
damage to, Government property, except to the (4) Title to equipment (and other tangible personal I
extent that the Government may have expressly re- property) purchased with funds available for research
quired the Contractor to carry such insurance under and having an acquisition cost of less than $5,000 shall
another provision of this contract. vest in the Contractor upon acquisition or as soon

(9) In the event the Contractor is reimbursed or thereafter as feasible; provided, that the Contractor
otherwise compensated for any loss or destruction obtained the Contracting Officer's approval before
of, or damage to, Government property, the Con- each acquisition. Title to equipment purchased with
tractor shall use the proceeds to repair, renovate, or funds available for research and having an acquisition
replace the lost, destroyed, or damaged Government cost of $5,000 or more shall vest as set forth in the con-
property or shall otherwise credit the proceeds to or tract. If title to equipment vests in the Contractor un-
equitably reimburse the Government, as directed by der this subparagraph (c)(4), the Contractor agrees that
the Contracting Officer. no charge will be made to the Government for any de-

(10) The Contractor shall do nothing to prejudice preciation, amortization, or use under any existing or
the Government's rights to recover against third par- future Government contract or subcontract thereun-
ties for any loss or destruction of, or damage to, der. The Contractor shall furnish the Contracting Offi-
Government property. Upon the request of the Con- cer a list of all equipment to which title is vested in the
tracting Officer, the Contractor shall, at the Govern- Contractor under this subparagraph (c)(4) within 10
ment's expense, furnish to the Government all rea- days following the end of the calendar quarter during
sonable assistance and cooperation (including the which it was received.
prosecution of suit and the execution of instruments (5) Vesting title under this paragraph (c) is subject
of assignment in favor of the Government) in obtain- to civil rights legislation, 42 U.S.C. 2000d. Before
ing recovery. In addition, where a subcontractor has title is vested and by signing this contract, the Con-
not been relieved from liability for any loss or de- tractor accepts and agrees that-
struction of, or damage to, Government property, "No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race,
the Contractor shall enforce for the benefit of the color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied
Government the liability of the subcontractor for the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under this
such loss, destruction, or damage. contemplated financial assistance (title to equipment)."

(g) Limited risk of loss. (1) The term "Contractor's
managerial personnel," as used in this paragraph (g),(R 7-104 .24(c) 1978 SEP) means the Contractor's directors, officers, and any of

(R 1-7.303-7(b)) the Contractor's managers, superintendents, or equiva-
lent representatives who have supervision or direction

I Alternate II (JUL 1985). As prescribed in of-u
45.106(b)(3), substitute the following paragraphs (c) and (i) All or substantially 'all of the Contractor's busi-
(g) for paragraphs (c) and (g) of the basic clause: (etSr

(c) Title in Government property. (I) The Government (ii) All or substantially all of the Contractor's
shall retain title to all Government-furnished propety. operation at any one plant, laboratory, or separate

(2) All Government-furnished property and all location at which the contract is being performed;
property acquired by the Contractor, title to which or
vests in the Government under this paragraph (col- (iii) A separate and complete major industrial
lectively referred to as "Government property"), are operation connected with performing this contract.
subject to the provisions of this clause. Title to Gov- (2) The Contractor shall not be liable for loss or
ernment property shall not be affected by its incor- destruction of, or damage to, the Government prop-
poration into or attachment to any property not erty provided under this contract (or, if an educa-
owned by the Government, nor shall Government tional or nonprofit organization, for expenses inci-
property become a fixture or lose its identity as per- dental to such loss, destruction, or damage), except
sonal property by being attached to any real proper- as provided in subparagraphs (3) and (4) below.
ty. (3) The Contractor shall be responsible for loss or

(3) Title to each item of facilities, special test destruction of, or damage to, the Government prop-
equipment, and special tooling (other than that sub- erty provided under this contract (including expenses
ject to a special tooling clause) acquired by the Con- incidental to such loss, destruction, or damage)-
tractor for the Government under this contract shall (i) That results from a risk expressly required to
pass to and vest in the Government when its use in be insured under this contract, but only to the
performing this contract commences, or when the extent of the insurance required to be purchased
Government has paid for it, whichever is earlier, and maintained, or to the extent of insurance actu-
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ally purchased and maintained, whichever is great- the Contractor shall so notify the Contracting Offi-
er: cer and shall communicate with the loss and salvage

(ii) That results from a risk which is in fact organization, if any, designated by the Contracting
covered by insurance or for which the Contractor Officer. With the assistance of any such organization,
is otherwise reimbursed, but only to the extent of the Contractor shall take all reasonable action to
such insurance or reimbursement; protect the Government property from further

(iii) For which the Contractor is otherwise re- damage, separate the damaged and undamaged Gov-
sponsible under the express terms of this contract; ernment property, put all the affected Government

(iv) That results from willful misconduct or lack property in the best possible order, and furnish to the
of good faith on the part of the Contractor's man- Contracting Officer a statement of-
agerial personnel; or

(v) That results from a failure on the part of the (i) The lost, destroyed, or damaged Government
Contractor, due to willful misconduct or lack of property;
good faith on the part of the Contractor's manage- (ii) The time and origin of the loss, destruction,
rial personnel, to establish and administer a pro- or damage;
gram or system for the control, use, protection, (iii) All known interests in commingled property
preservation, maintenance, and repair of Govern- of which the Government property is a part; and
ment property as required by paragraph (e) of this (iv) The insurance, if any, covering any part of
clause, or interest in such commingled property.
(4) (i) If the Contractor fails to act as provided in (7) The Contractor shall repair, renovate, and take

subdivision (g)(3)(v) above, after being notified (by such other action with respect to damaged Govern-
certified mail adressed to one of the Contractor's ment property as the Contracting Officer directs. If
managerial personel) of the Government's disapprov- the Government property is destroyed or damaged
al. withdrawal of approval, or nonacceptance of the beyond practical repair, or is damaged and so com-
system or program, it shall be conclusively presumed mingled or combined with property of others (in-
that such failure was due to willful misconduct or cluding the Contractor's) that separation is impracti-
lack of good faith on the part of the Contractor's cal, the Contractor may, with the approval of and
managerial personnel. subject to any conditions imposed by the Contracting

(ii) Furthermore, any loss or destruction of, or Officer, sell such property for the account of the
damage to, the Government property shall be pre- Government. Such sales may be made in order to
sumed to have resulted from such failure unless minimize the loss to the Government, to permit the
the Contractor can establish by clear and convinc- resumption of business, or to accomplish a similar
ing evidence that such loss, destruction, or purpose. The Contractor shall be entitled to an equi-
damai; e- table adjustment in the contract price for the expend-(A) Did not result from the Contractor's fail- itures made in performing the obligations under this

ure to maintain an approved program or system; subparagraph (g)(7) in accordance with paragraph
or ((h) of this clause. However, the Government may
system was maintained by the Contractor. directly reimburse the loss and salvage organization
system wasIainaind the Contractor. transffor any of their charges. The Contracting Officer

(5) If the Contractor transfers Government proper- shlgiederadtoheCnacr'labiy

ty to the possession and control of a subcontractor, shall give due regard to the Contractor's liability
the transfer shall not affect the liability of the Con- under this paragraph (g) when making any such equi-

tractor for loss or destruction of, or damage to, the table adjustment.
property as set forth above. However, the Contrac- (8) The Contractor represents that it is not includ-
tor shall require the subcontractor to assume the risk ing in the price, and agrees it will not hereafter
of, and be responsible for, any loss or destruction of, include in any price to the Government, any charge
or damage to, the property while in the subcontrac- or reserve for insurance (including any self-insurance
tor's possession or control, except to the extent that fund or reserve) covering loss or destruction of, or
the subcontract, with the advance approval of the damage to, Government property, except to the
Contracting Officer, relieves the subcontractor from extent that the Government may have expressly re-
such liability. In the absence of such approval, the quired the Contractor to carry such insurance under
subcontract shall contain appropriate provisions re- another provision of this contract.
quiring the return of all Government property in as (9) In the event the Contractor is reimbursed or
good condition as when received, except for reason- otherwise compensated for any loss or destruction
able wear and tear or for its use in accordance with of, or damage to, the Government property, the
the provisions of the prime contract. Contractor shall use the proceeds to repair, renovate,

(6) Upon loss or destruction of, or damage to, or replace the lost, destroyed, or damaged Govern-
Government property provided under this contract, ment property or shall otherwise credit the proceeds
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by the Contracting Officer and description.
(10) The Contractor shall do nothing to prejudice the (End of clause)

Government's rights to recover against third parties for (R 7-603.28 1968 SEP)
any loss or destruction of, or damage to, Government 52.245-4 Government-Furnished Property (Short
property. Upon the request of the Contracting Officer, Form).
the Contractor shall, at the Government's expense, fur- As prescribed in 45.106(d), insert the following clause: I
nish to the Government all reasonable assistance and GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED PROPERTY
cooperation (including the prosecution of suit and the (SHORT FORM) (APR 1984)
execution of instruments of assignment in favor of the (a) The Government shall deliver to the Contractor, at
Government) in obtaining recovery. In addition, where a the time and locations stated in this contract, the
subcontractor has not been relieved from liability for Government-furnished property described in the Schedule
any loss or destruction of, or damage to, Government or specifications. If that property, suitable for its intended
property, the Contractor shall enforce for the benefit of use, is not delivered to the Contractor, the Contracting
the Government the liability of the subcontractor for Officer shall equitably adjust affected provisions of this
such loss, destruction, or damage. contract in accordance with ihe Changes clause when-

(1) The Contractor submits a timely written request
52.245.3 Identification of Government-Furnished for an equitable adjustment; and

Property. (2) The facts warrant an equitable adjustment.
As prescribed in 45.106(c). insert the following clause, (b) Tide to Government-furnished property shall remain

in addition to the clause at 52.245-2, Government Property in the Government. The Contractor shall use the

(Fixed-Price Contracts), in solicitations and contracts when Government-furnished property only in connection with

a fixed-price construction contract is contemplated under this contract. The Contractor shall maintain adequate prop-
which the Government is to furnish Government property erty control records in accordance with sound industrial

f.o.b. railroad cars at a specified destination or f.o.b. truck practice and will make such records available for

at the project site. The contract Schedule shall specify the Government inspection at all reasonable times, unless the

point of delivery and may include special terms and condi- clause at Federal Acquisition Regulation 52.245-1,

tions covering installation, preparation for operation, or Property Records, is included in this contract.

equipment testing by the Government or by another (c) Upon delivery of Government-furnished property to
cointr t ythe Contractor, the Contractor assumes the risk and respon-IDENT FICATION OF GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED sibility for its loss or damage, except

PROPERTY (APR 1984) (1) For reasonable wear and tear;
PROPRTY APR 984)(2) Tob the extent property is consumed in performing

(a) The Government will furnish to the Contractor the this contract; or

property identified in the Schedule to be incorporated or (3) As otherwise provided for by the provisions of

installed into the work or used in performing the contract. this contract.

The listed property will be furnished f.o.b. railroad cars at (d) Upon completing this contract, the Contractor sha

the place specified in the contract Schedule or f.o.b. truck follow the instructions of the Contracting Officer regarding

at the project site. The Contractor is required to accept the disposition of all Government-furnished property not
delivery, pay any demurrage or detention charges, and consumed in performing this contract or previously deliv-
unload and transport the property to the job site at its own ered to the Government. The Contractor shall prepare for
expense. When the property is delivered, the Contractor shipment, deliver f.o.b. origin, or dispose of the
shall verify its quantity and condition and acknowledge Government property, as may be directed or authorized by
receipt in writing to the Contracting Officer. The the Contracting Officer The net proceeds of any such dis-
Contractor shall also report in writing to the Contracting posal shall be credited to the contract price or shall be paid
Officer within 24 hours of delivery any damage to or short- to the Government as directed by the Contracting Officer.
age of the property as received. All such property shall be (e) If this contract is to be performed outside the United
installed or incorporated into the work at the expense of the States of America, its territories, or possessions, the words
Contractor, unless otherwise indicated in this contract "Government" and "Government-furnished" (wherever

(b) Each item of property to be furnished under this they appear in this clause) shall be construed
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as "United States Government" and "United States ered to the Contractor by the required time or times,
Government-furnished," respectively, the Contracting Officer shall, upon the Contractor's

(End of clause) timely written request, make a determination of the
(R 7-104.24(f) 1964 NOV) delay, if any, caused the Contractor and shall make

an equitable adjustment in accordance with para-
52.245-5 Government Property (Cost-Reimbursement, graph (h) of this clause.

Time-and-Material, or Labor-Hour Contracts). (b) Changes in Government-furnished property. (I) The
As prescribed in 45.106(f)(1), insert the following Contracting Officer may, by written notice, (i) decrease

clause: the Government-furnished property provided or to be
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY (COST-REIM- provided under this contraot or (ii) substitute other

BURSEMENT, TIME-AND-MATERIAL, OR Government-furnished property for the property to be
LABOR-HOUR CONTRACTS) (JAN 1986) provided by the Government or to be acquired by the
(a) Government-furnished property. (1) The term Contractor for the Government under this contract.

"Contractor's managerial personnel," as used in para- The Contractor shall promptly take such action as the
graph (g) of this clause, means any of the Contractor's Contracting Officer may direct regarding the removal,
directors, officers, managers, superintendents, or equiv- shipment, or disposal of the property covered by this
alent representatives who have supervision or direction notice.
of-- (2) Upon the Contractor's written request, the

(i) All or substantially all of the Contractor's Contracting Officer shall make an equitable adjust-
business; ment to the contract in accordance with paragraph

(ii) All or substantially all of the Contractor's (h) of this clause, if the Government has agreed in
operation at any one plant, or separate location at the Schedule to make such property available for
which the contract is being performed; or performing this contract and there is any-

(iii) A separate and complete major industrial (i) Decrease or substitution in this property pur-
operation connected with performing this contract. suant to subparagraph (b)(l) above; or
(2) The Government shall deliver to the Contrac- (ii) Withdrawal of authority to use property, if

tor, for use in connection with and under the terms provided under any other contract or lease.
of this contract, the Government-furnished property (c) Title. (1) The Government shall retain title to all
described in the Schedule or specifications, together Government-furnished property.
with such related data and information as the Con- (2) Title to all property purchased by the Contrac-
tractor may request and as may be reasonably re- tor for which the Contractor is entitled to be reim-
quired for the intended use of the property (herein-afte reerrd t as Govrnmnt-urnihedproer- bursed as a direct item of cost under this contract
after referred to as "Government- furnished proper- shall pass to and vest in the Government upon the
ty"). vendor's delivery of such property.

(3) The delivery or performance dates for this
contract are based upon the expectation that Govern- (3) Title to all other property, the cost of which is
ment-furnished property suitable for use will be de- reimbursable to the Contractor, shall pass to and vest
livered to the Contractor at the times stated in the in the Government upon-
Schedule or, if not so stated, in sufficient time to (i) Issuance of the property for use in contract
enable the Contractor to meet the contract's delivery performance;
or performance dates. (ii) Commencement of processing of the proper-

(4) If Government-furnished property is received ty or use in contract performance; or
by the Contractor in a condition not suitable for the (iii) Reimbursement of the cost of the property
intended use, the Contractor shall, upon receipt, by the Government, whichever occurs first.
notify the Contracting Officer, detailing the facts, (4) All Government-furnished property and all
and, as directed by the Contracting Officer and at property acquired by the Contractor, title to which
Government expense, either effect repairs or modifi- vests in the Government under this paragraph (col-
cation or return or otherwise dispose of the property. lectively referred to as "Government property"), are
After completing the directed action and upon writ- subject to the provisions of this clause. Title to Gov-
ten request of the Contractor, the Contracting Offi- eminent property shall not be affected by its incor-
cer shall make an equitable adjustment as provided in poration into or attachment to any property not
paragraph (h) of this clause, owned by the Government, nor shall Government

(5) If Government-furnished property is not deliv- property become a fixture or lose its identity as per-
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sonal property by being attached to any real proper- (v) That results from a failure on the part of the
ty. Contractor, due to willful misconduct or lack of
(d) Use of Government property. The Government good faith on the part of the Contractor's manage-

property shall be used only for performing this con- rial personnel, to establish and administer a pro-
tract, unless otherwise provided in this contract or gram or system for the control, use, protection,
approved by the Contracting Officer. preservation, main:enance, and repair of Govern-

(e) Property administration. (1) The Contractor shall ment property as required by paragraph (c) of this
be responsible and accountable for all Government clause.
property provided under the contract and shall comply (3) (i) If the Contractor fails to act as provided by
with Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Subpart 45.5, subdivision (g)(2)(v) above, after being notified (by

I as in effect on the date of this contract, certified mail addressed to one of the Contractor's
managerial personnel) of the Government's disap-

(2) The Contractor shall establish and maintain a proval, withdrawal of approval, or nonacceptance of
program for the use, maintenance, repair, protection, the system or program, it shall be conclusively pre-
and preservation of Government property in accord- sumed that such failure was due to willful miscon-
ance with sound business practice and the applicable duct or lack of good faith on the part of the Con-
provisions of FAR Subpart 45.5. tractor's managerial personnel.

(3) If damage occurs to Government property, the (ii) In such event, any loss or destruction of, or
risk of which has been assumed by the Government damage to, the Government property shall be pre-
under this contract, the Government shall replace sumed to have resulted from such failure unless
the items or the Contractor shall make such repairs the Contractor can establish by clear and convinc-
as the Government directs. However, if the Contrac- ing evidence that such loss, destruction, or
tor cannot effect such repairs within the time re- damage-
quired, the Contractor shall dispose of the property (A) Did not result from the Contractor's fail-
as directed by the Contracting Officer. When any ure to maintain an approved program or system,
property for which the Government is responsible is Or

replaced or repaired, the Contracting Officer shall
make an equitable adjustment in accordance with (B) Occurred while an approved program or

paragraph (h) of this clause, system wa maintained by the Contractor.

(I) Access. The Government and all its designees shall (4) If the Contractor transfers Government proper-
have access at all reasonable times to the premises in ty to the possession and control of a subcontractor,
which any Government property is located for the the transfer shall not affect the liability of the Con-
purpose of inspecting the Government property. tractor for loss or destruction of, or damage to, the

(g) Limited risk of loss. (I) The Contractor shall not property as set forth above. P _r, th: Contrac-
be liable for loss or destruction of, or damage to, the tor shall require the subcc, w(;.r ,j assume the risk
Government property provided under this contract or of, and be respcV.:Ke i'or, any loss or destruction of,
for expenses incidental to such loss, destruction, or or damage to, the property while in the subcontrac-
damage, except as provided in subparagraphs (2) and tor's pos'sosion or control, except to the extent that
(3) below, the subcontract, wi., ."e k- : ce approval of the

(2) The Contractor shall be responsible for loss or Contracting Officer, relieves the subcontractor from
destruction of, or damage to, the Government prop- such liability. In the absence of such approval, the
erty provided under this contract (including expenses subcontract shall contain appropriate provisions re-
incidental to such loss, destruction, or damage)- quiring the return of all Government property in as

(i) That results from a risk expressly required to good condition as when received, except for reason-
be insured under this contract, but only to the able wear and tear or for its use in accordance with
extent of the insurance required to be purchased the provisions of the prime contract
and maintained or to the extent of insurance actu- (5) Upon loss or destruction or damage to,
ally purchased and maintained, whichever is great- Government property provided under this contract,
er; the Contractor shall so notify the Contracting Offi-

(ii) That results from a risk that is in fact coy- cer and shall communicate with the loss and salvage
ered by insurance or for which the Contractor is organization, if any, designated by the Contracting
otherwise reimbursed, but only to the extent of Officer. With the assistance of any such organization,
such insurance or reimbursement; the Contractor shall take all reasonable action to

(iii) For which the Contractor is otherwise re- protect the Government property from further
sponsible under the express terms of this contract; damage, separate the damaged and undamaged Gov-

(iv) That results from willful misconduct or lack ernment property, put all the affected Government
of good faith on the part of the Contractor's man- property in the best possible order, and furnish to the
agerial personnel; or Contracting Officer a statement of-
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(i) J he lost, destroyed, or damaged Government the Contractor shall enforce for the benefit of the
property; Government the liability of the subcontractor for

(ii) The time and origin of the loss, destruction, such loss, destruction, or damage.
or damage; (h) Equitable adjustment. When this clause specifies

(iii) All known interests in commingled property an equitable adjustment, it shall be made to any affect- ..

of which the Government property is a part; and ed contract provision in accordance with the proce-
(iv) The insurance, if any, covering any part of dures of the Changes clause. When appropriate, the

or interest in such commingled property. Contracting Officer may initiate an equitable adjust-
(6) The Contractor shall repair, renovate, and take ment in favor of the Government. The right to an

such other action with respect to damaged Govern- equitable adjustment shall be the Contractor's exclusive
ment property as the Contracting Officer directs. If remedy. The Government shall not be liable to suit for
the Government property is destroyed or damaged breach of contract for-
beyond practical repair, or is damaged and so com- (1) Any delay in delivery of Government-fur-
mingled or combined with property of others (in- nished property;
cluding the Contractor's) that separation is impracti- (2) Delivery of Government-furnished property in
cal. the Contractor may, with the approval of and a condition not suitable for its intended use;
subject to any condit: ns imposed by the Contracting (3) A decrease in or substitution of Government-
Officer, sell such property for the account of the furnished property; or
Government, Such sales may be made in order to
minimize the loss to the Government, to permit the (4) Failure to repair or replace Government prop-resumption of husiness, or to acopihasimilar erty for which the Government is responsible.

reumtin f usnesortoaccomplish a smlr (i) Final accounting and disposition of Governmentpurpose -he Contractor shall be entitled to an equi- ()Fnlacutn n ipsto fGvrmn
table adjustment in the contract price for the expend- property. Upon completing this contract, or at suchtable aduse in erformngthe o gtifons u end t earlier dates as may be fixed by the Contracting Offi-it u~res m ad e in perfo rm in g the o b ligatio ns und er th is c r h o t a t r s a l s b i ,i o m a c p a l
subparagraph (g)(6) in accordance with paragraph cer, the Contractor shall submit, in a form acceptable(h) f tis caus. Hweve, te Gvernentmay to the Contracting Officer, inventory schedules cover-(h ) of this clause. H o w ever, the G overnm ent m ay i g al i e s o o e n e t p o e t o o s m d i
directly reimburse the loss and salvage organization ing all items of Government property not consumed in
for any of their charges. The Contracting Officer performing this contract or delivered to the Govern-
shall give due regard to the Contractor's liability ment. The Contractor shall prepare for shipment, deliv-
under this paragraph (g) when making any such equi- er f.o.b, origin, or dispose of the Government property
table adjustment. as may be directed or authorized by the Contracting 

(7) The Contractor shall not be reimbursed for, Officer. The net proceeds of any such disposal shall be
and shall not include as an item of overhead, the cost credited to the cost of the work covered by this con-

of insurance or of any reserve covering risk of loss tract or paid to the Government as directed by the

or destruction of, or damage to, Government proper- Contracting Officer, The foregoing provisions shall
ty, except to the extent that the Government may apply to scrap from Government property; provided,

have expressly required the Contractor to carry such however, that the Contracting Officer may authorize
insurance under another provision of this contract. or direct the Contractor to omit from such inventory

(8) In the event the Contractor is reimbursed or schedules any scrap consisting of faulty castings or
otherwise compensated for any loss or destruction forgings or of cutting and processing waste, such as

of, or damage to, Government property, the Con- chips, cuttings, borings, turnings, short ends, circles,
tractor shall use the proceeds to repair, renovate, or trimmings, clippings, and remnants, and to dispose of
rf-lcre the lost, destroyed, or damaged Government such scrap in accordance with the Contractor's normal
property or shall otherwise credit the proceeds to, or practice and account for it as a part of general over-
equitably reimburse, the Government, as directed by head or other reimbursable costs in accordance with
the Contracting Officer. the Contractor's established accounting procedures.

(9) The Contractor shall do nothing to prejudice (j) Abandonment and restoration of Contractor prem-
the Government's rights to recover against third par- ises. Unless otherwise provided herein, the Govern-
ties for any loss or destruction of, or damage to, ment-
Goveinment property. Upon the request of the Con- (1) May abandon any Government property in
tracting Officer, the Contractor shall, at the Govern- place, at which time all obligations of the Govern-
ment's expense, furnish to the Government all rea- ment regarding such abandoned property shall cease;
sonable assistance and cooperation (including the and
prosecution of suit and the execution of instruments (2) Has no obligation to restore or rehabilitate the
of assignment in favor of the Government) in obtain- Contractor's premises under any circumstances (e.g.,
ing recovery. In addition, where a subcontractor has abandonment, disposition upon completion of need,
not been relieved from liability for any loss or de- or contract completion). However, if the Govern. -'

struction of, or damage to, Government property, ment-furnished property (listed in the Schedule or
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specifications) is withdrawn or is unsuitable for the vest in the Contractor upon acquisition or as soon
intended use, or if other Government property is thereafter as feasible; provided, that the Contractor
substituted, then the equitable adjustment under para- obtained the Contracting Officer's approval before
graph (h) of this clause may properly include restora- each acquisition. Title to equipment purchased with
tion or rehabilitation costs. funds available for research and having an acquisition
(k) Communications. All communications under this cost of $5,000 or more shall vest as set forth in the con-

clause shall be in writing, tract. If title to equipment vests in the Contractor un-
(I) Overseas contracts. If this contract is to be per- der this subparagraph (c)(4), the Contractor agrees that

formed outside the United States of America, its terri- no charge will be made to the Government for any de-
tories, or possessions, the words "Government" and preciation, amortization, or use under any existing or
"Government-furnished" (wherever they appear in this future Government contract or subcontract thereun-
clause) shall be construed as "United States Govern- der. The Contractor shall furnish the Contracting Offi-
ment" and "United States Government-furnished," re- cer a list of all equipment to which title is vested in the
spectively. Contractor under this subparagraph (c)(4) within 10

(End of clause) days following the end of the calendar quarter during
which it was received.

Alternate I (JUL 1985). As prescribed in (5) Vesting title under this paragraph (c) is subject
45.302-6(e)(2), substitute the following paragraph (c) for to civil rights legislation, 42 U.S.C. 2000d. Before
paragraph (c) of the basic clause: title is vested and by signing this contract, the Con-

(c) Title. (I) The Government shall retain title to all tractor accepts and agrees that-
Government-furnished property. "No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race.

(2) All Government-furnished property and all color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied
the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under thisvroest inthe overnme ont rader thi le a r hch- contemplated financial assistance (title to equipment)."vests in the Giovernment under this paragraph (col-

lectively referred to as "Government property"), are 52.245-6 Liability for Government Property (Demoli-
subject to the provisions of this clause. Title to Gov- tion Services Contracts).
ernment property shall not be affected by its incor- As prescribed in 45.106(g) insert the following
poration into or attachment to any property not clause, in addition to the clauses prescribed at 37.304,
owned by the Government, nor shall Government in solicitations and contracts for dismantling, demoli-
property become a fixture or lose its identity as per- tion, or removal of improvements:
sonal property by being attached to any real proper- LIABILITY FOR GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
ty. (DEMOLITION SERVICES CONTRACTS) (APR

(3) Title to all property purchased by the Contrac- 1984)
tor for which the Contractor is entitled to be reim- Except for reasonable wear and tear incident to re-
bursed as a direct item of cost under this contract moval and delivery to the Government, the Contractor
and that, under the provisions of this contract is to assumes the risk of and shall be responsible for any loss
vest in the Government, shall pass to and vest in the or destruction of, or damage to, items of property, title
Government upon the vendor's delivery of such to which-
property. Title to all other property, the cost of (a) Remains in the Government and that are to be
which is to be reimbursed to the Contractor under delivered to the Government by the Contractor in per-
this contract and that under the provisions of this forming the work; and
contract is to vest in the Government, shall pass to (b) Is vested in the Contractor but that under the
and vest in the Government upon- Termination clauses of this contract is revested in the

i) Issuance of the property for use in contract Government upon notice of termination.
performance; (End of clause)

(ii) Commencement of processing of the proper- (R 7-2101.16 1976 OCT)
o or its use in contract performance; or 52.245-7 Government Property (Consolidated Facili-
(iii) Reimbursement of the cost of the property ties).

by tile Government, whichever occurs first. As prescribed in 45.302-6(a), insert the following

(4) Title to equipment (and other tangible personal clause in solicitations and contracts when a consoli-property) purchased with funds available for research dated facilities contract is contemplated:and having an acquisition cost of less than $5,000 shall GOVERNMENT PROPERTY (CONSOLIDATED
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FACILITIES) (APR 1984) (iii) Reimbursement of the cost of the property
(a) Definitions. For the purpose of this contract, the by the Government, whichever occurs first.

following definitions apply: (5) Title to the facilities shall not be affected by
"Facilities," as used in this clause, means all property their incorporation into or attachment to any proper-

provided under this facilities contract. ty not owned by the Government, nor shall any item
"Related contract," as used in this clause, means a of the facilities become a fixture or lose its identity as

Government contract or subcontract for supplies or personal property by being attached to any real
services under which the use of the facilities is or may property. The Contractor shall keep the facilities free
be authorized, and clear of all liens and encumbrances and, except

(b) Facilities to be provided. (1) The Contractor, at as otherwise authorized by this contract or by the
Government expense and subject to the provisions of Contracting Officer, shall not remove or otherwise
this contract, shall acquire, construct, or install the part with possession of, or permit the use by others
facilities and perform the related work as described in of, any of the facilities,
the Schedule. (6) Th o tac tiesa

(2) The Government, subject to the provisions of (6) The Contractor may, with the written approval
this contract, shall furnish to the Contractor the of the Contracting Officer, ii~stall, arrange, or rear-

facilities identified in the Schedule as Government- range, on Government-furnished premises, readily

furnished facilities. The Contractor, at Government movable machinery, equipment, and o'her items be-

expense, shall perform the work with respect to longing to the Contractor. Title to any such item
those facilities as is described in the Schedule. shall remain in the Contractor even though it may be

(3) All shipments of the facilities shall be made on attached to real property owned by the Government,
Government bills of lading, unless otherwise author- unless the Contracting Officer determines that it is so
i-ed by the Contracting Officer. The required permanently attached that removal would cause sub-
number of such Government bills of lading will be stantial injury to Government property.
furnished to the Contractor by, and the Contractor (7) The Contractor shall not construct or install, at
shall be accountable therefor to, the transportation its own expense, any fixed improvement or structural
activity designated by the Contracting Officer. alterations in Government buildings or other real
(c) Period of this contract. If not otherwise specified property without advance written approval of the

in the contract and if not previously terminated under Contracting Officer. Fixed improvement or structur-
paragraph (m), the use of the facilities authorized under al alterations, as used herein, means any alteration or -

this contract shall terminate 5 years after its effective improvement in the nature of the building or other
date. Thereafter, if continued use of the facilities by the real property, that, after completion, cannot be re-
Contractor is mutually desired, the parties shall enter moved without substantial loss of value or damage to
into a new contract that shall incorporate such provi- the premises. The term does not include foundations
sions as may then be required by applicable laws and for production equipment.
regulations. The parties may, by written agreement, (e) Location of the facilities. The Contractor may use
extend the use of the facilities under this contract the facilities at any of the locations specified in the
beyond this 5-year period to permit the completion of Schedule and, with the prior written approval of the
any then-existing related contracts and subcontracts. Contracting Officer, at any other location. In granting

(d) Title in the facilities. (I) The Government shall this approval, the Contracting Officer may prescribe
retain title to all Government-furnished property. such terms and conditions as may be deemed necessary

(2) Title to all facilities and components shall pass for protecting the Government's interest in the facilities
to and vest in the Government upon delivery by the involved. Those terms and conditions shall take prece-
vendor of all such items purchased by the Contractor dence over any conflicting provisions of this contract.
for which it is entitled to be reimbursed as a direct (f) Notice of use of the facilties. The Contractor shall
item of cost under this contract.

(3) Title to replacement parts furnished by the notify the Contracting Officer in writing-
Contractor in carrying out its normal maintenance (I) Whenever use of all facilities for Government
obligations under paragraph (h) shall pass to and vest work in any quarterly period averages less than 75
in the Government upon completion of their installa- percent of the total use of the facilities; or
tion in the facilities. (2) Whenever any item of the facilities is no longer

(4) Title to other property, the cost of which is needed or usable for performing existing related con-
reimbursable to the Contractor under this contract, tracts that authorize such use.
shall pass to and vest in the Government upon- (g) Property control. The Contractor shall maintain

(i) Issuance of the property for use in perform- property control procedures and records and a system
ing this contract; of identification of the facilities, in accordance with the

(ii) Commencement of processing or use of the provisions of Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)
property in performing this contract; or Subpart 45.5 in effect on the date of this contract. The
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provisions of FAR 45.5 are hereby incorporated by ty to Third Persons-Total Immunity. However, the
reference and made a part of this contract. provisions of the Contractor's related contracts shall

(h) Maintenance. (I) Except as otherwise provided in govern any assumption of liability by the Government
the Schedule, the Contractor shall perform normal for claims arising under those contracts.
maintenance of the facilities in accordance with sound (k) Late delivery, diversion, and substitution. (1) The
industrial practice, including protection, preservation, Government shall not be liable for breach of contract
and repair of the facilities and normal parts replace- for any delay in delivery or nondelivery of facilities to
ment for equipment. be furnished under this contract.

(2) As soon as practicable after the execution of (2) The Government has the right, at its expense,
this contract, the Contractor shall submit to the Con- to divert the facilities under this contract by direct-
tracting Officer a written proposed maintenance pro- ing the Contractor to-
gram, including a maintenance records system, in (i) Deliver any of the facilities to locations other
sufficient detail to show its adequacy. If the Con- than those specified in the Schedule; or
tracting Officer agrees to the proposed program, it (ii) Assign purchase orders or subcontracts for
shall become the normal maintenance obligation of any of the facilities to the Government or third
the Contractor. The Contractor's performance ac- parties.
cording to the approved progranr shall satisfy the (3) The Government may furnish any facilities in-
Contractor's obligations under subparagraphs (hXl) stead of having the Contractor acquire or construct
and (h)(5) of this clause, them. In such event, the Contractor is entitled to

(3) The Contracting Officer may at any time direct reimbursement for the cost related to the acquisition
the Contractor in writing to reduce the work re- or construction of the facilities, including the cost of
quired by the normal maintenance program. If such terminating purchase orders and subcontracts.
order reduces the cost of performing the mainte- (4) prrae ea adutmntmaybma

nanc, a apropiat eqitabe ajusmen ma be (4) Appropriate equitable adjustment may be made
nance, an appropriate equitable adjustment may be in any related contract that so provides and that is
made in any affected related contract that o pro- affected by any nondelivery, delay, diversion, or sub-
vides.

(4) The Contractor shall perform any maintenance stitution under this paragraph (k).

work directed by the Contracting Officer in writing. (1) Representations and warranties. (1) The Govern-

Work in excess of the maintenance required under ment makes no warranty, express or implied, regarding

subparagraphs (h)(1) through (h)(3) of this clause the condition or fitness for use of any facilities. To the

shall be at Government expense. The Contractor extent practical, the Contractor shall be allowed to

shall notify the Contracting Officer in writing when inspect all the facilities to be furnished by the Govern-

sound industrial practice requires maintenance in ment before their shipment.

excess of the normal maintenance program. (2) If the Contractor receives facilities in a condi-
(5) The Contractor shall keep records of all work tion not suitable for the intended use, the Contractor

done on the facilities and shall give the Government shall, within 30 days after receipt and installation
reasonable opportunity to inspect these records. thereof, so notify the Contracting Officer, detailing
When facilities are disposed of under this contract, the facts and, as directed by the Contracting Officer

the Contractor shall deliver the related records to and at Government expense, either (i) return such

the Government or, if the Contracting Officer di- item or otherwise dispose of it or (ii) effect repairs orprons. otrctn
rects, to third persons. modifications. An appropriate equitable adjustment

(6) The Contractor's obligation under this clause may be made in any related contract that so provides
for each item of facilities shall continue until the item and that is affected by the return, disposition, repair,

is removed, abandoned, or disposed of; until the expi- or modification of any facilities.
ration of the 120-day period stated in subparagraph (m) Termination of the use of the facilities. (1) The
(n)(4) of this clause; and until the Contractor has Contractor may at any time, upon written notice to the
discharged its other obligations under this contract Contracting Officer, terminate its authority to use any
with respect to such items. or all of the facilities. Termination under this paragraph
(i) Access. The Government and any persons desig- (m) shall not relieve the Contractor of any of its obli-

nated by it shall, at all reasonable times, have access to gations or liabilities under any related contract or sub-
the premises where any of the facilities are located, contract affected by the termination.

(j) Indemnification of the Government. The Contractor (2) The Contracting Officer may at any time, upon
shall indemnify the Government and hoJ it harmless written notice, terminate or limit the Contractor's
against claims for injury to persons or damage to prop- authority to use any of the facilities. Except as other-
erty of the Contractor or others arising from the Con- wise provided in the Failure to Perform clause of
tractor's possession or use of the facilities, except as this contract, an equitable adjustment may be made
specified in the clause at FAR 52.228-6, Insurance- in any related contract of the Contractor that so
Liability to Third Persons, or at FAR 52.228-7, Liabili- provides and that is affected by such notice.
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(n) Disposition of the facilities. (1) The provisions of retain the facilities in place or (ii) remove any of the
this paragraph (n) shall apply to facilities for which use affected severable facilities located in Contractor-
has been terminated by either the Contracting Officer owned property and store them at the Contractor's
or the Contractor under paragraph (in), except as pro- plant or in a public insured warehouse, in accordance
vided in subparagraph (n)(2). with sound practice and in a manner compatible with

(2) Unless otherwise directed by the Contracting their security classification. Except as provided in
Officer, this paragraph shall not apply to facilities this subparagraph, the Government shall not be
terminated by the Contractor if- liable to the Contractor for failure to give the writ-

(.) The facilities terminated do not comprise all ten notice required by subparagraph (n)(4).
of the facilities in the possession of the Contractor; (6) Nonseverable items of the facilities or items of
and the facilities subject to patent or proprietary rights

(ii) The Contracting Officer determines that con- shall be disposed of in such manner as the parties
tinued retention of the facilities will not interfere may have agreed to in writing.
with the Contractor's operations. (7) The Government, either directly or by third
(3) Within 60 days after the effective date of any persons engaged by it, may remove or otherwise

notice of termination given under paragraph (in), or dispose of any facilities for which the Contractor's
within such longer period as the Contracting Officer authority to uAe has been terminated, other than
may approve in writing, the Contractor shall submit those for which'specific provision is made in subpar-
to the Contracting Officer, in a form satisfactory to agraph (n)(6).
the Contracting Officer, an accounting for all the (8) The Contractor shall, within a reasonable time
facilities covered by the notice. after the expiration of the 120-day period specified in

(4) Within 120 days after the Contractor accounts subparagraph (n)(4), remove all of its property from
for any facilities under subparagraph (n)(3), the Con- the Government property and take such action as the
tracting Officer shall give written notice to the Con- Contracting Officer may direct in writing with re-
tractor as to the disposition of the facilities, except as spect to restoring that Government property (to the
otherwise provided in subparagraph (n)(6). In its dis- extent that it is affected by the installation of the
position of the facilities, the Government may Contractor's property) to its condition before such
either- installation.

(i) Abandon the facilities in place, in which case (9) Unless otherwise specifically provided in thisall obligations of the Government regarding such ()Uls tews pcfclypoie nti
allbigaion of e the rnetrarding r hli contract, the Government shall not be obligated toabandoned facilities and the restoration or rehabili- the Contractor to restore or rehabilitate any property
tation of the premises in and on which they areloated sh irmediaely case or what the Contractor's plant, except for restoration orlocatd slimeate crasor oomplyatrehabilitation costs caused by removal of the facilities(ii) Require the Contractor to comply, at Gov- under subdivision (n)(4)(ii). The Contractor agrees to
erinent expense, with such directions as the Con- indemnify the Government against all suits or claims
tracting Officer may give with respect to- for damages arising out of the Government's failure

(A) The preparation, protection, removal, or
shipment of the affected facilities; to restore or rehabilitate any property at the Con-

(B) The retention or storage of the affected tractor's plant or property of its subcontractors,
facilities; provided, that the Contracting Officer except any damage as may be caused by the negli-
shall not direct the Contractor to retain or store gence of the Government, its agents, or independent
any items of facilities in or on real property not contractors.
owned by the Government if such retention or (End of clause)
storage will interfere with the Contractor's oper- (R 7-702.1 1964 SEP)
ations; (R 7-702.2 1964 SEP)

(C) The restoration of Government-owned (R 7-702.25 1964 SEP)
property incident to the removal of the facilities (R 7-702.15 1964 SEP)
from such property; and (R 7-705.7 1964 SEP)

(D) The sale of any affected facilities in such (R 7-702.8 1964 SEP)
manner, at such times, and at such price as may (AV 7-702.23 1968 JUN)
be approved by the Government, except that the (R 7-702.17 1969 APR)
Contractor shall not be required to extend credit (R 7-702.14 1964 SEP)
to any purchaser. (AV 7-702.16 1964 SEP)

(5) If the Contracting Officer fails to give the (R 7-702.20 1964 SEP)
written notice required by subparagraph (nX4) within (R 7-702.3 1964 SEP)
the prescribed 120-day period, the Contractor may, (R 7-702.5 1964 SEP)
upon not less than 30 days' written notice to the (AV 7-702.24 1964 SEP)
Government and at Government risk and expense, (i) (R 7-702.26 1968 APR)
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52.245-8 Liability for the Facilities. in complying with the requirements of this subdivi-
As prescribed in 45.302-6(b), insert the following sion (cXSXii).

clause in solicitations and contracts when a consoli- (d) (1) If the Contractor fails to act as provided by
dated facilities contract, a facilities acquisition contract, subparagraph (cX5) above, after being notified (by cer-
or a facilities use contract is contemplated. tiffed mail addressed to one of the Contractor's man-

LIABILITY FOR THE FACILITIES (APR 1984) agerial personnel) of the Government's disapproval,
(a) The term "Contractor's managerial personnel," as withdrawal of approval, or nonacceptance of the

used in this clause, means any of the Contractor's di- system or program, it shall be conclusively presumed
rectors, officers, managers, superintendents, or equiva- that such failure was due to willful misconduct or lack
lent representatives who have supervision or direction of good faith on the part of the Contractor's manageri-
of- al personnel.

(1) All or substantially all of the Contractor's busi- (2) Furthermore, any loss or destruction of, or
ness; damage to, the Government property shall be pre-

(2) All or substantially all of the Contractor's oper- sumed to have resulted from such failure unless the
ations at any one plant or separate location in which Contractor can establish by clear and convincing evi-
the facilities are installed or located; or dence that such loss, destruction, or damage-

(3) A separate and complete major industrial oper- (i) Did. not result from the Contractor's failure
ation in connection with which the facilities are used. to maintain an approved program or system; or
(b) The Contractor shall not be liable for any loss or (ii) Occurred while an approved program or

destruction of, or damage to, the facilities, or for ex- system was maintained by the Contractor.
penses incidental to such loss, destruction, or damage, (e) If the Contractor transfers facilities to the posses-
except as provided in this clause. sion and control of a subcontractor, the transfer shall

(c) The Contractor shall be liable for loss or destruc- not affect the liability of the Contractor for loss or
tion of, or damage to, the facilities, and for expenses destruction of, or damage to, the facilities. However,
incidental to such loss, destruction, or damage- the Contractor shall require the subcontractor to

(I) That results from a risk expressly required to assume the risk of, and be responsible for, any loss or
be insured under this contract, but only to the extent destruction of, or damage to, the facilities while in the
of the insurance required to be purchased and main- subcontractor's possession or control, except to the
tained, or to the extent of insurance actually pur- extent that the subcontract, with the advance approval
chased and maintained, whichever is greater; of the Contracting Officer, relieves the subcontractor

(2) That results from a risk that is in fact covered from such liability. In the absence of such approval, the
by insurance or for which the Contractor is other- subcontract shall contain appropriate provisions requir-
wise reimbursed, but only to the extent of such insur- ing the return of all the facilities in as good condition
ance or reimbursement; as when received, except for reasonable wear and tear

(3) For which the Contractor is otherwise respon- or for their utilization in accordance with the provi-
sible under the express terms of this contract; sions of the prime contract.

(4) That results from willful misconduct or lack of (f) Unless expressly directed in writing by the Con-
good faith on the part of the Contractor's managerial tracting Officer, the Contractor shall not include in the
personnel; or price or cost under any contract with the Government

(5) That results from a failure, due to willful mis- the cost of insurance (including self-insurance) against
conduct or lack of good faith on the part of the any form of loss, destruction, or damage to the facili-
Contractor's managerial personnel- ties. Any insurance required under this clause shall be

(i) To estabiish, maintain, and administer a in such form, in such amounts, for such periods of time,
system for control of the facilities in accordance and with such insurers (including the Contractor as
with the "Property administration" paragraph of self-insurer in appropriate circumstances) as the Con-
the Government Property clause; or tracting Officer shall require or approve. Such insur-

(ii) To maintain and administer a program for ance shall provide for 30 days advance notice to the
maintenance, repair, protection, and preservation Contracting Cfficer, in the event of cancellation or
of the facilities, in accordance with the "Property material change in the policy coverage on the part of
administration" paragraph of the Government the insurer. A certificate of insurance or a certified
Property clause, or to take reasonable steps to copy of such' insurance shall be deposited promptly
comply with any appropriate written direction that with the Contracting Officer. The Contractor shall, not
the Contracting Officer may prescribe as reason- less than 30 days before the expiration of such insur-
ably necessary for the protection of the facilities. If ance, deliver to the Contracting Officer a certificate of
the Government Property clause does not include insurance or a certified copy of each renewal policy.
the "Property administration" paragraph, then the The insurance shall be in the name of the United States
Contractor shall exercise sound industrial practice of America (Agency Name), the Contractor, and such
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other interested parties as the Contracting Officer shall (2) Pay such proceeds to the Government.
approve, and shall contain a loss payable clause reading (k) The Contractor shall do nothing to prejudice the
substantially as follows: Government's right to recover against third parties for

"Any loss under this policy shall be adjusted with any loss or destruction of, or damage to, the facilities.
(Contractor) and the proceeds, at the direction of the Upon the request of the Contracting Officer, the Con-
Government, shall be paid to (Contractor). Proceeds tractor shall furnish to the Government, at Govern-
not paid to (Contractor) shall be paid to the office ment expense, all reasonable assistance and cooperation
designated by the Contracting Officer." (including the prosecution of suit and the execution of

(g) When there is any loss or destruction of, or instruments of assignment in favor of the Government)
damage to, the facilities- in obtaining recovery.

(1) The Contractor shall promptly notify the Con- (End of clause)
tracting Officer and, with the assistance of the Con- (R 7-702.18 1976 OCT)
tracting Officer, shall take all reasonable steps to 52.245-9 Use and Charges.
protect the facilities from further damage, separate A2.p459 cUse i Cr.the damaged and undamaged facilities, put all the As prescribed in 45.302-6(c), insert the following

clause in solicitations and contracts (1) when a consoli-facilities in the best possible order, and promptly dated facilities contract or a facilities use contract or
furnish to the Contracting Officer (and in any event (2) when a fixed-price contract is contemplated, andwithin 30 days) a statement of--()weafxd-recotatscnemlead

ithe f0dacs) ostaemet o - Government production and research property is pro-(ii) The time and origin of the loss or damage; vided other than on a rent-free basis. If the conditions

(iii) All known interests in commingled property specified in 45.403(a) apply, the contracting officer

of which the facilities are a part; and shall modify the clause, as appropriate.
(iv) Any insurance covering any part of or inter- USE AND CHARGES (APR 1984)

est in such commingled property; (a) The Contractor may use the facilities without
(2) The Contractor shall make such repairs, re- charge in the performance of-

placements, and renovations of the lost, destroyed, or (I) Contracts with the Government that specifical-
damaged facilities, or take such other action as the ly authorize such use without charge;
Contracting Officer may direct in writing; and (2) Subcontracts of any tier under Government

(3) The Contractor shall perform its obligations prime contracts if the Contracting Officer having
under this paragraph (g) at Government expense, cognizance of the prime contract (i) approves a sub-
except to the extent that the Contractor is liable for contract specifically authorizing such use or (ii) oth-
such damage, destruction, or loss under the terms of erwise authorizes such use in writing; and
this clause, and except as any damage, destruction, or (3) Other work, if the Contracting Officer specifi-
loss is compensated by insurance. cally authorizes in writing use without charge for
(h) The Government is not obliged to replace or such work.

repair the facilities that have been lost, destroyed, or (b) If granted written permission by the Contracting
damaged. If the Government does not replace or repair Officer, or if it is specifically provided for in the
the facilities, the right of the parties to an equitable Schedule the Contractor may use the facilities for a
adjustment in delivery or performance dates, price, or rental fee for work other than that provided in para-
both, and in any other contractual condition of the graph (a). Authorizing such use of the facilities does
related contracts affected shall be governed by the not waive any rights of the Government to terminate
terms and conditions of those contracts. the Contractor's right to use the facilities. The rental

(i) Except to the extent of any loss or destruction of, fee shall be determined in accordance with the follow-
or damage to, the facilities for which the Contractor is ing paragraphs.
relieved of liability, the facilities shall be returned to (c) The following bases are or shall be established in
the Government or otherwise disposed of under the writing for the rental computation prescribed in para-
terms of this contract (I) in as good condition as when graphs (d) and (e) below in advance of any use of the
received by the Contractor, (2) improved, or (3) as facilities on a rental basis:
required under the terms of this contract, less ordinary (I) The rentai rates shall be those set forth in
wear and tear. Table i.

(j) If the Contractor is in any way compensated (2) The acquisition cost of the facilities shall be the
(excepting proceeds from use and occupancy insurance, total cost to the Government, as determined by the
the cost of which is not borne directly or indirectly by Contracting Officer, and includes the cost of trans-
the Government) for any loss or destruction of, or portation and installation, if borne by the Govern-
damage to, the facilities, the Contractor, as directed by ment.
the Contracting Officer, shall- (i) When Government-owned special tooling or

(I) Use the proceeds to repair, renovate, or replace accessories are rented with any of the facilities, the
the facilities involved; or acquisition cost of the facilities shall be increased
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by the total cost to the Government of such tool- with performing existing Government contracts or sub-
ing or accessories, as determined by the Contract- contracts.
ing Officer. (i) Concurrently with the submission of the written

(ii) When any of the facilities are substantially statement prescribed by paragraph (f) of this clause, the
improved at Government expense, the acquisition Contractor shall pay the rental due the Government
cost of the facilities shall be increased by the in- under this clause. Payment shall be by check made
crease in value that the improvement represents, as payable to the office designated for contract adminis-
determined by the Contracting Officer. tration and mailed or delivered to the Contracting Offi-

(iii) The determinations of the Contracting Offi- cer. Receipt and acceptance by the Government of the
cer under this subparagraph (c)(2) shall be final. Contractor's check pursuant to this paragraph shall
(3) For the purpose of determining the amount of constitute an accord and satisfaction of the final

rental due under paragraph (d), the rental period amount due the Government hereunder, unless the
shall be not less than I month nor more than 6 Contractor is notified in writing within 180 days fol-
months, as approved by the Contracting Officer. lowing receipt that the amount received is not regard-

(4) For the purpose of computing any credit under ed by the Government as the final amount due.
paragraph (e), the unit in determining the amount of (j) If the Contractor uses any item of the facilities
use of the facilities shall be direct labor hours, sales, without authorization, the Contractor shall be liable for
hours of use, or any other unit of measure that will the full monthly rental, without credit, for such item
result in an equitable apportionment of the rental for each month or part of a month in which such
charge, as approved by the Contracting Officer. unauthorized use occurs; provided, however, thAt the
(d) The Contractor shall compute the amount of agency head concerned may, in writing, waive the

rentals to be paid for each rental period by applying Contractor's liability for such unauthorized use if the
the appropriate rental rates to the acquisition cost of agency head determines that without such a waiver
such facilities as may have been authorized for use in gross inequity would result. The acceptance of any
advance for the rental period, rental by the Government under this clause shall not be

(e) The full rental charge for each period shall be construed as a waiver or relinquishment of any rights it
reduced by a credit. The credit equals the rental may have against the Contractor growing out of the
amount that would otherwise be properly allocable to Contractor's unauthorized use of the facilities or any
the work for which the facilities were used without other failure to perform this contract according to its
charge under paragraph (a). The credit shall be com- terms.
puted by multiplying the full rental for the rental TABLE I
period by a fraction in which the numerator is the Rental Rates
amount of use of the facilities by the Contractor with- (i) For real property and associated fixtures, a fair
out charge during the period, and the denominator is and reasonable rental shall be established, based on
the total amount of use of the facilities by the Contrac- sound commercial practice.
tor during the period. (ii) For plant equipment of the types covered in

(f) Within 90 days after the close of each rental Federal Supply classes 3405, 3408, 3410, and 3411
period, the Contractor shall submit to the Contracting through 3419, machine tools; and in 3441 through 3449,
Officer a written statement of the use made of the secondary metal forming and cutting machines, the fol-
facilities by the Contractor and the rental due the Gov- lowing monthly rates shall apply:
ernment. At the same time, the Contractor shall make
available such records and data as are determined by Monthly
the Contracting Officer to be necessary to verify the Age of Equipment Rental Rate

information contained in the statement.
(g) If the Contractor fails to submit the information Under 2 years old ............................................................. 3.0 percent

as required in paragraph (f) above, the Contractor shall Over 2 to 3 years old ........................................................ 2.0 percent
be liable for the full rental for the period. However, if Over 3 to 6 years old ........................................................ 1.5 percent

failure to submit was not the fault of Over 6 to 10 years old ..................... 1.0 percent
the Contractor's the t ffi she fant o Over 10 years old .... ....................................... 0.75 percentthe Contractor, the Contracting Officer shall grant to _________________________

the Contractor in writing a reasonable extension of
time to submit. The age of each item of the equipment shall be based

(h) Unless otherwise directed in writing by the Con- on the year in which it was manufactured, with a
tracting Officer, the Contractor shall give priority in birthday on January 1 of each year thereafter. For
the use of the facilities to performing contracts and example, an item of equipment manufactured on July
subcontracts of the Contracting Officer having cogni- 15, 1978, will be considered to be "over 1 year old" on
zance of the facilities and shall not undertake any work and after January 1, 1979, and "over 2 years old" on
involving the use of the facilities that would interfere and after January 1, 1980.
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(iii) For personal property and equipment not cov- facilities free and clear of all liens and encumbrances
ered in (i) or (ii) above, a rental shall be established at and, except as otherwise authorized by this contract
not less than the prevailing commercial rate, if any, or, or by the Contracting Officer, shall not remove or
in the absence of such rate, not less than 2 percent per otherwise part with possession of, or permit the use -,

month for electronic test equipment and automotive by others of, any of the facilities.
equipment and not less than I percent per month for 4l1 (5) The Contractor may, with the written approval
other property and equipment. of the Contracting Officer, install, arrange, or rear-

(End of clause) range, on Government-furnished premises, readily
(R 7-702.12 1976 OCT) movable machinery, equipment, and other items be-

52.245-10 Government Property (Facilities Acquisi- longing to the Contractor. Title to any such item
tion). shall remain in the Contractor even though it may be
As prescribed in 45.302-6(d), insert the following attached to real property owned by the Government,

clause in solicitations and contracts when a facilities unless the Contracting Officer determines that it is so
acquisition contract is contemplated: permanently attached that removal would cause sub-

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY (FACILITIES stantial injury to Government property.
ACQUISITION) (APR 1984) (6) The Contractor shall not construct or install, at

(a) Definitions. its own expense,.any fixed improvement or structural
"Facilities," as used in this clause, means all property alterations in Government buildings or other real

provided under this facilities contract. property without advance written approval of the
"Rlated contract," as used in this clause, means a Contracting Officer. Fixed improvement, or structur-

Government contract or subcontract for supplies or al alterations, as used herein, means any alteration or
services under which the use of the facilities is or may improvement in the nature of the building or other
be authorized. real property, that, after completion, cannot be re-

(b) lacilities to be provided, (I) The Contractor, at moved without substantial loss of value or damage to
Government expense and subject to the provisions of the premises. The term does not include foundations
this contract, shall acquire, construct, or install the for production equipment.
facilities and perform the related work as described in (d) Property control. The Contractor shall maintain
the Schedule. property control procedures and records and a system

(2) The Government, subject to the provisions of of identification of the facilities in accordance with the
this contract, shall furnish to the Contractor the provisions of Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)
facilities identified in the Schedule as Government- Subpart 45.5 in effect on the date of this contract. The
furnished facilities. The Contractor, at Government provisions of FAR 45.5 ate hereby incorporated by
expense, shall perform the work with respect to reference and made a part of this contract.
those Government-furnished facilities as is described (e) Access. The Government and any persons desig-
in the Schedule. nated by it shall, at all reasonable times, have access to
(c) Title in the facilities. (I) The Government shall the premises where any of the facilities are located.

retain title to all Govern men t- furnished property.retan ttleto ll Gvermen-funishd popety.(f') Indemnification of the Government. The Contractor
(2) Title to all facilities and components shall pass shall indemnify the Government and hold it harmless

to and vest in the Government upon delivery by the alindemi y t G ern an d t hrl-
vendor of all such items purchased by the Contractor against claims for injury to persons or damage to prop-
for which it is entitled to be reimbursed as a direct erty of the Contractor or others arising from the Con-

item of cost under this contract. tractor's possession or use of the facilities, except as

(3) Title to other property, the cost of which is specified in the clause at FAR 52.228-6, Insurance-,
reimbursable to the Contractor under this contract, Liability to Third Persons, or at FAR 52.228-7, Liabili-
shall pass to and vest in the Government upon- ty to Third Persons-Total Immunity. However, the(i) Issuance of the property for us in perform- provisions of the Contractor's related contracts shall

ing this contract; govern any assumption of liability by the Government

(ii) Commencement of processing or use of the for claims arising under such related contracts.

property in performing this contract; or (g) Late delivery, diversion, and substitution. (I) The
(iii) Reimbursement of the cost of the property Government shall not be liable for breach of contract

by the Government, whichever occurs first. for any delay in delivery or nondelivery of facilities to
(4) Title to the facilities shall not be affected by be furnished under this contract.

their incorporation into, or attachment to, any prop- (2) The Government has the right, at its expense,
erty not owned by the Government, nor shall any to divert the facilities under this contract by direct-
item of the facilities become a fixture or lose its ing the Contractor to-
identity as personal property by being attached to (i) Deliver any of the facilities to locations other
any real property. The Contractor shall keep the than those specified in the Schedule; or
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(ii) Assign purchase orders or subcontracts for services under which the use of the facilities is or may
any of the facilities to the Government or third be authorized.
parties. b Period of this contract. If not otherwise specified
(3) The Governient may furnish any facilities in- in this contract and if not previously terminated under

stead of having the Contractor acquire or construct paragraph (k), the use of the facilities authorized under
them. In such event, the Contractor is entitled to this contract shall terminate 5 years after its effective
reimbursement for the cost related to the acquisition date. Thereafter, if continued use of the facilities by the
or construction of the facilities, including the cost of Contractor is mutually desired, the parties shall enter
terminating purchase orders and subcontracts. into a new contract that shall incorporate such provi-

(4) Appropriate equitable adjustment may be made sions as may then be required by applicable laws and
in any related contract that so provides and that is regulations. The parties may, by written agreement,
affected by nondelivery, delay, diversion, or substitu- extend the use of the facilities under this contract
tion under this paragraph (g). beyond this 5-year period to permit the completion of
(h) Representations and warranties. (I) The Govern- any then-existing related contracts and subcontracts.

ment makes no warranty, express or implied, regarding (c) Title in the facilities. (1) Title to the facilities shall
the condition or fitness for use of any facilities. To the remain in the Government. Title to parts replaced by
extent practical, the Contractor shall be allowed to the Contractor in carrying out its normal maintenance
inspect all the facilities to be furnished by the Govern- obligations under paragraph (g) shall pass to and vest
ment before their shipment. in the Government upon completion of their installa-

(2) If the Contractor receives facilities in a condi- tion in the facilities.
tion not suitable for the intended use, the Contractor (2) Title to the facilities shall not be affected by
shall, within 30 days after receipt and installation their incorporation into or attachment to any proper-
thereof, so notify the Contracting Officer, detailing ty no tin nto ornment no any iem
the facts, and, as directed by the Contracting Officer y not owned by the Government, nor shall any item
and at Government expense, either (i) return such of the facilities become a fixture or lose its identity as
item or otherwise dispose of it or (ii) effect repairs or personal property by being attached to any real
modifications. An appropriate equitable adjustment property. The Contractor shall keep the facilities freemay be made in any related contract that so provides and clear of all liens and encumbrances and, except
and that is affected by the return, disposition, rerp as otherwise authorized by this contract or by theor modification of any facilities. Contracting Officer, shall not remove or otherwiseo ifSeer Uon h ac quis i part with possession of, or permit the use by others(i) Supersedure. Upon the acquisition, c , .un - o ,a y o h aiii s

tion, or installation of the facilities called for by of, any of the facilities.
this contract, or any usable increment of the facili- (3) The Contractor may, with the written approval
ties, and acceptance by the Government, the facili- of the Contracting Officer, install, arrange, or rear-
ties shall then be subject to the provisions of the range, on Government-furnished premises, readily
facilities contract that authorizes the use of the movable machinery, equipment, and other items be-
items. longing to the Contractor. Title to any such item

(End of cliuse) shall remain in the Contractor even though it may be
(R 7-702.1 1964 SEP) attached to real property owned by the Government,

(AV 7-702.2 1964 SEP) unless the Contracting Officer determines ihat it is so
(R 7-702.15 1964 SEP) permanently attached that removal would cause sub-
(R 7-705.7 1964 SEP) stantial injury to Government property.

(R 7-702.17 1969 APR) (4) The Contractor shall not construct or install, at
(AV 7-702.16 1964 SEP) its own expense, any fixed improvement or structural

(R 7-702.20 1964 SEP) alterations in Government buildings or other real
(R 7-702.3 1964 SEP) property without advance written approval of the
(R 7-702.5 1964 SEP) Contracting Officer. Fixed improvement or structur-

(AV 7-703.39 1964 SEP) al alteration., as used herein, means any alteration or

52.245-11 Government Property (Facilities Use). improvement in the nature of the building or other
real pioperty that, after completion, cannot be re-As prescribed in 45.3 0 2 -6(e)(1), insert the following moved without substantial loss of value or damage to

clause: the premises. The term does not include foundations
GOVER' IENT PROPERTY (FACILITIES USE) for production equipment.

(APR 1984) (d) Location of the facilities. The Contractor may use
(a) Dfinitions. "Facilities," as used in this clause, the facilities at any of the locations specified in the

means property provided under this facilities contract. Schedule and, with the prior written approval of the
"Related contract," as used in this clause, means a Contracting Officer, at any other location. In granting

Government contract or subcontract for supplies or this approval, the Contracting Officer may prescribe
F-33
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such terms and conditions as may be deemed necessary (6) The Contractor's obligation under this clause
for protecting the Government's interest in the facilities for each item of facilities shall continue until the item
involved. Those terms and conditions shall take prece- is removed, abandoned, or disposed of at the expira-
dence over any conflicting provisions of this contract. tion of the 120-day period stated in subparagraph

(e) Notice of use of the facilities. The Contractor shall (IX4) of this clause and when the Contractor has
notify the Contracting Officer in writing- discharged its other obligations under this contract

(I) Whenever use of all facilities for Government with respect to such items.
work in any quarterly period averages less than 75 (h) Access. The Government and any persons desig-
percent of the total use of the facilities; or nated by it shall, at all reasonable times, have access to

(2) Whenever any item of the facilities is no longer the premises where any of the facilities are located.
needed or usable for performing existing related con- (i) Indemnification of the Government. The Contractor
tracts that authorize such use. shall indemnify the Government and hold it harmless
(0 Property control. The Contractor shall maintain against claims for injury to persons or damage to prop-

property control procedures and records, and a system erty of the Contractor or others arising from the Con-
of identification of the facilities, in accordance with the tractor's possession or use of the facilities under this
provisions of Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) contract. However, the provisions of the Contractor's
Subpart 45.5 in effect on the date of this contract. The related contracts shall govern any assumption of liabili-
provisions of FAR 45.5 are hereby incorporated by teb th G overn aim arsin ud those

reference and made a part of this contract. ty by the Government for claims arising under those

(g) Maintenance. (1) Except as otherwise provided in contracts.

the Schedule, the Contractor shall protect, preserve, (j) Representations and warranties. (I) The Govern-

maintain (including normal parts replacement), and ment makes no warranty, express or implied, regarding
repair the facilities in accordance with sound industrial the condition or fitness for use of any facilities. To the
practice. extent practical, the Contractor shall be allowed to

(2) As soon as practicable after the execution of inspect all the facilities to be furnished by the Govern-
this contract, the Contractor shall submit to the Con- ment before their shipment.
tracting Officer a written proposed maintenance pro- (2) If the Contractor receives facilities in a condi-
gram, including a maintenance records system, in tion not suitable for the intended use, the Contractor
sufficient detail to show the adequacy of the pro- shall, within 30 days after receipt and installation
posed program. If the Contracting Officer agrees to thereof, so notify the Contracting Officer, detailing
the proposed program, it shall become the normal the facts, and, as directed by the Contracting Officer
maintenance obligation of the Contractor. The Con- and at Government expense, either (i) return such
tractor's performance according to the approved item or otherwise dispose of it or (ii) effect repairs or
program shall satisfy the Contractor's obligations modifications. An appropriate equitable adjustment
under subparagraphs (g)(l) and (gX5) of this clause. may be made in any related contract that so provides

(3) The Contracting Officer may at any time direct and that is affected by the return, disposition, repair,
the Contractor in writing to reduce the work re- or modification of any facilities.
quired by the normal maintenance program. If such (k) Termination of use of the facilities. (1) The Con-
order reduces the cost of performing the mainte- tractor may at any time, upon written notice to the
nance, an appropriate equitable adjustment may be Contracting Officer, terminate its authority to use any
made in any affected related contract that so pro- or all of the facilities. Termination under this paragraph

(4)v e (k) shall not relieve the Contractor of any of its obliga-
T4) he Contractor shall perform any maintenance tions or liabilities under any related contract or subcon-

work directed by the Contracting Officer in writing. tatafce ytetriainWork in excess of the maintenance required under tract affected by the termination.
subparagraphs (g)(l) through (g)(3) of this clause (2) The Contracting Officer may at any time, upon
shall be at Government expense. The Contractor written notice, terminate or limit the Contractor's
shall notify the Contracting Officer in writing when authority to use ary of the facilities. Except as other-
sound industrial practice requires maintenance in wise provided in the Failure to Perform clause of
excess of the normal maintenance program. this contract, an equitable adjustment may be made

(5) The Contractor shall keep records of all work in any related contract of the Contractor that so
done on the facilities and shall give the Government provides and that is affected by such notice.
reasonable opportunity to inspect such records. (I) Disposition of the facilities. (1) The provisions of
When facilities are disposed of under this contract, this paragraph (I) shall apply to facilities whose use has
the Contractor shall deliver the related records to been terminated by either the Contracting Officer or
the Government or, if directed by the Contracting the Contractor under paragraph (k), except as provided
Officer, to third persons. in subparagraph (IX2).
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(2) Unless otherwise directed by the Contracting house. Such removal and storage shall be in accord-
Officer, this paragraph (1) shall not apply to facilities ance with sound practice and in a manner compatible
terminated by the Contractor if- with the security classification of the facilities.

(i) The facilities terminated do not comprise all Except as provided in this subparagraph (1)(5), the
of the facilities in the possession of the Contractor; Government shall not be liable to the Contractor for
and failure to give the written notice required by subpar-

(ii) The Contracting Officer determines that con- agraph (IX4).
tinued retention of the facilities will not interfere (6) Nonseverable items of the facilities or items of
with the Contractor's operations. the facilities subject to patent or proprietary rights
(3) Within 60 days after the effective date of any shall be disposed of in such manner as the parties

notice of termination given under paragraph (k) or may have agreed to in writing.
within such longer period as the Contracting Officer (7) The Government, either directly or by third
may approve in writing, the Contractor shall submit persons engaged by it, may remove or otherwise
to the Contracting Officer an accounting for all the dispose of any facilities for which the Contractor's
facilities covered by such notice. The submission of authority to use has been terminated, other than
the Contractor shall be in a form satisfactory to the those for which specific provision is made in subpar-
Contracting Officer. agraph (1)(6).

(4) Within 120 days after the Contractor accounts (8) The Contractor shall, within a reasonable timefor any facilities under subparagraph (1X3), the Con- after the expiration of the 120-day period specified in
tracting Officer shall give written notice to the Con- subparagraph (1)(4), remove all of its property from
tractor as to the disposition of the facilities, except as the Government property and take such action as the
otherwise provided in subparagraph (IX6). In its dis- Contracting Officer may direct in writing with re-
position of the facilities, the Government may spect to restoring such Government property, to the
either- extent that it is affected by the installation of the(i) Abandon the facilities in place, in which case Contractor's property, to its condition before such

all obligations of the Government regarding such intaation.
abandoned facilities and the rehabilitation of the installation.
premises in and on which they are located shall (9) Unless otherwise specifically provided in this
immediately cease; or contract, the Government shall not be obligated to

(ii) Require the Contractor to comply, at Gov- the Contractor to restore or rehabilitate any propertyIemnent expense, with such directions as the Con- at the Contractor's plant, except for restoration ort i Oernment mapgie, with rescts a - rehabilitation costs caused by removal of the facilitiestracting Officer may give with respect to-
(A) The preparation, protection, removal, or under subdivision (l)(4)(ii). The Contractor agrees to

shipment of the affected facilities; indemnify the Government against all suits or claims
(B) The retention or storage of the affected for damages arising out of the Government's failure

facilities; provided, that the Contracting Officer to restore or rehabilitate any property at the Con-
shall not direct the Contractor to retain or store tractor's plant or property of its subcontractors,

any items of facilities in or on real property not except any damage as may be caused by the negli-
owned by the Government if such retention or gence of the Government, its agents, or independent
storage will interfere with the Contractor's oper- contractors.
ations; (m) Supersedure. (I) Facilities previously provided to

(C) The restoration of Government-owned the Contractor under the contracts specified in the
property incident to the removal of the facilities Schedule of this contract shall become subject to this
from such property; and contract upon its effective date. The terms of those

(D) The sale of any affected facilities in such contracts by which such facilities were previously pro-
manner, at such times, and at such price as may vided to the Contractor are hereby superseded with
be approved by the Government, except that the respect to such facilities, except for rights and obliga-
Contractor shall not be required to extend credit tions that may have accrued under such other contract
to any purchaser. before the effective date of this contract.

(5) If the Contracting Officer fails to give the (2) Facilities subsequently provided the Contractor
written notice required by subparagraph (1X4) of this under any contract shall, if that contract so specifies,
clause within the prescribed 120-day period, the be subject to this contract upon the completion of
Contractor may, upon not less than 30 days' written their construction, acquisition, and installation or
notice to the Government, and at Government risk upon their availability for use, whichever occurs
and expense, (i) retain the facilities in plat! or (ii) first, except as otherwise provided in the contract or
remove any of the affected severable faciliti , tocat- other document by which such facilities are provided
ed in Conlractor-owned property and store nem at to the Contractor.
the Contractor's plant or in a public insured ware- (End of clause)
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(R 7-702.1 1964 SEP) Government upon completion of their installation
(R 7-702.25 1964 SEP) in the facilities.
(R 7-702.15 1964 SEP) (iv) Title to other, property, the cost of which is
(R 7-705.7 1964 SEP) reimbursable to the contractor under this contract
(R 7-702.23 1968 SEP) or a related contract, shall pass to and vest in the
(R 7-702.17 1969 APR) Government upon-
(R 7-702.14 1964 SEP) (A) Issuance of the property for use in per-

(AV 7-702.16 1964 SEP) forming this contract;
(R 7-702.20 1964 SEP) (B) Commencement of processing or use of
(R 7-704.15 1964 SEP) the property in performing this contract; or
(R 7-702.3 1964 SEP)
(R 7-702.5 1964 SEP) (C) Reimbursement of the cost of the property
(R 7-706.7 1968 SEP) by he Government, whichever occurs first.
(R 7-706.15 1968 SEP) (3) "litle to the facilities shall not be affected by

(AV 7-702.24 1964 SEP) their incorporation into or attachment to any proper-
(R 7-702.26 1968 APR) ty not owned by the Government, nor shall any item
(R 7-704.31 1964 SEP) of the facilities become a fixture or lose its identity as

personal property by being attached to any real
property. The Contractor shall keep the facilities free

[ Alternate I (JUL 1985). As prescribed in 45.302- and clear of all liens and encumbrances and, except
6(e)(2), substitute the following paragraph (c) for para- as otherwise authorized by this contract or by the
graph (c) of the basic clause: Contracting Officer, shall not remove or otherwise

part with possession of, or permit the use by others
( c) Title. (I) Title to equipment (and other tangible of, any of the facilities.

personal property) having a unit acquisition cost of less (4) The Contractor may, with the written approval
than $5,000, purchased with funds available for research, of the Contracting Officer, install, arrange, or rear-
shall vest in the Contractor upon acquisition or as soon range, on Government-furnished premises, readily
thereafter as feasible, provided thai the Contractor re- movable machinery, equipment, and other items be-
ceived the Contracting Officer's approval before acquir- longing to the Contractor. Title to any such item
ing the equipment. Title to other equipment purchased shall remain in the Contractor even though it may be
with Government funds shall vest in the Government. attached to real property owned by the Government,
The Government may at any time during the term of this unless the Contracting Officer determines that it is so
contract or upon its completion or termination transfer permanently attached that removal would cause sub-
to the Contractor the title to any equipment purchased stantial injury to Government property.
with funds available for research. Any such transfer shall (5) The Contractor shall not construct or install, at
be upon terms and conditions agreed to by the parties. its own expense, any fixed improvement or structural
The Contractor agrees that it shall not charge under any alterations in Government buildings or other real
Government contract or subcontract any depreciation, property without advance written approval of the
amortization, or use of the equipment purchased or Contracting Officer. Fixed improvement, as used
transferred under this paragraph. When title to equip- herein, means any alteration or improvement in the
ment is vested in the Contractor or is transferred under nature of the building or other real property that,
this paragraph to the Contractor, the equipment ceases to after completion, cannot be removed without sub-
be Government property. Within 10 days after the end of stantial loss of value or damage to the premises. The
the calendar quarter in which such acquisition or transfer term does not include foundations for production
of title occurs, the Contractor shall furnish the Contract- equipment.
ing Officer a list of all equipment, title to which is vested (6) Vesting title under this paragraph (c) is subject
in the Contractor. to civil rights legislation, 42 U.S.C. 2000d. Before

(2) (i) The Government shall retain title to all title is vested and by signing this contract, the Con-
Government-furnished property. tractor accepts and agrees that-

(ii) Except as set forth io subparagraph (cXI), "No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race,
title to all property shall pass to and vest in the color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied
Government upon delivery by the vendor of all the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under this

such items purchased by the Contractor for which contemplated financial assistance (title to equipment)."

it is entitled to be reimbursed as a direct item of
cost under this or a related contract. 52.245-12 Contract Purpose (Nonprofit Educational In-

(iii) Title to replacement parts furnished by the stitutions).
Contractor in performing its normal obligations As prescribed in 45.302-7(a), the contracting officer
tunder paragraph (g) shall pass to and vest in the may insert the following clause in solicitations and con-
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tracts when a facilities use contract is contemplated and 52.245-15 Transfer of Title to the Facilities.
award may be made to a nonprofit educational institu- As prescribed in 45.302-7(d), insert the following
tion: clause:

CONTRACT PURPOSP (NONPROFIT

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS) (APR 1984)
This facilities use contract is designed specifically for

nonprofit educational institutions to set forth provisions
for the use and accountability of facilities furnished or TRANSFER OF TITLE TO THE FACILITIES
acquired under related contracts identified elsewhere (JUL 1985) 1
herein. There are no funds provided under this con- (a) The Contracting Officer may, at any time during
tract. Costs incurred for acquisition, maintenance, the term of this contract and acting under Public Law
repair, replacement, disposition, or other purposes in the ter of this tranfactig undeuic L
connection with the facilities accountable hereunder 97-238 (31 U.S.C. 6306), transfer title to equipment toj
will be subject to the reimbursement provisions of the tonTactorupon tally reeable ter and titl-
related contracts; provided, however, that should no ditions. This clause takes precedence over the title
other contract be available for reimbursement of such paragraph of the Government property clause of thiscost, tis ontactmaybe aproriaelymodfie to contract. However, every agreement to transfer title to
costs, this contract may be appropriately modified to equipment shall provide that the Contiactor will not
provide for such reimbursement. include in the contract price or charge the Government

(End of clause) in any manner for depreciatior, amortization, or use of
(AV 7-706.1 1968 SEP) such equipment.

52.245-13 Accountable Facilities (Nonprofit Education- (b) Vesting title under paragraph (a) above is subject

al Institutions). to civil rights legislation, 42 U.S.C. 2000d. Before title

As prescribed in 45.302-7(b), the contracting officer is vested and by signing this contract, the contractor

may insert the following clause in solicitations and con- accepts and agrees that-

tracts when a facilities contract is contemplated and "No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race,
award may be made to a nonprofit educational institu- color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied

tion: the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under this

ACCOUNTABLE FACILITIES (NONPROFIT contemplated financial assistance (title to equipment)."

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS) (APR 1984) (End of clause)

The facilities accountable under this contract are
those facilities furnished or acquired under this contract
and those facilities furnished or acquired under those
related contracts that are specifically identified in this 52.24-16 Facilities Equipment Modernization.
contract Schedule. .(End of clause) As prescribed in 45.302-7(e), insert the following

(n 706.2 19uSE) clause:
(R 7-706.2 1968 SEP) FACILITIES EQUIPMENT MODERNIZATION

52.2.45-14 Use of Government Facllitlea. (APR 1985)
As prescribed in 45.302-7(c), the contracting officer (a) The Contractor agrees to return to the Govern-As pescibe in4 5.02-(c),theconracingoffcer ment the net cost savings realized from using modern-

may insert the following clause in solicitations and con-

tracts when a facilities use contract is contemplated and azed or replacement equipment provided by the Gov-
institu. erment under this contract. This applies toa using such

award may be made to a nonprofit educational equipment on any contracts or subcontracts that are
tion: firm-fixed price, or that are fixed-price with economic
USE OF GOVERNMENT FACILITIES (APR 1984) price adjustment provisions, entered into within the 3

The Contractor may use the facilities without charge years following the date such equipment is placed into
in perforntitg- production. This provision does not apply to the use of

(a) Contracts with the Government which specifical- such equipment in sealed bid contracts entered into after
ly authorize such use without charge; the equipment is placed in production or in contracts or

(b) Subcontracts of any tier if the Contracting Offi- subcontracts that specifically provide that they have
cer having cognizance of the prime contract has au- been priced on the basis of anticipated use of such
thorized, in writing, use without charge; and equipment.

(c) Other work for which the Contracting Officer (b) (I) The Contractor shall maintain adequate
has specifically authorized use without charge in writ- records for implementing this clause. The Contractor
ing. shall make such records available at its office for in-

(End of clause) spection, audit, or reproduction by any authorized rep-

(R 7-706.4 1968 SEP) resentative of the Contracting Officer.
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(2) When the Contractor authorizes a subcontrac- (c) Initial list of special tooling. If the Contracting
tor to use the modernized or replacement equipment, Officer so requests, the Contractor shall furnish the
the subcontractor shall be required to maintain Government an initial list of all special tooling acquired
records and make them and additional information or manufactured by the Contractor for performing this
available to the Contracting Officer. contract (but see paragraph (d) for tooling that has
(c) Records of equipment shall generally be accept- become obsolete). The list shall specify the nomencla-

able if they are maintained under established account- ture, tool number, related product part number (or
ing practices and permit a fair estimation of the net service performed), and unit or group cost of the spe-
cost savings realized. Net cost savings realized shall be cial tooling. The list shall be furnished within 60 days
determined by a comparison of the Contractor's cost after delivery of the first production end item under
experience in the operation of the equipment before this contract unless a later date is prescribed.
and after modernization. (d) Changes in design. Changes in the design or speci-

(d) Amounts due the Government under this clause fications of the end items being produced under this
shall be returned by the Contractor, as directed by the contract may affect the interchangeability of end item
Contracting Officer, by- parts. In such an event, unless otherwise agreed to by

(I) Credits to, or adjustment of the prices of, the the Contracting Officer,'the Contractor shall notify the
related contracts benefitting from using the modern- Contracting Officer of any part not interchangeable
ized or replacement equipment; with a new or superseding part. Pending disposition

(2) Payment to the Government through the Con- instructions, such usable tooling shall be retained and

tracting Officer having cognizance of the equipment; maintained by the Contractor.

or (e) Contractor's offer to retain special tooling. The
(3) AContractor may indicate a desire to retain certain items

And o r laeed tof special tooling at the time it furnishes a list or
(End of clause) notification pursuant to paragraphs (c), (d), or (h) of

this clause. The Contractor shall furnish a written offer
52.245-17 Special Tooling. designating those items that it wishes to retain by spe-

As prescribed in 45.305(a)(1), when contracting by cifically listing the items or by listing the particular

negotiation, insert the following clause in solicitations products, parts, or services for which the items were

and contracts when a fixed-price ci-itract is contem- used or designed. The offer shall be made on one of

plated, the contracting officer decides to acquire rights the following bases:

to the contractor's special tooling, and it is not practi- (1) An amount shall be offered for retention of the
cal to identify the special tooling required: items free of any Government interest. This amount

SPECIAL TOOLING (APR 1984) should ordinarily not be less than the current fair
value of the items, considering, among other things,

(a) Definition. "Special tooling" means jigs, dies, fix- the value of the items to the Contractor for use in
tures, molds, patterns, taps, gauges, other equipment future work.
and manufacturing aids, all components of these items, (2) Retention may be requested for a limited
and replacement of these items, that are of such a period of time and under terms as may be agreed to
specialized nature that without substantial modification by the Government and the Contractor. This tempo-
or alteration their use is limited to the development or rary retention is subject to final disposition pursuant
production of particular supplies or parts thereof or to paragraph (i) of this clause.
performing particular services. It does not include ma-
terial, special test equipment, facilities (except founda- () Property control records. The Contractor shall
tions and similar improvements necessary for installat- maintain adequate property control records of all spe-
ing special tooling), general or special machine tools, cial tooling in accordance with its normal industrial
or similar capital items. Special tooling, for the purpose practice. The records shall be made available for Gov-
of this clause, does not include any item acquired by ernment inspection at all reasonable times. To the

the Contractor before the effective date of this con- extent practicable, the Contractor shall identify all spe-
tract, or replacement of such items, whether or not cial tooling subject to this clause with an appropriate
altered or adapted for use in performing this contract, stamp, tag, or other mark.
or items specifically excluded by the Schedule of this (g) Maintenance. The Contractor shall take all rea-
contract. sonable steps necessary to maintain the identity and

(b) Use of special tooling. The Contractor agrees to existing condition of usable items of special tooling
use the special tooling only in performing this contract from the date such items are no longer needed by the
or as otherwise approved by the Contracting Officer. Contractor until final disposition under paragraph (i) of
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PART 52-SOLICITATION PROVISIONS AND CONTRACT CLAUSES 52.245-17

this clause. These maintenance requirements do not (3) The Contracting Officer may direct the Con-
apply to those items designated by the Contracting tractor to sell, or dispose of as scrap. for the account
Officer for disposal as scrap or identified as of no of the Government, any special tooling reported by
further interest to the Government under subparagraph the Contractor under this clause. The net proceeds
()(4) of this clause. The Contractor is not required to of all sales shall either be deducted from amounts
keep unneeded items of special tooling in place. due the Contractor under this contract or shall be

(h) Final list of special tooling. When all or a substan- otherwise paid to the Government as directed by the
tial part of the work under this contract 'is completed Contracting Officer. To the extent that the Contrac-
or terminated, the Contractor shall furnish the Con- tor incurs any costs occasioned by compliance with

tracting Officer a final list of special tooling with the such directions, for which it is not otherwise com-
same information as required for the initial list under pensated, the contract price shall be equitably adjust-
paragraph (c) of this clause. The final list shall include ed in accordance with the Changes clause of this
all items not previously reported under paragraph (c). contract.
The Contracting Officer may provide a written waiver (4) The Contracting Officer may furnish the Con-
of this requirement or grant an extension. The require- tractor with a statement disclaiming further Govern-
ment may be extended until the completion of this ment interest or rights in any of the special tooling
contract together with the completion of other con- listed.
tracts and subcontracts authorizing the use of the spe- (j) Storage or shipment. The Contractor shall prompt-
cial tooling under paragraph (b) of this clause. Special ly transfer to the Government title to the special tool-
tooling that has become obsolete as a result of changes ing specified by the Contracting Officer and arrange
in design or specification need not be reported except for either the shipment or the storage of such tooling in
as provided for in paragraph (d). accordance with the final disposition instructions in

(i) Disposition instructions. The Contracting Officer subparagraph (i)(l) of this clause. Tooling to be
shall provide the Contractor with disposition instruc- shipped shall be properly packaged, packed, and
tions for special tooling identified in a list or notice marked in accordance with the directions of the Con-
ubmitted under paragraphs (c), (d), or (h) of this tracting Officer. Tooling to be stored shall be stored

clause. The instructions shall be provided within 90 pursuant to a storage agreement between the Govern-
days of receipt of the list or notice, unless the period is ment and the Contractor, and as directed by the Con-
extended by mutual agreement. The Contracting Offi- tracting Officer. Tooling shipped or stored shall be
cer may direct disposition by any of the methods listed accompanied by operation sheets or other appropriate
in subparagraphs (I) through (4) of this paragraph, or a data necessary to show the manufacturing operations
combination of such methods. Any failure of the Con- or processes for which the items were used or de-
tracting Officer to provide specific instructions within signed. To the extent that the Contractor incurs costs
the 90-day period shall be construed as direction under for authorized storage or shipment under this para-
subparagraph (i)(3). graph and not otherwise compensated for, the contract

(1) The Contracting Officer shall give the Con- price shall be equitably adjusted in accordance with the
tractor a list specifying the products, parts, or serv- Changes clause of this contract.
ices for which the Government may require special (k) Subcontract provisions. In order to perform this
tooling and request the Contractor to transfer title contract, the Contractor may place subcontracts (in-
(to the extent not previously transferred under any cluding purchase orders) involving the use of special
other clause of this contract) and deliver to the Gov- tooling. If the full cost of the tooling is charged to
eminent all usable items of special tooling that were those subcontracts, the Contractor agrees to include in
designed for or used in the production or perform- the subcontracts appropriate provisions to obtain Gov-
ance of such products, parts, or services and that ernment rights comparable to the rights of the Govern-
were on hand when such production or performance ment under this clause (unless the Contractor and the
ceased. Contracting Officer agree that such rights are not of

(2) The Contracting Officer may accept or reject substantial interest to the Government). The Contrac-
any offer made by the Contractor under paragraph tor agrees to exercise such rights for the benefit of the
(c) of this clause to retain items of special tooling or Government as directed by the Contracting Officer.
may request further negotiation of the offer. The (End of clause)
Contractor agrees to enter into the negotiations in (E of clause)
good faith. The net proceeds from the Contracting (R 7104.25 1967 OCT)
Officer's acceptance of the Contractor's retention Alternate I (APR 1984). If the Government does not

offer shall either be deducted from amounts due the intend to acquire special tooling from subcontractors
Contractor under this contract or shall be otherwise and an appropriate price reduction is obtained, delete
paid to the Government as directed by the Contract- paragraph (k) from the basic clause.

ing Officer. (R 13-305.2(c) 1976 JUL)F-39
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52.245-18 FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION (FAR)

52.245-18 Special Test Equipment. them after expiration of the 30-day notice period in
As prescribed in 45.305(b), insert the following paragraph (b) of this clause. However, unless the Gov-

clause in solicitations and contracts when contracting ernment notifies the Contractor of its decision to fur-
by negotiation and the contractor will acquire or fabri- nish the items within the 30-day notice period, the
cate special test equipment for the Government but the Contractor may proceed to acquire or fabricate the
exact identification of the special test equipment to be equipment or components subject to any other applica-
acquired or fabricated is unknown: ble provisions of this contract.

SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT (APR 1984) (d) The Contractor shall, in any subcontract that
(a) "Special test equipment," as used in this clause, provides that special test equipment or components

means either single or multipurpose integrated test units may be acquired or fabricated for the Government,
engineered, designed, fabricated, or modified to accom- insert provisions that conform substantially to the lan-
plish special purpose testing in performing a contract. guage of this clause, including this paragraph (d). The
These testing units comprise electrical, electronic, hy- Contractor shall furnish the names of such subcontrac-
draulic, pneumatic, mechanical, or other items or as- tors to the Contracting Officer.
semblies of equipment that are mechanically, electrical- (e) If an engineering change requires either the ac-
ly, or electronically interconnected so as to become a quisition or fabrication of new special test equipment or
new functional entity, causing the individual item or substantial modification of existing special test equip-
items to become interdependent and essential in per- ment, the Contractor shall comply with paragraph (b)
forming special purpose testing in the development or above. In so complying, the Contractor shall identify
production of peculiar supplies or services. It does not the change order which requires the proposed acquisi-
include material, special tooling, facilities (except foun- tion, fabrication, or modification.
dations and similar improvements necessary for install- (End of clause)
ing special test equipment), and plant equipment items (R 7-104.26 1973 APR)
used for general plant testing purposes.

(b) The Contractor may either acquire or fabricate 52.245-19 Government Property Furnished "As Is."
special test equipment at Government expense when As prescribed in 45.305(c), insert the following
the equipment is not otherwise itemized in this contract clause in solicitations and contracts when a contract
and the. prior approval of the Contracting Officer has other than a consolidated facilities contract, a facilities
been obtained. The Contractor shall provide the Con- acquisition contract, or a facilities use contract is con-
tracting Officer with a written notice, at least 30 days templated and Government production and research
in advance, of the Contractor's intention to acquire or property is to be furnished "as is." (See 45.106 for
fabricate the special test equipment. As a minimum, the additional clauses that may be required):
notice shall also include an estimated aggregate cost of GOVERNMENT PROPERTY FURNISHED "AS
all items and components of the equipment the individ- IS" (APR 1984)
ual cost of which is less than $1,000, and the following (a) The Government makes no warranty whatsoever
information on each item or component of equipment with respect to Government property furnished "as is,"
costing $1,000 or more: except that the property is in the same condition when

(I) The end use application and function of each placed at the f.o.b, point specified in the solicitation as
proposed special test unit, identifying special charac- when inspected by the Contractor pursuant to the so-
teristics and the reasons for the classification of the licitation or, if not inspected by the Contractor, as
test unit as special test equipment. when last available for inspection under the solicitation.

(2) A complete description identifying the items to (b) The Contractor may repair any property made
be acquired and the items to be fabricated by the available on an "as is" basis. Such repair will be at the
Contractor. Contractor's expense except as otherwise provided in

(3) The estimated cost of the item of special test this clause. Such property may be modified at the Con-
equipment or component. tractor's expense, but only with the written permission

(4) A statement that intra-plant screening of Con- of the Contracting Officer. Any repair or modification
tractor and Government-owned special test equip- of property furnished "as is" shall not affect the title of
ment and components has been accomplished and the Government.
that none are available for use in performing this (c) If there is any change in the condition of Gov-
contract. ernment property furnished "as is" from the time in-
(c) The Government may furnish any special test spected or last available for inspection under the solici-

equipment or components rather than approve their tation to the time placed on board at the location
acquisition or fabrication by the Contractor. Such Gov- specified in the solicitation, and such change will ad-
eminent-furnished items shall be subject to the Govern- versely affect the Contractor, the Contractor shall,
ment Property clause, except that the Government upon receipt of the property, notify the Contracting
shall not be obligated to deliver such items any sooner Officer detailing the facts and, as directed by the Con-
than the Contractor could have acquired or fabricated tracting Officer, either (I) return such property at the
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Government's expense or otherwise dispose of the
property or (2) effect repairs to return the property to
its condition when inspected under the solicitation or,

i if not inspected, last available for inspection under the
solicitation. After completing the directed action and
upon written request of the Contractor, the Contract-
ing Officer shall equitably adjust any contractual provi-

II sions affected by the return, disposition, or repair in
accordance with the procedures provided for in the
Changes clause of this contract. The foregoing provi-If sions for adjustment are the exclusive remedy available
to the Contractor, and the Government shall not be
otherwise liable for any delivery of Government prop-
erty furnkhed "as is" in a condition other than that in
which it was originally offered.

(d) Except as otherwise provided in this clause, Gov-
ernment property furnished "as is" shall be governed
by the Government Property clause of this contract.

(End of clause)

(AV 7-104.24(e) 1965 APR)

I

i
I
I
I
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PART 45--GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
SUBPART 45.3--PROVIDING GOVERNMENT PROPERTY TO CONTRACTORS

45.301 Definitions.
"Agency-peculiar property," as used in DoD, means military

property and includes end items and integral components of military
weapons systems, along with the related peculiar support equipment
which is not readily available as a commercial item.

"Facilities Project" means an undertaking by the Government to
provide facilities to a contractor for the performance of a Government
contract or subcontract or to modernize or replace facilities for the
same purpose.

"Industrial Plant Equipment" (IPE) is that part of plant
equipment with an acquisition cost of $5,000 or more; used for the
purpose of cutting, abrading, grinding, shaping, forming, joining,
testing, measuring, heating, treating, or otherwise altering the
physical, electrical or chemical properties of materials, components
or end items entailed in manufacturing, maintenance, supply,
processing, assembly, or research and development operations; and IPE
is further identified by noun name in the following Joint DoD
Handbooks:

INDEX OF INDUSTRIAL PLANT EQUIPMENT HANDBOOKS
(NOTE--Handbooks are for sale by the Superintendent of Documents,

U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402)

MARINE
FSC TITLE ARMY NAVY AIR FORCE DLA CORPS
3424, Industrial Furnaces & Ovens SB NAVSUP AFM 78-8 DLAH MCO
4430 Volume 1 and 2 708-4430-1 Pub 5502 4215.4 P4870.8B
6635 Physical Properties Testing SB NAVSUP AFM 78-10 DLAH MCO

Equipment 708-6635-1 Pub 5504 4215.6 P4870.1OC
6636 Environmental Chambers SB NAVSUP AFM 78-14 DLAH MCO

708-6636-1 Pub 5508 4215.10 P4870-14C
3422, Rolling Mills, Drawing Machines SB NAVSUP AFM 78-15 DLAH MCO
3426 & Metal Finisning Equipment 708-3400-2 Pub 5510 4215.12 P4870.16C
3450, Portable Machine Tools & Metal- SB NAVSUP AFM 78-16 DLAH MCO
3460 working Machinery Accessories 708-3400-3 Pub 5511 4215.13 P4870.178
6650, Scales, Balances & Optical SB NAVSUP AFM 78-25 DLAH MCO
6670 Instruments 708-6600-2 Pub 5516 4215.18 P4870.22B
3680 Foundry Equipment SB NAVSUP AFM 78-23 DLAH MCO

708-3680-1 Pub 5517 4215.19 P4870.23A
6630, Chemical Analysis & Laboratory SB NAVSUP AFM 78-38 DLAH MCO
6640 Instruments 708-6600-3 Pub 5529 4215.30 P4870.35B
3620 Rubber and Plastics Working SB NAVSUP AFM 78-28 DLAH MCO

Machinery 708-3620-1 Pub 5534 4215.35 P4870.40B
3611, Marking, Assembly, and SB NAVSUP AFM 78-26 DLAH MCO
3693, Miscellaneous Industry 708-3600-2 Pub 5535 4215.36 P4870.41B
3695 Machinery
3650 Chemical & Pharmaceutical Pro- SB NAVSUP AFM 78-45 DLAH MCO

ducts Manufacturing Machinery 708-3650-1 Pub 5536 4215.37 P4870.42A

DOD FAR SUPPLEMENT
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MARINE
FSC TITLE ARMY NAVY AIR FORCE DLA CORPS

4940 Miscellaneous Maintenance and SB NAVSUP AFM 78-48 DLAH MCO
Repair Shop Specialized 708-4940-1 Pub 5537 4215.38 P4870.43A
Equipment

3690, Specialized Ammunition and SB NAVSUP AFM 78-49 DLAH MCO14925 Ordnance Machinery 708-4900-1 Pub 5538 4215.39 P4870.44A

S31405 Metalworking Saws & Filing SB NAVSUP AFM 78-34 DLAHI MCO

Machines 708-3405-1 Pub 5539 4215.40 P4870.47B

3418 Planers and Shapers (Includes SB NAVSUP AFM 78-37 DLAH MCO
Shapers, formerly Part of 708-3418-1 Pub 5540 4215.41 P4870.48A
FSC 3419)

3431, Welding, [feat Cutting, and SB NAVSUP AFM 78-39 DLAH MCO
3432, Metalizing Equipment 708-3400-4 Pub 5541 ' 4215.42 P4870.49AI 31133,

31436,
3438

31408, Machining Centers, Way Type SB NAVSUP AFM 78-41 DLAH MCOi I3410 Machines, Electrical and 708-3400-5 Pub 5542 4215.43 P4870.50B

Ultrasonic Erosion Machines
3419 Miscellaneous Machine Tools SB NAVSUP AFM 78-46 DLAH MCO

708-3400-6 Pub 5547 4215.44 P4870.51A

3413 Drilling And Tapping Machines SB NAVSUP AFM 78-50 DLAH MCO

708-3413-1 Pub 5548 4215.45 P4870.53B

3411, Boring Machines, Broaching SB NAVSUP AFM 78-51 DLAH MCO
3412, Machines, Gear Cutting and 708-3400-7 Pub 5549 4215.46 P4870.55A
3414 Finishing Machines

3101I1, Secondary Metal Forming and SB NAVSUP AFM 78-53 DLAH MCD
3104, Cutting Machines 708-3400-81 Pub 5551 4215.48 P4870.56A
311113,

31445,

3446,

3447,

3449

3416 Metalworking Lathes SB NAVSUP AFM 78-54 DLAH MCO
708-3416-1 Pub 5552 4215.49 P4870.57A

5860 Stimulated Coherent Radiation SB NAVSUP AFM 78-55 DLAH MCO
Devices (Lasers) 708-5860-1 Pub 5553 4215.50 P4870.58B

31415 Grinding Machines SB NAVSUP AFM 78-56 DLAH MCO
708-3415-1 Pub 5554. 1 4215.51 P4870.59

3417 Milling Machines SB NAVSUP AFM 78-57 DLAH MCO
708-3417-1 Pub 5555 4215.52 P4870.60A

3670 Specialized Semiconductor, SB NAVSUP AFM 78-58 DLAH MCO
Microelectronic Circuit Board 708-3670-1 Pub 5557 4215.53 P4870.61
Manufacturing Machinery

DOD FAR SUPPLEMNT
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"Other Plant Equipment" (OPE) is that part of plant equipment,
regardless of dollar value, which is used in or in conjunction with
the manufacture of components or end items relative to maintenance,
supply, processing, assembly or research and development operations,
but excluding items categorized as IPE.

"Provide," as used in the context of such phrases as "Government
property provided to the contractor" and "Government-provided
property," means either to furnish, as in "Government-furnished
property," or to acquire, as in "contractor-acquired property."

45.302 Providing Facilities.

45.302-1 Policy.
(70) A facilities contract shall be terminated when the

Government production and research property covered thereby is no
lcnge r required for the performance of Government contracts or
subcontracts, unless such termination is detrimental to the
Government's interests. The contractor shall not be granted the
unilateral right, at the contractor's election, to extend the time
during which the contractor is entitled to use the property provided
under the facilities contract.

45.302-70 Securing Approval for Facilities Projects.
(a) The Secretaries of the Military Departments or their

designees and the Directors of Defense Agencies may approve requests
for Government-owned facilities projects if--

(1) The facilities projects that are funded from procurement
appropriations will be approved on a location basis and shall not
exceed $5 million for all property efforts (expansion, modernization,
rehabilitation, etc.) during one fiscal year;

(2) It is 6 research and development-funded project that will
not exceed $3 million per fiscal year; or

(3) The total plant and equipment investment cost to support a
specific major system or subsystem (including ammunition-related
project request) will not exceed $25 million during the projected
acquisition or maintenance effort. (Approval authority shall not be
redelegated lower than the level of Assistant Secretary.) Approval
may be granted only when there is compliance with all provisions of
this regulation and DoD Directive 4275.5, "Acquisition and Management
of Industrial Resources."

(b) All projects which will exceed the above limitations will be
submitted to the DASD(A&L)(PS) for approval.

DOD FAR SUPPLEMENT
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(c) Facilities projects that involve real property transactions
shall not be undertaken prior to reporting such transactions to the
Committees on Armed Services of the House of Representatives and the
5enate, as required by 10 U.S.C. 2662, and during the 30-day period
prescribed therein. Further, Congress must be notified in advance of
starting any construction regardless of cost. If not included in the
annual budget, submission to all appropriate Congressional Committees
will be made by using DD 1391 Forms.

45.302-71 Providing Industrial Plant Equipment (IPE).
(a) Prior to acquiring IPE, having an item acquisition cost of

$10,000 or more, DoD Industrial Plant Equipment Requisition (DD Form
1419) shall be submitted to the Defense Industrial Plant Equipment
Center, Memphis, Tennessee 38114, to ascertain whether existing
reallocable Government-owned facilities can be utilized. If the
requested facilities are numerically controlled, DD Form 1342, Section
VI (page 2), shall be prepared and submitted with the DD Form 1419.
No acquisition of any listed item shall be made until a certificate of
nonavailability is received from the Defense Industrial Plant
Equipment Center (DIPEC). However, prior to issuing a certificate of
nonavailability, DIPEC shall determine if technical data (e.g., parts
listings, maintenance, overhaul and repair manuals, wiring diagrams,
etc.) are available. If it is determined that such data is not
available at the time of issuance of the nonavailability certificate
for equipment, DIPEC may request, by an appropriate instruction in
block 51 of DD Form 1419, that an additional set of technical
(maintenance) data be acquired with the new facilities when they are
obtained. This additional set of data shall be delivered to the
repository address specified by DIPEC in block 51 of DD Form 1419. In
addition to acquiring technical (maintenance) data for new facilities,
a description of the features of numerically controlled facilities on
DD Form 1342, Section VI (page 2), shall also be acquired.

(b) Acquisition of new numerically controlled facilities shall
include the requirement for the builder to complete Section VI of DD
Form 1342 in triplicate, affix one copy to inside of numerical control
cabinet door in a manner to preclude removal or destruction, place two
copies in an envelope, and tape to door near the first copy. When
warranted by the urgency of the situation, requests for screening may
be submitted to DIPEC by whatever means determined expedient. When
submitting urgent screening requirements other than on a DD Form 1419,
the following elements of information must be furnished for each item
of equipment:

(1) requisition number;
(2) PEC/NSN;
(3) description data sufficient to enable DIPEC to make an

urgency determination of availability;
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(4) date item required;
(5) name and address of requiring agency;
(6) contract number and program;
(7) statement as to whether item is for production or

mobilization, replacement or modernization, whether item will be
acquired if not available from DIPEC, and date of availability from
contracting;

(8) assigned urgency rating; and
(9) estimated cost.
(c) Upon notification of availability by DIPEC, a DD Form 1419

will be submitted to DIPEC for each item accepted by the requestor.
However, if DIPEC does not have the item available, or cannot furnish
the item within the time specified by the requestor, DIPEC will
furnish a statement of nonavailability including a certificate number.
This statement will be the official Certificate of Nonavailability and
will confirm that the plant equipment item has been screened against
the idle inventory.

45.302-72 Providing ADPE as Government Property. The proposed
acquisition of automatic data processing equipment by a contractor
shall be submitted through the Administrative Contracting Officer to
Headquarters, Defense Logistics Agency, ATTN: Defense Automation
Resources Information Center (DARIC), Cameron Station, Alexandria, VA
22314, in accordance with DoD Manual 4160.19-M.

45.303 Providing Material.

45.303-2 Procedures. When the contractor is to be responsible for
preparing requisitioning documentation, the contract shall require
such documentation to be prepared in accordance with the "Manual for
Military Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedure (MILSTRIP)" (see
Appendix H).

45.306 Providing Special Tooling.

45.306-2 Acquiring Special Tooling.
(70) Criteria for Waiving Special Tooling Provisions in

Subcontracts. In determining whether rights to acquire special
tooling from the subcontractors are not of substantial interest to the
Government so as to permit the omission of special tooling provisions
from the affected subcontracts pursuant to paragraph (k) of the clause
at FAR 52.245-17, the contracting officer shall consider the factors
listed in FAR 45.306-2. It is desirable that such determination be
made before execution of the contract, to the extent practicable, in
which case the price shall 'reflect the authorized omission of special
tooling provisions in any affected subcontract. If this question is
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presented to the contracting officer after execution of the contract,
the contracting officer shall condition the determination upon
securing the contractor's consent to an equitable reduction in the
contract price to reflect any reduction in the price of the affected
subcontracts resulting from the omission of such provisions.

I

I
I
I
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PART 45--GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
SUBPART 45.4--CONTRACTOR USE AND RENTAL OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

45.401 Policy. Government use includes use on contracts for foreign
military sales. Use of contracts for foreign military sales shall be
on a rental basis unless specific approval for rent-free use is
granted.

45.402 Authorizing Use of Government Production and Research
Property.

(a) A contracting officer desiring to authorize use of Government
production and research property under the cognizance of another
contracting officer shall request the latter to give contracting
officer concurrence in such use. If concurrence is denied, the matter
shall be raised to a level higher than the contracting officer.

45.403 Rental-Use and Charges Clause.
(a) The Use and Charges clause shall be included in the contract

under which the facilities are accountable.
(b) The policies and procedures of Recovery of Nonrecurring

Costs in DoD Directive 2140.2, shall apply to the recovery of a fair
share of DoD cost for special tooling and special test equipment.
Where the recoupment thresholds are not met, charges for special
tooling and special test equipment shall be assessed by an equitable
method when determined by the cognizant contracting officer to be
administratively practicable.

45.405 Contracts with Foreign Governments or International
Organizations.

(a) A contractor may use Government production and research
property on work for foreign governments and international
organizations only upon written approval of the contracting officer
having cognizance of the property. Such approval shall be granted
only if such use will not interfere with foreseeable requirements of
the United States, and if:

(1) The work is undertaken as a DoD Foreign Military Sale; or
(2) In the case of a direct commercial sale, the foreign country

or international organization would be authorized to place the
contract with the Department concerned under the Arms Export Control
Act.

DOD FAR SUPPLEMENT
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(b) The Use and Charges clause shall not be applicable to wholly
Government-owned plants operated by private contractors on a fee
basis. In such cases, any sales to foreign countries or international
organizations will require an asset use charge (see (c) below) in
place of the Use and Charges clause.

(c) In those circumstances where the Secretary or designee
determines that a special rental agreement or the Use and Charges
clause is not appropriate or is impractical, and Government facilities
are to be used for foreign military sales, an asset use charge will be
computed and assessed by the DoD officials responsible for preparation
of the DoD Offer and Acceptance (DD Form 1513).

(d) When a particular foreign government or international
organization has funded the acquisition of specific production and
research property, no rental charges, asset use charges, or
nonrecurring recoupments shall be assessed that foreign government or
international organization for the use of such property.

(e) Requests for waivers or reduction of charges for the use of
Government facilities on work for foreign governments or international
organizations shall be submitted to the contracting officer who shall
refer the matter through contracting channels. Approval may be
granted only by the Director, Defense Security Assistance Agency for
particular sales which would, if made, significantly advance U.S.
Government interests in North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
standardization, or foreign acquisition in the United States under
coproduction arrangements.

(f) Rental/asset use charges for use of U.S. production and
research property on Foreign Military Sales (FMS) and commercial sales
transactions to the Government of Canada are waived for all FMS
agreements accepted and commercial contracts awarded on or before
30 April 1990. This waiver is based on an understanding wherein the
Government of Canada has agreed to waive its rental/asset use charges.

45.407 Non-Government Use of Plant Equipment.
(a) Non-Government use of Industrial Plant Equipment (IPE)

exceeding 25% requires prior approval of the Assistant Secretary of
the Army (RD&A), Assistant Secretary of the Navy (S&L), Assistant
Secretary of the Air Force (RD&L), or the Director of the Defense
Logistics Agency. This authority shall not be redelegated without
formal DASD(A&L)(PS) approval. Requests requiring Departmental level
approval should be submitted by the contractor to the cognizant
contract administration office at least six weeks in advance of the
projected use and shall include:

(1) The total number of active IPE items involved and the total
acquisition cost thereof; and

(2) An itemized listing of active equipment having an
acquisition cost of $25,000 or more, showing for each item the
nomenclature, plant equipment code, year of manufacture, and the
acquisition cost.
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The percentage of non-Government use shall be computed on the basis of

the time available for use. For this purpose the contractor's normal

work schedule as represented by the scheduled production shift hours

shall be used. The base time period for determining percentages for

non-Government use shall be neither less than three months nor more

than one year. Non-Government use of IPE located at a single plant

may be averaged for all items used having a unit acquisition cost of

less than $25,000. Equipment having a unit acquisition cost of
$25,000 or more shall be considered on an item-by-item basis.
Approving officials shall retain for periodic review, sufficient

documentation of the circumstances justifying non-Government use

approvals.
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PART 45--GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
SUBPART 45.5--ANAGEMENT OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTT IN THE

POSSESSION OF CONTRACTORS

45.505-5 Records of Plant Equipment.
(a) DD Form 1342 may be used as a source document for setting up

prescribed records.

45.505-6 Special Reports of Plant Equipment. The contractor shall
prepare a DD Form 1342 for each item of equipment identified as
Industrial Plant Equipment (IPE), including items which, though part
of a manufacturing system, would otherwise qualify as industrial plant
equipment. Section VI (page 2) of the DD Form 1342 will be prepared
for each item of IPE with numerically controlled features. General
purrose components of special test equipment, which would otherwise
qualify as IPE, should not be reported until there is no longer a
requirement for the test equipment. The DD Form 1342, including
Section VI, as appropriate, will be prepared in accordance with
instructions contained in AR 700-43/NAVSUP PUB 5009/AFM 78-9/DLAM
4215.1, Management of Defense-Owned Industrial Plant Equipment (IPE),
at the time (a) of receipt and acceptance of accountability by the
contractor; (b) major changcs as specified by DLAM 4215.1 occur in the
data initially submitted to DIPEC: (c) IPE is no longer required for
the purpose authorized or provided; or (d) disposal is completed. The
DD Form 1342 prepared at the time IPE is no longer required for the
purpose authorized or provided sha'.l reflect all changes in data not
previously reported to DIPEC. The contractor shall retain the
original of each DD Form 1342 which may be used as the official
property record. Copies of the DD Form 1342, including Section VI, as
appropriate, shall be forwarded directly to DIPEC through the property
administrator. Each DD Form 1342 will be prepared and forwarded
within 15 working days after the events which created the need for its
preparation and forwarding. AR 700-43/NAVSUP PUB 5009/AFM 78-9/DLAM
4215.1 is available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402 (see 45.301).

45.505-14 Reports of Government Property.
(a) The contractor's property control system shall provide

annually the total acquisition cost of Government facilities in the
following classifications:

(1) Land and rights therein;
(2) Other real property, including utility distribution systems,

buildings, structures, and improvements thereto;
(3) IPE required to be reported to DIPEC;
(4) Other plant equipment (OPE).

The contractor shall furnish to the property administrator, as of
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30 September of each year, a report by contract, of the total
acquisition cost of Government (DoD) facilities and the quantity of
the IPE for which the contractor is accountable in each of the above
classifications. This shall include facilities at subcontractor
plants and at alternate locations for which the prime contractor is
accountable. Reports shall be prepared on DD Form 1662 (Report of
Government (DoD) Facilities), and furnished to the property
administrator in duplicate no later than 20 October of each year.
Office of Management and Budget No. 0704-0033 has been assigned to the
report.
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PART 45--GOVERN MT PROPERTY
SUBPART 45.6--REPORTING, REDISTRIBUTION, AND

DISPOSAL OF CONTRACTOR INVENTORY

45.600 Scope of Subpart. In connection with reporting,
redistribution, and disposal of contractor inventory, 45.71 prescribes
Forms, Instructions, and Reports applicable to DoD plant clearance
actions.

45.601 Definitions.
"Controlled substances" means any of the following:
(1) Narcotic (opium), depressant, stimulant (demerol), or hallu-

cinogenic drug (marijuana) or substance;
(2) Any other drug or substance found by the Attorney General to

require control as provided by Title II of the Comprehensive Drug
Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970; or

(3) Any other drug or substance required to be controlled by the
U.S. by international treaty, convention or protocol.

"Demilitarization" means the act of destroying the military
offensive or defensive characteristics inherent in certain types of
equipment or material so as to prevent their further military or
lethal use.

"Production scrap" means material generated as a scrap in the
normal production process having only a remelting or reprocessing
value, including textile clippings, metal clippings, chippings,
borings, turnings, and similar types of scrap, including faulty
castings and forgings.

"Serviceable or usable property" means property that has
reasonable prospect of use or sale either in its existing form or
after minor repairs or alterations; only property in Federal Condition
Codes Al, A2, A4, A5, Bi, B2, B4, B5, F7, or F8 (see 45.606-5).

45.603 Disposal Methods.

45.603-70 Contractor Performance of Selected Plant Clearance Duties
and Responsibilities.

(1) A DoD Component may, at its option and under the guidance in
this section, provide instructions to its contract administration
offices which would authorize selected contractors under its
administrative cognizance to perform certain plant clearance functions
under the surveillance of the contracting officer or a designated
representative. Such authorizations should be considered by the DoD
Component only when plant clearance personnel are stationed at the
facility where the contractor's plant clearance function operates and
when the DoD Component and the contractor agree that the volume of
plant clearance actions warrants such an authorization.

(2) Such authorizations shall be made in writing and shall, as a
minimum:
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(i) Specify the plant clearance functions to be performed;
(ii) Apply to all Government contracts which contain a Government

Property clause at one or more plants, as appropriate;
(iii) Specify that the authorization may be unilaterally cancelled

in whole or in part by the Government through written notice by the
contracting officer or a designated representative;

(iv) Provide for such direct Government participation in plant
clearance cases as may be required by Government regulation or
circumstances at hand. The authorization shall be approved at a level
above the contract administration office as designated by the DoD
Component having administrative cognizance over the contractor; and

(v) Designate the contractor authorized under (1) above to
perform specified plant clearance functions as an "accredited
contractor".

(3) In each case of such an authorization, the DoD Component
will plan and conduct a program of surveillance which will insure
effective and regular evaluations of contractor performance and prompt
corrective actions when appropriate. The plant clearance case file
maintained by the contractor shall be the official case file.

(4) When paragraphs (1) and (2) above are implemented, the
following additional responsibilities shall be performed by the plant
clearance officer:

(i) Evaluate the adequacy of contractor procedures for the
performance of the tasks prescribed in (5) below. Insure that these
procedures are complied with. Discrepant conditions must be promptly
resolved in order for the contractor to remain accredited;

(ii) Advise the accredited contractor of the identity of
redistribution screening activities and the number of copies of
inventory schedules to be submitted to these activities for screening.
This includes screening prescribed herein and prescribed by inventory
control points and the plant clearance officer;

(iii) Review and act on the contractor's proposals to withdraw
items of Government-furnished property from inventory schedules (see
FAR 45.606-4);

(iv) Continuously evaluate physical, quantitative, and technical
allocability of contractor inventory prior to its disposal by the
accredited contractor. These evaluations shall be incorporated within
the surveillance program required by (3) above. Greatest emphasis
shall be placed on high dollar value property that constitutes a claim
against the Government. In the event that assets are considered to be
nonallocable, the contractor will be directed to delay disposition
pending the contracting officer's resolution of the issue. Completion
of SF 1423, Inventory Verification Survey is not required.
However, the applicable questions on the SF 1423 should be answered as
part of the evaluation program;

(v) Establish, with contractor assistance, criteria under.which
certain disposal determinations by the contractor will be reviewed and
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approved or disapproved by the plant clearance officer. The criteria
should be detailed in the accredited contractor's plant clearance

I procedures;
(vi) Complete the first endorsement section of DD Form 1640,

Request for Plant Clearance, upon receipt of incoming referral cases
for subcontractor inventory. Inventory schedules will be forwarded to
the contractor for plant clearance. Upon case completion, obtain the
case file from the contractor, prepare a DD Form 1640, and forward the
file to the referring activity;

(vii) Work with the contractor, buyers, and screeners of
contractor inventory to the extent required to assure that the
Government shall realize maximum asset reutilization and disposal
proceeds; and

(viii) Provide continuous training and assistance to the contractor
as requested or as necessary.

(5) The accredited contractor will perform the following
designated tasks which are identified within the referenced paragraphs
as plant clearance officer functions. The accredited contractor
shall:

(i) Assign the Automatic Release Date (ARD) and screening
release date (SRD), initiate screening prescribed herein or as
prescribed by the plant clearance officer, and effect resulting
transfer and donation actions (see FAR 45.608, 45.609);

(ii) Withdraw items, except for Government-furnished property,
from inventory schedules without plant clearance officer approval and
notify the affected screening activities. Plant clearance officer
approval will be obtained for withdrawal of Government-furnished
property from inventory schedules (see FAR 45.606-4);

(iii) Assure acceptability of inventory schedules. DD Form 1637,
Notice of Acceptance of Inventory, is not required but may be used for
internal contractor case coordination (see FAR 45.606-3);

(iv) Suspend disposition of property when assets are determined
to be nonallocable by the plant clearance officer (see FAR 45.606-3);

(v) Arrange for the physical inspection of property by
prospective transferees as appropriate;

(vi) Determine the method of disposal under established
priorities (see FAR 45.603) and document disposal decisions and
actions (see FAR 45.609, 45.610, 45.611, 45.613). Use of the DD Form
1641, Disposal Determination Approval, is not required as long as
equivalent documentation is maintained. The plant clearance officer
shall be notified in writing in advance in each instance when the
contractor is bidding on property to be sold under FAR 45.610. Sales
under FAR 45.610-3 shall not be conducted by an accredited contractor;

(vii) Account for disposal of all contractor inventory and
application of proceeds. SF 1424, Inventory Disposal Report, or a
contractor form containing comparable data elements is required to be
submitted to the plant clearance officer (see FAR 45.610-3, 45.615);
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(viii) Maintain the donable property file (see FAR 45.609);
(ix) Release property to eligible donees (see FAR 45.609);
(x) Properly prepare, approve, sign, and maintain official plant

clearance files and required forms including:
(A) Plant clearance case number (see 45.7102-4);
(B) DD Form 1635, Plant Clearance Case Register, or comparable

contractor document (see 45.7101-8);
(C) SF 120, Reporting of Excess Personal Property (see FAR

45.608-2 and FAR 45.608-8);
(D) DD Form 1342, DoD Property Record, and transmittal letter

(see 45.7102-3); and
(E) DD Form 1348-1, DoD Single Line Item Release/Receipt

Document, for transfers (turn-ins) to the Defense Property Disposal
Service or inventory control points; and

(xi) All completed case files and subcontractor inventory cases
received for plant clearance shall be retained by the contractor in
the official case file.

45.604 Restrictions on Purchase or Retention of Contractor Inveir.ory.
(70) A contractor, when authorized to sell contractor inventory,

shall not sell such inventory to persons known by him to be: (1) a
civilian employee of the Department of Defense or the United States
Coast Guard whose duties include any functional or supervisory
responsibility for or within the Defense Property Disposal Program, or
for the disposal of contractor inventory; (2) a member of the Armed
Forces of the United States, including the United States Coast Guard,
whose duties include any functional or supervisory responsibility for
or within the Defense Property Disposal Program, or for the disposal
of contractor inventory; or (3) an agent, employee or immediate member
of the household of personnel in (1) and (2) above.

(71) The authority of a contractor to approve a sale, purchase,
or retention at less than cost, by a subcontractor, and the authority
of a subcontractor to sell, purchase, or retain at less than cost,
contractor inventory with the approval of the next higher-tier
contractor does not include authority to approve:

(1) a sale by a subqontractor to the next higher-tier contractor
or to an affiliate of such contractor or of the subcontractor; or

(2) a sale, purchase, or retention at less than cost, by a
subcontractor affiliated with the next higher-tier contractor.

(72) Each excluded sale, purchase, or retention requires the
written approval of the plant clearance officer.

(73)(1) Contractor inventory possessing military offensive or
defensive characteristics, not required within the Department of
Defense, shall be demilitarized by the contractor in accordance with
Defense Demilitarization Manual, DoD 4160.21-M-1. In unusual cases,
the purchaser may be authorized by the contracting officer to perform
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the demilitarization in accordance with DoD 4160.21-M-1; provided,
however, that in no case shall such authorization be granted to the
purchaser if the inventory is dangerous to life or property.

(2) Contractor inventory classified by reason of military
security, unless the classification is removed by proper authority,
shall be disposed of in accordance with applicable security
regulations or as otherwise directed by the contracting officer.

(3) Contractor inventory dangerous to public health or safety
shall not be donated or otherwise disposed of unless rendered
innocuous or until adequate safeguards have been provided.

45.606-3 Acceptance.
(a) If the schedules are acceptable, the plant clearance officer

shall, within 15 days, execute and transmit to the contractor a DD

Form 1637, Notice of Acceptance of Inventory.

45.606-5 Instructions for Preparing and Submitting Schedules of
Contractor Inventory. (See 45.7001-4 for specific duties and
responsibilities of DoD plant clearance officers.)

iI (d) General Instructions for Completing Forms.
(4) For the purposes of indicating condition of the property,

the codes indicated below should be used in combination with the
disposal condition codes (1-9, X, and S). Use a letter and a number
(such as Al or F7) or two letters (such as SS):

A. New, used, repaired, or reconditioned property which is
serviceable and issuable to all customers without limitations or
restriction. Includes material with more than 6 months shelf-life
rema ining.

B. New, used, repaired, or reconditioned property which is
serviceable and issuable for its intended purpose but which is
restricted from issue to specific units, activities, or geographical

areas by reason of its limited usefulness or short service-life
expectancy. Includes material with 3 through 6 months shelf-life
remaining.

F. Economically reparable property which requires repair,
overhaul, or reconditioning. Includes reparable items which are
radioactively contaminated.

H. Property which has been determined to be unserviceable and
does not meet repair criteria.

S. Property that has no value except for its basic material
content.

45.607-70 Pre-Inventory Scrap Determinations. The contractor may3 request the plant clearance officer to make a pre-inventory scrap
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determination of inventory considered by the contractor to be without
value except as scrap. These pre-inventory scrap determinations shall
be based on on-site surveys. If the contractor's scrap recommendation
is approved, the contractor may make a single descriptive entry on an
inventory sdhedule covering that property and indicating its
approximate total cost. If the plant clearance officer determines
that any of the property listed by the contractor as scrap is
serviceable, usable, or salvable, the contractor shall, in accordance
with this determination, submit appropriate inventory schedules. If
the determination is made subsequent to the submission of a scrap
inventory schedule, the contractor shall be required to submit revised
inventory schedules in proper form.

45.607-71 Segregation. Property determined to be scrap shall be
segregated by the contractor to the extent necessary to assure the
highest net proceeds. In appropriate cases, when approved by the
plant clearance officer, these sales may be consolidated with the
contractor's sales of scrap generated from other work.

45.607-72 Contractor's Approved Scrap Procedure.
(a) When a contractor has an approved scrap procedure, certain

property may be routinely disposed of in accordance with that
procedure and not processed under this Part. Production scrap and
production spoilage may be disposed of through the contractor's
approved scrap procedure. In addition, worn, broken, mutilated, or
otherwise rejected parts excess to overhaul and repair contracts, may
be similarly processed with the approval of the plant clearance
officer.

(b) A plant clearance case shall not be established for property
which is disposed of through the contractor's approved scrap
procedure.

(c) The contractor's scrap and salvage procedures, particularly
the sales aspects thereof, shall be reviewed by the plant clearance
officer prior to its approval by the property administrator. The
plant clearance officer shall assure that the procedure contains
adequate requirements for inspection and examination of items to be
disposed as scrap. When the contractor's approved scrap procedure
does not require physical segregation and disposition of Government-
owned from contractor-owned scrap, care shall be exercised to assure
that a contract change, which generates a large quantity of property,
does not result in an inequitable return to the Government. In these
cases, a determination shall be made as to whether separate
disposition of Government scrap would be appropriate.

(d) Scrap, other than that disposed of through the contractor's
approved scrap procedure, shall be reported on appropriate inventory
schedules for disposition in accordance with the provisions of FAR
Part 45 and this supplement.
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(e) Silver, gold, platinum, palladium, rhodium, iridium, osmium
and ruthenium; scrap bearing such metals; and items containing
recoverable quantities thereof will be reported to the Defense
Property Disposal Service, DPDS-R, Federal Center, Battle Creek,
Michigan 49016, for disposition instructions.

45.608 Screening of Contractor Inventory.

45.608-1 General.
(b) The 75th day shall be designated as the Automatic Release

Date (ARD) by the plant clearance officer. The full 90-day period
shall be designated as the Screening Completion Date (SCD). Plant
clearance officers will designate two dates on all screening
documents, the 75th day as the ARD and the 90th day as the SCD,
neither of which shall be extended.

45.608-7 Reimbursement of Costs for Transfer of Contractor Inventory.
Costs incident to movement of IPE under the direction and control of
the Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center shall be borne by the
Defense Logistics Agency.

45.608-70 Contractor Inventory Redistribution System (CIRS).
Serviceable and usable contractor inventory of the type listed on SF
Forms 1428, Inventory Schedule B or SF Forms 1434, Inventory Schedule
E, having a National Stock Number (NSN) and a line item acquisition
value (acquisition value of each unit times the number of units) in
excess of $50, or having no NSN and a line item acquisition value in
excess of $500 shall be processed as follows:

(a) the 90-day screening period normally applies and the plant
clearance officer establishes the ARD and SCD; and

(b) two copies of the SF Form 1428, SF Form 1434, or authorized
substitutes will be transmitted by Standard Form 120 to the Defense
Industrial Plant Equipment Center (DIPEC), Attn: DIPEC-SSB; and

(c) DIPEC will return an annotated copy of each SF Form 1428 or
1434 received to the plant clearance officer with a Notification of
Receipt form attached. This notification will inform the plant
clearance officer which items were processed, are not accepted, or are
now available for local area screening; and

(d) property submitted for CIRS-processing will be subjected to
a 30-day DoD screening period. The requiring activity within the
requiring Department shall have requisitioning priority over other
activities within that requiring Department and over the contracting
Department when the requiring and contracting Departments are
different. DIPEC reports items not requisitioned to the General
Services Administration on the 31st day, unless the plant clearanceI officer provided special instructions to the contrary on the Standard
Form 120; and
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(e) DIPEC will issue shipping instructions on DD Form 1348-1 to

the plant clearance officer. The plant clearance officer shall
reroute requisitions received directly from the requisitioner to DIPEC
during the first 45 days of the screening period. Requisitions
received by DIPEC or by the plant clearance officer after the 45th day
of the screening cycle shall be forwarded directly to the General
Services Administration; and

(f) the plant clearance officer will instruct the contractor to
send one copy of the completed DD Form 1348-1 to DIPEC, Attn: DIPEC-
SSB, when shipment has been made; and

(g) unless the contracting officer directs otherwise, motor
vehicles generated under Army and Navy contracts shall not be screened
through CIRS.

45.608-71 Procedures for Industrial Plant Equipment.
(a) Reporting Idle Industrial Plant Equipment. Industrial plant

equipment (IPE) having an acquisition cost of $5,000 or more shall be
listed on DD Form 1342, DoD Property Record. The DD Form 1342 shall
be prepared by the contractor and submitted to the assigned Government
property administrator for appropriate review and transmittal to the
plant clearance officer. If the IPE has numerically controlled
features, the contractor shall prepare and submit DD Form 1342,
Section VI (page 2), Numerically Controlled Machine Data. Upon
receipt of an acceptable DD Form 1342, the plant clearance officer
will designate the 75th day from that date as the ARD, with the 90th
day from that date as the SCD. The ARD will be entered in block 24 of
the DD Form 1342 and shall not be extended, except as provided in (e)
below. The plant clearance officer will forward 2 copies of the DD
Form 1342 to the Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center, Memphis,
TN 38114, for all IPE in condition codes other than "X." Condition
code "X" IPE shall be processed in accordance with agency procedures.
The DD Form 1342 shall be forwarded to DIPEC within 15 working days
after becoming idle. No other distribution of this form will be made
by the plant clearance officer.

(b) Screening--First Through 30th Day. DIPEC shall screen
excess IPE against all requirements submitted by Department of Defense I
activities, including Department of Defense reserve requirements, with
priority being given to requirements of the owning Department through
the 30th day. DIPEC will issue a shipping instruction containing
appropriate accounting, funding, transportation, routing
recommendations, and preservation instructions for items selected to
the appropriate contract administration office.

(c) Screening--31st Through 75th Day. On the 31st day, DIPEC
will forward excess data to the applicable General Services
Administration regional office for Federal utilization screening
through the 75th day. During the period from the 31st through the
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I
75th day, the General Services Administration will approve requests

from any agency of the Government on a "first come-first served"

basis, and will approve and forward transfer orders containing
appropriate accounting, funding, transportation, routing
recommendations, and preservation instructions to the appropriate

contract administration office. The General Service Administration

will forward copies of the approved transfer orders to DIPEC.
(d) Screening--76th Through 90th Day. During this period the

General Services Administration will provide for the screening of all

remaining IPE for possible donation. The General Services

Administration will receive and approve donation applications for IPE

and will forward approved donation applications, containing

appropriate accounting, funding, transportation, routing

recommendations, and preservation instructions to the appropriate

contract administration office. The General Services Administration

will forward copies of the approved donation applications to DIPEC.
(e) If a Department of Defense requirement develops after the

90th day and the item is still available, the item will be shipped

against such requirement, unless the plant clearance officer has

justified and compelling reasons for not making the shipment.

(f) Items of plant equipment with an acquisition cost of less

than $5,000, and items of plant equipment with an acquisition cost of

more than $5,000 not qualifying as IPE, as defined in 45.301, shall
not be reported to DIPEC but shall be reported and screened in

accordance with FAR 45.608 and this supplement.

(g) The plant clearance officer shall, when IPE is transferred
use-to-use or use-to-storage within DoD, assure that a copy of the
completed shipping document is submitted to DIPEC. Sales of IPE that

is excess to ownership but not to DoD requirements that is sold by GSA

shall be reported to DIPEC in accordance with agency instructions.

45.609 Donations.
(70)(1) Classification of eligible donees in order of precedence

and approval requirements are:
(i) for property schedules transmitted to GSA--

(A) Public Airports. Donations approved during the first five
days of the donation screening period. State or local public airport
donations require approval of an appropriate official of the Federal
Aviation Administration, Department of Transportation, and GSA.

(B) Service Educational Activities (SEA). SEA's have the same
order of precedence as in (2) below. Approval required of their
national headquarters and GSA.

(C) Educational, Public Health, and Civil Defense Institutions
and Organizations. Donations approved on a first-come, first-served!
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basis with public airports and SEAs, during the last 10 days of the
donation screening period. GSA has the over-all responsibility for
selecting property determined to be usable and necessary for
educational, public health and civil defense purposes, including
research for any such purposes. Surplus property is screened and
distributed for educational, public health, and civil defense purposes
by State Agencies for Surplus Property (SASP). Approval of GSA is
required.

(ii) For property screened in accordance with FAR 45.608, public
airports, SEAs, and SASP screen and select property for donation
approval by GSA on a first-come, first-served basis.

(iii) Public Bodies. Surplus property may be donated to public
bodies in lieu of destruction or abandonment in accordance with FAR
45.611.

(2) In addition to the activities indicated in (1) above, a
Department may donate, without expense to the United States, certain
material not needed by the Department of Defense to veterans'
organizations, soldiers' monument associations, state museums, and
incorporated museums operated and maintained only for educational
purposes, whose charter denies them the right to operate for profit.
For guidance as to limitations and requirements for donation to these
activities, see Chapter X, para. F, DoD 4160.21-M.

45.610 Sale of Surplus Contractor Inventory.

45.610-1 Responsibility.
(a) Property under DoD Control.
(1) General.
(i) It is the Department of Defense policy that when surplus

contractor inventory is to be disposed of by means of sale, such sale
will be conducted by the contractor in possession in accordance with
procedures provided in this Section. The contractor is required to
use best efforts to sell contractor inventory in the manner, at the
times, to the extent, and at the prices approved by the plant
clearance officer. The contractor is not required to extend credit to
any purchaser.

(ii) Surplus contractor inventory included in the contractor's
inventory schedules which has not been utilized or donated under FAR
45.609, or retained at cost pursuant to FAR 45.605, shall be sold in
accordance with (2) below at any time after notification by the plant
clearance officer that screening has been accomplished. Any such
purchase, retention, or sale shall be subject to the approval of the
plant clearance offficer.

(iii) Description of Property. Description of property must be
adequate for identification by prospective bidders. Accuracy is
essential and commercial terminology desirable. The original
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I
manufacturer and brand name shall be included, if appropriate. When
property is boxed or packaged, information as to type of packaging
shall be included.

(iv) Condition. Condition shall be stated as "used" or "unused"
and shall not be described as new. If unused property is still in
manufacturer's original containers, a statement to that effect shall
be included. Appropriate qualifying statements shall supplement the
basic noun description, i.e., "well preserved," "some surface rust,"
V"repairs required," etc. Condition codes shall not be used. Because
of its non-specific meaning to the trade, the term "salvage" risks
downgrading of the property in the bidder's viewpoint and shall .ot be
used.

(v) Lotting shall be in accordance with the following:
(A) unused items shall be lotted by make or manufacturer, except

when quantities or dollar values are small;
(B) commercially similar items shall be lotted together when

practicable;
(C) used and unused items shall be lotted separately, unless the

quantity, value, or nature is such that it is uneconomical to sell
separately;

(D) within the bounds of economical considerations, the size of
lots shall be influenced by an effort to encourage bidding by small
businesses or individuals;

(E) no lot shall be so small that the administrative cost of
selling will be disproportionate to the anticipated proceeds;

(F) an alternate bid for groups of items or for the entire
offering may be solicited by use of an additional item described as
follows:

Item ............ (Alternate Bid)
This item consists of all property listed and described in
Items ........ to ........ , inclusive. Award under this item may be
made only if the highest acceptable bid on this item is equal to,
or greater than, the total of the highest acceptable bids on
Items ...... to ...... , inclusive.
(vi) Basis of Sale shall be:
(A) Unit Price Basis. Items offered for sale shall require the

bid price to be stated in terms of the quantity or weight generally
applied by industry in the commercial sale of such items.

(B) Lot Price Basis. When a sales offering is made on a lot
price basis, bids shall be requested only for the entire lot. Use of
the lot prices basis shall be held to a minimum, since it precludes
adjustments. The lot price basis shall be used only when property
cannot be sold by unit measure or the potential monetary recovery is
small.

(vii) Format of Invitation. In large sales, a summary list of
items offered shall be set forth and used as an item bid sheet, with
detailed item descriptions on attached sheets.

I
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(viii) Bidder's Lists. The plant clearance officer shall assure
that commodity bidder's lists sufficient to obtain adequate
competition in the sale of contractor inventory are maintained. The
plant clearance officer may obtain additional listings, as required, I
from the Defense Property Disposal Service (DPDS-R), Federal Center,
Battle Creek, Michigan 49016. Use of listings maintained by DPDS is
encouraged when extremely large quantities of property, special I
commodities, or unusual geographic location is involved.

(ix) Auction, Spot Bid, and Retail Sales. Auction, spot bid, and
retail sales shall not be utilized for selling contractor inventory,
unless approved on an individual case basis by the departmental
headquarters of the adminibtering activity.

(x) Market Impact. Contracting Officers or plant clearance
officers shall submit data to the Defense Logistics Services Center
(DLSC) relative to the proposed sale of machine tools of any one type
on hand at any single location in minimum condition Al, A2, or A4,
with a total acquisition cost exceeding $250,000. Sales data shall
include the Plant Equipment Code (PEC) number, noun description,
quantity, location of property, and the proposed method of sale. DLSC
shall advise the contracting officer or plant clearance officer within
five working days whether or not sale proposal is approved. Priority
for sales approval shall be given in those instances when plant
clearance or other expedited actions are involved.

(2) Competitive Sales.
(i) General. Surplus contractor inventory shall be offered for

sale on a competitive basis except as provided in (3) below. To the
extent feasible, subcontractors and suppliers should be solicited when
additional competition is likely to result. The plant clearance
officer shall provide the contractor with instructions relative to the
method of soliciting bids and the basis for offering the property for
sale (i.e., serviceable or scrap). In determining the sales method to
be used, the plant clearance officer shall consider the expected sales
proceeds (based on previous experience and current market) versus the
cost of conducting the sale. When it is determined that an individual
sale will be uneconomical, the material to be sold shall be combined
with other material offered for sale, disposed of through the
contractor's approved production generated scrap disposal procedure or
abandoned. Case files will be documented to show the basis for the
decision. The contractor's overall program, including all forms and
procedures. shall be evaluated by the plant clearance officer and
shall be sobject to surveillance. To the extent necessary, the plant
clearance officer may reserve the right to approve individual sales
offerings prior to distribution. When the plant clearance officer
determines that sale services are required, such services will be
arranged for by the plant clearance officer directly with the
organization requested to provide the services. The plant clearance
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officer will justify and document this need. These documents shall be
a part of the plant clearance case file. The agreement reached will
provide for the Defense Property Disposal Office or General Services
Administration Regional Office to return total proceeds to the plant
clearance officer for crediting in compliance with FAR 45.610-3.

(ii) Solicitation of Bids. Contractors shall solicit bids by
formal invitations, unless informal bid procedures have been approved
by the plant clearance officer as provided in (B) below:

(A) Formal Bid Procedures.
Bids shall be solicited a minimum of 15 calendar days in advance

of the opening of bids to allow bidders an adequate opportunity to
inspect the property and prepare and formally submit bids;

Invitations shall be circulated to a sufficient number of
prospective bidders to assure wide competition, including the original
suppliers and those prospective bidders designated by the plant
clearance officer and the contractor;

In addition to mailing or delivering a notice of the proposed
sale to all prospective bidders, the contractor may supplement this
sales method by--

displaying a notice of the proposed sale in appropriate public
places;

displaying a notice of the proposed sale in appropriate trade
journals or magazines; or

publishing a notice of the proposed sale in a newspaper of

general circulation in the locality in which the property is located,
when the results of such paid commercial advertising is expected to
justify the additional expenses involyed.

When the acquisition cost of property to be sold at one time, at

one place, is $250,000 or more, notice of each such proposed sale
shall be transmitted to the U.S. Department of Commerce, Commerce
Business Daily Office, Sales Section, P.O. Lock Box 5999, Chicago,

Illinois, 60680. The notice shall be sent at as early a date as

posf;ible in advance of the sale but at least 20 days prior to the date
when the bids will be opened, or, in the case of spot bid or auction

sale, when the sale will be conducted. Such notice shall be
transmitted by fastest mail available and shall be in synopsis form

suitable for printing directly from the text so transmitted without
editing or condensing. Double space lines will be used to describe
each sales action; and the length of the line should be approximately
65, but not to exceed 69 character spaces and will contain the

following information in the order listed: the name and address of the
contractor who will issue the invitation; the name or title, address,
and telephone number of the official from whom copies of the sales
offering and other information can be obtained; a description of the
property to be sold; when deemed desirable, the total estimated
acquisition cost; the number of the invitation or sale; the date of
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the sale or bid opening, the types of sale, i.e., sealed bid, spot
bid, or auction; and the location(s) of the property. The utmost care
should be exercised in describing the types of property to be sold in
order to assure interest by the maximum number of potential buyers
but, at the same time, condense the information so that minimum space
in the Department of Commerce publication will be required for
printing. Where the acquisition cost is less than $250,000 such
notice may be transmitted, when considered desirable, in accordance
with the procedures prescribed above.

(B) Informal Bid Procedures. When the amount or value of the
property is not large enough to warrant preparation of a formal notice
of the proposed sale or other special circumstances are present,
invitations to bid may, with the approval of the plant clearance
officer, be issued orally, by telephone or by other informal media, so
long as the element of competition is maintained and each such sale is
fully documented to include a record of solicitations and written
confirmation of informal bids. Any bid by the contractor or its
employees shall be submitted to the plant clearance officer prior to
solicitation of bids by the contractor from other prospective bidders.

(iii) Formal Invitations. Sale by formal invitation shall include
as a minimum general sale terms and conditions provided in 45.7102-
6(a) and, when necessary, special conditions in 45.7102-6(b). The
plant clearance officer or representative shall be present to witness
bid openings. Within two working days after bid opening, the
contractor shall submit to the plant clearance officer two copies of
an abstract of all bids, signed by the witnessing Government
representative. All awards shall be subject to the approval of the
plant clearance officer as indicated in (iv) below.

(iv) Bid Reservations. All invitations for bid shall reserve the
right to reject any or all bids and shall require payment of the full
purchase price prior to delivery of the property to the purchaser,

(v) Approval of Sale. Bids shall be evaluated by the plant
clearance officer to establish that the sale price is fair and
reasonable in the light of reasonable knowledge or test of the market,
due regard being given to current prices for products 4or which
quotations are published and to the circumstances, nature, condition,
quantity, and location of the property. Current market price
appraisal or price received may be obtained from DPDS upon request.
Award shall be approved to that responsible bidder whose bid is most
advantageous to the Government, price and other factors considered.
Award shall not be approved to any bidder who would not be eligible to
enter into a sales contract with the Department of Defense in
accordance with the provisions of the Consolidated List of Debarred,
Suspended, and Ineligible Contractors. If it is determined that a
compelling reason exists to make an award to a contractor on the
Consolidated List, the plant clearance officer shall request approval
from the departmental headquarters of the administering activity.
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(vi) Award by Contractor. The plant clearance officer shall
notify the contractor within five working days of the bidder to whom
an award shall be made. The contractor shall make the award, collect
the proceeds of sale, and release the property to the purchaser. The
contractor shall provide the plant clearance officer with evidence of
delivery reflecting actual quantities released to the purchaser.

(3) Negotiated Sales.
i) Negotiated sales, including purchases or retentions at less

than cost by the contractor, may be made when the contracting
department or the plant clearance officer determines and documents in
accordance with and 45.613(d) and FAR Subpart 1.7, as appropriate,
that the use of this method of sale is essential to expeditious plant
clearance, or is otherwise justified on the basis of circumstances
enumerated below, provided, that the Government's interests are
adequately protected. Negotiated sales, including purchases or
retentions at less than cost by the contractor, shall be at prices
which are fair and reasonable and not less than the proceeds which
could reasonably be expected to be obtained if the property was
offered for competitive sale. Specific conditions justifying
negotiated sales are:

(A) scientific equipment allocated to terminated research and
development contracts with educational institutions;

(B) when no acceptable bids have been received as a result of
competitive bidding under a suitably advertised sale;

(C) when property is of such small value that the proceeds to be
derived would not warrant the expense of a formal competitive sale;

(D) when the disposal will be to states, territories,
possessions, political subdivisions thereof, or tax-supported agencies
therein, and the estimated fair market value of the property and other
satisfactory terms of disposal are obtained;

(E) when the specialized nature and limited use potential of the
property would create negligible bidder interest;

(F) when removal of the property would result in a significant
reduction in value, or the accrual of disproportionate expenses in
handling; or

(G) when it can be clearly established that such action is
essential to the Government's interests.

(ii) In those instances when the contracting department has
concluded that it is appropriate to sell production equipment to the
contractor in possession by means of noncompetitive negotiated sale,
the department will provide the CAO with the required sales
justification including any special sales provisions that may be
appropriate.

(4) Applicability of Antitrust Laws. When contractor inventory
with an acquisition cost of $3,000,000 or more (or any patents,
processes, techniques, or inventions, irrespective of cost) is to be
sold or otherwise disposed of to private interest, the Department
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concerned shall promptly notify the Attorney General and the
Administrator, General Services Administration, of the proposed

disposal and the probable terms or conditions thereof. Prior to
approving or effecting the proposed disposition, the plant clearance
officer shall obtain antitrust clearance by transmitting the following
information relative to the proposed sale through departmental
channels of the administering activity for submission by that activity
to the Department of Justice and the General Services Administration:
Report Control Symbol DD DR&E(AR) 1492 has been assigned for this

reporting requirement.
(i) location and description of property (specifying the

tonnage, if scrap);
(ii) proposed sale price of property (explaining the

circumstances if proposed purchaser was not highest bidder);
(iii) acquisition cost of property of Government;
(iv) manner of sale, indicating whether by--
(A) sealed bid (specifying number of purchasers solicited and

bids received),
(B) auction or spot bid (stating how sale was advertised), or
(C) negotiation (explaining why property was not offered for

sale by competitive bid);
(v) proposed purchaser's name, address, and trade name (if any),

under which proposed purchaser is doing business;
(vi) if a corporation, give name of state and date of

incorporation, and name and address of--
(A) each holder of 25 percent or more of the corporate stock, -

(B) each subsidiary, and
(C) each company under common control with proposed purchaser;

(vii) if a partnership, give--
(A) name and address of each partner, and

(B) other business connections of each partner;
(viii) nature of proposed purchaser's business, indicating whether

its scope is local, statewide, regional, or national;
(ix) estimated dollar volume of sales of proposed purchaser (as

of latest calendar or fiscal year);
(x) estimated net worth of proposed purchaser; and

(xi) proposed purchaser's intended use of property.
Disposition shall be withheld pending receipt of advice from the
Attorney General as to whether the proposed disposal action would tend

to create or maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust
laws. If the Attorney General advises that the proposed disposition
would tend to create or maintain a situation inconsistent with the
antitrust laws, such disposition will not be made. When property with
a total acquisition cost of $3,000,000 or more is offered for sale on
a competitive bid basis, the condition of sale specified in 45.7102-
6(b)(8) shall be included in the invitation for bid. When the sale is
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not competitive, the prospective purchaser shall be informed that
final consummation of the sale is subject to determination by theI |Attorney General. The purchaser on either a competitive or
noncompetitive sale shall be required to complete a questionnaire,
providing the information outlined in (v) through (xi) above.

(5) Foreign Contractor Inventory.
(i) To prevent diversion, transshipment, or re-export of

contractor inventory located in foreign countries to prohibited
destinations and the use of such inventory adversely to the interests
of the United States, the sale or other disposition of such inventory
by the contractor, including sales to foreign governments, shall be
made in accordance with (ii) and (iii) below.

(ii) Sales contracts or other documents for passing title to
foreign contractor inventory shall contain the following certificate:

The Purchaser certifies that the property covered by this
contract will be used in (insert name of country). In the event
resale or export is to be effected by the Purchaser of any of the
property, acquired at a price in excess of One Thousand United
States Dollars ($1,000) or its equivalent in other currency at
the official rate of exchange, the Purchaser agrees to obtain the
approval of ............ (insert name and address of Sales
Contracting Officer).

(iii) The sales contracting officer shall approve sales contracts
and requests for approval of resales or exports only if:

(A) the proposed purchaser's name does not appear on the
Consolidated List of Debarred, Suspended and Ineligible Contractors,

I and
(B) if the sales contract contains a provision prohibiting

exports by purchasers and subpurchasers to communist areas, as listed
in FAR 25.702.

(iv) Any disposals of foreign contractor inventory by the United
States Government, as distinguished from disposal by a contractor,
shall be in accordance with the security trade control regulation on
foreign excess sales, and regulations dealing with integrity and
reliability checks.

v) Generally, disposal activities of the Military Departments
shall be utilized to accomplish the disposition of surplus contractor.
inventory located in foreign countries except Canada. Contractor-
conducted sales may be authorized, provided the interests of the
Government are adequately protected.

45.610-3 Proceeds of Sale.
(70) When payments are due the contractor under the applicable

contract, and unless otherwise provided in the contract, the proceeds
of any sale, purchase, or retention shall be credited to the
Government as part of the settlement agreement, or otherwise credited

!
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to the price or cost of the work covered by the contract, or applied
in the manner directed by the contracting officer. The plant
clearance officer will maintain an open suspense record until the
plant clearance officer has verified that credit has in fact been
applied, unless another Government representative has specifically
assumed this responsibility.

(71) Proceeds from contractor-conducted sales which have not been
credited as provided in (70) above shall be collected by the
contractor and remitted to the plant clearance officer.

(72) All proceeds of sale remitted to the plant clearance officer
shall be delivered to the designated disbursing officer by means of DD
Form 1131, Cash Collection Voucher, within two working days after
receipt. Transmittals shall identify the acquisition contract by
number and name of the contractor.

45.613 Property Disposal Determinations. Written determinations
supporting disposal actions in the following categories shall be made
and placed in the plant clearance case file:

(a) salvage determination;
(b) scrap determinations (not required for production scrap);
(c) abandonment and/or destruction determinations;
(d) disposal by noncompetitive sale; and
(e) other actions considered necessary by the plant clearance

officer.
Determinations shall be recorded on DD Form 1641, Disposal
Determination/Approval.
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SUBPART 45.70--APPOINTHENT OF PROPERTY ADMINISTRATOR

45.7001 Appointment of Property Administrator.

45.7001-1 Selection, Appointment, and Termination. The selection,
appointment and termination of appointment of property administrators
shall be made in writing by the Head of a Contracting Activity or
designee for the Defense Logistics Agency and by the head of the
contract administration office or designee for the other Departments.
In selecting qualified property administrators, the appointing
authority shall consider experience, training, education, business
acumen, judgment, character, and ethics.

45.7001-2 Evaluation Criteria. In considering experience, training
and education, the following shall be evaluated:

(a) Experience in accounting, material control, inventory
control and allied functions;

(b) Formal education or specialization in such areas as
evaluating, monitoring, administering, or coordinating industrial
property programs or implementing plans and policies in support of
diversified property control system; and

(c) Knowledge of the provisions of this and other applicable
regulations.

45.7001-3 Reserved.

45.70014 Duties and Responsibilities of Plant Clearance Officer.
The plant clearance officer shall be responsible for:

(a), Providing the contractor with instructions and advice
regarding the proper preparation of inventory schedules;

(b) Accepting c." rejecting inventory schedules and DD Form 1342;
(c) Conducting on arranging for inventory verification;
(d) Initiating prescribed screening and effecting resulting

transfer and donation actions;
(e) Final plant clearance of contractor inventory;
(f) Pre-inventory scrap determinations, as appropriate;
(g) Evaluating -he adequacy of the contractor's procedures for

effecting property disposal actions;
(h) Determining method of disposal;
(i) Surveillanc,3 of contractor-conducted sales;
(j) Accounting for all contractor inventory reported by the

contractor;
(k) Advising ant assisting, as appropriate, the contractor,

inventory control manoger, other federal agencies, or higher
headquarters in all actions relating to the proper and timely disposal
of contractor inventory;I
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(1) Approving method of sale, evaluating bids, -and approving
sale prices for contractor-conduoted sales;

(m) Recommending the reasonableness of selling expenses on
contractor-conducted sales;

(n) Securing anti-trust clearance, as required; and
(o) Advising the oontraoting officer on all property disposal

matters.

$
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PART 45-GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 45.302-2

space property). It excludes Government material, ape- (I) For use in a Government-owned, contractor-
cial test equipment, special tooling, and facilities, operated plant operated on a cost-plus-fee basis.

"Facilities," as used in this subpart and when used in (2) For support of industrial preparedness pro-
other than a facilities contract, means property used for grams.
production, maintenance, research, development, or (3) As components of special tooling or special test
testing. It includes plant equipment and real property equipment acquired or fabricated at Government ex-
(see 45.101). It does not include material, special test pense.
equipment, special tooling, or agency-peculiar proper- (4) When, as a result of the prospective contrac-ty. When used in a facilities contract, the term includes tor's written statement asserting inability or unwill-all property provided under that contract. ingness to obtain facilities, the agency head or desig-

"Facilities contract," as used in this subpart, means a nee determines that the contract cannot be fulfilled
contract under which Government facilities are pro- by any other practical means or that it is in the
vided to a contractor or subcontractor by the Govern- public interest to provide the facilities. If the con-
ment for use in connection with performing one or tractor's inability to provide facilities is due to insuf-
more related contracts for supplies or services. It is ficient lead time, the Government may provide exist-
used occasionally to provide special tooling or special ing facilities until the contractor's facilities can be
test equipment. Facilities contracts may take any of the installed.
following forms: (5) As otherwise authorized by law or regulation.(a) A facilities acquisition contract providing for the (b) Agencies shall not-acquisition, construction, and installation of facilities. (1) Furnish new facilities to contractors unless ex-

(b) A facilities use contract providing for the use, isting Government-owned facilities are either inad-
maintenance, accountability, and disposition of facili- equate or cannot be economically furnished;
ties. (2) Use research and development funds to provide

(c) A consolidated facilities contract, which is a corn- contractors with .,cw construction or improvements
bination of a facilities acquisition and a facilities use of general utility, unless authorized by law; or
contract. (3) Provide facilities to contractors solely for non-

"Government production and research property," as Government use, unless authorized by law.
used in this subpart, means Government-owned facili- (c) Competitive solicitations shall not include an
ties, Government-owned special test equipment, and offer by the Government to provide new facilities, norspecial tooling to which the Government has title or shall solicitations offer to furnish existing Government
the right to acquire title. facilities that must be moved into a contractor's plant,

"Material," as used in this subpart, means property unless adequate price competition cannot be otherwise
that may be incorporated into or attached to a deliver- obtained. Such solicitations shall require contractors to
able end item or that may be consumed or expended in Identify the Government-owned facilities desired to be
perfornig a contract. It includes assemblies, compo- moved into their plants.
nents, parts, raw and processed materials, and small (d) Government facilities with a unit cost of less than
tools and supplies that may be consumed In normal use $10,000 shall not be provided to contractors unless-
in perfornig a contract. (I) The contractor is a nonprofit institution of

"Nonprofit organization," as used in this suhpart, higher education or other nonprofit organization
means any corporation, foundation, trust, or Institution whose primary purpose Is the conduct of scientific
operated for scientific, educational, or medical pur- research;
poses, not organized for profit, and no part of the net (2) A contractor is operating a Government-owned
earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private plant on a cost-plus-fee basis;
shareholder or individual. (3) A contractor is performing on a Government

"Nonseverable," as used in this subpart, when related establishment or installation;
to Government production and research property, (4) A contractor is performing under a contract
means property that cannot be removed after erectiorn specifying that it may acquire or fabricate special
or installation without substantial loss of value or tooling, special test equipment, and components
damage to the property or to the premises where in- thereof subsequent to obtaining the approval of the
stalled. contracting officer; or
45.302 Providing facilities. (5) The facilities are unavailable from other than
45.302-1 Policy. Government sources.

(a) Contractors shall furnish all facilities required for 45.302-2 Facilities contracts.
performing Government contracts except as provided (a) Facilities shall be provided to a contractor or
in this subsection. Agencies shall not furnish facilities subcontractor only under a facilities contract using the
to contractors for any purpose, including restoration, appropriate clauses required by 45.302-6, except as pro-
replacement, or modernization, except as follows: F-73 vided in 45.302-3.
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45.302-3 FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION (FAR)

(b) All facilities provided by a contracting activity lenance and storage, the contract shall define what
for use by a contractor at any one plant or general constitutes standby or layaway and specify when pay-
location shall be governed by a single ficilities con- ments will begin and end. The contract may provide
tract, unless the contracting officer determines this to for reimbursing the contractor for any State or local
be impractical. Each agency should consolidate, to the property tax it is required to pay because of its posses-
maximum practical extent, its facility contracts cover- sion of or interest in such property (see 31.205-41).
ing specific contractor locations. 45.302.6 Required Government property clauses for

(c) No fee shall be allowed under a facilities con- facilities contracts.
tract. P'rofit or fee (plus or minus) shall be considqered (a) The contracting officer sha!l insert the clause at
in awarding any related supply or service contract, 52.245-7, Government Property (Consolidated Facili-
consistent with the profit guidelines of Subpart 15.9. ties), in solicitations and contracts when a consolidated

(d) Special tooling and special test equipment will facilities contract is contemplated (see 45.301).
normally be provided to a contractor under a supply (b) The contracting officer shall insert the clause at
contract, but may be provided under a facilities con- 52.245-8, Liability for the Facilities, in solicitations and
tract when administratively desirable. contracts when a consolidated facilities contract, a

(e) Agencies shall ensure that facility projects involv- facilities acquisition contract, or a facilities use contract
ing real property transactions comply with applicable is contemplated (see 45.301).
laws (e.g., 10 U.S.C. 2676 and 41 U.S.C. 12 and 14). (c) The contracting officer shall insert the clause at
45.302-3 Other contracts. 52.245-9, Use and Charges, in solicitations and con-

(a) Facilities may be provided to a contractor under tracts (I) when a consolidated facilities contract or a
a contract other than a facilities contract when- facilities use contract (see 45.301) or (2) when a fixed.

(I) The actual or estimated cumulative acquisition price contract is contemplated, and Government pro-
cost of the facilities provided by the contracting ac- duction and research property is provided other than
tivity to the contractor at one plant or general loca- on a rent-free basis.
tion does not exceed $100,000; (d) The contracting officer shall inseit the clause at

(2) The contract is for construction; 52.245-10, Government Property (Facilities Acquisi-
(3) The contract is for services and the facilities tion), in solicitations and contracts when a facilities

are to be used in connection with the operation of a acquisition contract is contemplated (see 45.301).
Government-owned plant or installation; or (e) (I) The contracting officer shall insert the clause

(4) The contract is for work within an establish- at 52.245-11, Government Property (Facilities Use), in
ment or installation operated by the Government. solicitations and contracts when a facilities use contract
(b) When a facilities contract is not used, the Gov- is contemplated (see 45.301).

ernment's interest shall normally be protected by using (2) If the contract is for the conduct of basic or
the appropriate Government property clause or, in the applied research at nonprofit institutions of higher
case of (a)(3) above, by appropriate portions of the education, or is awarded to a nonprofit organization
facilities clauses. whose primary purpose is the conduct of scientific
45.302-4 Contractor use of Government-owned and - research (see 35.014), the contracting officer shall use

operated test facilities, the clause with its Alternate I.
(a) Agencies may autthorize onsite use by contractors 45.302-7 Optional property-related clauses for facilities

of existing (Jovernment-owned and -operated test facil- contracts.
Ities In connection with Government contracts only (a) The contracting officer may Insert the clause at
when- 52.245-12, Contract Purpose (Nonprofit Educational In-

(I) No adequate commercial test capability is avail- slitutions), in solicitations and contracts when a facili-
able; , ties use contract Is contemplated and award may be

(2) Substantial cost savings will result from using made to a nonprofit educational institution (also see
the Government-owned test facilities; o :, 45.302-6).

(3) Otherwise authorized by law.- (b) The contracting officer may Insert the clause at
(b) When such use is authorized, the contracting 52.245-13, Accountable Facilities (Nonprofit Educe-

officer shall obtain adequate consideration comparable tional Institutions), in solicitations and contracts when a
to commercial rates. facilities contract is contemplated and award may be
45.302-5 Standby or layaway requirements. made to a nonprofit educational institution (also see

A facilities contract may Include requirements for 45.302-6).
maintenance and storage of Government production (c) The contracting officer may insert the clause at
and research property in standby or layaway status. 52.245-14, Use of Government Facilities, In solicitations
The contract shall include appropriate specifications and contracts when a facilities use contract Is contem-
for the care and maintenance of the property. If the plated and award may be made to a nonprofit educa-
Government Is required to pay the contractor for main- tional Institution (also see 45.302-6).
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I OPTIONAL DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. (Q) The Volt Technical Corporation was awarded a contract to
provide keypunch services and transfer data from cards
to magnetic tape for personnel records. The Government
provided the basic information on marked punch cards.
Volt received $39,971.65 and seeks an equitable
adjustment of $84,919.68 for the extra work because the
cards were not in good order. Normally, the contractor

* might have expected a 1% rate in defective cards;
instead, the rate was 13%. Volt claims it had the right
to assume the cards would be in good condition for
processing. The Government argued the condition of the
cards was not considered in the contract. Should Volt
be compensated for the extra work?

2. (Q) The Army Marching Division awarded a contract for 750770
stainless steel mess kits to Carrolton Mfg Co. for
$860,839.80. The company agreed to rent certain
Government furnished tooling or dies for $1,100 per
month. The Government agreed to furnish the tooling in
an "as is" condition. Carrollton used the tooling for 9
months and 11 days. It found the tooling in worse
condition than anticipated when the contract was made.
As a result, the company ran into excessive maintenance
costs and down time. Now, the contractor claims that

jthe Government should rebate $4,400 of the rent because
of the defective tooling. If you were the ACO in this
case, would you allow this claim?

I 3. (Q) Denmark & Morris, Inc. appealed to the ASBCA (Armed
Services Board of Contract Appeals) after the ACO
rejected its claim for $149,208.92. This claim
represented a stated loss on an Army contract for the
manufacture of 209,670 shelter halves. The cloth
specified, to be furnished by the Government, was to be
33 inches in width. Some of the cloth which the
Government furnished was less than 33 inches.
Attempting to work the narrow cloth e calated contract
costs. A thorough review of the situation by experts on
both sides reduced the stated costs to $45,000. Shouldthe ASBCA support the claim? Why?

* 4. (Q) The Army Marching Divisinn awarded a contract to Daval
Handbags, I1. fur tne manufacturing of 377,380 duffel
brgs for $251,377.46. Daval had delivered 2,260 duffel
bags, before a fire disabled its pla.it. The firm then
subcontracted for the balance of the work. Under the
terms of the contract, the Government was liable for
furnishing material to Daval. So, the remaining
material was shipped to the subcontractor.
Unfortunately, the subcontractor converted some of the
material for its own use. Daval was liable for the
shortage. It amounted to 26,552 yards of 10-ounce
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cotton duck and 36,618 yards of webbing. In determining
the value of the shortage, the ACO used the Army Supply
Catalog Pricing Guides, in effect at the time o Tf ...
oss. Specifically, this was $1,50 per yard for the 10-

ounce cotton duck and $0.36 per yard for the webbing.
The total loss came to $53,010.48. Although Daval did
not offer did not offer an alternative figure, it
claimed this was excessive. The contractor charged the
Army Supply Catalog Price was not a proper device for
setting the price. The "Government Property" clause in
the contract does not specify how a price is set, in
event of loss. Do you think the ACO's figure will
stick?

5. (Q) The Naval Clothing Supply Division (NAVCLOSUPD) awarded
a contract to Martin Manufacturing Company, Inc. to
manufacture and deliver 500,000 shirts at a total
contract price of $337,500.00. The Standard Government
Property clause was incorporated in the contract. The
contract further provides for payment to the Government
of $0.52 per yard of 36-inch wide cloth, for all yardage
used in excess of the contract allowances. The
Government would furnish all material needed for the
contract. When the contract was completed, the
Government had furnished 20,372.5 yards more than the
contract allowance. Accordingly, the ACO applied the
formula in the contract and stated the excess usage
amounted to a total of $10,593.70. Of this amount
$8,194.68 was withheld, leaving a balance due the
Government of $2,399.02. The Martin Company objected to
the figure. The contractor contended that over half of
the cloth was defective and that excess usage actually
amounted to much less than the Government figure. Do
you think the ACO will be supported if the contractor
appeal as the ACO's determination?

6. (Q) Allied Paint & Color Works, Inc. entered into a contract
with the Navy to furnish 7,544 paint kits, to be
delivered in various quantities, to a number of supply
depots within 90 days after the date of the contract.
The contract expressly provides the Government will
furnish 1,911 gallons of type 11 phosphorescent paint.
It is to be delivered to the contractor in one gallon
cans within 30 days after the contract is signed. It
also provided "the Contractor assumes the risk of, and
shall be responsible for, any loss thereof or damage
thereto, except for reasonable wear and tear, except to
the extent to which the property is consumed in the
performance of the contract." The parties called this
agreement "rontract #1." Prior to the completion of
this contract, 1,118 gallons of the original government-
furnished paint were in Allied's inventory. The new
contract did not have a contractor liability clause for
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GFP. While the contractor was working on this contract,
the premises caught fire and the 1,118 gallons of GFP
paint valued at $6,898.06 was destroyed. There was no
argument that the paint belonged to the Government.
However, the contractor argued since the new paint-kit
contract, the successor to the original contract, did
not have the Contractor liability clause, Allied Paint
should not have to compensate the Government for the
Government issued by the ACO. On appeal, do you think
the contractor will have to pay for the paint?

7. (Q) Generally, the FAR provides, that the Government will
bear the risk of loss or damage to its property which
has been furnished to contractors under either
negotiated fixed-price or cost-type contracts. Under
cost-type contracts, the Government takes title to
contractor acquired property, as well as GFP, and acts
as a selfinsurer. However, in fixed-price supply
contracts the contractor must insure itself against loss
of the government furnished property. In a report
issued in 1984, the Comptroller General took violent
exception to this policy on advertised fixed-price
contracts. He stated: "In our review of insurance
costs incurred by four major contractors during 5-year
periods ended in 1981, we found that the Government
incurred unnecessary costs of about $1,237,500 because
the military services required contractors to bear the
risk of loss or damage to certain Government owned
parts, materials, invetitories, work-in-process, and
special tooling in their possession under fixed-price
contracts." The Comptroller General recommended the
Government become a self-insurer in all cases involving
Government-furnished property regardless of the type of
contractual instrument used. If your boss asked you to
justify the DOD's present position, what arguments could
you make?
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CHAPrIR

We now direct our attention to the effectiveness of performance by the

contractor. As important as it is for the contractor to receive payment for
effort expended and deliverables, it is equally important to the Government to
receive a product that works. The contractor must maintain an acceptable
level of quality. The specific level of quality is dictated by the
complexity, dollar value, and criticality of the product. Tailoring contract
quality provisions and having a good QAR can be quite helpful in assuring all
parties that the rights and duties of each are protected.

As a review, the following section is provided for your

study.

TOPIC PAGE ASSIGNKENT

1. Handouts

i. Quality Assurance G-2 thru G-16 Read

b. Synopsis of higher-level Contract G-17 Read
Quality Requirement

c. Synopsis Inspection Requirements/Rules G-18 thru G-19 Read

d. Delivery and Acceptance Synopsis G-20 thru G-21 Read

2. FkRS Part 46.1 - 46.2 G-22 thru G-25 Read

3. FAR Subsections 52.246-1,2,17,15,16,23, G-26 thru G-31 Read
24, 25

4. DFARS Part 46.1 & 46.2 G-32 thru G-35 ReviEw
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SCHOOL OF SYSTEMS AND LOGISTICS

ADVANCED CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION COURSE (PPM 304)

SUBJECT: Quality Assurance

TIME: 3.5 Hrs

OBJECTIVE: Comprehend Quality Assurance as a function of
contract administration.

SAMPLES OF BEHAVIOR:

a. Describe the government and the contractors'
responsibilities as relates to product quality.

b. Explain how contract quality requirements are determined
and communicated to CAO.

c. Explain how the FAR QA responsibilities are performed by
the CAO quality assurance function.

d. Identify barriers to communication between the CAO.
Quality Assurance and Contract Management functions and
possible methods of minimizing their occurrence.

e. Explain the differences in requirements and workload
associated with the three commonly used quality clauses.

f. Describe types of specifications and problems of
interpretation and compliance.

g. Identify techniques of QA which can be applied to
contract administration.

h. Give examples of current issues and initiatives effecting
quality management.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS: Lecture/Discussion
Case Analysis

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ACA Textbook

REQUIRED STUDENT PREPARATION: As defined in Chapter "G" of the
ACA textbook.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

It is basic government policy that the contractor is
responsible for controlling the quality of the product which is
offered to the government for acceptance. The government,
however, recognizes its own responsibility for assuring that the
product offered does in fact conform to contract requirements.
The government's responsibility for quality assurance is carried
out as surveillance of the contractor's quality control system or
program.

In the field of contract administration, the significance of
quality assurance cannot be overemphasized. Product acceptance
the final act of quality assurance says in effect that the
contractor has given us what we asked for in the contract.
Excluding latent defects, gross mistakes amounting to fraud,
fraud or warranty provisions, acceptance becomes binding upon the
government. It is therefore imperative that the CAO team members
become familiar with the language of this important functional
area.

|| Definitions

Because of its importance, the CAO team members must become
faimiliar with the language related to the area of quality
assurance.

The following terms are used in acquisition quality assurance:

a. Complex item. An having quality characteristics, not
wholly visible in the end item, for which contractual conformance
must progressively be established through precise measurements,
tests, and controls accomplished during purchasing,
manufacturing, assembly, and functional operations either as an
individual item or in conjunction with other items.

b. Corrective action. A series of actions available to the
Quality Assurance Representative (QAR) for use with a contractor
according to the seriousness of the nonconformance found. These
actions require the contractor to correct conditions and
assignable causes of nonconformance or defectiveness.

c. Critical application. A critical application of an item
is one in which the failure of the item could injure personnel or
jeopardize a military mission. Critical items may be either
peculiar, having only one application, or common, having multiple
applications.

d. Government Acqui.'ion Quality Nssurance (AQA). The
Government function by which the government determines whether a
contractor has fulfilled the contract obligations pertaining to
quality and quantity. This function is related to and generally
precedes the act of acceptance.

I
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e. Material Review Board (MRB). The formal contractor
government board established for the purpose of reviewing,
evaluating, and disposing of specific nonconforming supplies or
services, and for assuring the initiation and accomplishment of
corrective action to preclude recurrence.

f. Noncomplex Item. An item having quality characteristics
for which simple measurements and test of the end item is
sufficient to determine conformance to contract requirements.

g. Procedure Evaluation. The continuing verification of the
contractor's adherence to the written procedures and workbooks.

h. Procedures Review. The initial review of the
contractor's written procedures and workbooks, including changes
thereto to determine the adequacy of the procedures for the
purpose intended.

i. Quality Assurance. A planned and systematic pattern of
all actions necessary to provide adequate confidence that the
item or product conforms to established technical requirements.

j. Quality Assurance Letters of Instructions and Special
Inspection Requirements. Instructions issued by the Purchasing
Office or its technical activities regarding the type and extent
of government inspection pertaining to contracts for specific
supplies or services that are complex or for which unusual
requirements have been established.

k. Quality Assurance Representative (QAR). An
organizational title assigned to the individual responsible for
the government procurement quality assurance function at a given
contractor's facility.

1. Request for Waiver. The formal document prepared by the
contractor, or the subcontractors, and submitted by the prime
contractor to the Government for the purpose of requesting
acceptance of the designated nonconforming supplies or services,
or for requesting temporary relief from a technical requirement
of the contract.

m. Tcchnical Activity. The government activity responsible
for technical requirements such as specifications, drawings, and
standards and prescribing inspection, testing, or other contract
quality requirements that are essential to assure the integrity
of products and services. It is normally the requiring activity.

n. Testing. An element of inspection which generally
denotes the determination by technical means of properties or
elements of supplies or components thereof, including functional
operation; it involves the application of established scientific
principles and procedures.
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U
0. Test Report. A formal document describing the method of

test and the results of a test.

p. Waiver. A written authorization to accept a
configuration item or other designated items which, during
production or after having been submitted for inspection, are
found to depart from specified requirements, but nevertheless are
considered suitable for "use as is" or after rework by an
approved method. If the authorization is requested and granted
prior to production, it is considered to be a deviation.

Contract Content Affecting Quality Assurance

The function of the CAO regarding quality on a given contract
is governed in large part by the contract specifications and
level of quality imposed by the contract.

Identify the different types and kinds of specifications.

A specification is a "document intended primarily for use in
procurement, which clearly and accurately describes the essential
and technical requirements for items, materials, or services,
including the procedures by which it will be determined that the
requirements have been met". Specifications for items and
materials shall also contain preservation, packaging, packing and
marking requirements.

While specifications cover the material requirements for an
item, standards and other documents prepared for the procurement
may establish other requisite characteristics.

It is not always possible to define the desired attributes or
characteristics of an item with a written description. AIdrawing, on the other hand, can show physical relationships and
dimensions with much greater precision. For this reason,
drawings may be incorporated by reference in federal and military/ specifications, or they may be used as part of the purchase
description.

Federal Specifications. Federal specifications cover
materials, products, or services used, or expected to be used, by
at least two federal agencies (at least one of which is
civilian). The General Services Administration (GSA) supervisestheir preparation and issuance. With few exceptions, federalspecifications are concerned with commercial type items.

U Military Specifications. Military specifications cover
materials, products or services used solely or predominantly by
the military departments as opposed to civilian agencies.
Coordinated Military Specifications cover items of interest to
two or more departments, and are coordinated with all
departments. Limited Coordination Military Specifications are

A prepared and issued by a single department. They satisfy an
U immediate procurement need of that department, or govern items

that are of interest to it alone. If they are coordinated with
all military departments, they become full military
specifications.
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Types of Item Specifications. Aside from the federal versus
military classification, specifications are classified into a
wide variety of types reflecting purpose, degree of detail, level
of breakout, and so forth. For the purposes of this chapter, it
should be adequate to ccnsider the following three basic types as
being the ones you are most likely to encounter.

Purchase Descriptions. The specifications identify the item
by a brand name with the optional use off an "or equal" statement
to allow competition. Such specifications are used to procure
items on the commercial market and the regulations are quite
strict in limiting their use. However, tlbis type of
specification, if properly used, can assist in obtaining
competition in the purchase of standard articles.

Design Specifications. The specifications contain precise
measurements, tolerances, materials, in-process and finished
product tests, quality control and inspection requirements, and
other detailed information. The information furnished is
sufficiently detailed to insure that all items are manufactured
to the specifications of detailed manufacturing drawing
containing full information. The government uses such
specifications to obtain standardization, interchangeability of
spare parts, and complete uniformity of product even though
different contractors manufacture the items. Under this type of
program, the government warrrants that the specifications, if
followed, will provide the item that the government desires. If
the specification is defective, the government is liable for
additional costs and schedule delays, if any.

Performance Specifications. The specifications contain
performance characteristics desired for the item, with a
statement perhaps that it must weigh no more than 20 pounds. In
such specifications the specific configuration of the item, the
detailed design, or exact measurements are not stated. These
specifications are used extensively in development contracts, and
are also frequently used in manufacturing contracts where
competition is desired between different contractors' equipment
which may vary in detail but which meet the general performance
requirements of the government.

Under this type specification, the contractors creativity and
design expertise are used to obtain an item that meets
requirements without detailed "how to" information provided to
the contractor. The risk of meeting performance parameters rests
with the contractor.

The distinction between the types of specification is not as
clear-cut as one might think. It becomes difficult to use a
"purebred" specification type. The end product usually becomes
an amalgam of several items into the final product. The fast
pace of technology in today's world makes the use of a hybrid
necessary for system support. The design life of a weapon system
is usually much shorter than actual deployed life. Examples
include battleships and B-52 bombers. Support for these systems
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j is extremely difficult to procure since data packages, if
present, use antiquated technologies usually no longer available
in the market place. In order to provide some sort of baseline
to industry we may provide the "old" part as a model. Depending
on the wording in the contract and general trade usage, we may
have either a design, performance, or purchase description type
specification.

Order of Precedence. Clear and accurate specifications are
essential to effective procurement. To avoid confusion, the
order of priority and the limitations of different documents

I should be clearly stated. They should establish, in the event of
conflict, whether specifications have priority over drawings, the
relation of general specifications to detailed specifications,
and the applicability of other contract documents that describe
the product. The following "Order of Precedence" clause, which
may be modified to change the order or to add or delete items, is
normally included in contracts.

ORDER OF PRECEDENCE

In the event of an inconsistency between provisions
of this solicitation, the inconsistency shall be
resolved by giving precedence in the following

I order: (a) the Schedule (excluding the
Specifications); (b) Terms and Conditions of the
solicitation, if any; (c) General Provisions;
(d) other provisions of the contract, when attached
or incorporated by reference; and (e) the
Specifications.

(FAR 52.215-18)

As we have seen there are many reasons why specifications
should be clear, accurate, easily understood, and not subject to
misinterpretation. They describe what we need to buy, what the
contractor must produce, and what we are willing to accept as
satisfactory performance.

Inaccurate or incomplete descriptions of the work to be
performed create general misunderstanding on the part of the
firms solicited. More importantly, if not recognized and
corrected, it may result in the procurement of an unsatisfactory
product which could lead to operational failures of the equipment
in the field. Even if detected in time and corrected by
production changes, there may be delays and increased costs
involved. Experience has shown that conflicting or ambiguous
requirements are most likely to be interpreted against the
government, since it supplied the specification. As a general
rule, any ambiguity in a specification is the responsibility of
the specification drafter.

Thus, it can be stated that the specification is probably the
most important part of the contractual package. It behooves all
of us then to give maximum attention to the adequacy of the

specification, and to correct deficiencies as early in the
procurement cycle as possible.
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Describe the three levels of quality assurance requirements in
the FAR and KIL-I-45208A and MIL-Q-9858A, and identify the
criteria used to select the appropriate level for inclusion in
the contract.

Normally, the technical activity or the buying activity is
responsible for determining the level of quality effort required
in the contract. The Federal Acquisition Regulation recognizes
three levels of quality requirements. They are government
reliance on inspection by the contractor, standard inspection
requirements and higher level quality requirements. The DOD FAR
supplement divides this last category into MIL-I-45208A,
Inspection System and MIL-Q-9858A, the Quality Program.

Typically, a commercial, noncomplex, noncritical, off the
shelf type item would not necessitate imposing a specific
contract quality requirement. A complex, critical item designed
to military drawings would be apt to require MIL-Q-9858A the
highest quality requirement. Putting it another way, a contract
for a major weapon system or subsystem would most likely contain
a MIL-Q-9858A requirement Let's look at each of the quality
requirement levels in a little more detail.

Government Reliance on Inspection by the Contractor. This is
generally used for small purchases where there is no specific
obligation for the performance of inspection, and where no
government procurement quality assurance actions can be performed
at source; such as imprest funds, or subscriptions.

Standard Inspection Provision. FAR Part 52.246 requires an
inspection system acceptable to the government. No further
definition is presented, but it does state that "the government
has the right to inspect and test all supplies to the extent
practicable at all places and times including the period of
manufacture, and in any event before acceptance". This allows
the Quality Assurance Representative (QAR) access to both the
prime contractor's plant and also any subcontractor facilities
that are considered necessary. The clause also provides that the
contractor shall furnish and shall require subcontractors to
furnish, without charge, all reasonable facilities and assistance
for the safe and convenient performance of those duties. This
doesn't mean a paneled office, but does mean that all test
equipment necessary and safety equipment, if required, will be
provided by the contractor.

This clause also allows the government to levy costs for
reinspection when the contractor either does not have supplies
available when he specified and, the government QAR was available
or due to rejection of supplies, re-inspection is necessary. The
government also has the right to require correction of
nonconforming supplies.

This clause provides a very powerful tool that, when used
properly, gives the government inspector the access and
visibility necessary to convince the contractor that all
specifications must be met or exceeded. This provision is
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included in all contracts which exceed small purchase dollar
limitations.

Higher Level Quality Requirements. These requirements
include the MIL-I-45208A. Inspection System; and MIL-Q-9858A,
The Quality Program.

KIL-I-45208A, Inspection System. This specification may be

applied to the procurement of any supplies and services specified
by the procuring agencies; however, it is normally used in the
procurement of complex or critical items. When specified in the
contract, it requires the contractor to establish an inspection
system in accordance with the specification and to perform
inspections and tests necessary to substantiate end item
conformance to drawings, specifications, and contract
requirements. In addition, records of each inspection are
maintained which may be reviewed by the government. This system
also includes the calibration requirements set forth in MIL STD
45662. (This requires the contractor to have positive control
over inspection equipment and maintain a recall system depending
on use and stability of each piece of equipment.)

The requirements of MIL-I-45208A are in addition to tests in
other applicable specifications and contractual documents. It
contains fewer requirements than MIL-Q-9858A; however, the
contractor may use MIL-Q-9858A in whole or in part whenever MIL-
I-45208A is specified, provided that no increase in price is
involved. This permits a uniform system in the event the
contractor is already required to comply with MIL-Q-9858A.

The inspection system established in compliance with this
specification will be documented and available for review by the
QAR prior to initiation of production, and throughout the life of
the contract. The contractor must notify the QAR in writing of
any change to the system. The system will be subject to
disapproval if changes would result in nonconforming products.

MIL-Q-9858A, The Quality Program. This specification applies
to complex supplies, equipment, and systems for which-the
requirements of MIL-I-45208A are inadequate to provide needed
quality assurance. In such cases, total conformance to contract
requirements cannot be obtained effectively and economically
solely by controlling inspection and testing. Therefore, it ise essential to control work operations and manufacturing processes
as well as inspections and tests.

An effective and economical quality program, planned and
developed in consonance with the contractor's other
administrative and technical programs, is required by this
specification. The program should assure adequate quality
throughout all areas of contract performance, including design,
development, fabrication, processing, assembly, inspection, test,
maintenance, packaging, shipping, storage, and site installation.

All supplies and services under the contract, whether
manufac-tured or performed within the contractor's plant or at
any other source, must be controlled at all points necessary to
assure conformance to contractual requirements. The program must
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also provide for the prevention and ready detection of
discrepancies, and for timely and positive corrective action.
The contractor has to make objective evidence of quality
conformance readily available to the QAR. Instructions and
records for quality must be generated and maintained.

The authority and responsibility of those in charge of the
design, production, testing, and inspection of quality must be
clearly stated. The program should facilitate determinations of
the effects of quality deficiencies and quality costs on price.
Facilities and standards such as drawing, engineering changes,
measuring equipment, and the like which are necessary for the
required quality must be effectively managed. The program must
also include an effective control of purchased materials and
subcontracted work. Manufacturing, fabrications, and assembly
work within the contractor's plant must be controlled completely.
In addition, the contractor's quality program should include
effective execution of responsibilities shared jointly with the
government or related to government functions, such as control of
government property and government source inspection. In
subcontracts placed by the prime contractor, the quality
requirements are also required.

In order to assure requisite quality, the specification
requires the contractor to provide work instructions on all
processes which could affect quality. The government QAR then
uses the work instructions to verify that the system as approved
is actually being used. If the QAR finds that the approved
system is not being used, a Quality Deficiency Report will be
issued to bring the system back into compliance. Prompt
effective corrective action will keep the quality of the product
within a manageable level.

Another aspect of this program is an element involving the
"cost of quality". This cost data should include the cost of
preventing and correcting defects. These data are useful to
management of the company to uncover potential problem areas.
Unlike most "reports" this data is not presented to the

Government, but is "made available for on-site review". This
provides reassurance to the QAR that management is involved in
the quality process within the company.

Government Acquisition Quality Assurance

Government acquisition quality assurance is multifaceted.
Procedures and responsibilities normally attributed to the QAR
must be understood by the other members of the contract
administration team.

The primary responsibility of the Quality Assurance
Representative (QAR) is to assure that the product tendered to
the Government for acceptance conforms to the contract
requirements(s). The program for AQA is documented in DLAM
8200.1; which has been jointly coordinated by the services (Army-
AR 702-4; Navy - NAVMATINST-4355.60A; USAF-AFR 74-15 and Marine
Corp MCO-P-4855.4A). This document is NOT included in a
contract. Five categories of effort which are carried out by
plant level QARs are discussed below.
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Concepts and Planning. The ultimate success of AQA is
directly related to the planning effort that goes into it.
Consequently, it is incumbent upon the responsible quality
assurance personnel at plant level to review the contractual
document upon receipt to determine the specific quality assurance
action that will be required. The QAR's review and planning will
consider, but not be limited to the level of quality
contractually required, Quality Assurance Letters of Instruction
(QALI) from the buying activity, gov-rnment skills and manpower
required, and contract clauses requiring special attention or
staff assistance, such as:

• liquidated damages.
• government property.

ground and flight risk.
safety precaution for ammunition and explosives.
AQA at subcontractor's plants.
adequacy of the specifications and drawings.

Procedures Review. Having completed the review and planning,
the QAR must next review the contractor's written quality
procedures. Since the inspection and acceptance phase of quality
assurance will not be initiated until acceptable procedures have
been presented to the government, it is incumbent upon the QAR to
advise the contractor of the acceptability or disapproval of
those procedures as early in the production cycle as possible.
Notice of acceptability MAY be given in writing; disapproval MUST
be given in writing. If so specified in the contract, the CO may
retain the right to approve the contractor's written procedures,
in which case the QAR could forward comments to the CO for final
approval/disapproval.

The QAR should use the following DOD Handbooks as guides for
reviewing the contractor's written procedures. For MIL-Q-9858A
use H-50 and for MIL-I-45208A use H-51.

Procedures Evaluation. Procedures evaluation is the activity
involved in verifying that the contractor is complying with
written quality procedures and that the procedures are
accomplishing the intended purpose of controlling product
quality.

Product Verification Inspection (PVI). The fourth element of
Government Acquisition quality assurance is product verification
inspection, which consists of two parts: initial product
inspection and continuing verification.

Initial Product Inspection (IPI). The initial product
inspection is performed during the earliest phase of production
to verify the contractor's ability to control product quality.
The basic assumption is that if a contractor can meet the
contract specification requirements during the initial
production, a high degree of probability exists that the
requirements will continue to be met.

I
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Continuing Verification. Continuing verification is
performed throughout the life of the contract, and may b- b
on the requirements established by the CO in the contract or the
quality assurance letter of instruction; verification inspection
considered necessary by the QAR to establish assurance of
contract compliance.

Corrective Action. Corrective action is the final and most
significant step in the government acquisition quality assurance
cycle. Corrective actions, properly effected, close the loop on
the AQA process. It is the responsibility of the QAR to bring
contract nonconformances to the attention of the contractor and
to insure that the contractor takes the necessary action to
correct the deficiencies and to eliminate the cause of those
deficiencies. The QAR has five methods of corrective action
available:

Method A. This is on-the-spot corrective action to correct
minor defects and their causes. No follow-up is necessary.

Method B. When the defect is other than minor, the QAR will
document the deficiency and forward it to appropriate contractor
personnel for action. If the deficiencies might possibly have an
impact on delivery for which the CAO has assigned production
surveillance, a copy will be forwarded to the production element.

Method C. When serious quality problems exist or when the
contractor has failed to respond satisfactorily to Method B, the
QAR or a higher level government official will forward a letter
to the contractor's top management requesting immediate action on
the observed deficiencies and their causes. A copy of the action
will normally be forwarded to the ACO and PCO.

Method D. When all else fails and severe discrepancies
exist, the QAR will, though the supervisor, forward a letter to
the ACO requesting the contractor be advised that all AQA actions
will discontinue. The AQA program will be totally discontinued
only when authorized by a letter signed by the ACO. Copies of
this action will be forwarded to the PCO. This method puts the
contractor on notice that goods or services tendered to the
government will not be accepted.

Method E. This method is used at the subcontractor level
when the corrective action required is of the magnitude of a
Method C or D. The QAR cognizant over the prime contractor will
be informed of the circumstances, and will be requested to have
the prime contractor take necessary action with the
subcontractor.
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1
Describe the government policy on accepting nonconforming
supplies/services.

Nonconforming Supplies. Although it is the general policy of
DOD not to accept nonconforming supplies, there are established
procedures for such acceptance when it is in the best interest of
the Government. Final decisions regarding such acceptance are
solely the prerogative of the government. Repeated offering of
nonconforming supplies should be discouraged. Such an act of
repeatedly offering nonconforming supplies generally indicates
either a degradation in the contractor's control over product
quality or a deficiency in contract technical requirements.

Authority. There are two types of nonconforming
supplies/services. Type I nonconformances are major in nature,
and affect one or more of the following areas:

performance.
durability.
reliability.
interchangeability.
effective use or operation.
weight or appearance where it is a factor.
health or safety.
form/fit/function of the item.

Type II nonconformances are minor in nature, and affect none
of the areas listed under Type I. The right to accept Type I
nonconforming supplies is generally reserved to the PCO.
Acceptace of Type II nonconforming supplies is automatically
vested in the ACO unless specifically withheld by the PCO.

Acceptance of nonconforming supplies may be accomplished
either through a contractor-initiated request for waiver or
through the action of a Material Review Board (MRB).

Request for Waiver. This is normally submitted to the PCO on
Type I nonconformances, and to the ACO on a Type II
nonconformance, where a corrective procedure has not been
rejected by the material review board. The request for waiver is
the prerogative of the contractor and must be processed the the
QAR. Thought should be given to amending the contract to provide
for equitable consideration to the government.

Material Review Board (MRB). This board is established to
make decisions regarding the acceptance of Type II
nonconformances. It is a joint contractor's quality control
department, a qualified contractor engineer, and the QAR. This
MRB determines disposition of the nonconforming material such as
whether to accept, repair, rework, or scrap.

AQA at Subcontract Level. Government AQA at the subcontract
S level does not relieve the prime contractor of any

responsibilities under the contract and does not establish any
contractual relationship between the government and the

-
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subcontractor. Further, AQA at the subcontract level is
performed only for the benefit of the government and is never
performed to assist a prime contractor in controlling his
suppliers. The QAR at the prime contractor level is responsible
for reviewing subcontracts to assure completeness and clarity of
the quality requirements. It shall also be determined if
conditions exist whereby AQA at subcontractor level is required,
and shall request AQA assistance and provide direction to the CAO
activity at the subcontractor location.

Describe the role of the contractor and government in inspection
of supplies and services.

When a contract is awarded by the government, the contractor
assumes responsibility for timely delivery and satisfactory
performance. Failure to comply with specifications in a timely
manner may be cause for default of the contract. Performance
includes furnishing the government with the quantity and quality
of items which the contractor has agreed to deliver and for which
the government has agreed to pay. Although the contractor is
fundamentally responsible, the government, through its contract
administration activity, protects its interest to insure a
quality product. This protection is afforded through inspections
and requirements which are included in every contract.

The purpose of inspection is to determine whether the product
or service conforms exactly to what the government has ordered.
The extent of inspection varies with the dollar value of the
contract and with the type of product. For example, a contract
for "off-the-shelf" items under small purchase procedures may
require minimum inspection after the items are received at their
destination. Such inspection may be limited to counting the
items under small puLchase procedures may require minimum
inspection after the items are received at their destination.
Such inspection may be limited to counting the items, determining
damage in transit, and verifying that the items are what was
ordered. On the other hand, a contract for sophisticated
aircraft or missile parts or assemblies will require a detailed
inspection system which starts at the raw materials, continues
through production, and ends with the completed item. Faulty
inspection of one part during production could result in the
acceptance of a poor quality end item, which in turn could cause
aborted missions and loss of life.

There is no more official definition of inspection than that
contained in FAR Part 46. "Inspection means the examination and
testing of supplies or services (including when appropriate, raw
material, components and intermediate assemblies) to determine
whether they conform to contract requirement." The contract
itself will contain the specifications or the description of the
supplies or services, and when appropriate will also contain
terms and conditions concerning inspection and control of quality
requirements.
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Determination of conformance of the product to the contract
requirements shall be made on the basis of objective evidence of
quality and quantity. The government inspector shall make
optimum use of quality data generated by contractors in
determining the acceptability of supplies. To the extent that
contractor quality data are available and reliable, as determined
by the government inspector, such data shall be used to adjust
the amount of government inspection of products for acceptance
purposes to a minimum consistent with proper assurance that the
supplies accepted conform to the quality requirements established
by the procurement documents.

Responsibility. The basic responsibility for inspection and
quality is the contractors'. They are responsible for
controlling product quality and for offering to the government
for acceptance only those supplies and services that conform to
contract requirements. The government's role is to determine how
much it should inspect to insure the effectiveness of a
contractor's procedure. That determination is usually made after
considering the following factors:

a. Integrity and reliability of the contractor as a quality
producer.

b. The adequacy of the contractor's inspection system which
would include incoming material, lab testing, in-process
inspection, packaging, packing, crating, and marking.

c. Previous government experience with the contractor.

d. The nature and value of the item involved.

Inspection of completed supplies is necessary to assure that
contract requirements have been met. The responsibility of the
contractor for inspection of completed supplies requires that the
examinations and tests set forth in the specifications be
completed. As the first step, the contractor will verify that
all previous inspection operations have been performed. It is
imperative at this stage that the contractor's inspections and
tests performed will provide sufficient evidence to the
government of complete compliance with contract requirements.

Remedies. The government may require correction of
deficiencies, seek replacement by the contractor or others,
terminate for default, or require delivery at a reduced price.

Contractor Protection. The contractor is protected in that
the government may not unduly delay the work for inspection/testpurposes. Further, delivery at reduced prices is subject to the
disputes procedure.

Describe the act of acceptance and the rights of the government
after acceptance.

I
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Acceptance is the act of an authorized agent of the
government by which the government agrees that the supplies or
services submitted by a contractor conform to all requirements of
the contract. This includes quality, quantity, and the condition
of the supplies. The contract itself will include the time and
place of acceptance. The acceptance procedure is important
because, at that time, ownership transfers.

Transfer of Ownership. Ownership (titles) transfers to the
government upon acceptance. The significance of this ownership
transfer is that any damage or loss to the products involved is
borne by the owner. Therefore, regardless of the point of
inspection and time of delivery, government acceptance assumes
title, ownership, and responsibility for the contract items.

Procedures for Acceptance. The Material Inspection and
Receiving Report, DD Form 250, or other authorized form, is the
document which accomplishes the formal acceptance of supplies or
services on a Government contract. The government agent
authorized to make acceptance signs the document which later
serves as the authorization for payment to the contractor.

Implied Acceptance. After delivery is made, a reasonable
period of time is allowed for government acceptance or rejection.
Although the Government may not have formally accepted the items,
acceptance may be implied by either the government's conduct or
by the government's delay.

Delay. The contract inspection clause states, "...acceptance
or rejection of supplies shall be made as promptly as practicable
after delivery..." If items are rejected, it is important that a
notice of rejection be furnished the contractor promptly. If
timely notice is not furnished, acceptance may in certain cases
be implied as a matter of law." The notice of rejection should
be specific in defining the area of nonconformance discovered in
inspection.

Actions. Although formal acceptance is not accomplished,
specific actions by the government may be considered to imply
acceptance. For example, if the government consumes part or all
of defective items delivered, the acceptance of the consumed
portion is generally considered to have been accomplished.
Government alteration of items prior to rejection, or use of the
items, generally constitute acceptance (implied).

Certificate of Conformance. Any discussion of inspection
would not be complete without describing the certificate of
conformance (COC). At the discretion of the Contracting Officer,
a clause may be inserted in contracts requiring the contractor to
certify that supplies or services comply with contract
requirements. This clause may serve one of two purposes. It may
be used as the sole basis for government acceptance and payment
of contractor invoices without government inspection without
prejudice to the government's right to inspect at a different
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time or place. The certificate can also be used to obtainadditional assurance that supplies conform to contract
requirements prior to acceptance.

1 Contractor Responsibility after Acceptance. The government's
acceptance is conclusive except for latent defects, fraud, or
such gross mistakes as amount to fraud. Therefore, if any of
these conditions are proved to exist, even after final payment is
made, the contractor is still responsible. The remedies to the
government are considered to be the same as those available when
the items are found to be defective before acceptance. Also,
damage to items in shipment may require correction by the
contractor, even though the government owned the items at the
time of shipment.

Latent Defects. A latent defect is a defect that existed at
the time of government acceptance but could not be discovered by
a reasonable inspection. Determination of "latent" then becomes
a matter of what is reasonable. If the inspection is reasonable
and the defect is not discovered, the defect is latent. If a
reasonable examination of an article would reveal a defect, and
the examination is not made, the defect is not latent, but a
patent defect.

A reasonable inspection is one that would normally be
performed as a custom of the trade. In the examination of shoes,
for example, a visual inspection would suffice - an X-ray would
not be expected; however, in the examination of welding done on
structural steel, an X-ray inspection could be reasonably
expected.

Fraud and Gross Mistakes. The contractor is responsible
during the life of the product for any defects found because of
fraud or gross mistakes. To obtain relief for a defective item,
the government must prove fraud, which means it is necessary to
show intent to deceive by the contractor in that it
misrepresented a material fact and then the government relied
upon the misrepresentation. To establish a gross mistake that
amounts to fraud, it is necessary to prove that the error was so
gross that it should be considered as fraud; however, it is not
necessary to prove intent to deceive. It is very difficult to
prove intent, thus proof of fraud is not often achieved.

I
I
I
I
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HIGHER-LEVEL

Contract Quality Requirements

NIL-I -45208A

6 Requires establishment of an inspection system

* Documentation, Records, and Corrective Action

* Insp/Test Documentation - Procedural instruction(s)
pass/fall criteria

e Records - Inspection(s) performed, deficiencies
found and corrective action

s MIL-STD-45662A - Calibration of test equipment

* Inspection status - tag system

* Procedures for GFM

a Non-conforming material

a Sub contractor issues

N IL-Q-9858A

2 Everything in MIL-I-45208A, plus the following:

e Requires establishment of a quality program

* The function(s) responsible for quality must have sufficient
organizational freedom to identify and have quality problems
corrected

* Costs of quality - and of unquality

* Process controls

* Statistical QC and analysis

Standard Inspection Clause

"The FAR directions on use of the Standard Inspection Clauses in supply
contracts are stated in FAR 46.302 and 46.303 (text page G-25). The
appropriate Standard Inspection Clause shall also be specifically

included in a contract whenever a higher-level contract
quality requirement (MIL-I-45208A or MIL-Q-g858A) is
included in the contract. However, MIL-I-45208A does not
have to be specifically included into a contract that
contains MIL-Q-9858A; MIL-I-45208A is incorporated

into MIL-Q-9858A."
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i INSPECTION

I. STANDARD INSPECTION CLAUSE (FFP SUPPLY CONTRACT)"
I ESTABLISHES RIGHT TO INSPECT

A. To the extent practicable at all times and places.

I 1. During period of manufacture.

2. Prior to shipment.

3. At destination.

B. Contractor, without additional charge, must provide
facilities for inspection.

1. Reasonable facilities.

2. Safety and convenience of inspectors.

C. Where inspection is not on premises of contractor or
subcontractor, it is at the expense of the Government.

D. Government representatives must not unduly delay work of
the contractor.

E. Can charge contractor costs of re-inspection when
supplies are not ready for inspection at prescribed
time.

II. "STANDARD INSPECTION CLAUSE (FFP SUPPLY CONTRACT)- PROVIDES
RIGHT TO REJECT OR TO REQUIRE CORRECTION

A. Contractor must disclose identify of corrected items.

B. Inspection does not relieve contractor of responsibility
for defects if discovered before acceptance.

III. STANDARD INSPECTION CLAUSE (FFP SUPPLY CONTRACT)- PROVIDES
FOR FAILURE TO CORRECT DEFECTS

I A. Government may replace or correct and charge costs to
contractor.

B. Default termination (usually last resort type of action)

C. Price reduction (subject to disputes clause) if failure
I to deliver within schedule.

|
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IV. "STANDARD INSPECTION CLAUSE (FFV SUPPLY CONTRACT)" REQUIRES
THE CONTRACTOR TO MAINTAIN AN INSPECTION SYSTEM ACCEPTABLE
TO GOVERNMENT.

A. Records maintained and available to Government.

B. Other provisions of contract may expand contractor
responsibility.

V. COMPARISON OF OTHER STANDARD INSPECTION CLAUSES

A. Construction contracts. Government inspection and test
of materials and workmanship are made at the work site.
Before acceptanc the Government can require the
removal or tear-out of the completed work. If work is
acceptable, Government compensates contractor for
inspection time and rework.

B. Cost reimbursement contracts. The Government may
require contractor correction or replacement of supplies
at any time up to six (6) months after acceptance if
defective at the time of delivery. Contractor's cost
will be paid by the Government but no fee will be paid.

C. R & D fixed-price contracts. If the contractor fails to
correct defective work, the Government may accept such
work at an equitable reduction in price.

VI. GENERAL RULES

A. Inspection does not constitute acceptance.

B. Inspection at contractor's plant does not preclude
inspection prior to acceptance.

C. Inspection does not constitute a waiver of defective
materials and workmanship.

D. Failure of the Government to inspect does not relieve
the contractor of his obligations to comply with plans
and specifications.

E. If tolerances not specified in the contract, an

unreasonable interpretation by the inspector may
constitute constructive change (contracting officer
should determine).

F. A superabundance of shop drawings of details may

constitute a constructive change if required by
inspector or contracting officer.

G. Inspection by Government does not shift responsibility
for product quality away from the contractor.

H. Acceptance will generally constitute a waiver of

specifications unless it is conditional.
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3 Delivery and Acceptance

31. 1 M A1CEPDWCE 7KE PLACE

a. Inspection of supplies not essential (small purchases).

I b. Point of acceptance.

(1) Contract terms control.

(a) At contractor's facility.

(b) At designation.

(2) Reasonable period of time allowed after delivery.

I (a) Implied acceptance possible after reasonable time.

(b) Failure to notify of rejection may constitute acceptance.

2. OWNERSHIP TRJEFES TO QWMAV U OPON ACEPrANCE

a. Responsibility for supplies changes with acceptance.

b. Contractor tesponsibility can continue after acceptance, if contract
provides.

c. Place of delivery and acceptance can be modified by use of changes
article.

3. CEMM REQUIRED PIOR TO ACCEPTAhE

a. DD Form 250, Material Inspection and Receiving Report, is the document
which accomplishes the formal acceptance of supplies or services on a
Government contract.

b. Delivery (GBL or CBL), Bill of Lading serves as (1) a receipt for
goods received by a carrier for transportation; (2) a contract of
carriage; (3) documentary evidence of title to the goods in case of
dispute; (4) the document by which a carrier is paid for
transportation service rendered to the Government.

I 4. CACTOR RES NIBILIT AFTER AEPM CE

a. Latent defects -- responsibility continues.

b. Fraud or gross mistake -- responsibility continues.

c. Supplies damaged in shipment on GBL.

I (1) Faulty packaging can cause contractor liability.

I
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(2) Negligence of contractor in loading supplies can cause contractor
liability.

(3) Damage by striking workers of contractor after acceptance not

ordinarily contractor responsibility.

d. Insurance covering loss.

(1) Government is self-insurer.

(2) Contractor should protect himself against liability.

5. RE SIBILIT OF CARRS

a. Negligence -- carrier generally liable for his own negligence.

b. Acts of God -- carrier generally not liable.

6. G&( AL RUE

a. Goverrnent is obligated to accept items which meet specifications,
including package and delivery requirements, but is not obligated to
accept early delivery.

b. Minor deviations from specifications where the Government is not
damaged, but receives a superior product should be accepted without
price adjustment.

c. Acceptance generally acts as a waiver of deviations which are patent.

d. An equitable adjustment in contract price should be negotiated prior
to acceptance of goods where there has been a late delivery or minor
detrimental deviation from specification.

e. Acceptance transfers title to the supplies to the Government and
responsibility for loss or damage transfers to the Government.

f. Improper rejections of goods in lieu of acceptance can result in
additional cost to the Government.

g. Rejection and notification changes the responsibility of the
Government for negligence in the care and handling of supplies.
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PART 46 priate, that are determined necessary to protect the
Government's interest.

QUALITY ASSURANCE (b) Supplies or services tendered by contractors meet

contract requirements;
46.000 Scope of part. (c) Government contract quality assurance is con-

This part prescribes policies and procedures to ducted before acceptance (except as otherwise pro-
ensure that supplies and services acquired under Gov- vided in this part), by or under the direction of Gov-
ernment contract conCorm to the contract's quality and emnent personnel;

quantity requirement!,. Included are inspection, accept- ernment frosoper-

ance, warranty, and other measures associated with forming inspection;

quality requirements. (e) Nonconforming supplies or services are rejected,

SUBPART 46.1-GENERAL except as otherwise provided in 46.407; and
(f) The quality assurance and acceptance services of

46.101 Definitions. other agencies are used when this will be effective,
"Acceptance," as used in this part, means the act of economical, or otherwise in the Government's interest

an authorized representative of the Government by (see Subpart 42.1.)
which the Government, for itself or as agent of an- 46.103 Contracting office responsibilities.
other, assumes ownership of existing identified supplies Contracting offices are responsible for-
tendered or approves specific services rendered as par- (a)tReceing fr e ac responsible for t

tial or complete performance of the contract. (a) Receiving from the activity responsible for tech-

"Contract quality requirements," means the technical nical requirements any specifications for inspection,
requirements in the contract relating to the quality of testing, and other contract quality requirements essen-
theproduct ic te contract clase pre tial to ensure the integrity of the supplies or servicesscribing inspection, and other quality controls incum- (the activity responsible for technical requirements isbn onshectonra, oa s tther pualitycontrodiut o responsible for prescribing such inspection, testing, andbent on the contractor, to assure that the product or ot e c n ra t q li y e u r m n s)
service conforms to the contractual requirements. other contract quality requirements);

"Government contract quality assurance," means the (b) Including in solicitations and contracts the appro-
various functions, including inspection, performed by priate requirements for the contractor's control of qua-
the Government to determine whether a contractor has ity for the supplies or services to be acquired;
fulfilled the contract obligations pertaining to quality (c) Issuing any necessary instructions to the cogni-

and quantity, zant contract administration office and acting on rec-

"Inspection," means examining and testing supplies ommendations submitted by that office (see 42.301 and

or services (including, when appropriate, raw materials, 46.104(f; and

components, and intermediate assemblies) to determine (d) When contract administration is retained (see
whether they conform to contract requirements. 42.203), verifying that the contractor fulfills the con-

"Off-the-shelf item," means an item produced and tract quality requirements.

placed in stock by a contractor, or stocked by a distrib- 46.104 Contract administration office responsibilities.
utor, before receiving orders or contracts for its sale. When a contract is assigned for administration to the
The item may be commercial or produced to military contract administration office cognizant of the contrac-
or Federal specifications or description. tor's plant, that office, unless specified otherwise,

"Subcontractor" (see 44.101). shall-
"Testing," means that element of inspection that de- (a) Develop and apply efficient procedures for per-

termines the properties or elements, including function- forming Government contract quality assurance actions
al operation of supplies or their components, by the under the contract in accordance with the written di-
application of established scientific principles and pro- rection of the contracting office:
cedures. (b) Perform all actions necessary to verify whether

46.102 Policy. the supplies or services conform to contract quality
Agencies shall ensure that- requirements;
(a) Contracts include inspection and other quality (c) Maintain, as part of the performance records of

I requirements, iiicluding warranty clauses when appro- the contract, suitable records reflecting-

46-1
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1
44.105 FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION (FAR)

(1) The nature of Government contract quality (8) Procedures and processes for services to ensure
assurance actions, including, when appropriate, the that services meet contract performance require-
number of observations made and the number and ments.
type of defects; and (d) The contractor is responsible for performing all

(2) Decisions regarding the acceptability of the inspections and test required by the contract except
products, the processes, and the requirements, as those specifically reserved for performance by the
well as action to correct defects. Government (see 46.201(c).
(d) Implement any specific written instructions from

the contracting office; SUBPART 46.2-CONTRACT QUALITY
(e) Report to the contracting office any defects ob- REQUIREMENTS

served in design or technical requirements, including 4.201 General.
contract quality requirements; and

(f) Recommend any changes necessary to the con- (a) The contracting officer shall include in the solici-

tract, specifications, instructions, or other requirements tation and contract the appropriate quality require-

that will provide more effective operations or eliminate ments. The type and extent of contract quality require-
unnecessary costs (see 42.102(e) and 46.103(c)). ments needed depends on the particular acquisition and
46.105 Contractor responsibilities. may range from inspection at time of acceptance to a(a) The contractor is responsible for carrying ou its requirement for the contractor's implementation of a

obliaions T the contract e ble fcomprehensive program for controlling quality.
obligations under the contract by- (b) As feasible, solicitations and contracts may pro-

(2) Controlling the quality of supplies or services; vide for alternative, but substantially equivalent, inspec-
(2) Tendering to the Government for acceptance tion methods to obtain wide competition and low cost.

only those supplies or services that conform to con- The contracting officer may also authorize contractor-
tract requirements; recommended alternatives when in the Government's

(3) Ensuring that vendors or suppliers of raw ma- interest and approved by the activity responsible for
terials, parts, components, subassemblies, etc., have technical requirements.
an acceptance quality control system; and (c requirements

(4) Maintaining substantiating evidence, when re- (c) Although contracts generally make contractors
responsible for performing inspection before tenderingquired by the contract, that the supplies or services supplies to the Government, there are situations in

conform to contract quality requirements, and fur- which contracts will provide for specialized inspections
nishing such information to the Government as re- to be performed solely by the Govrnment. Among
quired. situations of this kind are-
(b) The contractor may be required to provide and (1) Tests that require use of specialized test equip-

maintain an inspection system or program for the con- et hatie ue o f speiale testpeqip-trolof ualiy tat i aceptble o te Goernent ment or facilities not ordinarily available in suppliers'
trol of quality that is acceptable to the Government plants or commercial laboratories (e.g., ballistic test-
(see 46.202). ing of ammunition, unusual environmental tests, and

(c) The control of quality by the contractor may simulated service tests); and
relate to, but is not limited to-(1) Manufacturing processes, to ensure that the (2) Contracts that require Government testing for

product is produced to, and meets, the contract's first article approval (see Subpart 9.3).technical requirements; (d) Except as otherwise specified by the contract,(2) Drawings, specifications, and engineering required contractor testing may be performed in the(2)s Drawingssurecitficaturin and eeri contractor's or subcontractor's laboratory or testing fa-changes, to ensure that manufacturing methods and clto nayohrlbrtr rtsigfclt
operations meet the contract's technical require- cility, or in any other laboratory or testing facility

ments; acceptable to the Government.
(3) Testing and examination, to ensure that prac- 4.202 Types of contract quality requirements.

tices and equipment provide the means for optimum Contract quality requirements fall into three general
evaluation of the characteristics subject to inspection; categories, depending on the extent of quality assurance

(4) Reliability and maintainability assessment (life, needed by the Government for the acquisition in-
endurance, and continued readiness); volved.

(5) Fabrication and delivery of products, to ensure 46.202-1 Government reliance on Inspection by contrac-
that only conforming products are tendered to the tor.
Government; I. (a) Except as specified in (b) below, the Government

(6) Technical documentation, including drawings, shall rely on the contractor to accomplish all inspection
specifications, handbooks, manuals, and other techni- and testing needed to ensure that supplies or services
cal publications; ; f. acquired u,,der small purchases conform to contract

(7) Preservation, packaging, packing, and marking; quality requirements before they are tendered to the
and Government (see 46.301).
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PART 46-QUALITY ASSURANCE 46.204

(b) The Government shall not rely on inspection by NHB 5300.4(IC), FED-STD-368, or ANSI/ASME
the contractor if the contracting officer determines that NQA-l). The contracting officer shall consult technical
the Governnicnt has a need to test the supplies or personnel before including one of these specifications in
services in advance of their tender for acceptance, or a contract.
to pass judgment upon the adequacy of the contractor's 46.203 Criteria for use of contract quality require-
internal work processes. In making the determination, ments.
the contracting officer shall consider- The extent of contract quality requirements, includ-I (I) The nature of the supplies and services being ing contractor inspection, required under a contract

purchased and their intended use (see 46.204 and shall usually be based upon the classification of the
Table 46-1); contract item (supply or service) as determined by its

(2) The potential losses in the event of defects; technical description, its complexity, and the criticality
(3) The likelihood of uncontested replacement or of its application.

correction of defective work; and (a) Technical description. Contract items may be tech-
(4) The cost of detailed Government inspection. nically classified as-

46.202-2 Standard inspection requirements. (1) Commercial (described in commercial catalogs,
(a) Standard inspection requirements are contained in drawings, or industrial standards);

the clauses prescribed in 46.302 through 46.308, and (2) Military-Federal (described in Government
46.310, and in the product and service specifications drawings and specifications); or
that are included in solicitations and contracts. (3) Off-the-shelf (see 46.101).

(b) The clauses referred to in (a) above- (b) Complexity. (I) Complex items have quality char-
(I) Require the contractor to provide and maintain acteristics, not wholly visible in the end item, for

an inspection system that is acceptable to the Gov- which contractual conformance must be established
erminent; progressively through precise measurements, tests, and

(2) Give the Government the right to make inspec- controls applied during purchasing, manufacturing, per-
tions and tests while work is in process; and formance, assembly, and functional operation either as

(3) Require the contractor to keep complete, and an individual item or in conjunction with other items.
make available to the Government, records of its (2) Noncomplex items have quality characteristics
inspection work. for which simple measurement and test of the end

46.202-3 Iligher-level contract quality requirements. item are sufficient to determine conformance to con-

(a) Iiigher-level contract quality requirements are tract requirements.
contained in the clause prescribed in 46.311. Such re- (c) Criticality. (1) A critical application of an item is

quirements are appropriate in solicitations and contracts one in which the failure of the item could injure per-

for complex and critical items (see 46.203(b) and (c) or sonnel or jeopardize a vital agency mission. A critical
when the technical requirements of the contract are item may be either peculiar, meaning it has only one

such as to require- application, or common, meaning it has multiple appli-

(1) Control of such things as work operations, in- cations.

process controls, and inspection (see 46.204 and (2) A noncritical application is any other applica-
Table 46-1); or tion. Noncritical items may also be either peculiar or

(2) Attention to such factors as organization, plan- common.
ning, work instructions, documentation control, and 46.204 Application of criteria.
advanced metrology. Subject to mandatory limitations contained in the
(b) If it is in the Government's interest to require clause prescriptions (see Subpart 46.3), Table 46-1 may

that higher-level contract quality requirements be main- be used as a guide in selecting the appropriate contract
tained, the contract shall require the contractor to quality requirements. Where circumstances warrant.
comply with a Government-specified inspection the contracting officer may specify a requirement dif-
system, quality control system, or quality program ferent from that arrived at through use of the table,
(e.g., MIL-l-45208, MIL-Q-9858, NItB 5300.4(IB), except for off-the-shelf items.

TABLE 46-1 CONTRACT QUALITY REQUIREMENTS GUIDE

I.term Type of Contract

Technical Decription Complexity Application Quality Requirement

Commercial Noncomplex Noncritical Contractor inspection (46.202-1)
Common

Commercial Noncomplex Noncritical Contractor inspection (46.202-1)
Peculiar
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FAC 84-12 JANUARY 20, 1986
46.301 FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION (FAR)

TABLE 46-1 CONTRACT QUALITY REQUIREMENTS GUIDE-Continued

Item Type of Contract

Technical Description Complexity Application Quality Requirement

Commercial Noncomplex Critical Standard inspection (46.202-2)
Commercial Complex Noncritical Contractor inspection (46.202-I)

Common
Commercial Complex Noncritical Standard inspection (46.202-2)

Peculiar
Commercial Complex Critical Higher-level (46.202-3)
Military-Federal Noncomplex Noncritical Standard inspection (46.202-2)

Common
Military-Federal Noncomplex Noncritical Standard inspection (46.202-2)

Peculiar
Military-Federal Noncomplex Critical Higher-level (46.202-3)
Military-Federal Complex Noncritical Standard inspection (46.202-2)

Common
Military-Federal Complex Noncritical Higher-level (46.202-3)

Peculiar
Military-Federal Complex Critical Higher-level (46.202-3)
Off-the-shelf All Noncritical Contractor inspection (46.202-1)
Off-the-shelf All Criticat Standard inspection (46.202-2)

SUBPART 46.3-CONTRACT CLAUSES 46.304 Fixed-price service contracts.
The contracting officer shall insert the clause at46.30e contractngoriet shallrequremts th52.246-4, Inspection of Services- Fixed- Price, in solici-

The contracting nopcroshalluinsert h clauea tations and contracts for services, or supplies that in-
52.246-1, Contractor Inspection Requirements, in solici- volve the furnishing of services, when a fixed-price
tations and contracts for supplies or services when the contract is contemplated and the contract amount is
contract amount is expected to be within the small expected to exceed the small purchase limitation. The
purchase limitation and (a) inclusion of the clause is contracting officer may insert the clause in such solici-
necessary to ensure an explicit understanding of the tations and contracts when the contract amount is ex-
contractor's inspection responsibilities, or (b) inclusion pected to be within the small purchase limitation and
of the clause is required under agency procedures. The :tclusion is in the Government's interest.
clause shall not be used if the contracting officer has
made the determination specified in 46.202-1(b). 46.305 Cost-reimbursement service contracts.
46.302 Fixed-price supply contracts. The contracting officer shall insert the clause at

The contracting officer shall insert the clause at 52.246-5, Inspection of Services-Cost Reimbursement,
52.246-2, Inspection of Supplies-Fixed-Price, in solici- in solicitations and contracts for services, or supplies
tations and contracts for supplies, or services that in- that involve the furnishing of services, when a cost-
volve the furnishing of supplies, when a fixed-price reimbursement contract is contemplated.
contract is contemplated and the contract amount is
expected to exceed the small purchase limitation. The
contracting officer may insert the clause in such solici- 46.306 Time-and-material and labor-hour contracts.
tations and contracts when the contract amount is ex- The contracting officer shall insert the clause at
pected to be within the small purchase limitation and 52.246-6, Inspection-Time-and-Material and Labor-
inclusion of the clause is in the Government's interest. Hour, in solicitations and contracts when a time-and-
If a fixed-price incentive contract is contemplated, the material contract or a labor-hour contract is contem-
contracting officer shall use the clause with its Alter- plated. If Government inspection and acceptance arc to
nate 1. If a fixed-ceiling-price contract with retroactive be performed at the contractor's plant, the contracting
price redetermination is contemplated, the contracting officer shall use the clause with its Alternate 1.
officer shall use the clause with its Alternate II.
46.303 Cost-reimbursement supply contracts. 46.307 Fixed-price research and development contracts.

The contracting officer shall insert the clause at (a) The contracting officer shall insert the clause at
52.246.3, Inspection of Supplies-Cost-Reimbursement, 52.246-7, Inspection of Research and Development-
in solicitations and contracts for supplies, or services Fixed-Price, in solicitations and contracts for research
that involve the furnishing of supplies, when a cost- and development when (I) the primary objective of the
reimbursement contract is contemplated. contract is the delivery of end items other than designs,
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ing supplies under this contract and shall tender to th4
Government for acceptance only supplies that have
been inspected in accordance with the inspectior
system and have been found by the Contractor to be ir
conformity with contract requirements. As part of the
system, the Contractor shall prepare records evidenc.
ing all inspections made under the system and the out.
come. These records shall be kept complete and made
available to the Government during contract perform-
ance and for as long afterwards as the contract re-
quires. The Government may perform reviews and
evaluations as reasonably necessary to ascertain compli-
ance with this paragraph. These reviews and evalua-
tions shall be conducted in a manner that will not
unduly delay the contract work. The right of review,
whether exercised or not, does not relieve the Contrac-
tor of the obligations under the contract.

(c) The Government has the right to inspect and test
all supplies called for by the contract, to the extent
practicable, at all places and times, including the period
of manufacture, and in any event before acceptance.

52.246-i Contractor Inspection Requirements. The Government shall perform inspections and tests in
As prescribed in 46.301, insert the following clause in a manner that will not unduly delay the work. The

solicitations and contracts for supplies or services when Government assumes no contractual obligation to per-
the contract amount is expected to be within the small form any inspection and test for the benefit of the
purchase limitation and (a) inclusion of the clause is Contractor unless specifically set forth elsewhere in
necessary to ensure an explicit understanding of the this contract.
contractor's inspection responsibilities, or (b) inclusion (d) If the Government performs inspection or test on
of the clause is required under agency procedures. The the premises of the Contractor or a subcontractor, the
clause shall not be used if the contracting officer has Contractor shall furnish, and shall require subcontrac-
madespecified in 46.202-1(b). tors to furnish, without additional charge, all reason-maethe determinationspcitdn6221I)

CONTRACTOR INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS able facilities and assistance for the safe and convenient
(APR 1984) performance of these duties. Except as otherwise pro-

The Contractor is responsible for performing or vided in the contract, the Government shall bear the
having performed all inspections and tests necessary to expense of Government inspections or tests made at
substantiate that the supplies or services furnished other than the Contractor's or subcontractor's prem-
under this contract conform to contract requirements, ises; provided, that in case of rejection, the Government
including any applicable technical requirements for shall not be liable for any reduction in the value of
specified manufacturers' parts. This clause takes prece- inspection or test samples.
dence over any Government inspection and testing re- (e) (I) When supplies are not ready at the time speci-
quired in the contract's specifications, except for spe- fled by the Contractor for inspection or test, the Con-
cialized inspections or tests specified to be performed tracting Officer may charge to the Contractor the addi-

solely by the Government. tional cost of inspection or test.
(End of clause) (2) The Contracting Officer may also charge the

(R 7-103.24 1968 SEP) Contractor for any additional cost of inspection or
52.246-2 Inspection of Supplies-Fixed-Price. test when prior rejection makes reinspection or retest

As prescribed in 46.302, insert the following clause: necessary.
INSPECTION OF SUPPLIES-FIXED-PRICE (f) The Gove. iment has the right either to reject or

to require correction of nonconforming supplies. Sup-~plies are nonconforming when they are defective in

I material or workmanship or are otherwise not in con-
(a) Definition. "Supplies," as used in this clause, in- formity with contract requirements. The Government

cludes but is not limited to raw materials, components, may reject nonconforming supplies with or without
intermediate assemblies, end products, and lots of sup- disposition instructions.
plies. (g) The Contractor shall remove supplies rejected or

(b) The Contractor shall provide and maintain an required to be corrected. However, the Contracting
inspection system acceptable to the Government cover- Officer may require or permit correction in place,
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promptly after notice, by and at the expense of the between the Contractor and the Contracting Officer;
Contractor. The Contractor shall not tender for accept- provided, that the Contracting Officer may require a
ance corrected or rejected supplies without disclosing reduction in contract price if the Contractor fails to
the former rejection or requirement for correction, and, meet such delivery schedule, or (2) within a reasonable
when required, shall disclose the corrective action time after receipt by the Contractor of notice of defects
taken. or nonconformance, to repay such portion of the con-

(h) If the Contractor fails to promptly remove, re- tract as is equitable under the circumstances if the
place, or correct rejected supplies that are required to Contracting Officer elects not to require correction or
be removed or to be replaced or corrected, the Gov- replacement. When supplies are returned to the Con-
eminent may either (1) by contract or otherwise, tractor, the Contractor shall bear the transportation
remove, replace, or correct the supplies and charge the cost from the original point of delivery to the Contrac-
cost to the Contractor or (2) terminate the contract for tor's plant and return to the original point when that
default. Unless the Contractor corrects or replaces the point is not the Contractor's plant. If the Contractor
supplies within the delivery schedule, the Contracting fails to perform or act as required in (1) or (2) above
Officer may require their delivery and make an equita- and does not cure such failure within a period of 10
ble price reduction. Failure to agree to a price reduc- days (or such longer period as the Contracting Officer
tion shall be a dispute. may authorize in writing) after receipt of notice from

(i) (1) If this contract provides for the performance the Contracting Officer specifying such failure, the
of Government quality assurance at source, and if re- Government shall have the right by contract or other-
quested by the Government, the Contractor shall fur- wise to replace or correct such supplies and charge to
nish advance notification of the time (i) when Contrac- the Contractor the cost occasioned the Government
tor inspection or tests will be performed in accordance thereby.
with the terms and conditions of the contract and (ii) (End of clause)
when the supplies will be ready for Government in-
spection.

(2) The Government request shall specify the Alternate 1 (JUL 1985). If a fixed-price incentive

period and method of the advance notification and contract is contemplated, substitute paragraphs (g), (h),
the Government representative to whom it shall be and (I) below for paragraphs (g), (h), and (1) of the

furnished. Requests shall not require more than 2 basic clause.

workdays of advance notification if the Government (g) The Contractor shall remove supplies rejected or
representative is in residence in the Contractor's required to be corrected. However, the Contracting
plant, nor more than 7 workdays in other instances. Officer may require or permit correction in place,
(j) The Government shall accept or reject supplies as promptly after notice. The Contractor shall not tender

promptly as practicable after delivery, unless otherwise for acceptance corrected or rejected supplies without
provided in the contract. Government failure to inspect disclosing the former rejection or requirement for cor-
and accept or reject the supplies shall not relieve the rection, and when required shall disclose the corrective
Contractor from responsibility, nor impose liability on action taken. Cost of removal, replacement, or correc-
the Government, for nonconforming supplies. tion shall be considered a cost incurred, or to be in-

(k) Inspections and tests by the Government do not curred, in the total final negotiated cost fixed under the
relieve the Contractor of responsibility for defects or incentive price revision clause. However, replacements
other failures to meet contract requirements discovered or corrections by the Contractor after the establish-
before acceptance. Acceptance shall be conclusive, ment of the total final price shall be at no increase in
except for latent defects, fraud, gross mistakes amount- the total final price.
ing to fraud, or as otherwise provided in the contract. (h) If the Contractor fails to promptly remove, re-

(I) If acceptance is not conclusive for any of the place, or correct rejected supplies that are required to
reasons in paragraph (k) hereof, the Government, in be removed or to be replaced or corrected, the Gov-
addition to any other rights and remedies provided by ernment may either (I) by contract or otherwise,
law, or under other provisions of this contract, shall remove, replace, or correct the supplies and equitably
have the right to require the Contractor (1) at no reduce the target price or, if established, the total final
increase in contract price, to correct or replace the price or (2) may terminate the contract for default.
defective or nonconforming supplies at the original Unless the Contractor corrects or replaces the noncon-
point of delivery or at the Contractor's plant at the forming supplies within the delivery schedule, the Con-
Contracting Officer's election, and in accordance with tracting Officer may require their delivery and equita-
a reasonable delivery schedule as may be agreed upon bly reduce any target price or, if it is established, the
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i total final contract price. Failure to agrec upon an be removed or to he replaced or corrected, the Gov-
equitable price reduction shall be a dispute. ernment may either (i) by contract or otherwise,

(I) If acceptance is not conclusive for any of the remove, replace, or correct the supplies and equitably
Ireasons in paragraph (k) hereof, the Government, in reduce the initial contract prices or, if established, the

addition to any other rights and remedies provided by redetermined contract prices or (2) terminate the con-
law, or under other provisions of this contract, shall tract for default. Unless the Contractor corrects or
have the right to require the Contractor (I) at no replaces the nonconforming supplies within the deliv-
increase in any target price or, if it is established, the ery schedule, the Contracting Officer may require their
total final price of this contract, to correct or replace delivery and equitably reduce the initial contract price

the defective or nonconforming supplies at the original or, if it is established, the redetermined contract prices.
point of delivery or at the Contractor's plant at the Failure to agree upon an equitable price reduction shall
Contracting Officer's election, and in accordance with be a dispute.
a reasonable delivery schedule as may be agreed upon (1) If acceptance is not conclusive for any of the
between the Contractor and the Contracting Officer; reasons in paragraph (k) hereof, the Government, in i
provided, that the Contracting Officer may require a addition to any other rights and remedies provided by
reduction in any target price, or, if it is established, the law, or under other provisions of this contract, shall
total final price of this contract, if the Contractor fails have the right to require the Contractor (1) at no
to meet such delivery schedule; or (2) within a reason- increase in the initial contract prices, or, if it is estab-
able time after receipt by the Contractor of notice of lished, the redetermined prices of this contract, to cor-
defects or nonconformance, to repay such portion of rect or replace the defective or nonconforming supplies
the total final price as is equitable under the circum- at the original point of delivery or at the Contractor's
stances if the Contracting Officer elects not to require plant at the Contracting Officer's election, and in ac-
correction or replacement. When supplies are returned cordance with a reasonable delivery schedule as may
to the Contractor, the Contractor shall bear the trans- be agreed upon between the Contractor and the Con-
portation costs from the original point of delivery to tracting Officer; provided, that the Contracting Officer
the Contractor's plant and return to the original point may require a reduction in the initial contract prices,
when that point is not the Contractor's plant. If the or, if it is established, the redetermined prices of this
Contractor fails to perform or act as required in (i) or contract, if the Contractor fails to meet such delivery
(2) above and does not cure such failure within a schedule; or (2) within a reasonable time after receipt
period of I0 days (or such longer period as the Con- by the Contractor of notice of defects or nonconfor-
tracting Officer may authorize in writing) after receipt mance, to repay such portion of the initial contract
of notice from the Contracting Officer specifying such prices, or, if it is established, the redetermined prices of
failure, the Government shall have the right by con- this contract, as is equitable under the circumstances if

tract or otherwise io replace or correct such supplies the Contracting Officer elects not to require correction
and equitably reduce any target price or, if it is estab- or replacement. When supplies are returned to the
lished, the total final price of this contract. Contractor, the Contractor shall bear the transportation

costs from the original point of delivery to the Con-

J AIlrnalt II (JUL. 1985). If a fixed-ceiling-price con- tractor's plant and return to the original point when

tract with retroactive price redetermination is contem- that point is not the Contractor's plant. If the Contrac-

plated, substitute paragraphs (g), (h), and (I) below for tor fails to perform or act as required in (1) or (2)

paragraphs (g), (i), and (I) of the basic clause: above and does not cure such failure within a period of

(g) 1 he Contractor shall remove supplies rejected or 10 days (or such longer period as the Contracting Offi-

required to be corrected. Itowever, the Contracting cer may authorize in writing) after receipt of notice

Officer may require or permit correction in place, from the Contracting Officer specifying such failure,

promptly alter notice. The Contractor shall not tender the Government shall have tie right by contract or

for acceptance corrected or rejected supplies without otherwise to replace or correct such supplies and equi-

disclosing the former rejection or requirement for cor- tably reduce the initial contract prices, or, if it is estab-

rection, and when required shall disclose the corrective lished, the redetermined prices of this contract. £

action taken. Cost of removal, replacement, or correc-
tion ,hall be considered a cost incurred, or to be in-
curred, when redetermining the prices under the price
rcdctruminatiou clause. Ilowever, replacements or cor-
rectmios hy the Contractor after the establishment of
the rcdctcruinied prices shall he at no increase in the
redccwiii mned price.

(h) If the Contractor fails to proniptly remove, re-
place, or c rvcct rejected supplies that are required to
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(End of clause) "1 certify that on ..................... [insert date], the ..................... [insert
(R 7-2101.19 1976 OCT) Contractor's name] furnished the supplies or services called for byContract No ..................... via .......... Carrer) on.....................

52.246-11 I ligher-Levet Contract Quality Requirement (identify the bill of lading or shipping document] in accordance with all

((;overnment Spcclflcation). applicable requirements. I further certify that the supplies or services
are of the quality specified and conform in all respects with the

As prescribed in 46.311, insert the following clause in contract requirements, including specifications, drawings, preserva-
solicitations and contracts when the inclusion of a tion, packaging, packing, marking requirements, and physical item

higher-level contract quality requirement is appropriate identification (part number), and are in the quantity shown on this or

(see 46.202-3): on the attached acceptance document."

11111 'R-I.'VI'L CONTRACT QUALITY RE- Date of Execution: ..............................................................
QulRF M lEN i" (GOVERNM ENT Signature: ............................................................................
SiEC IFIC A IIO N )(A P R 1984) T itle: .....................................................................................

(a) Definition. "Contract (late," as used in this clause, (End of clause)

means the dale set for bid opening or, if this is a (R 7-104.100)

negotialed contiact or n modification, the effective date 52.246-16 Responsibility for Supplies.
of this contract or modification. As prescribed in 46.316, insert the following clause in

(b) "The Contractor shall comply with the specifica- solicitations and contracts for (a) supplies, (b) services
lion tilled ................................... [Contracting Officer involving the furnishing of supplies, or (c) research and
insert (he title and utidier of the specification], in effect development, when a fixed-price contract is contem-
on the contract date, which is hereby incorporated into plated and the contract amount is expected to exceed
this contract, the small purchase limitation. The contracting officer

(End of clause) may use the clause in such solicitations and contracts
(R 7-104.28 1967 AUG) when the contract amount is not expected to exceed
(R 7-104.33 1967 AUG) the small purchase limitation, and inclusion of the

52.246-15 Certificate of Conformance. clause is authorized under agency procedures.

As prescribed in 46.315, insert the following clause in RESPONSIBILITY FOR SUPPLIES (APR 1984)
solicitations and contracts for supplies or services when (a) Title to supplies furnished under this contract
the conditions in 46.504 apply: shall pass to the Government upon formal acceptance,
CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMANCE (APR 1984) regardless of when or where the Government takes
(a) When authorized in writing by the cognizant physical possession, unless the contract specifically pro-

Contract Administration Office (CAO), the Contractor vides for earlier passage of title.
shall ship with a Certificate of Conformance any sup- (b) Unless the contract specifically provides other-
plies for which the contract would otherwise require wise, risk of loss of or damage to supplies shall remain
inspection at source. In no case shall the Government's with the Contractor until, and shall pass to the Gov-
right to inspect supplies under the inspection provisions ernment upon-
of this contract be prejudiced. Shipments of such sup- (1) Delivery of the supplies to a carrier, if trans-
plies will ntt be made under this contract until use of portation is f.o.b. origin; or
the Certificate of Conformance has been authorized in (2) Acceptance by the Government or delivery of
writing by the CAO, or inspection or inspection and the supplies to the Government at the destination
acceptance have occurred. specified in the contract, whichever is later, if trans-

(b) The Contractor's signed certificate shall be at- portation is f.o.b. destination.
tached to or included on the top copy of the inspection (c) Paragraph (b) above shall not apply to supplies
or receiving report distributed to the payment office or that so fail to conform to contract requirements as to
attached to the CAO copy when contract administra-tion (fllock 10 of the DD Form 250) is performed by give a right of rejection. The risk of loss of or damage

tion(Blck 0 o theDD orm250 is erfrme by to such noniconforming supplies remains with the Con-
the Defense Contract Administration Services. In addi- to u cnfor supplie r wte o n-
tion, a copy of the signed certificate shall also be at- actoruire or acceptae .
tached to or entered on copies of the inspection or
receiving report accompanying the shipment. (d) Under paragraph (b) above, the Contractor shall

(c) The Government has the right to reject defective not be liable for loss of or damage to supplies caused
supplies or services within a reasonable time after de- by the negligence of officers, agents, or employees of
livery by written notification to the Contractor. The the Government acting within the scope of their em-
Contractor shall in such event promptly replace, cor- ployment.
reel, or repair the rejected supplies or services at the (End of clause)
Contractor's expense. (R 7-103.6 1968 JUN)

(d) The certificate shall read as follows: (R 1-7.102-6)
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tors, manufacturers, or suppliers thereof to execute 52.246-24 Limitation of Liability-High-Value Items.
their warranties, in writing, directly to the Govern- As prescribed in 46.805(a), insert the following
ment. clause in solicitations and contracts when (a) the con-

(AV 7-604.4(b) 1976 JUL) tract amount is expected to be over $25,000, (b) the

52.246-22 Reserved. contract is subject to the requirements of Subpart 46.8

- Las indicated in 46.801 and (c) the contract requires52.246-23 Limitation of Liability. . delivery of high-value items:
As prescribed in 46.805(a), insert the following LIMITATION OF LIABILITY-HIGH-VALUE

clause in solicitations and contracts when (a) the con- ITEMS (APR 1984)

tract amount is expected to be over $25,000, (b) the

contract is subject to the requirements of Subpart 46.8 (a) Except as provided in paragraphs (b) through (e)
as indicated in 46.801 and (c) the contract requires below, and notwithstanding any other provision of this
delivery of end items that are not high-value items contract, the Contractor shall not be liable for loss of

This clause may also be used as prescribed in 46.805(b) or damage to property of the Government (including

in contracts of $25,000 or l ess. the supplies delivered under this contract) that (1)

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY (APR 1984) occurs after Government acceptance of the supplies

) Except as provided in paragraphs (b) and (c) delivered under this contract and (2) results from any(a) Exeta rvddi aarpsC)ad() defects or deficiencies in the supplies.
below, and except for remedies expressly provided else-

where in this contract, the Contractor shall not be (b) The limitation of liability under paragraph (a)

liable for loss of or damage to property of the Govern- above shall not apply when a defect or deficiency in,

ment (excluding the supplies delivered under this con- or the Government's acceptance of, the supplies results

tract) that (1) occurs after Government acceptance of from willful misconduct or lack of good faith on the

the supplies delivered under this contract and (2) re- part of any of the Contractor's managerial personnel.

suits from any defects or deficiencies in the supplies. The term "Contractor's managerial personnel," as used

(b) The limitation of liability under paragraph (a) in this clause, means the Contractor's directors, offi-

above shall not apply when a defect or deficiency in, cers, and any of the Contractor's managers, superinten-

or the Government's acceptance of, the supplies results dents, or equivalent representatives who have supervi-

from willful misconduct or lack of good faith on the sion or direction of-

part of any of the Contractor's managerial personnel. (1) All or substantially all of the Contractor's busi-

The term "Contractor's managerial personnel," as used ness;

in this clause, means the Contractor's directors, offi- (2) All or substantially all of the Contractor's oper-

cers, and any of the Contractor's managers, superinten- ations at any one plant, laboratory, or separate loca-

dents, or equivalent representatives who have supervi- tion at which the contract is being performed; or

sion or direction of- (3) A separate and complete major industrial oper-
(I) All or substantially all of the Contractor's busi- ation connected with the performance of this con-

ness; tract.
(2) All or substantially all of the Contractor's oper- (c) If the Contractor carries insurance, or has estab-

ations at any one plant, laboratory, or separate loca- lished a reserve for self-insurance, covering liability for
tion at which the contract is being performed; or loss or damage suffered by the Government through

(3) A separate and complete major industrial oper- purchase or use of the supplies required to be delivered
ation connected with the performance of this con- under this contract, the Contractor shall be liable to
tract. the Government, to the extent of such insurance or
(c) If the Contractor carries insurance, or has estab- reserve, for loss of or damage to property of the Gov-

fished a reserve for self-insurance, covering liability for ernnient occurring after Government acceptance of,
loss or damage suffered by the Government through and resulting from any defects or deficiencies in, the
purchase or use of the supplies required to be delivered supplies delivered under this contract.
under this contract, the Contractor shall be liable to (d) (i) This clause does not diminish the Contractor's
the Government, to the extent of such insurance or obligations, to the extent that they arise otherwise
reserve, for loss of or damage to property of the Gov- under this contract, relating to correction, repair, me-
ernment occurring after Government acceptance of, placement, or other relief for any defect or deficiency
and resulting from any defects or deficiencies in, the in supplies delivered under this contract.
supplies delivered under this contract. (2) Unless this is a cost-reimbursement contract, if

(d) The Contractor shall include this clause, includ- loss or damage occurs and correction, repair, or re-
ing this paragraph (d), supplemented as necessary to placement is not feasible or desired by the Govern.
reflect the relationship of the contracting parties, in all ment, the Contractor shall, as determined by the
subcontracts. Contracting Officer-

(End of clause) (i) Pay the Government the amount it would
(R 7 -104.45(a) 1974 APR) have cost the Contractor to make correction,
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repair, or replacement before the loss or damage (including any materials furnished in conjunction with
occurred; or those services), the Contractor shall not be liable for

(ii) Provide other equitable relief, loss of or damage to property of the Government that(e) This clause shall not limit or otherwise affect the (1) occurs after Government acceptance of services

Government's rights under clauses, if included in this performed under this contract and (2) results from any
contract, that cover- defects or deficiencies in the services performed or

(1) Warranty of technical data; materials furnished.
(2) Ground and flight risks or aircraft flight risks; (b) The limitation of liability under paragraph (a)

or above shall not apply when a defect or deficiency in,
(3) Government property. or the Government's acceptance of, services performed

(f) In each subcontract, except a subcontract covered or materials furnished results from willful misconduct
by paragraph (g) below, the Contractor shall insert the or lack of good faith on the part of any of the Contrac-
appropriate clause, supplemented as necessary to reflect tor's managerial personnel. The term "Contractor's
the relationship of the contracting parties, as follows: managerial personnel," as used in this clause, means the

(1) In subcontracts for high-value items only, after Contractor's directors, officers, and any of the Contrac-
obtaining the Contracting Officer's advance written tor's managers, superintendents, or equivalent repre-
approval, insert this clause, including this paragraph sentatives who have supervision or direction of-
(0. (1) All or substantially all of the Contractor's busi-

(2) In subcontracts for other end items only, insert ness;
the clause at Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) (2) All or substantially all of the Contractor's oper-
subsection 52.246-23, Limitation of Liability. ations at any one plant, laboratory, or separate loca-
(g) In any subcontract for both high-value items for tion at which the contract is being performed; or

which this clause is appropriate, and other end items (3) A separate and complete major industrial oper-
for which the clause at FAR subsection 52.246-23 is ation connected with the performance of this con-
appropriate, after obtaining the Contracting Officer's tract.
advance written approval to use this clause, the Con- (c) If the Contractor carries insurance, or has estab-
tractor shall (1) include both clauses, (2) identify high- lished a reserve for self-insurance, covering liahility for
value items by line item, and (3) insert the following loss or damage suffered by the Government through
preamble before paragraph (a) of this clause as used in the Contractor's performance of services or furnishing
that subcontract: of materials under this contract, the Contractor shall be

(This clause shall apply only to those items identified in liable to the Government, to the extent of such insur-
this contract as being subject to this clause.) ance or reserve, for loss of or damage to property of

(End of clause) the Government occurring after Government accept-
(R 7-104.45(b) 1979 MAR) ance of, and resulting from any defects and deficiencies
(R 7-204.33(a) 1974 APR) in, services performed or materials furnished under this

Alternate I (APR 1984). If the contract is for both contract.
high-value items and other end items, the contracting (d) The Contractor shall include this clause, includ-
officer shall identify the high-value items by line item ing this paragraph (d), supplemented as necessary to
and insert the following preamble before paragraph (a): reflect the relationship of the contracting parties, in all

(This clause shall apply only to those items identified in subcontracts over $25,000.
this contract as being subject to this clause.) (End of clause)

(R 7-104.45(c) 1979 MAR) (R 7-1912 1974 APR)
(R 7-204.33(b) 1974 APR) 52.2471 Commercial Bill of Lading Notations.

52.246-25 Limitation of Liability-Services. (a) As prescribed in 47.1044(a), in order to ensure
As prescribed in 46.805(a), insert the following the application of section 10721 rates, insert the follow-

clause in solicitations and contracts when (a) the con- ing clause in solicitations and contracts when the con-
tract amount is expected to be over $25,000, (b) the tracts will be-
contract is subject to the requirements of Subpart 46.8 (1) Cost-reimbursement contracts, including those
as indicated in 46.801 and (c) the contract is for serv- that may involve the movement of household goods
ices. This clause may also be used as prescribed in (see 47.104-3(b)); or
46.805(b) in contracts of $25,000 or less. (2) Fixed-price f.o.b. origin contracts other than
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY-SERVICES (APR small purchases under Part 13 (see 47.104-2(b) and

1984) 47.104-3).
(a) Except as provided in paragraphs (b) and (c) (b) As prescribed in 47.104-4(b), the contracting offi-

below, and except to the extent that the Contractor is cer may insert the clause at 52.247-1, Commercial Bill
expressly responsible under this contract for deficien- of Lading Notations, in solicitations and contracts
cies in the services required to be performed under it awarded under the small purchase procedures in Part

52-192 G-31
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PART 46--QUALITY ASSURANCE
SUBPART 46.1--GE WRAL

46.101 Definitions.

"Calibration", is the comparison of a measurement system or

device of unverified accuracy to a measurement system or device of
known or greater accuracy to detect and correct any variation from
required performance specification of the unverified measurement
system or device.

"Metrology", is the science of weights and measures used to
detemine conformance to technical requirements including the
development of standards and systems for absolute and relative
measurements.

"Quality", means the composite of material attributes including
performance features and characteristics of a product or service to
satisfy a given need.

"Quality Assurance", is a planned and systematic pattern of all
actions necessary to provide adequate confidence that adequate
technical requirements are established; products and services conform
to established technical requirements; and satisfactory performance is
achieved.

"Quality Audit", is a systematic examination of the acts and
decisions with respect to quality in order to independently verify or
evaluate the operational requirements of the Quality program or the
specification or contract requirements of the product or service.

"Quality Program", is a program which is developed, planned, and
managed to carry out cost effectively all efforts to effect the
quality of materials and services from concept through validation,
full-scale development, production, deployment, and disposal.

46.102 Policy.
(70) The Departments shall develop and manage a cost effective

quality program to assure that all services provided and products
designed, developed, purchased, produced, stored, distributed,
operated, maintained, or disposed of, by contractors for the
Department of Defense, conform to specified requirements.

* (71) The Departments will plan and implement a quality program
as an integral part of all phases of the acquisition and support
process, and will conduct quality audits to assure the attainment of
quality products and services.

(72) The Government shall determine the type and extent of
Government contract quality assurance actions required, based upon the
particular acquisition.

(1) These actions may include:
(i) inspection of supplies and services;

(ii) review of the contractor's inspection system, cuality
program, or other means employed by the contractor to control quality
and to comply with contract requirements:

(iii) maintenance of Government records to reflect actions,
deficiencies, and corrective measures; and

DOD FAR SUPPL ENT
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(iv) review and evaluation of quality data, including reports
from the user, to initiate required corrective actions or to adjust
Government contract quality assurance actio-s.

(2) The Government shall hold contractops responsible for the
quality of products and services by means of.

(i) contract provisions that place responsibility on
contractors;

(ii) the Government's exercising its right to reject or return
contractor-responsible defective items for repair, correction or
replacement; and

(iii) warranty clauses, when appropriate.
(3) The Government shall consider the use of:
(i) contractual means for encouraging excellence in the conduct

of contractor-responsible quality efforts;
(ii) incentive fee or award fee arrangements for achieving

quality goals;
(iii) reduced Government surveillance when contractor's quality

performance so indicates; and
(iv) other noncontractual motivation techniques.
(4) Contractors shall be provided maximum flexibility in

establishing efficient and effective quality programs within specified
contractual requirements.

46.103 Contracting Office Responsibilities. The contracting office
Xmay conduct, in conjunction, where necessary, with the activity

responsible for technical requirements, product-oriented surveys and
evaluations to determine the adequacy of the technical requirements
relating to quality and product conformance to design intent. The
contracting office may arrange with the contract administration office
to participate in pre-award surveys, post-award, and preproduction
conferences, and first article testing. The contracting office may
aid the contract administration office in the transition from research
and development to production, aid the technical activity in improving
the quality requirements in contracts when first designed for
competitive acquisition, and aid in ascertaining the source of
difficulties associated with user experience reports.

46.104 Contract Administration Office Responsibilities.
(d) Written instructions from the contracting office shall be

continued as prescribed until any recommendation has been acted upon
by the contracting office (also see FAR 46.103(c)).

46.170 Organization Responsible for Technical Requireaents.
(a) The activity responsible for technical requirements (e.g.,

specifications, drawings and standards) is responsible for prescribing
inspection, testing, or other contract quality requirements that are
essential to assure the integrity of products and services.

DOD FAR SUPPLEIKBT
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(b) To the extent feasible, alternative but substantially
equivalent inspection methods shall be provided in order to obtain
wide competition and low cost. Contractor-recommended alternatives
may be authorized when in the interest of the Government and after
approval by the activity responsible for technical requirements.

(c) The activity responsible for technical requirements may also
prepare instructions regarding the type and extent of Government
inspections pertaining to contracts for specific supplies or services
that are complex or for which unusual requirements have been
established. Such instructions shall be kept to a minimum taking into
account the policy contained in 46-474(b). Normally, issuance of
these instructions will not be appropriate for standard commercial
items except when items having critical characteristics are being
purchased. After issuance of these instructions, production problems,
product-oriented visits, user experience and input from the contract
administration office shall be analyzed periodically to determine
whether conditions warrant a change in type and extent of the
inspection requirements. Such analysi may result in decreasing or
increasing Government inspection. These instructions shall be
prepared on a contract-by-contract basis and shall not be issued:

(1) as a substitute for incomplete contract quality
requirements;

(2) where the contract does not impose equal or greater
inspection requirements on the contractor;

(3) encompassing broad or general designations such as "all
requirements.', "all characteristics", or "all characteristics in the
classification of defects";

(4) on routine administrative procedures; or
(5) specifying continued inspection requirements when

statistically sound sampling will provide an adequate degree of
protection.

(d) In the preparation of such instructions, the technical
activity shall consider, to the extent available and applicable, such
factors as:

(1) the past quality history of the contractor;
(2) the criticality of the material acquired in relation to its

ultimate use considering such factors as reliability, safety and
interchangeability;

(3) problems encountered in the development of the product;
(4) problems encountered in the acquisition of the same or

similar material;
(5) previously generated feedback data from receiving, testing

or using activities; and
(6) other contractor's experience in overcoming manufacturing

problems.
When knowledge of the determining factors, which resulted in the

requirement for Government inspection, would be useful to the contract
administration office in performing the contract quality assurance
function, these factors should be provided to the contract
administration office.

DOD FAR SUPPLEMENT
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PART 46--QUALITY ASSURANCE
SUBPART 46.2--CONTRACT QUALITY REQUIREMENTS

46.202 Types of Contract Quality Requirements.

46.202-3 Higher-Level Contract Quality Requirements.
(70) Inspection System Requirement is a requirement, in addition

to the Standard Inspection Requirement, that the contractor establish
and maintain an inspection system in accordance with a Government
specification. This requirement shall be referenced in contracts when
technical requirements are such as to require control of quality by
in-process as well as final end-item inspection, including control of
such elements of the manufacturing process as measuring and testing
equipment, drawings and changes, inspection, documentation and
records. The objectives and essential elements of an inspection
system are prescribed in MIL-I-45208, which shall be referenced in
contracts when an inspection system requirement has been established.

(71) Quality Program Requirement is a requirement, in addition
to the Standard Inspection Requirement, that the contractor establish
and maintain a quality program in accordance with a Government
specification. Such a requirement shall be established when the
technical requirements of the contract are such as to require control
of work operations, in-process controls, and inspection, as well as
attention to other factors (e.g., organizations, planning, work
instructions, documentation control, advanced metrology). The
objectives and essential elements of a quality program are prescribed
in MIL-Q-9858 which shall be referenced in contract when a quality
program requirement has been established.

46.203 Criteria for Use of Contract Quality Requirements.
(c) Criticality. Whether peculiar or common, purchases of

critical items must have contract quality requirements.

46.204 Application of Criteria. For DoD the following table
implements FAR 46-204, Table 46-1, for higher-level contract quality
requirements:

TABLE 46-1

CONTRACT QUALITY REQUIREMENTS GUIDE

Item Type of Contract
Technical Quality
Description Complexity Application Requirement
Commercial Complex Critical MIL-I-45208
Military-Federal Non-Complex Critical MIL-I-45208
Military-Federal Complex Non-Critical MIL-I-45208

Peculiar
Military-Federal Complex Critical MIL-Q-9858

DOD FAR SUPPLEMENT
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CHAPTER H

Subcontract Nanagmnt

In light of the tremendous dollar value of contracts that primes delegate
to subcontractors, it is important that we examine that unique Prime-
Sub situation.

The subcontract management section of this textbook will investigate the
relationship between the prime and the subcontractor. It will review the
position of the government with regard to a critical subcontract. The
important Make or Buy decision-making steps will be analyzed.

The subcontractor is responsible to the prime, who in turn is responsible
to the government. One of the tools available to the government in
determining the responsiveness of a prime in performing the role of managing
subcontracts is the Contractor Purchasing System Review (CPSR).

TOP IC Page Assignment

1. Subcontract Management H-2 thru H-25 Review

2. FAR Subsection 9.104-4 H-26 Read

3. FAR Part 44 H-27 thru H-31 Read

4. FAR Subsection 52.244-1 thru 52.244-5 H-32 thru H-35 Review

5. DFARS Part 44 H-36 thru H-39 Review

6. Handout - "Subcontracting Made Easy" H-40 thru H-45 Read

7. Handout- "Am I On The Governments H-46 thru H-48 Read
Review List"?
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SCHOOL OF SYSTEM AND LOGISTICS

ADVANCED CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION COURSE (PPM 304)

SUBJECT: Subcontract Management

TIME: 3.5 Hrs

OBJECTIVE: Comprehend the purpose and the function of
subcontract controls in CAS.

SAMPLES OF BEHAVIOR:

a. Define the meaning of "consent" in subcontracting.

b. Distinguish the responsibilities between the PCO and the

ACO for Subcontract Management.

c. Explain the concept of "privity of relationship" between
the government and the prime contractor and
subcontractor.

d. Explain policies and procedures related to review and
approval of contractor's procurement system.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS: Lecture/Discussion

Case Analysis

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: ACA Textbook

REQUIRED STUDENT PREPARATION: As defined in Chapter "H" of the
ACA textbook.
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Subcontract Management

A sizeable portion of every defense procurement dollar is
spent on subcontract work. Thus, much of the defense program is
produced by firms in which DOD has no direct contractual
relationship. In the absence of a contractual relationship, the
Government has no legal basis, except through the prime contract,
on which to administer or control a subcontract. Since the
subcontracted effort is essential to the ultimate success of the
defense program, the Government must ensure that the prime
contractor's subcontracting effort is managed in accordance with
prudent business practice and the subcontracted work satisfies
all current government regulations. The ACO and the CAO team are
charged with this responsibility. Specifically, the ACO must
work with and monitor the contractor's compliance with
"subcontracting" and/or "Make or Buy" clauses that are
conditionally included in contracts assigned for administration.

Generally, consent to subcontracts is required when the
subcontract work is complex, the dollar value is substantial, or
the Government's interest is not adequately protected by
competition and the type of prime contract or subcontract. The
inclusion of "make or buy" provisions in a contract is determined
by the buying activity. It is included when necessary to ensure
the negotiation of reasonable contract prices, satisfactory
contract performance or implementation of socioeconomic policies.

Subcontracts Clauses

Describe what the subcontract clauses in the prime contract
require of the contractor and government representative.

Although the specific clauses vary depending upon the type of
prime contract (fixed price, cost reimbursement and letter
contracts, time and material and labor hour) in essence, the
clause requires the prime contractor to give advance notification
and written justification of procurements to the ACO. The ACO
must provide written consent. However, if the contractor's
purchasing system is approved, certain requirements are waived.
The approval of the contractor's purchasing system is discussed
later in section 8-2.

A closer inspection of the Fixed Price contract clause will
illustrate the requirements levied on the prime contractor and
ACO. We will look at the paragraphs of the clause individually.

SUBCONTRACTS UNDER FIXED PRICE CONTRACTS (APR 1984)

(a) This clause does not apply to firm fixed
price contracts and fixed price with economic
price adjustment. However, it does apply to
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subcontracts resulting from unpriced modifications
to such contracts.

In these specific types of contracts, the total cost risk is
borne by the prime contractor. Therefore, the Government's
interests are protected by the type of prime contract. When the
governments interests are protected by type of prime contract,
our involvement in how the contractor subccntracts is negligible.
However, unpriced modifications create conditions similar to a
cost reimbursement contract as their structure places maximum
cost risk on the Government. When the Government assumes great
cost risks, involvement by the ACO to protect the government's
interests is essential.

(b) "Subcontract," as used in this clause,
includes but is not limited to purchase orders,
and changes and modifications to purchase
orders. The Contractor shall notify the
Contracting Officer reasonably in advance of
entering into any subcontract if the Contractor
does not have an approved purchasing system
and if the subcontract-

(1) Is to be a cost-reimbursement, time
and-materials, or labor-hour contract estimated
to exceed $25,000 including any fee.

(2) Is proposed to exceed $100,000.

(3) Is one of a number of subcontracts
with a single subcontractor, under this contract,
for the same or related supplies or services, that
in the aggregate are expected to exceed $100,000.

This paragraph specifically defines the conditions in which
the Government's interest are not protected by the type of
subcontract or is of significant dollar value. It requires the
prime contractor to notify the government in advance of entering
into a subcontract, unless the prime contractor's purchasing
system has been approved by the Government.

(c) The advance notification required by
paragraph above shall include:

(1) A description of the supplies or
services to be subcontracted;

(2) Identification of the type of
subcontract to be used;
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(3) Identification of the proposed
subcontractor and an explanation of why and how
the proposed subcontractor was selected, including
the competition obtained;

(4) The proposed subcontract price and
the Contractor's cost or price analysis;

(5) The subcontractor's current, complete,
and accurate cost or pricing data and Certificate of
Current Cost or Pricing Data, if required by other
contract provisions;

(6) The subcontractor's Disclosure
statement or Certificate relating to Cost Accounting
Standards when such data are required by other
provisions of this contract; and

(7) A negotiation memorandum reflecting:

(i) The principal elements of the
subcontract price negotiations.

(ii) The most significant
considerations controlling establishment of
initial or revised prices.

(iii) The reason cost or pricing data
were or were not required.

(iv) The extent, if any, to which the
Contractor did not rely on the subcontractor's cost
or pricing data in determining the price objective
and in negotiating the final price.

(v) The extent, if any, to which it
was recognized in the negotiation that the
subcontractor's cost or pricing data were not
accurate, complete, or current; the action taken
by the contractor and subcontractor; and the
effect of any such defective data on the total
price negotiated.

(vi) The reasons for any significant
difference between the contractor's price objective
and the price negotiated; and

(vii) A complete explanation of the
incentive fee or profit plan when incentives
are used. The explanation shall identify each
critical performance element, management decisions
used to quantify each incentive element, reasonsfor the incentives, and a summary of all trade-off
possibilities considered.

H-4
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Paragraph (c) describes the specific information to be provided
the Government, almost always the cognizant ACO. Upon receipt of
the advance notice, the ACO is responsible for a timely
evaluation. During the evaluation, the ACO should involve other
team members such as audit, technical, price and subcontract
specialists, as necessary so the decision to grant or withhold
consent is justifiable:

Careful and thorough consideration is particularly
appropriate when any of the following conditions exist.

a. The prime contractor's purchasing system or performance
is inadequate.

b. Close working relationships or ownership affiliations
between the prime and subcontractor may preclude free competition
or result in higher prices.

c. Subcontracts are proposed for award on a non-competitive
basis, at prices that appear unreasonable, or at prices higher
than those offered to the Government in comparable circumstances.

d. Subcontracts are proposed on a cost-reimbursement, time-
and-materials, or labor-hour basis.

Whichever decision is made must reflect prudent business judgment
and should reflect consideration of the following questions:

a. Is the decision to subcontract consistent with the
contractor's approved make-or-buy program, if any? (see FAR
Subpart 15.7)

b. Is the subcontract for special test equipment or
facilities that are available from government sources? (see FAR
Subpart 45.3)

c. Is the selection of the particular supplies, equipment,
or services technically justified?

d. Has the contractor complied with the prime contract
requirements regarding labor surplus area or small business
subcontracting, including, if applicable, its plan for
subcontracting with small business concerns and small
disadvantaged business concerns? (see FAR Part 19)

e. Was adequate price competition obtained or its absence
properly justified?

f. Did the contractor adequately assess and dispose of
subcontractor's alternate proposals, if offered?

g. Does the contractor have a sound basis for selecting and
determining the responsibility of the particular subcontractor?
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h. Has the contractor performed adequate cost or price
analysis or price comparisons and obtained accurate, complete,
and current cost or pricing data, including any required
certifications?

i. Is the proposed subcontract type appropriate for the
risks involved and consistent with current policy?

j. Has adequate consideration been obtained for any proposed
subcontract that will involve the use of government-furnished
facilities?

k. Has the contractor adequately and reasonably translated
prime contract technical requirements into subcontract
requirements?

1. Does the prime contractor comply with applicable cost
accounting standards for awarding the subcontract?

m. Is the proposed subcontractor on the Consolidated List of
Debarred, Suspended, and Ineligible Contractors? (see FAR
Subpart 9.4)

After evaluating these areas, the decision to grant or
withhold consent is solely the responsibility of the ACO.
However, consent must be withheld when any of the following
conditions exist. Consent must be withheld when the proposed
subcontract:

a. Is a cost-reimbursement type and the fee exceeds the
limitations of the FAR.

b. Provides for payment on a cost plus percentage of cost
basis.

c. Obligates the government's Contracting Officer to deal
directly with the subcontractor.

d. Would make agreements between the prime contractor and
subcontractor binding on the Government.

As discussed, the conditions necessitating mandatory
withholding of consent are precise. Excepting these mandatory
rejection factors, the ACO must use the much less precise
standard of what is in the best interest of the Government,
considering all factors, when deciding to grant or withhold
consent.

(d) The contractor shall obtain the
Contracting Officer's written consent before placing
any subcontract for which advance notification is
required under paragraph (b) above. However, the
Contracting Officer may ratify in writing any such
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subcontract. Ratification shall constitute the
consent of the Contracting Officer.

Obviously, this paragraph requires the prime contractor to
obtain the government's consent prior to awarding the proposed
subcontract. However, ratification (after the fact approval) is
permitted. Since ratification is never automatic, contractors
should conduct their business so this type of action is avoided.
The ACO, as a matter practice, can only ratify actions that are
in the Government's best interest. Therefore, the prime
contractor and ACO should establish a working relationship which
doesn't jeopardize the interests of either party.

(e) Even if the contractor's purchasing system
has been approved, the contractor shall obtain the
Contracting Officer's written consent before placing
subcontracts that have been selected for special
surveillance and so identified in the Schedule of
this contract.

This paragraph requires the prime contractor to obtain
consent prior t award of any subcontract selected for special
surveillance and so identified in the prime contract. Special
surveillance of subcontract effort may be included in a prime
contract for a variety of reasons. From a contract
administration perspective the reason for incorporation is
inconsequential since ensuring prime contractor's compliance with
the contract is the ACO's principal concern.

(f) Unless the consent or approval specifically
provides otherwise, neither consent by the
Contracting Officer to any subcontract nor approval
of the contractor's purchasing system shall
constitute a determination (1) of the acceptability
of any subcontract terms or conditions, (2) of the
acceptability of any subcontract price or of any
amount paid under any subcontract, or (3) to relieve
the contractor of any responsibility for performing
this contract.

This paragraph specifically defines what consent does not
imply. However, to clearly understand the meaning of consent,
it's importance to understand its legal implications.

The prime contractor is the party having a direct contractual
relationship with the Government. There is no such relationship
between the Government and the subcontractor or, as it is usually
phrased, there is no privity of contract between the Government
and the subcontractor. The law relating to subcontracts is built
around this no-privity rule. The fact that the prime contract
requires advance government consent to placing a subcontract does
not place the subcontractor in a direct relationship with the
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Government. No privity applies even when the subcontract is
subject to all the terms and conditions of the prime contract.

The contract type is not important in applying the no-privity
rule. For example, a cost type prime contract should not raise
the presumption that there is a direct contractual relationship
between the Government and subcontractors. When the Government
enters into a contract and specifies brand names, the brand name
manufacturer is still regarded as a subcontractor and has no
standing in court relative to the Government. An exception to
the no-privity rule occurs when a prime contractor acts as an
agent of the Government for the purpose of buying goods or
services on behalf of or in the name of the Government. In such
instances, the subcontractor and the Government have such a close
contractual relationship privity may exist.

In order that the ACO's consent to a proposed subcontract
will not be misunderstood or given a meaning not intended, it is
furnished to the contractor in a written notice essentially as
stated below:

Consent is nereby given to the placement of
subject proposed subcontract or purchase order,
subject to the clauses contained in the prime
contract and conditional upon the information
furnished by the contractor in support thereof.
This consent shall in no way relieve the prime
contractor of any obligations or responsibilities
it may otherwise have under the contract or under
law, shall neither create any obligation of the
Government to, nor privity of contract with, the
subcontractor or vendor, and shall be without
prejudice to any right or claim of the
Government under the prime contract. This
consent does not constitute a determination
as to the acceptability of the subcontract
price or the allowability of costs.

This says, in effect, the relationships between the prime
contractor and a subcontractor and between the Government and a
subcontractor are the same under a subcontract for which consent
is granted as under a subcontract not requiring consent. Such
problems as subcontract prices that are not fair and reasonable,
delays caused by the subcontractor, defective supplies furnished
by the subcontractor, or a strike at the subcontractor's plant
are treated in the same fashion, regardless of whether or not the
subcontract required and was granted consent. However, when a
contract requires consent to a proposed subcontract, any
arbitrary or unreasonable delay on the part of the ACO in
granting consent may be regarded as excusable delay to the
contractor.
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(g) No subcontract placed under the contract

shall provide for payment on cost-plus-a-percentage
-of-cost basis, and any fee payable under cost
-reimbursement subcontracts shall not exceed the
fee limitations in subsection 16.301-4 of the
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR).

(h) The Government reserves the right to
review the contractor's purchasing system as set
forth in FAR Subpart 44.3.

(End of clause)

Paragraph (g) clearly renounces any subcontracts which provide
for payment of fees prohibited by law and the FAR. Paragraph (h)
asserts the Governments' right to review the contractor's
purchasing system. Review of the contractor's purchasing system
is discussed in section 8-2. For brevity, the consent
requirements of other contract types are outlined below.

Cost-Reimbursement and Letter Prime Contracts

a. Consent is required under cost-reimbursement and letter
prime contracts, except facilities contracts, for subcontracts
for fabrication, purchase, rental, installation, or other
acquisition of special test equipment valued at more than $10,000
or of any items of industrial facilities, or that have
experimental developmental or research work as one of their
purposes.

b. If the contractor does not have an approved purchasing
system, consent is also required, under cost-reimbursement and
letter prime contracts for cost-reimbursement, time-and
materials, or labor-hour subcontracts and fixed-price
subcontracts that exceed either $25,000 or 5 percent of the total
estimated cost of the prime contract.

c. If the contractor has an approved purchasing system,
consent is not required for the subcontracts identified in
paragraph b. but advance notification is still required by 10
U.S.C. 2306(e) or 41 U.S.C. 254(b).

d. In contracts for acquisition of major systems,
subsystems, or their components, consent is required for the
subcontract identified in paragraph b, even though the contractor
has an approved purchasing system.

Other Prime Contracts. Except for purchase of raw material
or commercial stock items, consent is required for all
subcontracts under time-and-material contracts. Consent is
required for subcontracts under contracts for architect-engineer
services, mortuary services, refuse service, or shipment and
storage of personal property when an agency requires proper
approval of subcontractor's facilities.
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Review of the Contractor's Purchasing System

Identify the conditions which must exist before a contractor's
purchasing system is reviewed and describe the review
procedure(s).

As was noted in the preceding discussion of the subcontract
clauses, the Government reserves the right to review the
contractor's purchasing system. However it is neither practical
nor desirable to review all contract. FAR Part 44 provides the
regulatory guidance for conducting these reviews.

The objective of a contractor purchasing system review (CPSR)
is to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness with which the
contractor spends Government funds and complies with Government
policy when subcontracting. The review provides the ACO with a
basis for granting, withholding, or withdrawing approval of the
contractor's purchasing system.

A CPSR is conducted by the cognizant administering agency for
each contractor whose negotiated sales to the Government are
expected to exceed $10 million during the next 12 months. Such
sales include those represented by prime contracts, subcontracts
under Government prime contracts, and modifications to
competitively awarded contracts and formally advertised contracts
except when the negotiated price is based on established catalog
or market prices of commercial items sold in substantial
quantities to the general public, or set by law or regulation.
The head of the agency responsible for contract administration
may raise or lower the $10 million review level if such action is
considered to be in the Government's best interest. Generally, a
CPSR is not performed for a specific contract.

A CPSR shall be conducted by the cognizant contract
administration agency at least every three years for contractors
which continue to meet the requirements of the above paragraph.
This review may be accomplished at one time or on a continuing
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basis. A more frequent review cycle may be established if
warranted and special reviews may be conducted when information
reveals a deficiency or major change in the contractor's
purchasing system.

Types of Review. Reviews are classified as initial,
subsequent, and special. Each review is subject to follow-up.

Initial Review. An initial review is conducted when the
contractor first meets the criterion above.

Subsequent Review. A subsequent review is conducted of all
contractors who have had an initial review, still meet the basic
criterion for review, and have approved systems. The
subsequent review may be curtailed to cover areas of interest and
weaknesses but must include sufficient consideration of the key
factors of a complete evaluation to establish the current
adequacy or inadequacy of the entire system.

Special Reviews of Approved Systems. After approval of the
contractor's procurement system, the procurement system analyst
(PSA) with the concurrence of the ACO, may initiate special
reviews in connection with weaknesses revealed as a result of:

a. Initial or subsequent reviews.

b. Review of subcontracts submitted under the notification
requirement of contract clauses.

C. Major changes in the contractor's procurement
procedures, or key personnel.

d. Changes in plant workload or type of work.

e. Information provided by Government personnel.

Review of Procurement System When Approval is Withheld or
Withdrawn. If approval of a contractor's procurement system is
withheld or withdrawn, a follow-up review is conducted when
evidence is received from the contractor that the deficiencies
have been corrected. Whether the follow-up review consists of a
complete reexamination of the contractor's procurement system or
is confined to the areas found deficient is a matter of judgment.

Extent of Review. Generally, a review consists of a complete
evaluation of a contractor's procurement system when the
procurement system has not been reviewed before, a past review
has resulted in withholding or withdrawal o! approval of the
system, or a major change in a contractor's procurement
organization indicates the need for a new review. The review is
made in accordance with DAR Supplement Number I (which is
incorporated into the DoD FAR Supplement by reference). During
the review, special attention is given to the following matters:
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a. The degree of price competition obtained.

b. Pricing policies and techniques, including methods of
obtaining accurate, complete, and current cost or pricing data
and certification as required.

c. Methods of evaluating subcontractor's responsibility.

d. Treatment accorded affiliates and other concerns having
close working arrangements with the contractor.

e. Policies and procedures pertaining to labor surplus area
concerns and small business concerns, including small

disadvantaged business concerns.

f. Planning, award, and post-award management of major
subcontract programs.

g. Compliance with Cost Accounting Standards in awarding

subcontracts.

h. Appropriateness of types of contracts used.

In reviewing the contractor's procurement system, a
determination must be made as to whether subcontracting is done
competitively to the maximum practicable extent. This requires
ascertaining whether a sufficient number of sources are solicited
and whether subcontracting procedures provide other elements of
adequate and effective price competition.

Planning the CPSR. Planning for an initial or annual review
of a procurement system begins well in advance of the actual
review. The quality of the planning will determine, to a large
extent, the success or failure of the review itself. Maximum use
should be made of reports and information from the Defense
Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) or other government personnel.

Review Team. Usually, a team of three or more government
personnel reviews a contractor's system. The size of the team
may vary, depending, for example, on the size of the contractor
and the type of review being conducted. However, the team
should be large enough to permit an in-depth review in a
reasonable time.

In selecting the team, consideration should be given to the
background and skills of the members. The team should be able to
take a broad view of the contractor's operations and to give
proper emphasis to those areas to be covered by the review.

The team captain is the senior Procurement Systems Analyst
(PSA). The team leader assigns the work effort, determines
responsibilities of individual team members, and has overall
responsibility for the report.

The ACO notifies the contractor of the proposed review and
requests any information and data, not otherwise available, the
team captain needs to plan and conduct the review. The team
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captain should visit the contractor at least one month prior to
starting of the initial review to make necessary arrangements
with contractor personnel. Concurrent coordination with the
small business specialist, price and cost analyst, technical
staff, audit service, and other Government offices is necessary.
During the planning period, the team captain should accumulate
information that the team will need. The following material
concerning the contractor is normally obtained:

a. Copies of the company organization charts for the plant
being reviewed, showing the company management structure down to
at least the department head level.

b. Copies of the purchasing organization chart down to at
least the first level of supervision, showing the number and job
classification of personnel reporting to each first level and
higher supervisor.

c. Copies of purchasing policy statements.

d. Copies of purchasing procedures.

e. Copies of all important purchasing forms.

f. A summary of purchasing actions through the most recent
fiscal period.

g. Summary of sales volume for the most recent 12 month
period for which information is reasonably available, indicating
commercial sales and Government sales by agencies, broken down by
type of contract.

h. List of major subcontracts outstanding, showing
subcontractor's name, item being produced, type of subcontract,
total dollar amount, and undelivered balance.

i. List of major products, broken down by project name or
description, total value, and undelivered balance.

j. Copies of weekly or monthly management reports, such as
shortage reports, workload and work backlog reports, scrap and
salvage reports, and repetitive reports to company management and
the Government.

k. Copies of any pertinent reports on the contractor's
purchasing system.

1. List of affiliates and autonomous or semi-autonomous
department and divisions.

CPSR Areas of Review. The following areas are highlighted
during a CPSR:
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a. A brief detailed company history and the dollar value of

Government prime contracts and subcontracts. Significant
commercial programs should also be noted.

b. Determination of whether management officials are aware
of the policies and practices of their purchasing organization,
familiar with their key subcontractors, and responsive to
operating problems in the purchasing area.

c. Analysis of the contractor's organization to develop a
clear understanding of the functional relationships of purchasing
to manufacturing, quality control, engineering, and so forth. It
should be determined whether the organizational level of the
purchasing department allows it to operate at maximum
effectiveness. (While certain functions may not be
organizationally under procurement, they must be responsive to
the requirements of procurement.)

d. Review standards governing the qualifications, training,
experience, and adequacy of the contractor's procurement staff.
It should also consider the adequacy of internal report
requirements, controls, documentation, and other management
techniques, as well as the procurement staff's responsiveness
thereto.

e. Review and evaluate contractor programs such as parts
standardization, value analysis, and small business and labor
surplus area subcontracting.

f. Study contractor's subcontracting effort to assure
subcontracts contain clauses required by the prime contract as
well as any clauses needed to carry out the requirements of the
prime contract. Subcontract clauses to be considered are those
usually referred to as general or standard provisions, as
distinguished from terms covering work or item description.
Since the Government does not have a direct contractual
relationship with subcontractors, subcontract terms are the
primary means by which Government's rights are protected. It is
the contractor's responsibility to assure that the subcontract
terms accomplish this objective.

g. Evaluation of the material control process aspects that
relate to the purchasing function. The term "material control",
as used here, includes determining the needs, scheduling
deliveries, purchasing, expediting, receiving, and controllingI inventories of material. Although certain of these functions
usually will be performed by departments other than
purchasing, an investigation should be made cf the contractor's
material control system and how it permits purchasing to beaccomplished.

h. Review how the contractor's inventory policy affects itsmethod of determining purchase requirements. In reviewing this
function, consideration should be given to the contractor
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procedures for consolidating requirements, covering scrap, and
mitigating potential obsolescence cost.

i. Determine if the contractor has the necessary written
policies on intracompany transactions. Policies giving
preference to affiliates or divisions on purchased items are not
necessarily undesirable. The Government does, however, establish
and place restrictions on items transferred between plants under
common control. Contractor's policies which favor affiliates
should be carefully analyzed to assure the Government's interests
are protected.

j. Determine if the contractor has a continuing program to
review existing single-source and sole-source items. Contractors
are encouraged to handle each specific single-source procurement
as an exception to company policy.

k. Analyze if the contractor is implementing the
Government's small business policy. Any substantive deviation
from Government policy should be reported to the small business
specialist including appropriate recommendations on problems
encountered.

ACO Responsibilities in Granting, Withholding, or Withdrawing
Approval. The cognizant ACO is responsible for granting,
withholding, or withdrawing approval of a contractor's purchasing
system. The ACO shall:

a. Approve a purchasing system only after a CPSR discloses
the contractor's purchasing policies and practices are efficient
and provide adequate protection of the Government's interests.

b. Between CPSRs, determine annually whether there are any
significant deviations from approved policies and practices that
would indicate a need for a special review;

c. Promptly notify the contractor in writing of the
granting, withholding, or withdrawing of approval.

If, upon expiration of approval of the contractor's
purchasing system, the ACO has not specifically withheld,
continued, or withdrawn approval, the approval shall continue for
another 90 days. Any further extension requires written approval
at least one level higher than the ACO.

Notifica'on. The notification granting initial system
approval or c ntinuation of system approval shall include:

a. Identification of the plant or plants where the review
was conducted.

b. The effective date of approval and period for which

approval is valid.

c. A statement that system approval:
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(1) applies to all Federal Government contracts at that

plant to the extent that cross-servicing arrangements exist.

(2) waives the contractual requirement for advance
notification in fixed-piice contracts, but not for cost-
reimbursement contracts

"(3) waives the contractual requirement for consent to
subcontracts in fixed-price contracts and for specified
subcontracts in cost-reimbursement contracts but not for those
subcontracts selected for special surveillance and identified in
the contract schedule.

(4) shall automatically terminate at the end of the
approval period.

(5) shall automatically terminate when any significant
change occurs in the system unless approved by the ACO.

(6) may be withdrawn at any time at the ACO's
discretion.

In exceptional circumstances, consent to certain subcontracts
or classes of subcontracts may be required even though the
contractor's purchasing system has been approved. The system
approved notification shall identify the class or classes of
subcontracts requiring consent. Reasons for selecting these
subcontracts may be a CPSR or continuing surveillance has
revealed sufficient weaknesses in a particular area of
subcontracting to warrant special attention by the ACO.

When recommendations are made for improvement of an approved
system, the contractor shall be requested to reply within 15 days
with a position regarding the recommendations.

Withholding or Withdrawing Approval. The ACO shall withhold
or withdraw approval of a contractor's purchasing system when
there are major weaknesses or when the contractor is unable to
provide sufficient information upon which to make an affirmative
determination. The ACO may withdraw approval at any time if a
determination is made that there has been a deterioration of the
contractor's purchasing system or to protect the Government's
interest. Approval shall be withheld or withdrawn when there is
a recurring noncompliance with requirements, including but not
limited to:

4a. Cost or pricing data.

b. Implementation of cost accounting standards.

c. Advance notification as required by the clauses
prescribed in FAR 44.204.

d. Small business subcontracting.
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When approval of the contractor's purchasing system is
withheld or withdrawn, the ACO shall within 10 days after
completing the in-plant review, inform the contractor in writing.
He or she will specify the deficiencies that must be corrected to
qualify the system for approval, and request the contractor
furnish, within 15 days, a plan for accomplishing the necessary
actions. If the plan is accepted, the ACO shall make a follow-up
review as soon as the contractor notifies the ACO the
deficiencies have been corrected.

Communicating Approval Status. Upon request, the ACO may
inform a contractor the purchasing system of a proposed
subcontractor has been approved, but shall caution that the
Government will not keep the contractor advised of any changes in
the approval status. If the proposed subcontractor's purchasing
system has not been examined or approved, the contractor shall be
advised. When recommendations are made for improvement of an
approved system, the contractor will be requested to reply as
soon as possible with its concurrence to the recommendations.

Reports. The ACO distributes copies of CPSR reports,
notifications granting, continuing, withholding, or withdrawing
system approval; and government recommendations for improvement
of an approved system, including the contractor's response, to at
least the contractor's cognizant contract audit office
activities.

The notification of approval will be in substantially the

following form:

TO: (Contractor)

As a result of the recent review of your pro-
curement system at (identify the plant
or plants involved), you are advised of
(insert "my approval") of your procurement
system. This approval, effective (date)
is for a period of one year and is applicable
to all of your contracts at the above plant or
plants with the Department of Defense. This
approval waives to the extent provided in your
contracts, the contractual requirements for prior
consent by the contracting officer to the place-
ment of certain subcontracts. In addition, it
waives, to the extent provided in fixed-price
contracts, the requirement for advance
notification to the contracting officer of your
intent to place certain subcontracts. This
approval does not eliminate the requirement under
cost-reimbursement contracts for advance notifi-
cation to the contracting officer of your
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intent to place proposed subcontracts where such
notification is required, nor does it affect any
contractual provisions which require prior
consent to the placement of subcontracts not with-
standing this approval of your procurement system.
(If special requirements for continued notification
and prior consent for one or more classes of
subcontracts are to be imposed, such special
requirements should be inserted here.)
This approval of your procurement system:

(i) Shall not be construed to be a determination
of any subcontract price or of any amount paid
under any subcontract, or to relieve you of any
contractual requirement, except as specified
herein.

(ii) Shall automatically terminate upon the
expiration date specified above unless the
expiration date is extended.

(iii) Shall automatically terminate when any
significant change occurs in your procurement
system unless the change has received my
approval.

(iv) may be withdrawn at any time at my
discretion.

You are to be commended that your procurement
system merits Government approval, and you are
urged to continue your efforts to maintain an
acceptable procurement system.

Contracting Officer

In exceptional circumstances, the approval may require
notification and prior written consent for one or more classes of
subcontracts which, because of their critical nature or
particular circumstances call for extraordinary Government
surveillance. Such requirements will not be based upon the
dollar amount of proposed subcontracts and, if imposed,
will be removed at the earliest possible date.

Disclosure of Approval Status. Information obtained during
the CPSR should be divulged only to those Government personnel
having a need-to know. Upon request, a prime contractor may be
informed that the procurement system of a proposed subcontractor
has been approved under Government prime contracts, as stated
above.

ACO Surveillance. In the period between complete CPSRs, the
ACO maintain a sufficient level of surveillance to assure the
contractor is effectively managing its purchasing
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program. The ACO make a determination annually to continue
approval based on surveillance, or request a CPSR or special
review as a basis for continuing or withdrawing approval.

Surveillance is accomplished in accordance with a plan
developed by the ACO with the assistance of subcontracting,
audit, pricing, technical, or other specialists as necessary.
The plan covers pertinent phases of a contractor's purchasing
system such as preaward, post-award, performance, and
contract completion and pertinent operations that affect the
contractor's purchasing and subcontracting. The plan also
provides for reviewing the effectiveness of the contractor's
corrective actions taken as a result of previous Government
recommendations.

Make-or-Buy Program

Describe a make-or buy-program and the ACO's responsibility under
a make-or-buy program.

Although the Government does not expect to participate in
every management decision of the prime, it may reserve the right
to review the contractor's proposed make-or-buy program when
necessary to ensure negotiation of reasonable contract prices,
satisfactory performance, and implementation of socioeconomic
policies.

Definition and Criteria. A make-or-buy program is that part
of a contractor's written plan which identifies the major
subsystem, assemblies, subassemblies, and components to be
manufactured, developed, or assembled in his/her own facilities
and those which will be obtained elsewhere by subcontract. A
"make" item is any item produced, or work performed, by the
contractor, affiliates, subsidiaries, or divisions.
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Information with respect to prospective contractor's make-or-

buy program is required in negotiated procurements except:

a. When a proposed contract has a total estimated value of
less than $2 million, unless such information is appropriate.

b. In research and development contracts, unless the
contract is for prototypes or hardware and it can reasonably be
anticipated that significant follow-on quantities of the product
will be procured.

c. When the contracting officer determines the price is
based on adequate price competition, or established catalog or
market prices of commercial items sold in substantial quantities
to the general public, or on prices set by law or regulation.

d. When the contracting officer determines the work is not
complex.

Information with respect to make-or-buy programs to be
included in any contract should be confined to items which,
because of their complexity, quantity, cost or need for
additional production facilities, normally would require company
management review of the make-or-buy decision. As a general
guideline, the make-or-buy program should not include items or
work efforts costing less than one percent of the total estimated
contract price or $500,000, whichever is less.

Review and Evaluation. When submission of information with
respect to a prospective contractor's proposed make-or-buy
program is required, the solicitation should clearly establish
any special evaluation factors. The contractor should consider
many factors such as capability, capacity, availability of small
business, contraot schedules, integration control, proprietary
processes, and technical superiority in the make-buy plan.
Having considered these factors, the prospective contractor must
identify in the proposed make-or-buy program work which the
contractor, affiliates, or subsidiaries must perform as "must
make"; must subcontract as "must buy"; and can perform or acquire
by subcontracts as "can make or buy". The prospective contractor
must state the reasons for recommendations of "must make" or
"must buy" in sufficient detail for the contracting officer to
determine sound business and technical judgment has been applied
to each major element of the program.

It frequently happens that the design status of the article
being procured does not permit accurate pre-contract
identification of major items that should be included in the
make-or-buy program. When this is the case and the make-or-buy
program is to be incorporated into the contract, the prospective
contractor should be notified that such items must be added to
the program, when identified, under the "Changes to Make-or-Buy

I Program" clause.
The prospective contractor furnishes the following with the

proposed make-or-buy program:

I
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a. A description by which each major item can be identified.

b. A recommendation to make or buy each such item or defer
the decision.

c. The proposed subcontractors, if known, including location
and size classification.

d. Designation of the plants or divisions in which the
contractor proposes to make the item whether the facility is in
or near a section of concentrated unemployment or
underemployment.

e. Sufficient additional information to permit the
contracting officer to evaluate the proposed program.

In reviewing and evaluating a proposed make-or-buy program,
the contracting officer will assure all appropriate items are
included and will delete items which should not be included. In
conducting the review, the contracting officer should obtain the
advice of appropriate personnel, including small business and
contract administration activity specialists, whose knowledge can
contribute to the effectiveness of the review.

The contractor has the basic responsibility for make-or-buy
decisions. Therefore, the contractor's recommendations should be
accepted unless there are adverse affects on the Government's
interest or they are inconsistent with Government policy.

Proposed "make" items normally will not be agreed to when the
products or services under consideration are:

a. Not regularly manufactured or provided by the contractor,
and are available from other firms at prices no higher than if
the contractor should make or provide the products or services.

b. Regularly manufactured or provided by the contractor, but
are available from other firms at lower prices.

There may be cases where it is proper to agree that an item
of significant value will be "bought" even though it would
usually be more economical to have it "made", or vice versa. For
instance, the contractor may have a unique capability for low
cost manufacture of a substantial component but capacity may be
full during the period necessary for contract performance, so the
component must be subcontracted. In such cases it will be
necessary that the make-or-buy program specifically calls for
more costly treatment of the item. In that event, the consequent
higher costs may be recognized in establishing the best
obtainable contract or target price. Unforeseen changes in the
circumstances may arise during contract performance, which induce
the contractor to propose changing the item from "buy" to "make",
or vice versa. If such a change is made, the element of the
contract price which was intended to compensate the contractor
for the higher costs flowing from the initial
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make-or-buy decision would instead constitute windfall profits to
the contractor and unwarranted costs to the Government.

When, during the review of the prospective contractor's make-
or-buy program, a situation of the kind described above is found
to exist, the clause set forth below is included in the contract.
Items are specifically designated in the contract as being either

a "make" item or a "buy" item, and as being subject to this
5 clause.

CHANGES OR ADDITIONS TO MAKE-OR-BUY
j PROGRAM (APR 1984)

(a) The Contractor shall perform in accordance
with the make-or-buy program incorporated in thisIcontract. If the Contractor proposes to change
the program, the Contractor shall, reasonably in
advance of the proposed change; (1) notify the
Contracting Officer in writing; and, (2) submit
justification in sufficient detail to permit
evaluation. Changes in the place of performance
of any "make" items in the program are subject
to this requirement.

(b) For items deferred at the time ofjnegotiation of this contract for later addition
to the program, the Contractor shall, at the
earliest possible time; (1) notify the
Contracting Officer of each proposed
addition and (2) provide justification in
sufficient detail to permit evaluation.

j(c) Modification of the make-or-buy program to
incorporate proposed changes or additions shall be
effective upon the Contractor's receipt of the
Contracting Officer's written approval.

(End of clause)

I Assistance by Contract Administration Activities. Contract
administration activities generally are in a position to provide
valuable assistance to purchasing offices in implementing DOD
make-or-buy policies and procedures. The various specialty
groups represented in the field offices usually have a very good
knowledge of a contractor's technical capability as well as the
capacity of its plant for production of parts, components, and
subsystems. They are also able to identify, with a reasonable
degree of confidence, the impact of make-or-buy decisions on in-
house backlog, congestion, or other plant capacity problems.

Before the contractor's proposed make-or-buy plan is
evaluated, the contract administration activity must have full
knowledge of the criteria for establishment of the plan. The
following factors should be considered:
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a. Has the procuring activity directed a certain percentage

of the effort to be subcontracted?

b. Has a certain percentage been directed to be
subcontracted to small business, labor surplus, or distress
areas?

c. Has a certain component been directed to be subcontracted
to broaden the industrial base?

d. Has a certain component been directed to be subcontracted
due to proprietary rights or other reasons?

Some of the factors to be considered by the contract
administration activity in evaluating the make-or-buy plan for
the purpose of making recommendations to the buying activity
would be:

a. Are the "make" items similar and consistent with those
normally manufactured by the contractor? if not, is the
capability being developed at an increase in total cost to the
Government? Does the contractor have the technical capability?
Assuming the total price to the Government is acceptable, is the
delivery risk factor acceptable?

b. Do the "make" items require additional facilities? If
so, are additional government facilities required? If additional
government facilities are required, are they clearly and
substantially identified in the plan?

c. Do the "make" or "buy" prices include proper prorated
tooling costs, transportation costs, costs of special handling
for unique or sensitive components, additional government
facilities costs, and any other costs that may be allocable costs
to the contract?

d. Are "make-or-buy" decisions pending on other programs
that affect the same period of effort?

While the PCO is responsible for establishing the make-or-buy
program in the negotiation of the contract, the ACO is
responsible for the administration of the contract's make-or-buy
provisions. The ACO must make recommendations in connection with
proposed changes or revisions to the original make-or-buy
schedule, negotiate any contract price change resulting
therefrom, and prepare and execute the required supplemental
agreement when authorized by the PCO.

In the administration of the make-or-buy program, it is the
responsibility of the ACO to:

a. Monitor the make-or-buy schedule to assure compliance
therewith by the contractor.

b. Assure the contractor establishes a program that will
provide for the submission of any proposed changes.
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c. Consent to or deny requested changes in the schedule,

when authorized by the PCO,

d. Make recommendations to the PCO with regard to additions
to the schedule concerning items reserved for deferred decision
or unidentified at the time of the contract negotiation.

I
!

i

I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
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9.104-2 FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION (FAR

9.104.4 Subcontractor responsibility.
(a) Generally, prospective prime contractors are re-

sponsible for determining the responsibility of their
prospective subcontractors (but see 9.405 and 9.405-2
regarding debarred, ineligible, or suspended firms). De-
terminations of prospective subcontractor responsibility
may affect the Government's determination of the pro-
spective prime contractor's responsibility. A prospec-
tive contractor may be required to provide written
evidence of a proposed subcontractor's responsibility.

(b) When it is in the Government's interest to do so,
the contracting officer may directly determine a pro-
spective subcontractor's responsibility (e.g., when the
prospective contract involves medical supplies, urgent
requirements, or substantial subcontracting). In this
case, the same standards used to determine a prime
contractor's responsibility shall be used by the Govern-
ment to determine subcontractor responsibility.

-2
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FAC 84-23 SEPTEMBER 30, 1986

PART 44 SUBPART 44.2-CONSENT TO SUBCONTRACTS

S 44.201 Consent requirements.
S N RCES A44.201-1 Fixed-price prime contracts.
PROCEDURES (a) Consent to subcontracts is not required under

".00 Scope of part. prime contracts that are firm-fixed-price or fixed-price

This part prescribes policies and procedures for con- with economic price adjustment provisions. (See para-

sent to subcontracts and for review, evaluation, and graph (c) below for unpriced modifications.)

approval of contractors' purchasing systems. (b) If the contractor has an approved purchasing
system, consent to subcontracts is not required under

SUBPART 44.1-GENERAL other fixed-price prime contracts, except for any sub-

44.101 Definitions. contracts selected for special surveillance. (See 44.205).
(c) If the contractor does not have an approved

"Approved purchasing system" means a contractor's (cIfteonrtrdesothvanprvd
Appovedpurchasing system mhathasbeense an c ra s purchasing system, consent to the subcontracts speci-

purchasing system that has been reviewed and ap- fled in paragraph (d) below is required-
proved in accordance with this part. (I) Under fixed-price incentive and fixed-price re-

"Consent to subcontract" means the contracting offi- determinable prime contracts; and
cer's written consent for the prime contractor to enter (2) Under prime contracts that are firm-fixed-price
into a particular subcontract. or fixed-price with economic price adjustment provi-

"Contractor," as used in this part, means the total sions, only when a new subcontract results from an
contractor organization or a separate entity of it, such unpriced modification to the prime contract.
as an affiliate, division, or plant, that performs its own (d) Under prime contracts required to include the
purchasing. clause at 52.244-1, Subcontracts (Fixed-Price Contracts),

"Contractor purchasing system review (CPSR)" consent is required under paragraph (c) above for any
means the complete evaluation of a contractor's pur- subcontract that is-
chasing of material and services, subcontracting, and (1) To be a cost-reimbursement, time-and-materi-
subcontract management from development of the re- als, or labor-hour contract estimated to be over
quirement through completion of subcontract perform- $25,000, including any fee;
ance. (2) Estimated to be over $100,000 (or less if the

"Facilities" (see 45.301). contract clause has been modified as permitted by its

"Subcontract," as used in this part, means any con- preface); or

tract as defined in Subpart 2.1 entered into by a sub- (3) One of a number of subcontracts, under the

contractor to furnish supplies or services for perform- prime contract, with a single subcontractor for the

ance of a prime contract or a subcontract. It includes same or related supplies or services, which in the

but is not limited to purchase orders, and changes and aggregate are estimated to be over $100,000 (or less,

modifications to purchase orders. if the contract clause has been modified as permitted

"Subcontractor," as used in this part, means any sup- by its preface).

plier, distributor, vendor, or firm that furnishes supplies 44.201-2 Cost-reimbursement and letter prime con-

or services to or for a prime contractor or another tracts.

subcontractor. (a) Consent is required under cost-reimbursement and
letter prime contracts (except facilities contracts) for

44.102 Policy. subcontracts (1) for fabrication, purchase, rental, instal-I (a) Consent to subcontracts is required under 44.201 lation, or other acquisition of special test equipment
when the subcontract work is complex, the dollar valued at morc than $10,000 or of any items of facilities,
value is substantial, or the Government's intcrest is not or (2) that have experimental, developmental, or research
adequately protected by competition and the type of work as one of their purposes.
prime contract or subcontract. (b) If the contractor does not have an approved

(b) Consent requirements may be waived when the purchasing system, consent is also required, under cost-
contractor's purchasing system has been reviewed and reimbursement and letter prime contracts for (1) cost-
approved in accordance with Subpart 44.3. reimbursement, time-and-materials, or labor-hour sub-
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FAC 84-5 APRIL 1, 1985
44.201-3 .... .FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION (FAR)

contracts and (2) fixcd-pricc subcontracts that exceed (3) Is the selection of the particular supplies, equip-
cither $25.0(0) or 5 percent of the total estimated cost of ment, or services technically justified?
the prime contract; except that for DoD, Coast Guard, (4) Has the contractor complied with the prime
and NASA. the amounts shall be the greater of the contract requirements regarding labor surplus area or
small purchase limitation in Puri 13 or 5 percent of the small business subcontracting, including, if applica-
total estimated cost of the prime contract. ble, its plan for subcontracting with small business

(c) If the contractor has an approved purchasing concerns and small disadvantaged business concerns
system, consent is not required for the subcontracts (see Part 19)?
identified in paragraph (b) above, but advance notifica- (5) Was adequate price competition obtained or its
tion is still required by 10 U.S.C. 2306(e) or 41 U.S.C absence properly justified?
254(b). (6) Did the contractor adequately assess and dis-

(d) In contracts for acquisition of major systems, pose of subcontractors' alternate proposals, if of-
subsystems, or their components (see Part 34), consent fered?
is @equired for the subcontracts identified in paragraph (7) Does the contractor have a sound basis for
(b) above. even though the contractor has an approved selecting and determining the responsibility of the
purchasing system. particular subcontractor?
44.201-3 Other prime contracts. (8) tfas the contractor performed adequate cost or

Except for purchase of raw material or commercial price analysis or price comparisons and obtained ac-
stock items, consent is required for all subcontracts curate, complete, and current cost or pricing data,
under time-and-material contracts. Consent is required including any required certifications?
for subcontracts under prime contracts for- (9) Is the proposed subcontract type appropriate

(a) Archilect-engineer services; and for the risks involved and consistent with current
(b) Mortuary services, refuse service, or shipment policy?

and storage of personal property, when an agency re- (10) Has adequate consideration been obtained for
quires prior approval of subcontractors' facilities, any proposed subcontract that will involve the use of
44.201-4 Contractor use of Government sources. Government-furnished facilities?

The contracting officer's written authorization for (11) Has the contractor adequately and reasonably
the contractor to purchase from Government sources translated prime contract technical requirements into
(see Part 51) constitutes consent. subcontract requirements?
44.202 Contracting officer's evaluation. (12) Does the prime contractor comply with appli-
44.202-1 Responsibilities. cable cost accounting standards for awarding the

(a) The cognizant administrative contracting officer subcontract?
(ACO) is responsible for consent to subcontracts, (13) Is the proposed subcontractor on the Consoli-
except when the contracting officer retains the contract dated List of Debarred, Suspended, and Ineligible
for administration or withholds the consent responsibil- Contractors (see Subpart 9.4)?
ity from delegation to the ACO. In such cases, the (b) Particularly careful and thorough consideration
contract administration office should assist the con- under paragraph (a) above is necessary when-
tracting office in its evaluation as requested. (1) The prime contractor's purchasing system or

(b) The responsible contracting officer shall- performance is inadequate;
(1) Promptly evaluate the contractor's requests for (2) Close working relationships or ownership affili-

consent to subcontract; ations between the prime and subcontractor may pre-
(2) Obtain assistance in the evaluation from sub- clude free competition or result in higher prices;

contracting, audit, pricing, technical, or other spe- (3) Subcontracts are proposed for award on a non-
cialists as necessary: and competitive basis, at prices that appear unreasonable,

(3) Notify the contractor in writing of consent or or at prices higher than those offered to the Govern-
the withholding of consent, including any changes or ment in comparable circumstances; or
corrections required. (4) Subcontracts are proposed on a cost-reimburse-

44.2912-2 Considerations, ment, time-and-materials, or labor-hour basis.
(a I The contracting officer responsible for consent 44.203 Consent limitations.

shall review the request and supporting data and con- (a) The contracting officer's consent to a subcontract
sider the following: or approval of the contractor's purchasing system does

(I) Is the decision to subcontract consistent with not constitute a determination of the acceptability of
the contractor's approved make-or-buy program, if the subcontract terms or price, or of the allowability of
any (see Subpart 15.7)? costs, unless the consent or approval specifies other-

(2) Is the subcontract for special test equipment or wise.
facilities that are available from Government sources (b) Contracting officers shall not consent to-
(se Subpart 45.3)? (I) Cost-reimbursement subcontracts if the fee ex-

44-2 ceeds the fee limitations of 16.301-3;
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(2) Subcontracts providing for payment on a cost- solicitations and contracts when a cost-reimbursement or
plus-a-percentage-of-cost basis; letter contract is contemplated. If the contracting office is

(3) Subcontracts obligating the contracting officer in DoD, the Coast Guard, or NASA, the contracting offi-
to deal directly with the subcontractor; cer shall use the clause with its Alternate 1. See also

(4) Subcontracts that make the results of arbitra- 44.205.
tion, judicial determination, or voluntary settlement (c) Time-and-materials and labor-hour contracts. The
between the prime contractor and subcontractor contracting officer shall insert the clause at 52.244-3,
binding on the Government; or Subcontracts (Time-and-Materials and Labor-Hour Con-

(5) Repetitive or unduly protracted use of cost- tracts), in solicitations and contracts when a time-and-
reimbursement, time-and-materials, or labor-hour materials or labor-hour contract is contemplated.
subcontracts (contracting officers should follow the (d) Architect-engineer contracts. The contracting offi-
principles of 16.103(c)). cer shall insert the clause at 52.244-4, Subcontractors
(c) Contracting officers should not refuse consent to and Outside Associates and Consultants, in fixed-price

III a subcontract merely because it contains a clause giving architect-engineer contracts.

the subcontractor the right of indirect appeal to an (ecomenin sbcontract.

agency board of contract appeals if the subcontractor is ricer shall, when contracting by negotiation, insert the
affected by a dispute between the Government and the clause at 52.244-5, Competition in Subcontracting, in
prime contractor. Indirect appeal means assertion by solicitations and contracts when the contract amount is
appeal or the prosecution of an appeal by the prime expected to exceed the small purchase limitation in Part
appeal or tepoeuinoanapabytepme 1,unless-contractor on the subcontractor's behalf. The clause 13, unes -c

may also provide that the prime contractor and sub- () A firm-fixed-price contract, awarded on the
contractor shall be equally bound by the contracting basis of adequate price competition or whose prices
officer's or board's decision. The clause may not at- are set by law or regulation, is contemplated; or
tempt to obligate the contracting officer or the appeals (2) A cotgrcohe ty and or purpose idnt i-

board to decide questions that do not arise between the fled in paragraphs (c) and (d) above is contemplated.
Government and the prime contractor or that are not 44.205 Special surveillance.
cognizable under the clause at 52.233-I, Disputes. In exceptional circumstances, contracting officers
44.204 Contract clauses. may select subcontracts requiring extraordinary Gov-

(a) Fixed-price contracts. (I) Except as specified in ernment surveillance for special surveillance, by speci-
(a)(2) below, the contracting officer- fying the selected subcontracts in the prime contract

(i) Shall insert the clause at 52.244-1, Subcon- Schedule.S tracts (Fixed-Price Contracts), in solicitations and

I contracts when a fixed-price contract is contem-
plated and the contract amount is expected to exceed SUBPART 44.3-CONTRACTORS' PURCHASING
$500,000; and SYSTEMS REVIEWS

(ii) May insert the clause in solicitations and
contracts when a fixed-price contract is contem- 44.301 Objective.
plated and the contract amount is not expected to The objective of a contractor purchasing system
exceed $500,000, if the contracting officer deter- review (CPSR) is to evaluate the efficiency and effec-
mines that its use will be in the Government's tiveness with which the contractor spends Government
interest, funds and complies with Government policy when sub-
(2) The clause shall not be used (i) in solicitations contracting. The review provides the administrative

and contracts for mortuary services, refuse services, contracting officer (ACO) a basis for granting, with-
or shipment and storage of personal property, when holding, or withdrawing approval of the contractor's
an agency prescribed clause on approval of subcon- purchasing system.
tractors' facilities is required, or (ii) in architect-engi-
neer contracts. 44.302 Requirements.

(3) If the contracting officer elects to delete the (a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) below, a

requirement for advance notification of, or consent CPSR shall be conducted for each contractor whose
to, any subcontracts that were evaluated during ne- sales to the Government, using other than sealed bid

gotiations (this election is not authorized for acquisi- procedures, are expected to exceed $10 million during
tion of major systems and subsystems or their com- the next 12 months. Such sales include those epre-
ponents), the contracting officer shall use the clause sented by prime contracts, subcontracts under Govern-
with its Alternate i. See also 44.205. ment prime contracts, and modifications (except when
(b) Cost-reimbursement and letter contracts. The con- the negotiated price is based on established catalog or

tracting officer shall insert the clause at 52.244-2, Sub- market prices of commercial items sold in substantial
contracts (Cost-Reimbursement and Letter Contracts), in quantities to the general public, or is set by law or
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regulation). Generally, a CPSR is not performed for a pertinent operations that affect the contractor's pur-
specific contract. The head of the agency responsible chasing and subcontracting. The plan shall also provide
for contract administration may raise or lower the $10 for reviewing the effectiveness of the contractor's cor-
million review level if such action is considered to be in rective actions taken as a result of previous Govern-
the Government's best interest. ment recommendations. Duplicative reviews of the

(b) A CPSR shall be conducted by the cognizant same areas by CPSR and other surveillance monitors
contract administration agency (see Subpart 42.3) at shall be avoided.
least every 3 years for contractors that continue to 44.305 Granting, withholding, or withdrawing approval.
meet the requirements of paragraph (a) above. This 44.305-1 Responsibilities.
review may be accomplished at one time or on a con- (a) The cognizant ACO is responsible for granting,
tinuing basis. A more frequent review cycle may be withholding, or withdrawing approval of a contractor's
established if warranted (e.g., when resident surveil- purchasing system. The ACO shall-
lance personnel are not assigned), and special reviews (1) Approve a purchasing system only after a
may be conducted when information reveals a deficien- CPSR discloses that the contractor's purchasing poli-
cy t major change in the contractor's purchasing cies and practices are efficient and provide adequate
system. protection of the Government's interests;
44.303 Extent of review. (2) Between CPSR's, determine annually whether

A CPSR requires a complete evaluation of the con- there are any significant deviations from approved
tractor's purchasing system. The considerations listed policies and practices that would indicate a need for
in 44.202.2 for consent evaluations of particular sub- a special review or new CPSR to decide whether or
contracts shall also be used to evaluate the contractor's not to withdraw approval; and
purchasing system, including the contractor's policies, (3) Promptly notify the contractor in writing of
procedures, and performance under that system. Spe- the granting, withholding, or withdrawing of ap-
cial attention shall be given to- proval.

(a) The degree of price competition obtained; (b) If, upon expiration of approval of the contractor's
(b) Pricing policies and techniques, including meth- purchasing system, the ACO has not specifically with-

ods of obtaining accurate, complete, and current cost held, continued, or withdrawn approval, the approval
or pricing data and certification as required; shall continue for another 90 days. Any further exten-

(c) Methods of evaluating subcontractors' responsi- sion requires written approval at least one level higher
bility; than the ACO.

(d) Treatment accorded affiliates and other concerns 44.305.2 Notification.
having close working arrangements with the contrac- (a) The notification granting initial system approval
tor; or continuation of system approval shall include-

(e) Policies and procedures pertaining to labor sur- (1) Identification of the plant or plants where the
plus area concerns and small business concerns, includ- review was conducted;
ing small disadvantaged business concerns; (2) The effective date of approval and period for

(f) Planning, award, and postaward management of which approval is valid;
major subcontract programs;

(g) Compliance with Cost Accounting Standards in (3) A statement that system approval-
awarding subcontracts; (i) Applies to all Federal Government contracts(h) Appropriateness of types of contracts used (see at that plant to the extent that cross-servicing ar-116 .03); andrangm ents exist;
116.103); and

(i) Management control systems, including internal (ii) Waives the contractual requirement for ad-
audit procedures, to administer progress payments to vance notification in fixed-price contracts, but not
subcontractors. for cost-reimbursement contracts;
44.304 Surveillance. (iii) Waives the contractual requirement for con-

(a) In the period between complete CPSR's, the sent to subcontracts in fixed-price contracts and
ACO shall maintain a sufficient level of surveillance to for specified subcontracts in cost-reimbursement
assure that the contractor is effectively managing its contracts but not for those subcontracts, if any,
pur asing program. The ACO shall make a determina- selected for special surveillance and identified in
tion annually to (I) continue approval based on surveil- the contract Schedule;
lance or (2) request a CPSR or special review as a basis (iv) Shall automatically terminate at the end of
for continuing or withdrawing approval, the approval period (or approval period as ex-

(b) Surveillance shall be accomplished in accordance tended);
with a plan developed by the ACO with the assistance (v) Shall automatically terminate wjhen any sig-
of subcontracting, audit, pricing, technical, or other nificant change occurs in the system unless ap-
specialists as necessary. The plan shall cover pertinent proved by the ACO; and
phases of a contractor's purchasing system (preaward, (vi) May be withdrawn at any time at the
postaward, performance, and contract completion) and ACO's discretion.
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(b) In exceptional circumstances, consent to certain (4) Small business subcontracting (see Subpart
I subcontracts or classes of subcontracts may be required 19.7).

even though the contractor's purchasing system has (b) When approval of the contractor's purchasing
been approved. The system approval notification shall system is withheld or withdrawn, the ACO shall within
identify the class or classes of subcontracts requiring 10 days after completing the in-plant review (1) inform
consent. Reasons for selecting the subcontracts include the contractor in writing, (2) specify the deficiencies
the fact that a CPSR or continuing surveillance has that must be corrected to qualify the system for ap-
revealed sufficient weaknesses in a particular area of proval, and (3) request the contractor to furnish within
subcontracting to warrant special attention by the 15 days a plan for accomplishing the necessary actions.
ACO. If the plan is accepted, the ACO shall make a follow-

(c) When recommendations are made for improve- up review as soon as the contractor notifies the ACO
ment of an approved system, the contractor shall be that the deficiencies have been corrected.
requested to reply within 15 days with a position re- 44.306 Disclosure of approval status.
garding the recommendations. Upon request, the ACO may inform a contractor

44.305-3 Withholding or withdrawing approval, that the purchasing system of a proposed subconcon-
(a) The ACO shall withhold or withdraw approval tractor has been approved, but shall caution that the

of a contractor's purchasing system when there are Government will not keep the contractor advised of
major weaknesses or when the contractor is unable to any changes in the approval status. If the proposed
provide sufficient information upon which to make an subcontractor's purchasing system has not been exam-
affirmative determination. The ACO may withdraw ap- ined or approved, the contractor shall be so advised.
proval at any time on the basis of a determination that 44.307 Reports.
there has been a deterioration of the contractor's pur- The ACO shall distribute copies of CPSR reports;
chasing system or to protect the Government's interest, notifications granting, continuing, withholding, or with-
Approval shall be withheld or withdrawn when there drawing system approval; and Government recommen-
is a recurring noncompliance with requirements, in- dations for improvement of an approved system, in-
cluding but not limited to- cluding the contractor's response, to at least-

(1) Cost or pricing data (see 15.804); (a) The cognizant contract audit office;
(2) Implementation of cost accounting standards (b) Activities prescribed by the cognizant agency;

I (see Part 30); and
(3) Advance notification as required by the clauses (c) The contractor (except that furnishing copies of

prescribed in 44.204; or the contractor's response is optional).

H
I
I
I
I
I
I
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52.244-1 .. FEDERAL_ ACQUISITION REGULATION (FAR)

52.244-1 Subcontracts (Fixed-Price Contracts).
As prescribed in 44.204(a), insert the following clause:

SUBCONTRACTS (FIXED-PRICE CONTRACTS)
(JAN 1986)

(a) This clause does not apply to firm-fixed-price
contracts and fixed- price contracts with economic
price adjustment. However, it does apply to subcon-
tracts resulting from unpriced modifications to such
contracts.

(b) "Subcontract," as used in this clause, includes but
is not limited to purchase orders, and changes and
modifications to purchase orders. The Contractor shall
notify the Contracting Officer reasonably in advance of
entering into any subcontract if the Contractor does
not have an approved purchasing system and if the
subcontract-

(I) Is to be a cost-reimbursement, time-and-materi-
als, or labor-hour contract estimated to exceed
$25,000 including any fee;

(2) Is proposed to exceed $100,000; or
(3) Is one of a number of subcontracts with a

single subcontractor, under this contract, for the
same or related supplies or services, that in the ag-
gregate are expected to exceed $100,000.

(c) The advance notification required by paragraph
(b) above shall include-

(I) A description of the supplies or services to be

subcontracted;
(2) Identification of the type of subcontract to be

used;
(3) Identification of the proposed subcontractor

and an explanation of why and how the proposed
subcontractor was selected, including the competi-

tion obtained;
(4) The proposed subcontract price and the Con-

tractor's cost or price analysis;
(5) The subcontractor's current, complete, and ac-

curate cost or pricing data and Certificate of Current

Cost or Pricing Data, if required by other contract
provisions;

(6) The subcontractor's Disclosure Statement or
Certificate relating to Cost Accounting Standards

when such data are required by other provisions of

this contract; and

(7) A negotiation memorandum reflecting-

(i) The principal elements of the subcontract

price negotiations;
(ii) The most significant considerations control-

ling establishment of initial or revised prices;

(iii) The reason cost or pricing data were or
were not required;

(iv) The extent, if any, to which the Contractor
did not rely on the subcontractor's cost or pricing
data in determining the price objective and in ne-
gotiating the final price;

(v) The extent, if any, to which it was recog-
H-31
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PART. 52-SOLICITATION PROVISIONS AND CONTRACT CLAUSES 52.244-2

nized in the negotiation that the subcontractor's their components), add the following paragraph (i) to
cost or pricing data were not accurate, complete, the basic clause:
or current, the action taken by the Contractor and (i) Paragraphs (b) and (c) of this clause do not applyI subcontractor, and the effect of any such defective to the following subcontracts, which were evaluated
data on the total price negotiated: during negotiations: [list subcontractsj

(vi) The reasons for any significant difference (R 23-201.1(bXii) 1977 APR)

between the Contractor's price objective and the 52,244-2 Subcontracts Under Cost-Reimbursement and
price negotiated: and Letter Contracts.

i AAs prescribed in 44.204(b), insert the following clause:(vii) A complete explanation of the incentive fee SUBCONTRACTS (COST-REIMBURSEMENT AND
or profit plan when incentives are used. The expla- LETTER CONTRACTS) (JUL 1985)

nation shall identify each critical performance ele- (a) 'Subcontract," as used in this clause, includes but

ment, management decisions used to quantify each is not limited to purchase orders, and changes and
incentive element, reasons for the incentives, and a moiitn to purchase orders The cha la
summary of all trade-off possibilities considered. mdfctost ucaeodr.TeCnrco hlnotify the Contracting Officer reasonably in advance of

entering into any subcontract if-
(d) The Contractor shall obtain the Contracting Offi- (I) The proposed subcontract is of the cost-reim-

cer's written consent before placing any subcontract bursement, time-and-materials, or labor-hour type;
for which advance notification is required under para- (2) The proposed subcontract is fixed-price and
graph (b) above. However, the Contracting Officer exceeds either $25,000 or 5 percent of the total esti-
may ratify in writing any such subcc 'tract. Ratification mated cost of this contract;
shall constitute the consent of the Contracting Officer. (3) The proposed subcontract has experimental, de-

velopmental, or research work as one of its purposes;
or

(e) Even if the Contractor's purchasing system has (4) This contract is not a facilities contract and the
been approved, the Contractor shall obtain the Con- proposed subcontract provides for the fabrication,
tracting Officer's written consent before placing sub- purchase, rental, installation, or other acquisition ofc,,tracts that have been selected for special surveil- special test equipment valued in excess of $10,000 or
lance and so identified in the Schedule of this contract. of any items of facilities.

(f) Unless the consent or approval specifically pro- (b) (1) In the case of a proposed subcontract that (i)
vides otherwise, neither consent by the Contracting is of the cost-reimbursement, time-and-materials, or

Officer to any subcontract nor approval of the Con- labor-hour type and is estimated to exceed $10,000,
tractor's purchasing system shall constitute a determi- including any fee, (ii) is proposed to exceed $100,000,
nation (1) of the acceptability of any subcontract terms or (iii) is one of a number of subcontracts with a single
or conditions, (2) of the acceptability of any subcon- subcontractor, under this contract, for the same or re-

I tract price or of any amount paid under any subcon- lated supplies or services that, in the aggregate, are
tract, or (3) to relieve the Contractor of any responsi- expected to exceed $100,000, the advance notificationbillty for performing this contract, required by paragraph (a) above shall include the infor-

mation specified in subparagraph (2) below.
(g) No subcontract placed under this contract shall (2) (i) A description of the supplies or services to

provide for payment on a cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost be subcontracted.
basis, and any fee payable under cost-reimbursement (ii) Identification of the type of subcontract to
subcontracts shall not exceed the fee limitations in sub- be used.
section 15.903(d) of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (iii) Identification of the proposed subcontractor

(FAR). and an explanation of why and how the proposed
subcontractor was selected, including the competi-

(h) The Government reserves the right to review the tion obtained.

Contractor's purchasing system as set forth in FAR (iv) The proposed subcontract price and the
Subpart 44.3. Contractor's cost or price analysis.

(End of clause) (v) The subcontractor's current, complete, andaccurate cost or pricing data and Certificate of

Current Cost or Pricing Data, if required by other
Alternate I (APR 1984). If the Contracting Officer contract provisions.

elects to delete the requirement for advance notifica- (vi) The subcontractor's Disclosure Statement or
tion of, or consent to, any subcontracts that were eval- Certificate relating to Cost Accounting Standards
uated during negotiations (this election is not author- when such data are required by other provisions of
ized for acquisition of major systems and subsystems or this contract.
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52.244-2 FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION (FAR)

(vii) A negotiation memorandum reflecting- paragraph 15.903(d) of the Federal Acquisition Regula- I
(A) The principal elements of the subcontract tion (FAR).

price negotiations; (h) The Contractor shall give the Contracting Offi-
(B) The most significant considerations con- cer immediate written notice of any action or suit filed

trolling establishment of initial or revised prices; and prompt notice of any claim made against the Con-
(C) The reason cost or pricing data were or tractor by any subcontractor or vendor that, in the

were not required; opinion of the Contractor, may result in litigation relat-
(D) The extent, if any, to which the Contrac- ed in any way to this contract, with respect to which

tor did not rely on the subcontractor's cost or the Contractor may be entitled to reimbursement from
pricing data in determining the price objective the Government.
and in negotiating the final price; (i) (1) The Contractor shall insert in each price rede-

(E)termination or incentive price revision subcontract
the negotiation that the subcontractor's cost or uer tis onctite sbtce o the cparaa

pricng ata erenot ccuatecom~ete or under this contract the substance of the paragraph
pricing data were not accurate, complete, or "Quarterly limitation on payments statement" of the

current; the action taken by the Contractor and cluat 21,ic ation-Propecte

the subcontractor; and the effect of any such clause at 52.216-5, Price Redetermination-Prospective,

defective data on the total price negotiated; 52.216-6, Price Redetermination- Retroactive, 52.216-

(F) The reasons for any significant difference 16, Incentive Price Revision-Firm Target, or 52.216-

between the Contractor's price ohective and the 17, Incentive Price Revision-Successive Targets, as

price negotiated; and appropriate, modified in accordance with the para-

(G) A complete explanation of the incentive graph entitled "Subcontracts" of that clause.

fee or profit plan when incentives are used. The (2) Additionally, the Contractor shall include in

explanation shall identify each critical perform- each cost-reimbursement subcontract under this con-

ance element, management decisions used to tract a requirement that the subcontractor insert the

quantify each incentive element, reasons for the substance of the appropriate modified subparagraph

incentives, and a summary of all trade-off possi- referred to in subparagraph (1) above in each lower

bilities considered. tier price redetermination or incentive price revision

(c) The Contractor shall obtain the Contracting Offi- subcontract under that subcontract.

cer's written consent before placing any subcontract (j) To facilitate small business participation in sub-
for which advance notification is requred under para- contracting, the Contractor agrees to provide progress
graph (a) above. However, the Contracting Officer payments on subcontracts under this contract that are
may ratify in writing any such subcontract. Ratification fixed-price subcontracts with small business concerns in
shall constitute the consent of the Contracting Officer. conformity with the standards for customary progress

(d) If the Contractor has an approved purchasing payments stated in FAR 32.502-1 and 32.504(0, as in
system and the subcontract is within the scope of such effect on the date of this contract. The Contractor

approval, the Contractor may enter into the subcon- further agrees that the need for such progress payments
tracts described in subparagraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2) will not be considered a handicap or adverse factor in
above without the consent of the Contracting Officer, the award of subcontracts.

unless this contract is for the acquisition of major sys- (k) The Government reserves the right to review the
tems, subsystems, or their components. Contractor's purchasing system as set forth in FAR

(e) Even if the Contractor's purchasing system has Subpart 44.3.

been approved, the Contractor shall obtain the Con- (End of clause)

tracting Officer's written consent before placing sub- Alternate! (APR 1985). If the contracting office is in
contracts that have been selected for special surveil- DoD, the Coast Guard, or NASA, substitute the follow-
lance and identified in the Schedule of this contract. ing subparagraph (a)(2) for subparagraph (a)(2) of the

(f) Unless the consent or approval specifically pro- basic clause:
vides otherwise, neither consent by the Contracting (a)(2) The proposed subcontract is fixed-price and

Officer to any subcontract nor approval of the Con- exceeds the greater of (i) the small purchase limitation
tractor's purchasing system shall constitute a deterimin- in Part 13 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation or (ii) 5
ation (I) of the acceptability of any subcontract terms percent of the total estimated cost of this contract.
or conditions, (2) of the allowability of any cost under
this contract, or (3) to relieve the Contractor of any S2.244-3 Subcontracts Under Time-and-Materials and

responsibility for performing this contract. Labor-Hour Contracts.

(g) No subcontract placed under this contract shall As prescribed in 44.204(c), insert the fotlowing clause:

provide for payment on a cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost SUBCONTRACTS (TIME-AND-MATERIALS

basis, and any fee payable under cost-reimbursement AND LABOR-HOUR CONTRACTS) (APR 1985)
type subcontracts shall not exceed the fee limitations in (a) "Subcontract," as used in this clause, includes but
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PART 52-SOLICITATION PROVISIONS AND CONTRACT CLAUSES 52.245-2

is not limited to purchase orders, and changes and COMPETITION IN SUBCONTRACTING (APR
modifications to purchase orders. The Contractor shall 1984)
obtain the Contracting Officer's written consent before The Contractor shall select subcontractors (including
placing any subcontract for furnishing any of the work suppliers) on a competitive basis to the maximum prac-
called for in this contract, except for purchase of raw tical extent consistent with the objectives and require-
material or commercial stock items. ments of the contract.
(b) No subcontract placed under this contract shall (End of clause) (V 7-702.50)

provide for payment on a cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost (V 7-104.40 1962 APR) (V 7-703.43)
basis, and any fee payable under cost-reimbursement (V 7.02A) (V 7-703.3)
subcontracts shall not exceed the fee limitations in sub- (V 1-7.202-30) (V 7-704.35)
section 16.301-4 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (V 7-303.27) (V 7-1703.5)

(FAR). (V 7-402.29) (V 7-1903.28)

(c) The Government reserves the right to review the (V 7-603.18) (V 7-1909.23)

Contractor's purchasing system as set forth in FAR (V 7-605.37)
Subpart 44.3.

(d) Unless the consent or approval specifically pro-
vides otherwise, neither consent by the Contracting
Officer to any subcontract nor approval of the Con-
tractor*% purchasing system shall constitute a determi-
nation ( I ) of the acceptability of any subcontract terms
or conditions, (2) of the acceptability of any subcon-
tract price or of any amount paid under any subcon-
tract, or (3) to relieve the Contractor of any responsi-
tilitv foi performing this contract.

(End of clause)
(R 7-901.10 1979 MAR)

52.244-4 Subcontractors and Outside Associates and
Consultants.
,As prcribed in 44.204(d), insert the following

clausc in tixcd-price architect-engineer contracts:
S I'( WONTRACTORS AND OUTSIDE

ASSO(IA I*ES AND CONSULTANTS (APR 1984)
Any suhcontractors and outside associates or consult-

ants required by the Contractor in connection with the
service,, ctwecd by the contract will be limited to
individuals or firms that were specifically identified and
agreed lo during negotiations. The Contractor shall
ohtain the Contracting Officer's written consent before
making any substitution for these subcontractors, asso-3 ciates. o c(ttlan.

(End of clause)

(SS 7-607.16 1965 JAN)

52.244-5 Competition in Subcontracting.
As prescribed in 44.204(e), when contracting by ne-

gotiiat, iii.sei, t the following clause in solicitations and

contlracts %%hen the contract amount is expected to
exceed the appropriate small purchase limitation in Part
13, unless -

(a) A firnt-fixed-price contract, awarded on the basis

of adeqcjlie price competition or whose prices are set
by law or regulation, is contemplated; or
(b) A contract of the type and/or purpose identified

ii 44.204(c) and (d) is contemplated.
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PART 14--SUBCOMTRACTING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
SUBPART 44.3--CONTRACTORS' PURCHASING SYSTEIS REVIEWS

44.301 Objective. This subpart sets forth the DoD requirements for
conducting a contractor purchasing system review (CPSR) under the
direction of a purchasing system analyst (PSA). When deemed
necessary, Contractor Purchasing System Review Boards may be
established in accordance with Departmental procedures. If no board
is to be convened, the report shall be forwarded directly to the ACO
by the CPSR team captain. If it is determined that a review board is
necessary, the report of the CPSR team shall be reviewed and evaluated
by the board, which shall make appropriate recommendations to the ACO.

44.302 Requirements.
(b)(1) Initial Review. An initial review is a complete,

intensive, first-time analysis of a contractor's purchasing system.
(2) Subsequent Review. A subsequent review is an analysis of a

contractor's purchasing system, performed to validate the adequacy of
the system.

(i) Plants in which there is a full-time resident PSA shall
receive, after an initial review, continuing surveillance equivalent
to a subsequent review on an annual basis or continuing surveillance
with subsequent reviews at 3-year intervals.

(ii) Plants in which there is no resident PSA shall receive,
after initial review, surveillance through on-site visits (44.304),
and a subsequent review in alternate years. The contracting officer
may call for a subsequent review prior to the regularly scheduled
review if circumstances indicate the need.

(3) Special Reviews. A special review is an investigation of
specific weaknesses identified in any contractor's purchasing system,
using the same techniques followed in performing an initial or
subsequent review. The ACO, or the PSA, with the concurrence of the
ACO, may initiate special review of any contractor's purchasing system
in connection with deficiencies revealed as a result of:

(i) the initial or subsequent review, or continuing indepth
surveillance;

(ii) the review of subcontracts submitted under the notification
and consent to subcontract requirements of contract clauses;

(iii) major changes in the contractor's purchasing policies,
procedures, or key personnel;

(iv) changes in plant workload or type of work; or
(v) information provided by Government personnel.

In conducting special reviews, the same criteria used in initial or
-subsequent reviews shall be applied to the area being examined. The
summary report format will be used as appropriate.

(4) Followup Review. A followup review is an investigation
performed when a contractor's purchasing system approval is withheld
or withdrawn, to determine whether a contractor has implemented the

DOD FAR SUPPLEMENT
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recommendations of the ACO and corrected the deficiencies revealed by
any purchasing system review. The techniques used in making an
initial or subsequent review are employed in the followup review. If
approval of a contractor's purchasing system is withheld or withdrawn,
a followup review shall be made as soon as evidence is received from
the contractor that the factors leading to the action have been
corrected. Whether this followup review consists of a complete
reexamination of the contractor's purchasing system or is confined to
the areas found deficient shall be a matter of judgment and will
depend on the time lapse between the notice to the contractor of
withholding or withdrawal of approval and the followup review. The
summary report format will be used as appropriate.

4.303 Extent of Review. Supr1 pr ' 1 contains additional guidance

for conducting CPSR's on Deft rntractors.

44.304 Surveillance.
(a) Each Military Department and the Defense Logistics Agency

will establish controls to assure maintenance of a viable surveillance
program.

(b) The surveillance plan shall specifically include the
contractor response for corrective action to the recommendations made
by the ACO as a result of an initial or indepth subsequent purchasing
system review and the Government's planned surveillance tests of the
contractor's corrective implementation. The surveillance plan shall
provide procedures for informing the contractor of surveillance
findings and related recommendations; for followup, as necessary, to
effect recommended improvements; and when warranted by the findings,
for rescinding approval of the contractor's purchasing system. The
contractor must make available the necessary procedures and data to
permit adequate surveillance.

(1) The surveillance plan shall encompass pertinent phases of
the contractor's purchasing system (Preaward/Postaward/Performance/
Contract Completion) and pertinent operations which impact the
contractor's purchasing and subcontracting. As considered necessary,
surveillance shall include:

(i) determination and limitation of requirements;
(ii) advance planning (market testing, source development,

performance evaluations, program objectives, make-or-buy);
(iii) solicitation of proposals (development of solicitations,

statement of work, specifications/drawings, facility surveys,
financial analysis, preaward audits, terms and conditions, selection
of contract type, establishing a competitive base, socio-economic
consideration, bidders lists, presolicitation and indoctrination of
potential bidders);

(iv) proposal evaluations (cost, technical, and management
considerations);1

DOD FAR SUPPLDGBI
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(v) source selection (restrictive clauses, flowdown of prime
contract provisions, compliance with Public Law 87-653, "Truth in
Negotiations Act," compliance with Public Law 91-379, "Cost Accounting
Standards," cost/price analysis/assist audits and cost studies,
progress payments to subcontractors, changes in technical content of
statement of work, factfinding and bidders conference);

(vi) provisioning, management influence and overriding
consideration, documentation, compliance with FAR 9.104-4 and other
provisions of this Supplement concerning Subcontractor Responsibility;

(vii) management approvals;
(viii) advance notification and consent requirements;

(ix) early definition (TWX and letter contracts);
(x) change control (timely and effective action);

(xi) engineering;
(xii) schedules;

(xiii) production;
(xiv) material control;
(xv) quality control and quality assurance;
(xvi) management reporting (advance payments, progress payments,

cost performance, funding requirements, discounts, milestone and
progress reports);

(xvii) management support (residencies, secondary administration,
buyer control of commitments, buyer's role, subcontract management,
subcontract modification, expediting, transportation, subcontractor
system surveillance);

(xviii) contract completion (termination partial or complete,
stopwork orders, default actions, excusable delays);

(xix) closeout actions;
(xx) postaward audits; and

(xxi) performance evaluation and reports (thorough review of all
areas, including documentation for future business).

(2) The plan shall give appropriate consideration to the data
furnished by the contractor when providing the required advance
notification of intent to place certain subcontracts.

(3) Surveillance tests that require audit effort should be
accomplished for the ACO by the contract auditor in conjunction with
other audit duties.

(4) Certain subcontractors may require additional surveillance
because of the emphasis in the flowdown of system acquisition policies
in subcontracts, with particular concern for subcontractor cost,
schedule, and technical performance. The contracting officer, the
PSA, the review team, and/or subcontract management personnel may
request assistance of the contract administration office having
cognizance over the subcontractor to provide supplementary information
as a means of verifying the information obtained from the contractor's
records and, if needed, the request will call for a complete report on
the subcontractor's purchasing system.

DOD FAR SJPPLDEM
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S.3os Granting, Withholdin, or Withdrawing Approval. An exit
conference shall be held with the contractor at completion of the in-
plant review. At that time, the contractor should be given the review
team's recommendations signed by the ACO. The contractor shall beI requested to furnish his plan for accomplishing the necessary actions
within 15 days.

44.305-2 Notification.
(c) If at any time other than during a CPSR, recommendations are

made for improvement of an approved system, the contractor shall be
requested to furnish within 15 days of such notification a concurrence
or position with respect to the recommendations.

4.307 Reports. After receipt of the complete report (Parts I and
II), the ACO, within 5 days, shall review and evaluate the report,
prepare a letter to the contractor stating the status of the
purchasing system, and provide copies of the report and the letter to
those described in FAR 44.307 and such others as approved by the ACO.
One copy of the summary report (Part I only) shall be sent to a
contracting office when requested. Also, where there is a resident
PSA assigned to the contractor's plant, the cognizant CAS organization
has the option of preparing only a summary report, which shall be
distributed in accordance with FAR 44.307. A copy of the ACO's letter
to the contractor, setting forth the status of the purchasing system,

i shall be attached to the summary report.

I

I
I

I

I I
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by Calvin Brusman In a significant procedural change
from past policy, the FAR states that
under fixed price prime contracts the

inne of the clauses Included in all Subcontracts Clause need only be in-
W E U government prime contracts but cluded in prime contracts of $500,000
rarely foun meria contractig b or more. However, the clause may be
rarely found in commercial contracting included in fixed price prime contracts
is the Subcontracts Clause. Its require- of lesser amounts if the contracting
ments vary considerably for the dif- officer determines it would be in the
ferent types of prime contracts. government's interest

In essence, the clause requires the goenment's iterst
c a t e a nThe specific items of the DAR/FAR

prime oSubcontracts Clause that constitute
fication and written justification for "advance notification" include the fol-

*procurements to the government's ad- lowing:

ministrative contracting officer (ACO).
Before awarding the order, the ACO 0 A description of the supplies/ser-
must provide written consent. If the vices to be procured.
contractor's purchasing system is gov- * Identification of the proposed sub-
ernment approved, certain require- contractor.
ments of the Subcontracts Clause are 0 An abstract of the bidders' price
waived. The clause also relieves the quotations.
contracting officer from determining 0 The proposed subcontract price and
the acceptability of any subcontract justification/evaluation of same.
terms, conditions, and prices. 0 The proposed subcontractor's cost

The DAR/FAR Subcontracts Con- or pricing data and certification there-
sent Matrix (Table I) lists the DAR/FAR for, when required.
Subcontracts Clause requirements for *Identification of the type of sub-
various prime contracts and for sub- contract proposed.
contracts to be awarded under the c A memorandum of the principal
prime. It does not include subcontracts elements of negotiation between the
under FAR facilities contracts because g
the FAR does not identify subcontracts 0 The basis for vendor selection, in-
consent requirements applicable to cluding sole source or single source
facilities contracts in its "Consent to justification, as applicable.
Subcontracts" provisions. Otherwise,
the DAR and FAR subcontracts con- While not specifically stated in the
sent requirements are basically the Subcontracts Clause, the contractor
same. must screen his inhouse government

property and the Excess Automation
Equipment Bulletins put out by other
federal agencies for available supplies
before procuring the same from a
vendor.

To save time when requesting ACO
consent, try using a standard form
letter (Table Ii) which includes the
required advance notification items.
You could then attach written justifica-
tion, as necessary, to substantiate and
document items of advance notification.

Prime contractors unfamiliar with
the DAR/FAR Subcontracts Clause

_requirements should set up specific
ABOU TE Aprocedures to ensure compliance with
ABOUT THE AUTHOR the clause. Its provisions, including the

justification and substantiation neces-
Calvin Brusman is currently ft. .! Sub- sary for compliance, are the essence of
contracts Manager for the Defense the government's subcontracting policy.
Systems Division of Computer Sciences Adherence to those requirements is
Corp. He has held positions in con- very important since It is likely that the
trarts/subcontracts with GeneralElec- government, in reviewing the contrac-
tric Co., UNIVAC Div. ofSperry Corp., tor's purchasing system, will closely
and the Princeton Plasma Physics check this area. 5)
Lahoratory and is president of the
Greater Philadelphia Chapter of NCMA (continued on page 22)
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BRUSMAN Table I.
Continued from page 21 DAR/FAR Subcontracts Consent Matrix

Requirements for Advance Notification, Written Justification and Prior ACO Consent

AN - Advance Notification Type of Prime Contract
PC - Written Fixed Prati2 Cost Reimburse T&M andPC - Prior Consent" Fixed Price2  

& Letter Type Labor Hour Facilities3

* -Waived when within the scope of the contractor's pur-&Lte ye Lbo orFclte

chasing sysem approval except when selected for

special surveillance. OAR 23-201.1. OAR 23-201.2, OAR 23-201.3, DAR 23-201 2(a)3).
EOC - Equal Opportunity (Pre-Award) Clearance (see DAR7- 7-104.23; FAR 7-2038, 7-402 8; FAR 7-90 110; FAR 7702.33. 7-703.25

104.22/FAR 52.222-28) 44.201-1. 52.244-1 44 201-2. 52244-2 44.201-3. 52.244-3

Type of Subcontract

A. Fixed Price
1. All Fixed Price Subcontracts described below

2. Subs for Experimental, Development, or Re- AN PC

search effort regardless of value

3. Subs Over $25,000 or 5% of the Prime Contract AN PC* AN PC*

4. Subs Over $100,000 AN* WJ* PC* AN WJ PC* AN WJ PC*

5. Families of Subs expected to exceedS100,000 AN* WJ* PC* AN WJ AN WJ

6. Subs Over $1,000,000; also treat same as EOC EOC EGG EOC
above/below

7. Any Item of Industrial Facilities regardless of AN PC
value

8. Special Test Equipment Over $10,000 AN PC

9. Written approval of all work except raw material AN PC
and commercial stock items

B. Cost Reimbursement, Time & Materials, Labor
Hour

1. All above type B Subcontracts and as described AN PC. AN PC
below

2. Subs for Experimental, Development, or Re-
search effort regardless of value AN PC

3. Subs Over $10,000 (including fee) AN WJ PC* AN WJ PC*

4. Subs Over $25,000 (including fee) AN' WJ* PC*

5. Subs Over S 100,000 AN WJ PC* AN WJ PC*

6. Families of Subs expected to exceed $100,000 AN WJ AN WJ

7. Subs Over $1,000,000; also treat same as EOC EOC EOC EOC
above/below

8. Any Item of Industrial Facilities regardless of AN PC
value

9. Special Test Equipment Over $10,000 AN PC
10. Written approval of all work except raw material ANPC

and commercial stock items. AN P-

1. The contracting officer's written authorization to purchase from GSA supply sources constitutes consent.
"' Applicable only to FP Incentive, FP Redeterminable, and to unpriced modifications under Firm FP and FP with economic price

Jijustment.
,: onsent requirements not specified in the FAR "Consent to Subcontracts" provisions.
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Table II.

Advance Notification, Written Justification and Prior ACO Consent

Date (6) DESCRIPTION OF SUPPLIES/SERVICES:

(1) FROM:

O Contractor has screened its/government's property files
for availability of above supplies with negative results.

(7) BASIS FOR SELECTION:

O Technical Capability
13 Fair and Reasonable Price
o Acceptable Delivery Schedule

(2) TO: 0 Low Competitive Bid

o Customer Preferenceo Other

(8) SOLE SOURCE/SINGLE SOURCE JUSTIFICATION:

o Only known source
O Supplies must be compatible with previously furnished

equipment
(3) SUBJECT: I Supplies/services required are most reasonably and

expeditiously obtained from original equipment supplier
O Advance Notification of Procurement 0 Exercise of a vendor option
O Written Justification for Procurement 0 Continuation of vendor support services

o Prior satisfactory services at a fair and reasonable price
and request tor 0 Other.

0 Prior ACO Consent-Preliminary*
C] Prior ACO Consent-Final (9) PRICE JUSTIFICATION:
*Written justification to follow. Oa Catalog/market price of standard commercial item sold in

Contract No. Type _ substantial quantities to the general public
t C 0 Competitive Quotation (See below)

Recluisition No. 0 PO/SC No. Comparison of Similar Items (See below)
[] Negotiated Price
o Certification of Price

(4) VENDOR SELECTED AND ADDRESS: 0 Buyer Discretion
o Other

(10) REASON FOR SUBMISSION TO ACO FOR APPROVAL:

See box marked on attached matrix.

(11) WRITTEN JUSTIFICATION:

O Furnished herewith, as applicable
(5) TYPE PURCHASE ORDER/SUBCONTRACT: 0 To be supplied

0 Not applicable
" Fixed Price 0 T&M/Labor Hour Written justification is required to be supplied in accordance
O Cost Reimbursement with the applicable provision of the Prime Contract.
" Letter Type 0 (See matrix.)

(12) VENDORS SOLICITED: Cty. Unit Total

Name of Company Item Description Term Price Price Delivery

I.

2.

3.

4.

,, Date ACO Preliminary Consent Granted Date
(Typed)

(Title) ACO Final Consent Granted Date
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Subcontracting
Made Easy
by Calvin Brusman

Standards of Conduct and Business Ethics for Buyers

n a recent letter the government Companies might consider using a policy guide similar to this.
advised defense contractors to
increase the surveillance of their ta ndards of Conduct and Business Ethics for Buyers
employees' relations with subcon- I. General Policy

tractors in relation to subcontractor It is the policy of ' (your company namel to consider salespeople and suppliers as
kickbacks. The letter stated that in the important components of the procurement process. Buyers will select vendors that are respon-
future, such monitoring of contractors sible and competent to serve the company's needs. Procurements shall be made with complete
would be done by means of the Contrac- impartiality based on the merits of supplier proposals and applicable related considerations.
tor Purchasing System Review (CPSR)
to determine whether the contractor's 11. Applicability
internal policies include the following This policy shall apply to all procurement personnel and to other employees who may directly
safeguards: or indirectly influence vendor selection.
o Published standards of conduct and
business ethics policy for buyers; Ill. Procurement Policies and Objectives
0 Approval by higher management of The Purchasing Department is responsible for all functions related to the acquisition of
purchases exceeding $25,000 before the supplies and services and for the administration of such purchase orders/subcontracts. In
procurement is finalized; performing these functions, buyers will adhere to the following objectives:

1. Make all purchases in the best interest of the company and the government.*Periodic rotation of buyers' pur- 2. Obtain the quality of supplies/services needed for delivery at the time and place required.
chasing assignments; 3. Buy from responsible sources of supply.
* A management program to inter- 4. Obtain the maximum value for all expenditures.
view suppliers to determine if there 5. Develop a competitive procurement environment compatible with the company's require-
h b'it m e n ts . . "
have been any irregularities or incidents 6. Avoid favoritism. Deal fairly and impartially with all vendors.
of questionable conduct by buyers; 7. Maintain dependable sources of supply.
o A hotline or similar mechanism to 8. Documenteachtransactionas requiredbycompanyandgovernmentacquisitionregulations.
contractor management (outside the 9. Do notsolictpersonal favors. Refuse ail gifts, entertainment, and anythingofmonetaryvalue

from suppliers.
10. Procure a fair share of supplies/services from small, minority, women.owned. and labor-

surplus-area concerns.
11. Be above suspicion of unethical behaviorat all times. Avoid any conflict of interest oreven the

appearance of a conflict of interest in all company-supplier relationships.
12. Report any identical bids and suspected violations of antitrust statutes to the Purchasing

Manager for review and possible referral to the government
(ONI RAC T
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purchasing chain) for use by employees and that contractors must institute Kickbacks

and suppliers in reporting possible stringent internal controls to assure
wrongdoing; and, compliance with the program. The thrust The purpose of the Anti-Kickback
* A policy requiring the reporting of of the letterclosely parallels the Packard Act of 1946(41 U.S.C. 51-54) is to deter
unethical conduct to the government Commission recommendation stating subcontractors from making payments
and subsequent restitution of any re- that contractor internal controls should to contractors to influence the award of
suiting gain. be adopted/improved in the following subcontracts. The act:

The government furtheradvised that areas: 1) development ofa code ofbusi- * Prohibits payments by a subcontrac-
this program will be subject to review ness ethics and conduct addressing tor as an inducement or acknowledge-
during the contractor's next regularly problems and procedures applicable to ment for the award of a subcontract
scheduled CPSR and that a contractor defense procurement; 2) enforcement or order;
policy evidencing implementation of ofeffectiveinternalcontractorcontrols e Prohibits the subcontractor from
the safeguards is to be furnished to the to ensure compliance with the code; 3) charging such payments to the prime
government by a specified date. adoption ofan internal auditingsystem contractor or any higher-tier subcon-

The letterclearlyestablishes that the to monitor compliance with the code; tractor;
government plans to combat wrong- and, 4) oversight of the code by an in- * Creates a conclusive presumption
doing via contractor self-governance dependent committee. thatsuch payments have been included

in the price of the subcontract or order;
i Provides that the government may

IV. Treatment of Salespeople and Suppliers recover such payments from the sub-

Treat salespeople and suppliers courteously, fairly, and equally. In this regard, buyers will contractor; and,
adhere to the following general practices:, Imposes criminal penalties on any
1. Maintain relationships with suppliers in a professional, businesslike, and cordial manner, person who knowingly makes or re-
2. Make every effort to see each salesperson/supplier who comes to solicit company business. ceives such payments.

Receive supplier representatives promptly and courteously. TheAnti-Kickback EnforcementAct
3. Cive each supplier an equal opportunity to quote on the company's needs. Th Anti-Kiback 9 n-orcmenthc
4. Do not ask a supplier to make a second quotation unless each vendor solicited is given an of 1986 (Pub. L 99-634) expanded the

opportunity to rebid. scope of the prior law and, in addition,
5. You may divulge the successful vendor's name upon request. Prices, specifications, delivery, requires contractors to: (1) have in ter-

and otherconfidential data. however, shall not be revealed to competingsuppliersor to others nal procedures to prevent/ detect viola-
who do not have a need to know.

6. Cooperate with suppliers insofar as possible and do not take advantage of obvious supplier tions, (2) report suspected violations to

errors or unnecessarily increase supplier expenses. the government, and (3) cooperate with
any government investigation of pos-
sible wrongdoing.

V. Policy Regarding Gratuities and Kickbacks FAR clause 52.203-7. "Anti-Kickback
Procurement actions under government-funded contracts shall be conducted in a manner Procedures," requires compliance with

above reproach and with complete impartiality. Transactions involving government funds the act by primes and subs at all tiers.
require the highest degree of trust and standards of conduct. In this regard:
1. Buyers shall avoid any action or circumstances - such as a gratuity (a payment or gift to

obtain favorable treatment or influence the award of an order), family relationship, or

financial interest - that might conflict with the proper performance of their duties or Gratuities
compromise the compay's acquisition process.,

2. Company employees shall not solicit or accept, dirlctly or indirectly, any gift, favor, enter- The government may terminate a
tainment, loan, or anything ofMonetary value from anyone who is seeking to obtain business
from the company. prime's contract, initiate debarment or

3. Buyers will, at all times, conduct themselves in a manner that maintains trust and confidence suspension procedures, and assess ex-

in the integrity of the company's procurement process. emplary damages if it is determined
that a contractor offered or gave a

gratuity (entertainment, gift, or pay-
ment) to a government employee to

To assure compliance with the above policies, the following procedures shall he in effect: obtain favorable treatment or to influ-
I. Procurements of $25,000 or more require the approval of the Purchasing Manager or hif ence the award of a contract. Three

designee before award.
2. Buyers' purchasing assignments will be periodically rotated insofar as feasible. conditions must exist to constitute a

3. Management will check with suppliers periodically to determine if there have been any violation under the Gratuities clause
irregularities or questionable conduct by company buyers. (FAR 52.203-3): 1) the contract must

4. An open-door policy, which permits all employees/suppiiersaccess t company management include the Gratuities clause; 2) the
regarding any concern deemed important, may be used by employees and suppliers to bring contractor must have offered or given a
any complaint of unfair treatment request for a gratuity or kickback, conflict of interest, or,

other unethical or dishonest behavior to the company's attention. Or, employees/5uppliers (confintied on paqe 43

may use the company hotline (insert telephone number) to report any suspicion of wrong-
doing. Each call will be promptly investigated. The caller may remain anonymous.

5. Unethical conduct of a serious nature, or repetition of minor infractions, will be reported to
the government. The parties involved shall make restitution ofany gain resulting from such
actions.

CONTRACT
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I
BUSINESS ETHICS * Concurrent supplier price increases A Policy Guide for Contractors
(continued from page 19) or decreases;

* Rotation of low bids; The policy guide on pages 18 and 19gratuity to a government employee; * Sharing or division of business be- may be useful to defense contractors
and, 3) the gratuity was intended to tween vendors; that want to establish an internal code-
obtain favorable treatment or to influ- * Collusive bidding; and, of-ethics purchasing policy that com-ence the award of a contract. * Teaming agreements or joint yen- plies with the government safeguard

Although the Gratuities clause is not tures between major suppliers, recommendations. U
a mandatory flow-down provision from Any evidence of vendor practices that
the prime to a sub, it should be in- suggest antitrust violations should be
cluded in subcontracts/purchase orders reported to the government and may AlOTso n iAUTHoso that the prime will have the right to result in criminal, civil, or administra- Calvin Cusman s an m bero eNCMA s bcreaterPhta-delphia (PA4) Chapter and has been a subcontract spe.
terminate a sub and recover damages if tive action against those involved. cialist for more than 20 years. He is a Fellow ofNCMA
the sub violates this provision.

Contingent Fees

A contingent fee is a commission,
percentage, brokerage, or other pay-
ment that is made conditioned upon
the success of a third person/agency in
securing a government contract for a
contractor. Contingent fees are pro-
hibited by law because such arrange-
ments can lead to the exercise of im-
proper influence. An exception is per-
mitted, however, in the case where a
contingent fee arrangement is custom-
ary in the trade and is made between
contractors and bona fide employees/
agencies that neither exert improper
influence nor claim to be able to obtain
a government contract by means other
than merit.

Prime contractors are required to
provide a warranty against contingent
fees on each solicitation. Violation of
the warranty may lead the government
to cancel the contract or recover the
amount of the contingent fee.

It is not mandatory for prime con-
tractors to flow down the Contingent
Fee clause (FAR 52.203-5) to subcon-
tractors. Again, however, this should be
done so that the prime is protected in
the event of improper influence on its
behalf by a sub.

Noncompetitive Practices

Noncompetitive practices are a vio-
lation of the antitrust laws passed by
Congress to foster competition. Vendor
practices that suggest antitrust viola-
tions include:
* Identical bids;
" Use of an industry price list or uni-
form estimating;
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hy Calvin Brusmon

-' Am I On the 9 a summary of purchasing actions
. Government's Review List? during the past 12 months lnclud~ng

the total dollar value of all purchases
Government contractors and sub- and the number of subcontracts/pur.

contractors having annual negotiated chase orders by dollar category
sales of $10,000,000 or more to the 0 a summary of sales volume for the
government and/or to government past 12 months Indicating total com-
prime contractors are subject to com- mercial sales and government sales
prehensive inspections of their put- broken down by department or agency

.  , chasing system each year The inspec- and type of contract
tions are known as "Contractor Put- 0 a list of major, outstanding procure-
chasing System Reviews" (CPSRs), ments showing subcontractor's name,
pronounced "sipsirs." item being purchased, type of order,

A CPSR provides a means for evalu- and total dollar value
ating the effectiveness of the contrac- • copies of weekly or monthly man-
tor's purchasing system regarding the agement reports, such as purchasing
expenditure of government funds and reports, shortage reports, workload and
for determining the contractor's com- work backlog reports, scrap/salvage

,e ? pliance with government procurement reports, and repetitive reports to com-
regulations The review provides a basis pany management and the govern-
for the government to grant, withhold, ment
orvithdraw approval of the contractor's The government's request for con-

S.purchasing system tractor purchasing/sales information
- - Following the CPSR, the govern- includes a format that contractors may

ment will provide the contractor a de- use for ease in furnishing this data
tailed report of its findings, including

- recommendations for correcting any What Happens at the
deficiencies Entrance Conference?

If a contractor's purchasing system On the first day of the CPSR. the
''7 .- ., , approval is withheld or withdrawn, the review team will hold a brief, informal

... ernment normally performs a fol- meeting with the contractor to explain
.-, lowup review to determine if the con- the objectives of the review, how the

tractor has implemented the corrective review will be conducted, and to ar-
" I .recommendations Continued failure range coordination between the team

to correct deficiencies may result in and the contractor's organization
increased government surveillance of
the contractor's procurements or other
actions b the government to induce
contractor compliance

What Contractor Data
Must I Furnish? , ..

Prior to the CPSR, the government
wil; confim the dates for the review

Si -.--.. , (normally about a two-week penod for
the initial review) and will request de-
tailed information regarding the con-
tractor's purchasing system The fol-

S '""lowing is a partial list of information
requested

2, •0 copies of the contractor's company
S.L: organization chart down to at least the ABOUT THE AUTHOR

department-head level
, copies of the contractor's purchas- Caluin Brusman has been a subcon-
ing organization chart showing the tractsspecialistormorethan20years

number and job classification of per- He is a member and past president of
sonnel the Greater Philadelphia Chapter of
" copies of purchasing policies/pro- NCMA and a NCMA Fellow He is also
cedures active in the Philadelphia Chapter of
* copies of all important purchasing the NationalAssociation of Purchasing
forms Management (NAPM).
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D,jring the conference, the review * The purchase order requisition Is to for an award, when required in ac-

-team will stress these four items 1) the be date stamped when fully approved cordance with the subcontracts clause
ob'ectivity of the team's approach, 2) * The contractor shall provide ad- of the prime contract (Advance Notifi-
tirat the review is based on the contrac- vance notification and obtain ACO cation and ConsentL 10 US Code
tor's total purchasing system and that prior consent for a procurement, when 2306(e))
patlems of operation, rather than iso- applicable, even though the prime con- b) fabls to obtain cost or pricing data
lated deficiencies, will be the focus of tract may state a preferred source. and certification, when required, for
the team's attention, 3) the potential procurements expected to exceed
benefits of the review, and 4) that the 7 /0,4 -0 (Public Law 87.653 as
team Is made up of purchasing spe- amended,"Truth in Negotiations Act")
cialists who are well qualified to make How Wi the Government c) fails to obtain the vendor's dis-
constructive suggestions Conduct the Review of closure statement, certificate of concur-

Following the review team's presen- My Company's Subconr acts / rence of prior filing, certificate that a
tation, the contractor may advise the Purchase Orders? disclosure statement is not required. or
team of his company's history, product certificate of exemption, or falls to in.
line, organization, etc The review team will select a random lude the required flowdown clauses in

sampling of subcontracts/purchase Cost Accounting Standards covered
orders placed within the past 12 months subcontracts in excess of $100,000
for detailed analysis Normally the when such requirements apply (Public

How Will the Government team reviews about 50 subcontracts/ Law91-379, "Cost Accounting Stand-
Evaluate My Company's purchase orders in each of the follow- ards Act")

Policies and Procedures? ing dollar categories a) under $10,000 d) includes improper restnctive clau .
(small dollar), b) $10,000 to $25,000 in subcontracts/purchase ordeis whici.
(low dollar), c) $25,000 to $100,000 limit the government's contractual rigKts

Contractor's procurement policies (intermediate dollar), and d) $100,000 or restrain subcontractors from selirg
and procedures are evaluated on the and above (high dollar) supplies or spare parts directly to, the
basis of their scope, thoroughness, and The orders in category o are analyzed government when the government has
effectiveness This is to ensure that and the results recorded on a spread a vested interest or right to procure
government funds are prudently spent sheet (See DAR Supplement No. 1, such.supplies/spare parts directly from
in accordance with public law, the DAR/ Attachment 2, for a reproduction of the a subcontractor (DAR SI -304 2(b))
FAR, executive orders, and other ap- spread sheet format ) e) fails to correct previously notpd
plicable procurement regulations. The orders in categories b, c, and d minor deficiencies or, whe ma

The government considers certain are analyzed and the results recorded minor deficiencies, taken coile.'v
procurement policies and procedures on spread sheet DLA Form 604 (See equal a major deficiency
so important that their inclusion in the DAR Supplement No. 1, Attachment Isolated instances of major dcf!c_,-

contractor's purchasing manual or 1, for a reproduction of this spread cies are not normally co-_.idC'u9 6
operating practices is necessary for the sheet format) A separate DLA Form basis for withholding a contrac',: s
contractor to obtain approval of his 604 is used for each dollar category so purchasing system approval Prior "
purchasing system These policies and that any patterns of deficiencies within noting any deficiencies in the c.', )(
procedures are listed in Figure I a dollar category are easily discern- tor's formal CPSR Repor thc i-c,, k

The contractor should be sure to in- ible team will discuss problem areas v.ith
edude these statements in his policies the contractor or use other mearis to
and procedures text substantiate its findings
* The engineering department deter- What Are Minor Procurement
mines what supplies/services are re- Deficiencies? What Are Major
quired and may recommend sources, Procurement Deficiencies? What Happens at the
but purchasing decides from whom the Exit Conference?
supplies/services will be bought and A minor deficiency is one that does
has so)e responsibility for the subcon- not significantly affect the expenditure On the last dayof the in-plant reviCew,
tract/purchase order price, of government funds or relate to com- an exit conference is held to present
e Pyramiding profits on work per- pliance with prime contract clause re- the review team's general observat'ons
formed within the company Is not per- quirements to the contractor However, no recom-
mitied. A major deficiency is a failure on the mendations pertaining to the contrac-
* The contractor will take advantage contractor's part to reduce contract tor's purchasing system status is made
of all available vendor discounts costs, analyze vendor cost or pricing at this time.
0 The use of cost-plus-a-percentage- data, encourage competition, improve The review team will give the con-
of-cost type subcontracts is not per- purchasing effectiveness, or comply tractoraletterstatingtheteam'srecorn-
mitred with public law and prime contract mendations and request that the con-
e Purchase orders/subcontracts shall clauses tractor respond within 15 days with a
indicate the government prime con- More specifically, the contractor is a plan for corrective action The contrac-
tract number and priority rating. loser if he tar will be informed that after a response
* Purchase order requisitions shall in- a) fails to provide advance notifica- is received and the CPSR report com-
clude a firm delivery date The vendor's tion and written justification for a pro- pleted, the contracting officer will noti-
quoted delivery should be indkcated in curement to the government and does fy the contractor of his purchasing
lieu of "ASAP." not obtain prior government consent system status.
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Figure I
Procurement Policies and Procedures to be InCluded In
Contractor's Purchasing Manual or Operating Practices

1. ACO Advance Notification, Written Justification, and Prior Consent
2. Buyer Symbols and Dollar Commitment Authority
3. Certification of Vendor Nonsegregated Facilities
4. Clean Air and Water Act and Certification
5. Communications and Relations With Vendors
6. Conflicts of Interest and Improper Business Practices
7. Control of Cost Reimbursement Type Subcontracts
8. Cost Accounting Standard 414, "Cost of Money"
9. Documentation Checklists for Procurement Actions

10. Dollar Approval Authority of Contractor Personnel
11. Equal Opportunity Compliance by Vendors
12. Expediting and Followup of Procurements
13. Intra-Company Transactions
14. Inventory Control
15. Letter Subcontracts
16. Make-or-Buy Evaluation Program
17- Negotiations and Negotiation Memorandums
18 Patent Rights Provisions Applicable to Subcontracts
19. Preaward Surveys
20. Price and Cost Analysis, Including Degree of Competition
21 Prime Contract Flowdown Clauses and Provisions
22 Processing Changes to Purchase Orders/Subcontracts
23 Processing Purchase Order Requisitions. Including Authorized Contractor Signatures
24 Processing Requests for Quotations/Proposals
25. Procurement of Spare Parts
26. Procurements Requiring Government Source Inspection
27. Procurements Requiring Government Property Administration
28. Progress Payments to Vendors
29. Prompt Payment Discounts Policy
30. Public Law 87-653, Including Guidance Concerning Standard Forms SF 1411 and SF 1412
31. Public Law 91-379, Cost Accounting Standards Requirements Applicable to Vendors
32. Purchasing's Role as Sole Authority to Make Commitments to Vendors
33. Receipt/Inspection of Incoming Vendor Supplies
34 Reciprocity
35 Retention of Procurement Records
36. Return of Damaged/Unsatisfactory Materials
37 Safeguarding Classified Information
38. Savings Reports
39. Selection of Subcontract Type
40. Single/Sole Source Procurements and Justification
41. Small Business/Small Disadvantaged Business Subcontracting Plan
42. Small Business, Minority Business and Labor Surplus Areas Subcontracting Program
43. Small Purchases/Blanket Purchasing Agreements
44. Subcontract Administration of Major Procurements
45 Subcontract/Purchase Order Close-Out
46. Subcontractor Special Tooling/Special Test Equipment Costs
47. Source Selection and Responsibility for Subcontract/Purchase Order Price
48 Terminations
49. Unpriced Orders Policy
50. Value Analysis
51 Value Engineering
52. Vendor Cost and Progress Reporting Requirements
53. Vendor Performance Rating
54. Vendor Quality Control/Quality Assurance Requirements
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i CBAPTER I

This chapter involves an explanation of the various types of
modifications that may be encountered in government contract
administration.

I Topics such as scope of work, constructive changes, various
changes clauses, equitable adjustment, and other possible
alternations of a contract will be reviewed.

Two new approaches to the study of these will be offered in
this edition. First, a series of questions highlighting
important areas of study precedes the text materials as a useful
study guide, and second, FAR Part 43, Contract Modifications, is
included to acquaint the reader with the policy provisions
governing this subject matter.

All references to specific clauses or other provisions are
from the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). It should be
noted, however, that the Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR) and
the Federal Procurement Regulation (FPR) continue to be operative
in many contract circumstances.

I IFAR language, it is said, simplified the form without
changing the substances. Comparison of the new FAR provisions s
with the old DAR/FPR provisions is readily available through
widely-used cross-reference indices.

An important caveat, however: At all the contract
administrator should keep in mind the concept of fairness,
reasonableness and equity in the administration of changes.
Neither party to the contract should be punished as a result of
a valid changes, nor should either be unduly benefited or
rewarded for pursuing its obligations in the changed
circumstance.

IThe assignments follows:

IToic PAG ASSIGN

1. Key Issues in Changes and Equitable 1-1.2 Review
Adjustments (Eight Questions)

I 2. Modification of Contracts 1-2 thru 1-38 Read

3. Equitable Adjustments 1-39 thru 1-61 Read

4. FAR Part 43, Contract Modification 1-62 thru 1-64 Review

I
I
I I-1
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SCHOOL OF SYSTEMS AND LOGISTICS

ADVANCED CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION COURSE (PPM 304)

SUBJECT: Contract Modifications

TIME: 7.0 Hrs

OBJECTIVE: Comprehend the purpose and function of contract
modifications in CAS.

SAMPLES OF BEHAVIOR:

a. Apply the concept of "within the general scope of the
contract."

b. Define the concept of constructive change.

c. Describe the elements of the changes clause.

d. Explain the concept of equitable adjustment.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS: Lecture/Discussion
Workshop
Case Analysis

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: ACA Textbook

REQUIRED STUDENT PREPARATION: As defined in Chapter "I" of ACA
textbook.
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l ADVANCED CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

1. Which of the following would be a proper (or improper)
* modification of a contract and why?

a. a change order increasing or reducing the number of items
to be supplied under the contract;

b. A "cardinal" change;
c. a change order substituting basic materials andIprocesses.

2. Why is the phrase "within the scope of the contract" so
important? What does it mean?

3. What are the significant differences between the modern
Changes philosophy (as embodied in the FP Construction Contract
Changes Clause--FAR 52.243-4) and the old Changes attitude (as
reflected in the FP Supply Contract Changes Clause--FAR
52.243.1)?:

4. What is a "constructive" change? How does it happen? What
is its basis? How can you prevent/control it? Where do you find
the "constructive change" embodied in a standard clause?

5. It is said that government contract Changes concepts are one-
sided; i.e.., they invariably operate in favor of the government,
and this should be so in the interests of public policy. Dissect
and discuss in detail.

6. In reference to equitable adjustment, what is an impact cost
and a ripple effect? What is the difference between "direct" and
"consequential" damages? Which are recoverable and why?

7. The proper measure of an equitable adjustment is defined in
the "Bruce Case Rule." In four words, define the rule. What are
the implications of this rule as far as the contracting parties

i are concerned? Discuss.

8. The concept of "Contracting Officer" is basic to the
understanding of authority in government contracting. Who is a
"Contracting Officer'? What impact does your definition have
upon understanding "constructive" changes? Discuss in depth.

I
' I
I
I I-1.2
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MODIFICATIONS

by

Eileen Donnelly
Professor of Contract Law & Management

This chapter discusses the modification of Government contracts.
Even though much time and effort is involved in the formation of
these contracts, a significant number require modification.
Black's Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition, West Publishing Company
(1951) defines modification as:

A change; an alteration which introduces new elements into
the details, or cancels some of them, but leaves the subject-
matter intact.

The ability to modify Government contracts provides the
flexibility that is necessary to assure that individual
procurements will provide that which the Government needs.

The chapter begins with a discussion of how modifications are
used, the authority to modify a Government contract and the types
of modifications. The Changes clauses are included in their
entirety with an analysis of each clause. The chapter ends with
a discussion of a variety of modifications that are not under the
Changes clauses.

1-1. Circumstances Indicating Modification. Many Government
contracts are performed over a long period of time during which
the state-of-the-art may change. New developments, improved
knowledge and technical breakthroughs may have occurred that were
beyond expectation at the time of the contract award.
Modifications may effectively bring this new technology into the
existing contract.

1-2. A modification can provide information that was not
available at the time the contract was written. For example,
spare parts lists or amended shipping instructions.

1-3. On occasion, contracts are drafted with the understanding
that additional contract language will be added at a later date.
This occurs when it is urgent to get requirements on a contract
to protect an early delivery schedule.

1-4. Modifications are frequently necessary when circumstances
arise that impair the performance of a contract. This may be the
fault of the Government, or the contractor, or be beyond the
control of either party. A modification can safeguard the
interests of the Government and at the same time protect the
welfare of the contractor.

1-5. It is apparent from the examples above that there is a wide
variety of circumstances that indicate the need to modify a
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contract. It may assist a contractor, but in the last analysis a
modification must be in the best interests of the Government.

2-1. Authority. Contracting Officers who have the authority to
enter into a contract have the authority to modify a contract.
The Changes Clause also grants authority to the Contracting
Officer. The Administrative Contracting Officer (ACO) has the
authority to make administrative changes by delegation from the
Procurement Contracting Officer (PCO). These modifications
include changing the paying office, if it is incorrect on the
contract, appropriation data or other information that is not
substantive. All other modifications are by action of the PCO.

2-2. Another side of the question of authority arises when
Government personnel interact with contractor personnel. The
Supreme Court stated quite clearly in Federal Crop Insurance
Corp. v. Merrill, 332 U.S. 380 (1947):

Whatever the form in which the Government functions, anyone
entering into an arrangement with the Government takes the
risk of having accurately ascertained that he who purports to
act for the Government stays within the bounds of his
authority .... And this is so even though ... the agent himself
may have been unaware of the limitations upon his authority.

2-3. The contractor who follows instructions from all Government
personnel who appear during the contract performance will
probably find that some of the Government employees had no
authority to initiate changes. The experienced contractor will
request a letter from the awarding agency, if it is not
forthcoming, that identifies the personnel with whom the
contractor will be dealing. This list should include the limits
on the actual authority of each person.

2-4. Some agencies have drafted contract clauses that set out
the authority of the Government's personnel working on the

9contract.
For instance, the GSA in its construction contracts uses an
"Authorities And Limitations" clause (GSA Supp. 552.236-71),I which provides that:

(a) All work shall be performed under the general
direction of the Contracting Officer, who alone shall have the
power to bind the Government and to exercise the rights,
responsibilities, authorities and functions vested in him by the
contract documents, except that he shall have the right to
designate authorized representatives to act for him. Wherever
any provision in this contract specifies an individual (such as,

but not limited to Construction Engineer, Resident Engineer,
Inspector or Custodian) or organization; whether Governmental or
private, to perform any act on behalf of or in the interests of
the Government, that individual or organization shall be deemed
to be the Contracting Officer's authorized representative under
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this contract but only to the extent so specified. The
Contracting Officer may, at any time during the performance of
this contract, vest in any such authorized representatives
additional power and authority to act for him or designate
additional representatives, specifying the extent of their
authority to act for him; a copy of each document vesting
additional authority in an authorized representative shall be
furnished to the Contractor.

(b) The Contractor shall perform the contract in accordance
with any order (including but not limited to instruction,
direction, interpretation or determination) issued by an
authorized representative in accordance with his authority to act
for the Contracting Officer; but the Contractor assumes all the
risk and consequences of performing the contract in accordance
with his authority to act for the Contracting Officer; but the
Contractor assumes all the risk and consequences of performing
the contract in accordance with any order (including but not
limited to instruction, direction, interpretation or
determination) of anyone not authorized to issue such order.

2-5. In addition to setting forth, very plainly , who has
authority and under what circumstances, the last portion of
section (a) requires that a copy of any document vesting
authority in a representative be provided to the contractor. It
is one more effort to keep open the lines of communication.

2-6. The potential for legal and technical problems that may
result from unauthorized Government personnel actions was
addressed by DOD in DFARS 43104(a):

Government representatives shall avoid conduct (written or
oral communications, actions and inactions) that could
constitute an unauthorized unilateral change in the terms and
conditions of a contract. When a contracting officer or
other Government representative, by conduct, causes a
contractor to perform changed work, such conduct may be the
basis for a claim buy the contractor. Government
representatives shall act promptly to resolve such situations
as soon as they are made known to the Government.

2-7. Part 43 of the FAR states the Government policy on

authority to modify contracts and the pricing of modifications.

42.1-2 Policy.

(a) Only contracting officers acting within the scope of
their authority are empowered to execute contract
modifications on behalf of the Government. Other Government
personnel shall not--

(1) Execute contract modifications;
(2) hct in such a manner as to cause the contractor to

believe that they have authority to bind the Government; or
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1 (3) Direct or encourage the contractor to perform work
that should be the subject of a contract modification.

I (b) Contract modifications, including changes that could be
issued unilaterally, shall be priced before their execution
of this can be done without adversely affecting the interest
of the Government. If a significant cost increase could
result from a contract modification and time does not permit
negotiation of a price, at least a maximum price shall be
negotiated unless impractical.

3-1. Nature of Contract Modifications. A modification may be
bilateral or unilateral.

Bilateral modifications are called Supplemental Agreements. The
Government and the contractor mutually agree on a change to the
contract that is within the scope of the contract. This
Supplemental Agreement has the offer, acceptance and
consideration elements of a new contract. The advantage over a
unilateral modification is that an adjustment of money and/or
time for performance will have been reached before the change is
made. The change may add work or delete work or substitute work.

j3-2. The FAR describes contract modifications as follows:

43.103 Types of contract modifications.

I Contract modifications are of the following types:

(a) Bilateral. A bilateral modification (supplemental
agreement) is a contract modification that is signed by the
contractor and the contracting officer. Bilateral
modifications are used to--

I (1) Make negotiated equitable adjustments resulting from
the issuance of a change order;g (2) Definitize letter contracts; and

(3) Reflect other agreements of the parties modifying the
terms of contracts.

(b) Unilateral. A unilateral modification is a contract
modification that is signed only by the contracting officer.
Unilateral modifications are used, for example, to--

1 (1) Make administrative changes;
(2) Issue change orders;
(3) Make changes authorized by clauses other than a

changes clause (e.g., Property clause, Options clause,
Suspension of Work clause, etc.); and

(4) Issue termination notices.

3-3. Unilateral Modifications are changes in the contract that
come about through the action of the Contracting Officer. The5 contractor is not consulted nor does he have to agree with the
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change. At common law one party to a contract cannot
unilaterally change the obligations of both parties. But a
Government contract, by agreement of the parties, contains a
Changes clause pursuant to which the contracting officer may
order modifications not only in the administrative details of
Government contract administration (such as the cognizant
financing office or the name of the contracting officer) but also
in the important substantive matters of design and manufacturing
methods, construction details, and place of delivery and
packaging. The clause permits the Government to range widely in
varying the technical aspects of the work statement, often with
drastic effect on the contractor's production schedules,
materials purchases, engineering effort and utilization of
personnel. Severe financial impact usually accompanies severe
changes. Of course, an equitable adjustment of the contract
price is provided for in the clause.

2-4. Justification for such an usual power is found in the need
of the Government for flexibility in meeting the changing
military needs of our country. In this way, new technology may
be incorporated into the contractor's effort during contract
performance. Amended shipping instructions and packaging
requirements add further flexibility, and permit quick response
to changed or unanticipated circumstances. Without this right,
procurement response to military requirements would be severely
hampered.

3-4. A Unilateral modification may be a change under the Changes
Clause, a constructive change, or a modification under one of a
variety of other clauses that provide for changes. We will
explore these areas individually.

4-1. The Scope of the Contract. Changes must be within the
scope of the contract. There is no clear line demarking changes
within the scope and changes outside the scope of the contract.
Each case must be viewed on the fact situation and a
determination made as to whether the nature and function of the
change will fundamentally alter the nature of the contract.

4-2. The United States Court of Claims stated in Air-A-Plane
Corp. v. United States, 408 F.2d 1030 (Ct. Cl. 1969). The basic
standard.., is whether the modified job" was essentially the same
work as the parties bargained for when the contract was awarded."
The change will be regarded as within the general scope when it
could be fairly and reasonably be considered to be within the
contemplation of the parties at the time the contract was entered
into. Freud v. United States, 260 U.S. 60 (1922).

4-3. A change that is outside the scope is a cardinal change and
is a new procurement requiring new funding. This kind of a
change occurs when the changed work is not the same as that which
the parties bargained for when entering into the contract. The
contractor may elect to perform a cardinal change and then seek
an equitable adjustment under the Changes clause. But, if the
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I contractor is certain the change is outside the scope of the
contract, he may refuse to perform the change.

S4-4. Multiple Changes. A contracting officer who issues many
changes is not necessarily changing beyond the scope of the
contract. Aragona construction Co. v. United States, 165 Ct.
C1.382 (1964) held that multiple changes that altered materialsto be used in the construction of a hospital were within the
scope of the contract because the hospital was not different in

isize or performance after the changes were made.

5-1. Changes Clause. The entire concept of changes rests upon
the advance agreement between the Government and the successful
contractor in the original contract, manifested by a Changes
clause. It is only through contract agreement that the
unilateral action by the contracting officer is authorized. The
particular Changes clause inserted in a contract varies with the
type of contract entered into by the Government and a contractor.
The Changes clause in a fixed-price supply contract will differ
slightly from the Changes clause in a cost-reimbursement supply
contract. However, there is a common thread running through all
changes clauses. The common elements of a Changes clause include
the requirements that (1) a change must be within the scope of
the contract, (2) the order to change must be in writing, and (3)
the ordered changed must be at the order of an authorized
Government officer.

15-2. All of the changes clause require the contractor to submit
a timely claim for an equitable adjustment, some of the clauses
require the contractor to provide the Contracting Officer with
timely notice that it considers certain actions of the Government
to constitute constructive changes. The courts and boards have
created exceptions to the notice requirement and do not strictly
enforce it.

5-3. Types of Contracts and Changes Clauses. An analysis of the
several Changes clauses now in use discloses a wide variety of
legal ramifications. The language in the clauses has evolved
through years of use and has been extensively interpreted by
administrative and judicial tribunals. An analysis of the
clauses relative to changes in various types of Government
contracts will illustrate the current application of the clauses.

1 5-4. Fixed-Price Supply Contract Clause (Required)

52.243-1 Changes-Fixed-Price.

I As prescribed in 43.205(aO(1), insert the following clause in
solicitations and contracts when a fixed-price contract for
supplies is contemplated. The 30-day period may be varied
according to agency procedures.

CHANGES-FIXED-PRICB(APR 1984)

I
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(a) The Contracting Officer may at any time, by written
order, and without notice to the sureties, if any, make
changes within the general scope of this contract in any one
or more of the following:

(1) Drawings, designs, or specifications when the
supplies to be furnished are to be specially manufactured for
the Government is accordance with the drawings, designs, or
specifications.

(2) Method of shipment or packing.
(3) Place of delivery.

(b) If any such change causes an increase or decrease in the
cost of, or the time required for, performance of any part of
the work under this contract, whether or not changed by the
order, the Contracting Officer shall make an equitable
adjustment in the contract price, the delivery schedule, or
both, and shall modify the contract.
(c) The Contractor must submit any "proposal for adjustment"
(hereafter referred to as proposal) under this clause within
30 days from the date of receipt of the written order.
However, if the Contracting Officer decides that the facts
justify it, the Contracting Officer may receive and act upon
a proposal submitted before final payment of the contract.
(d) If the Contractor's proposal includes the cost of
property made obsolete or excess by the change, the
Contracting Officer shall have the right to prescribe the
manner of the disposition of the property.
(e) Failure to agree to any adjustment shall be a dispute
under the Disputes clause. However, nothing in this clause
shall excuse the Contractor from proceeding with the contract
as changed.

(End of clause)
(R 7-103.2 1958 JAN)

(R 1-7.102-1)

This basic fixed-price changes clause has five alternate
provisions, covering services when no supplies are to be
furnished, services when supplies are to be furnished, architect
engineer services, other professional services, transportation
services, and research and development contracts.

5-5. FAR 52.243-1

Alternate I (APR 1984). If the requirement is for services,
other than architect-engineer or other professional services, and
no supplies are to be furnished, substitute the following
paragraph (a) for paragraph (a) of the basic clause.

(a) The Contracting Officer may at any time by written order,
and without notice to the sureties, if any, make changes within
the general scope of this contract in any one or more of the
following:

(1) Description of services to be performed.
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(2) Time of performance (i.e., hours ot the day, days of
the week, etc.).

(3) Place of performance of the services.
(R 7-1902.2 1971 NOV)

Alternate II (APR 1984). If the requirement is for services
(other than architect-engineer services, transportation, or
research and development) and supplies are to be furnished,
substitute the following paragraph (a) for paragraph (a) of the
basic clause:

(a) The Contracting Officer may at any time, by written
order, and without notice to the sureties, if any, make changes
within the general scope of this contract is any one or more of
the following:

(1) Description of services to be performed.
(2) Time of performance (i.e., hours of the day, days of

the week, etc.).
(3) Place of performance of the services.
(4) Drawings, designs, or specifications when the

supplies to be furnished are to be specially manufactured for the
Government in accordance with the drawings, designs, or
specifications.

(5) Method of shipment or packing of supplies.
(6) Place of delivery.

(R 7-1902.2 1971 NOV)
(R 7103.2 1958 JAN)

(R 1-7.102-2)
Alternate III (APR 1984). If the requirement is architect-
engineer or other professional services, substitute the followin,,
paragraph (a) for paragraph (a) of the basic clause and add the
following paragraph (f):

(a) The Contracting Officer may at any time, by written
order, and without notice to the sureties, if any, make changes
within the general scope of this contract in the services to be
performed.

(f) No services for which an additional cost or fee will b2
charged by the Contractor shall be furnished without tie prior
written authorization of the Contracting Officer.

(R 7-607.3 1972 APR)

Alternate IV (APR 1984). If the requirement is for
transportation services, substitute the follow '.g paragraph (a)
for paragraph (a) of the basic clause:

(a) The Contracting Officer may at any time, by written
order, and without notice to the sureties, if any, make changes
within the general scope of this contract in any one or more of
the following:

(1) Specifications.
(2) qork or services.

(3) Place of origin.
(4) Place of delivery.
(5) Tonnage to be shipped.
(6) Amount of Government-furnished property.
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(R 1-7.703-2)
Alternate V (APR 1984). If the requirement is for research and
development and it is desired to include the clause, substitute I
the following subparagraphs (a) (1) and (a)(3) and paragraph (b)
for subparagraphs (a)(1) and (a)(3) and paragraph (b) of the
basic clause:

(1) Drawings, designs, or specifications.
(3) Place of inspection, delivery, or acceptance.

(b) If any such change causes an increase or decrease in the
cost of, or item required for, performing this contract, whether
or not changed by the order, the Contracting Officer shall make
an equitable adjustment in (1) the contract price, the time of
performance, or both; and (2) other affected terms of the
contract, and shall modify the contract accordingly.

(R 7-304.1 1965 JUN)

5-6. Analysis of Provisions of the Clause. This section briefly
covers the areas that are likely to be discussed by contracting
parties when changes are introduced into a contract. There are
seven major points discussed below

5-7. "The Contracting Officer". Changes under the clause are
effected by the Contracting Officer who is defined in the
definitions portion of the contract. The definition as set out
in the supply contract is:

"Contracting Officer" means a
person with the authority to enter
into, administer, and/or terminate
contracts and make related determin-
ations and findings. The term
includes certain authorized represent-
atives of the Contracting Officer
acting within the limits of their
authority as delegated by the Contracting
Officer. (FAR 52.202-1(b)).

5-8. It is important for the contractor to realize that not
every Government official who appears at his plant or on a
construction project is an authorized representative of the
Contracting Officer for the purpose of directing changes. The
contractor should beware of an overzealous engineer or inspector.
When the contractor discovers that a Government representative
with whom he made an agreement, or upon the basis of whose order
he affected a change, was not authorized to do so, the contractor
can contact the Contracting Officer who would have been
authorized to make the change or agreement and who still has such
authority and have him commence action to ratify the unauthorized
act. The ratification relates back to the date of the
transaction ratified. It should be noted that there is no
requirement that the Contracting Officer ratify any order or
agreement effected by an unauthorized Government representative.
It should also be noted that ratification authority may be
controlled by local regulation, and, in fact, be restricted to
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levels of authority above the Contracting Officer. See
discussion of authority at 2-1, supra.

5-9. "By Written Order". In a leading case, Plumley v. United
States, 226 US 545 (1913), the Court held that there was a
failure to reduce an oral change order to writing and that
although substantial extra work was performed the contractor
could not recover, as the extra work was not agreed upon in the
manner set out in the contract. The requirement that change must
be by the written order of the Contracting Officer has been
strictly enforced in numerous other Court of Claims and
administrative tribunal decisions.

5-10. However, the Court of Claims in the case of Armstrong &
Co. v. United States, 98 Ct. Cl. 519 (1943) decided that
performance of work without a written change order gave rise to
an "implied contract to pay" when the Government received the
benefit of the work and the change was performed at the oral
direction of a responsible officer. The Court of Claims has held
also that a change ordered by an unauthorized representative and
later overruled by the responsible officer after the work was
completed should be paid for by the Government under the theory
of an "implied in fact" contract.

5-11. The administrative appeal boards have, under the
circumstances of the case being considered, decided that the
Contracting Officer has in fact issued an oral change order, and
his refusal to put it in writing was an administrative error
which the board was empowered to correct. They have also
advanced the theory that they will regard as done that which
should have been done, thereby giving the effect of a written
order. This is sometimes referred to as the "constructive
changes" doctrine. This doctrine has not been extended to the
contractor who voluntarily performs work beyond that required by
the contract ji-chout any direction by a representative of the
Government.

5-12. "Without Notice to the Sureties". The revision "without
notice to the sureties" is in accordance with the performance
bond under which the surety waives notice of modifications of the
contract. The words are inserted to preserve full obligations of
the surety under the performance bond even though notice of the
change is not provided to the surety.

5-13. "Make Changes if Within the General Scope of this
Contract". The general scope of the contract has been defined by
the Supreme Court as what should be regarded as fairly and
reasonably within the contemplation of the parties when the
contract was entered into. See discussion of scope of the
contract at 4-1, supra.
5-14. In deciding whether a change is within the scope of a
contract, neither the expense of the changed work nor the number
of changes is determinative. However, the addition or deletion
of units, i.e., the increase or decrease of a complete building
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in a construction contract, has been held to be beyond the scope
of the Changes clause. The elimination of a building has been
described as a "cardinal change," and should be treated as a
partial termination of the contract rather than eliminated by
change order. The same rule applies generally when the scope of
the contract is increased by the addition of one or more units.

5-15. The fixed-price supply contract Changes clause limits
changes (1) to drawings, designs, or specifications where the
supplies to be furnished are to be specially manufactured for the
Government in accordance therewith; (2) to the method of shipping
and packing and (3) to the place of delivery.

5-16. These limitations affect changes which might be made to
special items. It is not anticipated the changes to off-the-
shelf items will include a change in drawings, designs, or
specifications.

5-17. "If any such change causes an increase or decrease in the
cost of, or the time required for, the performance of any part of
the work under this contract, whether or not changed by the
order, the Contracting Officer shall make an equitable
adjustment." This clause defines the scope of costs which are to
be considered in the computation of the equitable adjustment for
a change to a supply contract. Note that the clause embodied in
the supply contract includes the words, "whether or not changed
by the <change> order."

5-18. United States v. Rice, 317 US 61. (1942), has been
considered the authority for limiting consideration of costs to
the part of t a contract which has been changed. This would
relieve the Government from responsibility for additional costs
relative to the unchanged portion of the contract. The words
"whether or not changed by the <change> order," negate this
rule.

5-19. The determination of an equitable adjustment has not been
reduced to a science. A full discussion of equitable adjustment
is at 8, infra.

5-20. "The Contractor must submit any 'proposal for adjustment'
under this clause within 30 days from the date of receipt of the
written order." When claims are filed by the contractor after
the 30-day period, they will generally be considered by the
courts and administrative boards when Government rights are not
prejudiced. In certain situations where the Contracting Officer
has considered the contractor's request for additional costs
after the deadline date and then rejected the claim, his
consideration of the claim has given new life to it. The
Contracting Officer has exercised the permissive action granted
to him in the Changes clause. After giving due consideration to
and then refusing the claim, he cannot argue in an appeal to the
administrative appeals board that the contractor's claim was
filed on an untimely basis. His actions have in effect
reinstated the claim.
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5-21. The situation differs when a change order has been
accepted and the adjustment, if any, agreed to by both parties.
If neither party is able to show that agreement was obtained by
fraud, duress, collusion or mutual mistake, the agreement is
binding as to both the contractor and the Government.

5-22. Even the Contracting Officer has the limitation under the
clause that precludes consideration of claims after final
payment. Final payment refers to payment under the entire
contract. There is some support for the theory that final
payment has not been made until claims can no longer be asserted
under the contract. If the claim had not been stopped by a
release or an accord and satisfaction, then the statute of
limitations would finally eliminate the possibility of a claim.
Final payment may occur several years after a contract has been
performed.

5-23. "Failure to agree to any adjustment shall be a dispute
under the Disputes Clause." The contractor's refusal to proceed
under a change order would be a breach of contract if the change
is within the general scope of the contract. A contractor could
validly refuse to proceed if the change ordered was not within
the scope of the contract. It would seem to be a risky procedure
on the part of the contractor to refuse to proceed even though
damages might be enhanced if he could prove a breach of contract.

5-24. Cost Reimbursement Supply Contract Clause (Mandatory)

FAR 52.243-2 Changes-Cost-Reimbursement.

As prescribed in 43.205(b)(1), insert the following clause in
solicitations and contracts when a cost-reimbursement
contract for supplies is contemplated. The 30-day period may
be varied according to agency procedures.

CHANGES-COST-REIMBURSEMENT (APR 1984)

(a) The Contracting Officer may at any time, by written
order, and without notice to the sureties, if any, make
changes within the general scope of this contract in any
one or more of the following:

(1) Drawings, designs, or specification when the supplies
to be furnished are to be specially manufactured for the
Government in accordance with the drawings, designs, or
specifications.

(2) Method of shipment or packing.
(3) Place of delivery.

(b) If any such change causes an increase or decrease in the
estimated cost of, or the time required for, performance of
any part of the work under this contract, whether or not
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changed by the order, or otherwise affects any other terms
and conditions of this contract, the Contracting Officer
shall make an equitable adjustment in the (1) estimated cost,
delivery or completion schedule, or both; (2) amount of any
fixed fee; and (3) other affected terms and shall modify the
contract accordingly.

(c) The Contractor must submit any "proposal for adjustment"
(hereafter referred to as proposal) under this clause within
30 days from the date of receipt of the written order.
However, if the Contracting officer decides that the facts
justify it, the Contracting Officer may receive and act upon
a proposal submitted before final payment of the contract.

(d) Failure to agree to any adjustment shall be a dispute
under the Disputes clause. However, nothing in this clause
shall excuse the Contractor from proceeding with the contract
as changed.

(e) Notwithstanding the terms and conditions of paragraphs
(a) and (b) above, the estimated cost of this contract and,
if this contract is incrementally funded, the funds allotted
for the performance of this contract, shall not be increased
or considered to be increased except by specific written
modification of the contract indicating the new contract
estimated cost and, it this contract is incrementally funded,
the new amount allotted to the contract. Until this
modification is made, the Contractor shall not be obligated
to continue performance or incur costs beyond the point
established in the Limitation of Cost or Limitation of Funds
clause of this contract.

(End of clause)
(R 7-203.2 1967 APR)

(R 1-7.202-2)

5-25. This clause also has five alternates. Alternates I and II
are identical to Alternates I and II for the Fixed Price Supply
Contract Clause supra. Alternates II, IV and V follow.

Alternate III (APR 1984). If the requirement is for
construction, substitute the followiig paragraph (a) for
paragraph (a) of the basic clause:

(a) The Contracting Officer may at any time, by written
order, and without notice to the sureties, if any, make changes
within the general scope of this contract in zhe plans and
specifications or instructions incorporated in the contract.

(R 7-605.2 APR)
Alternate IV (APR 1984). If a facilities contract is
contemplated, substitute the following paragraphs (a) and (e) for
paragraphs (a) and (e) of the basic clause:
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(a) The Contracting Officer may at any time, by written
order, and without notice to the sureties, if any, make
changes within the general scope of this contract in the
facilities or work described in the schedule.

(e) Any related contract with the Contractor may be equitably
adjusted if it provides for adjustment and is affected by a
change ordered under this clause.

(R 7-702.4 1964 SEP)

Alternate V (APR 1984). If the requirement is for research and
development, and it is desired to include the clause, substitute
the following subparagraphs (a)(1) and (a)(3) for subparagraphs(a)(1) and (a)(3) of the basic clause.

(1) Drawings, designs, or specifications
(3) Place of inspection, delivery, or acceptance.

(R 7-404.1 19678 APR)
(R 1-7.404-5)

5-26. Analysis of Provisions in the Cost-Reimbursement Supply
Contract Clause. You will note that the areas subject to change
and the method of effecting changes are the same here as for
fixed-price supply contracts. However, since the cost-
reimbursement contracts are priced and funded on the basis of
estimated costs, with or without a fee, the clause reflects this
in the provisions for equitable adjustment. The clause provides
that if the change causes an increase or decrease in the
"estimated" cost or "otherwise affects any other provision of
this contract," an equitable adjustment shall be made. The
fixed-price contract clause provides for adjustment only to
contract price or delivery schedule, or both. This clause
provides for adjustment to the estimated cost, delivery schedule,
amount of fee and such other provisions of the contract as may be
affected.

5-27. The provision in the fixed-price contract clause for the
Contracting Officer to prescribe the manner of disposition of
property made obsolete or excess as a result of a change is not
considered necessary in a cost-reimbursement contract. The costs
of such property would have already been charged to the contract.

5-28. The addition of paragraph (e) to the clause is necessary
because all cost-reimbursement type supply contracts that are
fully funded are required to use a Limitation of Cost clause and
all that are incrementally funded are required to use a
Limitation of Funds clause. These clauses place restrictions on
the Government's obligation to reimburse the contractor and on
the contractor's obligation to perform beyond the limitation set
forth in the contract schedule. To avoid possible work
stoppages, adjustments in estimated cost or fund allocations
should be made without undue delay after a change is ordered.
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5-29. Research and Development Contracts. The previous R & D
clauses have been incorporated as alternate provisions to the
basic clauses. See, for example, Alternate V to the fixed-price
supply contract changes clause (FAR 52.243-1) and Alternate V to
the cost-reimbursement supply contract (FAR 52.243-2). Both
clauses have been rewritten without major change in substance.

5-30. Analysis of the Clauses. The Changes clauses for Research
and Development contracts are indentified as "additional" clauses
and not necessarily required. They may be inserted in accordance
with Departmental procedures where the nature of the work
justifies and lends itself to such change control. In many cases
the "Description of Work" is not sufficiently definitive to
provide a base upon which a change might be effected.

5-31. The requirement in supply contracts that drawing, design
or specification changes be applicable only to supplies
"specially manufactured for the Government" is not applicable to
R&D contracts where the work involved is on a Government program.
Also, there is seldom any substantial production of supplies on a
Research and Development Changes clauses need not include the
"specially manufactured for the Government" provision. One other
feature of the Research and Development Changes clauses is that
changes are permitted in the place of inspection and acceptance
as well as the place of delivery.

5-32. Time and Materials Contracts Labor - Hours Contracts

FAR 52.243-3 Changes-Time-and-Materials or Labor-Hours.

As prescribed in 43.205(c), insert the following clause in
solicitations and contracts when a time-and-materials or labor-
hour contract is contemplated. The 30-day period may be varied
according to agency procedures.

Changes-Time-and-materials or Labor-Hours (APR 1984)

(a) The Contracting Officer may at any time, by written
order, and without notice to the sureties, if any, make
changes within the general scope of this contract in any one
or more of the following:

(1) Drawings, designs, or specifications.
(2) Method of shipment or packing.
(3) Place of delivery.
(4) Amount of Government-furnished property.

(b) If any change causes an increase ot decrease in any
hourly rate, the ceiling price, or the time required for
performance of any part of the work under this contract,
whether or not changed by the order, or otherwise affects any
other terms and conditions of this contract, the Contracting
Officer shall make an equitable adj.ustment in the (1) ceiling
price, (2) hourly rates, (3) delivery schedule, and (4) other
affected terms, and shall modify the contract accordingly.
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(c) The Contractor must submit any "proposal for adjustment"
(hereafter referred to as proposal) under this clause within
30 days from the date of receipt of the written order.
However, if the Contracting Officer decides that the facts
justify it, the Contracting Officer may receive and act upon
a proposal submitted before final payment of the contract.

(d) Failure to agree to any adjustment shall be a dispute
under the Disputes clause. However, nothing in this clause
shall excuse the Contractor from proceeding with the contract
as changed.s c(End 

of clause)

(R 7-901.2 1964 MAR)

5-33. Analysis of Time and Material or Labor-Hours clause. The
30-day period to submit a proposal may vary according to agency
procedures. However, the contractor should protect his rights by
submitting his proposal as soon as possible.

5-34. Construction Contract Clauses

FAR 52.243-4 Changes - Construction

As prescribed in 43.205(d), insert the following clause in
solicitations and contracts for (a) dismantling, demolition, or
removal of improvements; and (b) construction, when a fixed-price
contract is contemplated and the contract amount is expected to
ex-eed the applicable small purchase limitation in Part 13. The
30-day period may be varied according to agency procedures.

CHANGES (APR 1984)

(a) The Contracting Officer may, at any time, without notice
to the sureties, if any, by written order designated or
indicated to be a change order, make changes in the work
within the general scope of the contract, including changes

(1) In the specifications (including drawings and
designs);

g (2) In the method or manner of performance of the work;

(3) In the Government-furnished facilities, equipment,
materials, services, or site; or

(4) Directing acceleration in the performance of the
work.

(b) Any other written or oral order (which, as used in this
paragraph (b), includes direction, instruction,
interpretation, or determination) from the Contracting
Officer that causes a change shall be treated as a change
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order under this clause; provided, that the Contractor gives
the Contracting Officer written notice stating (1) the date,
circumstances, and source of the order and (2) that the
Contractor regards the order as a change order.

(c) Except as provided in this clause, no order, statement,
or conduct of the Contracting Officer shall be treated as a
change under this clause or entitle the Contractor to an
equitable adjustment.

(d) If any change under this clause causes an increase or
decrease in the Contractor's cost of, or the time required
for, the performance of any part of the work under this
contract, whether or not changed by any such order, the
Contracting Officer shall make an equitable adjustment and
modify the contract in writing. However, except for a
"proposal for adjustment" (hereafter referred to as proposal)
based on defective specifications, no proposal for any change
under paragraph (b) above shall be allowed for any costs
incurred more than 20 days before the Contractor gives
written notice as required. In the case of defective
specifications for which the Government is responsible, the
equitable adjustment shall include any increased cost
reasonably incurred by the Contractor in attempting to comply
with the defective specifications.

(e) The Contractor must submit any proposal under this clause
within 30 days after (1) receipt of a written change order
under paragraph (a) above or (2) the furnishing of a written
notice under paragraph (b) above, by submitting to the
Contracting Officer a written statement describing the
general nature and amount of the proposal, unless this period
is extended by the Government. The statement of proposal for
adjustment may be included in the notice under paragraph (b)
above.

(f) No proposal by the Contractor for an equitable
adjustment shall be allowed if asserted after final payment
under this contract.

(End of clause)
(av 7-602.3 1968 FEB)

(AV 1-7.602-3)

5-35. Analysis of the Changes Clause. Analysis of the
Construction contract clause as used in fixed-price contracts may
best be made on a paragraph by paragraph basis.

5-36. Paragraph (a), like a counterpart provision in the clause
in fixed price supply contracts, establishes the authority of
the Contracting Officer to make changes within the general scope
of the work. The clause makes it clear that the change may
relate to any aspect of the work to be performed under the
contract. The clause sets forth illustrative categories for the
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making of changes which embrace changes not only in the drawings,
designs and specifications, but also changes in the method and
manner of performane, in the provision of sites and services, or
requiring acceleration in performance. These categories are
intended to be descriptive of the kind of change actions which
historically have been accommodated under the Changes clauses.
Deceleration actions not related to a change or unreasonable
delay in the issuance of a change order were intentionally
omitted since they are in the nature of a suspension, delay, or
interruption covered by the Suspension of Work clause, which is a
mandatory clause. Hence, it is not intended that the Changes
clauses cover actions which (1) are clearly denoted as a
suspension order or (2) have as a primary purpose the effecting
of a suspension, delay, or interruption of the work. While the
Contracting Officer is authorized to make changes in any aspect
of the work itself, the clause does not authorize him to alter
any of the collateral aspects of contract performance, such as
are covered by the payment clauses.

5-37. Paragraph (b) of the clause (for which there is no
counterpart provision in the clause in fixed-price supply
contracts) concerns "constructive changes." This paragraph
provides that other written or oral orders (including directions,
instructions, interpretations, or determinations) from the
Contracting Officer which causes a change within the general
scope of the work will be treated as changes under the clause.
However, as a prerequisite to the consideration of a claim based
on a constructive change, the contractor must notify the
Contracting Officer that he considers such order to be one
directing a change in the work to be performed.

5-38. Paragraph (c) of the clause, (for which there is no
counterpart provision in the clause in fixed-price supply
contracts) provides that no order, statement, or conduct of the
Contracting Officer shall be treated as a change, except as
specifically provided for in the clause itself. With respect to
constructive changes, accordingly, only those provided for in
paragraph (b) may be considered under the Changes clause. This
paragraph does not preclude the contractor from seeking such
administrative relief as may be available under another clause
contained in the contract, such as the Suspension of Work or a
Government-furnished property clause. Likewise, it does not
preclude the contractor from seeking judicial relief for breach
of contract.

5-39. Paragraph (d), like a counterpart provision in the clause
in fixed-price supply contracts, establishes the contractor's
right to an equitable adjustment in situations involving the
making of changes. More specifically, the paragraph states that
if any change effected under the clause causes an increase in the
cost of, or in the time required for, the performance of any part
of the work, "whether or not changed by any such order," an
equitable adjustment is to be made.

1
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5-40. A significant revision in the clause is the adoption of
additional text designed to eliminate the application of the
"Rice" doctrine. This has been accomplished primarily by adding
the phrases "any part of the work" and "whether or not changed".
(The "Rice" doctrine is the rule derived from the case United
States v. Rice, 317 US 61 (1942) which limited consideration of
costs to the part of the contract which had been changed.) These
now appear in the Changes clause of the general provisions for
standard supply contracts. An equitable adjustment clearly
encompasses the effect of a change order upon any part of the
work, including delay expense; provided, of course, that such
effect was the necessary and reasonable result of the change.

5-41. Except for defective specifications, the Changes clause
will continue to have no application to any delay prior to the
issuance of a change order. An adjustment for such types of
delay, if appropriate, will be considered under the provisions of
the Suspension of Work clause.

5-42. A further revision in the equitable adjustment provision
in paragraph (d) has been made by reason of the recognition in
the clause of constructive changes under paragraph (b). Under
this revision, a contractor who seeks relief in a constructive
change situation not involving defective specifications cannot
recover for any costs arising more than 20 days prior to his
furnishing notice as prescribed under paragraph (b).
Accordingly, a cost limitation which has heretofore been
prescribed for suspensions arising under the Suspension of Work
clause will also be prescribed for constructive changes arising
under the Changes clause. The 20 day limitation is not waivable,
and costs may not be recovered contrary to this limitation.

5-43. Notwithstanding the inapplicability of the 20 day
incurrence limitation to constructive change orders involving
defective specification, the notice required by paragraph (b)
must be given. Moreover, paragraph (d) also limits the equitable
adjustment to costs reasonably incurred in attempting to comply
with defective specifications. The time of the notice in
relation to when the contractor becomes aware of the defect could
be a factor in determining reasonableness of costs. Of course,
no adjustment is intended to be allowed in connection with
defective specifications unless the Government is responsible.

5-44. Paragraph (e) requires the contractor to submit to the
Contracting Officer a statement setting forth the general nature
and monetary extent of his claim for an equitable adjustment
within 30 days after the receipt of a written change order issued
under paragraph (a) or within 30 days after the furnishing to the
Contracting Officer of a notice pursuant to paragraph (b). The
30-day period may be varied according to agency procedures. The
paragraph also indicates that in a constructive change situation,
arising under paragraph (b), the contractor may include his claim
statement with this nutice.
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5-45. Paragraph (f) states that a claim for an equitable
adjustment under the clause must be asserted prior to finala payment.

5-46. Note that the disputes provision does not appear in the
fixed-price demolition, dismantling or construction contract
changes clause while is retained in other fixed-price contractI changes clauses. The existence of an administrative or judicial
remedy is established by the Disputes Act and implementing
disputes clauses. Accordingly, there is no need to reiterate, inI clauses covering particular aspects of the contractual agreement,
the availability of that remedy. It must be emphasized that
deletion of a separate disputes provision from the Changes clause
(or from the Differing Site Conditions clause or the Suspension
of Work clause) does not alter or diminish in any respect the
applicability of the Disputes clause or the jurisdiction of
administrative boards or courts, which will continue to be
subject to the limitations imposed by the Disputes Act.

6-1. Constructive Changes. A major use of the Changes clause is
to serve as a basis to provide a contractor with additional
compensation for extra work performed on a Government contract.
'vhen work is performed that is not required by the contract and
without a formal change order, it is viewed as being informally
ordered by the Government or caused by Government fault, and it
is a constructive change.

6-2. If the common law were applied, the theories of implied
contract or breach of contract would apply. However, prior to
the Contract Disputes Act of 1978, administrative procedures were
developed to resolve disputes in federal contracts that precluded
the use of common law theories. For that reason, the boards
developed the alternate theory of constructive changes. Appeals
boards can now use common law reasoning when deciding disputes
under the Contract / Disputes Act but the remedy will be an
equitable adjustment under the Changes clause.

6-3. Reasons for this preference include the large body of
precedent relating to the computation of equitable adjustment,
the broad definition of change under the constructive changes
doctrine which provides freedom in program implementation through
the use of the changes clauses, and the contractor is required,
under the constructive changes doctrine, to continue work pending
the resolution of his dispute and comply with the notice
requirements in the Changes clause.

6-4. The Board analyzed constructive chanjes in Industrial
Research Associates, Inc., DCAB WB-5, 68-1 BCA [ 70b9 (1968) at
3 2, 6 85-8 6:

As we see it, the constructive changes
doctrine is made up of two elements -- the
"change" element and the "order" element. To
find the change element we must examine the
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actual performance to see whether it went
beyond the minimum standards demanded by the
terms of the contract. But, this is not the
end of the matter.

The "order" element also is a necessary
ingredient in the constructive change concept.
To be compensable under the changes clause, the
change must be one that the Government ordered
-the contractor to make. The Government's
representative, by his words or his deeds, must
require the contractor to perform work which is
not a necessary part of his contract. This is
something which differs from advice, comments,
suggestions, or opinions which Government
engineering or technical personnel frequently
offer to a contractor's employees.

6-5. This is a narrow analysis since Government fault, prior to
or during contract performance, may provide the "order" element.
Therefore, a better statement would be that a constructive change
requires work beyond the contract requirements in addition to
either an "order" or "fault" by the Government.

6-6. There are four main areas of constructive changes which
represent the main use of the constructive changes doctrine in
GovernmenL contracts. They are:1. disagreements between parties
over the contract requirements; 2 defective specifications and
Government non-disclosure of information; 3. acceleration; and,
4. failure of the Government to cooperate durinq performance.

6-7. I. Disagreement between parties. This first major
category involves work which "could have been" ordered as a
change. It includes Government orders, suggestions,
interpretation of specifications, Government rejection of a
method that is permitted in the contract and "orders" of
authorized representatives of the Contracting Officer. Refer to
discussion of Authority at 2-1, supra. Other areas of
disagreement occur in work outside of the Changes clause. These
areas include the improper exercise of options or withholding of
payments, Governinent ordered change in an accounting system and
unauthorized disclosure of technical data.

6-8. (2) Defective Specifications. This second category of
constructive change comes into play when the Government misleads
the contractor by the information it provides and the contractor,
in attempting to work in conformance with this information,
incurs additional expense. The courts and boards satisfy the
order element by finding the Government at fault by breaching its
implied duty to provide accurate information. There is a
presumption that specifications provided by the Government are
correct and when the contractor follows them the result will be a
product that meets the contract requirements. When the
specifications are defective and the contractor incurred
additional expense thorough his reliance on them, a constructive
change exists.
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6-9. (3) Acceleration. The third category of constructive
changes involves the speeding up of contract work in o.der to
complete performance earlier than the date called for in the
contract. A contractor may accelerate his performance for his
own purpose; these acceleration costs are not recoverable from
the Government. When the Government orders acceleration, it is
compensable. Most of these cases involve a contractor with
excusable delays which would entitle him to an extension of the
contract schedule. If the Government denies the claim for extrag days, it has the same effect as an acceleration of the schedule.

6-10. There are five elements of constructive acceleration.

1. Excusable delay. The existence of a delay that can
and should be excused is primary.

2. The Contracting Officer must have knowledge of the
excusable delay at the time of acceleration.

3. An act or a communication that can be reasonably

interpreted as an order to accelerate is the third element.

4. The contractor must give notice that that the order is
constructive change (this is a requirement under the construction
contract Changes clause).

5. The final element is the incurrence of additional
costs of accelerated effort.

When all of these elements have been met, the acceleration is a
d constructive change and an equitable adjustment will follow.

6-11. (4) Failure to Cooperate. The fourth category of
a constructive changes involves Government action or inaction. The

Government has a duty not to impede, hinder or interfere with the
contractor's performance of the contract. However, the notice
requirement must be met. In Cameo Bronze, Inc., GSBCA 3646, 73-2
BCA 10,135, motion for reconsid. denied, 73-2 BCA 10,365 (1973)
the board said that lack of notice would be fatal to a
constructive change claim based on failure to allow adequate
access to the worksite. An important reason for the notice
requirement in these cases is to preclude the contractor from
finding its own solutions to performance problems and charging
the Government for the increased costs without allowing the
Government to solve the problem or approve the contractor"
solution.

6-12. The notice requirement that has been referred to is stated
in several clauses. The Notification of Changes Clause which
follows is representative of these clauses. Section (b) provides

I detailed list of the information the contractor must provide.

6-13. PAR 52.243-7 Notification of Changes.

1
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As prescribed in 43.106, the contracting officer may insert a
clause substantially the same as the following in solicitations
and contracts. The clause is available for use primarily in
negotiated research and development or supply contracts for the
acquisition of major weapon systems or principal subsystems. If
the contract amount is expected to be less than $1,000,000, the
clause shall not used, unless the contracting officer anticipates
that situations will arise that may result in a contractor
alleging that the Government has effected changes other than
those identified as such in writing and signed by the contracting
officer.

NOTIFICATION OF CHANGES (APR 1984)

(a) Definitions. "Contracting Officer," as used in this
clause, does not include any representative of the
Contracting Officer. "Specifically authorized representative
(SAR)," as used in this clause, means any person the
Contracting Officer has so designed by written notice (a copy
of which shall be provided to the Contractor) which shall
refer to this subparagraph and shall be issued to the
designated representative before the SAR exercises such
authority.

(b) Notice. The primary purpose of this clause is to obtain
prompt reporting of Government conduct that the Contractor
considers to constitute a change to this contract. Except
for changes identified as such in writing and signed by the
Contracting Officer, the Contractor shall notify the
Administrative Contracting Officer in writing promptly,
within .... (to be negotiated) calendar days from the date that
the Contractor identifies any Government conduct (including
actions, inactions, and written or oral communications) that
the Contractor regards as a change to the contract terms and
conditions. On the basis of the most accurate information
available to the Contractor, the notice shall state-

(1) The date, nature, and circumstances of the conduct
regarded as a change;

(2) The name, function, and activity of each Government
individual and Contractor official or employee involved in or
knowledgeable about such conduct;

(3) The identification of any documents and the substance
of any oral communication involved in such conduct;

(4) In the instance of alleged acceleration of scheduled
performance or delivery, the basis upon which it arose;

(5) The particular elements of contract performance for
which the Contractor may seek an equitable adjustment under
this clause, including-
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I (i) What contract line items have been or may be
affected by the alleged change;

5 (ii) What labor or materials or both have been or may
be added, deleted, or wasted by the alleged change;

3 (iii) To the extent practicable, what delay and
disruption in the manner and sequence of performance and
effect on continued performance have been or may be caused by
the alleged change;

(iv) What adjustments to contract price, delivery
schedule, and other provisions affected by the alleged change
are estimated; and

(6) The Contractor's estimate of the time by which the
Government must respond to the Contractor's notice toI minimize cost, delay or disruption of performance.

(c) Continued performance. Following submission of the
notice required by (b) above, the Contractor shall diligently
continue performance of this contract to the maximum extent
possible in accordance with its terms and conditions as
construed by the Contractor, unless the notice reports a
direction of the Contracting Officer or a communication from

a SAR of the Contracting Officer, in either of which events
j the Contractor shall continue performance; provided, however,

that if the Contractor regards the direction or communication
as a change as described in (b) above, notice shall be given
in the manner provided. All directions, communications,
interpretations, orders and similar actions of the SAR shall
be reduced to writing promptly and copies furnished to the
Contractor and to the Contracting Officer. The Contracting
officer shall promptly countermand any action which exceeds
the authority of the SAR.

(d) Government response. The Contracting Officer shall
promptly, within.... (to be negotiated) calendar days after
receipt of notice, respond to the notice in writing. In

responding the Contracting Officer shall either-

(1) Confirm that the conduct of which the Contractor
gave notice constitutes a change and when necessary direct
the mode of further performance,

(2) Countermand any communication regarded as a change;

1 (3) Deny that the conduct of which the Contractor gave
notice constitutes a change and when necessary direct the

* mode of further performance; or

(4) In the event the Contractor's notice information is
inadequate to make a decision under (1), (2), or (3) above,3 advise the Contractor what additional information is
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required, and establish the date by which it should be
furnished and the date thereafter by which the Government
will respond.

(e) Equitable adjustments. (1) If the Contracting Officer
confirms that Government conduct effected a change as alleged
by the Contractor, and the conduct causes an increase or
decrease in the Contractor's cost of, or the time required
for, performance of any part of the work under this contract,
whether changed or not changed by such conduct, an equitable
adjustment shall be made-

(i) In the contract price or delivery schedule or
(ii) In such other provisions of the contract as may

be affected.

(2) The contract sball be modified in writing

accordingly. In the case of drawings, designs or specifications
which are defective and for which the Government is responsible,
the equitable adjustment shall include the cost and time
extension for delay reasonably incurred by the Contractor in
attempting to comply with the defective drawings, designs or
specifications before the Contractor identified, or reasonably
should have identified, such defect. When the cost of property
made obsolete or excess as a result of a change confirmed by the
Contracting Officer under this clause is included in the
equitable adjustment, the Contracting Officer shall have the
right to prescribe the manner of disposition of the property.
The equitable adjustment shall not include increased costs or
time extensions for delay resulting from the Contractor's failure
too provide notice or to continue performance as provided,
respectively, in (b) and (c) above.

NOTE: The phrases "contract price" and "cost" wherever
they appear in the clause, may be appropriately modified to apply
to cost-reimbursement or incentive contracts, or to combinations
thereof.

(End of clause)
(AV 7-104.86)

7-1. Modifications other than under Changes Clauses. Although
most modifications fall under the category of Changes, many are
generated under other contract clauses, including "Differing Site
Conditions," "Government Furnished Property" the Default clause,
partial termination for convenience of the Government and the
settlement of disputes by agreement. Many other types of
modifications occur. Some of these modifications are presented
in the following sections.

7-2. Differing Site Conditions Clause. (Mandatory)
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I
This clause is required in fixed-price construction, demolition,
dismantling and "removal of improvements" contracts exceeding
small purchase limitations and, at the Contracting Officer's

discretion, permissive within such limitations. It reads as
follows.

FAR 52.236-2. Differing Site Conditions

As prescribed in 36.502. insert the
following clause in solicitations
and contracts when a fixed-price
dismantling, demolition, or removal of
improvements contract is contemplated
and the contract amount is expected to
exceed the small purchase limitation.
The contracting officer may insert the
clause in solicitations and contracts
when a fixed-price construction or a
fixed price contract for dismantling,
demolition, or removal of improvements
is contemplated and the contract amount
is expected to be within the small purchase
limitation.

DIFFERING SITE CONDITIONS
(APR 1984)

(a) The Contractor shall promptly, and
before the conditions are disturbed,

give a written notice to the Contracting
Officer of (1) subsurface or latent

physical conditions at the site which
differ materially fron those indicated in

this contract, or (2) unknown physical
conditions at the site, of an unusual
nature, which differ materially from those
ordinarily encountered and generally
recognized as inhering in work of the
character provided for in the contract.

(b) The Contracting Officer shall invest-
igate the site conditions promptly after
receiving the notice. If the conditions
do materially so differ and cause an
increase or decrease in the
Contractor's cost of or the time require]
tso ah eon cndfor performing any part of the work under
this contract, whether or not changed as a
result of the conditions an equitable
,adjustment shall be made under this cliuse
and the contract modified in writing
accordingly.

(c) No request by the Contractor for an
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g
equitable adjustment to the contract under this
clause shall be allowed, unless the
Contractor has given the written notice I
required: provided, that the time
prescribed in (a) above for giving written
notice may be extended by the Contracting
Officer.

(d) No request by the Contractor for an
equitable adjustment to the contract for
differing site conditions shall be allowed
if made after final payment under this contract.

7-3. A clause of this type is necessary in fixed price
construction contracts where the contractor may encounter unknown
or unanticipated physical conditions at the site of the project
which may either delay performance or increase the costs, or
both. One of the purposes of the clause is to eliminate the
tendency of contractors to submit nflated bid prices based on
the worst physical conditions that might be encountered, by
providing simple and quick relief for changed conditions. To
assure close pricing and truly competitive bids, the Government
assumes liability for what is described as naturally different or
unknown physical conditions.

7-4. Other than the change in title, the major difference in
this clause and a previous "Changed Conditions" clause is the
addition of the phrases, "any part of the work" and "whether or
not changed." These phrases were added to conform with similar
provisions of the revised Changes clause for construction
contracts. This clause also provides for downward as well as
upward adjustment in contract price and completion time, a point
often overlooked.

7-5. Changes in Specifications and Drawing. Some changes in
specifications and drawings are not obviously within the scope of
the clause. In the situation where an honest misinterpretation
of the meaning or extent of the specifications occurs, the
insistence by the Government on specifications not contained in
the contract presents a problem. Ordinarily, where the
misinterpretation is by the Government, the requirement that the
contractor proceed on different specifications than those
contained in the contract places the changes within the scope of
the Changes clause and any additional cost to the contract is
compensable. On the other hand, where the contractor
misinterprets the specifications, a different result usually
follows and the change is not compensable under the equitable
adjustment provision of the Changes clause. An exception is
frequently made where the contractor's misinterpretation is
reasonable under the circumstances.

7-6. Frequently the change in the specifications occurs when
material or procedures are substituted. In the majority of
cases, a change in either materials or procedures is a change
falling within the scope of the Changes clauses and is
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compensable where equity requires adjustment. When the
contractor requests a deviation in either material supply or
procedure, an approval by an authorized Government representative
is a change under the Changes clause.

7-7. Changes in Performance. Government orders to change either
the method of packing or shipping items supplied under the
contract are such changes where the contractor sustains increased
costs. The same reasoning would apply where the place of
delivery is changed by Government order and the contractor
suffers additional expense.

7-8. Delays and Suspension of Work. Government contracting, as
with any commercial undertaking, may experience delays and
suspension of work prior to accomplishing a contract objective.
This section discusses how these problems may come about and how
they may be treated once they are recognized.

7-9. The Problem of Delays. A difficult problem in Government
contracts is concerned with those delays in contract performance
resulting from some act or failure to act on the part of the
Government and its relationship to contract modifications. Some
of these delays are the result of the Government's failure to
take timely action, such as delays in furnishing drawings and
specifications, delays in ordering changes, or delays in
furnishing Government property. Other delays may be directed by
the Government in such cases as "Suspension of Work" or "Stop
Work Orders".

7-10. There are many clauses in Government contracts that treat
the problem of delays. Most of them recognize and provide for a
time adjustment or an extension of time for performance of the
contract work as a result of Government caused delays. Not all
of these clauses provide for a monetary adjustment because of
such delays. If there is no remedy for delayed performance or
increased cost of performance under the terms of the contract,
the contractor must look to the courts for relief. In general,
however, the courts have held that the Government is not liable
for increased costs from delays to the contractor's performance
unless there was an element of negligence on the part of the
Government or unless the delays were unreasonable.

7-11. An example of a court ruling on delays can be seen in
Magoba Construction Co. v. United States, 99 Ct. Cl. 662(1943)
where the court held that the Government had delayed the
contractor in the process of ordering a number of changes but
that the delay was reasonable under the terms of the Changes
clause and hence there was no breach of contract. In Chouteau v.
United States, 95 US 61 (1877), the court interpreted the Changes
clause as contemplating some delay in ordering changes on a
project when both parties knew there would be changes during thecourse of performance, and held that the Government was not
liable for the increased cost incurred by the contractor because

of reasonable delay by the Government in ordering changes.
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7-12. The courts have emphasized that the basic question is the
reasonableness of the delay and that the reasonableness must be
determined on the basis of the facts of each contract. The rule
seems to be firmly established now that an unreasonable delay in
issuing changes is a breach of contract by the Government. In
reviewing cases involving delay or failure to furnish material or
Government property the courts have looked primarily to whether
the Government has made a reasonable effort to furnish the
property. In the cases holding for the contractor, there has
been some implication that the Government did not act with proper
diligence. This would lead to the conclusion that compensation
for delays will be allowed only when due to the fault or
negligence of the Government.

7-13. Government Delay of Work Clause. This clause is required
in fixed-price supply contracts for other than commercial or
modified-commercial items. It is optional for fixed-price
service contracts, or for commercial or modified-commercial
supplies. The clause provides for equitable adjustment for
delays and interruptions caused by acts, or failures to act, of
the Contracting Officer not otherwise specifically provided for
in the contract. The clause charges the Contracting Officer with
the affirmative duty to take whatever appropriate action is
necessary to end or otherwise dispose of unordered delays or
interruptions in the work. The clause does not authorize the
Contracting Officer to delay, suspend, or interrupt the work, nor
can it be used as a basis for such actions. The clause is quoted
below:

7-14. FAR 52.212-15

GOVERNMENT DELAY OF WORK
(APR 1984)

(1)(a) If the performance of all or any
part of the work of this contract is
delayed or interrupted (1) by an act of
the Contracting Officer in the administr-
ation of this contract that is not
expressly or impliedly authorized by this
contract, if not specified, an adjustment
(excluding profit) shall be made for any
increase in the cost of performance of
this contract caused by the delay or
interruption and the contract shall be
modified in writing accordingly. Adjust-
ment shall also be made in the delivery or
performance dates and any other contractual
term or condition affected by the delay or
interruption. However, no adjustment shall
be made under this clause for any delay or
interruption to the extent that performance
would have been delayed or interrupted by
any other cause, including the fault or
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B negligence of the Contractor, or for
which an adjustment is provided or excluded
under any other term or condition of this
contract.
(b) A claim under this clause shall not be
allowed (1) for any costs incurred more than
20 days before the Contractor shall have
notified the Contracting Officer in writing
of the act or failure to act involved, and
(2) unless the claim, in an amount stated, is
asserted in writing as soon as practicable
after the termination of the delay or
interruption, but not later than the day
of final payment under the contract.

7-15. Suspension of Work Clause. A clause similar to the
Government Delay in Work clause is mandatory for fixed-price
construction and architect-engineer contracts. A significant
difference, is that the Suspension of Work clause expressly
provides for suspension, delay, or interruption of the work at
the Government's convenience. It also provides for constructive
suspension, delay or interruption by the Contracting Officer's
failure to act where the contract requires such actions. As in
other "delay clauses," the clause establishes machinery for
administrative settlement on a fair and speedy basis where the
contract does not otherwise specifically provide for equitable
adjustment for delays and interruptions. The clause is quoted
below:

FAR 52.212-12.

SUSPENSION OF WORK

g(APR 1984)

(a) The Contracting Officer may order the Contractor, in
writing, to suspend, delay, or interrupt all or any part of
the work of this contract for the period of time that the
Contracting Officer determines appropriate for the
convenience of the Government.

(b) If the performance of all or any part of the work is for
an unreasonable period of time, suspended, delayed, or
interrupted (1) by an act of the Contracting Officer in the
administration of this contract, or (2) by the Contracting
Officer's failure to act within the time specified in this
contract (or within a reasonable time if not specified), an
adjustment shall be made for any increase in the cost of
performance of this contract (exlcuding Profit) necessarily
caused by the unreasonable suspension, delay or interruption,
and the contract modified in writing accordingly. However,
no adjustment shall be made under this clause for any
suspension, delay, or interruption to the extent that

performance would have been so suspended, delayed, or
interrupted by any other cause, including the fault or
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negligence of the Contractor, or for which an equitable
adjustment is provided for or excluded under any other term
or condition of this contract.

(c) A claim under this clause shall not be allowed (1) for
any costs incurred more than 20 days before the Contractor
shall have notified the Contracting Officer in writing of the
act or failure to act involved (but this requirement shall
not apply as to a claim resulting from a suspension order),
and (2) unless the claim, in an amount stated, is asserted in
writing as soon as practicable after the termination of the
suspension, delay, or interruption, but not later than the
date of final payment under the contract.

7-16. The provision for expressly ordering a suspension, delay,
or interruption is intended for use under strict supervision, and
for as limited a period as practicable. Such orders can result
in the Government incurring costs by reason of standby time. If
the Contracting Officer orders the contractor to stop work in a
situation in which no delay amounting to a breach of contract
occurs, the Government has given away one of its rights because
the order is very likely to be construed as an actual suspension
of work order. If, on the other hand, the Government has a
contractual duty to act, failure to act may be construed as a
constructive suspension of work. The Government representative
must therefore be aware of his rights and duties under the
contract and must carefully consider them before taking any
action that will affect the contractor's time for performance.

7-17. The interpretation by the courts that reasonable delays
are to be expected under the contract creates a dilemma for the
Contracting Officer. If he issues an actual order to suspend the
work, the contractor may take the order as an admission that the
entire period subsequent to the order is unreasonable and that he
is entitled to compensation for the full period of the
suspension. E.V. Lane Corp. ASBCA No. 7232 (1962). On the other
hand, if the Contracting Officer recognizes an actual need for
stopping work, he should not allow the contractor to waste
Government funds by continuing to work.

7-18. Concurrent Delays. A feature of the clause that deserves
special mention is that pertaining to concurrent delays. It
states that no adjustment shall be made for suspension, delay or
interruption to the extent that performance would have been
suspended, delayed, or interrupted by any other cause, including
the fault or negligence of the contractor. The determination of
what delays warrant adjustment is a job for both the purchasing
officer and the contract administration officer working together.
Technical personnel along with production and contracting
representative must assist in deciding which delays should be
recognized. Program Evaluation Review Techniques and Critical
Path Charts are use full when a large number of recurring delays
are involved.
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7-19. Delas Not Covered by Contract. Delay claims covered by
contract clauses simply provide an administrative handling of
what would otherwise be a contractor's claim for breach of
contract by the Government. But does the Contracting Officer
have authority to settle, by supplemental agreement, delay claims
where no such clauses are included in the contract? The Court of
Claims in the 1963 case of Cannon Construction Co. v. U.S., 319
F.2d 173, specifically approved a settlement of a breach claim,
citing the implied authority of the Contracting Office to settle
claims arising out of performance and stating:

Significantly, plainiffs have cited us no cases where
this court has invalidated, on the ground of lack of
authority any agreement made by the Contracting Officer
in the settlement of a claim for damages for breach of
contract. On the contrary we have held on numerous
occasions that compromise settlements were valid and
binding on both parties.

7-20. The agreement, the court found, was an accord and
satisfaction of the claim. This decision was followed by the
same court in Brock & Blevins Co., Inc., v. U.S., 170 Ct. Cl.
52;343 F.2d 951 (1965) and has not been overruled. The
Comptroller General, however, as recently as December 22, 1964,
emphatically stated that Contracting Officers do not have
authority to settle breach claims (B-155343), citing Cramp v.
United States, 216 US 494 (1910) among other cases, which so
held, noting also that procurement appropriations are not
available to pay damages. The Comptroller General reserves to
himself (under the claims settling authority of section 71 of the
Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, cited as 31 USC 71) the
decision as to whether the contractor should be paid under these
circumstances. Of course, the contractor could also resort to
the courts in a suit for breach of contract. Although, as noted
above, the former Court of Claims has upheld supplemental
agreements disposing of these claims, the circumspect Contracting
Officer will be considerably deterred by the Comptroller
General's steadfast refusal to follow these court decisions.

7-21. Another approach would be to retreat to the contract
document itself and insert language (with the contractor's
approval) calling for administrative disposition of such claims

generally, or perhaps insert belatedly a "Government Delay of
Work" or "Suspension of Work" clause.

7-22. The Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA) has
also recognized a letter from the Contracting Officer ordering
work stoppage and calling for an equitable adjustment as
providing an administrative alternative to suit where no clause
was present. Blount Brothers Construction Co., ASBCA NO.
5267,60-2 BCA 2664.

7-23. Stop Work Orders. Since fixed-price supply and research
and development contracts no longer require a Suspension of Work
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clause, an "additional clause" may be used where a work stoppage
is desirable for reasons such as realignment of programs or
advancements in the state of the art. The use of Stop Work
Orders is carefully circumscribed, however. For instance, such
an order may be used pending a decision to terminate for
convenience but it cannot used pending a decision to terminate
for default. Nor can a Stop Work Order be used in lieu of a
termination notice after decision to terminate has been made.
Since Stop Work Orders may result in standby costs, prior
approval of their insurance and cancellation is required at a
level above the Contracting Officer. The clause is quoted below:

7-24 FAR 52.21213

STOP WORK ORDER
(APR 1984)

(a) The Contracting Officer may, at any time, by written
order to the Contractor, require the Contractor to stop all,
or any part, of the work called for by this contract for a
period of 90 days after the order is delivered to the
Contractor, and for any further period to which the parties
may agree. The order shall be specifically identified as a
stop-work order issued under this clause. Upon receipt of
the order, the Contractor shall immediately comply with its
terms and take all reasonable steps to minimize the
incurrence of costs allocable to the work covered by the
order during the period of work stoppage. Within a period of
90 days after a stop-work is delivered to the Contractor, or
within any extension of that period to which the parties
shall have agree, the Contracting Officer shall either -

(1) Cancel the stop-work order: or

(2) Terminate the work covered by the order as provided
in the Default, or the Termination for Convenience of the
Government, clause of this contract.

(b) If a stop-work order issued under this clause is canceled
or the period of the order or any extension thereof expires,
the Contractor shall resume work. The Contracting Officer
shall make an equitable adjustment in the delivery schedule
or contract price, or both, and the contract shall be
modified, in writing, accordingly, if

(1) The stop-work order results in an increase in the
time required for, or in the Contractor's cost property
allocable to the performance of any part of this contract;
and

(2) The Contractor asserts a claim for the adjustment
within 30 days after the end of the period of work stoppage:
provided, that, if the Contracting Officer decides the facts
justify tho action, the Contracting Officer may receive and
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4act upon the claim asserted at any time before final payment
under this contract.

(c) If a stop-work order is not canceled and the work
covered by the order is terminated for the convenience of the
Government the Contracting Officer shall allow reasonable
costs resulting from the stop-work order in arriving at the
termination settlement.

This clause also has an alternate provision, to be used in
Cost-Reimbursement Contracts.

7-25. Acceleration. Acceleration involves contractual speedups.
They may occur in a number of ways, but the most common are (1)
by the Government representative requiring delivery in advance of
that specified in the contract, or (2) by the Government
representative adding something in the way of additional
performance, but failing to extend the delivery date in
proportion to the additional work to be performed. Orders to
speed up performance or perform by an earlier date than that
required by the contract are unique in that they affect the time
of performance rather than the work, and, therefore, are not
normal changes to a contract. Also acceleration orders can be
classified as being either actual orders or constructive orders.

7-26. Actual Acceleration Orders. If the clause specifically
provides for changes in the time of completion or delivery, the
parties have created the right in the Contracting Officer to
order an acceleration. Such cases, as might be expected, are
comparatively rare.

7-27. Specifications are always subject to change under the
Changes clause. If the specifications contain the completion or
delivery schedule, an acceleration order may be allowed as a
change under the Changes clause. This has occurred principally
in construction contracts. Even where the schedule is not in the
specification and the Changes clause does not cover changes in
the schedule, the Board of Contract Appeals has allowed
acceleration under the Changes clause. In Ensign-Bickford Co.,
ASBCA NO. 6214, the Board accepted the fact that a direct4 acceleration order falls within the Changes clause even though
the clause contains no such specific provisions. It should be
noted however, in this case both parties agreed to the order and
the dispute was over the amount of the equitable adjustment.

7-28. The obvious answer, in the event an acceleration is
required and no provision is present in the Changes clause, is to
negotiate a bilateral agreement, adjusting the schedule. This
permits the contractor to refuse to accelerate or to treat the
order as a breach of contract. In either case, by unilateral
order or bilateral agreement, the contractor is entitled to an
equitable adjustment if the acceleration causes an increase in
his costs.

I
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7-29. Variations in Quantity. Variations in quantity of items,
either a shortage or an overage, may be due to such factors as
mass production and machine-packaging of modern manufacture.
Thus, in some cases, variations in quantity may be a normal
incident of production. The FAR covers several possible
variations in quantity.

7-30. The Contracting Officer shall insert the following clause
in solicitations and contracts where a fixed-price supply
contract or a services contract involving the furnishing of
supplies is contemplated (52.212-9):

VARIATION IN QUANTITY
(APR 1984)

(a) A variation in the quantity of any item called for by
this contract will not be accepted unless the variation has
been caused by conditions of loading, shipping, or packaging
or allowances in manufacturing processes, and then only to
the extent, if any, specified in paragraph (b) below.

(b) The permissible variation shall be limited to:

( ) Percent increase (Contracting Officer insert
percentage)

( ) Percent decrease (Contracting Officer insert

percentage)

This increase or decrease shall apply to ( )*

* Contracting Officer shall insert in the blank the
designation(s) to which the percentages apply, such as (1)
the total contract quantity, (2) item 1 only, (3) each
quantity specified in the delivery schedule, (4) the total
item quantity for each destination, or (5) the total quantity
of each item without regard to destination.

7-31. Quantities in excess of contract requirements, including
any permissible variation in quantity, will be treated as being
delivered for the convenience of the Contractor. The Government
may retain such excess quantities up to $100 in value without
payment therefor and the Contractor waives all title or interest
therein. Quantities in excess of $100 may be returned at the
Contractor's expense or retained and paid for at the contract
price. FAR 52.212-10, Delivery of Excess Quantities of $100 or
Less (APR 1984) covers these circumstances.

7-32. Variations of Quantity-Construction Contracts. Where a
fixed-price construction contract authorizing a variation in the
estimated quantity of unit-priced items is contemplated, the
clause
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FAR 52.212-11 is mandated:

VARIATION OF QUANTITY
(APR 1984)

If the quantity of a unit-priced item in this contract is an
estimated quantity and the actual quantity of the unit-price d
item varies more than 15 percent above or below the estimated
quantity, an equitable adjustment in the contract price shall be
made upon demand of either party. The equitable adjustment shall
be based upon any increase or decrease in costs due solely to the
variation above 115 percent or below 85 percent of the estimated
quantity. If the quantity variation is such as to cause an
increase in there time necessary for completion, the Contractor
may request, in writing an extension of time to be received by
the Contracting Officer within 10 days from the beginning of the
delay or within such further period as may be granted by the
Contracting Officer before the date of final settlement of the
contract. Upon the receipt of a written request for an extension
the Contracting Officer shall ascertain the facts and make an
adjustment for

7-33. Engineering Change Proposals. In addition to the
unilateral changes the Government makes under the clause, the
Contracting Officer may request the contractor to submit an
Engineering Change Proposal (ECP). It is important that the ECP
sets forth a "not to exceed" price and delivery adjustment or a
"not less than" price and delivery adjustment. If the Government
orders the ECP, the equitable increase shall not exceed the "not
to exceed" amount' the equitable decrease shall not not be less
than the "not less than" amount.

7-34. The Engineering Change Proposals clause requires the
contractor to prepare the ECP. However, the clause is silent on
whether the work falls under the Changes clause for the purpose
of equitable adjustment. The Army Procurement Procedure 26-205
requires compensation when the Contracting Officer orders the
preparation of an ECP, and the work is usually treated as a
change.

7-35. The contractor can initiate his own ECP without a request
from the Government. The Contracting Officer must carefully
evaluate each ECP calling in whatever technical experts are
necessary to ascertain whether the change would benefit the
Government or only benefit the contractor. The contractor can
also request the Government issue a change order by submitting a
Value Engineering Change Proposal.

7-36. Value Engineering Changes. Another form of contract
modification achieved by either a change order or a supplemental
agreement is the Value Engineering change. This is a procurement
technique that was developed to encourage the submissio of cost
reducing change proposals by promising the contractor a share of
the savings.
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7-37. The Department of Defense first adopted Value Engineering
regulations in the early 1960s. After a number of revisions,
uniform regulations and clauses were adopted in 1977 by DOD and
GSA for use by all federal agencies. The clauses have been
further revised in the FAR. Because of this frequent revision,
case holdings concerning early clauses may not be relevant to the
clauses currently in use. Therefore, it is essential to identify
the precise language the court is interpreting.

7-38. Value Engineering Clauses. There are two types of Value
Engineering clauses, one e is an incentive clause that encourages
contractors to voluntarily develop, prepare, and submit Value
Engineering Change Proposals (VECPs). If the VECP is accepted by
the Government the Contractor will receive a relatively large
shares of the sayings and will recover development and
implementation costs. This clause will be found most often in a
contract where the contractor is working to detailed
specifications and is likely to identify cost saving measures.

7-39. The other type of Value Engineering clause requires the
contractor to have a specific value engineering program. The
contractor's share of the savings is smaller because his value
engineering activities are priced into the contract. This clause
is found primarily in contracts for the development of new items
or where the contract specifications are broad and the Government
anticipates that considerable cost savings will be possible
during performance of the contract.

7-40. Value Engineering clauses must be included in supply and
service contracts for $100,000 or more and construction contracts
for $100,000 or more.

7-41. Interpretation of the clauses. The courts and boards have
frequently indicated that provisions of the Value Engineering
Incentive clause be liberally interpreted in favor of the
contractor. Dravo Cor2.L v. United States, 202 Ct. Cl. 500, 480
F.2d 1331 (1973).

7-42. The Contracting Officer plays a major role in value
engineering. His decision to accept or reject, in whole or in
part, any VEPC and his decision as to which share rates apply are
final and not subject to the Disputes clause or to litigation
under the Contract Disputes Act. FAR 52.248-1 (j)

7-43. Unsolicited Value Engineering Proposals. There is no
provision, under current regulations, for accepting unsolicited
value engineering proposals without a contract containing a Value
Engineering Clause. The Court of Claims held that when a value
engineering proposal is submitted without a contract clause,
there is no statutory authority to purchase "suggestions'.
Grismac Cor2. v. United States, 214 Ct. Cl. 29, 556 F. 2d 494
(1977).
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EQUITABLE ADJUSTMENT

This chapter will discuss the factors involved in measuring
equitable adjustments. Throughout the chapter on Modifications
we have referred to equitable adjustment; it is an adjustment to
an existing contract, changing price and/or delivery schedule.
There may also be adjustments to other provisions of the contract
if they are affected by the changes. Adjustments other than
price are frequently negotiated without much difficulty.
However, adjustments to price are often troublesome. This is an
area that has been considered by boards and courts over the
years. Our discussion will deal primarily with the pricing
aspects of equitable adjustments.

We begin with an overview of contractor and Government actions
from modification through settlement. The body of the chapter is
identical to the Government Contract Law text and includes the
history of equitable adjustments, a detailed discussion of five
methods of pricing a modification, types of costs, and profit.

Overview after reading the chapter on modifications, it is clear
that if the contract requirements or specifications are not
providing or working toward the item or service the Government
wants to procure, a modification is necessary. The contractor
will then claim any extra costs from the Government and seek an
equitable adjustment. The contractor must file a claim with
supporting documentation which will be evaluated by the
Government. This is a right of the contractor; it is not
adversarial in nature.

The contractor should notify the Government of a claim as soon as
possible. This frequently shortens the time period before
resolution and settlement as both parties' personnel are
available with fresh memories of the change. This kind of quick
action is possible only when the contractor has been scrupulous
in tracking the project and in record-keeping. If the
information necessary to substantiate the claim is readily
available and does not have to be researched or generated, the
contractor can proceed quickly. The contractor bears complete
responsibility for the content of his claim.

The contractor will provide a statement of the original work, a
description of the change, a specific description of what the
change entailed (preparation requirements, man hours, or extra
labor, extra materials and unexpected costs that are directly
related). A detailed schedule of costs which translates all of
the above into dollars is presented as a separate statement. In
addition, the claim should present the contractor's theory under
which he believes he can recover.
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The Government will be looking for a clear statement of the claim
with supporting documentation. By its title, equitable
adjustment seeks to do equity and carry out the policy of
procuring at a fair price. When a contractor provides good
documentation and a reasonable theory for recovery a rapid
settlement is quite likely. If settlement can not be reached,
the contractor has a remedy under the Disputes Clause. Both
parties will usually prefer to settle, even if it means a
compromise (within an acceptable scale), rather than litigate for
breach of contract. Litigation is a long and expensive route and
if the Government loses it is liable for the contractors' claims
that are upheld plus the interest that has accrued. Settlement
is possible until the board or court hands down its decision.

1. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

1-1. Equitable adjustment is derivative of two early doctrines
which acted as the basis of contract compensation. These early
doctrines are explained in the following paragraphs.

1-2. Common Law Background. Under the common law, one was
compensated for goods sold and delivered or services rendered
under the equitable doctrines of "quantum meruit" or "quantum
valebat".

1-3. Quantum Meruit. Literally translated, quantum meruit means
"as much as he has deserved." The doctrine applied to situations
where a person was employed to do work for another without an

agreement as to compensation. In such case the law would imply a
promise from the employer to the workman that he would pay him
"as much as he may merit." Under the common law pleading of
assumpsit (simple contract), the workman would aver a promise to
pay what he reasonably deserved and then aver that his effort was
worth a certain sum of money.

1-4. Quantum Valebat. Quantum valebat, pertained to goods. The
term means "as much as it was worth." When goods were sold
without specifying a price, the law implied a promise by the
buyer to pay the seller "as much as they were worth." The
declaration (pleading) would then aver that the buyer promised to
pay as much as the goods were worth, and that the goods were
worth a certain sum which the buyer refused to pay.

1-5. These doctrines have been incorporated into the substantive
law, and recovery on the theory of implied contract may still be
made under either doctrine in present jurisdictions. Early
Government contracts did not contain "Changes" clauses. When
changes were ordered by an authorized agent of the Government,acting within the scope of his authority, compensation was due
the contractor under the common law.

1-6. The earliest "Changes" clause calling for what is now known
as an "equitable adjustment" appeared in a contract for the
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construction of an iron-clad vessel in 1863. A clause in the
contract provided that "alterations" might be made while the
vessel was under construction. In straightforward language the
clause stipulated that if the alterations "caused extra expense,
that should be paid for, if they effected a reduction in cost,
that should be subtracted from the contract price." The changes
were inevitable and the Court of Claims had occasion to consider
the claims under that contract.

1-7. Various "Changes" clauses used by the Departments of the
Government were standardized by the Treasury Department, and
since 1921 have been published in standard forms of contracts for
use by the Executive Branch. The standard clauses require an
"equitable adjustment" in the event of changes made within the
scope of a contract.

1-8. Equitable adjustment is a two-way street. Depending on the
circumstances, either the contractor or the Government may be
entitled to an adjustment in price, period of performance, or
both. It should be noted that both parties may be entitled to
some adjustment, depending on the nature of the change. In such
case, the party suffering the final detriment, by the
preponderance of proof, will be due an adjustment from the party
finally benefiting. Or, as it often happens, the interchange of
the benefit and detriment of a change may result in a "wash-out",
wherein there is neither a gain nor a loss in the respective
positions of the parties.

1-9. Entitlement is a prerequisite of equitable adjustment.
Before the issue of quantum can arise, the conditions precedent
to an equitable adjustment must exist. For example, is the
change within the scope of the Changes (or other applicable)
clause? Was the change made in fact? Were the procedural
formalities of the clause observed? Is recovery precluded by
"laches" or "estoppel"?

1-10. The concept of equitable adjustment closely approximates
the legal doctrine of damages. In the case of Hadley v.
Baxendale, (9 Exchequer 341 (1854)), it was held that damages for
breach of contract "such as may fairly and reasonably beI considered arising naturally, i.e., according to the usual course
of things, from such breach of contract itself, or such as may
reasonably be supposed to have been in the contemplation of both
parties at the time they made the contract, as the probable
breach of it." The law refers to such damages as "direct".
Those not arising naturally, or not having been "in the
comtemplation of both parties", are generally referred to asI "consequential" damages. Direct damages are recoverable;
consequential damages, as a rule, are not recoverable. The
principle of the rule of Hadley v. Baxendale has been applied to
equitable adjustments in distinguishing the costs arising
therefrom, as we shall see later in this chapter.
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1-11. Finally, be aware that there is no ultimate correct
technique for pricing-out a change. In the absence of
determinative guidelines, the pricing of changes has been a
recurrent problem. As a result of various Board of Contract
Appeals and court decisions, certain rules have emerged which
indicate that, in those particular circumstances, a given method
is preferable to another. However, there appears to be no
general agreement as to the basic method or approach that is to
be used in pricing changes. Two schools of thought exist in this
respect: the Reasonable Value or "objective" approach versus the
Specific Cost or "subjective" approach. Curr'ntly, the
prevailing method appears to be a combination of the two.

2. MEASUREMENT

2-1. The incorporation of the word "equitable" in the various
Changes clauses purports the connotation of equity to both the
Government and the contractor. But what is "equitable" is
generally a question of fact, which boils down to being a
question of judgment. Judgments are normally substantiated by
reference to accepted fundamentals, or by reasoned conclusions
based on logical principles. In the absence of fundamental

guidelines, the measurement of an equitable adjustment must rely

upon the latter method. No preset formula is available to
furnish a relatively simple answer to the problem of pricing a
change. What constitutes an equitable adjustment remains a
question to be decided on the facts of each case.

2-2. At this point, it might be noted that there is no objection

to predetermination of the method to be used to calculate an
equitable adjustment. The parties may agree to such preset
formula at the time of negotiating the basic contract where there
nay be reason to believe that fundamental conceptual difficulties
may later arise.

2-3. Approaches to Measuring Equitable Adjustment. Basically,
there are two fundamental concepts, and several approaches, to
measuring an equitable adjustment. They can be identified and
characterized because they are a matter of record, having been
the subject of appeals and litigation: (1) the Reasonable Value
or "Objective" concept; (2) the Specific Cost or "Subjective"
concept' (3) the Total Cost Approach; (4) the "Jury Verdict"
Approach; and (5) the "Bruce Case" Rule.

2-4. The Reasonable Value Concept. The proponents of this
approach point out that the appeals boards and courts have
applied the standard of reasonable value or reasonable worth as
the proper measure of compensation to many cases in which Changes
clauses were at issue. The rule is that remuneration to the
contractor should be equated with the reasonable value of goods
or services obtained from the contractor. Restated in another
way, the contractor is compensated on the basis of what the
change should cost, rather than what it actually cost.
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2-5. Admittedly, the ascertainment of value is difficult. It is
far more difficult than the ascertainment of incurred costs. The
term value is used in different contexts; it means different
things to different people. Its determination involves
conjecture, opinion and judgment. It varies with time, place andcircumstance.

2-6. In the eyes of the law, value is not equated with cost; the
terms have quite different meanings. An itemized repair bill,
for instance, is only some evidence of the value of damages
suffered in an automobile collision. So it is with Government
contracts. Many cases serve to illustrate that value is not tied
to cost. For instance, in S. N. Nielsen Company v. U.S., (141
Ct. Cl. 793, 1958) a reduction in the contract price was
approved, though the contractor established that the change had
increased his costs. Conversely, in Bruce Construction
Corporation (Eng. BCA 1959) the contractor was entitled to the
difference in value of more expensive sand block required by a
change order, though the contractor's supplier did not charge for
the increased cost of the block over that originally ordered
under the contract. (But see the Bruce Case rule, infra,
overturning this decision.)

2-7. The basic premise here is clear. It is that the
determination of an equitable adjustment as an objective
procedure which involves the determination of the reasonable
value (or the reasonable costs of a prudent contractor similarly
situated) of the work involved as opposed to the costs actually
incurred by the contractor.

2-8. Proponents of the objective theory of equitable adjustment
frequently cite the Nielsen Co. decision in support of their
position. In that case, an erroneous bid of a subcontractor had
misled the contractor into allocating only $22,000 to an item of
work on its contract. By change order, the Government
substituted a less expensive installation, decreasing the cost of
the item of work to $19,000. However, the Government was able to
prove that it would have cost the contractor some $60,000 to
perform the item for work if it had not been changed. In a
series of appeals, the Contracting Officer's contention that theIGovernment was entitled to an equitable adjustment in the form of
a price decrease of $41,000 was sustained. (See also, Keco
Industries, Inc., v. U.S., 176 Ct. Cl. 983 (1966) and Pruitt,
Inc., ASBCA 18344, 73-2 BCA Para. 10580.)

2-9. Such decisions are characterized as an unequivocal vote for
the objective or reasonable value approach to a change. In a
direct confrontation between the equities of affording the
Government the savings which would normally be realized from such
change anA the contrasting need to spare the contractor a
possible serious loss, the reasonable value approach was
decisively applied.
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2-10. These decisions, briefly summarized, stand for the
principle that the determination of an equitable adjustment is
the difference between what it would have reasonably cost to
perform the work as originally required and what it reasonably
cost to perform the work as changed. Therefore, the reasonable
cost to the contractor to perform the services had they not been
changed, must be computed in order to arrive at a proper
equitable adjustment. In such case, the contractor's cost
estimates to perform the work as originally specified are subject
to scrutiny by the Government. If the original estimates are
considered unreasonable, the equitable adjustment will give
effect to the difference between a reasonable estimate of the
original cost, rather than the contractor's actual original cost
estimates.

2-11. We note that the determination of an adjustment by the
reasonable value approach does not preclude the use of the
contractor's cost estimates as a basis, at least for comparison
purposes. The problem of properly computing an equitable
adjustment is considerably simplified where the change and the
pricing of the change are effected concurrently. There can be no
question under this circumstance that the Government and the
contractor have bargained for a price on an objective basis, and
that the price is the result of the value of the change as
opposed to the actual cost of the change. The contractor's
estimates have been subjected to a comparison with similar
purchases and with perhaps, the Government's independent
estimates. The pricing of a change by this method completely
acceptable and is not subject to revision even though later cost
information reflects that actual costs of the change are
substantially lower or higher than the value established by the
price negotiation.

2-12. In line with the philosophy of fixed-price contracting,
forward-pricing of equitable adjustments is the preferred policy.
Such forward-pricing involves the best estimates based on known
data. In many instances, however, the circumstances may be such
as to preclude a possibility of forward pricing. Equitable
adjustments are often determined ex post facto when costs
relevant to the change have already been incurred. The known
costs may be used in the determination of the reasonable value of
the adjustment. If such is required.

2-13. It becomes quite apparent that actual costs, as incurred
by the contractor, are generally considered to be a primary
indicator of the value of the change. Even the proponents of the
reasonable value approach to equitable adjustments concede that
there is no better single indicator of value than actual costs.
Decisions of the Boards and the Courts often refer to "actual

cost of repairs" or "actual cost to the contractor." The line of
reasoning in the decisions reflects, however, that even while
recovery of costs per se is permitted, only those costs which are
reasonable, necessary and unavoidable are allowed.
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2-14. The Specifle Cost Concept. In direct contrast with the
theory of reasonable value, the subjective theory of "specific
cost" propounds that the proper measure of an equitable
adjustment is the actual cost of the change to the particular
contractor affected. This theory rejects the elusive standard of
"reasonable value" and sets up the standard of actual cost of the
change as being the most equitable method of adjustment.
2-15. A pause for reflection at this point will impress upon the
student the apparently irreconcilable conflict between the basic
approaches. We have seen that the ascertainment of the "value"
of a change may be quite difficult, since the legal concept of
value is based on theory. To determine value we often look to
the contractor's cost estimates or his actual cost of work
performed. For example, consider the pricing circumstances
involved in a constructive change, or those involved in a
constructive change, or those involved in the so-called "two-
part" change order. The latter involves the direction of a
change by the Contracting Officer followed by a subsequent
determination of the price of the change. In many instances the
work is completed prior to the price negotiation, and the
contractor comes to the bargaining table armed with his actual
costs. Would an acceptance of these costs, and an addition of a
"reasonable and customary" profit constitute a cost-plus-
percentage of cost procurement, a transaction prohibited by 10
U.S.C. 2306(a)?

2-16. Undoubtedly, some Contracting Officers have been reluctant
to use actual costs incurred as a result of a change in the face
of the cost-plus-percentage-of-cost prohibition. Would it be
more prudent to depart completely from a subjective analysis of
the contractor's costs and scrutinize him objectively, comparing
him with a manufacturer whose management is, possibly, more
skillful or whose labor is more experienced in the same or
similar task? Is it equitable to expect that the contract be
performed as efficiently as it might be under the optimum
conditions which the objective theory suggest?

t 2-17. The proponents of the subjective theory dispose, first, of
the argument concerning possible cost-plus-percentage-of-cost
implications. They suggest that the prohibition is directed
toward predetermined arrangements granting additional profit in
the event additional costs are incurred. After-the-fact pricing,
they point out, gives no such guaranteed profit. This argument
is sustained by recent decisions of the Boards and the Courts.
in National Electronic Laboratories v. U.S., (148 Ct. Cl. 308 F.
Supp. 377, 1960) the court ruled that a redeterminable contract
priced after the fact was not in violation of the cost-plus-
percentage-of-cost prohibition. Hence, the Contracting Officer
should use the best evidence available, including the latest
costs incurred, when negotiating an equitable adjustment. And in
a case involving a "Changed Conditions" clause, the Board clearly
reiterated the distinction between an ex post facto determination
of an equitable adjustment and a CPPC situation by stating:
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...We think the differences between the
allowance of any equitable adjustment
and the cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost
system are substantial and obvious.
Under the "Changed Conditions" article
the contractor has no guarantee that
historical costs will be allowed...
Although profit may be expressed in terms
of percentage the "Changed Conditions"
article does not contain a guaranteed
percentage and this too, is determined
on the basis of the best evidence
available. E.V. Lane Corp., ASBCA Nos.
9741. 9920 and 9933, 65-2 BCA 5076 (1965).

2-18. The proponents of the subjective approach to equitable
adjustments further point out that many of the "Changes" clauses
were developed to provide administrative remedies to situations
which would otherwise be breach of contract cases before the
courts. The approach to administrative settlement should then be
patterned after the treatment, generally accorded by courts, to
claims for damages resulting froin breach of contract. Therefore,
the incurred cost approach, so common in damage claims, should
also be followed in equitable adjustment cases.

2-19. Summarizing what we have thus far learned of the basic
approaches to equitable adjustment, it can be briefly stated that
differences in theory are as follows: (1) the Reasonable Value
Approach defines an equitable adjustment in terms of the
objective determination of what it should cost a reasonable and
prudent contractor in performing under optimum conditions; (2)
the Specific Cost Approach, conversely, defines an equitable
adjustment in terms of actual cost incurred by the particular
contractor under the circumstances of his contract; and (3) under
either theory, the contractor's cost--whether estimated, actual,
or historical--may be used in the determination, the fundamental
difference being in the probative value or evidentiary weight
which each theory assigns to such costs.

2-20. The Total Cost Approach. Where actual or historical costs
are submitted for the Government's consideration, the burden is
upon the contractor to show that they were actually incurred. If
he fails to prove this, but does show an entitlement to an
equitable adjustment, a determination on quantum can nevertheless
be made by either of two methods. The first is the "total cost"
method.

2-21. The total cost of the change is the determination of the
difference between the original contract price (unchanged) and
the actual cost of performing the contract as changed. Simply,
it is actual cost versus originally expected cost. This method
is universally criticized as being the least preferable approach
to an equitable adjustment on at least two grounds: (1) that the
total costs include not only the costs properly attributable to
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the change, but also those which were incurred through the fault
of the contractor, and (2) that the cost of performing the
unchanged contract is frequently based on unrealistically low
bids. The bail-out aspects of this method, therefore, are quite
apparent.

2-22. This method has been used when there is no better method
available. The Court of Claims, for instance, has stated that
the total cost approach has been used only as a last resort. In
order to overcome the serious objections inherent in this
approach, the Court has been careful to ascertain the
contractor's experienced costs resulting from the change, and has
reduced those costs by deducting costs attributable to the fault
of the contractor. Thus, the first major criticism, supra, is
eliminated. Next, the Court attempted to avoid the second major
criticism by using an average estimate, derived from the
estimates of the Government and the other bidders, in order to
preclude the possibility of "getting well" on changes after a buy
in. The leading case on the use of the total cost approach is
Great Lakes Dredge and Dock Co. v. U.S., 119 Ct. Cl. 504 (1951),
cert denied, 342 U.S. 953 (1952).

2-23. Conversely, the Court of Claims has expressed its distaste
for the application of this approach in subsequent decisions.
The total-cost basis was specifically rejected in F.H. McGraw &
Co. v. U.S., 131 Ct. Cl. 501 (1955) and in River ConstructionjCorp. v. U.S., 159 Ct. Cl. 254 (1962). More recently, while
reiterating its distaste for the approach, the court conceded
that the total cost basis may be used under appropriate
circumstances and when no other method is available. J.D. Hedin
Construction Inc., v. U.S., 171 Ct. Cl. 70 (1965)). The
rationale of the Court may be summarized by the following
quotations from this case.

We are aware that we have on a number occasions expressed our
dislike for this method (total cost) of computing breaches of
contract damages, and we do not intend to condone its use as
a universal rule. However, we have used this method under
proper safeguards where there is no other alternative, since
we recognized that the lack of certainty as to the amount of
damages should not preclude recovery. Oliver-Finnie Co. v.
United States, 150 Ct. Cl. 189 279 F. 2d 498 (1960):
MacDougald Construction Co. v. United States, 122 Ct. Cl. 210
(1952): The Great Lakes Dredge and Dock Co. v. United
States. 119 Ct. Cl. 504.96 F. Supp. 932 (1951). cert denied,.
342 U.S. 953 (1952). In all these cases the fact of
Government responsibility for damages was clearly
established; the question was how to compute reasonable
damages where no other method was available. River
Construction Corp. v. United States supra. at 271. We think
this is such a case...The only possible method by which these
damages can be computed is to resort to the total cost
method. Under such circumstances, as stated earlier, we
think the Government should not be absolved of liability for
damages which it has cased, because the precise amount of
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added costs cannot be determined. (Though the reference in
this case is to damages, the same rationalization is used by
the Court of Claims in computing equitable adjustments.)

2-24. The various Boards of Contract Appeals have exhibited less
favor in the use of the total cost method. The ASBCA, for
instance, has rejected this approach in substantially denying
appeals in Holly Corporation, ASBCA No. 3626, 60-2 BCA 2685
(1960), H.R. Henderson and Co., et al., ASBCA No. 5146, 60-1 BCA
2662 (1960), and Air-A-Plane Corporation, ASBCA No. 3842, 60-1
BCA 2547 (1960). The Board's views regarding equitable
adjustments can be summarized in the following excerpts from the
latter case:

...We do note that appellant's insistence on the total
cost approach (without specifics as to the various
changes, and without specifics as to their effect on such
matters as direct labor, direct material, engineering,
overhead, etc.) in and of itself presents what we believe
to be an insurmountable obstacle to the allowance of the
claimed equitable adjustment.

We have held that the equitable adjustment in price under
the changes article should be based on a comparison of
the contractor's actual performance with the performance
required under the original specifications, if the
contractor acted reasonably in its choice of alternative
methods of performance. See Appeal of G.M. Ca
Manufacturing. Inc. ASBCA No. 1883. See also Appeal of
Bostwick-Batterson Company. ASBCA No. 4636. In so
holding we have recognized that there are many factors to
be considered in determining an equitable adjustment in
price for a change order but that by far the most
important factor is cost...

Citing the Appeal of S.N. Nielsen Company, ASBCA No.
1990. sustained by the Court of Claims in 141 Ct.Cl. 793,
the Board has held that a proper adjustment is the
difference between what it would have reasonably cost to
perform the work as originally required and what it
reasonably cost to perform the work as changed, and that
in order to make a proper equitable adjustment the Board
must compute what would have reasonably been the cost to
the contractor to perform the contract had it not been
changed. See Appeal of Modern Foods, Inc. ASBCA No.
2090.

The Board has held that before a conclusion with respect
to the proper amount of any equitable adjustment which a
contractor may be entitled can be arrived at either by a
Contracting Officer or by the Board, appellant must show
some sound basis for a determination of the amount and
that such a determination may not be made in a vacuum or
based on speculation. See Appeal of Afodern Foods, Inc.,
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ASBCA No. 2090 and Allegheny Sportswear Col, ASBCA nO.

4163.

Thus, to arrive at an equitable adjustment the Board
needs two figures. First, the actual cost. Second, the
cost, but for the changes.

2-25. In summary, it may be said that the various appeal boards
have generally limited the use of the total-cost method to
extreme cases when: (1) the contractor is known to be competent,

(2) the Government has not developed a reasonable alternative
estimate, (3) there is no suggestion that the original price is
not reasonable and realistic, (4) the increased costs resulted

solely from the changes, (5) costs cannot be allocated to
specific changes, and (6) there is no other way to determine an
equitable adjustment. (For recent cases illustrating conditions
for use of the "Total Cost" approach, see: Continental Drilling

Co., ENGBCA 3455, 77-1 BCA, paragraph 12280, 1976; Perini Corp.,
ENGBCA 3745, 78-1 BCA, paragraph 13191 (1978); Ingalls
Shipbuilding Div., Litton Systems, Inc., ASBCA 17579, 78-1 BCA,

Paragraph 13216 (1978)).

2-26. The "Jury Verdict" Approach. Where costs cannot be
segregated and identified both the Government and the contractor
may have to approach an equitable adjustment on the basis of

estimates alone. In these cases where meaningful comparisons
cannot be made from the available cost data, the Court and the

Boards have permitted the use of expert opinion to estimate the
cost of a change. From all of the evidence, including the
opinions of qualified experts (e.g., estimators), the Court or
Board then can determine what should be paid in the same manner

as would a jury. This method, quite naturally, has become known

as the "jury verdict" approach.

2-27. First advanced by the Court of 0l.iiins in Western
Contracting Corp. v. U.S., 144 Ct. Cl. 318 (1958), the method was
later adopted in similar situations by the Boards in Lake Union
Drydock Co., ASBCA No. 3073, 59-1 BCA 2z (1 7q and Henly
Construction Co., IBCA No. 249, 61-2 BCA 3240 (1961).

42-28. In Western Contracting in Court considered the opinions of
qualified estimators regarding the reasonableness of the claimed
costs, since they could not be substantiated in detail by the
contractor's records, and determined the equitable adjustment on

the basis of a "jury verdict". In Lake Union Drvlock, the BCA
had occasion to consider an adjustment to the co -ractor due to a
delay be the Government in furnishing material for the

construction of mine sweepers. The following excerpts from the
decision reflect the circumstances under which a "jury verdict"
approach may be employed.

8..The amount of the claim was derived
from estimates made by Appellant's
experienced shipbuilders. In presenting
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the claim to the Board. Appellant's
principal marine architect and engineer
(highly qualified) testified in great
detail as to the basis of the estimates
and verified exhibits submitted in
support thereof. Generally speaking we
find that Appellant's estimators are well
qualified to make the estimates upon which
this claim is founded and that those
estimates were established as being
basically sound.
9...On the other hand, the Government
did not make a separate estimate of the
proper price adjustment due to the delay
attributable to it. Instead, in

presenting the defense in this appeal,
counsel for the Government probed into
every element of Applelant's estimate...
Thus, as presented, we have before us over
two thousand pages of transcript of the
hearing and over a thousand sheets of

exhibits upon which to base a decision
which. In most part, is one of the nature
of a jury verdict. To discuss the many
minor details in controversy seems
unnecessary. May it suffice to say here
however, that the measure of the amount
of the price adjustment to which appellant
is entitled is not an exact science calling
for a hard and fast rule, but is a
determination based upon the facts and
circumstances of this case. See Needles
v. United States. 101 Ct. Cl. 535,

618; Fern E. Chalendar V. United States,
127 Ct. Cl. 557, 566; Western Contracting
Corporation v. United States. No. 344-55
Ct. Cl decided December 3. 1958.

2-29. The same approach was used by a different Board in
rendering a decision in Henly Construction Co., supra. It should
be noted that despite the name of this method, a jury as such is
not actually used. The expert testimony of both sides is weighed

by the judges or by the Board, and the evidence is weighed as if
by a trier of fact, (i.e., the jury).

2-30. However, the ASBCA subsequently appeared to place a number
of restrictions on the use of this approach. In Air-A-Plane
Corp., supra, it stated that this theory is applicable only in
cases "where each side presents convincing but conflicting
evidence as to what the amount of equitable adjustment should be;
where, upon consideration of the evidence, neither side is
entirely correct, and it is apparent that some allowance by the
Board is proper, and where evidence is sufficient to permit the
Board to make some reasonable decision as to a proper
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allowance..." And in Planetronics, Inc. ASBCA No. 7202, 1962 BCA
3356, an additional requirement for "convincing proof of the
nature and kinds of increased costs incurred" was added.

2-31. The basic difference between the "total cost" approach and
the "jury verdict" approach is that in the latter, costs
attributed to the change alone are used while in the former, the
total contract costs are used. A severe criticism of the "jury
verdict" method remains, in that despite the narrower area of
consideration (i.e., the change alone) the computation still
involves considerable speculation.

2-32. More recent cases, however, attest that the Court of
Claims and the Boards continued to use this approach. For
instance, in J.G. Watts Construction Co. v. U.S., 174 Ct. Cl. 1,
(1966), the Court reiterated the use of the jury verdict basis
where precise measurement of costs is not possible. The Boards,
also, pursue the rationale of making their own estimate in a
"jury verdict" where "...Even though presented with widely
divergent positions by the parties before us, we cannot escape
the necessity of bringing an end to the matter and determining a
figure as the amount of an equitable adjustment." (For recent
cases illustrating the wide discretion exercise by Boards of
Contract Appeals in applying "Jury Verdict' techniques, see;
Sovereign Construction Co., ASBCA 17792, 75-1 BCA, paragraph
11251 (1975; Greenwood Construction Co., AGBCA 75-127, 78-1 BCA,
paragraph 12893 (1977); J.W. Bateson Co., VACAB 1148, 79-1 BCA,
paragraph 13573 (1978). For a very liberal Court of Claims
approach, see S.W. Electronics & Mfg. Corp. v. U.S., Ct. Cl (July
1981).

2-33. The "Bruce Case" Rule. As we have seen, the fundamental
conceptual difference in the measurement of an equitable
adjustment in between the objective (reasonable value) andIsubjective (actual cost) standards. We have also noted that an
important element of a determination under either concept or, as
a matter of fact, under the "total cost" and "jury verdict"
approaches-is "cost."

2-34. An important recent development in defining this
significant element of "cost" and, in effect, narrowing the area
of controversy among the fundamentalists is the series of
decisions involving the Bruce Construction Corporation.

2-35. The rule emanating from these cases is that the proper
measure of value of an equitable adjustment is the "contractor's
costs, reasonably incurred". Emphasis is supplied here toF impress the reader with the brevity and simplicity of the rule,
despite the magnitude of its pronouncement.

2-36. A second look will reveal that the rule is a compromiseI between the objective and subject concepts. The rule gives
weight to the objective standard in that the costs must be
reasonably incurred, but does not otherwise disturb the
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subjective fundamental of the contractor's costs. This appears
to be the prevailing rule, and the quid pro quo whereby
fundamental differences may be resolved in the interests of a
workable standard for "equitable" adjustment.

2-37. The Bruce case involved a fixed-price construction
contract for a number of buildings at Homestead Air Force Base,
Florida. A fine-textured building block was required by the
original specifications. After the contractor had ordered the
building block, the requirement was changed to sand block. The
sand block was more brittle than the concrete masonry block
generally produced in that area, requiring a higher degree of
care in its handling, and entailing a higher production cost.
However, the contractor's supplier furnished the sand block at
the same price as the originally required concrete block.

2-38. The issue arose when the contractor claimed, $42,415.98 as
the difference between the value of the sand block furnished and
the value of the block originally specified, on the grounds that
the fair market value of the sand block was greater than the
purchase price and that the Government should not benefit from
the contractor's bargain.

2-39. The Corps of Engineers accepted the contractor's
contention that fair market value should be the measure of an
equitable adjustment, and allowed the difference between the
current fair market value of the two types of block. Upon
appeal, since the Engineering Board of Contract Appeals had
denied the larger part of the contractor's overall claim, the
ASBCA accepted the fair market value measure, but denied the
claim on the basis of failure of proof, i.e., that the contractor
had failed to prove that the price paid for the original concrete
block was not also the fair market value of the substituted sand
block at the time of the transaction. The Board held that the
fair market value at the time of purchase, not at some subsequent
time, is to be used in considering the validity of the equitable
adjustment, and that the fair market value at the time of
purchase was not different from that of the substituted block.

2-40. Upon further appeal, the Court of Claims resolved the
issue in Bruce Construction Corp. v. U.S., 324 F. 2nd 516 Ct. Cl.
(1963). The Court held that fair market value was not the proper
measure of damages, that the proper measure is to be achieved by
the application of objectivity (the reasonable cost test) to the
contractor's actual or historical costs, and that the
contractor's historical costs are presumptively reasonable and
the burden of proof rests with the party contending otherwise.

2-41. Consider, for a moment, the implications of this decision
in light of what we have thus far learned of equitable
adjustments. The language of the Court may assist us.

...But fair market value is not the
measure of damages in this case.
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This is not to say that in all cases,
historical cost is to be the gauge.
The more proper measure would seemI to be a "reasonable cost". The
concept of "reasonable cost" is not new.
Indeed it has been defined in the
following manner:

A cost is reasonable if in its nature
or amount, it does not exceed that
which would be incurred by an ordinary
prudent person in the conduct of
competitive business.

Use of the "reasonable cost" measure does not constitute "an
objective and universal procedure, involving the determination of
the reasonable value (or reasonable cost of any contractor
similarly situated) of the work involved". But determination of
reasonable cost required is an objective test. The particular
situation in which a contractor found himself at the time the
cost was incurred, Appeal of Wyman-Gordon Co., ASBCA 5100 (1959)
and the exercise of the contractor's business judgment, Walsh
Construction Co. ASBCA 4014 (1957), are but two of the elements
that may be examined before ascertaining whether or not a cost
was "reasonable."

(3) But the standard of reasonable
cost "must be viewed in the light
of a particular contractor's costs***
(Emphasis added), and not the universal,
objective determination of what the
cost would have been to other
contractor at large."

2-42. It is clearly apparent that the Court rejected the purely
objective "reasonable value" concept, and substituted the new
test--a "modified subjective' one--of the application of the
objective standard of "reasonableness" to the actual or
historical costs under the contractor's particular circumstances

(subjective).

2-43. The above statements in themselves would appear to be an
accurate reflection of the practicable aspects of equitable
adjustment. Viewed in the light of the negotiations that
normally accompany the determination of the quantum of a change,
and the concessions normally made in the course of the
discussions, the application of the standard of reasonableness is
not at all strange. The Court's opinion at this point could be
considered to be a not-too-distant departure from the practical
(as viewed by the subjective and objective theorists) and an
affirmation of the practicable (as viewed in light of the usual
circumstances of an equitable adjustment).
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2-44. The Court further held that the contractor's "historical"
costs are presumed reasonable and that the burden of proof rests
with the party contending otherwise:

To say that "reasonable cost" rather than
"historical cost" should be the measure
does not depart from the test applied in
the past, for the two terms are often
synonymous. And where there is an alleged
disparity between "historical" and
"reasonable" costs, the historical costs
are presumed reasonable.

Since the presumption is that a contractor's claimed cost is
reasonable, the Government must carry the heavy burden of showing
that the claimed cost was of such a nature that it should not
have been expended, or that the contractor's costs were more than
were justified in the particular circumstance.

2-45. Note that, in this case, the burden of proof was upon
Bruce, since its allegation was that the actual cost of the sand
block was not reasonable. The court disposed of the Bruce Case
in the following language:

(4) Plaintiffs here have not been able
to overcome the presumption that their
actual costs were reasonable, hence
they may not recover...evidence of the
fair market value of an item some
eighteen months after a transaction
involving the item does not rebut the
presumption that the cost of the item was
reasonable at the time of the transaction.

2-46. Following the logic of the Bruce Case rule, it is clear
that, in the usual controversy, the burden of proof will be on
the Government to prove that the contractor's costs were not
objectively reasonable. Actual or historical costs are now of
prime importance; they are no longer just some evidence of
reasonable cost. They are reasonable until the presumption is
rebutted. (For an example of the difficulty in providing that
the contractor's actual costs are unreasonable, see: Bromley
Constructing Co., ASBCA 20271, 77-2 BCA, paragraph 12715 (1977)).

2-47. This, is the Bruce Case rule. It has been widely adopted
by the Boards as the guideline for a proper measure of an
equitable adjustment. This "reasonable cost" test has been used
consistently since its promulgation by the Court of Claims in
1963. For example, see J. G. Watts Construction Co., ASBCA 9454,
1964 BCA 4325, and Hayes International Corp., ASBCA 9750, 65-1
BCA 4767 (1965). For a case denying the reasonableness of a
contractor's actual costs, see Blauner Construction Co., ASBCA
9436, 1964 BCA 4333.
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3. TYPES OF INCLUDABLE COSTS

3-1. Now that it is apparently settled that tho kind of cost
allowable in an equitable adjustment is "actual cost reasonably
incurred", one other major issue remains. It concerns the type
of cost which will be allowable within definition.

I 3-2. The rule in Hadley v. Baxendale, we have noted, restricts
the recovery to damages which are direct, not consequential.
This same distinction has been applied to equitable adjustments.
It is settled that where a breach does not arise "naturally", or
was not "in the contemplation of both parties at the time they
made the contract", the damages (or reasonable costs thereof) are
considered consequential and are not recoverable. But when is a
cost direct, and when is it consequential?

3-3. Changed vs. Unchanged Work. Two important cases merit our
consideration at this point. In Chouteau v. U.S., 95 U.S. 61
(1877), the Supreme Court said, in deciding an early case:

For the reasonable cost and expenses
of the changes made in the construction,
payment was to be made; but for any
increase in the cost of the work not
changed, no provision was made.

3-4. The Court quoted and agreed with this statement in a later
"landmark" case involving standby costs on construction
contracts. This was the case of U.S. v. Rice, 317 U.S. 61
(1942), where the contractor alleged standby and other additional
costs resulting from changes in specifications over a long period
of time. In denying the claim, the Supreme Court stated:

It seems wholly reasonable that "an
increase or decrease in the amount due"
should be met with an alteration in

i price, and "an increase or decrease...
in the time required should be met with
alteration of the time allowed, for
"increase or decrease of cost" plainly
applies to the changes in cost due to
structural change required by the altered
specifications and not to consequential
damages which might flow from delay taken
care of in the "difference in time"
provisions.

33-5. The language of these two decisions could be interpreted
differently; as a result, there was a great deal of confusion as
to the type of costs that could be included in an equitable3adjustment.
3-6. The impact of the Rice Doctrine was ameliorated in 1957, so3far as supply contracts were concerned, by the introduction of
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appropriate language in the Standard Form 32 "Changes" clause.
The addition of the words "whether changed or not changed" would
appear to have taken supply contracts out of the operative effect
of the doctrine. Subsequent interpretations by the Boards
permitted recovery of the cost of delays after a change order was
issued but not those incurred before the change order, on the
grounds thac the new Changes clause still provided for an
adjustment in costs caused by the change and that costs incurred
prior to a change could not have been caused by the change.

3-7. There are exceptions to this rule. For instance, costs
incurred before the change order will not be excluded if it can
be proved that they were caused by the change. This distinction
is principally involved in the area of defective specifications,
where costs incur before discovery of the defects are regularly
included in the equitable adjustment. See Spencer Explosives,
Inc., ASBCA 4800, 60-2 BCA (1960); and R.C. Hedreen Co., ASBCA
20599, 77-1 BCA paragraph 12328 (1977).

3-8. In supply and research and development contracts, in
summary, the application of the Rice Doctrine generally limited
recovery to subsequent delays caused by the change. Recovery for
delays prior to the change, except for cases involving defective
specifications had to be affected under Stop Work Orders or
Suspension of Work clauses rather than the Changes clause.

3-9. The greatest impact of the Rice Doctrine was in the area of
construction contracts. A 1961 revision of Standard Form 23A,
the Changes clause for construction contracts, contained
substantially the same wording as SF32. However, the similarity
did not obviate the operative effect of the doctrine. The
omission of the words "any part of work...whether changed or not
changed by any such order" was fatal. The Rice Doctrine
continued to be fully applicable; there could be no adjustment in
costs for the effect on other unchanged work and the only
permissible adjustment was an extension in time.

3-10. This situation was drastically changed by revising the
Changes clause to eliminate some of the problems which for years
had plagued the administration of construction contracts. The
revised clause 9e.g. FAR 52.243-4, Changes) makes it clear that
the change may relate to any aspect of the work to be performed
under the contract. It embraces changes not only to drawings,
designs and specifications, but also changes in the method and
manner of performance, the provision of sites and services and
those requiring acceleration in performance Significantly,
paragraph (b) of the new clause recognizes "constructive changes"
by providing that any other written or oral orders from the
Contracting Officer including "direction, instruction,
interpretation or determination", which cause a change within the
general scope of the work shall be treated as changes under the
clause.
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£ 3-11. In its provision for equitable adjustment the revised
clause now resembles the supply and research and development
Changes clauses in providing that "...If any change under this
clause causes an increase or decrease in the Contractor's cost of
or the time required for the performance of any part of the work
under this contract whether or not changed by any such order, the
Contracting Officer shall make an equitable adjustment..."
(Emphasis supplied.) This wording following the construction of
the wording in supply and R & D contracts, will have the effect
of eliminating the application of the Rice Doctrine to
construction contracts. It appears clear that the contractor may
now receive consideration not only for the costs of the changed
work but also for any increased costs in unchanged work incurredf as a result of the change.

3-12. The clause also expressly provides for equitable
adjustment in the case of defective specifications, removing any
question as to the proper inclusion of prior costs which had been
regularly allowed as in Spencer Explosives, Inc., supra.

3-13. Significantly, the clause also provides for possible
recovery of costs incurred prior to a change order, other than
those resulting from defective specifications. Such recovery ofj other costs is limited in that except for claims based on
defective specifications no claim for change shall be allowed for
any costs incurred more than 20 days before the Contractor gives
written notice.

3-14. "Impact" Cost; The "Ripple Effect". One of the most
difficult types of claim to resolve is one based upon "impact"
costs. The theory here is that a major change or a number of
such changes have a "ripple effect" upon the remainder of the
contract work. Where there is a compression of time or a
significant addition of work without concomitant extension of
time the impact may arise for example, from a resultant loss of
efficiency from abnormally long hours of premium time. This
inefficiency may affect management and supervision as well as
direct labor. Further, when a change compresses the work
required on a part of a project such compression may affect the

scheduling of the work on other parts of the project. A
pyramidal effect is encountered where the disturbance caused by a
patent change will cause a "ripple effect" of smaller
disturbances, perhaps latent, throughout the contract work. The
allegation here is that such changes have a direct effect on
costs. Scheduling is disrupted, learning is interrupted, and
premium prices must often be paid for labor and materials.

i 3-15. The issue of whether such "impact" costs are recoverable
as direct, rather than consequential, costs has been squarely
presented. The contractor has been permitted to recover for loss
of efficiency because of an acceleration requirement. The Court
of Claims took judicial notice of the fact that a 12 hour work
day and a six day workweek tends to impair the efficiency of a
contractor's labor. The ASBCA has also determined that such
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factors as an interruption to the work sequence, lack of a steady
flow of work, and the unavoidable use of unskilled labor may
seriously affect a contractor's efficiency. In fact, it appears
that the ASBCA uses a figure of 30% as a general experience
factor for loss of efficiency during winter weather, with the
factor being reduced to 20% where a substantial part of the work
is performed indoors. (For an illustrative case involving a
method of reaching an equitable adjustment on a claim of loss of
efficiency, see T.C. Bateson Construction Co. v. U.S., 177 Ct.
Cl. 1094 (1966 However, the cases reiterating claims of loss
efficiency must be supported by proof. Appeal of Hicks Corp.,
ASBCA 20760, 66-1 BCA 5469 (1966). The Boards appear to be more
lenient on the requirement of proof than the courts. Contrast
Joseph Pickard's Sons Co. v. U.S., 209 Ct. Cl. 643 (1976) with
California Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co., ASBCA 21394, 78-1 BCA.
para 13168 (1978). The many examples of such "impact" costs
establish that the trend of the decisions is to afford
recognition to the "ripple effect" in treating such costs as
being a direct and natural result of certain changes and
therefore, recoverable.

3-16. However, the result has not been the same where the
contention was that the number of changes alone should be the
criterion for an allowance of "impact" costs. The rule here
seems to be that rather than the number of changes, the important
consideration is the effect of these changes as a whole upon the
contract.

3-17. Indirect Expenses; Overhead. Thus far we have been
considering "direct" costs in the legal sense. We now encounter
the expression "direct costs" in accounting terms. Such direct
costs (e.g., direct labor, direct material, direct engineering)
resulting from changes would normally be no problem. If it is
established that they were reasonably incurred (Bruce Case Rule)
as a direct result of change (Hadley v. Baxendale), the costs are
recoverable in an equitable adjustment. However, the problem
arises in the recovery of "indirect costs", again in accounting
terms. These costs are generally referred to as "overhead" or
"burden" and include; for example, such items as employee
benefits, taxes, insurance, rent, etc. Overhead can further be
broken down into costs that are fixed, variable, or semi-
variable. Fully variable costs are those which increase (or
decrease) in direct proportion to an increase (or decrease) in
production. Fixed costs (e.g., rent or taxes) remain relatively
constant regardless of fluctuations in production. A change may
well increase direct labor costs without affecting overhead to
any significant degree since the fixed elements in overhead may
not be affected at all.

3-18. What is the proper technique for pricing an equitable
adjustment in this circumstance? Quite generally, contracting
officers accept the contractor's standard accounting practice of
applying overhead as a percentage of direct labor; as was done in
the basic contract though the change may have significantly
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altered the original contract circumstances. One should be aware
that the application of such percentage overhead rates could
result in an unintended profit (or loss) to the contractor.

3-19. There is apparently no agreement in this area of equitable
adjustment as reflected in BCA decisions. In J.G. Watts
Construction Co., ASBCA 9454, 1964 BCA 4171, recovery on the
basis of the contractor's normal overhead rate was permitted,
despite the Government's contention that the adjustment should
include only those costs in overhead that were directly increased
by the change. Converely, in B. J. Lucarelli Co., ASBCA 8768,
65-1 BCA 4655 (1965), the board rejected the contractor's claim
of "normal overhead rate" for home office expense where it was
not proven that the added work actually increased such home
office expense.

3-20. Since the cases furnish no guideline, a practical approach
might be in order. Where minor changes are involved, a continual
renegotiation of the overhead rate would be unduly burdensome.
In this circumstance, the parties might prefer to consider
possible fluctuations in overhead as normal business
contingencies and allow any gain or loss to fall where it may.
However, where a significant change in overhead is indicated by
the large number of direct labor hours involved in the equitable
adjustment, the parties should probably negotiate a new rate to
preclude the possibility of an unconscionable profit or loss.

4. PROFITS

4-1. The Boards have held that on changed work the contractor is
entitled to reasonable e Aitional costs actually incurred, plus
overhead applicable thereto, and a fair profit. However before a
profit can be allowed as part of an equitable adjustment, it must
be clear the contract permit such an allowance, either expressly
or by implicatio:i. For example, where the contract limited an
equitable adjuscment to the payment of costs, the Board denied
recovery of profits. The "Suspension of Work" clause (FAR
52.212-12) is an example of a clause specifically excluding
profit from any adjustment resulting from a suspension, delay or
interruption in work.

4-2. Amount. Since it appears settled that profit is allowable,
only the question of quantum remains. The situation here is
similar to that encountered in the indirect cost area, supra.
Should the existing percentage profit factor be applied, or does
the nature of the change require a separate negotiation of

profit?

4-3. In computing the profit applicable to an equitable
adjustment we find again that there is no absolute formula. In
th- case of minor changes the pattern seems to be the application
j.. the existing percentage profit factor, i.e, that profit
larcentage contained in the basic contract. In the case of major
changes, however, the "Weighted Guidelines" approach, (e.g. FAR
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Subpart 15.9, Profit) would require the determination of profit i
specifically applicable to the change.

4-4. The better and prevailing view appears to be that profit is
an allowable factor but that the amount of profit will be
determined by the facts in each case. Profit, like any other
factor in an equitable adjustment, is subject to negotiation and
agreement between the parties. The amount of profit will be I
dependent upon the character of the work involved; each case must
be examined in light of its peculiar facts. The determination of
the quantum of profit therefore, involves a question of fact.

4-5. The profit included in an equitable adjustment need not
necessarily be related to that established in the basic contract
or in any previous equitable adjustments on that contract. It
also follows that the test is not whether the change is additive
or deductive, but that the character of the change is the
determinative factor.

4-6. Normally a contractor is not entitled to a higher rate of
profit for increased work than he would have received had the
work not been increased. However, where the circumstances so
merit, the board has not been averse to awarding a higher profit
or fee than existent in the original contract. For instance, in
American Pipe Steel Corp., ASBCA 7899, 1964 BCA 4058 the board
sustained an increase in fee from 7 percent to 10 percent on the
basis that the change required an increase in the level of
effort. To reiterate its position that a profit allowance on
changed work need not be limited by the profit factor in the
original contract, the board allowed 10 percent on changed work
when the original contract bore a profit factor of 6.92 percent.
(Illustrating its flexibility in matters of profit the Board in
Carvel Walker, ENGBCA 3744, 78-1 BCA, paragraph 13005 (1978),
allowed a 12% profit factor while commenting that 10% had been
customarily used in construction contracts. In another case the
Board merely reaffirmed the profit factors used by the
Contracting Officer; Space Dynamic Corp., ASBCA 19118, 78-1 BCA,
para 12885 (1978)).

4-7. Conversely, where work is decreased by a change a profit
deduction is proper. The determination of profit on equitable
adjustments resulting from changes decreasing work is made in the
same manner as in added work. The same principles used in
pricing additive changes are applicable to deductive changes.

4-8. One other important point should be made in this discussion
of profit. When the contractor cannot establish entitlement to
an equitable adjustment under the terms of ihe contract, his only
alternative for recovery is in a breach of contract action.
Traditionally, the courts will allow recovery of anticipatory
profit in successful suits for damages for breach of contract.
The rationale is that the function of damages is to put the
contractor in the position he would have enjoyed but for the
breach--to make him "whole" as it were. In the eyes of the law
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damages are recoverable for the injury or loss suffered. Making
the injured party pecuniarily "whole" includes awarding profit as
an element of damages in order to preserve "the benefit of the
bargain."

4-9. The fundamental rule of damages is of prime importance to
both the Government and the contractor when the choice is between
equitable adjustment under the contract or a breach of contract

*claim. Despite entitlement the appropriate clause of the
contract may by its wording preclude the recovery of profit as an
element of the equitable adjustment. On the other hand where the
contractor may also have grounds for a breach of contract claim a
successful appeal to the courts could enhance his recovery to the
extent of anticipatory profits. The possibility of a larger
recovery must always be considered in light of the additional
time and costs involved. It is to the advantage of both the
Government and the contractor to seek an equitable adjustment
within the terms of the contract or to resolve their differences
by accord and satisfaction whenever possible. The contracting
officer should always bear in mind this vital distinction between
breach of contract and equitable adjustment.

NOTE: The presumption of reasonableness of Contractor's costs
opined in the Bruce Case Rule (2-33, etc seg.) was modified by
the DOD FY86 Appropriations Bill which clarified and restricted
the scope of the rule. Thereafter, the presumption of
reasonableness applied to direct costs, e.g. Direct Labor, Direct
Materials, Direct Engineering, etc; indirect costs (burdens) no
longer benefited from the presumption. Recent case law reflects
these changes.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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PART 43 "Supplemental agreement" means a contract modifi-
cation that is accomplished by the mutual action of the

CONTRACT MODIFICATIONS parties.
43.102 Policy.

43.000 Scope of part. (a) Only contracting officers acting within the scope
This part prescribes policies and procedures for pre- of their authority are empowered to execute contract

paring and processing contract modifications for all modifications on behalf of the Government. Other
types of contracts including construction and architect- Government personnel shall not-
engineer contracts. It does not apply to- (I) Execute contract modifications;

(a) Orders for supplies or services not otherwise (2) Act in such a manner as to cause the contrac-
changing the terms of contracts or agreements (e.g.. tor to believe that they have authority to bind the
delivery orders under indefinite-delivery contracts); or Government; or

(b) Modifications for extraordinary contractual relief (3) Direct or encourage the contractor to perform
(see Part 50). work that should be the subject of a contract modifi-

cation.
SUBPART 43.1-GENERAL (b) Contract modifications, including changes that

43.101 Definitions. could be issued unilaterally, shall be priced before their
execution if this can be done without adversely affect-

"Admionistrat an ens uritinihateing the interest of the Government. If a significant cost
43.13(b) cntrct hane, i wrtin, tat oesnot increase could result from a contract modification and

affect the substantive rights of the parties (e.g., a ime do no t

change in the paving office or the appropriation data). time does not permit negotiation of a price, at least a
"Change order" means a wnitten order, signed by the maximum price shall be negotiated unless impractical.

contracting officer, directing the contractor to make a 43.103 Types of eoeraet modiflcatious.

change that the Changes clause authorizes the contract- Contract modifications are of the following types:
ing officer to order without the contractor's consent. (a) BilateraL. A bilateral modification (supplemental

"Contract modification" means any written change agreement) is a contract modification that is signed by
in the terms of a contract (see 43.103). the contractor and the contracting officer. Bilateral

"Effective date" has various meanings based on the modifications are used to- .

circumstances in which it is used: (I) Make negotiated equitable adjustments result-
(a) For a solici:ation amendment, change order, or ing from the issuance of a change order;

administrative change, the effective date shall be the (2) Definitize letter contracts; and
issue date of the amendment, change order, or adminis- (3) Reflect other agreements of the parties modify-
trative change. ing the terms of contracts.

(b) For a supplemental agreement, the effective date (b) Unilateral. A unilateral modification is a contract
shall be the date agreed upon by the contracting par- modification that is signed only by the contracting offi-
ties. cer. Unilateral modifications are used, for example,

(c) For a modification issued as a confirming notice to-
of termination for the convenience of the Govcrnment, (I) Make administrative changes;
the effective date of the confirming notice shall be the (2) Issue change orders;
same as the effective date of the initial notice. (3) Make changes authorized by clauses other than

(d) For a modification converting a termination for a changes clause (e.g., Property clause, Options
default to a termination for the convenience of the clause, Suspension of Work clause, etc.); and
Government, the effective date shall be the same as the (4) Issue termination notices.
effective date of the termination for default. 43.104 Notification of contract ebaages.

(e) For a modification confirming the termination (a) When a contractor considers that the Govern-
contracting officer's previous letter determination of ment has effected or may effect a change in the con-
the amount due in settlement of a contract termination tract that has not been identified as such in writing and
for convenience, the effective date shall be the same as signed by the contracting ofl'icer, it is necessary that
the effective oate of the previous letter determination, the contractor notify the Government in writing as
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43.105 FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION (FAR)

soon as possible. This will permit the Government to (c) The contracting officer may issue a change order
evaluate the alleged change and (I) confirm that it is a by telegraphic message under unusual or urgent cir-
change, direct the mode of further performance, and cumstances; provided that-
plan for its funding; (2) countermand the alleged M1 Copies of the message are furnished promptly
change; or (3) notify the contractor that no change is to the same addressees that received the basic con-
considered to have occurred. tract;

(b) The clause at 52.243-7, Notification of Changes. (2) Immediate action is taken to confirm the
which is prescribed in 43.106, (1) incorporates the change by issuance of a SF 30,
policy expressed in paragraph (a) above; (2) requires (3) The message contains substantially the informa-
the contractor to notify the Government promptly of tion required by the SF 30 (except that the estimated
any Government conduct that the contractor considers change in price shall not be indicated), including in
a change to the contract, and (3) specilies the responsi- the body of the message the statement. "Signed by
bilities of the contractor and the Government with (Name), Contracting Officer"; and
respect to such notifications. (4) The contracting officer manuall:' iigns the
43.105 Availability of funds, original copy of the message.

(a) The contracting officer shall not execute a con-
tract modification that causes or will cause an increase 43.202 Authority to issue change orders.
in funds without having first obtained a certification of Change orders shall be issued by the contracting
fund availability, except for modifications to contracts officer except when authority is delegated to an admin-
that- istrative contracting officer (see 42.202(c)).

(1) Are conditioned on availability of funds (see 43.203 Change order accounting procedures.
32.703-2); or (a) Contractors accounting systems are seldom de-

(2) Contain a limitation of cost or funds clause (see signed to segregate the costs of performing changed
32.704). work. Therefore, before prospective contractors submit
(b) The certification required by paragraph (a) above offers, the contracting officer should advise them of the

shall be based on the negotiated price, except that possible need to revise their accounting procedures to
modifications executed before agreement on price may comply with the cost segregation requirements of the
be based on the best available estimate of cost. Change Order Accounting clause at 52.243-6.
43.106 Contract clause. (b) The following categories of direct costs normally

The contracting officer may insert a clause substan- are segregable and accountable under the terms of the
tially the same as the clause at 52.243-7, Notification of Change Order Accounting clause:
Changes, in solicitations and contracts. The clause is (I) Nonrecurring costs (e.g., engineering costs and
available for use primarily in negotiated research and costs of obsolete or reperformed work).
development or supply contracts for the acquisition of (2) Costs of added distinct work caused by the
major weapon systems or principal subsystems. If the (2g osds of e w s t ract work e w pro-
contract amount is expected to be less than S1,000,000, change order (e.g., new subcontract work, new pro-

the clause shall not be used, unless the contracting
officer anticipates that situations will arise that may (3) Costs of recurring work (e.g., labor and materi-
result in a contractor alleging that the Government has al costs).

effected changes other than those identified as such in 43.204 Administration.
writing and signed by the contracting officer. (a) Change order documentation. When change orders

are not forward priced, they require two documents:
SUBPART 43.2-CHANGE ORDERS the change order and a supplemental agreement reflect-

43.201 Generas ing the resulting equitable adjustment in contract terms.
(a) Generally, Government contracts contain a If an equitable adjustment in the contract price or

changes clause that permits the contracting officer to delivery terms or both can be agreed upon in advance,
make unilateral changes, in designated areas, within the only a supplemental agreement need be issued, but ad-
general scope of the contract. These are accomplished ministrative changes and changes issued pursuant to a
by issuing written change orders on Standard Form 30. clause giving the Government a unilateral right to
Amendment of Solicitation/Modification of Contract make a change (e.g.. an option clause) initially require
(SF 30), unless otherwise provided (see 43.301). only one document.

(b) The contractor must continue performance of the (b) Definitization. (I) Contracting officers shall nego-
contract as changed, except that in cost-reimbursement tiate equitable adjustments resulting from change
or incrementally funded contracts the contractor is not orders in the shortest practicable time.
obligated to continue performance or incur costs (2) Administrative contracting officers negotiating
beyond the limits established in the Limitation of Cost equitable adjustments by delegation under
or Limitation of Funds clause (see 32.705-2). 42.302(bXI), shall obtain the contracting officer's
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PART 43-CONTRACT MODIFICATIONS 43.301

concurrence before adjusting the contract delivery tions and contracts when a cost-reimbursement con-
schedule. tract for supplies is contemplated.

(3) Contracting offices and contract administration (2) If the requirement is for services and no sup-
offices, as appropriate, shall establish suspense sys- plies are to be furnished, the contracting officer shall

tems adequate to ensure accurate identification and use the clause with its Alternate I.
prompt definitization of unpriced change orders. (3) If the requirement is for services and supplies

(4) The contracting officer shall ensure that a cost are to be furnished, the contracting officer shall use
analysis is made, if appropriate, under 15.805 and the clause with its Alternate If.
shall consider the contractor's segregable costs of the (4) If the requirement is for construction, the con-
change, if available. If additional funds are required tracting officer shall use the clause with its Alternate
as a result of the change, the contracting officer shall Ill.
secure the funds before making any adjustment to the (5) If a facilities contract is contemplated, the con-
contract. tracting officer shall use the clause with its Alternate
(c) Complete and final equitable adjustmentir. To avoid IV.

subsequent controversies that may result from a supple- (6) If it is desired to include the clause in solicits-
mental agreement containing an equitable adjustment as tions and contracts when a research and develop-
the result of a change order, the contracting officer ment contract is contemplated, the contracting offi-

should- cer shall use the clause with its Alternate V.
(I) Ensure that all elements of the equitable adjust- (c) The contracting officer shall insert the clause at

ment have been presented and resolved: and 52.243-3, Changes-Time-and-Materials or Labor-

(2) Include. in the supplemental agreement, a re- Hours, in solicitations and contracts when a time-and-

lease similar to the following: materials or labor-hour contract is contemplated.

CONTRACTOR'S STATEMENT OF RELEASE (d) The contracting officer shall insert the clause at

In consideration of the modification(s) agreed to 52.243-4. Changes, in solicitations and contracts for (I)
herein as complete equitable adjustments for the dismantling, demolition, or removal of improvements;

Contractor's .......... (describe) .......... "proposal(s) for ad- and (2) construction, when a fixed-price contract is

justment," the Contractor hereby releases the Govern. contemplated and the contract amount is expected to

ment from any and all liability under this contract for exceed the applicable small purchase limitation in Part

further equitable adjustments attributable to such facts 13.

or circumstances giving rise to the "proposal(s) for (e) The contracting officer shall insert the clause at

adjustment" (except for ......... ). 52.243-5, Changes and Changed Conditions, in solicita-

43.205 Contract clauser. tions and contracts for construction, when the contract
(a) (I) The contracting officer shall insert the clause amount is not expected to exceed the applicable small

at 52.243-I. Changes-Fixed-Price, in solicitations and purchase limitation in Part 13.

contracts when a fixed-price contract for supplies is (f) The contracting officer may insert a clause, sub-

contemplated. stantially the same as the clause at 52.243-6, Change

(2) If the requirement is for services, other than Order Accounting, in solicitations and contracts for

architect-engineer or other professional services, and supply and research and development contracts of sig-

no supplies are to be furnished, the contracting offi- nificant technical complexity, if numerous changes are

cer shall use the clause with its Alternate 1. anticipated.

(3) If the requirement is for servic:es (other than

architect-engineer services, transportation, or re- SUBPART 43.3-FORMS

search and development) and supplies are to be fur- 43.301 Use of forms.
nished, the contracting officer shall use the clause (a) (I) The Standard Form 30 (SF 30), Amendment
with its Alternate II. of Solicitation/Modification of Contract, shall (except

(4) If the requirement is for architect-engineer or for the options stated in 43.301(a)(2)) be used for-
other professional services, the contracting officer (i) Any amendment to a solicitation:

shall use the clause with its Alternate IIL. (ii) Change orders issued under the Changes
(5) If the requirement is for transoortation services, clause of the contract;

the contracting officer shall use the clause with its (iii) Any other unilateral contract modification
Alternate IV issued under a contract clause authorizing such

(6) If it is desired to include the clause in solicits- modification without the consent of the contractor;

ticns and contracts whcn a research and develop- (iv) Admin.strative changes such as the correc-
ment contract is contemplated, the contracting offi- tion of typographical mistakes, changes in the
cer shall use the clause with its Alternate V. paying office, and changes in accounting and ap-
(bN (1) The contracting officer shall insert the claus propriation data;

at '2.243-2. Changes--Cost-Reimbursement, in solicits- (v) Supplemental agreements (see 43.103); and
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CHAPTER J

CLAIMS (And Resolution Thereof)

By the time we arrive at this chapter, the best laid plans of mice and men
may have gone awry. Faced with differing interpretations of a contract, it
becomes incumbent upon both parties to resolve the differences as quickly as
possible. Failure to do so may jeopardize contract performance. Pending
resolution of the problem, the contractor must continue to perform.

The contractor, in responding to a government-initiated change, may
believe it has not received full equitable adjustment. The government may
feel fully justified in providing x dollars instead of x + y dollars. After
all, some contractors may use a modification to cover contractor
inefficiencies on the original contract.

The Government must continually be aware of performing in accordance with
standards required by due process of law. Failure to abide by these standards
may result in losing appeals and, in some cases, paying the contractor's legal
expenses.

The material which follows will be invaluable to all personnel involved
in Contract Administration when claims or disputes arise.

TOPIC PAGE ASSIGN

1. Planning for the Negotiated Settlement J-2 thru J-19 Review

of Claims, Robert Martin and Fred W. Geldon

2. Claims and Disputes, Robert J. Wehrle-Einhorn J-20 thru J-44 Read

3. The Disputes Process in Government Contracts J-45 thru J-56 Review
Monograph No. 102, E.J. Smithson, Esq.

4. The Disputes Acts of 1954 and 1978 J-57 thru J-62 Review

5. Case Study-P.L. 85-804: Waltham Precision J-63 thru J-66 Review
Instruments, Inc., George Lemelin.

6. FAR and DFAR, Part 33, Protests, Disputes, J-67 thru J-76 Review
and Appeals
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SCHOOL OF SYSTEMS AND LOGISTICS

ADVANCED CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION COURSE (PPM 304)

SUBJECT: Claims, Disputes, Termination

TIME: 7.0 Hrs

OBJECTIVE: Comprehend the various remedies available to the
government and the contractor in contract disputes.

SAMPLES OF BEHAVIOR:

a. Explain the disputes process, DAR and FAR.

b. Describe the remedies afforded through the Executive,

Legislative and Judicial Branches of the government.

c. Describe the organizations involved in disputes and
terminations.

d. Define the importance of the significant procedure events
leading to the Contract Disputes Act of 1978.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS: Lecture/Discussion

Case Analysis

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: ACA Textbook

REQUIRED STUDENT PREPARATION: As defined by Chapter "J" of the
ACA textbook.
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* FEDERAL CONTRACTS REPORT

PLANNING FOR THE NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS
Robert Martin and Fred W. Geldon *

The government long ago decided as a matter of policy that it would try to exclude from
the initial pricing of its contracts any amount to cover the contingency of cost increases re-
sulting from government-ordered changes or other government interference with contract
performance. The government, therefore, generally assumes the risk of such contingencies

y providing - through contract clauses relating to design, performance, inspection, govern-
ment-furnished material and property, suspension of work, site conditions, and the like - for
an equitable adjustment in price when a government action or omission causes a contractor toincur increased costs.

Thus, despite the "bad press" it sometimes receives, "claim" is not a four-letter
word. Rather it is an essential part of the government contract structure - the mechanism
which permits the government to avoid paying for contingent costs which may never be in-
curred and which allows a contractor to be made whole should that contingency in fact take
place.

However, while claims and their equitable resolution serve a desirable and beneficial
purpose, the same cannot be said of disputes. Litigation is costly and disruptive, and almost
always prevents both parties from realizing the full benefits of their bargain.

This article examines the whys and wherefores of negotiating the settlement of an equita-ble adjustment request, recognizing that claims are inevitable, that litigation is not, and thatplanning for the negotiated settlement of an equitable adjustment request is a process which

I furthers the best interest of both the contractor and the government.

"The first thing we do, lot's kill all the lawyers."'

Perhaps because lawyers litigate, there is an assumption that they are litigious. In fact,
there are very few experienced lawyers in the government contracts field who would not advise
that an early and reasonable settlement of a claim is preferable to all but the most outstanding
litigation victory.

Both the government and the contractor have compelling interests in assuring that their
key personnel are available for the productive and administrative mainstream, not bogged
down in the byways of litigation. Moreover, in today's economic climate, a cost consciousI government will recognize that litigation Is not without cost to it; that a policy hostile to rea-
sonable settlements will drive up the expense of contract administration and, ultimately, of
procurement.

A contractor who conducts his business so that he is in a position to recognize his rightsto an equitable adjustment at an early point and even to forewarn the government of the possi-
ble consequences of its action makes a genuine contribution to the procurement process, as
well as to his own financial protection.

Moreover, most of the steps that a contractor must take to cope effectively with the equi-
table adjustment process are also those which enhance contract administration and production
control. In many instances a contractor's existing procedures can be adapted for the equitableadjustment process, allowing company management quickly to decide whether, when, and what
kind of claim should be filed.

I"1 SOec h
* Mr. Martin and Mr. Geldon are partners in the Washington, D.C., law firm of Leva,I 1-Hawes, Symington, Martin & Oppenheimer and practice in the government contracts field.
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K - 2 (No. 934) SPECIAL REPORT (FCR) 5-31-82

The Government Side Of The Negotiation
A. An Overview

In order to understand what a contractor should do when he submits a request for an
equitable adjustment, it is first necessary to understand what the government must do when it
receives a request for an equitable adjustment.

The basic authority for dealing with an equitable adjustment request lies with the con-
tracting officer. Depending upon the particular procurement and the nature of the equitable ad-
justment request, "contracting officer" may mean the administrative contracting officer
(ACO) or the procuring contracting officer (PCO).

Whichever it be, the designated contracting officer plays a variety of roles. These roles
are not radically different from those one might expect in a normal business negotiation with a
commercial contracting partner faced, for example, with a request for a price increase be-
cause of a change in contract specifications. (Of course, unlike a government contract, com-
mercial negotiation generally does not presuppose an obligation on the part of the contractor to
perform the changed work; rather, that obligation itself may become a negotiable item.)

One would expect that the responsible official in a commercial contract would review a
rcqucst for price increase and, to the extent cost effective, investigate the factual, legal, and
pricing basis of the request. Since a competent, responsible official would seek an accurate
understanding of the situation to prepare himself for a potential dispute, his investigation
would be in part objective and in part adversarial.

After reaching preliminary conclusions and possibly while still investigating, he would
"negotiate" - i.e., conduct discussions appropriate to the circumstances to obtain an amica-
ble resolution of the matter. In those discussions he would be an adversary; but if the business
relationship were of any consequence, or if he were concerned about his organization's repu-
tation as a contracting partner, he would attempt, in the broad sense, to be fair even while ob-
taining a "good deal" for his organization.

If agreement could not be reached, he might tell the claimant to follow the contract's
provisions governing dispute settlement in court or arbitration. In that posture, he would be
analogous to the initial "judge" rendering a decision because the contractor, to recover,
would have to get that "decision" overruled. In the commercial situation the claimant might
go "up the line" in the company, bring the necessary legal proceedings, or both.

Much the same course follows with the government, except that it is more structured and
detailed. The contracting officer, who is governed by an explicit set of contract clauses and
regulations, has less flexibility. His actions may be subject to closer scrutiny. Extraneous
business considerations cannot play as meaningful a role in settlement.

Faced with these constraints, a contracting officer may need help in reaching what he
perceives to be the fair result. The more sophisticated and experienced he is as a contracting
officer, the more open he is likely to be in considering both what is equitable and how that may
be accomplished.

In reaching a settlement, a contracting officer is charged with a responsibility of fair-
ness as well as legality. The Navy's Procurement Directives provide a good statement of what
the government's view should be. In this particular directive, "claims" is defined narrowly,
to include only requests for equitable adjustments based on constructive changes - those that
result from government conduct other than from formal, written change orders. This same
approach would, of course, apply to explicit change orders.

The Navy states:
Delay in resolution of contractor claims can produce a serious impact upon the business

relationship between the Navy and certain of its major contractors.

Acquisition programs must be conducted in a manner calculated to minimize the occur-
rence of claims. Further, those claims which arise despite appropriate precautions must
be resolved as promptly as prudence permits by those most directly involved. The causes
of claims must be minimized through realistic planning and contracting, careful attention
to the action required to meet the Navy's obligations and tight control over the changes pro-
cess. Occutrrences which may lead to claims must be recognized as they happen and appro-
priate action initiated promptly. Elements of Naval activities at all levels are expected to

Copyright 0 1982 by THE BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS, INC., Washington. D.C. 20037
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face claim situations squarely, report them to the appropriate levels of management, take
prompt action to get the facts, make an objective analysis, and seek prompt resolution.
Dealing will be fair and open with the expectation of equal consideration from contractors.
(Emphasis Supplied.) 2

Thus, one can expect that a contracting officer will try to be equitable, as he and his
team perceive that equity, within the framework of the regulations that govern his action.

The problems - and the opportunities - of settlement may lie in that perception. A
critical task for the contractor, therefore, is to help the contracting officer and his team
overcome any blind spots that may exist from having experienced only the government's per-
spective of the contract.

B. The Ground Rules

The contractor must understand with whom he is to negotiate and the context of that nego-
tiation. The doctrine of apparent or implied authority generally does not apply to the govern-
ment. The ACO's settlement authority is dependent upon delegation from the PCO. The
contractor will want to know the authority of the contracting officer with whom he is dealing,
including any business (e.g. dollar) limitations on settlement authority and any limitations due
to funding. He will also want to know what the levels of review are and how they will be affected
by dollar limitations or other considerations. Much of this information may be obtained simply
by inquiry. Depending upon assignments and delegations of authority, a contractor dealing with
an ACO may find that the ACO has to clear decisions with a PCO, or that he may be getting
technical or contractual input from the PCO or his staff. The ACO must always deal with the
PCO on funding matters, and funding considerations may prove to be a key element in the set-
tlement process.

In dealing with a claim of any size or complexity, the contracting officer will be assisted
by a team that will include contracting, audit, technical, pricing, and legal representatives.
While the team's role is advisory and it is the contracting officer who has the decisional au-
thority, the action of a team member can be crucial to the process, as, for example, when the
Defense Contract Audit Agency formally disallows certain costs. As another example, under
the Army Procurement Procedures the lawyer is given a critical role:

While the contracting officer is the exclusive agent of the government for entering into and
administering contracts and is responsible for coordinating his team of advisors, he is not
completely free to evaluate the legal advice of his legal counsel and act in a manner incon-
sistent therewith. The contracting officer can not properly make an award of a contract
which fails to meet all legal requirements. If a proposed course of action is determined by
procurement legal counsel to be legally insufficient, the contracting officer shall take steps
to overcome the legal objections to the proposed action. Failing such resolution at pur-
chasing office level, the contracting officer shall refer the matter to the cognizant head of
procuring activity for resolution. 3

The reviews to which a contracting officer must submit his proposed settlement vary
from agency to agency. The Army Procurement Procedures, for example, provide that any
contract modification of $10,000 or more must be submitted to a Board of Awards, while the
Defense Logistics Agency requires review of AGO actions with respect to contract modifica-
tions having a total cost of $250,000 or more. The DLA regulations are instructive not only
because of the number of contracts to which they apply, but because they illustrate what the
essential process will be, regardless of the agency and contract involved or the precise de-
tails of other applicable regulations. Under those regulations, the ACO must submit the fol-
lowing information to the DLA Board of Review:

(a) A memorandum or letter submitting the proposed action.
(b) The price negotiation memorandum prepared in accordance with DAR 3-811 and Sec-

tion 3-811 of this manual, supported by the following documents as applicable:
1. Contractor's proposal.
2. Cost/price analysis report.
3. Certificate of current cost or pricing data executed by the contractor.
4. Technical evaluation reports.
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5. Audit report.
6. Statement as to legal sufficiency from DCASR Counsel.
7. Copy of fund certification. 4

The DLA Board's role is advisory, and the scope and intensity of each review varies with
the nature of the action being considered. While the Board "may have reason to examine the
individual items comprising the transaction," the DLA manual points out that "the Board must
keep in mind that it is concerned with the merits of the transaction as a whole. "S

An ACO who does not wish to follow the Board's recommendations must submit his deci-
sion and the rationale for it in writing to his supervisor before taking final action.

This regulatory world in which the contracting officer functions also dictates how the
contractor must function. A settlement may be arrived at in broad dollar terms, but it must be
documented in great detail. The better the job the contractor does in his submission, the less
the contracting officer's team will have to do in its review. It is that team which will provide
much of the material the contracting officer will submit in support of any proposed settlement.
While the role of the team is advisory, the contracting officer is not going to depart from that
advice unless he is convinced it is wrong; even then he will proceed with caution.

Therefore, the contractor must himself have a team of experts, from inside or outside
his own company, and often both, and must recognize that he has considerable homework to do
to support a claim. Naked advocacy will not suffice. Moreover, the negotiation is not with just
the contracting officer, but is conducted throughout the audit, technical, legal, and pricing
review.

For claims that run into the hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars, a contractor
must structure his organization to provide the government with the information necessary to
support his claims. The government will not do the contractor's homework. The contractor
will have to persuade the various government experts who form the team, as well as the con-
tracting officer, of the substantive validity of the claim and of the reasonableness of the
amount sought. The legal role here is essential, both to cast the claim in a legal context satis-
factory to the government and to help the other team members develop relevant evidence. The
earlier and more carefully this information is prepared, the more likely and prompt the set-
tlement. It simply invites litigation to defer doing the homework until late in the game only to
find that the claim requires substantial restructuring, or that the contracting officer has
reached a position which appears to be frozen.

Claims that are comparatively low in amount (and which are not out of proportion to the
original contract price) will as a practical matter have to endure less critical reviews, but
technically are subject to the same legal and regulatory requirements as a large claim. Mere-
over, even small dollar claims may have serious, and often differing, precedential effects on
one or both parties that may prompt them to seek or to avoid a litigated decision. In doing
business with the government on even small contracts or claims for small amounts, there-
fore, a contractor must be prepared to cope with this complex structure and make sensible,
dollar-oriented decisions on how he will pursue his claims.

The Planning Starts Before The Contract Is Awarded

A contractor who does not plan in advance how claims will be handled will find himself
playing "catch-up ball" when they arise and in fact may fail to recognize a potential claim in
time for the government to make the choices that will mitigate potential damages. 6 Moreover,
a contractor who, as they occur, tells the contracting officer that certain contemplated gov-
ernment actions or omissions will result in increased costs stands a better chance of being re-
inibursed for those costs than one who discovers the problem only late in the performance
period. In contrast, a contractor who discovers his claims late in the day, essentially as part
of an analysis of the cause of major cost overruns or schedule delays, invites the accusation
that what is being sought is a "bail-out" rather than an equitable adjustment. Thus, an
unncessary hurdle has been put in the way of settlement, even though the claim may be
meritorious.
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In short, lack of advance planning - including an understanding of "base-line" require-
ments, imposition of cost and schedule controls, and coherent contract administration and
communication - will delay and impair the contractor's ability to submit a valid claim and will
diminish his bargaining position when he negotiates that claim.

A. The "Base-Line"

From the beginning, a contractor must understand the "base-line" definition of his obli-
gations under the contract. Contract terms and drawing and specification requirements are not
always clear or consistent. Just a quick look at the voluminous litigation over what constitutes
a "change" or on the allocation of responsibility for an inconsistency between a drawing re-
quirement and a specification performance requirement shows how commonplace is the lack of
clarity. While the government may well be responsible for an ambiguity in the procurement,
litigation may be necessary to resolve the issue. A contractor is far more likely to have a
successful contract if ambiguities are resolved before the contract is executed.

Even obligations thought to be unambiguous may be seen differently by different contrac-
tor personnel. "Sales," "production," "engineering," "administrative," "accounting,"
and "legal" personnel may have quite different perspectives about the same contract provi-
sions. Only by establishing a common understanding among his own personnel can a contractor
be assured that everyone is marching to the same drumbeat and that his pricing of the contract
is based upon that common understanding.

Since the establishment of the "base-line" determines how the contract is priced, per-
formed, and administered, one would expect that this task would be carefully undertaken by
the major government contractors. Sometimes, however, time constraints or complexity of a
procurement, or even the cost of a comprehensive review, make adequate analysis difficult or
even impossible.

Moreover, with the Defense Department seeking rapidly to upgrade its readiness and to
develop more advanced technology, the acquisition process itself can increase the likelihood of
design instability in major new weapon systems, exacerbating the ambiguity of contract obli-
gations. The compression of time for the design and construction cycles often results in "de-
sign-production concurrency," a euphemistic description of a situation guaranteed to breed
misperceptions and claims.

The pitfalls inherent in such circumstances require a contractor, for his own and the
government's protection, to be able promptly to recognize significant changes in the contract
tasks. This can be done only if those tasks are properly defined and understood at the outset.
When a contractor finds out after the fact that his perception of the "base-line" differs from
that of the government, or even from those of some of his own personnel, he is likely also to
find that there are substantial cost overruns, that the recovery process will be arduous, andthat seeking recovery will cause substantial strains in his relationship with the government.

Although there are times when ambiguity in contract requirements may be the lesser
evil, it normally creates a high risk situation which should be avoided. To the extent the base-
line cannot be clarified before the contract is executed, it should be clarified at the earliest

I feasible date after performance has begun.

In any event, the contractor must establish his position as to the contract's intent, both
within his organization and, if possible, with the government. Otherwise, there may be com-
mitments made with respect to the engineering, purchasing, and production plan of the con-
tract that are costly or even impossible to undo or modify. It is not unusual for the contract
"proposal" or "negotiation" group to be separate and distinct from the contractor team that
will manage performance. Similarly, there may be different personnel dealing respectively
with prime and subcontract matters. The assumption that all are proceeding with a common
understanding of the contractual requirements Is often erroneous.

Different perceptions of the base-line may lead the contractor's personnel to take preju-
dicial actions without recognizing that the need for doing so stems from a problem which the
government created and which therefore may constitute a "constructive change." Those ac-
tions may include correspondence or even agreements with the government that later could
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prevent recovery of the cost increases. Cunscientious employees of the company may feel -

and express -"mea culpa" attitudes when problems arise, not recognizing that the source of
the problem is external.

B. Cost and Schedule Controls

In a contract of any size or complexity, a contractor must do scheduling and production
sequencing work even before the contract is executed. In some instances, planning and sched-
uling will be subject to specific government requirements, including reporting requirements
governing both progress and costs .7 Cost Schedule Control Systems (CSCS) which include a de-
tailed production plan are not uncommon. In the course of the contracting process and early
stages of production, these processes may be substantially refined. Whether by CSCS, a
PERT8 network, a Critical Path Method (CPM) 9 , or even a less sophisticated bar chart, the
contractor must have some form of schedule by which he can measure performance. And he
must have some budget against which he can measure costs incurred.

Not every contract justifies requiring the same complexity and detail in schedule or cost
control. In large contracts, some contractors, using PERT simulation modeling techniques,
have gone so far as to develop computerized simulation models' 0 of their production system,
using man-loading estimates, providing for possible "work-around" alternatives to interfer-
ence, and determining, on a probabilistic basis, the contractor's ability to meet cost and
schedule objectives. Thus, when one adds to such a simulation a series of government-or-
dered design changes (with their "direct" work requirements), one may be able to predict the
disruptive effects of those changes to the production system.

Of course, a contractor must adapt to the realities of the particular procurement pro-
cess in setting the sophistication of the system which he utilizes to control production and
schedule. Assuming that the contractor's scheduling and estimating material is commensurate
with the contract itself, a control system will serve two principal purposes:

First, it will show variances which indicate that a problem may exist, allowing the prob-
lem to be monitored at an early date. This may simply tell the contractor how he must shift his
resources to meet his contract obligations - or it may reveal that there has been a departure
from the base-line, as a result of some government action or omission.

Second, it will show the interrelationships of the various activities the contractor under-
takes to meet his obligations under the contract. Detailed PERT or CPM systems not only allow
the contractor to manage production more effectively, but also can help forewarn that inter-
ference in a particular area may ripple through the program.

Armed with that knowledge, a contractor may be able to anticipate and mitigate the dis-
ruption in production, or even avoid it by persuading the government to delay or eliminate its
proposed action or to extend the delivery date. Moreover, the opportunity to measure the im-
pact of the disruption, including costs and schedule, also offers the opportunity to plan this ad-
ditional work. In any event, the contractor is able to put the government on notice at an early
stage that its proposed action could be costly and likely to result in a substantial equitable
adjustment.

In short, the controls a contractor puts in place at the outset to plan production are an
important part of the structure leading to successful negotiation of the requests for equitable
adjustments that may subsequently be necessary. Within the limits that time constraints,
money, and personnel impose, the tighter the control that the contractor has in this area, the
better able he will be both to carry out his performance obligations and to recognize, price,
and negotiate government-caused interferences to that production system.

C. Administration and Communications

Prior to contract award and again in the early planning afterward, a contractor must set
up procedures to control and review his communications with the government. On a sizable
and complex contract, it may be impossible to limit communications to a single channel, but
that is the ideal and anything short of it - however unavoidable - will lead to problems which
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the contractor must anticipate. Failure to speak with one informed voice may seriously impair
a contractor's ability to deal with government actions that justify equitable adjustments. Deci-
sions which should be made by the executive may be foreclosed by inopportune and even inac-
curate correspondence or other communications with the government by other company5 personnel.

On a contract likely to have significant equitable adjustments, the contractor should plan
from the beginning how he will staff such matters. Because this task is not considered "pro-
ductive," and because of the general hostility to claims on the part of both the contractor and
the government, this function is too frequently downgraded and treated as if it were an annoy-
ing appendage to serious production efforts. However, it is part and parcel of doing business
with the government and can have very large bottom-line consequences for the contractor.

It is not unusual to see company engineers or production personnel reach agreements
with the government which amount to departures from the base-line without recognizing that to
be the case - not because they are badly motivated but because their attention is focused on
problem-solving and not on bottom-line responsibility. It is not unusual to see units accepted
on waivers to avoid delaying shipment when, in fact, the inspection requirements which give
rise to the need for a waiver departed from the base-line. Nor is it unusual to see progress
reports ascribe delays or cost overruns to some visible events when a more thorough analysis
would show they were the product of constructive or explicit changes which rippled through the
production system.

once again, the kinds and the functions of the personnel involved do not differ signifi-
cantly from those needed simply to manage the contract and deal with the government in an or-
derly manner. But a recognition of the possible impact that contract administration may have
on a contractor's profits should cause him to seek well-qualified personnel and to provide an
adequate staff for this function. Only with such assistance can the contractor's executives pre-
serve for themselves the opportunity to make the decisions on how the company should deal
with the government when significant departures from the base-line occur.

Someone must perform the role of a contract administrator to deal with the large flow of
paperwork. If the paperwork is not carefully coordinated, company executives will not be ade-
quately informed as to the kinds of commitments or positions that the contractor is undertak-
ing with the government, and key personnel will not be on notice of potential claims and their
costs.

The contract administrator must have input from production, scheduling, engineering,
quality control, accounting, and legal personnel familiar with the contract, including notice
when a possible departure from the base-line is occurring. Depending upon the size of the
company and the structure of its programs, the contractor may best be served by a separate
contract analysis and negotiation group which has its own industrial engineering support to re-
view such problems. In any event he will need the capacity to analyze and bring to the attention
of the executives managing the project any potential departures from the base-line. With their
guidance, the contract administrator has a critical role in advising the government when an
equitable adjustment may be involved. To communicate this information effectively, he willneed additional help from various other disciplines to describe and at some stage estimate the

problem.

It cannot be stressed too strongly that no brownie points are gained by deferring the fac-
ing of a problem with the government simply because it may involve a claim for an equitable
adjustment. On the contrary, the contract clauses which govern these matters, and which
come into effect the day the contract is executed, call for early notice. Failure to give timely
notice can, in fact, deprive the contractor of some or all of his rights to an equitable
adjustment.

Thus, in addition to requirements that simply make good business sense in terms of ad-
vance planning, the contractor must also deal with the contract clauses themselves that bear
on these concerns. To be prudent, he must carefully consider them prior to contract award.
For example, one clause requires the contractor to have an accounting system that can segre-
gate the costs of a change."1 While this is desirable, it will be feasible only when a change is
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not mixed in with other work and can be discretely performed with no impact on unchanged
work. But, where the change is mixed with other work, especially if it has any ripple effect,
segregating costs is virtually impossible as an accounting matter; one must depend on engi-
neering estimates. Therefore a contractor faced with such a clause will have to resolve this
issue with the government and establish, prior to contract award, accounting procedures that
are acceptable to both parties.

Similarly, a contract may call for the pricing of changes before they are implemented. 12

The entire performance schedule and costs of a contract can be disrupted simply because of
the time lag which such a process requires, unless a contractor can negotiate an acceptable
substitute clause or else gear his organization for that procedure. Other contract clauses re-
quire a contractor to estimate and perhaps put a ceiling upon any equitable adjustment re-
quested, prior to performance of the work. Again, with such a clause the contractor must
have the procedures and personnel in place to make compliance possible and effective. Alter-
natively, some contract clauses 14 and regulations 15 recognize that delay and disruption costs
may not be capable of current estimate and allow reserving them for settlement later.

Care must also be taken in establishing procedures for keeping records and a potential
claims file. This claims file should contain documentation that can be used to support the
claim (or refute defense to it) in negotiations and, if necessary, litigation. It should contain,
as appropriate, precontract and contract documents, amendments, audit reports, communi-
cations and meetings, cost or price data, and inspection reports. Sensitivity should be shown,
however, with respect to possible later disclosure of material in the file, particularly where
documents may be protected by, for example, the attorney-client privilege or the work prod-
uct privilege.

Since the systems that are involved for dealing with possible claims are the same as
those that are necessary to run the contract, their costs, whether based upon the services of
in-house personnel or outside consultants, should be allowable. In any event, they are neces-
sary and worthwhile expenditures.

Claims Preparation

It hardly necds stating that the critical steps in claim preparation are the identification
of the claim and its pricing. But it should also be evident that, depending upon what has gone
beforc in terms of the contractor's control system, and depending on the nature and circum-
stances of the claim, a potential claim may be highly visible or it may be quite obscure, and
its true costs may have similar characteristics.

If the contracting officer issues a directive under the Changes clause, issues a Suspen-
sion of Work Order, or takes similar formal action authorized by the contract, the fact that a
claim may exist is immediately apparent. The invitation to start the claims preparation pro-
cess is unmistakable.

The right to assert a claim, of course, quite often arises without formal action by the
contracting officer, as when, for example, government drawings or specifications prove to be
defective, resulting in a "constructive" change claim under the standard Changes clause.
Claims resulting from a government action or omission not containing a formal invitation for
claims submission can arise under a number of standard contract clauses (e.g., Changes,
Government Furnished Property, Suspension of Work) and can require extensive factual study
of what has occurred as well as legal analysis as to who must bear the responsibility. Even
where some aspects of a claim are apparent, the government's action or omission may also
have caused delay, disruption, acceleration, or the like, and the nexus may be obscure at the
outset.

Moreover, regardless of whether formal government action was involved, the resultant
costs may be discreet and readily calculable or may ripple through the entire production sys-
tem and be ascertainable only through the use of sophisticated industrial engineering analysis.

The better the contract control processes in place from the contract's inception, the
easier it will be to discover and measure the full range of effects of the government's action or
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omission. The scope of the factual and legal analysis necessary for identifying, justifying, and
pricing the claim will depend both upon how it arose and how it may have affected the contrac-
tor. The resources required to present a claim appropriate to the circumstances will depend
upon the dimensions of the contract, the government's actions or omissions, and tile contrac-
tor's advance preparation.

Numerous articles have been written relating to particular types of claims and the meth-
ods for pricing them. With so many variables in the types and circumstances nf c1 , and
how they should be priced, it is possible only to review briefly some of the - ,L. of infor-
mation to be considered in performing the necessary analyses and some of the considerations
that generally are pertinent in preparing and submitting a claim.

A. Factual Analysis

The focus of the factual investigation is on determining:

I. Where and to what extent contract performance differed from the contract base-line
requirements;

2. Why such departure from the base-line requirements occurred.

Depending upon what precipitated the claim process, of course, the investigation will
vary greatly. In a case of advance pricing of a formal change order, the investigation will fo-
cus on how that change order will affect the contractor's work and will require industrial engi-
neering prediction rather than after-the-fact gathering of information. At the other end of the
spectrum, the contractor may find that his costs of performance are well above expectations,
that there have been substantial production problems and delays in performance, and that, be-
yond some recognizable changes in the scope of work, he doesn't know why the overruns oc-
curred. We shall direct our attention to the latter situation, knowing that the reader would
pare down his investigation to that justified by the circumstances.

There are two basic approaches to the factual investigation. One is essentially analyt-
ical, providing an overview of contract performance to point the contractor toward those areas
of contract history which may be most pertinent. The second involves interviews of personnel
and review of contract documents to determine in detail what occurred and why. The timing of
these approaches normally overlaps to some degree, and both are involved in most cases.
There will always have been some preliminary interviews which may provide insights into theappropriate direction of analysis. Since the analytical approach can act like a compass in theinvestigation, we will begin with it. The basic analytical tools are as follows:

1. The contractor's basic cost records should yield his labor and material cost broken
down into detailed cost categories. A comparison of that information with tile contractor's
bid or proposal estimates will point out the areas of cost growth. While in delay and dis-
ruption situations the growth may spread throughout the entire production process, the
areas of significant cost growth would nevertheless be expected to relate most closely to
those areas of contract performance where the greatest problems existed. Of course, this
will not tell why that cost growth occurred in those particular areas, since it will be con-
sistent with contradictory theories - that the contractor underestimated the cost of perfor-
mance in the first instance, or that there was significant external interference, possibly
government-caused, in the particular areas involved.

2. In order to control performance, the contractor will have used one form or another of
scheduling systems. For larger and more complex contracts, some sort of network analy-
sis or PERT system may have been used. By comparing actual performance with scheduled
performance, it is possible to determine the general areas and times where delay oc-
curred, and perhaps even to pinpoint the particular work areas which required additional
time for performance. Depending on the kind of scheduling system used, the contractor
may be able to track interrelationships in delay, and thereby trace back to the actual points
in the production system where interferences occurred on the critical paths, to find the
sources of those interferences. It should be apparent that, with respect to both schedule
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and costs, the better the system in place at the outset of performance, the more quickly
and accurately a contractor will be able to analyze where the costs increased and where his
program was delayed. This will allow him to turn to why the cost increases and delays
occurred.

3. When changes in the scope of work are thought to be the culprits, an overall analysis
of the drawings and specifications may be in order, to ascertain the differences between
work as contracted and as built. Again, further analysis will be required as to why those
differences occurred.

With the benefit of cost and schedule analyses, and possibly the as-contracted-as-built
drawing and specification analysis, a contractor can turn to the more traditional tools: inter-
viewing personnel and reviewing the documentary history of the contract. At times, individ-
uals, including authors of the documents, and, therefore, the documents themselves, will
provide insight as to sources of the performance difficulties. Often, however, those closest to
the program may not see the forest for the trees, and, as noted earlier, may not understand
the contract's base-line. Their focus has been on solving problems and getting the job done,
rather than on claims potential. At times such individuals accept blame where none is due, or
may seek to shift responsibility from themselves and point it in the wrong direction. Thus the
;:iterviews and documentary review must be performed with a careful skepticism. It must be
remembered that the objective of factual analysis is to determine what actually occurred,
leaving to a later stage any decision as to which of the potential claims are appropriate for
presentation.

With these caveats in mind, the review of contract history can entail the following:

1. Interviewing contractor personnel knowledgeable about the program and its problems.
Sometimes, group interviews are useful, allowing cross-fertilization of memory. Using
the results of the analytical tools described above, the contractor can determine how reli-
able the information is that he is receiving in the preliminary interviews and who the most
knowledgeable, reliable, and resourceful sources of information are. The combination of
the analytical tools *and the inter,,iews should give a good indication as to where in the docu-
ments the contractor is likely to find additional useful information.

2. Reviewing the contractor's documents, including all of the bid or proposal data, and
memoranda relating to precontract discussions. A study of these should allow the contrac-
tor to confirm or modify his understanding of the base-line in the critical performance
areas. This -is also true with respect to the contracts with his subcontractors or suppliers
to the extent they may be pertinent.

3. Analyzing correspondence between the contractor and the government, as well as the
internal correspondence among his own personnel, to determine whether they reflect the
departures from the base-line gleaned from the earlier analysis and interviews. Progress
reports may be particularly significant because they reflect the contractor's statement to
the government on a regularized and formal basis, of what has occurred. It cannot, howev-
er, be stressed too strongly that quite often the personnel preparing such reports do not
have a broad enough perspective of contract performance to know what in fact occurred.
This is particularly true when the contractor's performance monitoring system is not
geared to provide such information.

4. Reviewing on a selective basis, the documentation in the engineering, tooling, pro-
duction, quality control, schedule control, and other areas. Ultimately, this may involve
review of log books, journals, photographs, and the like. The nature of the claim, the dol-
lars involved, and the ready availablity of information the contractor believes is sound,
will, of course, determine the scope of the review.

5. Seeking government documents not in the contractor's possession, which the contrac-
tor believes can yield important Information. The simple approach is to ask for those doc-
uments, and, if the contracting officer declines to provide them, to request them under the
Freedom of Information Act.
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Again, a cross-disciplinary team may be needed to review the facts from different per-spectives. The team may include the contract administrator as well as representatives of the
engineering, production, quality assurance, accounting, and legal areas.

In some cases, much of this detailed analysis may be unnecessary, particularly when
there is only a small claim at stake and there is someone with a complete and accurate knowl-
edge of all relevant events. But in larger, more complex matters, no one will fully know or
remember the details of the production problems, much less the details of pre-contract dis-
cussions so critical to the contract base-line. It is here that the contract management mecha-
nisms are so vital to claims preparation.

B. Legal Analysis

To recover on a claim, it is not enough that a contractor's performance exceeded the re-
quirements of the contract. He must also demonstrate that the government's conduct was re-
sponsible, either directly or indirectly, for the need to perform the extra work. The simple
case is where there is a specific government directive. Let us assume, however, a case in
which added work is not specifically requested but results from some other conduct by the gov-
ernment, such as when performance is delayed by factors for which the government is respon-
sible, yet it refuses to extend the performance schedule. This forces the contractor to
perform more quickly and may in turn require additional hiring and overtime and reduced effi-
ciency, increasing the contractor's costs. Although it has not directly required the increased
labor costs, the government is n.vertheless responsible for an acceleration claim.

The importance of being able to assign "responsibility" to the government cannot be
over-emphasized. A claim will not succeed when the extra work was performed voluntarily,
or when the contractor has misunderstood the contract requirements. This again shows the
importance of tight controls over contract communications and base-line. If communications
are carefully monitored, the contractor's representatives will not later be said to have made
admissions that the added work is being done voluntarily. In the acceleration situation, for ex-
ample, those communications should show that the contractor indeed requested but was re-
fused a time extension, rather than merely that the contractor was attempting to make up lost
time.

Although the ability to assign responsibility to the government is a prerequisite to recov-
ery, the analysis does not end there. Some contracts, in an attempt to limit liability, contain
disclaimers of government responsibility. These include clauses disclaiming warranties as to
the condition of Government Furnished Property or requiring the contractor to investigate the
construction site, as well as more indirect attempts to disclaim any warranty of drawings or
specifications. There are even occasional attempts to limit the filing of claims entirely. An
example is the Notification of Changes clause, which may be used in supply and R&D contracts
for more than $1 million. This clause substantially limits the time period during which a claim
may be filed to a certain number of days following "identification" of a change.

The government may also have a defense if the contractor has previously signed release
language - perhaps on a totally different claim - that arguably might encompass the new one.
Although courts construe releases narrowly - especially where the parties did not affirma-
tively intend that the release cover the new claim - careful analysis should be given to possi-
ble release problems, for they may prove to be important in considering how the claim should
be presented.

C. Pricing

Pricing of a claim is both an art and a science - but it is not guesswork.

From the contractor's accounting records, one can determine material costs, hourly di-
rect labor rates by various classifications of employees, and various rates for indirect costs
such as overhead and general and administrative expenses. Cost Accounting Standards, as
well as the procurement regulations, will govern much of the basic accounting effort and the
allowability of particular costs.
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Under most elaborate accounting systems, unless the increased costs caused by the gov-
ernment actions or omissions are discrete and segregable, a claim rarely can be priced sim-
ply on cost accounting records. Even for relatively simple changes, such as increasing the
size of a bevel or of a drilled hole, one must turn to industrial engineering assistance to de-
termine the actual cost to the contractor in direct labor hours (to which the accounting data
will attach). Thus, while accountants have an important role to play in claim pricing, pricing
generally is not simply an accounting function.

The nature of the claim, and the types of records and controls maintained by the contrac-
tor, as well as how the particular government actions or omissions and their timing affected
the contractor, will dictate what type of pricing effort is feasible. Cost estimating systems
vary widely; for example, estimates can be based on time and motion studies, return costs,
characteristics estimates such as dollars per pound, industry standards, "building block"
techniques, use of learning curves of various types, and the like. Different techniques and dif-
ferent estimators can lead to significantly different results, even though the estimates are be-
ing made in good faith. On major claims, it may be desirable to use more than one estimating
approach in order to provide a negotiating range.

The differences stemming from techniques and judgments are exacerbated when there
are differences of opinion as to how a particular action or omission in fact affected the con-
tractor, and whether some of the costs which might otherwise be claimed should be attributed
to causes for which the contractor must bear responsibility. For example, when a contractor
asserts that he was delayed, disrupted, or accelerated, with all of the related costs, the issue
almost inevitably arises as to what truly caused the inefficiencies being priced in such claims.
In this situation there can be an important relationship between the justification for the claim
itself and the pricing methodology chosen. For example, where PERT simulation modeling
techniques are used, the effects of government actions or omissions may be displayed and
measured on a probability basis. Thus, both cause and cost are involved.

Similarly, while a series of government actions or omissions, considered on an isolated
one-by-one basis, may be relatively simple to estimate and price, those acts or omissions
may be interrelated in their effect upon the contractor's performance. In considering how a
planned, orderly production or construction system was delayed, disrupted, or accelerated,
there is often a synergism wherein tile total impact of the government's actions is greater than
the sum of those actions considered individually. Such claims are often the most controver-
sial, yet it is in these areas that the contractor may incur his greatest costs. Where disrup-
tion, delay, or acceleration are laid at the government's doorstep, whole new areas of costs
may be brought within the claim area, such as overtime costs, loss of learning, increased
overhead costs for the extended production period, increased rates for work performed at a
later date, etc. Claims under one clause (e.g., Changes), also may trigger claims under an-
other (e.g., Escalation). The industrial engineering studies relating to pricing thus may re-
veal for the first time the true dimensions of the claim.

The fact that pricing may be difficult, and at times somewhat abstruse, does not relieve
the contractor of his burden of proof (although it may change what is legally acceptable to the
government). A contractor may not simply state that his bid price was "X," his total costs
were "Y," the government did a series of horrible things, and the contractor is, therefore,
entitled to the difference. "Total cost" and "jury verdict" pricing may be used only under
limited circumstances. Thus, a contractor not prepared from the beginning to track his per-
formance in terms of departures from the base-line may find it very difficult after the fact to
prove that the full extent of his increased costs must be borne by the government, or even to
understand that the government caused certain costs to be increased. Lest we overstate, even
a good tracking system in place can require extensive additional effort to support the claim,
but it will improve materially the opportunity to relate cause and effect, and to tie costs to
these effects.

Because of all the possible variables, it is beyond the scope of this article to describe
how to price a particular claim. Several points, however, are applicable to all claims:
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l. A contractor is entitled fully to price his claim based upon his reasonable costs under
the circumstances, and should not be embarrassed to claim costs incurred due to a gov-
ernment act or omission, even though another contractor in other circumstances may have

been able to deal with the problems in a less costly manner.

I 2. A contactor in most instances cannot be expected to do other than rely upon a reason-
able estimating system for determining what the costs of a particular government act or
omission may be, but recovering those true costs will depend upon the contractor's ability
to provide well-supported estimates.

3. Reasonable estimating generally involves combining established statistical and indus-
trial engineering techniques with accounting data, with an appropriate form of cause-and-
effect justification. The government may not ignore the synergistic effect of a group of
change orders, nor demand that they be priced on an isolated change-by-change basis.

4. The contractor always must bear in mind that when he claims increased costs he
bears the burden of proof; it is rare indeed the government will suggest that the contractor
has under-priced his claim.

D. Claims Presentation

Once the contractor has identified the areas of performance in which the government has
caused extra work, he must turn to strategic and tactical considerations. Not all claims are
equally strong. Some may be susceptible to clear and persuasive proof; others may be more
uncertain as to entitlement (government responsibility), quantum (estimate of added costs), or
both. Few claims are 100 percent clear. Most have areas of uncertainty or ambiguity - legal
arguments on both sides, factual premises that cannot easily be proved. Reasonable people
may differ as to their appropriate outcome or value.

While a contractor may not file a frivolous or fraudulent claim (neither ethics nor the
various required certifications would allow it), a claim is not frivolous merely because it is
not 100 percent certain of proof. Obviously, the choice of which claims to file will depend on
size and ease of proof; the highest priority will be reserved for those claims most likely to re-
sult in the greatest recovery. Beyond that it is difficult to generalize. Sometimes the inclusion
of smaller, weaker claims will delay and jeopardize the credibility of the stronger ones. Oth-
er times, smaller claims can provide useful bargaining chips. The key point is that the choice
of claims to be filed should be made with the awareness that after filing there will be much
give-and-take in negotiations with the contracting officer.

As for the presentation itself, the most important point is that it is not enough to be con-
clusory - rather, the contractor must present a full factual and legal basis for recovery.

While there is some flexibility as to format a claim should generally contain the
following:

- a summary of the claim, "telling the reader what you are going to tell him;"

- a description of the pertinent base-line requirements, including contract provisions
and, where necessary, supplemental factual support;

- a description of the increased work, including engineering and technical details as ap-
propriate, plus an explanation of why this work was made necessary by government
conduct;

- a legal analysis setting forth the theories and, if necessary, argument in favor of gov-
ernment liability;

- factual support for the amount of dollars claimed to perform the added work, in as
much detail as possible (taking into account the context), justifying both the excess labor
hours and materials and the pricing of those items;

a conclusion, "telling the reader what you have told him."
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In each of these sections, the contractor should be concrete and should rely on documen-
tary support- e.g., contract documents, correspondence, reports, photographs, cost
records, etc. - to the greatest extent possible. If management controls have been in place,
this should be quite feasible.

The Negotiation Process

A sine qua non of effective negotiation is that the contractor's own team and key person-
nel understand the claim in all its aspects. This does not mean that accountants have to be
lawyers or that lawyers have to be engineers. But it does mean that the basic thrust of the
claim must be understood by all members of the team, so that in the course of negotiations
they are all moving in the same direction. It also requires that each team member understand
his or her role and not presume to speak in areas where his or her competence may be
limited.

The need for a common understanding of each player's role stems from the fact that the
negotiation encompasses a number of separate reviews by the government. There may well be
an audit. There probably will be a technical review. There undoubtedly will be some form of
pricing review, and there certainly will be some form of legal review. Each review may in-
volve different members of the contractor's team, not necessarily including the team leader.
Ultimately, there will be informal and formal discussions with the contracting officer that may
include some or all of the members of his team.

In each area of expertise, the government representative must be persuaded of the
soundness of the claim. The contractor should have as his objective an open and fair discus-
sion, knowing that the earlier he can smoke out a problem, the better will be his chance of
dealing with it effectively.

The contractor must avoid putting his own personnel in untenable positions in their sepa-
rate discussions with their government counterparts, or they will lose their credibility and ef-
fectiveness in the negotiation process. On the other hand, contractor personnel must
understand that in areas where reasonable judgments may differ, the time and place for mak-
ing those judgments -including retreating from a prior position where necessary - must be
determined by the negotiation team leader, whose sense of timing may be critical to a suc-
cessful negotiation. In short, the team must have precise marching orders.

Having thoroughly oriented his own personnel, the contractor should now orient each of
the government representatives to the basic thrust and merit of the claim. A useful technique
is to request that the contracting officer and his team attend a briefing by the contractor,
where all aspects of the claim can be presented and reviewed in a manner which transcends
engineering technicalities or legalistic formulations. Throughout the entire process, the con-
tractor should make the claim come alive so that its basic equity can shine through the mas-
sive detail which the experts will be reviewing. The thoroughness of the contractor's
preparation, per se, can have a persuasive effect; it will be seen as a reflection of the con-
tractor's sincerity and willingness to "go to the mat" - i.e., litigate. This in turn may obvi-
ate the need to do so.

In these presentations the contractor should not put the government on the defensive by
assessing blame. That the government is responsible for any increased costs should come
through clearly enough from the facts themselves, without making government representatives
feel they must defend their own judgment or integrity or point fingers in return at the contrac-
tor's personnel. Entitlement to an equitable adjustment does not require that the government
have acted in bad faith; such an accusation is difficult to prove and should rarely be made. The
ideal outcome is for all involved to agree that the government's action was necessary and con-
tractually permitted, but entitles the contractor to the requested equitable adjustment.

Openness, the repeated demonstration of the contractor's candor, is a critical aspect of
the process. It is all too easy for a contracting officer or his staff to say "no." If they are
afraid of hidden booby traps, they will do so.
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None of this suggests that the contractor should give the government information to which
it is not entitled, or fail to protect information whose confidentiality is important. But sooner
or later, and certainly in the discovery process which will take place if the claim is litigated,
the government is going to obtain any information which it properly needs to assess the claim.
Moreover, improperly withholding such information can run afoul of the contractor's certifi-
cation related to his claim.

Thus from a pragmatic point of view, and because candor encourages a reciprocal re-
sponse, the contractor should conduct himself in such a way that the government trusts the in-
tegrity and completeness of the information it is receiving, When a contractor can make a
claim come alive to the government representatives, and when those representatives feel that
they are being dealt with openly, the contractor has taken a major step toward negotiating a
settlement.

By the time the contracting officer is ready to sit down and negotiate, the contractor, if
the members of his team have done their jobs well, will have a fairly good understanding of the
positions which the government is likely to take. The contractor nevertheless should request a
presentation by the contracting officer and team members of the results of their review. The
contracting officer has the same obligations of openness and candor as does the contractor,
and is charged with being fair in his duties even though he represents and is an advocate for the
government's position. At this point, the contractor's task is to maximize his understanding of
the contracting officer's perspective, arguments, and goals. He should listen and inquire, not
argue. How the negotiation should proceed from that point will depend on what the contractor
learns about how the contracting officer views the claim. V

Turning more to the substance of negotiations, it is important to differentiate between
those areas where the contracting officer believes he is legally inhibited from allowing an
item, and those in which judgment is involved. In the former case, the contractor must dem-
onstrate that the contracting officer is incorrect, or the item will not be allowed. A cost which
is not allowable under the regulations or a claim which for some other reason does not have a
proper legal basis simply will not fly. If the dollar amounts are sufficient and the circum-
stances justify it, however, it will be worth the contractor's effort to demonstrate that the in-
validity of the claim is not as certain as the contracting officer or his team have suggested.
Frivolous elements of a claim, if they exist, should be abandoned, but arguable claims should
not be dropped unless doing so contributes to the overall settlement. One has to have real
chips to trade, and the more chips one has on the table, the easier the trading process will be.

The contractor should also endeavor to select those areas where he can demonstrate, ei-
ther factually or legally, that the contracting officer or members of his team are patently
wrong. This process serves two purposes: It will correct the context in which the claim will be
settled, and it will help the contracting officer recognize that the advice he is getting is not
infallible.

Negotiations are often divided between the basic issues of "entitlement" to relief and
"quantum," or amount, of that relief. The course of the negotiation depends upon whether the
issue of entitlement - i.e., the substantive validity of the claim - has been resolved. Where
an explicit change order is involved, the only issue generally will be quantum - i.e., how
much is due the contractor. When a constructive change order is involved, on the other hand,
the contractor will have to convince the contracting officer at the outset that he is entitled to
any recovery at all.

The contractor may find that the contracting officer dces not admit the validity of the
claim but is prepared to review the estimate of the claim amount. Recognize such a develop-

ment as possible progress. The contracting officer may be withholding his recognition that a
valid claim has been filed to use as a bargaining chip on the issue of amount.

Since the burden of persuasion is on the contractor, there is little point in holding back
persuasive documents or arguments for a later day and another forum. The contractor must
be prepared to walk the contracting officer through-the facts and the law, supported by the best
documents available, to establish his legal right to an equitable adjustment.
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The Wall Street adage that "bulls make money, bears make money, and pigs get stuck"
is applicable to achieving a settlement. The one approach least likely to succeed is that based
upon greed and a lack of realism. The contractor constantly must put himself in the place of
the contracting officer and consider what he would do if he were wearing those shoes. He must
recognize that there will be disallowances and trade-offs.

It is always useful to understand the negotiating range of the government - what it wants,
and what it will accept. On the other hand, negotiation need not be a zero-sum game, where
gains to one party can only be made at the expense of the other. Seek areas in which gains are
not matched by costs. For example, a time extension for contract performance may greatly
benefit the contractor, yet cost the government little. 16

Setting the agenda is sometimes the most important single step in the negotiation pro-
cess. The contractor should try to establish the content of the negotiations - and the order -
in a way that will maximize the chances of reaching a successful agreement. Breaking a claim
into many component parts, rather than treating it on an all-or-nothing basis, will increase
the probability that common areas of agreement can be found. Since success feeds on success,
it may be helpful to place "easy" items early in the agenda, thereby establishing a pattern of
success, cooperation, and trust that may carry forward into more hotly disputed areas. 17

A tactical sense of when to concede a point or a claim is also important. With each
successive "victory" by one party, the other party will feel increasingly pressured to "win"
the next battle. A major factor contributing to this pressure on the part of government negotia-
tors (aside from any ego aspect) is the contract clearance requirement, which requires the
negotiator to prepare and present for review a prenegotlation outline of objectives and, after
negotiations, an explanation of where and why the negotiation results differ therefrom. 18

Each negotiation has a life cycle of its own, When it is not moving, it may be best to
break, regroup, and consider a fresh approach. When movement is perceived, it may be
critical to drive forward and carry the process to the end. Sensitivity to timing and momentum
is an important qualification of the team leader.

The authority given to the negotiation team leader may be important to this momentum.
There are times, for example, when it may be useful for the team leader to say that he must
go back and check further with his management, as long as this can be done in a manner which
does not suggest weakness of position. But there are other times when it is essential that the
team leader be in a position to reach agreement quickly - and the lack of authority to do so
may jeopardize the settlement. Realistically, a commitment by the negotiation team leader
subject only to management's approval is, except in rare circumstances, the end of the line in
the negotiation process. While such form of contingency is not unreasonable as a protection
against a settlement that management might reject (since the contracting officer himself has to
go up the line for review of what he is prepared to do), there are few people who would take
kindly to a negotiation thereafter.

Negotiation Need Not Stop When Litigation Begins

If the contracting officer is advised that a claim is not legally justified, he is unlikely to
recommend payment merely because of what might happen in a litigation. However, the inher-
cnt risks and costs of litigation are a legitimate consideration in arriving at a level of
settlement.

Thus, a contractor seeking a negotiated settlement may be exercising sound judgment by
demanding that the contracting officer make a decision, rather than prolonging the negotiating
process. That decision will bring the contractor to the next level - where the possibility of a
negotiated settlement will be considered from the viewpoint of the litigator.

Under the Contract Disputes Act, a contractor has the choice of taking an appeal from a
contracting officer's decision either to the agency's board of contract appeals or directly to
the Court of Claims. 19 In either event, a new counsel will be appointed by the government to
handle the case. That means there will be a fresh look from a different perspective - the per-
spective of a litigator.
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Assuming that the claim has merit, though no certainty of outcome, the government's
trial counsel may be persuaded that settlement is in the government's best interests. Argu-
ments which failed at an earlier stage may prevail now. Discovery proceedings may demon-
strate weaknesses in the government's case and strengths in the contractor's case that
previously were not recognized. At this stage a well-prepared litigation file will prove very
useful. "Pretrial" proceedings may lead the board or court to suggest that settlement is ap-
propriate, perhaps by merely commenting on some aspect of the case as it is developing. Gov-
ernment attorneys and tribunals have pressures of workload, and speed in resolving a case
has its appeal. Moreover, the fact that interest runs if the contractor prevails can be an added
economic push for settlement, even apart from the costs of litigation.

f tGenerally, the government's trial counsel cannot settle the matter without the approval
of the contracting officer, who may have refused a similar settlement at an earlier date. At
this stage, however, the contracting officer will be substantially liberated from prior con-

straints if he receives a recommendation of settlement from his own trial counsel.

As the case approaches trial, whatever cards have not been shown by either side prob-
ably will be turned face up in the discovery process. Thereafter, each party is in the best pos-
sible position to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of each side to the dispute. Again, it is
important that realism and not emotion dominate. That the contractor has spent time and mon-
ey getting to this point does not change the fact that, if a settlement is not reached, he will also
incur the added cost and time of the final preparation for trial, trial itself, and subsequent
briefing. The costs of the litigation are not productive either to the contractor or the govern-
ment, and generally will not be reimbursed; they are merely necessary evils if no other meth-
od can be found to dispose of the disagreement. Hence, a serious and pragmatic effort at
settlement should be made during this period.

A final note. If negotiations succeed, in whole or in part, great care must be taken in
memorializing the agreement. Typically, a negotiation memorandum will be prepared by the
government, documenting the terms and support for changes in price. This memorandum will
form the basis for the government's draft agreement, to be incorporated into the contract in
the form of a modification or supplemental agreement. The contractor should be sure that the
written agreement includes all items on which agreement was reached and explicitly excludes

Iand reserves all claims or potential claims, including delay and disruption if applicable, that
are not intended to be included in the scope of the agreement, or which cannot yet be deter-
mined. This latter area is difficult but vital, to avoid subsequent debate over whether claims
that are not explicitly excluded - sometimes even claims that are not yet known - are subject
to an accord and satisfaction defense. Of course, any explicit language of release or waiver
should be carefully and narrowly drafted.

L Conclusion

There is no road certain leading to settlement by negotiation. Each negotiation may dif-
fer from every other that a contractor has been through because of the type of claim, the
amount, the circumstances in whch the claim is presented, or the players on each side of the
negotiation process. That one cannot plan the exact course of a negotiation does not diminish3 the need to plan in advance for a negotiated settlement.

A contractor who, from the start, positions himself to deal effectively with claims -
which inevitably will arise - improves his ability to minimize their interference with contract
performance and increases his opportunity to have a controlling influence over the negotiation
process. Moreover, maintaining a reputation for preparation and credibility in the claims
arena increases the likelihood of a contractor's achieving satisfactory negotiated settlements.
Each success makes the next a little easier to attain, for the mutual respect that should exist
between the contractor and the government is enhanced by a course of dealing in which claims
are resolved by agreement rather than litigation.

I
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ICLAIMS AND DISPUTES

by

I Robert J. Wehrle-Einhorn
Professor of Contract Law and Management

I
The disputes procedure in effect today was established by the
Contract Disputes Act of 1978 (41 USC Section 601 et seq.). That
Act defined the responsibilities of the parties at each step of
the procedure, beginning with the initial action of the
contractor in filing the claim with the contracting officer.
A brief historical review may be helpful in maintaining an
appropriate perspective.

Since American law grew out of English common law, the doctrine
of "sovereign immunity" has a long history in the United States.
That doctrine was originally based on the concept that the king
of England, who ruled by divine right, could do no wrong. As a
result, the courts would not allow a lawsuit against the king.
The English settlers brought the concept of sovereign immunity
with them to the American colony, and it became ingrained in
American law as well.

As a result, Government contractors in America were unable to sue
the Government for such items as non-payment or other breaches of
contract until 1855, when Congress first provided by statute that
the Government could be sued on contract matters. This statute
later became known as the Tucker Act, and it is still called that
today (28 U.S.C. Section 1491 et seq.). It was not until 1946
that Congress substantially expanded its waiver of sovereign
immunity by passage of the Tort Claims Act, which allowed law
suits against the government concerning many types of non-contractual injuries.

ISince the Government has sovereign immunity unless it chooses to
waive that immunity, the Government can specify and limit the
conditions under which the waiver of immunity will be effective.
For example, Congress can specify the forum where matters will be
litigated, what types of matters can be litigated, and so on.
That is what Congress has done in the Contract Disputes Act.

I
I
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THE CONTRACTING OFFICER LEVEL

Under the Act, a contractor initiates a claim by reducing it to
writing and submitting it to the contracting officer for a
decision. The Act does not define the term "claim," but the
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) does at Section 52.233-1;
that section requires insertion of the following language at
paragraph (c) of the Disputes clause:

"Claim," as used in this clause, means a written demand
or written assertion by one of the contracting parties
seeking, as a matter of right, the payment of money in
a sum certain, the adjustment or interpretation of
contract terms, or other relief arising under or
relating to this contract. [Emphasis added] A claim
arising under a contract, unlike a claim relating to
that contract, is a claim that can be resolved under a
contract clause that provides for the relief sought by
the claimant. However, a written demand or written
assertion bx the contractor seeking the payment of
moneT exceeding $50,000 is not a claim under the Act
unti certified as require b subparagraph (d)(2) ...

[ Emphasis added] A voucher, invoice or other routine
request for payment that is not in dispute when
submitted is not a claim under the Act. The submission
may be converted to a claim under the Act, by complying
with the submission and certification requirements of
this clause, if it is disputed either as to liability
or amount or is not acted upon in a reasonable time.

Thus a "claim" is a demand for a specific amount of money or
other relief to which a contracting party asserts a right.

The statement in the clause that a contractor's demand for more
than $50,000 is not a claim until it is "certified" is a
reference to Section 605(c)(1) of the Contract Disputes Act,
which says that:

For claims of more than $50,000, the contractor shall
certify [1] that the claim is made in good faith, and
[2] that the supporting data are accurate and complete
to the best of his knowledge and belief, and [31 that
the amount requested accurately reflects the contract
adjustment for which the contractor believes the
government is liable.

Although the contractor need only recite the substance of this
certification, as a general practice contractors use these exact
words in order to avoid any question as to whether the
certification will be effective. Failure to certify as to each of
the three elements can render the certification ineffective. For
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example, failure to certify that the claim is made in good faith
has been held to render the certification ineffective, although
the courts and Boards of Contract Appeals will review the text of
the certification and claim to see if the missing element of the
certification can reasonably be implied.

In addition, a contractor may attempt to submit a limited or
qualified certification. For example, the contractor might
certify that the supporting data are accurate and complete,
"subject to further analysis." Such a qualification has been held
to prevent the certification from being effective because the
statute does not allow for a lesser certification than is
specified in Section
605(c)(1), above.

Occasionally a question arises concerning whether the $50,000
threshold for certification allows segmentation of the components
of a claim, or requires aggregation of all matters related to the
same contract. In general, for purposes of applying the $50,000
threshold the contractor is required to aggregate all items
having "a common nucleus of operative facts."

What if the amount of the claim increases after the claim has
been submitted? If the claim was previously certified, the
prevailing view is that no new certification is needed, as long
as the factual basis for the claim has not changed substantially.
However, where an uncertified claim subsequently increases to
more than $50,000 before the contracting officer issues a final
decision, the contractor's failure to certify may prevent an
appeal if the contracting officer denies the claim, particularly
if the contractor had had reason to know that the claim would
increase and exceed $50,000.

Why does it matter whether a claim has the appropriate
certification? Until a contractor's claim for more than $50,000
has been certified, the contracting officer is not authorized by
the Contract Disputes Act to consider it. The Act mandates at
Section 605(c)(1) that the contracting officer issue a decision
"on any submitted claim of $50,000 or less within sixty days from

his receipt of a
written request from the contractor that a decision be rendered
within that period." In contrast, Section
605(c)(2) provides that where the amount in dispute exceeds
$50,000 the contracting officer shall take certain action "within
sixty days of receipt of a submitted certified claim." [Emphasis
added] Thus where the amount in dispute exceeds $50,000, the
absence of the statutory certification prevents the contracting
officer's duty to render a decision from arising.

Further, the contractor's failure to comply with the
certification requirement may affect the contractor's right to
receive interest with respect to its claim. The Contract Disputes
Act expressly provides at Section 611 for the contractor to
receive interest which accrues "from the date the contracting
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officer receives the claim pursuant to Section [605(a)] from the
contractor until payment thereof." If the purported claim lacks a
necessary certification and is therefore not a claim for purposes
of Section 605, then interest would presumably not begin to
accrue until proper certification is made.

As previously mentioned, when the claim involves up to $50,000
the contracting officer has a duty to issue a written decision
within 60 days. If the amount exceeds $50,000 the contracting
officer has 60 days to either issue a decision or notify the
contractor of the (reasonable) time within which a decision will
be issued.

If the contracting officer fails to issue a decision within the
specified time, the contractor has two remedies available. First,
the contractor may ask the agency Board of Contract Appeals to
direct the contracting officer to issue a decision within a
specified period of time. Alternatively, the contractor may ask
the Board to treat the contracting officer's failure to issue a
decision as if the contracting officer had denied the claim, and
to hear the contractor's appeal. However, the Board retains
discretion to suspend any action on such an appeal and to require
the contracting officer to issue a decision. These procedures are
set out in Section 605 (c)of the Act.

In order for the contracting officer's decision to be effective
it must be in writing, and it must be furnished to the contractor
by mail or some other means of delivery. The Contract Disputes
Act requires that the decision state the contracting officer's
reasons, but the decision need not contain specific findings of
fact; if it does contain specific findings of fact, then in the
event the contractor appeals from the contracting officer's
decision, those findings are not binding on either the contractor
or the government. In fact, the Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals has, in at least one instance, reduced the amount of
equitable adjustment made by the contracting officer; in
Assurance Co., ASBCA No. 30116 (86-1 BCA Para. 18,737), January
28, 1986, the Board made its own factual finding as to the proof
submitted by the contractor, and reduced the contracting
officer's award.

The contracting officer's decision is required by Section 605(a)
to inform the contractor of his rights under the Contract
Disputes Act, and of the procedure to follow in the event the
contractor elects to appeal from the decision. Once the
contractor receives the contracting officer's decision, the time
for appeal from that decision begins to run.

APPEAL FROM THE CONTRACTING OFFICER'S DECISION

Historically, a contractor has been required to exhaust the
available administrative remedies before a court would exercise
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its jurisdiction to hear the case. Before enactment of the
Contract Disputes Act of 1978, for example, a contractor raising
a dispute concerning a matter "arising under the contract" would
usually be required to have its hearing before the appropriate
board of contract appeals before the Court of Claims would hear
the matter. Once the board had spoken, the Court of Claims could
then hear an appeal from the Board's decision.

However, if there was no potential administrative remedy
available, the contractor was able to appeal from the contracting
officer's decision directly to the Court of Claims. For example,
if the dispute concerned an alleged breach of contract, the board
would not have authority to decide the case because such an
allegation would not involve a dispute "arising under the
contract." Consequently, there would be no available
administrative remedy to be exhausted before the Court of Claims
would hear the matter, and the matter could proceed to court.

The Contract Disputes Act of 1978 eliminated the need for
contractors to pursue remedies through the boards of contract
appeals before appealing to the Court of Claims. Among other
things, it was intended to ensure that contractors would have
access to an independent forum.

Board of Contract Appeals

Prior to enactment of the Contract Disputes Act, the Disputes
clause in government contracts specified that decisions of the
contracting officer were subject to review by the representative
of the agency head, whose decision was to be final; in general,
the board of contract appeals was the representative of the
agency head for that purpose, and the source of their authority
was the Disputes clause itself.

Under the Contract Disputes Act, the jurisdiction of the boards
became statutory, although the agency head may still elect
whether to appoint a board or refer appeals to the board of
another agency. Section 607(d) of the Act declares that the board
has jurisdiction to decide

any appeal from a decision of a contracting officer ...
relating to a contract made by its agency... . In
exercising this jurisdiction, the agency board is
authorized to grant any relief that would be available
to a litigant asserting a contract claim in the Claims
Court [formerly part of the Court of Claims, as
explained below].

Usually a single Administrative Judge conducts the trial and
writes a decision for review by a panel of several other judges.
The reasons for this arrangement are to provide for expeditious
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disposition of cases, while at the same time providing consistent
and uniform decisions of high quality. When the panel adopts the
decision (it need not be unanimous), the decision is officially
issued.

The Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals has 33 members,
including a chairman and two vice-chairmen. It is divided into
ten divisions, each of which has five members:
the chairman, one vice-chairman, and three other board members
(one of whom is the division head). In general, a decision
supported by a majority of a division will be the board's
decision; however, the chairman may refer a matter to the board's
Senior Deciding Group, a body composed of the chairman, the two
vice-chairmen, and the ten division heads. That body deals with
the unusually difficult cases, as well as cases which are likely
to have important value as precedents or which involve matters of
serious disagreement among divisions.

According to Section 606 of the Contract Disputes Act, a
contractor may appeal to a board from a contracting officer's
adverse decision "[w]ithin ninety days from the date of receipt
of" the contracting officer's decision. The contractor has the
burden of proving (usually by post mark, affidavit or postal
meter setting) that the appeal was filed on time. Mailing the
appeal on the 90th day is considered to meet the deadline, but
hand-delivery on the 91st day is not.

Before passage of the Act, the standard time for appeals from
contracting officers' decisions was 30 days, and that time
limitation was written into the Disputes clause.
Although the Act allows a greater amount of time for the
contractor to appeal, there can be no extension of time.
The statutory 90-day period has been held to be jurisdictional,
which means that boards have no authority to hear a case unless
the filing deadline is met. Thus the boards cannot waive the 90-
day filing requirement, even though the earlier 30-day filing
requirement could be waived for good cause shown.

However, it should be noted that if the contract on which the
claim is based was entered before March 1, 1979 (the effective
date of the Contract Disputes Act), the contractor may elect to
have its disputes decided in accordance with the Disputes clause
of the contract rather than the statutory procedure established
by the Act. It is a matter for the contractor to determine
whether to elect to proceed "under the contract" or "under the
statute," and the contractor cannot later reverse the election.

When a contractor elects to appeal to the ASBCA from a
contracting officer's decision, the contractor is required to
mail or otherwise deliver a written notice of appeal to the board
within 90 days. In addition, the contractor must furnish a copy
to the contracting officer, who has 30 days to assemble and
transmit to the board a "Rule 4 file"; "Rule 4" refers to one of
the Rules of Practice of the ASBCA. Other agency boards of
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contract appeals have their own versions of Rule 4, which are
usually very similar.

The Rule 4 file includes (a) a copy of the decision from which
the appeal is being taken; (b) the contract, including pertinent
specifications, amendments, plans, and drawings; (c) all
correspondence between the parties relevant to the appeal,
including the written claims in response to which the contracting
officer's decision was issued; (d) affidavits or other statements
made by witnesses before the appeal was filed, and transcripts of
any testimony taken in the proceedings; and (e) any additional
information considered relevant to the appeal. The documents$ included in the file are to be either the originals or legible
facsimiles or authenticated copies; they are required to be
arranged in chronological order where practicable, numbered
sequentially, tabbed, and indexed to identify the contents of the
file.

The contracting officer is also required to provide a copy of
this file, except for a copy of the contract (including
amendments and attachments as described in (b) above), to the
contractor within 30 days after receiving notice of the appeal.
The contractor then has 30 days from receipt of the file to
submit to the board any additional documents which the contractor
considers relevant, and tc provide two copies to the government
trial attorney.

Section 607(e) of the Act directs that to the fullest extent
practicable, the board shall provide "informal, expeditious, and4inexpensive resolution of disputes." In order to accomplish these
objectives, the boards of contract appeals will conduct trials at
locations which are convenient for the parties, rather than
require the parties to travel to Washington, D.C. for each trial.

Rule 17 of the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA),
for example, states that it will hold hearings "at such places

* determined by the Board to best serve the interests of the
parties and the Board." In addition, hearings before the boards
tend to be less formal than comparable judicial proceedings.4 iAlthough litigation before a board can in some cases require
extended periods of time (i.e., years), the Contract Disputes Act
also provides for certain special procedures which the contractormay invoke if the amount of money in dispute is relatively small.

Section 607(f) of the Act requires that the board provide a
procedure for the "accelerated disposition" of claims in amounts
up to $50,000. This accelerated procedure, which may be elected
by the contractor without regard to the government's preference,
means that the board is required to resolve the matter ifI6  possible within 180 days after the contractor invokes the
procedure.

The Act does not expressly provide for any deviations from the
Board's standard procedure in order to meet this 180-day
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"deadline." Although it might be possible for the Board to issue
decisions within that time frame by merely giving priority to
cases involving $50,000 or less, the ASBCA has tailored some of
its Rules of Practice to fit the situation. In Rule 12.3(a), for
example, the Board states that when accelerated disposition is
invoked by the contractor,

...the parties are encouraged, to the extent possible
consistent with adequate presentation of their factual
and legal positions, to waive pleadings, discovery, and
briefs. The Board, in its discretion, may shorten time
periods prescribed or allowed elsewhere in these Rules,
including Rule 4, as necessary to enable the Board to
decide the appeal within 180 days after the Board had
received the appellant's notice of election of the
ACCELERATED [sic] procedure, and may reserve 30 days
for preparation of the decision.

In addition, Rule 12.3(b) calls for a somewhat different
mechanism for the issuance of decisions rendered pursuant to the
accelerated procedure:

Written decisions by the Board in cases processed under
the ACCELERATED procedure will normally be short aiid
contain only summary findings of fact and conclusions.
Decisions will be rendered for the Board by a single
administrative judge with the concurrence of a vice
chairman, or by a majority among these two and the
chairman in case of disagreement. Alternatively, in
cases where the amount in dispute is $10,000 or less as
to which the ACCELERATED procedure has been elected and
in which there has been a hearing, the single
administrative judge presiding at the hearing may, with
the concurrence of both parties, at the conclusion of
the hearing and after entertaining such oral arguments
as deemed appropriate, render on the record oral
summary findings of fact, conclusions, and a decision
of the appeal. Whenever such an oral decision is
rendered, the Board will subsequently furnish the
parties a typed copy of such oral decision for record
and payment purposes, and to establish the starting
date for the period for filing a motion for
reconsideration under Rule 29.

(Rule 29 allows 30 days, counted from the date when the party
receives a copy of the Board's decision, for requesting
reconsideration of the Board decision.)

In addition to the procedure for "accelerated disposition," each
board is required by the Contract Disputes Act to provide a small
claims procedure for the "expedited disposition" of claims in
amounts up to $10,000. (The Act provides for increases in the
$10,000 threshold from time to time.) This procedure is available
to the contractor without regard to the government's preference.
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The board is required by the Act to resolve cases under the small
claims procedure within 120 days if possible after the contractor
invokes the procedure. In view of this time frame, the board is
expressly authorized by the Act to follow simplified rules of
procedure in order to render a prompt decision. Since the parties
may not have the opportunity to develop their arguments as fully
as they would under the normal procedure, the Act says that board
decisions made under the small claims procedure are given no
value as precedents, and the board decision will not be set aside
unless shown to be fraudulent.

The ASBCA has established special rules for its small claims
procedure, in order to meet the 120-day deadline for decisions.
First, once the Government receives a copy of the contractor's
notice that it is invoking the small claims procedure, the
Government has only 10 days to send to the Board a copy of the
contract, the final decision issued by the contracting officer,
and letter or letters in which the contractor made the claim
which is the subject of the dispute. (Other documents are
submitted pursuant to Rule 4, as discussed below.)

In addition, the Board's Rule 12.2(a)(2) imposes certain duties
on the administrative judge in order to move the proceedings
quickly:

JWithin 15 days after the Board has acknowledged receipt
of appellant's notice of election [of the small claims
or expedited procedure], the assigned administrative
judge shall take the following administrative actions,
{f feasible, in an informal meeting or a telephone
conference with both parties: (i) identify and simplify
the issues; (ii) establish a simplified procedure
appropriate to the particular appeal involved; (iii)
determine whether either party wants a hearing, and if
so, fix a time and place therefore; (iv) require the
Government to furnish all the additional documents
relevant to the appeal; and (v) establish an expedited
schedule for resolution of the appeal.

Further, the administrative judge is directed by Rule 12.2(b) to
avoid delays to the extent possible:

Pleadings, discovery, and other prehearing activity
will be allowed only as consistent with the requirement
to conduct the hearing on the date scheduled, or if no
hearing is scheduled, to close the record on a date
that will allow decisions within the 120-day limit. The
Board, in its discretion, may impose shortened time
periods for any actions prescribed or allowed under
these rules, as necessary to enable the Board to decide
the appeal within the 120-day limit, allowing whatever
time, up to 30 days, that the Board considers necessary
for the preparation of the decision after closing therecord and the filing of briefs, if any.
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As in the case of the accelerated procedure, the written
decision of the administrative judge in a small claims case
will "be short and contain only summary findings of fact and
conclusions." Only a single administrative judge is involved, and
the judge may render the decision orally (with a typed copy to be
provided to the parties).

Even where the small claims procedure or the accelerated
procedure is not applied, the Board is still required to provide
expeditious, informal and inexpensive resolution of disputes.
However, the Act is generally thought to have "judicialized"
board appeals. Section 610 of the Act gives Administrative Judges
the power to compel testimony and the production of documents.
Further, the Act specifically authorizes depositions and the
enforcement of subpoenas issued by the Boards, upon application
by the U.S. Attorney General (i.e., the Department of Justice) in
a federal district court. Failure to comply with a court order
enforcing a subpoena may be treated as contempt of court.

Thus in many ways a proceeding before a board is very similar to
a court trial. Apart from the "small claims" and "accelerated
disposition" options which the board makes available to the
contractor, the main features of interest in board proceedings
are the informality and the board's willingness to conduct
hearings at convenient locations. In addition, a contractor who
is considering whether and how to appeal from a contracting
officer's decision would want to be aware of a study by the
General Accounting Office: GAO found that although the Armed
Services Board of Contract Appeals is not organizationally
independent, it is perceived by members of the contracting
community as being independent of the Department of Defense in
its decision making processes.

These are important considerations to the contractor, who must
make the election whether to appeal from the contracting
officer's decision to the agency board or to the Claims Court. It
has been held that once the election is made, it is irreversible
because the forum not chosen by the contractor lacks jurisdiction
to hear the case later. Consequently, if the forum selected
dismisses the appeal or renders an unfavorable decision, or if
the contractor has a change of heart, the contractor cannot then
pursue the matter in the other forum.

Claims Court
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Historically, the Court of Claims was the main forum designated

by Congress to hear or review disputes related to express or
implied government contracts. Until 1978 the federal district
courts, which are the federal trial courts of generalI jurisdiction, also had jurisdiction to hear or review disputes
related to government contracts, but only where the amount of
money in dispute did not exceed $10,000.

The Contract Disputes Act of 1978 eliminated most of this overlap
of jurisdiction by removing the statutory authority of the
federal district courts to decide matters related to most
government contract disputes. (The federal district courts
continue to have a role in reviewing government action in
awarding government contracts, but not in matters related to the
performance of most government contracts.)

The Act also eliminated the general requirement that a contractor
exhaust the available administrative remedies before seeking
judicial relief. It expressly provided at Section 609 that:

[I]n lieu of appealing the decision of the contracting
officer under [sec. 605] to an agency board, a
contractor may bring an action directly on the claim in
the United States Court of Claims, notwithstanding any
contract provision, regulation or rule of law to the
contrary. ... Any action ... shall be filed within
twelve months from the date of the receipt by the
contractor of the decision of the contracting officer
concerning the claim, and shall proceed de novo in
accordance with the rules of the appropriite court.

Under the Contract Disputes Act the Court of Claims had two
functions: it had both "original" jurisdiction (i.e., it could
conduct trials, hear the testimony of witnesses, etc.) and
appellate jurisdiction (i.e., it could consider appeals from
other forums, such as boards of contract appeals). The Court of
Claims also had two divisions, one for trials (the Trial
Division) and one for appeals (the Appellate Division).

In 1982, the Federal Courts Improvement Act transformed the
Trial Division of the Court of Claims into the U.S. Claims Court.
The Court of Claims trial judges on October 1, 1982 became judges
on the Claims Court. Their terms of office
expired on October 1, 1986 or 15 years after the date of their
appointment to the Court of Claims, whichever came first.

In this reorganization the trial judges were given some
additional power. As trial commissioners of the Court of Claims,
they had had authority to issue only "recommended decisions" to
the appellate judges. In contrast, as judges of the Claims Courtthey received authority to "enter dispositive judgments."

There are 16 Claims Court judges, appointed by the President for
terms of 15 years. They are not organized in the same manner as
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the Administrative Judges of the ASBCA. Cases brought before the
Claims Court are heard by a single judge, whose opinion need not
be reviewed or approved by anyone before issuance. Consequently,
the judges are not obligated to defer to each other's opinions or
to follow each other's prior decisions. Conflicts between
decisions of individual Claims Court judges are resolved by the
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, discussed infra.

Although the Claims Court sits in Washington, D.C., it may in
appropriate circumstances conduct trials elsewhere for the
convenience of the parties. However, the Claims Court does not
have the same statutory mandate as the boards to provide
informal, expeditious and inexpensive resolutions of disputes.
Consequently, in general, a Claims Court trial is likely to be
more formal in nature than a board trial. This formality and the
expense it entails may be important considerations for the
contractor in deciding whether to appeal from the contracting
officer's adverse decision to the board or to the Claims Court.

Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit

The Federal Courts Improvement Act of 1982 created the Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit. That Court includes the former
appellate division of the Court of Claims and the Court of
Customs and Patent Appeals. Among other things it hears appeals
from decisions of both the Claims Court and the boards of
contract appeals.

The Contract Disputes Act, as amended by the Federal Courts
Improvement Act, expressly provides at Section 607(g)(1) for
review of board decisions by the Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit:

The decisiun of an agency board of contract appeals
shall be final, except that --
(A) a contractor may appeal such a decision to the
United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
within one hundred twenty days after the date of
receipt of a copy of such decision, or
(B) the agency head, if he determines that an appeal
should be .aken, and with the prior approval of the
Attorney General, transmits the decision of the board
of contract appeals to the United States Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit for judicial review,
under [Section] 1295 of title 28, United States Code,
as amended ierein, within one hundred twenty days from
the date of the agency's receipt of a copy of the
board's decision.
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Thus the government as well as the contractor has the opportunity
to appeal from an adverse board decision, and each party has 120
days to file the appeal. It should be noted that the Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit has exclusive jurisdiction over
such appeals; there is no other forum to hear appeals from board
decisions.

It should also be noted that the government's decision whether to
appeal is not made by the contracting officer. The government did
not have authority to appeal from board decisions prior to 1978,
when the Contract Disputes Act expressly authorized such appeals.
In fact, the question whether the government should be able to
appeal from board decisions was one of the major issues resolvedby the Act.

In the case of S & E Contractors v. U.S., 406 U.S. 1 (1972), the
Supreme Court held that under the current Disputes clause the
government could not appeal from an adverse board decision. This
policy was reversed by Congress six years later, after much
debate, in the Contract Disputes Act. However, it was
contemplated that the government should not appeal from such
decisions casually or routinely; thus the statute required that
the decision whether to appeal be elevated to the agency head,
with the prior approval of the attorney general.

The Act also established the standards that must be met by a
party seeking to overturn a board decision. Section 609 (b)
expressly provides that whether the appellant is the contractor
or the government,

[T]he decision of the agency board on any question of
law shall not be final or conclusive, but the decision
on any question of fact shall be final and conclusive
and shall not be set aside unless the decision is
fraudulent, or arbitrary, or capricious, or so grossly
erroneous as to necessarily imply bad faith, or if such
decision is not supported by substantial evidence.

These five grounds for overturning a board decision were first
adopted by Congress in the Administrative Disputes Act of 1954.
That Act is also called the Wunderlich Act or the Anti-Wunderlich
Act, and these Wunderlich standards have continued in effect
without change since that time. Now that the government can
appeal board decisions, the government must meet those same3 standards in order to have a board decision reversed on appeal.

The standard for reversing a decision by the Claims Court is
somewhat different. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provideI at section 52(a) that findings of fact by the Claims Court will
be set aside only if they are found to be "clearly erroneous."
The Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit has not yet had
occasion to decide whether this standard is a higher standard
than that which must be met in order to overturn a board decision
(i.e., "not supported by substantial evidence").
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It appears possible that a decision could be "supported by
substantial evidence" and still be "clearly erroneous"; thus, the
difference in standards suggests that board decisions might be
accorded greater deference, and that it might be easier to have
the same decision set aside if it were issued by the Claims Court
than if it were issued by a board of contract appeals. This is an
interesting but fairly subtle point for attorneys to ponder. Of
greater importance to the contractor, however, is whether the
track record of the board or the Claims Court suggests greater
receptivity to the contractor's claim, and without unduly
burdensome cost and effort.

RELATED MATTERS

Public Law 85-804

Pub. L. 85-804 was enacted on August 28, 1958. It preserved a
special set of remedies available to Government contractors which
otherwise would have expired then. President Eisenhower
implemented the statute, which was codified at 29 U.S.C. Sec.
1431, by issuing Executive Order No. 10789. Subject to certain
limitations, the statute provides that:

The President may authorize any department or agency of
the Government which exercises functions in connection
with the national defense ... to enter into contracts
or into amendments or modifications of contracts
heretofore or hereafter made and to make advance
payments thereon, without regard to other provisions of
law relating to the making, performance, amendment, or
modification of contracts, whenever he deems that such
action would facilitate the national defense. [Emphasis
supplied]

Executive Order No. 10789 delegates authority to the Secretary of
Defense and the service secretaries; it also makes similar
delegations to the secretaries of various other departments and
the heads of various specific agencies.

Pursuant to Public Law 85-804, also called the Contract
Adjustment Act, each authorized department or agency has provided
a form of Contract Adjustment Board. As noted above, the Boards
make adjustments to contracts "without regard to other provisions
of law," which means they have extraordinary authority.
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Three types of cases have generally been referred to the Contract
Adjustment Boards, in each instance involving a situation beyond
the capability of the contracting officer and the usual dispute
resolution mechanism to resolve. The FAR addresses these types of
cases at Section 50.302.

One type involves a need for a contract amendment or modification
without consideration. The common law requires that there be an
exchange of consideration as an essential element in every
contract, and in every contract amendment as well. A contracting
officer generally lacks authority to pay a contractor more moneythan was originally agreed, for example, unless there is a change
in the consideration which the Government will receive.

However, the Contract Adjustment Boards do have the authority to
make such an adjustment, if necessary to protect the productive
capability of a contractor whose continued operation is essential
to the national defense.

The Contract Adjustment Boards also have authority to reform
contracts to correct for a mutual mistake between the contractor
and the Government, or a contractor's mistake that should have
been apparent to the contracting officer. Prior to 1978 only
these Boards had the authority to reform or rescind contracts in
such situations, but that was changed by the Contract Disputes
Act. The Act by its terms provided for its dispute resolution

procedure to apply to all claims "related to" (rather than
"arising under") the contract.

Complex legal issues may arise in connection with a contractor's
claim of entitlement to reformation or rescission of a contract.
See, for example, the brief discussion at Section 33.005 of the
FAR. Only if the contracting officer lacks authority to grant the
reformation or rescission does the Contract Adjustment Board have
authority to consider the matter. Thus it is incumbent on the
contractor to submit its claim for reformation or rescission
first to the contracting officer for consideration.

The third type of case where the Contract Adjustment Boards have
become involved involves the formalization of informal

acommitments, under certain unusual circumstances. The purpose of
this action is to permit payment to a contractor who has relied
in good faith on the representations of Government agents and the
"apparent authority" of those agents to make those
representations. Although the government is not bound by the
doctrine of "apparent authority," it may be important on occasion
to facilitate the national defense by reassuring such contractors5 that they will be treated fairly.

It should be remembered that the relief offered by Pub. L. 85-804
is not available to contractors as an entitlement. The contractor
does not have a right to such the types of adjustments described
above; the adjustment is for the benefit of the government, and
any benefit the contractor receives is a matter of grace rather
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than entitlement. In general, the contractor will seek and need
the endorsement of the contracting officer for its request for
relief. It is then for the contracting officer to make the
initial determination of what result would be in the national
interest.

Equal Access to Justice Act

This chapter began with a brief discussion of sovereign immunity
as the background against which contractors historically
struggled to assert contract rights against the Government. Once
Congress had adjusted the disputes procedure in the Contract
Disputes Act of 1978, placing the parties on a more or less equal
footing in terms of their procedural rights with respect to
contract disputes, the major remaining imbalance between the
parties was related to the cost of litigation.

Small contractors were in some instances unable to bear the cost
of litigation, and thus might be unable to assert their rights
even-where there was substantial merit to their claim. Beginning
in October 1981, however, the Equal Access to Justice Act, 5
U.S.C. Section 504, provided that a small party prevailing
against a Government agency in an "adversary adjudication" could
recover its "fees and other expenses."

The Act itself defined "fees and other expenses" to include
reasonable expenses for expert witnesses; reasonable expenses for
engineering reports, studies, tests, analyses, etc.; and
"reasonable attorney or agent fees." The definition of parties
eligible to receive this benefit includes a corporation or other
business association whose net worth did not exceed $7 million
and which did not employ more than 500 employees as of the time
the "adversary adjudication" was begun.

There is, however, a major obstacle to a contractor's recovery of
such fees and expenses under the Act, even where the contractor
wins a lawsuit. In order to recover, it is not sufficient that
the contrartor WLJvedils in the litigation; the contractor must
also show that the Government's position was not "substantially
justified."

Consequently, a small contractor may prevail in litigation
against the Government and still not recover its fees and costs,
if the Government's position, even though wrong, was
substantially justified under the circumstances. One example
would be a situation where the Government was litigating a
complicated issue for the first time, where it was not clear
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whether the Government's position would be sustained. On the
other hand, the courts have held that the contractor need not
actually win a lawsuit in order to qualify for recovery of its-
fees and expenses; the contractor can be found to "prevail" and
thereby to qualify for recovery of its expenses if the settlement
agreement substantially indicates that the contractor's claim is
meritorious and that the government's position was not
substantially justified.

Soon after enactment of the Equal Access to Justice Act a
question arose as to whether it gave Boards of Contract Appeals
authority to award fees and expenses, or whether only courts had
that authority. The issue was resolved by Congress, which amended
the Act to specify that Boards as well as courts can make such
awards.

Government Claims

The Contract Disputes Act of 1978 states at 10 U.S.C. Section
605(a) that the Government is required to assert its claims
against a contractor by means of a contracting officer's
decision:

All claims by the Government against a contractor
relating to a contract shall be the subject of a
decision by the contracting officer.

This occasionally causes some confusion as to when a claim is
being made and who is making the claim. Where the Government
disallows a contractor's costs after the contractor has been
paid, for example, the contractor may appeal the disallowance. In
one such case in 1986, the Government asked the ASBCA to dismiss
the case on the grounds that the contractor had failed to certify
the claim. The Board denied the Government's motion; since the
contractor had already been paid, it was not the contractor but
the Government who was making the claim in this instance.

I More recently a dispute arose concerning whether a contractor was
responsible for laying carpet in a building rented by the
Government from the contractor. The contracting officer sent the3 contractor a letter purporting to be a final decision, placing
responsibility for laying the carpet on the contractor; however,
the contractor had not submitted a claim. Instead of appealing,
the contractor later determined an estimated cost of doing the
work and submitted a certified claim to the contracting officer.
Four months after that submission the contractor appealed from

the contracting officer's failure to issue a decision.
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The Government's position was that the contractor's appeal was
untimely, in that the contractor should have appealed from the
contracting officer's final decision several months earlier. The
General Services Board of Contract Appeals (GSBCA) rejected that
argument, holding that the contracting officer's letter was not
a "final decision" from which an appeal could be taken; it was
merely a declaration of rights and obligations under the
contract.

Whether a claim belongs to the Government or to a contractor, the
Board added, depends on who has the burden of proof. Here the
issue was whether the Government's ordering the contractor to lay
the carpet was a constructive change which would entitle the
contractor to an equitable adjustment; since the burden of proof
on that issue is the contractor's, the claim belonged to the
contractor rather than the Government. Thus in the absence of a
claim by the contractor, there could be no "final decision" by
the contracting officer and there was no need to appeal from the
contracting officer's letter.

Government Reactions

Most disputes are raised in good faith. They usually reflect
honest disagreements concerning the parties' obligations under
the contract, and often can be traced to misunderstandings and
failed communication. In general, then, the contracting officer
needs to be patient and willing to hear and understand the
contractor's point of view. Yet if the government has reason to
believe that a contractor's claim is not made in good faith, it
has a powerful array of weapons at its disposal.

Historically, a key statutory remedy available to the government
where a contractor submitted false claims was provided by the
False Claims Act. It was enacted during the Civil War in response
to war profiteering at the government's expense.

The False Claims Act has two components, the civil false claims
act (31 U.S.C. Section 3729 et seq.) and the criminal false
claims act (18 U.S.C. Section 287). Under the latter, a person
submitting a claim known to be false is subject to a fine and
imprisonment for up to 5 years. It is a criminal statute,
requiring that the government prove its case beyond a reasonable
doubt. Until recently the maximum fine was $10,000 per claim,
which was not necessarily much of a deterrent. However, the
Department of Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1986
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raised the maximum fine to $1,000,000 per claim submitted to the
Department of Defense.

Similarly, the potential liability of a contractor under the
civil false claims act has been increased recently, although not
as dramatically as the criminal statute. For false claims
submitted to the Department of Defense, the amounts for which the3 contractor is potentially liable include three times the amount
of the false claim paid by the government, plus a civil penalty
of $2,000 per claim, plus the government's cost of the action toI recover those amounts.

Although the amount of potential civil liability of the
coattrct-or li ,not increased as Irtn.xtlcally as the potential
criiUail liability, thiere has been a significant change in the
government's ability to win civil false claim cases. What has
changed is the nature of the contractor's action necessary to 4
make him liable for civil penalties.

Prior to the False Claims Act Amendments of 1986 the civil false
claims act imposed liability where a person "knowingly" submitted
a false claim for approval or payment or took certain other
actions. The original Act did not define the term "knowingly,"
and it was interpreted as having the ordinary meaning of that
word: acting with knowledge that the claim was false.

The amendment inserted in the statute a new definition ofthe
term "knowingly." For purposes of applying the civil false claims
act, it now means: (1) that the person has actual knowledge that
the claim is false; or (2) that the person is acting in
deliberate ignorance of the truth or falsity of the information;
or (3) that the person acts in willful disregard of whether the
-nformation is true or false.

Under the earlier interpretation, a contractor who was inclined
to be deceitful could maintain a protective facade of ignorance.
Under the new definition, a contractor who deliberately avoids
knowledge in order to be able to claim ignorance may be held
liable nonetheless.

Somewhat allied to the False Claims Act is the False Statements
Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 1001, another criminal statute. It
provides that a person who "knowingly and willfully falsifies,
conceals or covers up ... a material fact" in any matter within
the jurisdiction of any Government agency is subject to a maximum
fine of $10,000 and imprisonment for up to five years.

Two other remedies have recently been added to the Government's
arsenal. First, the Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act of 1986 (31
U.S.C. Section 3801 et seq.) established a new administrative
procedure for dealing with false claims involving amounts of up
to $150,000. Although the administrative determination of
liability is subject to judicial review, it can be overturned
only upon a showing that the determination was not supported by
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substantial evidence on the basis of the record as a whole. A
contractor found liable under this statute wouli be liable for
twice the amount of the false claim plus a civil penalty of
$5,000.

The other remedy added recently to the Government's arsenal is an
amendment to the Truth in Negotiations Act (10 U.S.C. Section
2306a). The Act now provides at subsection 2306a(e)(1)(B) that if
a contractor's submission of defective cost or pricing data was
"a knowing submission," then the contractor would be liable for
"an additional amount equal to the amount of the overpayment."
Thus the contractor would be liable for twice the amount of
overcharge resulting from the knowing submission of defective
cost or pricing data.

The Office of the Department of Defense Inspector General has

expressed the view that these various remedies are cumulative.
Under this approach a contractor who submitted cost or pricing
data known to be false, and which caused the Government to
overpay an amount of $100,000, would be liable for the following:
(1) $200,000 under the Truth in Negotiations Act itself; (2)
$300,000 under the civil false claims act; (3) $1,000,000 under
the criminal false claims act; and (4) $200,000 under the Program
Fraud Statute. Thus the cumulative liability for a knowing
$100,000 overcharge would be about $1,700,000. This is in
addition to civil penalties and the possibility of debarment or
imprisonment.

One of the consequences of the new and enhanced remedies
available to the Government is recognition of the need to
coordinate implementation of the various remedies and procedures
available. Occasionally the Government's pursuit of one remedy
has caused it to foreclose other remedies unnecessarily, such as
some instances where the contracting activity itself has pursued
certain civil remedies while other agencies pursued criminal or
other civil actions. The Government's recognition of the
existence of this problem is a major step toward a solution, but
the ultimate solution will require alertness, cooperation and
patience on the part of many people involved in protecting the
Government's interests.

Contractual Government Remedies

The Government has a a fairly broad array of contractual remedies
available in the event that a contractor fails to fulfill its
contractual obligations, and several of them require mention.
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Perhaps the most important distinction is between those remedies
which involve termination of the contract and those which do not.

i Some of the most important remedies available to the Government
which do not involve termination are found in the Inspection and
Warranty clauses. In those clauses the Government specifies the
basic quality control mechanisms and the remedies which
correspond to certain types of failures on the part of the
contractor.

In the Inspection clause for fixed price supply contracts (FAR
Section 52.246-2), for example, the Government reserves the right
to inspect and test all supplies called for by the contract.
Where the supplies are nonconforming, the clause provides for the
Government to (1) reject the items, or (2) require correction of
any defects at the contractor's expense, or (3) accept the items
at a reduced price to be determined by the Government (and
require the contractor to refund payment already made), or (4)
have a second contractor correct the deficiencies in the supplies
at the expense of the original contractor.

Since these remedies are specified in the contract, the
contractor must comply with the Government's order or be in
breach of the contract. They are fairly powerful remedies for
several reasons: (1) they allow the Government to be selective in
their application; (2) they are designed to accomplish the
Government's purpose in entering the contract (i.e., to obtain
the specified supplies or other performance); and (3) by stopping
short of contract termiiiation for default, they provide the
contractor an incentive to fulfill his contractual obligations
and preserve a still more powerful remedy.

The Inspection clause generally provides these remedies to the
Government only until the Government accepts the items supplied,
because acceptance implies that the contractor has performed his
contractual duty. In this context, "acceptance" means more than
receipt of an item; it usually means receipt plus exercising
"dominion" or ownership rights over the item. Usually the
Government's acceptance of a contractor's performance
extinguishes the Government's contractual remedies.

The clause itself says that acceptance is "conclusive, except for
latent defects, fraud, gross mistakes amounting to fraud, or as
otherwise provided in the contract." Thus there are several
situations in which the Government's contractual remedies survive
acceptance. Perhaps the broadest of these exceptions is where the
contract itself "otherwise provides," which includes any "express
warranty" that may be included in the contract.

A warranty is part of the consideration that a contractor gives
and the Government receives as part of the bargained-for exchange
under the contract. Although there are "implied" warranties such
as the implied warranty of "merchantability" (i.e., fitness for
ordinary use), in general a warranty does not survive acceptance
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unless it is expressly written into the contract. Stated another
way, the Government needs to confirm before acceptance that the
item purchased conforms to the contractual standards.

If the Government chooses to buy an express warranty from the
contractor, however, then the Government's contractual remedies
do not expire until the warranty itself expires. In the express
warranty, the Government can establish (as a part of the
consideration it will receive) whatever standards it believes to
be appropriate. See, e.g., FAR Section 52.246-21. Whether an
express warranty is appropriate depends on various factors such
as the nature of the item, the replacement cost, the probability
of damage, and various other consideration specified in FAR
Subpart 46.7.

Termination

The Government's ultimate contractual remedy when a contractor
defaults is to terminate the contract. The Default clause sets
forth the specific situations in which this remedy may be
invoked, as well as the mechanics for its use. See, e.g., FAR
Section 52.249-8.

In brief, termination for default is available as a remedy for
three different types of default: failure to meet the contractual
schedule for performance; failure to make progress toward
completion of performance, to the extent that performance of the
contract is endangered; and failure to perform any other
contractual requirement. In addition, there are two
considerations which have carried over from the common law.

Termination for default is the Government's remedy for a
contractor's breach of contract. Under the common law, an
important distinction existed between a material breach of
contract and a minor or technical breach which was not material.
A breach was said to be "material" if the contractor did not
"substantially perform" his contractual duties, and whether there
was substantial performance depended on whether the person who
hired the contractcr received essentially all of the benefit that
was due under the contract.

This distinction had meaning because it determined whether
certain remedies would be available to the injured party. If the
breach was "material," then the injured party could "cover,"
i.e., have the work ,ine properly and hold the other party liable
for paying to have it done. Such a remedy would be analogous to
receiving "excess costs of reprocurement." On the other hand, if
the breach was not "material," the remedy of the injured party
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would generally be limited to a price reduction to reflect the

difference in value between what the injured party received and
what the contract required the contractor to deliver.

The same distinction is important under Government contracts.
Even though the Default clause does not by its terms require that

I a default be "substantial" before the contract may be terminated
for default, that has been held by the courts. One of the leading
cases in this area is Radiation Technology, Inc. v. United
States, 366 F.2d 1003 (Ct. Cl. 1966); there the Court of Claims
explained that a contractor who in good faith meets the delivery
schedule but inadvertently delivers goods with minor defects is
entitled to an opportunity to cure those minor defects.

However, the materiality of a breach may vary sharply as the
facts differ from one case to the next. For example, in the case
of Nuclear Research Associates, Inc., ASBCA 13563, 70-i BCA Para.
8237 (1970), a contractor delivered the procured item early on
Monday morning instead of on Friday as required by the contract
schedule. Although it was conceded that the Government would not
have used the item over the weekend, the Board held that the
Government was permitted to terminate the contract for default as
soon as the scheduled delivery time had passed.

Thus the materiality of a breach is an important factor in the
Government's decision whether to terminate for default, and
requires careful consideration because materiality can vary
significantly from one set of facts to the next.

The other consideration carried over from the common law is the
doctrine of "breach by anticipatory repudiation," sometimes
called "anticipatory breach." It refers to the possibility that
some time before performance is due, the contractor may declare
that he will not perform. Once there is such a repudiation of the
contractor's duty to perform, the other party need not wait until
the contractor actually fails to perform; the other party may
instead treat the repudiation itself as a breach of the contract.

A breach by anticipatory repudiation is similar to a default in
which a contractor fails to make progress and thereby endangers
performance, but the two are not the same. A contractor may well
fail to make progress without repudiating his contractual duty toq perform, and a contractor who has already completed much of the
contract work ahead of schedule may still repudiate his duty to
finish the job.

Thus it can be important to distinguish between these types of
actions. Breach by anticipatory repudiation depends on the
contractor's statement of intent; failure to make progress
depends on the contractor's performance, and the contractor's
intent is relevant only insofar as it affects the question of
whether performance is endangered by the failure to make
progress. Further, although the Default clause requires a 10-day
cure notice before the contract can be terminated for failure to
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make progress, there is no such requirement if the breach is by
anticipatory repudiation. Indeed, in view of the nature of an
anticipatory repudiation, and the fact that it must be clear and
unambiguous in order to breach the contract, a cure notice would
serve no purpose.

These two different actions are sometimes confused, and one
common courseof action is to cite both anticipatory repudiation
and failure to make progress as joint grounds for termination.
This practice does little harm, but it fails to make full use of
the tools available to the Government. Legal counsel should be
sought if the contracting officer thinks that either of these
remedies might be appropriate.

Negotiation and Settlement

Having reviewed the Claims and Disputes processes, including such
remedies as termination for default and even debarment, civil
penalties, fines and imprisonment, it is appropriate to recall
that litigation and other adversary proceedings are not usually
the Government's first preference in resolving a dispute. Rather,
attorneys usually consider litigation to be an unfortunate
necessity when a dispute cannot be resolved some other way.

There are several reasons for this view. First, litigation
causes the client (whether the Government or the contractor) to
incur substantial costs, in terms of money,time delays and
uncertainty related to litigation. Secondly, litigation adds to
the burdens imposed on the client's employees, diverting their
attention and energies from productive activities.

The third reason is that there is always a risk of losing even
the strongest case. Witnesses can become ill and not available to
testify. People forget. People make mistakes. Workpapers can be
lost or destroyed. And reasonable people can d.ffer as to
interpretations of the contract, the facts, the circumstances, or
the evidence.

For these reasons, litigation is not the preferred means of
dispute resolution; the preferred means is negotiation. Contract
administrators need to be aware that the term "negotiation" does
not imply that either party will concede anything, but only that
each side will listen to what the other has to say and give it
due consideration. It always makes sense to know what the other
side is thinking, and it usually costs little to find out.
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The role and mechanics of negotiations in connection with claims
and disputes in government contracting are discussed in the
following article, which requires two brief comments. First, in
its discussion of The Ground Rules, the article uses the terms
"apparent authority" and "implied authority" interchangeably.

I The doctrine of "apparent authority" generally applies where a
person creates the false impression that an agent is authorized
to act for him; once a third party suffers an injury as a result
of relying on the agent's apparent authority, the courts will not
usually allow the person who created the false impression to
avoid liability by claiming that the agent was not authorized or
exceeded his authority. Although commercial parties are generally
bound by this doctrine of apparent authority, the Government is
not bound by it, and is usually not bound by the acts of its
agents who exceed their authority.

In contrast, the tcrrm "implied authority" usually refers to an
agent's actual authority to take certain actions in behalf of the
principal (usually the agent's employer) which were not actually
expressed when the agent was designated as an agent. For example,
a contracting officer with express authority to both enter and
terminate contracts would probably also have some implied
authority to modify those same contracts. The term "implied
authority" thus does apply to the Government.

I The second comment needed by the accompanying article is that it
should perhaps emphasize more that negotiations can continue
during litigation, and even after litigation. Such negotiations
may be fruitful, but they can also be risky. Statements made
during negotiations sometimes return to haunt the person who made
them, such as where the person perhaps assumed an implicit mutual
understanding that the discussion would be "off the record." Once
a dispute appears to be headed for litigation, and certainly
after litigation has begun, it is essential that legal counsel be
fully informed and consulted before any attempt at negotiation is
undertaken.
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Monograph No. 102

THE DISPUTES PROCESS IN GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

This article will concern itself with the disputes process in the
Government contract context. We will study the nature of the process, both
old and new. This is so because the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 (hereafter
the CDA) has significantly changed the historical disputes procedure by the
introduction of a statutory process with major differences for resolving
conflicts arising under a Government contract.

1. "Dispute" defined.

1-1. A "dispute" must be more than a mere disagreement between the
contracting parties. To launch the disputes process and to put an end to the
discussions concerning the disagreement, a final decision by the Contracting
Officer is required.

1-2. Once such final decision is made, we are thereafter engaged in the
"verbal controversy" which is the dictionary definition of "dispute."
Although another dictionary definition of "disputes" is to "argue irritably or
with irritating persistence," the disputes process is intended to put an end
to such disputation by the proceeding now established by statute.

1-3. A dispute is an honorable proceeding. Honest disputes over
performance and interpretation of contract provisions can arise in even the
smoothest contract situations. However, honest differences do not indicate
bad faith by the questioning party. Even the clearest contract terms and
conditions can give rise to the necessity of interpretation. Resolution by
mutual agreement is frequently possible. When agreement is not possible,
statutory or regulatory resolution is provided. Such resolution takes the
form of administrative of judicial remedies.

1-4. Historically, administrative remedies, by virtue of regulatory
provisions, were provided for by contract provision, e.g., the Disputes
Clause. Judicial remedies, provided for by statute, were available in certain
cases where the Government waived its sovereign immunuity and consented to be
sued. The principle that None must exhaust one's administrative remedies
before seeking a judicial remedy" prevailed until the passage of the CDA.

2. The Pre-CDA Disputes Clause.

2-1. The standard pre-CDA Disputes Clause was contained in the General
Provisions of the fixed-price supply contract. It read as follows:

Disputes

(a) Except as otherwise provided in this contract, any dispute
concerning a question of fact arising under this contract which is not
disposed of by agreement shall be decided by the Contracting Officer, who
shall reduce his decision to writing and mail or otherwise furnish a copy
thereof to the Contractor. The decision of the Contracting Officer
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shall be final and conclusive unless, within 30 days from the date of receipt
of such copy, the Contractor mails or otherwise furnishes to the Contracting
Officer a written appeal addressed to the Secretary. The decision of the
Secretary or his duly authorized representative for the determination of such
appeals shall be final and conclusive unless determined by a court of
competent jurisdiction to have been fraudulent, or capricious, or arbitrary,
or so grossly erroneous as necessarily to imply bad faith, or not supported by
substantial evidence. In connection with any appeal proceeding under this
clause, the Contractor shall be afforded an opportunity to be heard and to
offer evidence in support of its appeal. Pending final decision of a dispute
hereunder, the Contractor shall proceed diligently with the performance of the
contract and in accordance with the Contracting Officer's decision.

(b) This "Disputes" clause does not preclude consideration of law
questions in connection with decisions provided for in paragraph (a) above,
provided, that nothing in this contract shall be construed as making final the
decision of any administrative official, representative, or board on a
question of law.

2-2. A thorough understanding of this clause is necessary for two reasons:
(1) disputes arising prior to the effective date of the CDA (1 March 1979) may

! still be in the process of resolution under this provision, and (2) the new
Disputes Clause under the CDA (which follows, infra) presumes knowledge of the
disputes process as more clearly defined by the historical provision, above.

I 2-3. Since this clause is more than of mere historical significance, a
further study of its provisions is in order. An analysis of its provisions

t follows:

(a) "Except as otherwise provided in this contract. . . This phrase
suggests that other methods of resolution of dispute provided by the contract,
e.g., liquidated damages, may be in order.

(b) ". . .any dispute concerning a question of fact arising under this
contract which is not disposed of by agreement. . It becomes clear that

-this administrative resolution is concerned with the disposition of issues of
fact. We also note that disposal of disputes by agreement between the parties
is emphasized and encouraged by reference to such disposition.

(c) ". . shall be decided by the Contracting Officer. . . At this
point, the realities of contracting with the Government strike home. TheI uninitiated contractor may be shocked to learn that the so-called equal
bargaining positions of the parties seem to be contradicted by a provision
permitting a unilateral decision by the Government's agent on questions of
paramount importance.

(d) ". . .who shall reduce his decision to writing and mail or
otherwise furnish a copy therefore to the Contractor." This is the first
element of due process - fair notice. There must be a writing and the writing
must be furnished the Contractor.

l (e) "The decision of the Contracting Officer shall be final and
conclusive unless, within 30 days from the date of receipt of such copy the
Contractor mails or otherwise furnishes to the Contracting Officer a written
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appeal addressed to the Secretary." This portion of the clause does not mean
what it purports to say. The 30-day limitation, though firm in the opinion of
the ASBCA (Maney Aircraft Parts, Inc., ASBCA 14363, 70-1 BCA 8076) was
considered by the Court of Claims to be contractual, not jurisdictional, and
thereby waivable for "good cause" or "justifiable excuse," (Ct. Cl. 191-70,
June 20, 1973). Further, appeals addressed to the Contracting Officer were
considered proper by virtue of the law of agency whereby notice to the agent
is imputed to the principal.

(f) "The decision of the secretary. . . .etc. . ." is probably the most
noteworthy portion of the clause since it embodies the Anti-Wunderlich Act
(see infra) grounds for appeal of administrative determinations on questions
of fact: . . .fraudulent, or capricious, or arbitrary, or so grossly
erroneous as necessarily to imply bad faith or not supported by substantial
evidence." The student of Administrative Law will recognize these grounds as
being in common and general use in the administrative appeals process.
Unfortunately, the latest disputes provision (which follows) does not call out
these elements, referring only to the CDA which continues to recognize these
Anti-Wunderlich standards. Of great significance to both the Government and
the contractor, the parties are now imputed with knowledge of these standards
by operation of law, since they are included in the statute (CDA) even though
no longer in the regulation (Disputes Clause).

(g) "In connection with any appeal proceeding under this clause, the
contractor shall be afforded an opportunity to be heard and to offer evidence
in support of its appeal." This is the other element of due process:an
opportunity to be heard. This portion of the clause is cursory and
incomplete. Offering evidence in support of an appeal is only part of the
story. Everything required by administrative due process is included, e.g., a
fair hearing in a proper forum, a good record, the opportunity to cross-
examine, proper rules of procedure, etc.

(h) "Pending final decision of a dispute hereunder, the contractor
shall proceed diligently with the performance of the contract and in
accordance with the Contracting Officer's decision." Here, again, we squarely
face the unilateral authority of the sovereign in making a decision binding
the contractor to continued performance, though it may vehemently disagree
with such decision. The penalty for failure to continue performance would be
a breach of the contract and a total termination by default.

(i) The balance of the clause (sub-paragraph (b)) reiterates the Anti-
Wunderlich Act caveat that questions of law, though considered in the
administrative adjudication, can only be7Tnally resolved under the judicial
function.

There we have it - administrative adjudication explained in brief. This
"old" clause is still operative. It contains elements which the "new" clause
omits; it appears to be more definitive and precise in its terminology; it is
the fundament for a thorough understanding of the disputes procedure, whether
historical or current. It cannot be dismissed as of no further force and
effect, and it must be thoroughly understood and digested by the serious
student of administrative procedure.
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3. The Disputes Process in Historical Perspective.

3-1. An important part of understanding the disputes process is a study of
the major historical events leading up to the CDA of 1978. These significant
procedural events follow:

(a) U.S. v. Wunderlich (342 U.S. 98, 1951). In this case, the
contractor sued in the Court of Claims, following a disagreement with the
contracting officer's decisions on various disputes during performance of a
contract to build a dam. The Court of Claims granted relief on the basis that
the departmental decision was "arbitrary," "capricious," and "grossly
erroneous." Fraud was not alleged nor proved. The Supreme Court held that
the finality of the department head's decision must be upheld unless it were
founded on fraud, alleged and proved. Citing cases upholding the finality of
departmental decision-making (U.S. v. Moorman, 338 U.S. 457) and the necessity
of proving fraud (U.S. v. Colorado Anthracite Co., 225 U.S. 219, 226) or at
least gross mistake implying bad faith (Ripley v. U.S., 223 U.S. 695, 704) in
order to gain relief, the only ameliorating factor of what otherwise could be
considered a harsh anti-contractor position was the Court's statement...
"if the standard of fraud that we adhere to is too limited, that is a matter
for Congress."

(b) The Administrative Disputes Act of 1954 (Anti-Wunderlich Act), 41
U.S.C. Sec 321 and 322, May 11, 1954. By this Act, Congress acted to
ameliorate the impact of the decision in the Wunderlich case. Simply stated,
four new grounds for relief from administrative decisions on questions of fact
were added to the court-mandated standard of fraud: "capricious, or arbitrary
or so grossly erroneous as necessarily to imply bad faith, or is not supported
by substantial evidence."

(c) U.S. v. Carlo Bianchi & Co., Inc., 373 U.S. 709 (1963). In another
construction contract involving the building of a diversionary tunnel, the
Contractor sought relief under the Changed Conditions (now Differing Site
Conditions) article of the contract. Following the denial of its appeal
before Board of Claims and Appeals of the Corps of Engineers(1948), the
Contractor appealed to the Court of Claims (1954) under the new Anti-
Wunderlich standards. The Courts's Commissioner (now Trial Judge) allowed the
introduction of new evidence (de novo) despite the Government's position that
the review should be made on the administrative record. Citing Volentine and
Littleton v. U.S., 136 Ct. Cl. 638, the Court held that trial in the Court of
ClaimS should not be limited to the administrative record, but should be deInovo. The Government appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court. That Court
reversed, with well-reasoned dissents, the majority upholding the principle
that appeals shall be made on the administrative record. The contractor,
however, was ultimately victorious wherein by Private Law 91-234
(January 2, 1971) its case was reviewed by ENGBCA which decided some 27 years
(August 30, 1973) after the contract was initiated that the contractor was
entitled to its claim." Knowledgeable contracting personnel still refer to
protracted, long-continuing, and still unresolved matters by the epitaph
"Shades of Bianchi's ghost!"

(d) U.S. v. Utha Construction and Mining Co., 384 U.S. 394 and U.S. v.
Anthony Grace & Sons Inc., 384 U.S. 424 (1966). These cases, both heard on
the same day by the Supreme Court, reaffirmed the importance of the
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administrative remedy and the exhaustion of such remedy before seeking
judicial relief. It was reiterated that the record made before the Board was
the record upon which an appeal would be made. There would be no trail do
novo except in certain exceptional situations. Once again, the Supreme Court
resoundingly reaffirmed its support for the administrative process.

(e) S & E Contractors, Inc. v. U.S., 406 U.S. 1, (1972). Here again, a
construction contractor with the AEC was refused payment for certain claims
upon which the parties in privity were agru.ed. However, the Comptroller
General and, later, the Department of Justice refused to recognize the accord
and took a position contra both the AEC and S&E. The Government, in fact, was
appealing its own decision! Was this a "dispute" within the purview of the
Disputes Clause? The matter was resolved when the Supreme Court, in one fell
swoop, took the Comptroller General out of the contract appeals process and
denied the Department of Justice's claim of the right to represent the
Government in appealing a decision of an administrative agency, other than in
cases involving fraud. So we see that the attempts to interpret and clarify
the provisions of the Administrative Disputes Act of 1954 (Anti-Wunderlich
Act) continued, leading to the ultimate resolution in the CDA of 1978.

(e) The Contract Disputes Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-563; 92 Stat 2383). The
Act culminated the long process of interpretation of administrative resolution
of contract disputes. We will analyze its provisions below.

4. The Contract Disputes Act of 1978.

4-1. The Act, following certain reforms proposed by the Commission on
Government Procurement (1972) provides for significant changes in Government
contract remedies. It in fact "judicializes" the disputes process to a high
degree. It provides for procedures that shall be followed in all contracts
entered into since 1 March 1979.

4-2. The CDA in its entirety can be found under Chapter 16 of Appendix G in
this text. However, a brief summary of its most pertinent provisions is in
order:

(1) It confers jurisdiction in Boards of Contract Appeals on "all
claims arising under (or related to) the contract." The Boards thereafter
have had authority to hear and decide not only the usual, historical disputed
claims, (e.g., constructive changes; equitable adjustments), but also claims
involving reformation, recission or breach of contract.

(2) The 30-day appeal period following a Contracting Officer's final
decision is now extended to 90 days.

(3) A certification requirement has been added. The Contractor must
now certify that its claim is accurate and complete to the best of the
Contractor's knowledge and belief and that the claim is made in good faith.

(4) The Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP) gains additional
stature by becoming involved in the organization of Boards of Contract Appeals
and in issuing rules of procedure in administrative adjudication by such
boards.
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(5) The Contractor now has the option of choosing an administrative or
judicial remedy. It may now appeal to a BCA or directly to the Court of
Claims.

(6) The Government now can seek judicial review of board decisions
(contra S & E, supra).

(7) Interest on Contractor claims now accrues from the date the claim
is received rather than from the date of the Contracting Officer's decision.

(8) Stiff anti-fraud provisions on contractor claims are now operative.

(9) Except for TVA cases, District Courts no longer have jurisdiction
over Contractor appeals.

(10) BCA personnel are subject to a careful selection process and board
status and prestige is further enhanced.

4-3. As a result of the CDA, Boards of Contract Appeals now appear to have
the status and jurisdictional authority of "administrative courts." This is
not surprising in that the entire history of the administrative process as
reviewed in the significant procedural events in the historical perspective of
the disputes process, above, has favored the establishment of such
adjudicatory bodies.

4-4. In summary, we now have statutory authority supporting the process of
settlement of disputes on Government contracts. With the enhancement of the
status and jurisdictional authority of Boards of Contract Appeals under the
CDA, we can expect continued growth in significant decisions affecting
Government contract relationships.

5. The "New" Disputes Clause.

5-1. The CDA of 1978 was the "enabling" act. It remained for the
regulation (OAR) to implement the Act by incorporating its provisions, in
part, in the "new" Disputes Article.

5-2. At least two "temporary" or "interim" disputes clauses were tried and
discarded. Implementing the Act by regulatory provisions became no small
task. The resulting 1980 DAR clause requires the same type of analysis which
we afforded the "old" Disputes Clause earlier in this chapter. First,
however, the clause in its entirety follows.

5-3. Disputes (1980 June)

(a) This contract is subject to the Contract Disputes Act of 1978
(P.L. 95-563).

(b) Except as provided in the Act, all disputes arising under or
relating to this contract shall be resolved in accordance with this clause.
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(c) (1) As used herein, •claim" means a written demand or assertion by
one of the parties seeking, as a matter of right, the payment of money,
adjustment, or interpretation of contract terms, or other relief, arising
under or relating to this contract. However, a written demand by the
Contractor seeking the payment of money in excess of $50,000 is not a claim
until certified in accordance with (d) below

(2) A voucher, invoice, or other routine request for payment that
is not in dispute when submitted is not a claim for the purposes of the Act.
However, where such submission is subsequently disputed either as to liability
or amount or not acted upon in a reasonable time, it may be converted to a
claim pursuant to the Act by complying with the submission and certification
requirements of this clause.

(3) A claim by the Contractor shall be made in writing and
submitted to the Contracting Officer for decision. A claim by the Government
against the Contractor shall be subject to a decision by the Contracting
Officer.

(d) For contractor claims of more than $50,000, the Contractor shall
submit with the claim a certification that the claim is made in good faith,
the supporting data are accurate and complete to the best of the contractor's
knowledge and belief and the amount requested accurately reflects the contract
adjustment for which the Contractor believes the Government is liable. The
certification shall be executed by a senior company official in charge at the
Contractor's plant or location involved, or by an officer or general partner
of the Contractor having overall responsibility for the conduct of the
Contractor's affairs.

(e) For contractor claims of $50,000 or less, the Contracting Officer
must, if requested in writing by the contractor, render a decision within 60
days of the request. For contractor-certified claims in excess of $50,000,
the Contracting Officer must decide the claim within 60 days or notify the
Contractor of the date when the decision will made.

(f) The Contracting Officer's decisions shall be final unless the
Contractor appeals or files a suit as provided in the Act.

(g) Interest on the amount found due on a contractor claim shall be
paid from the date the Contracting Officer receives the claim, or from the
date payment otherwise would be due, if such date is later, until the date of
payment.

(h) The Contractor shall proceed diligently with performance of this
contract, pending final resolution of any request for relief, claim, appeal,
or action arising under the contract, and comply with any decision of the
Contracting Officer.
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(End of Clause)

5-4. An agency instruction illustrating the use of the alternate (h)
paragraph, referred to in the Disputes Clause above follows:

B BAR 1-314(k)(2). In general, prior to passage of the Act,
the obligation to continue performance applied only to claims
arising under a contract. However, Section 6(b) of the Act
authorizes contracting agencies to include a provision
requiring a contractor to continue performance of a contract
in accordance with the contracting officer's decision pending
final decision on a claim relating to the contract. In unusual
circumstances the perforqiince of some contracts may be so vital
to the national security o, to the public health and welfare
that performance m.-.L be guaranteed even in the event of a
dispute that may be characterized as a claim relating to, as
opposed to arising under, the contract. In recognition of this
fact, an alternative provision is provided for paragraph (h) of
the Disputes Clause at 7-103.12 (b).

(3) The acquisitions of aircraft, naval vessels, missiles, tracked
combat vehicles, and related electronic systems shall include the alternate
provision at 7-103.12(b). In addition, the alternate provision at 7-103.12(b)
may also be used in those contracts or classes of contracts where it has been
determined, in accordance with Department procedures, that it is essential
because of the unusual circumstances described in (k)(2) above. The
determination to use the alternate provision at 7-103.12(b) in other
situations shall be made by the head of the contracting activity responsible
for the acquisition involved. Examples of the types of unusual circumstance
where continued performance may be determined to be vital to the national
security or public health and welfare include the acquisition of weapons,
support systems, and related components other than those listed above, or
other essential supplies or services whose timely reprocurement from other
sources would be impracticable. In all contracts employing the alternate
provision at 7-103.12(b), in the event of a dispute not arising under but
relating to the contract, agencies should consider providing, through
appropriate department procedures, financing of the continued performance,provided, that the Government's interests are properly secured.

5-5. Following is a brief analysis of the provisions of this new Disputes
Clause.

(a) "This Contract is subject to the Contract Disputes Act of 1978."
This sentence simply affirms the statutory nature of the disputes process.
Caveat, however, by this broad, general statement, one involved in Government
contracts is presumed to know the content and requirements of the CDA.

(b) Except as provided in the Act, all disputes arising under or
relating to this contract shall be resolved in accordance with this clause."
This broad grant of authority reaffirms that the act applies to all disputes
on matters *arising under or relating tow the contract. Thus, BZV's now have
all of their old authority as well as the new authority to decide disputes

I
-relatng to the contract. The agency boards row have the same powers as the
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Court of Claims to grant relief in respect to claims arising under the Act.
Since relief may be granted in "all disputes,* it may extend to cases
involving breach of contract and certain kinds of relief formerly available
only under P.L. 85-804, i.e., rescission or reformation for mutual mistake.
Note, however, that not all requests for relief under P.L. 85-804 are
considered claims under the CDA. Note, also, that contracts with foreign
governments, international organizations, or agencies thereof are exempted if
the Secretary determines that such exception is in the public interest.

(c) The clause carefully defines certain significant terms in
subparagraph (c), e.g., "claim," "voucher, invoice, or other routine request
for payment. . . It is interesting to note that the clause states that a
written demand by the Contractor seeking payment is not a claim until
certified under the provision below. The Act clearly does not require
certification of all claims at the time such claims are made. Subparagraph
(c)(iii) continues to require a writing and a Contracting Officer's decision.

(d) "For contractor claims of more than $50,000, the contractor shall
submit ..... .a certification. . . . This subparagraph requires a
certification of the Contractor's claim. Since the Act specifies penalties for
fraudulent claims, the certification cannot be taken lightly by the
contracting parties. Mixed views about such certification prevail; what is
certain, however, is that certification is here to stay. Quaere: After
certifying a firm claim, can the Contractor accept a lower settlement without
becoming vulnerable to charges of fraudulent claim? Quaere, further: What
impact will this provision have vis a vis contractor notification of claims
(OAR Section XXVI) and the economic consequences of early submittal where
interest on such claim is concerned?

(e) "For contractor claims of $50,000 or less, the Contracting Officer
must. . . .render a decision within 60 days. . . . Here we have an attempt
to "deadline" Contracting Officer's decision-making. It should be understood
that the reasonableness of the specified time periods will depend on many
relevant factors, e.g., the adequacy of supporting data; the size and
complexity of the claim, etc.

(f) "The Contracting Officer's decision shall be final unless the
contractor appeals or files a suit as provided in the Act. Once again, the
contractor is presumed to know what the Act requires. No longer do the Anti-
Wunderlich grounds (i.e., fraudulent, or capricious, or arbitrary . . . etc.)
appear in the clause (though retained in the Act). DAR 1-314(i)(2) is of some
help; the novice Contractor, however, will undoubtedly need considerable
assistance in prosecuting its appeal under the COA.

(g) Interest on the amount found due on a contractor claim. .
Interest on Contractors' claims now has a statutory basis. It shall now be
paid from the date of receipt of the claim by the Contracting Officer, or from
the date payment otherwise would be due until the date payment is made. The
interest rate shall be at rates periodically fixed by the Secretary of the
Treasury.

(h) The (h) and alternate (h) clauses require thee Contractor to
continue performance pending resolution of any appeal, claim, action or
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request for relief. Subparagraph 9h) deals with such matters "arising under
the contract; alternate (h) extends to action "arising under or related to"
the contract. It is clear that the purpose of adjudication under this clause,
whether administrative or judicial, is to render relief that is quick,
inexpensive and expedient while the parties in privity continue performance,
if such remains. Alternate (h) recognizes that performance of some contracts
may be so vital to national security or to the public health and welfare that
such performapce must be guaranteed regardless of the nature of the dispute or
claim.

5-6. At this point, a general comment concerning the purpose of the Act is
in order. Foremost, the Government's policy continues to be to resolve
disputes by mutual agreement. Informal discussions seeking to resolve
troublesome issues are encouraged. The Contracting Officer continues to be
the central figure in the disputes process and is authorized, within his or
her warrant, to decide or settle all claims relating to the contract.
However, such authority does not extend to a claim or dispute for penalties or
forfeitures which another agency, by statute, is authorized to determine or to
any claim involving fraud. It is obvious that the CDA not only enhanced the
authority of the BCAs but also that of the Contracting Officer.

5-7. And, finally, we arrive at the latest version of the Disputes Clause,
which once again, slightly revised the form without seriously affecting the
substance. The FAR provision (52.233-1) follows at the end of this chapter.

6. Summary of Changes.

6-1. Now that we have dissected the disputes articles, old and new, and
have absorbed the administrative adjudicatory process in historical
perspective, a summary of changes as a quick-reference is in order.

6-2. The table that follows contains, in columnar format, the action or
event (in order of its appearance in the CDA), the result or requirement under
the CDA of 1978.

6-3. Also, a Roadlap of Contractor Remedies is added at the end of this
chapter to assist the reader in a clearer understanding of the The Federal
Courts Improvement Act (FCIA), which has changed the appellate process in
contract disputes.
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TE DISPUTES PROCESS

PRE-CDA CDA OF 1978

'. Fraudulent claims Not covered as such Contractor liable for amount equal
to unsupported part of claims plus
costs for up to 6 years from
comss ion.

2. Time limit on Con- Reasonable tlm Up to $50,000-60 days. Over
tracting Officer's $50,000-60 days or notice of
decisions additional time required.

3. Claims certification Not required Required over $50,000

4. Appeal to BCA 30 days 90 days

5. BCA's Established and Statutory coverage; OFPP/Agency
regulated by agency

6. Accelerated procedure Up to $25,000 Up to $50,000 at Contractor's
(Before BCA's) option; 180 day deadline for

decision

7. Appeal of BCA decisions
to Court of Appeals for
the Federal Circuit

Contractor 6 years 120 days
Government No right of appeal 120 days with HCA and Attorney

General Approval

8. U.S. District Courts Juris up to $10,000 No Juris. (except in TVA cases)

9. Small claims (Before Covered under accel- Up to $10,000, non-appealable
BCA's) crated procedure decision required within 120 days

above

10. Direct access to Only on pure questions Up to 12 months from Contracting
U.S. Claims Court of law Officer's decision
by Contractor

11. CAFC action upon Limited to review of Same
appeal the record

12. BCA finality Only on questions of Same
fact; Anti-Wknderlich
Act standards apply

13. BCA jurisdiction Questions of fact "All claims" arising under (or
arising under the related to) the contract
contract

14. BCA subpoena power None Authorized; enforceable
through USDC

"?5. Interest on Contractor Payable from date of Payable from date Contracting
claims Contracting Officer's Officer receives claim

Decision
EJS/5 ar 84 J55
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THE ADMINISTRATIVE DISPUTES ACT OF 1954

(The Anti-Wunderlich Act)

(41 U.S.C. §§ 321-322)

§321. LIMITATION OF PLEADING CONTRACT-PROVISIONS RELATING TO FINALITY; STAN-

DARDS OF REVIEW

No provision of any contract entered into by the United States, relating to the finality or con-
clusiveness of any decision of the head of any department or agency or his duly authorized representative
or board in a dispute involving a question arising under such contract, shall be pleaded in any suit now
filed or to be filed as limiting judicial review of any such decision to cases where fraud by such official or
his said representative or board is alleged: Provided, however, that any such decision shall be final and
conclusive unless the same is fraudulent, capricious, or arbitrary or so grossly erroneous as necessary to
imply bad faith, or is not supported by substantial evidence. May 11, 1954, c. 199, § I, 68 Stat. 81.

§ 322. CONTRACT-PROVISIONS MAKING DECISIONS FINAL ON QUESTIONS OF LAW

No Government contract shall contain a provision making final on a question of law the decision of
any administrative official, representative, or board. May 11, 1954, c. 199, § 2, 68 Stat. 81.

CONTRACT DISPUTES ACT OF 1978 P.L. 95-563

(41 U.S.C. § 601)

As Amended by the Federal Courts Improvement Act of 1982, HR 4482.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled, That this Act,may be cited as the 'Contracts Disputes Act of 1978'.

§ 601. Definitions

As used in this Act --

(I) the term *agency head' means the head and any assistant head of an executive agency, and
may 'upon the designation by' the head of an executive agency include the chief official of any principal
division of the agency;

(2) the term 'executive agency' means an executive department as defined in § 101 of title 5,
United States Code, an independent establishment as defined by § 104 of title 5, United States Code
(except that it shall not include the General Accounting Office) a military deartment as defined by § 102
of title 5, United States Code, and a wholly owned Government corporati in as defined by § 846 of title
31, United States Code, the United States Postal Service, and the Postal Rate Commission;

(3) the term 'contracting officer' means any person who, by appointment in accordance with
applicable regulations, has the authority to enter into and administer contracts and make determinations
and findings with respect thereto. The term also includes the authorized representative of the contracting
officer, acting within the limits of his authority; .
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(4) the term 'contractor' means a party to a Government contract other than the Government;
(5) the term 'Administrator" means the Administrator for Federal Procurement Policy appointed

pursuant to the Ofce of Federal Procurement Policy Act;
(6) the term *agency board" means an agency board of contract appeals established under I S ofC,14t

this Act; and

(7) the term 'misrepresentation of fact' means a false statement of substantive fact, or any conduct
which leads to a belief of a substantive fact material to proper understanding of the matter in hand, made
with intent to deceive or mislead.

§ 602. Applicability of Law
(a) Unless otherwise specifically provided herein, this Act applies to any express or implied contract

(including those of the non-appropriated fund activities described in §§ 1346 and 1491 of title 28, United
States Code) entered into by an executive agency for --

(I) the procurement or property, other than real property in being;

(2) the procurement of services;
(3) the procurement of construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of real property; or

(4) the disposal of personal property.
(b) With respect to contracts of the Tennessee Valley Authority, the provisions of this Act shall

apply only to those contracts which contain a disputes clause requiring that a contract dispute be
resolved through an agency administrative process. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act,
contracts of the Tennessee Valley Authority for the sale of fertilizer or electric power or related to the
conduct or operation of the electric power system shall be excluded from the Act.

(c) This Act does not apply to a contract with a foreign government, or agency thereof, or interna-
tional organization, or subsidiary body thereof, if the head of the agency determines that the application
of the Act to the contract would not be in the public interest.

§ 603. Maritime Contracts

Appeals under paragraph g of § 8 and suits under § 10, arising out of maritime contracts, shall be
governed by the Act of March 9, 1920, as amended (41 Stat. 525, as amended; 46 U.S.C. §§ 741-752) or
the Act of March 3, 1925, as amended (43 Stat. 1112, as amended; 46 U.S.C. §§ 781-790) as applicable, to
the extent that those Acts are not inconsistent with this Act.

§ 604. Fraudulent Claims

If a contractor is unable to support any part of his claim and it is determined that such inability is
attributable to misrepresentation of fact or fraud on the part of the contractor, he shall be liable to the
Government for an amount equal to such unsupported part of the claim in addition to all costs to the
Government attributable to the cost of reviewing said part of his claim. Liability under this subsection
shall be determined within 6 years of the commission of such misrepresentation of fact or fraud.

§ 605. Decision by Contracting Officer

(a) All claims by a contractor against the Government relating to a contract shall be in writing and
shall be submitted to the contracting officer for a decision. All claims by the Government against a con-
tractor relating to a contract shall be the subject of a decision by the contracting officer. The contracting
officer shall issue his decisions in writing, and shall mail or otherwise furnish a copy of the decision to the
contractor. The decision shall state the reasons for the decision reached, and shall inform the contractor
of his rights as provided in this Act. Specific findings of fact are not required, but if made, shall not be
binding in any subsequent proceeding. The authority of this subsection shall not extend to a claim or
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dispute for penalties or forfeitures prescribed by statute or regulation which another Federal agency is
specifically authorized to administer, settle or determine. This section shall not authorize any agency
head to settle, compromise or pay or otherwise adjust any claim involving fraud.

(b) The contracting officer's decision on the claim shall be final and conclusive and not subject to
review by any forum, tribunal, or Government agency, unless an appeal or suit is timely commenced as
authorized by this Act. Nothing in this Act shall prohibit executive agencies from including a clause in
Government contracts requiring that pending final decision of an appeal or suit, or final settlement, a con-
tractor shall proceed diligently with performance of the contract in accordance with the Contracting
Officer's decision.

(c)(1) A contracting Officer shall issue a decision on any submitted claim of $50,000 or less within
sixty days from his receipt of a written request from the contractor that a decision be rendered within
that period. For claims of more than $50,000, the contractor shall certify that the claim is made in good
faith, and that the supporting data are accurate and complete to the best of his knowledge and belief, and
that the amount requested accurately reflects the contract adjustment for which the contractor believes
the Government is liable.

(2) A contracting officer shall, within sixty days of receipt of a submitted certified claim over
$50,000 --

- (A) issue a decision; or

(B) notify the contractor of the time within which a decision will be issued.

(3) The decision of a contracting officer on submitted claims shall be issued within a reasonable
time, in accordance with regulations promulgated by the agency, taking into account such factors as the
size and complexity of the claim and the adequacy of the information in support of the claim provided by
the contractor.

(4) A contractor may request the agency board of contract appeals to direct a contracting officer
to issue a decision in a specified period of time, as determined by the board, in the event of undue delay
on the part of the contracting officer.

(5) Any failure by the contracting officer to issue a decision on a contract claim within the period
required will be deemed to be a decision by the contracting officer denying the claim and will authorize
the commencement of the appeal or suit on the claim as otherwise provided in this Act. However, in the
event an appeal or suit is so commenced in the absence of a prior decision by the contracting officer, the
tribunal concerned may, at its option, stay the proceedings to obtain a decision on the claim by the con-
tracting officer.

§ 606. Contractor's Right of Appeal to Board of Contract Appeals
Within ninety days from the date of receipt of a contracting officer's decision under § 6, the con-

tractor may appeal such decision to an agency board of contract appeals, as provided in § 8.

§ 607. Agency Boards of Contract Appeals

(aXI) Except as provided in paragraph (2) an agency board of contract appeals may be established
within an executive agency when the agency head, after consultation with the Administrator, determines
from a workload study that the volume of contract claims justifies the establishment of a full-time agency
board of at least three members who shall have no other inconsistent duties. Workload studies will be
updated at least once every three years and submitted to the Administrator.

(2) The Board of Directors of the Tennessee Valley Authority may establish a board of contract
appeals for the Authority of an indeterminate number of members.

(b)(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), the members of agency boards shall be selected and
appointed to serve in the same manner as hearing examiners appointed pursuant to § 3105 title 5 of the
United States Code, with an additional requirement that such members shall have had not fewer than five
years' experience in public contract law. Full-time members of agency boards serving as such on the
effective date of this Act shall be considered qualified. The chairman and vice chairman of each board
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shall be designated by the agency head from members so appointed. The chairman of each agency board
shall receive compensation at a rate equal to that paid a 0S-18 under the General Schedule contained in
§ 5332, United States Code, the vice chairman shall receive compensation at a rate equal to that paid a
GS-17 under such General Schedule, and all other members shall receive compensation at a rate equal to
that paid a GS-16 under such General Schedule. Such positions shall be in addition to the number of
positions which.may be placed in GS-16, GS-17, and GS-18 of such General Schedule under existing law.

(2) The Board of Directors of the Tennessee Valley Authority shall establish criteria for the
appointment of members to its agency board of contract appeals established in subsection (a)(2), and shall
designate a chairman of such board. The chairman of such board shall receive compensation at a rate
equal to the daily rate paid of a GS-18 under the General Schedule contained in § 5332, United States
Code for each day he is engaged in the actual performance of his duties as a member of such board. All
other members of such board shall receive compensation at a rate equal to the daily rate paid a GS-16
under such General Schedule for each day they are engaged in the actual performance of their duties as
members of such board.

(c) If the volume of contract claims is not sufficient to justify an agency board under subsection (a)
or if he otherwise considers it appropriate, any agency head shall arrange for appeals from decisions by
contracting officers of his agency to be decided by a board of contract appeals of another executive
agency. In the event an agency head is unable to make such an arrangement with another agency, he
shall submit the case to the Administrator for placement with an agency board. The provisions of this
subsection shall not apply to the Tennessee Valley Authority.

(d) Each agency board shall have jurisdiction to decide any appeal from a decision of a contracting
officer (I) relating to a contract made by its agency, and (2) relating to a contract made by any other
agency when such agency or the Administrator has designated the agency board to decide the appeal. In
exercising this jurisdiction, the agency board is authorized to grant any relief that would be available to a
litigant asserting a contract claim in the Claims Court.

(e) An agency board shall provide, to the fullest extent practicable, informal, expeditious, and inex-
pensive resolution of disputes, and shall issue a decision in writing or take other appropriate action on
each appeal submitted, and shall mail or otherwise furnish a copy of the decision to the contractor and
the contracting officer.

(f) The rules of each agency board shall include a procedure for the accelerated disposition of any
appeal from a decision of a contracting officer where the amount in dispute is $50,000 or less. The
accelerated procedure shall be applicable at the sole election of only the contractor. Appeals under the
accelerated procedure shall be resolved, whenever possible, within one hundred and eighty days from the
date the contractor elects to utilize such procedure.

I (g)I) The decision of an agency board of contract appeals shall be final, except that --

(A) a contractor may appeal such a decision to the United States Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit within one hundred twenty days after the date of receipt of a copy of such decision, or

(B) the agency head, if he determines that an appeal should be taken, and with the prior appro-
val of the Attorney General, transmits the decision of the board of contract appeals to the United States
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit for judicial review, under § 1295 of title 28, United States Code,
as amended herein, within one hundred and twenty days from the date of the agency's receipt of a copy3 of the board's decision.

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1), the decision of the board of contract appeals
of the Tennessee Valley Authority shall be final, except that --

(A) a contractor may appeal such a decision to a United States district court pursuant to the pro-
visions of § 1337 of title 28, United States Code within one hundred twenty days after the date of receipt
of a copy of such decision, or3 (B) The Tennessee Valley Authority may appeal the decision to a United States district court
pursuant to the provisions of § 1337 of title 28, United States Code, within one hundred twenty days
after the date of the decision in any case.
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(h) Pursuant to the authority conferred under the Office of Federal Procurement Policy Act, the
Administrator is authorized and directed, as may be necessary or desirable to carry out the provisions of
this Act, to issue guidelines with respect to criteria for the establishment, functions, and procedures of
the agency boards (except for a board established by the Tennessee Valley Authority).

(i) Within one hundred and twenty days from the date of enactment of this Act, all agency boards,
except that of the Tennessee Valley Authority, of three or more full-time members shall develop work-
load studies.

§ 608. Small Claims
(a) The rules of each agency board shall include a procedure for the expedited disposition of any

appeal from a decision of a contracting officer where the amount in dispute if $10,000 or less. The small
claims procedure shall be applicable at the sole election of the contractor.

(b) The small claims procedure shall provide for simplified rules of procedure to facilitate the deci-
sion of any appeal thereunder. Such appeals may be decided by a single member of the agency board
with such concurrences as may be provided by rule or regulation.

(c) Appeals under the small claims procedure shall be resolved, whenever possible, within one hun-
dred twenty days from the date on which the contractor elects to utilize such procedure.

(d) A decision against the Government or the contractor reached under the small claims procedure
shall be final and conclusive and shall not be set aside except in cases of fraud.

(e) Administrative determinations and final decisions under this § shall have no value as precedent
for future cases under this Act.

(f) The Administrator is authorized to review at least every three years, beginning with the third
year after the enactment of the Act, the dollar amount defined in § 9(a) as a small claim, and based upon
economic indexes selected by the Administrator adjust that level accordingly.

§ 609. Judicial Review of Board Decisions
(a)(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), and in lieu of appealing the decision of the contracting

officer under § 6 to an agency board, a contractor may bring an action directly on the claim in the
United States Claims Court, notwithstanding any contract provision, regulation, or rule of law to the
contrary.

(2) In the case of an action against the Tennessee Valley Authority, the contractor may only bring
an action directly on the claim in a United States district court pursuant to § 1337 of title 28, United
States Code, notwithstanding any contract provision, regulation, or rule of law to the contrary.

(3) Any action under paragraph (1) or (2) shall be filed within twelve months from the date of the
receipt by the contractor of the decision of the contracting officer concerning the claim, and shall
proceed de novo in accordance with the rules of the appropriate court.

(b) In the event of an appeal by a contractor or the Government from a decision of any agency
board pursuant to § 8, notwithstanding any contract provision, regulation, or rules of law to the contrary,
the decision of the agency board on any question of law shall not be final or conclusive, but the decision
on any question of fact shall be final and conclusive and shall not be set aside unless the decision is frau-
dulent, or arbitrary, or capricious, or so grossly erroneous as to necessarily imply bad faith, or if such
decision is not supported by substantial evidence.

(c) In any appeal by a contractor or the Government from a decisior' of an agency board pursuant
to § 8. the court may render an opinion and judgment and remand the case for further action by the
agency board or by the executive agency as appropriate, with such direction as the court considers just
and proper.

(d) If two or more suits arising from one contract are filed in the Claims Court and one or more
agency boards, for the convenience of parties or witnesses or in the interest of justice, the Claims Court
may order the consolidation of such suit in the court or transfer any suits to or among the agency boards
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involved.

(e) In any suit filed pursuant to this Act involving two or more claims, counterclaims, cross-claims,
or third-party claims, and where a portion of one such claim can be divided for purposes of decision or
judgment, and in any such suit where multiple parties are involved, the court, whenever such action is
appropriate, may enter a judgment as to one or more but fewer than all of the claims, portions thereof, or
parties.

§ 610. Subpoena, Discovery, and Deposition

A member of an agency board of contract appeals may administer oaths to witnesses, authorize
depositions and discovery proceedings, and require by subpoena the attendance of witnesses, and produc-
tion of books and papers, for the taking of testimony or evidence by deposition or in the hearing of an
appeal by the agency board. In case of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpoena by a person who
resides, is found, or transacts business within the jurisdiction of the United States district court, the court,
upon application of the agency board through the Attorney General, or upon application by the board of
contract appeals of the Tennessee Valley Authority, shall have jurisdiction to issue the person an order
requiring him to appear before the agency board or a member thereof, to produce evidence or to give
testimony, or both. Any failure of any such person to obey the order of the court may be punished by
the court as a contempt thereof.

§ 611. Interest

Interest on amounts found due contractors on claims shall be paid to the contractor from the date
the contracting officer receives the claim pursuant to § 6(a) from the contractor until payment thereof.
The interest provided for in this section shall be paid at the rate established by the Secretary of the
Treasury pursuant to Public Law 9241 (83 Stat. 97) for the Renegotiation Board.
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY
W^SHINGTON. O.C. 20310

ARMY CONTRACT ADJUSTMENT BOARD

MEMORANDUM OF DECISION 19 AUG 1980

P.L. 85-804 Application of )
ACAB No. 1217

Waltham Precision Instruments, Inc.)

Application for Relief

The U.S. Army Armament Materiel Readiness Command (ARRCOM), has
forwarded to the Army Contract Adjustment Board a request for extra-
ordinary relief under Public Law 85-804 by Waltham Precision Instru-
ments, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as Waltham) under ARRCOM Contract
Number DAAA09-78-C-2080 (hereafter referred to as contract 2080).
Waltham seeks an amendment without consideration to increase the price
of contract 2080 by $400,000 on the basis of essentiality tq the
national defense as a continuing source of supply pursuant to the
provisions of DAR 17-204.2(a). ARRCOM recommends that relief be
granted in tL. amount of $314,500.00, and the U.S. Army Materiel
Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM) concurs with this recommendation.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

Waltham Precision Instruments, Inc., Waltham, Massachusetts, is a
small business which primarily manufactures mechanical clocks for

'_'- aircraft. Contract 2080 was awarded to Waltham on 14 July 1978 for a
quantity of 1,873 aircraft clocks at a contract price of $389,584.00.
Various options for increased quantities were exercised under the
contract resulting in a total current quantity of 4,557. Deliveries
of these clocks began in July 1978 and are scheduled to be completed
in November of 1980.

Waltham has been a good and reliable producer for the Department
of Defense for many years. The company is currently the only active
domestic producer of aircraft mechanical clocks using U.S. produced
parts. Waltham has been established as a mobilization base producer
of critical precision parts.

On 20 December 1978, Waltham filed for a petition under Chapter XI
of the Bankruptcy Act before the United States District Court for the
District of Massachusetts. The company's situation was the result of
operating difficulties which led to losses over the prior three years
including operating losses of $238,142 in 1977 and of $246,308 in
1978. During this period Waltham also experienced difficulty in
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performing on a contract with the Navy for 443 MK-23 fuzes and experienced
k a loss in excess of $160,000. Nevertheless, Waltham delivered all the

Ifuzes under this Navy contract. Additionally, during this period the
company attempted to supplement its clock production by entering the .
printed circuit business, but experienced losses in excess of $143,000
in this endeavor.

The company's difficulties are attributable to both its own actions
and those of the Government. Waltham's business was, and continues to
be, primarily the manufacture of clocks for the Government. After the
conclusion of a Memorandum of Understanding between the UWited States
and Switzerland, DOD mechanical clock requirements in excess of an
estimated quantity necessary to sustain Waltham were opened for ccmpeti-
tion and awards were made to Swiss firms with whom Waltham was not
competitive. The Office of the Secretary of Defense (hereinafter
referred to as OSD) determined that a quantity of 300 per month was
the minimum sustaining rate for Waltham. This minimum sustaining
quantity was subsequently found to be in error because studies indicated
that 500 clocks per month must be produced to maintain Waltham as a
viable producer. With quantities below the minimum sustaining level
and a lack of substantial new business from September, 1976 to April,
1977, the company ran into the financial difficulties described above.

The company's management contributed to the problem with errors
in pricing of products and imprudent business ventures. Waltham's
accounting system was inadequate and, further, was unacceptable to

p DCAA for progress payment purposes which precluded such payments.
Further, in an effort to increase its share of U.S. Government purchases,
the company.underbid the current contract for clocks (the loss attribut-
able to contract 2080 is $210,147.50). Additionally, to offset competi-
tion from the Swiss in its clock business, Waltham branched out into4the manufacture of fuzes and into the printed circuit business. Both
these efforts ended in financial disaster.

Faced with Waltham's precarious financial condition, OSD informed
the Army on April, 1979 that the Small Business Administration advised
that Waltham had cash flow problems and required immediate advance
payments to avoid a shut-down of production operations for contract
2080. 0SD indicated that it considered Waltham an essential mobilization
producer. In June, 1979, advance payment of $150,000 was authorized
and contract 2080 was modified accordingly. In its consideration of
tbie advance payment issue, ARRCOM recognized that this would not solve
the problem, because more extensive relief Lnder Public Law 85-804
would be required to make the company viable.

Waltham. ARRCOM, DCAS and DCAA have worked together in an attempt
to resolve the company's problems. There has been a change in manage-
men-, and the company's accounting system has now been improved to the
satisfaction of DCAA. Additionally, the company has reduced its overhead
and G&A rates. Quantities awarded to Waltham have been increased
since late 1979 and Waltham has produced profitably at 700 per month
for the last two months.
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The company has worked out a Plan of Arrangement with its creditors
whereby Waltham is to make an initial payment on its debts with run
out payments to follow from company profits. The company requests
$400,000 in order to fund its Plan of Arrangement to continue as a
viable concern. The company projects a $377,000 pretax profit for
calendar year 1980 on an estimated production of 8,159 clocks. ARRCOM,
supported in part by a DCAA analysis, recommends that the company be
provided $314,500 to fund its Plan of Arrangement. This combined
amount will enable the company to meet its run out payments and other
obligations and provide necessary working capital.

In that Waltham is the only known domestic source capable of
making mechanical aircraft clocks utilizing components manufactured
exclusively in the United States, both the Air Force and the U.S. Army
Troop Support and Aviation Materiel Readiness Command and OSD consider
the company essential to the national defense as a continuing source
of supply.

DECISION

Based on the information submitted, the Board finds that Waltham
is the only domestic producer of mechanical aircraft clocks and that
the continued operation of the company as a source of supply of such
clocks is essential to the national defense. Additionally, the Board
finds that the continued viability of Waltham as a producer of mechanical
aircraft clocks will be jeopardized if the Bankruptcy Court orders a
liquidation in order to secure payment of long standing debts. Further,
the Board finds that extraordinary relief in an amount necessary to
fund the Chapter XI Plan of Arrangement will avoid impairment to Waltham's
productive ability.

The Board notes, furthermore, that Waltham's financial problems
were in part caused by OSD's setting an unrealistic minimum sustaining
quantity in order to release clock requirements for competition so as
to enable Swiss firms to respond to solicitations. During the course
of its discussions with representatives of ARRCOM and Waltham, the
Board discovered that the company possesses antiquated equipment and
has a total capacity limited to 10,000 clocks a year which is only
sufficient for peacetime requirements. In that Waltham is an essential
mobilization producer, sufficient quantities should be awarded to the
company to maintain it as a viable producer and to allow modernization
of its production facility to not only meet peacetime requirements but
also mobilization requirements.

Based on the above considerations and pursuant to DAR 17-204.2(a),
the Board hereby grants relief in an amount necessary to fund Waltham's
Plan of Arrangement and the price of Contract 2080 may be increased
accordingly. The grant of relief is conditioned upon and sibject to
the following:
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1. The calculations of the ARRCOM and DCAA audit and pricing

personnel are set forth at Appendix A. Notwithstanding Appendix A,
the contracting officer may make those minimum payments as he determines
necessary to accomplish the purpose of the Board's grant of relief but
in no event may the total amount of relief hereby granted exceed
$400,000.

2. The funds hereunder granted shall be placed in a controlled
account to be administered and paid out by the Contracting Officer in
such sums and at such times as he determines shall be in the best
interest of the Government to avoid impairment of Waltham's productive
ability.

3. Agreement by Waltham to waive any and all existing claims of
whatever nature or kind it may have against the Government arising out
of or under Contract 2080.

4. Agreement by Waltham to an audit prior to or upon completion
of Contract 2080 (the time for the audit to be at the option of the
contracting officer).

I 5. Agreement by Waltham to return any profit on Contract 2080

to the Government.

6. Waltham will pay no cash dividends to its stockholders nor
will it provide increases in salary, fringe benefits, pension entitle-
ments or other forms of compensation to any officers or directors
until in the opinion of the contracting officer, the company has become
viable gain and its productive ability will not be deleteriously affected
by such dividends or increases in compensation.

I The Contracting Officer is hereby authorized and directed to
execute a supplemental agreement consistant with this decision and DAR

p 17-206.

The action authorized by this decision will facilitate the national
Idefense.

Arthur Daoulas

Chairman
Army Contract Adjustment Board

I!
I
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1. The following columns list the amount initially requested by
Waltham and the amount initially recommended by ARRCOM/DCAA.

WALTHAM ARRCOM/DCAA

Unsecured creditors $ 31,200 $ 26,127
Priority creditors:

Small Business Adm. 50,000 50,000
Internal Revenue Service 31,200 26,127
Comm'l of Mass. 15,000 15,000
General Services Adm. 13,191 13,065
Commissions 873 219
Pensions 106,459 43,962
Bankruptcy Adm Costs 85 000 65,000

Federal Tax 16,850
State Tax 36,292
Miscellaneous 13,935

2. The following represents ARRCOM recommended adjustments to the
ARRCOM/DCAA recommendation.

Recommended by ARRCOM/DCAA $239,500
Reconciliation error 10,000
Administrative (additional cost) 20,000
Delay/5 mos @ 5000/mo 25,000
Additional working capital 20,000

Total $314,500
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FAC 84-9 JUNE 20, 1985

PART 33 (1) The supplies or services to be contracted for are
urgently required.

PROTESTS, DISPUTES, AND APPEALS (2) Delivery or performance will be unduly delayed
by failure to make award promptly.

33.000 Scope of part. (3) A prompt award will otherwise be advantageous
This part prescribes policies and procedures for filing to the Government.

protests and for processing contract disputes and ap- (bXI) When a protest against the making of an award
peals. is received and award will be withheld pending disposi-

SUBPART 33.1-PROTESTS tion of the protest, the offerors whose offers might be-
come eligible for award should be informed of the pro-

1 3.101 Definitions. test. If appropriate, those offerors should be requested,
I "Interested party," as used in this subpart, means an before expiration of the time for acceptance of their of-
actual or prospective offeror whose direct economic in- fer, to extend the time for acceptance in accordance with
terest would be affected by the award of or failure to 14.404-1(d) to avoid the need for resolicitation. In the
award a particular contract, event of failure to obtain such extensions of offers, con-

"Protest," as used in this subpart, means a written ob- sideration should be given to proceeding with award un-
jection by an interested party to a solicitation by an agen- der (a) above.
cy for offers for a proposed contract for the acquisition (2) Protests received after award filed only with the
of supplies or services or a written objection by an inter- agency shall be handled in accordance with agency pro-ested party to a proposed award or the award of such a cedures. The contracting officer need not suspend con-
contract. tract performance or terminate the awarded contract
33.102 General. unless it appears likely that an award may be invali-

(a) Contracting officers shall consider all protests, dated and a delay in receiving the supplies or services is
whether submitted before or after award and whether not prejudicial to the Government's interest. In this
filed directly with the agency, the General Accounting event, the contracting officer should consider seeking a
Office (GAO), or for automatic data processing acquisi- mutual agreement with the contractor to suspend per-
tions under 40 U.S.C. 759 (hereinafter cited as 'ADP formance on a no-cost basis.
contracts"), the General Services Board of Contract
Appeals (GSBCA). The protestor shall be notified in 33.104 Protests to GAO.
writing of the final decision of the protest. (See 19.302 (a) General. (1) A protestor shall furnish a copy of its
for protests of small business status and 22.608-3 for complete protest to the official or location designated in
protests involving eligibility under the Walsh-Healey the solicitation or, in the absence of such a designation,
Public Contracts Act.) to the contracting officer, no later than one day after the

(b) An interested party wishing to protest- protest is filed with the GAO. Failure to furnish a com-
(i) Is encouraged to seek resolution within the agen- plete copy of the protest within one day may result in dis-

cy (see 33.103) before filing a protest with the GAO or missal of the protest by GAO.
the GSBCA;

(2) May protest to the GAO in accordance with (2) When a protest, before or after award, has been
GAO regulations (4 CFR Part 21). An interested party lodged with the GAO, the agency shall prepare a re-
who has filed a protest regarding an ADP contract with port. The report should include a copy of-
the GAO may not file a protest with the GSBCA with (I) The protest;
respect to that contract. (ii) The offer submitted by the protesting offeror

(3) May protest to the GSBCA regarding an award and a copy of the offer which is being considered for
of an ADP contract in accordance with GSBCA Rules award or which is being protested;
of Procedure (48 CFR Part 61). An Interested party (ii) The solicitation, including the specifications
who has filed a protest regarding an ADP contract with or portohs relevant to the protest;
GSBCA (40 U.S.C. 759(h)) may not file a protest with (iv) The abstract of offers or relevant portions;
the GAO with respect to that contract. (v) Any other documents that are relevant to the

33.103 Protests to the gency. protest; and
(a) When a protest is filed only with the agency, an (vi) The contracting officer's signed statement

award shall not be made until the matter is resolved un- setting forth findings, actions, and recommenda-
less the contracting officer or other designated official tions and any additional evidence or information
first determines that one of the following applies: deemed necesuary in determining the validity of the

33-1
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33.104 ..... FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION (FAR)

protest. The statement shall be fully responsive to (6) Agencies shall furnish the GAO with the name,
the allegation of the protest. If the contract action or title, and telephone number of one or more officials (in
contract performance continues after receipt of the both field and headquarters offices, if desired) whom
protest, the report will include the determination(s) the GAO may contact regarding protests. Each agency
prescribed in paragraphs (b) or (c) below, shall be responsible for promptly advising the GAO of
(3) Other persons, including offerors, involved in or any change in the designated officials.

affected by the protest shall be given notice of the pro- (b) Protests before award. (I) When the agency has
test and its basis in appropriate cases, within one work received notice from GAO of a protest filed directly
day after its receipt by the agency. The agency shall with GAO, a contract may not be awarded unless
give immediate notice of the protest to the contractor if authorized, in accordance with agency procedures, by
the award has been made or, if no award has been the head of the contracting activity, on a nondelegable
made, to all parties who appear to have a reasonable basis, upon a written finding that-
prospect of receiving an award if the protest is denied. (i) Urgent and compelling circumstances which
T~se persons shall also be advised that they may submit significantly dpffect the interests of the United
their views and relevant information directly to the States will not permit awaiting the decision of
GtO with a copy to the contracting officer within a GAO; and
specified period of time. Normally, the time specified (ii) Award is likely to occur within 30 calendar
will be I week. days of the written finding.

(4) The agency shall submit a complete report (see (2) A contract award shall not be authorized until
(a)(2) above) to GAO within 25 work days after receipt the agency has notified GAO of the above finding.
from GAO of the telephonic notice of such protest, or (3) When a protest against the making of an
within 10 work days after receipt from GAO of a deter- award is received and award will be withheld pend-
mination to use the express option, unless- ing disposition of the protest, the offerors whose

(i) The GAO advises the agency that the protest offers might become eligible for award should be
has been dismissed; or informed of the protest. If appropriate, those offer-

(ii) The agency advises GAO in writing that the ors should be requested, before expiration of the
specific circumstances of the protest require a longer time for acceptance of their offer, to extend the time
period and GAO establishes a new date. Any new for acceptance in accordance with 14.404-1(d) to
date shall be documented in the agency's protest file. avoid the need for resolicitation. In the event of
(5)(i) Timely action on protests is essential. Upon failure to obtain such extensions of offers, consider-

notice that a protest has been lodged with the GAO, ation should be given to proceeding under subpara-
the contracting officer shall immediately begin compil- graph (bX I), above.
ing the information necessary for a report to the GAO. (c) Protests after award. (1) When the agency re-
To further expedite processing, when furnishing a copy ceives from GAO, within 10 calendar days after
of the report including relevant documents to the award, a notice of a protest filed directly with GAO,
GAO, the agency shall simultaneously furnish a copy the contracting officer shall immediately suspend per-
of the report including relevant documents to the pro- formance or terminate the awarded contract, except as
testor and a copy of the report without relevant docu- provided in paragraphs (cX2) and (3) below.
ments to other interested parties who have responded (2) In accordance with agency procedures, the
to the notice in (a)(3) above. Upon request the agency head of the contracting activity may, on a nondele-
shall also provide to any interested party a relevant gable basis, authorize contract performance, not-
document contained in the report. withstanding the protest, upon a written finding

(A) Documents previously furnished to or pre- that-
pared by a party (e.g., the solicitation or the par- (i) Contract p-rformance will be in the best
ty's own pioposal) need not be furnished to that interests of the United States; or /

party. (ii) Urgent and compelling circumstances that
(B) Classified or privileged information or in- significantly affect the interests of the United

formation that would give a party a competitive States will not permit waiting for the GAO's
6 dvantage and other information that the Govern- decision. " "
ment determines under appropriate authority to (3) Contract performance shall not be authorized
withhold should be deleted from the copy of the until the agency has notified GAO of the above
report or relevant documents furnished to that finding.
party. (4) When it is decided to suspend performance or
(ii) The protestor and other interested parties terminate the awarded contract, the contracting offi-

shall be requested to furnish a copy of any comments
on the report directly to the GAO as well as to the a should aiua
contracting officer. on a no-cost basis.
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(5) When the agency receives notice of a protest solicited or, if the solicitation has closed, only toI filed directly only with the GAO more than 10 cal- those who submitted a sealed bid or offer; and
endar days after award of the protested acquisition, (ii) Written confirmation of notice and a listing of
the contracting officer need not suspend contract all persons and agencies receiving notice should be
performance or terminate the awarded contract un- given to the Board within five working days after re-
less the contracting officer believes that an award ceipt of the protest.
may be invalidated and a delay in receiving the sup- (b) The GSBCA procedures state that within 10 work
plies or services is not prejudicial to the Govern- days after the filing of a protest, or such longer time as
ment's interest, the GSBCA may establish, the agency shall file with the
(d) Findings and notice. If the decision is to proceed GSBCA and'all other parties a protest file. Except where

with contract award, or continue contract performance the agency determines under appropriate authority to
under (b) or (c) above, the contracting officer shall in- withhold classified or privileged information or informa-
clude the written findings or other required documenta- tion that would give a competitive advantage, the protest
tion in the file. The contracting officer also shall give file shall include the following:
written notice of the decision to the protestor and other (1) A contracting officer's decision, it any.
interested parties. (2) The contract, if any.

(e) GAO decision time. GAO will issue its recommen- (3) All relevant correspondence.
dation on a protest within 90 work days, or within 45 cal- (4) Affidavits or statements of witnesses on the mat-
endar days under the express option, unless GAO estab- ter under protest.
lishes a longer period of time. (5) All documents relied upon by the contracting of-

(I) Notice to GAO. The head of the agency or a desig- ficer in taking the action protested.
nee (not below the level of the head of the contracting ac- (6) A copy of the solicitation, the protestor's bid or
tivity) responsible for the solicitation, proposed award, proposal and, il bid opening has occurred and no con-
or award of the contract shall report to the Comptroller tract has been avarded, aaopy of any relevant bids and
General within 60 days of receipt of the GAO's recom- the bid abstract.
mendation if the agency has decided not to comply with (7) In a negotiated acquisition, a copy of offers or
the recommendation. The report shall explain the reasons proposals being considered for award and relevant to
why the GAO's recommendation will not be followed by the protest should be included in the GSBCA file only,
the agency. for in camera review by the Board. The agency shall

(g) Award of protest costs, serve all parties with a list of documents provided to
(I) GAO may declare an appropriate interested the Board for in camera review.I party to be entitled to the costs of- (8) Any additional existing evidence or information

(i) Filing and pursuing the protest, including necessary to determine the merits of the protest.
a reasonable attorneys' fees; and (9) Any information otherwise withheld, where it is

(ii) Bid and proposal preparation, appropriate for in camera review by the Board.
(2) Costs awarded under paragraph (gXI) above (c) The GSBCA procedures state that within 15 work

shall be paid promptly by the agency out of funds days after the filing of the protest, or such longer time as
available to or for the use of the agency for the the Board may establish, the agency shall submit its an-
acquisition of supplies or services. swer to the Board setting forth its defenses to the protest

33.105 ProleststoGSBCA. and its findings, actions, and recommendations in the
(a)(l) An interested party may protest an ADP acqui- matter.

sition conducted under Section I I I of the Federal Prop- (d)(l) If a protest contains a timely request for a sus-
erty and Administrative Services Act (40 U.S.C. 759) by pension of procurement authority, a hearing will be held
filing a protest with the GSBCA. ADP acquisition pro- whenever practicable but no later than 10 calendar days
tests not covered under this statute may not be heard by after the filing of the protest. The Board shall suspend
the GSBCA, but may be heard by the agency, the courts, the procurement authority unless the agency establishes
or GAO. A protestor shall furnish a copy of its complete that-
protest to the official or location designated in the solici- (i) Absent suspension, the contract award is likely
tation, or in the absence of such a designation to the con- within 30 calendar days; and
tracting officer, on the same day the protest is filed with (ii) Urgent and compelling circumstances which
the (GSBCA. Any request for a hearing on either a sus- significantly affect interests of the United States will
pension of procurement authority or on the merits shall not permit waiting for the decision.
be in the protest. (2) Circumstances in (d)(1) above shall be estab-

(2) The GSBCA procedures state that- lished by a D&F executed by the agency head or desig-
(i) Within one working day after receipt of a copy nee.

of the protest, the agency shall give either oral or (3) The Board's decision on suspension may be oral.
written notice of the protest to all parties who were (e) A hearing on the merits, if requested, will be held
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within 25 work days after the filing of the protest and a of interest on contractor claims, for the certification of
GSBCA decision on the merits will be issued within 45 contractor claims in excess of $50,000, and for a civil
work days, unless the Board's chairman determines a penalty for contractor claims that are fraudulent or based
longer period is required. on a misrepresentation of fact.

(f)(l) The GSBCA may declare an appropriate inter- 33.203 Applicablity.
ested party to be entitled to the costs of- (a) Except as specified in paragraph (b) below, this

(i) Filing and pursuing the protest, including rea- part applies to any express or implied contract covered by
sonable attorney's fees; and the Federal Acquisition Regulation.

(ii) Bid and proposal preparation. (b) This subpart does not apply to any contract with
(2) Costs awarded under (f)(1) above shall be paid (1) a foreign government or agency of that government,

promptly by the agency out of funds available to or for or (2) an international organization or a subsidiary body
the use of the acquisition of supplies or services, of that organization, if the agency head determines that
(g) The GSBCA's final decision may be appealed by the application of the Act to the contract would not be in

the agency or by any interested party, including any inter- the public interest.
vening interested parties, as set forth in Subpart 33.2. (c) This part applies to all disputes with respect to con-
33.106 Solicitation provision and contract clause. tracting officer decisions on matters "arising under" or

(a) The contracting officer shall insert the provision "relating to" a contract. Agency Boards of Contract Ap-
at 52.233-2, Service of Protest, in solicitations for oth- peals (BCA's) authorized under the Act continue to have
er than small purchases. all of the authority they possessed before the Act with re-

(b) The contracting officer shall insert the clause at spect to disputes arising under a contract, as well as au-
52.233-3, Protest After Award, in all solicitations and thority to decide disputes relating to a contract. The
contracts. If a cost reimbursement contract is contem- clause at 52.233-1, Disputes, recognizes the "all dis-
plated, the contracting officer shall use the clause with putes" authority established'by the Act and states certain
its Alternate . requirements and limitations of the Act for the guidance

of contractors and contracting agencies. The clause is not
SUBPART 33.2-DISPUTES AND APPEALS intended to affect the rights and obligations of the parties

as provided by the Act or to constrain the authority of the33.201 Definitions. statutory agency BCA's in the handling and deciding of
"Claim," as used in this subpart, means a written de- contractor appeals under the Act.

mand or written assertion by one of the contracting par- 33.204 Policy.
ties seeking, as a matter of right, the payment of money It is the Government's policy to try to resolve all con-
in a sum certain, the adjustment or interpretation of con- tractual issues by mutual agreement at the contracting of-
tract terms, or other relief arising under or relating to the ficer's level, without litigation. In appropriate circum-
contract. A claim arising under a contract, unlike a claim stances, the contracting officer, before issuing a decision
relating to that contract, is a claim that can be resolved on a claim, should consider the use of informal discus-
under a contract clause that provides for the relief sought sions between the parties by individuals who have not
by the claimant. However, a written demand or written participated substantially in the matter in dispute, to aid
assertion by the contractor seeking the payment of money in resolving the differences.
exceeding $50,000 is not a claim under the Contract Dis- 33.205 Relationship of the Act to Public Law 85-804.
putes Act of 1978 until certified as required by the Act (a) Requests for relief under Public Law 85-804 (50
and 33.207. A voucher, invoice, or other routine request U.S.C. 1431-1435) are not claims within the Contract
for payment that is not in dispute when submitted is not a Disputes Act of 1978 or the Disputes clause at 52.233-1,
claim. The submission may be converted to a claim, by Disputes, and shall be processed under Part 50, Extraor-
written notice to the contracting officer as provided in dinary Contractual Actions. However, relief formerly
33.206(a), if it is disputed either as to liability or amount available only under Public Law 85-804; i.e., legal en-
or is not acted upon in a reasonable time. titlement to rescission or reformation for mutual mis-

"Misrepresentation of fact," as used in this part, take, is now available within the authority of the con-
means a false statement of substantive fact, or any con- tracting officer under the Contract Disputes Act of 1978
duct which leads to the belief of a substantive fact materi- and the Disputes clause. In case of a question whether the
al to proper understanding of the matter in hand, made contracting officer has authority to settle or decide spe-
with intent to deceive or mislead. cific types of claims, the contracting officer should seek
33.202 Contract Disputes Act of 1973. legal advice.

The Contract Disputes Act of 1978 (41 U.S.C. (b) A contractor's allegation that it is entitled to rescis-
601-613) (the Act) establishes procedures and require- sion or reformation of its contract in order to correct or
ments for asserting and resolving claims by or against mitigate the effect of a mistake shall be treated as a claim
contractors arising under or relating to a contract subject under the Act. A contract may be reformed or rescinded
to the Act. In addition, the Act provides for the payment by the contracting officer if the contractor would be en-
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PART 33-PROTESTS, DISPUTES, AND APPEALS 33.207

titled to such remedy or relief under the law of Federal ricer shall document the contract rile with evidence of the
contracts. Due to the complex legal issues likely to be as- date of receipt of any submission from the contractor
sociated with allegations of legal entitlement, contracting deemed to be a claim by the contracting officer.
officers shall make written decisions, prepared with the (b) The contracting officer shall issue a written deci-
advice and assistance of legal counsel, either granting or sion on any Government claim initiated against a con-
denying relief in whole or in part. tractor.

(c) A claim that is either denied or not approved in its 33.207 Contractor dm certilfcation.
entirety under paragraph (b) above may be cognizable as (a) A contractor claim exceeding $50,000 shall be ac-
a request for relief under Public Law 85-804 as imple- companied by a certification that-
mented by Part 50. However, the claim must first be sub- (I) -lie claim is made in good faith;
mitted to the contracting officer for consideration under (2) S, pporting data are accurate and complete to
the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 because the claim is the best of the contractor's knowledge and belief; and
-not cognizable under Public Law 85-804, as implemented (3) The amount requested accurately reflects the
by Part 50, unless other legal authority in the agency con- contract adjustment for which the contractor believes
cerned is determined to be lacking or inadequate, the Government is liable.
33.206 Initiation of a claim. I (b) The aggregate amount of both the increased and

(a) Contractor claims shall be submitted in writing to decreased costs shall be used in determining when the dol-
the contracting officer for a decision. The contracting of-

I

I
I

I
I
I

(The next page is 33-5.)
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PART 33-PROTESTS, DISPUTES, AND APPEALS 33.211
lar thresholds requiring claim certification are met (see and disagreement;
the example in subdivision l5.804--2(a)(i)(ii)). (iv) Statement of the contracting officer's deci-

(c)(1) If tie contractor is an individual, the certifica- sion, with supporting rationale; and
tion shall be executed by that individual. (v) Paragraph substantially as follows:

(2) If the contractor is not an individual, the certifi- This is the final decision of the Contracting Office:.
cation shall be executed by- You may appeal this decision to the Board of Contract

(i) A senior company official in charge at the con- Appeals. If you decide to appeal, you must, within 90
tractor's plant or location involved; or days from the date you receive this decision, mail or

(ii) An officer or general partner of the contractor otherwise furnish written notice to the Board of Con-
having overall responsibility for the conduct of the tract Appeals and provide a copy to the Contracting
contractor's affairs. Officer from whose decision the appeal is taken. The

33.208 Interest on claims, notice shall indicate that an appeal is intended, refer-
The Government shall pay interest on a contractor's ence this decision, and identify the contract by number.

claim on the amount found due and unpaid from (a) the Instead of appealing to the Board of Contract Appeals,
date the contracting officer receives the claim (properly you may bring an action directly in the U.S. Claims
certified if required by 33.207(a)), or (b) the date pay- Court (except as provided in the Contract Disputes Act
ment otherwise would he due, if that date is later, until of 1978, 41 U.S.C. 603, regarding Maritime Contracts)
the date of payment. Simple interest on claims shall be within 12 months of the date you receive this decision.
paid at the rate. fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury as If you appeal to the Board of Contract Appeals, you
provided in the Act, which is applicable to the period dur- may, solely at your election, proceed under the Board's
ing which the contracting officer receives the claim and small claims procedure for claims of $10,000 or less or
then at the rate applicable for each 6-month period as its accelerated procedure for claims of $50,000 or less.
fixed by the Ireasury Secretary during the pendency of (b) The -ontracting officer shall furnish a copy of
the claim. See 32.614 for the right of the Government to the decision to the contractor by certified mail, return
collect intere,,t on its claims against a contractor. receipt requested, or by any other method that pro-
33.209 Suspected fraudulent claims. vides evidence of receipt. This requirement shall apply

If the contractor is unable to support any part of the to decisions on claims initiated by or against the con-
claim and there is evidence that the inability is attrib- tractor.
utable to misrepresentation of fact or to fraud on the part (c) The contracting officer shall issue the decision
of the contractor, the contracting officer shall refer the within the following statutory time limitations:
matter to the agency official responsible for investigating
fraud. (1) For claims of S50,000 or less, 60 days after
33.210 Contracting officer's authority, receiving a written request from the contractor that

Except as provided in this section, contracting officers a decision be rendered within that period, or within a
are authorized. within any specific limitations of their reasonable time after receipt of the claim if the con-
vsarrants, to decide or settle all claims arising under or re- tractor does not make such a request.
lating to a contract subject to the Act. This authorization (2) For claims over $50,000, 60 days after receiv-
does not extend to- ing a certified claim; provided, however, that if a deci-

(a) A claim or dispute for penalties or forfeitures pre- sion will not be issued within 60 days, the contract-
scribed by statute or regulation that another Federal ing officer shall notify the contractor, within that
agency is specifically authorized to administer, settle, or period, of the time within which a decision will be
determine. or issued.

b) The settlement, compromise, payment, or adjust- (d) The contracting officer shall issue a decision
ment of any claim involving fraud, within a reasonable time, taking into account-
33.211 Contracting officer's decision. (1) The size and complexity of the claim;

(a) When a claim by or against a contractor cannot (2) The adequacy of the contractor's supporting
be satisfied or settled by mutual agreement and a deci- data; and
nion on the claim is necessary, the contracting officer (3) Any other relevant factors.
shall- (e) In the event of undue delay by the contracting

(1) Reviewy the facts pertinent to the claim; ofie inrneigadcso.o litecnrc
(2) Secure assistance from legal and other advisors; officer tn rendering a dectston on a claim, the contrac-
(3) Coordinate with the contract administration of- tray requestste aec iA t diecfthe con-

fice or contracting office, as appropriate; and tracting officer to issue a decision in a specified time
(4) Prepare a written decision that shall include period determined by the BCA.

a- (I) Any failure of the contracting officer to issue a
(i) Description of the claim or dispute; decision within the required time periods will be
(ii) Reference to the pertinent contract terms; deemed a decision by the contracting officer denying
(iii) Statement of the factual areas of agreement the claim and will authorize the contractor to file an

33-5
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33.212 FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION (FAR)

appeal or suit on the claim. ing to the contract. In recognition of this fact, an alter-

(g) The amount determined payable under the deci- nate paragraph is provided for paragraph (h) of the

sion, less any portion already paid, should be paid, if clause at 52.233-1, Disputes. This paragraph shall be

otherwise proper, without awaiting contractor action used only as authorized by agency procedures.

concerning appeal. Such payment shall be without prej- (b) In all contracts that include the clause at 52.233-1,

udice to the rights of either party. Disputes, with its Alternate I, in the event of a dispute

133.212 Contracting officer's duties upon appeal. not arising under, but relating to, the contract, the con-

To the extent permitted by any agency procedures con- tracting officer shall consider providing, through appro-

trolling contacts with agency BCA personnel, the con- priate agency procedures, financing of the continued per-

tracting officer shall provide data, documentation, infor- formance; provided, that the Government's interest is

I mation, and support as may be required by the agency properly secured.

BCA for use on a pending appeal from the contracting 33.214 Contract clause.

officer's decision. The contracting officer shall insert the clause at

133.213 Obligation to continue performance. 52.233-1, Disputes, in solicitations and contracts, unless

(a) In general, before passage of the Act, the obliga- the conditions in 33.203 apply. If it is determined underj
tion to continue performance applied only to claims aris- agency procedures that continued performance is neces-

ing under a contract. However, Section 6(b) of the Act sary pending resolution of any claim arising under or re-

authorizes agencies to require a contractor to continue lating to the contract, the contracting officer shall use the

contract performance in accordance with the contracting clause with its Alternate I.
officer's decision pending final decision on a claim relat-

3I
I

I
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PART 33-DISPUTES AND APPEALS

33.013 Obligation to Continue Performance.
(a) The acquisitions of aircraft, naval vessels, missiles,

tracked combat vehicles, and related electronic systems shall include
the alternate paragraph (h). In addition, the alternate (h) may also
be used in those contracts or classes of contracts when it has been
determined, in accordance with Department procedures, that it is
essential because of unusual circumstances in which the performance of
a contract may be so vital to the national security or to the public
health and welfare that performance must be guaranteed even in the
event of a dispute that may be characterized as a claim relating to,
as opposed to arising under, the contract. Examples of the types of
unusual circumstances when continued performance may be determined to
be vital to the national security or public health and welfare include
the acquisition of weapons, support systems, and related components
other than those listed above, or other essential supplies or services
whose timely reprocurement from other sources would be impracticable.
The determination to use the alternate paragraph (h) in other
situations shall be made by the head of the contracting activity
responsible for the acquisition involved.

33.014 Contract Clause.
The contracting officer may use Alternate I under the conditions

set forth in 33.013(a) above.

33.070 Claims for Interest Penalties Under the Prompt Payment Act.
(a) The Prompt Payment Act (Public Law 97-177) provides that a

contractor will be paid interest penalties when certain payments by
the Government are not made on time or when discounts are taken for
payments that are not made within the discount period. The act
applies to payments made on contracts awarded on or after 1 October
1982. Under the act, interest penalties are due if the contractor is
not paid for delivery of complete items of supplies or services within
15 days after the required payment date (within 3 days for meat or
meat food products and within 5 days for perishable agricultural
commodities). Interest penalties are also due on the unpaid portion
of discount payments made after the discount period. Claims for
interest penalties not paid may be made under the Contract Disputes
Act.

(b) The required payment date for purposes of the Prompt Payment
Act is the date on which payment is due under the terms of the
contract or, if a specific date on which payment is due is not
established by the cntract, 30 days after the later of the date on
which a proper invoice is received in the designatea paying office or
the date on which the supplies or services are accepted. The required
payment date for meat and meat food products is not later than the 7th
day after delivery, and for perishable agricultural commodities is not

DOD FAR SUPPLODMK
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1 later than the 10th day after delivery, unless another date is

specified in the contract. The required payment date for improperly -

taken discounts is the last day of the discount period.
(c) Interest penalties begin to accrue on the day after the

required payment date and end on the date on which payment of the
amount due is made. Interest penalties do not continue to accrue
under the Prompt Payment Act after the filing of a claim for such
penalties under the Contract Disputes Act or for more than one year.
Interest penalties also do not accrue under the Prompt Payment Act

when payment is not made within the prescribed period after the
required payment date because of a dispute over the amount of the
payment or other allegations concerning compliance with the contract.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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PART 33--DISPUTES AND APPEALS
SUBPART 33.70--CERTIFICATION UNDER SECTION 813

OF PUBLIC LAW 95-485

33.7000 Certification of Requests for Adjustment or Relief Exceeding
$100,000.

(a) Section 813 of the 1979 Department of Defense Appropriation
Authorization Act, Public Law 95-485, requires the certification of
contract claims, requests for equitable adjustment to contract terms,
requests for relief under Public Law 85-804, and similar requests
exceeding $100,000. This certification must be signed by a senior
company official in charge at the plant or location involved.
Although the law only requires submission of the certification with
requests exceeding $100,000, even if the requirement is not set forth
in the contract, the clause contained at 52.233-7000, Certification of
Requests for Adjustment or Relief Exceeding $100,000, shall be
inserted in all contracts expected to exceed $100,000 in value.

(b) Submission of the Section 813 certification is required in
addition to any certification required by the Truth in Negotiations
Act and by FAR 15.804-4.

(c) Section 6(c) of the Contract Disputes Act, Public Law 95-
563, also requires the certification of claims. The Section 813
certification described above is due when the claim or request for
relief is first asserted to the Government. However, the
certification under the Contract Disputes Act is due only after a
dispute has come into being and the contractor submits a written claim
for the purpose of obtaining a contracting officer's decision. A
single certification, using the language prescribed by the Contract
Disputes Act but signed by a senior company official in charge at the
plant or location involved, can be used to comply with both statutes
in those situations where the first assertion of a claim or request
for relief coincides with the inception of a contract dispute.

(d) In determining when the dollar thresholds requiring a
Section 813 certification described above are met, the aggregate
amount of both the increased and decreased costs shall be used. (See
15.804-2(a)(1)(it).)

DOD FAR SUPPLiENT
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g Chapter K

The purpose of the chapter is to provide Data Source information

and information on Ethics, Integrity, and Fraud.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Topic Page Assignment

A. Data Source

1. Introduction K-i Read
2. Data Source Listings K-2 thru K-3 Read

B. Ethics

1. Introduction K-10 Read
2. Code of Ethics K-11 Read
3. Ethics in The 80s K-12 thru K-17 Review
4. Ethics and Freedom K-18 thru K-22 Read
5. Do's and Don'ts K-23 thru K-35 Review
6. Indicators of Fraud K-36 thru K-51 Review
7. The New Morality K-52 thru K-70 Read
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SCHOOL ON SYSTEMS AND LOGISTICS

ADVANCED CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION COURSE (PPM 304)

SUBJECT: Contract Data Sources

TIME: 1 Hr

OBJECTIVE: Understand the existence of various sources of
information, research, and legal data available to
Contract Administration personnel and comprehend how
to obtain desired products from each source.

SAMPLES OF BEHAVIOR:

a. Summarize the types of data available from such sources
as; FLITE, DTIC and DLSIE.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS: Lecture/Discussion

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: ACA Textbook

REQUIRED STUDENT PREPARATION: As defined in chapter "K" of ACA
textbook.
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i SCHOOL ON SYSTEMS AND LOGISTICS

ADVANCED CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION COURSE (PPM 304)

SUBJECT: Ethics

TIME: 2.5 Hrs

OBJECTIVE: Know the government polices governing ethics and
standards of conduct.

I SAMPLES OF BEHAVIOR:

a. Describe the policies and procedures for avoiding
improper business practices and conflicts of interest.

b. Describe the policies and procedures that apply the
requirements of the Privacy Act 1974.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS: Lecture/Discussion
Case Analysis

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: ACA TEXTBOOK

REQUIRED STUDENT PREPARATION: As defined by Chapter "K" of ACA
textbook.

i
I
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DATA SOURCE LISTING

With the problems associated with the defense dollars, it is important that we
be as cost effective as possible in the administration of a government
contract.

Today's contract administrator must be able to recognize problems in contract
cost schedule and performance. While the contract document references the
contract clauses found in the Defense Acquisition Regulations, the contract
administrator may be required to look beyond DAR to solve a contract
management problem.

As much as we may think today's problems are unique, there may be instances
whereby a problem of the 80's may actually have its solution found in the
cases of the 70's. At times we reinvent the wheel. This causes dollar
losses, schedule slippages and contract non-performance.

How is the contract administrator to know where some of these potential
solutions lie? Granted the data information is out there, but how does one
get the time to review hundreds or thousands of ASBCA cases, GAO cases Comp.
Gen. decisions, or the court determinations?

Perhaps as some possible sources for the contract administrator, a number of
agencies have been established to collect some of the information available as
a result of modern days, "DATA EXPLOSION." Some of these sources are as close
as your telephone. Some are available on a subscription basis. Regardless of
where the information comes from, hopefully it will be used to preclude a
contract administrator making a mistake on 1980's contract, when there was a
solution to that problem in a 1970's case.

The listing of sources of information is provided to you as a starting point.
DO NOT stop with this list; add to this list, update this list; be your most
valuable contract administration resource. I would be interested in knowing
what worked for you.

K-I



I DATA SOURCE LISTING

A. Federal Legal Information Through Electronics (FLITE)

I- FLITE provides cases, legal decisions, statues and
regulations relevent to users problem

I -FLITE develops and maintains a data base of legal
information.

Within a matter of days you can obtain a printout of those ASBCA, Comp.
Gen., Court of Claims, etc, decisions which impact the topic you have
determined.

- By realizing that the ASBCA has ruled in one or more particular
directions may enable you to find solutions to your current contract
administration problem.

Autovon 926-7531 Commercial 303-370-7531

B. Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC).

- Providing information on research and development programs, Technical
Reports and contract management

- This service provides information as to current studies in a number of
technical areas. It is also expanding into the contract management areas and
provides information on procurement/administration offices.

Autovon 284-7206 Commercial 202-274-7206

IC. Defense Logistics Information Exchange (DLSIE).

I - Provides studies under Logistics and Management.

- Current studies as researched by contract study, AFIT
m study, or other professional military education study are provided by DLSIE.

Autovon 687-4546 Commercial 804-734-4546

D. Commerce Clearing House

4025 W. Peterson Ave
Chicago IL 60646

i - This series of volumes provides the background for the Government
Defense Acquisition Regulations. This compilation identifies the regulation
and provides a court or ASBCA case as background to the regulation.
Additionally, an advanced sheet on recent ASBCA decisions Is provided.

E. Government Contracts.
Cyclopedic Guide to Law, Administration,
Procedure by John Cosgrove McBride and Isidore H. Wachtel
Published by Matthew Bender
235 E. 45th Street

New York NY 10017
K-2I



F. Subscription Sources

- These services are provided by a variety of organizations
that report on the Washington activity as it pertains to
procurement/acquisition. In addition they provide information as
to seminars, latest awards, proposed DAR changes, ASBCA cases.

1. Government Purchasing Outlook
1725 K Street N.W.
Washington D.C. 20006

$195/year

2. Federal Contracts Report
Bureau of National Affairs Inc.
1231 25th Street N.W.
Washington D.C. 20037

$395/year

K-3



DATA SOURCES EXERCISE

The purpose of this exercise is to make you aware of the
sources of information dealing with contracting. As a practicing
professional, it is incumbent upon you to know what sources are
collecting the myriad bits of data affecting the contractingIarena.

Your task will be to explore some sources of information.
Then, on the last day you will brief the class on the topic and
the search that was accomplished.

For purposes of this exercise, I will provide you with some
topics.

If later in the course you desire to do another search on
your own, feel free.

IIi
i
I
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I PART I

THE PROCESSI
As a group, we researched the topic(s): _,

Some key words which we feel may be helpful in obtaining information on
that topic include:

Some factors to consider:

i - Timeframe - how far back do you want to search?

- Documents - do you want bibliography on general or specific topics?
- do you want documents?
- do you want microfiche?

I
1
1
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PART I I

THE SEARCH

We conducted our search as follows:

We called the following telephone number: _____________

and/or ____________________________________

We spoke to _____________________

We envision receiving documents such as:

- a bibliography
- textbooks
- microfiche
- computer printout
- references to other data sources

We expect to receive the documents by ___________

K-7
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PART IV

I THE ANALYSIS

After using the search, we can make the following assessment
on the topic area of

1. There is no current information available.
2. There is an abundance of information.
3. Other. Explain

The next time I do this search, I will investigate the following:

1. Other areas, such as

2. 1 will NOT do this search using _ but instead would
use the search.

3. Other comments:

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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PART III

-THE DOCUMENTS

We received the documents on . They were/were not what we
expected. Explain.

The documents received represent
- an outline
- actual documents
- other

Would there be a further need to obtain more information?

Yes, since all we have thus far is a bibliography of sources - we
,.ist now order some of those documents.

No, we have actual documents we can review.

Well, although we have cites, we can now go to those reference docu-
rIIs for further information.

K -9
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IETHICS

I Websters Dictionary gives the definition of ethics as:

1. The rules or standards governing the conduct of the members
of a profession.

2. In accordance with the accepted principles of right and wrong
that govern the conduct of a profession.

Within government service, civilian and military, are laws and
regulations that guide our conduct into ethical channels. The
most important of these is the "Code of Conduct" for each
service, Army regulation (AR) 600-50, Airforce Regulation (AFR)
30-30, and Navy Regulation (SECNAVINST) 5370-2 addresses what
your conduct will be towards civilian contractors and your fellow
workers. You must read, or attend class on your regulation twice
a year and sign a statement attisting to that. Due to the
problems associated with government contracts these regulations
have recently changed, so read and understand them instead of
just signing the cover sheet and passing the regulation on.

We are deeply concerned with our ethical bearing because of the
extremely high incidence of fraud in government contracts.
According to the Justice Department, Fraud may total as much as
$100 billion a year. We in procurement are the keepers of the
publics purse strings because we spend the publics monies.
Because of this, there can be no room for poor ethical standards

I or "The Appearance Of", poor ethical practices or standards. We
live and work in a glass fish bowl with all our actions under
close scrutiney of the news media. Maintaining sound ethical
practices and integrity is the only way to go.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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CODE OF ETHICS FOR GOVERNMENT SERVICE-PUBLIC LAW 96-303

Any pcrson in Government service should: which might be construed by reasonable persons as influ-
encing the performance of governmental duties.

I. Put loyalty to the highest moral principles and to coun-
try above loyalty to persons, party, or Government depart- VI. Make no private promises of any kind binding upon
tent. the duties of office, since a Government employee has no

private word which can be binding on public duty.
11. Uphold the Constitution, laws, and regulations of the
United States and of all governments therein and never be VII. Engage in no business with the Government, either
a party to their evasion. directly or indirectly, which is inconsistent with the con-

scientious performance of governmental duties.
Ill. Give a full day's labor for a full day's pay; giving ear-
nest eflort and best thought to the performance of duties. VIII. Never use any information gained confidentially in

the performance of government duties as a means for mak-
IV. Seck to find and employ more efficient and economi- Ing private profit.
cal ways of getting tasks accomplished.

IX. Expose corruption wherever discovered.
V. Never discrimninate unfairly by the dispensing of special
favors or privilcges to anyone, whether for remuneration X. Uphold these principles, ever conscious that public of-
or not; and ,nevcr accejnt, for himself or herself or for faro- fice is a public trust.
ily tnenibers, favors and benefits under circumstances

K-1i
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o tics
in the etdte

Issues in Government and Industry

David D. Acker

and values-is receiving a great IIPORTANT
deal of attention today, and PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS

Ia rightly so. Our ethical conductrigtlyso Ou ehicl ondctON ETHICSand values are the key ingredi-

ents of character. They enable us to BEFORE THE TWENTIETH CENTURV
withstand the challenges we have to Ancient and Medieval Eighteenth Century
face daily-the challenges that tempt
some of us to compromise our Aristotle, Nichomachean Bentham, Jeremy. An In-
principles. Ethics; Politics. troduction to the Principles of

.Some thoughts that might come to Morals and Legislation
mind right away when the subject of Plato. The Republic.
ethics is raised are: "What ought I to St. Thomas Aquinas. Selected m ospn Fifteen Ser-
do'?" "How should I act7" "What is Sthasmons Upon Human Nature.
meant by 'good'?" "Who is a good per- Political Writings, ed. A. P.
son?" "Is there an integrating core or dEntreves and trans. J.G. Hume, David. An Enquiry
unifying principle that gives cohesive- Dawson. Oxford: Basil Concerning the Principles of
nessand wholeness to the total concept Blackwell, 1948. Morals; A Treatise of Human
of ethics?" Nature. Book III.

Seventeenth Century
Kant, Immanuel. Foundations

Editor's Note: This is the first in a Hobbes, Thomas. Leviathan; of the Metaphysic of Morals.
series of articles devoted to the author's The Citizen.
viewpoints on ethics in the 1980s. The Nineteenth Century
first part provides a background for a Locke, John. Second Treatise
common understanding of what ethics of Government. Mill, John Stuart, On Liberty;
is, how it evolved, and how it is prac- Utilitarianism.
ticed successfully. The second part will
focus on ethics in management. The Sidgwick, Henry. The
third part will address ethics in Cent,, fo the Study of Eh,'s in the Professio, Methods of Ethics.
education. 1111m.0o 1h,,I e of Technology

Program Manager K- .12 September-October 1986
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Part I. MANAGERIAL PATTERNS

Root Meaning
The word "ethics" is derived from

the Greek ethos, which referred to a
person's fundamental orientation to-
ward life. Originally, the word meant
dwelling place. Aristotle changed its
meaning to inner dwelling place, what
we recognize as character. The mean-
ing of our English term has shifted
from character to actions-to external
acts, manner of life, conduct, or
habits.

It seems reasonable to assume that
the meaning ( ethics developed as j
mar. reflected on the intentions and W
consequences of his acts. From such
reflections, theories of conscience
evolved and they, in turn, gave direc-
tion to our ethical thinking today.

For our pupose, let's consider ethics
as being concerned with evaluation of
human conduct in light of moral prin- l F Nbl l om i,iin coin- One ot the b'qno(,wknov
ciples. asWte can view moral principles IIi it l l 11 It' iI ll hV /iit'i lL,111 t uiiotlrs oif all
either as the standard of conduct a per- 0 .. u' I 'ii the tiicl. I' )c haid in
son has constructed for himself, or as :114 ,111[tl ",I ,, hi t .ll icUl( dc lt tt1 , l v tha t u'nl-
the body of obligations and duties that 'I fJ ' ll. ( [ it iiri/i t 'i t t
society requires of him. Patterns of .1 ' ' J- , I I,1ii'. 'I t l l l r gi(,i'it nct' t
ethical conduct have emerged as man r;.t , ii t t "c'iniri , tl,,iig. lit'
has reflected -n the intentions as well d..i I h,i i. tliji \ ilt", ,irL' hllc'tL d Ih.it I titl) , dutur-
as the consequences of his acts. IX )' I'p t - it 1 '' I t'd 0' I i).i 0' i -,. ((In-

Early Theories I I I'% f Mu, (it s,'( I U C r . I

From reflections on the nature of
human behavior, several theories have
evolved to provide direction to ethical sought an absolute criterion of ethics, Albert Schweitzer said that in a
thought today ' I he institutionalists of moral codes are generally based on general sense, "ethics is the name we
the past-Ralph Cudworth religious absolutes. give our concern for good behavior."
(1617-1688), Frances Hutcheson
(1694-1746), and Jean J. Rousseau Modern Theories It is the obligation we feel. It is con-

(1712-177)o sideration, not only of our own well-
-postulated that an innate Among modern ethical theories, the being, but of the well-being of others,

precept serves as a foundation for following are the most notable: and even of society as a whole. 4
ethical decision. The empericists of the

past-John Locke (1632-1704). Claude -instrumentalism, as espoused by Ivan Hill believes ethics to be basic
A. Helvetius (1715-1771), and Auguste John Dewey. This American philoso- social and working principles. It is
Comte (1798-1857)-denied any such pher and educator believed that mor- more than moral guidelines.5

innate principle. They believed con- ality lies within the individual. Accord- Now let's examine the patterns of
science is based upon discrimination ing to Dewey, ideas are instruments let's eantptr o
that has been acquired by experience, that function as guides to action, their ethical conduct.

Conscience may be the origination of validity being determined by the suc- Ethical Patterns
human behavior or the result of mor- cess of the action. 1  About a quarter of a century ago,
alizing. Between these extremes, there -Emotivism, as espoused by Alfred J. Samuel H. Miller stated that "we have
have been many compromises. Ayer. This English philosopher be- reached the time in our civilization

One of the major concerns in any lieved that ethical considerations are where many different strands of ethical
approach to ethics revolves about the merely expressions of the subjective tradition have been woven together.
question of absolute good as opposed desires of the individual.2

to relative good. Although men have -institutionalism, as espoused by The pronouns "he," "his," and
George E. Moore. This English philos- "him, " when used in this article repre-

a Mr. Acker is a professor of opher and educator postulated that sent both the masculine and feminine
management'in DSMC's Oepartment man has an immediate awareness of an genders unless otherwise specifically
of Research and Information. act that is morally good.3  stated.
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Layers of Ethics

The concept of ethics has layers of
meaning. For our purposes, let's con-

iK sider what I identify as the common-
sense layer, the philosophical layer, the
internal layer, and the theological
layer. An understanding of each layer
can give a better perspective of ethical
conduct. For me, ethics includes all of
these layers, and they can be combined

'I, .to form an ethical approach. The prog-
ress we make as people generally can

( I /, be measured by the quality of our acts;
however, our primary quality is inter-
nal. We might decide to do this and
not to do that because common sense

'00 ileads us to make such a decision, rea-
son commands it, revelatian and inter-
preted religious experierce affirms it.

_ _ _ __ We may display ethical ' ehavior in a
particular situation in a religiously
neutral sense; that is, by using com-

Albert Schweitzer based his Ivan Hill ,fnct' %aid. "The mon sense and reason only. However,
philosophy on a "re'erence rnre ,('ientilik we bt'c(iuni - our ethical conduct reaches its pinnacle
for life" and on a deep feeling the more ,utoniied---th. when freely and fully' developed.
of obligation to serve his greater the need for th. cthi .l When we fully understand the four
fellow man through thought man, one who I- responsiblc layers of ethics, we will recognize they
and action. Fie once said, and accountable who I, n, t are never contradictory..
'1.. stand and work in the ,,nly (on( .t-d t I.11 O\VD A closer look at each layer I iden-

world as one who iiins it gooid Iethaviti Itut with ht. tified will, hopefully, clarify the point
making men less sh,dlow and Welfare of ofher ir nd of I want to make.
morally better by making mankind a% ,1 Whol. -Common-Sense Layer. Everyone
them think." has a common-sense detector-a feel-

ing of "what ought to be" or "what
ought not to be." We : nse a display
of fairness and rightness when a child

Imbedded in the culture which condi- Sometimes the reflective person cries "That's not fair!" during a game.

tions us and our relationships, and im- becomes puzzled about the proper Yes, even a child experiences moral

bedded also in us as civilized, educated ethical approach in government or discontent.

persons, are several distinctive ethical business. For example, he might find -Philosophical Layer. William J.
patterns. These sets of moral attitudes it too difficult to answer such questions Bryon referred to ethics as a "product
are contradictory enough to be com- as: of human reason." 7 When viewing
petitive-both in their institutional ethics philosophically, Bryon believes
forms and in their personal aspects." -When does a payment become a we find ethics derives principles from
Thus, it would appear that instead of payoff? reason. He says ethics is aided by
having an impossible ideal confronting reflection on human experience, but

a practical necessity, we have such 'a -When does entertainment become a not by divine revelation. Ethics is con-
confused ethical heritage" that no mat- bribe? cerned not only with the relationship
ter which one we select, the others are -Where does discretion end and prej- of the means to an end; it is concerned
betrayed to some extent.6  udicial discrimination begin? with the discovery and choice of the

Today, when someone in public life -How does one shield a finar.cial con- most reasonable end. This requires

or in society as a whole tries to act tribution from the pull of extortion or knowledge and practice.

ethically, it turns out to be a more dif- the push of bribery? -Internal Layer. We tend to judge ex-
ficult task than he might assume. He ternal acts as either ethical or unethi-
has to determine which set of ethics to cal. We tend to forget that the inner
use. He has to make decisions not on- To such questions, we might re- and outer belong together in any
ly between good and bad as he sees it spond that normal payment, normal ethical consideration. In an ethical
in the popular sense, but between entertainment, normal discretion and crisis, preoccupation with an external
various kinds of goodness. Further, he normal contributions are proper. violation might impede the discovery
has to determine the appropriateness Then, the questions we have to answer of an internal fault. In other words, the
of his selection in the specific situation are: "What is normal? What is emphasis might shift from the person
with which he is confronted. ethical7'" to the action-the external act.
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-Deception. Exaggeration of informa- The Maintenance Of
tion or withholding of information is
"a breach of principle." Dignity and Values
-Acknowledgment. "Is it ethical to ig- Of D&mOCrOCy
nore a message received by tele- To have faith in the dignity
phone?" Failure to acknowledge a let- and worth of the individual man

ter received is in some respects more
responding a as an end in himself; to believe:unethical than not re nig to at ti etrt egvre

ringing telephone. The letter always that it is better to be governed

identifies the sender; an unanswered by persuasion rather than by
r e dcoercion; to believe that fraternal
ringing telephone does not. goodwill is more worthy than a
-Consistency of Word and Action. "It selfish and contentious spirit; to
is not right to deceive another person believe that in the long run all
by teiling a deliberate falsehood." values are inseparable from the
Also, it is not right to contradict what love of truth and the disinter-
we say by taking inconsistent actions. ested search for it; to believe that

-Keeping Confidences and Sharing. knowledge and the power it con-
"Secrets or confidences demand fers should be used to promote
choices of loyalties and identification the welfare and happiness of all
with the discloser, not with anyone men rather than to serve the in-
else." Is it ethical to encourage another terests of those individuals and

I AMto tell you something in confidence if classes whom fortune and in-
you promise that it will never be telligence endow with temporary

Amitai Etzioni believes basic shared with anyone else? advantage-these are the values
institutions and traditional Secrets and Invasion of which are affirmed by the tradi-

-Access to making a comebac tional democratic ideology. Butvalues are making a comeback Privacy. Is it ethical for an organiza- they are older and more univer-
and people are beginning to tion to gather and maintain informa- sal than democracy and do not
reshuffle priorities. tion about a person and, then, with- depend on it. They have a life of

hold access to that information from their own apart from any par-

-Theological Liyer. There is a direct the person to which it pertains?8  ticular social system or type of
relationship betwcen our actions and Ethics in Government and Industry civilization. They are the values
our religious beliefs. The major role of which, since the time of Buddha
the theological layer is the ethics of Ethical issues in government and in- and Confucius, Solomon and
character, the inner self. dustry have received unprecedented at- aCfi, loon And

tention in the past few years. Honesty Zoroaster, Plato and Aristotle,
Interpersonal Communication increases efficiency and productivity in Socrates and Jesus, men have

If you stop and think about it, you governmental and industrial opera- commonly employed to measurethe advance or the decline of
realize quickly that we use many prin- tions. Big government, like big indus- civilization, the values they have
ciples of ethics in interpersonal corn- try, is no more or less dishonest than celibatin the saints and sage
munications without referring to the small government and small industry, celebrated in the saints and sages
legal code. According to John C. Fortunately, most employees perform canonize. They are the values
Condon, there are eight principles that in accordance with generally accepted that readily lend themselves to
operate in interpersonal communi- principles of what is right, rational justification, yet need no
cation: Ivan Hill believes that an open socie- justification.

-Candor. "W 'want no to mean no. ty cannot function efficiently, or even -From Carl L. Becker, New
We want disagr.ement to be expressed be manageable, unless about 80 to 85 Libero r l Feer, nd
directly." We should "encourage open- percent of the people within that socie- Liberties for Old Freedom and
ness, trust, and genuine sharing of ty are honest 80 to 85 percent of the Responsibility (New Haven: The
honest beliefs and feelings." time. When this is not the case, it is Yale University Press, 1941).
-Social Harmony. "The Japanese likely that such a society will move in- Most readers of Program Manager
avoidance of no reflects the value of to authoritarianism; that is, a society
interdependence over individualism, that requires absolute obedience to Work for the federal government and

and social harmony over individual ex- authority-no individual freedom. recognize that the government pro-
motes ethics for military and civilian

pression." A related adage that many What has happened to our tradition- employees. In the early 1980s, the U.S.
of us will recognize is "if you can't say al values in the United States? Why, Congress passed a bill unanimously
something good, don't say anything." until recently, did we show some ten- making it a requirement to display

-Fidelity. "The message received dency to retreat from ethical stand- publicly the United States Code of
should be as close as possible to the ards? Professor Amitai Etioni believes Ethics for Government Service in
message sent. The message must get we have become caught up in excessive federal buildings (see insert on next
through with as little distortion as individualism. There is a lack of car- page). Today, there are at least
possible. Feedback from the receiver ing and of joining with others for the 100,000 posted in more than 10,000
helps check accuracy and fidelity." common good. 10  public buildings throughout the States.

Program Manager September-October 1986
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e Cthought and action. The executive
Unlted Etetes Code of Ethics must think and act always in terms of

For Govefnlent Service the better alternative.
JAny 1, o9 First, an executive must live with

Any Person in Government Service Should: and make compromises. Leadership

ing the performance of his rests on an amalgama *on of opin-
governmental duties. ion-a fusion of standards. A good ex-

Put loyalty to the highest ecutive encourages differences and
moral principles and to country Vi originality of judgment, and is able to
above loyalty to persons, par- choose between present and long-term
ty, or Government department. Make no private promises of values. He is able to balance material

any kind binding upon the and non-material values. In the end.II duties of office, since a executive ideals may actualize into
Uphold the Constitution, laws, Government employee has no compromise. Unfortunately, compro-
and legal regulations of the private word which can be mise disregards universal principles
United States and of all govern- inding on public duty. and may lead to undermining of the
ment therein and never be a executive's influence. Further, devia-
party to their evasion. VII tion from principle may become habit-

Engage in no business with the forming. Shortsightedness, mediocrity,
III Government, either directly or or unpredictability can set in when

Give a full day's labor for a indirectly, which is inconsistent principle is disregardcd. Thus, an

full day's pay; giving to the with the conscienctious per- executive must not fai. o evaluate the

performance of his duties his formance of his governmental strength in tension between the values
earnest effort and best thought. duties, of compromise and adherence to prin-

ciples.
IV VIII Second, an executive must recognize

Seek to find and employ more Never use any information the importance of controlling the truth.
efficient and economicalways coming to him confidentially in An executive rarely has the privilege
of getting tasks accomplished, the performance of governmen- of telling the truth, the whole truth,

tal duties as a means for mak- and nothing but the truth. To illus-
ing private profit. trate: Truth when told bluntly may

hurt a subordinate who is incompetent
Never discriminate unfairly by IY or misguided. If improvement appears
the dispensing of special favors possible for this subordinate, tactful
or privileges to anyone, Expose corruption wherever treatment by the executive may in-whether for remuneration or discovered. volve careful selection of truths that
not; and never accept, for y can be told. However, if the executive
himself or his family, favors or decides to withhold truth on one oc-
benefits under circumstances Uphold these principles, ever casion, will he do so on' others? Can
which might be construed by conscious that public office is a he be trusted to withhold the right
reasonable persons as influenc- public trust. truths? No executive tells all he knows

asso she knows it.

Nonetheless, the government con- Norris concludes that the executive is Truth comprises propositions,
tinues to sustain losses due to fraud, continuously on the radarscope of values, and relations. Only one part of

waste, and absenteeism. If we assume public judgment. 11  the system can be handled at a time.

- the code has a positive effect, then such Among the key tests of an executive The question is: How much impor-
adherence is providing substantial sav- are the capacity to accomplish the tance is attached to that part of the
ings annually in government following: whole truth that is made known, and
operations. -Compromise, but not too often how much is assigned to the remainder

Challenges Executives Face -Make decisions without knowing all that is not made known7
Louis W. Norris believes the prin- the facts The integrity of an executive is

cipal crises of executives are moral in -Accept responsibility for the essential. He is trusted with the direc-
nature. The executive's job rarely is mistakes of subordinates, but not al- ison of the organization as long as he
impersonal. His principal problems are low too many able to relate to its business. He must
what he does about people. The exec- be able to recognize the, whole truth
utive may have begun as a master -Live up to the image associates de- about the organization's operation and
craftsman, production expert, or mand, but do not become a victim handle partial truths called for on each
teacher; but, as an executive, he puts -Succeed as a person of thought as occasion by reference to its part of the
plans into action for people to carry well as a person of action. whole. A man of integrity is a fully in-
out. Executive actions affect people, tegrated man. He can become so and
The criteria guiding his actions-his The standard of success must derive remain so only by constant regard for
morals-are, therefore, an important ultimately from moral issues. Some the facts he knows-those he discloses
feature of service as an executive, standard of value is expressed in every and those he does not disclose.
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Third. an executive must make a Practices Executives Would Eliminate
decision sometimes when all of the
facts needed are not known, or cannot
be obtained. The late justice of the Practice Percent
Suprem e Court, O liver W endell Gifts, gratuities, bribes ................................................................. 23
Holmes, Jr., said, "Genius is the
capacity to re. h the proper conclu- Price discrimination and unfair pricing .................................................. 18

sion before all the facts are in." It Dishonesty In advertising .............................................................. 14
follows, then, that an executive often Unfair competitive practices ............................................................... 10
is called upon to be a genius. He dare
not be wrong. though he may have to Cheating customers, unfair credit practices,
trust his judgm ent; if w rong, the result overselling ............................................................................. 9
m ay be disastrous. Price collusion by competitors ......................................................... 8

There is an unavoidable loneliness Dlshonesty In making or keeping a contract ......................................... 7
attached to the executive's position. Unfairness to employees; prejudice In hiring .......................... 6
Sometimes an executive vacillates be-
tw een overconfidence and undercon - Others .......................................................................................... 5
fidence in his own judgment; for exam-
pie, persistent success can lead to over hatred, and other negative reactions. Recognizing there are some general-
cmilidenr', and to many lailures (an I lie successful executive is a morale ly accepted business practices that may
lead to lw morale builder -- engendering a willingness in be regarded as unethical, the Harvard

F'ourth. an exeLutive sh(,uld like his subordinates to work, to improve, and Business Review asked the following
job because he nust be able to handle to cooperate. question of industry executives: "Are
Ihe issues, howevvr severe. All exec u- Influences on Ethical Decisions there generally accepted business prac-
t ve problens have been I. d before tices that are unethical?" Eighty per-
A diet of (i,,erning analy.sit,s vai Many y'ars ago, a poll determined (ent said there weie. The practices ex-
like those found in the Serm,,i' , 111,' Whit influenced an executive r'g.iding cutives wanled to einiinate, and the
Mount. At istutl.., Ft/hi. and All red ethical decisions. Results, most influen- percent identifying particular practices
North Whitehead's ;cwnre aid tial to least influential, were: ex- are shown in the chart
Modern World provide a perspetive ecutives personal code of behavior,

and a pathway to solutions. behavior of executives superiors, for-
m. policy of organization, ethical Closing Thoughts

Fifth, sonie hazards occur if vx- climate of organization, and behavior
ecutive, take responsibility for mis- ol the executive's equals in the organi- Edmund Burke said "All that is
takes of a subordinate. Originality and zation. On the other hand, another necessary for the forces of evil to win

initiative are essential if a subordinate pill determined things influencing an in the world is for enough good men
hopes to be successful; responsibility executive to make unethical decisions, to do nothing."14 The problem is
matures the iudgment of a subordi- resuhting in the following: behavior of universal in nature and confronts ex-
nate. A moral issue arises when a executives superiors in the organiza- ecutives seeing wrong being done in
subordinate's mistakes and failures tlion, ethical climate of organization, the workplace.
reach the level when they becone ex- behavior of executive's equals in In a recent article, General John A.
pnwsive or harmnul to organizatimi.i ,rgani7alion, lack of an organizational Wickham. Jr., Army Chief of Staff,
prestige and (flleagues' welfare policy, and personal financial needs. 13  summed it up. lie observed: '"he

It an executive is to attain success on From these rankings we learn an ex- strength of the Army (and the United
the job-- the kind of which he too can ecutive acts ethically because of a per- States) depends on the quality of our
be proud --he must possess a concern sonal set of values and the ability to professional and personal values.
for people. The question to answer is resist pressure and temptation, giving Values are more than words, they are
"How far can I go in assuming respon- some credit to superiors and policies of the key ingredients of character-the
sibility for seriouts errors of my subor- the organization. An executive often stuff we're made of. That character is
dinate'? Limits have to be set. A acts unethically because of his what enables us to withstand ... the
demo(ratic admintiation depends for superior's behavior and the organiza- challenges that might tempt us to com-
success on a common aim individual- tional environment, promise our principles, such as integri-
ly shared. A democratic executive in- People are influenced by an ex- ty, loyalty, or selflessness... The per-
fluences subordinates: therefore, he ecutive's behavior, and tend to accept sonal values of competence, courage.
must set standi. Js of excellence with the superior's values. This probably commitment, and candor should guide
which subordinates ,an compare stems from a respect for the position our professional and private lives,
themselves. Subordinates' abilities or and talents of the superior. Every ex- When we strengthen these values, we
inabilities to attain high standards ecutive should recognize this tenden- will strengthen our own character, our
should become so apparent that the y loyalty to others, and our commitment
will either improve or resign. 2  cy as a part of his influence for good to a higher calling."' s

or evil; the more subordinates, the
Sixth, an executive should lead-not more influence. Subordinates expect How do you decide the issues you

boss. When using rigid discipline, he responsible action to be taken by those face daily7 Do you decide on the basis
can meet with resistance, suspicion, invested with power. of preference or principle?Ill
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ETHICS AND FREEDOM

REMARKS BY S. N. MCDONNELL AT THE NCMA 1987 CONFERENCE

5 February 1987

Congress does not trust the Defense Department or the defense contractors.

The Defense Department doesn't trust Congress or the defense contractors. And

the defense contractors do not trust Congress or the Defense Department. As a

matter of fact, the average man in the street doesn't trust anyone or any of

America's traditional institutions of the school, the church, business or

government.

How did we get in this predicament? In 1748 Baron Charles de Montesquieu

published his magnum opus entitled "The Spirit of Laws," which had a profound

effect upon our founding fathers. In fact, it was Montesquieu who developed the

concept of the'separation of powers which, of course, formed the basis of our

U. S. Constitution. But he went on to compare the relationship between peoples

and various forms of government. A dictatorship depends upon the fear of the

people for the government; and when that fear disappears, that form of

3 igovernment is overthrown. A monarchy depends upon the loyalty of the people for

the monarch to survive. But the most desirable form of government is a free

republic, but it is also the most fragile because it depends upon a virtuous

populace. What did he mean by a "virtuous" populace? Virtuous means living by

high ethical values. What do we mean by ethics? One of the best definitions

that I know of was given by Dr. Albert Schweitzer who said: "In a general

sense, ethics is the name that we give to our concern for good behavior. We

feel an obligation to consider not only our own personal wellbeing but also that

of others and of human society as a whole." Therefore, Montesquieu meant that

in a free republic, its leaders and a majority of its people are committed to

doing what's best for the nation as a whole. When that commitment breaks down,

when the
K-18
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people of a nation consider only their own personal wellbeing, they can no

longer be trusted to behave in the best interest of their nation. The result is

laws, regulations, red tape and controls to force them to be trustworthy; and

these are all instruments of bondage -- not freedom.

Benjamin Franklin underlined this concept of Montesquieu's when he said,

"Only a virtuous people are capable of freedom. The best thing we can do is to

teach our young to be virtuous."

Throughout most of our history, certain basic, high ethical values were

considered fundamental to the character of our nation and fundamental to the

people who made up that nation. These values were passed on from generation to

generation in the home, the school and the religious institution -- each one

undergirding and reinforcing the others. We had a consensus in this nation not

only on values but on the importance of those values; and from that consensus,

we knew who we were as a people and where we were going as a nation.

What were those values upon which our freedom was based? They were such

things as honor, duty to God and country, service to others, loyalty, kindness,

generosity, hard work, self-reliance and above all, honesty and integrity.

But today throughout America far too many homes, schools and religious

institutions have fallen down on their traditional roles as protectors and

promoters of the ethical values of our American heritage. Today, far too many

young people are growing up with almost no exposure to the values that united

Americans of all backgrounds -- of all ethnic cultures -- from Canada to Mexico,

from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

About 1800, a Professor Alexander Tytler of the University of Edinburgh

made the following prophetic statements: "The average age of the world's

greatest civilizations has been 200 years. These nations have progressed

through this sequence: From bondage to spiritual faith; from spiritual faith

K-19
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I
to great courage; from courage to liberty; from liberty to abundance;

I from abundance to selfishness; from selfishness to complacency; from complacency

I to apathy; from apathy to dependency; from dependency back again into bondage."

It's interesting to speculate where the U.S.A. is in this cycle. Take

selfishness and all the special interest groups that put their own selfish

interests above that of the nation, consider complacency ind apathy on the part

of a large portion of the nation demonstrated by voters who do not turn out at

the polls. How about dependency in which that great American virtue of

self-reliance has been thrown out the window by far too many people who have

their hands out for their "entitlements" from the government. Professor Tytler

went on to state: "A democracy cannot exist as a permanent form of government.

It can only exist until the voters discover that they can vote themselves

largess from the public treasury. From that moment on, the majority always

votes for the candidates promising the most benefits from the public treasury,

with the result that a democracy always collapses over loose fiscal policy,

always followed by a dictatorship." Haven't we done a great job in this country

I of voting ourselves largess from the public treasury when 45% of our national

1 budget last year went to entitlements?

In large part, America has become a nation of people who are complacent,

I ldependent and put their own selfish interests above that of their nation and

their fellow Americans. And our government has responded with an avalanche of

S1laws, regulations, controls and red tape which is wrapping us up like mummies
and destroying the freedom that allowed America to become the greatest nation in

the world.

I That's a rather bleak picture, and what is the answer? I am optimistic

because I believe Americans throughout our nation are beginning to realize that

l the answer is in returning to our traditional values. First of all, we must

I K-20
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once again teach our values in our homes, our schools and our religious

institutions.

We in St. Louis are initiating a character education program in the

St. Louis public schools next year from kindergarten through the eighth grade.

It has been successfully tried in a number of cities like Baltimore, Chicago,

Miami and Los Angeles -- and with very encouraging results. The absenteeism has

gone down, the vandalism has gone down, discipline has gone up and even academic

performance has gone up. The teachers are happier, the community is happier and

the students are happier. It's a win-win situation.

The second part of the answer is for us in the adult world to undergird the

character education that we prepare for our children by demonstrating to the

young people who join us in the adult world that we believe in and practice our

traditional American values.

At McDonnell Douglas we adopted a Code of Ethics which, incidentally, was

based upon the Scout Oath and Law; and we didn't just hang it on the wall. We

realized that we had to teach our employees what we mean by these values, so we

initiated a training program in 1984 which began with me, the Chairman of the

Board; and so far 33,000 of our 100,000 teammates have received this training.

We take every opportunity to underline the basic philosophy that we want our

employees to always take the high road. Other companies throughout the country

are ahead of us and many more are following us. This same approach must be

taken by the news media and the entertainment media -- especially television,

the most influential educator of our times; and it obviously must be followed by

people in government as well.

You people here today represent a lot of experience, knowledge and

expertise, as well as influence in various parts of this nation. I would urge

all of you to do what you can to help restore the values of our American

heritage to K-21
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I
their rightful place in our nation's daily life. "Only a virtuous people are

m capable of freedom."

General George Washington once said, "To understand and maintain the

American way of life, to honor it by his own exemplary conduct and to pass it

I intact to future generations is the responsibility of every true American."

Let each of us decide how we may discharge our responsibility.to these great

United States of America.
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I A Few Words on Integrity

The Final Report by the President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense

Management issued in June 1986 is entitled, A Quest For Excellence. In
the foreword to this significant document, the Chairman of the Commission
in the concluding paragraph writes, "Defense Contractors and DoD must
assume responsibility for improved self-governance to assure the inte-
grity of the contracting process." The responsibility is squarely on
each one of us to maintain and demand others to maintain the very highest

standards in all our business dealings.

Any lack of integrity in the contracting process is tragic and can be

disasterous in its consequences. To do a good job, we in the Air Force
are dependent on public confidence - and we must deserve that confidence
if we expect public support. One of the specific Commission recommend-
ations is that DoD provide clear, complete and timely guidance to all

acquisition organizations and personnel, with regard to ethical issues
and standards in the DoD acquisition process. It is within this frame
of reference that we have updated and reissued Air Force Pamphlet 70-1,
Do's and Don'ts of Air Force Industry Relations. It of course does not
cover all eventualities, but it is an attempt to be straightforward and
unambiguous as it applies to some specific Standards of Conduct.

When we speak of integrity, what do we mean? There are many good defini-
tions including one in the dictionary which speaks of "adherence to

moral and ethical principles." I particulary like one provided by
General John D. Ryan, former Air Force Chief of Staff in a speech to
the Air War College in May 1973. He said, "to me integrity is the glue
that ties us all together - binds us to the national confidence, and
makes us an effective fighting force capable of and worthy of defending
our great Nation."

I cannot improve on that definition but would like to add that these
words apply to all of us, military and civilian alike. All of us in
our daily work are responsible for setting a good example. For us in
the acquisition community, integrity must never be compromised.I-

3 Manufacturing PoV y
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE AF PAMPHLET 70-1
Headquarters US Air Force
Washington DC 20330-5000 24 November 1986

Contracting and Acquisition

DO'S AND DON'TS OF AIR FORCE-INDUSTRY RELATIONS

In all of our official actions as Air Force personnel, we must constantly be
aware that we are the stewards of the American public. It is imperative that in
our behavior we try to do the right and proper thing. This means doing our
jobs in an equitable, effective, and expeditious manner. To the extent that we
uphold the public interest, we will maintain the public confidence.

This publication contains useful guidance particularly with regard to contracting
activities. In addition, there is specific guidance to requiring and supporting
activities. We must be familiar with the provisions of AFR 30-30, Standards
of Conduct, and other regulations that are referenced at the end of this pam-
phlet. Foremost, we must keep in mind that there is no substitute for the con-
tinued application of one's own individual integrity in all relationships. We are
all under scrutiny and must strive to be absolutely impartial in our proceedings.

NOTE: This pamphlet is not intended to address all eventualities.

Always do right. This will gratify
some people, and astonish the rest.

-Mark Twain

Section A-For all Air Force Personnel

1. DO refrain from any private business or professional activity
which places you in a position of conflict between private
interests and the public interests bf the United States.

2. DON'T conduct official business or make recommendations regarding
official business with a company or organization in which you
or members of your. family have a personal financial interest.
To do so is a violation of federal law. Report the cir-

Supersedes AFP 70-1, 25 February 1970.
No. of Printed Pages: 13
OPR: RDCS (Mr Norman L. Rappaport)
Approved by: Mr Ira Kemp
Writer-Editor: Novella S. Hill
Distribution: F
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cumstances immediately to your superior. An officer or
employee of the government should not transact official
business in a manner or under circumstances which will result
in personal gain. (See AFR 30-30.)

3. DON'T engage in dealings with military or civilian personnel or
former military or civilian personnel if such action will result
in a violation of pertinent statutes or policies.

4. DON'T solicit, accept, or agree to accept, directly or indirectly, any-
thing of value in return for being influenced in the discharge
of official responsibilities.

5. DON'T accept, nor permit members of your immediate family to
accept a favor, gratuity, or entertainment, directly or in-
directly, from industry sources engaged in or endeavoring to
engage in procurement or business transactions with Air Force
agencies under circumstances other than those permitted
under AFR 30-30.

6. DON'T engage in private outside employment with or without com-
pensation which interferes with performance of official
duties, and may bring discredit on the government or the
agency concerned.

7. DO use common sense and good judgment where friendships are
involved. Such relationships need not be severed because one
party is employed by a government contractor and the other
by the Air Force. However, one must be prudent at all times.
In any exchange of gifts, for example, it must be clear that the
gift is not paid for by any source that deals with the Air
Force.

8. DON'T use your government position to obtain any personal advan-
tages or to obtain for yourself or others, discounts or mer-
chandise in exchange for favors at business establishments.

9. DON'T speak lightly or in derogatory terms of the federal laws or Air
Force policy regarding the giving and acceptance of gratuities.
It is a serious matter, of great concern to the public and to the
Air Force, which deserves a serious and dignified attitude
from each of us.

10. DO remember that in your relations with industry, no body of
regulations can cover all possible situations and that there is
no final substitute for good individual judgment and integrity
of purpose.

I
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11. DO report the complete circumstances of possible violations or
conflict of interests as required by AFR 30-30.

12. DO refrain from expressing a position on the merits of any labor-
management dispute between contractors and unions. (See
AFR 79-1.)

13. DO remember that only contracting officers acting within the
scope of their authority under Federal Acquisition Regulation
(FAR) 1.602, may enter into contracts on behalf of the !
government.

14. DON'T negotiate for future employment with any contractor that you
currently deal with in an official capacity or with any contrac-
tor that has a financial interest in any matter in which you are
participating, personally or substantially, on behalf of the
government.

13. DO disqualify yourself, in writing, before engaging in any employ-
ment discussions with any entities you do business with (or
are likely to do business with) on behalf of the Air Force.

16. DO consult your local Judge Advocate General Office when con-
tacts are made regarding future employment with contractors
wi h whom you have dealt in an official capacity.

Section B-For Requiring and Supporting Activities, Before Award

17. DO consider procurement and production lead time in computing
delivery dates.

18. DO provide specific shipping destinations or give firm shipping
instructions oni purchase requests. !

19. DO consolidate requirements to permit procurement of similar
items for economy in purchasing.

20. DO provide names of R.1 known qualified sources with the pur-
chase request.

21. DON'T write specifications to obtain a single brand item only.

22. DO justify with logic and reason requirements for sole source
items when no other product known will meet the minimum
need.
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23. DON'T reject all but one technical proposal when making evaluations
without making a documented effort to clearup correctable
deficiencies in other proposals.

24. DON'T divulge one offeror's technical approach or proprietary infor-
mation to another offeror.

25. DON'T discuss the details of any ongoing source selection solicitation
with any industry representative. All questions or com-
munications must be referred to the procuring contracting
officer (PCO). I

26. DON'T discuss the details of government business strategy that might
hamper the government's negotiation position.

27. DON'T include "brand-name-or-equal" description features peculiar
only to one manufacturer's product unless such feature con-
stitutes an essential minimum need.

28. DON'T evaluate "brand-name-or-equal" items on the basis of
material differences between products unless the purchase
description supports the selection of one product over the
other. (See Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation
10.004(b)(3)(i)(B).)

29. DON'T resort to use of the "brand-name-or-equal" authority in con-
travention of the provisions of FAR 10.006.

30. DO provide complete security classification breakdown of the
I work to be performed on the DD Form 254, DOD Contract

Security Classification Specification.

31. DO determine the scope and ixtent of government-furnished pro-
perty (GFP) to be provided under the contract and assure its
availability through the supply or project office at the time of
preparation of the purchase request or specifications. This
procedure should help to eliminate one obstacle in meeting
the prescribed delivery schedule.

Section C-For Requiring and Supporting Activities, After Award

32. DO contact the PCO to discuss and obtain his or her action on
any matter relating to contract reductions, extensions, and
changes in performance requirements.

K
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33. DO notify the Administrative Contracting Officer (ACO) if, dur-
ing the life of the contract, you become aware of contractor
difficulties, either technical or financial.

34. DO make engineering problems known immediately to project
officers and contracting officers. Remember that delays can
be costly.

35. DO advise the Contract Administration Office when visits are
made to contractors' plants. (See AFR 11-12.)

36. DO provide the ACO an information copy of correspondence to
contractors whose contracts he or she administers.

37. DO be alert to conditions developing which indicate probable cost
overruns or underruns and notify the PCO, immediately.

38. DON'T tell contractors to ship end items anywhere except as stated in
the contract. The PCO will give the contractor shipping
instructions so that property will be properly controlled.
Emergency requirements may be handled by telephone or
other expeditious methods.

39. DON'T give any verbal instructions which are outside the scope of the
contract or may cause the contractor to incur additional
costs.

40. DO process DD Form 250, Material Inspection and Receiving
Report, promptly. If necessary, request the assistance of the
PCO, the ACO, or the property administrator.

41. DON'T give the contractor any item of GFP without proper
documentation and notice to the ACO and or property
administrator assigned the contract.

42. DO be prompt in putting delivered items into acceptance tests.

43. DO inform the ACO immediately of any discrepancies so that the
contractor may be notified and replacement, repairs, or
monetary redress made.

44. DO assist the ACO in administering the contract. The ACO must
rely on supporting activities for technical advice and should
be regarded as the captain of the government's contract
administration team, whose members come from all suppor-
ting activities.
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Section D-General Information for Contracting Activities

45. DO be familiar with applicable provisions of FAR and Depart-
ments of Defense and Air Force supplements. They are
sources of vital information, and initial compliance with
proper procedures will avoid future delays and difficulties.

46. DO keep public interest in the forefront. Encourage competition
and participation within industry. Encourage subcontracting
in areas of small business. Make every attempt to expeditiously
respond to legitimate requests of contractors or prospective
suppliers. Remember first and alway-you are a public ser-
vant and a representative of the United States Air Force.

47. DO familiarize yourself with the items that you are called upon to
purchase.

48. DO process procurements promptly.

49. DON'T think solely in quantitative terms. The amount of work done
I and the timeliness of that work are very important, but so

also is the quality of the work, which is often the primary
standard by which you, and the Air Force, are judged.

50. DON'T conduct business deals with former military or civilian per-
sonnel of the government if such action would violate any of

I the provisions on AFR 30-30.

51. DO conduct business with industry in a courteous, efficient, and
i dignified manner. You represent the United States Air Force.

52. DO explain to industrial representatives the necessity for govern-
ment procedures so they will know what is happening to theirIbids, quotations, proposals, or contracts, and why.

53. DO make full use of full and open competition, whenever possible.
Remember that full and open competition is the preferred
method of procurement. .

54. DO attempt to determine from the initiating authority the probable
future Air Force requirements for the product and request
that those requirements be consolidated in order to avoid un-
necessary repetitive small procurements.

55. DO obtain clarification of purchase requests which appear to

exceed normal requirements.
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56. DO return the request to the initiator If the specification, item
description, or statement of work included in the purchase
request is not clear; or better still, call the initiator in for
clarification and prevent loss of procurement lead time.

57. DO use the advice of experts available to you in awarding con-
tracts, e.g., cost and price analysts, engineers, quality control
specialists, labor-management relations specialists, legal ad-
visors, auditors, contract administrators, and other technical
personnel, as required.

58. DO verify bids or quotations where the low price submitted seems
to be "out of line" with either the other bids or quotations or
previous prices paid for same or similar articles. Endeavor to
arrive at a realistic and affordable price which is fair and
reasonable.

59. DON'T make any commitments to prospective contractors. Don't
give information to one source unless you give it to all pro-
spective sources.

60. DON'T by your treatment of contractors, allow a reputation to be
formed that the Air Force will permit carelessness in contrac-
tual relations. For example, mistakes in quotations, slovenly
performance, lack of proper documentation, or deceitful
business practices cannot be permitted.

61. DO document files with adequate memoranda of meetings, tele-
phone conversations, and any other facts or circumstances
which may help you to answer questions at a later time
regarding contractual actions. !

62. DO thoroughly review the content of your contract file to assure
completion of all actions before submission to the contracting I
officer or higher authority for approval.

63. DON'T assume that reviewing officials have information concerning
your procurement over and above that which you furnish.

64. DO discourage contractors from starting performance before
receipt of a contract authorizing the work. Such work is at the
contractor's risk and special procedures should not be relied
upon as a means for reimbursement.
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_:65. DO require that all orders for work be issued to contractors by
authorized contracting personnel. Only the Contracting Offi-
cer can bind the government; other personnel may be held
personally liable for the results of unauthorized instructions.

66. DO report to your Commander, through proper channels, any
suspected violation of the public interest discovered in the
course of a procurement action. Commanders' responsibilities
are prescribed in AFRs 120-3 and 124-8. Report any indica-
tions of irregularities or complaints concerning contractors or
their representatives to proper authorities.

67. DO maintain neutrality in labor-management disputes and coor-
dinate proposed actions with the appropriate Air Force Labor
Relations activity.

68. DO upon termination or completion of the contract, promptly
evaluate contractor performance for future use in a review of
past performance.

Section E-Prospective Sources

69. DO make awards only to responsible prospective contractors. To
be determined responsible, prospective contractors must meet
the standards stated in FAR 9.104.

70. DO be familiar and comply strictly with regulations relating to
mandatory sources, for example, Federal Supply Schedules,
or prison and blind-made products.

71. DO use solicitation mailing lists established by the contracting
activity to assure access to adequate sources of supplies and

n services as presented in FAR 14.205.

72. DO maintain, in addition to your sources file, a systematic recordi of experience with suppliers.

73. DO request and use as appropriate, Pre-award Survey Information
as well as reliable private ratings, such as Dun and Bradstreet,
Moody's, or Standard & Poor, relative to a company's pro-
duction and financial capability.

74. DON'T contract with firms or individuals whose names appear on the
List of Debarred, Ineligible, and Suspended Contractors
unless authorization has been obtained as required under
FAR Subpart 9.4.
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75. DO remember that many of your best sources may be small
business concerns and ensure that full opportunity Is afforded
them to participate in the supply of items and services that
they are capable of producing or performing.

76. DO ensure that firms located in designated labor surplus areas are
given the opportunity to participate in Air Force procure-
ments.

77. DO endeavor to cultivate new sources in order to expand the list
of potential contractors.

Section F-Sealed Bidding

78. DO make sure that the Invitation For Bid (IFB) describes the
government's requirements accurately and completely.

79. DON'T place unnecessary restrictions or limitations in the IFB which
will tend to limit competition.

80. DO allow a sufficient period of time on IFBs and amendments for
a proper response. Consider mailing time and establish a
reasonable opening date as required by FAR 14.202-1.

81. DO use "pre-invitation notices" as shown in FAR 14.205-4 when
there are excessively long bidders' mailing lists.

82. DO check all mail processing centers before bid opening to make
sure that all bids in Air Force possession are available for
public opening.

83. DON'T evaluate bids on any basis not provided for in the IFB.

84. DO record, and take into consideration, or dispose of late bids
according to FAR 14.304.

85. DO review all bids for mistakes. Request the bidder to verify the
bid and take action under FAR 14.406 where it appears a
mistake has been made.

86. DO be sure all awards made to other than low bidders are fully
justified, in writing, and that the justification is placed in the
file.
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Section G-Competitve Negotiation

$7. DON'T resort to sole source procurement when competition is possible.
Make sure of the procurement source files.

8. DON'T use letter contracts or other undefinitized contractual instru-
ments unless absolutely necessary and then only when
approved according to FAR 16.603.

59. DO take care that all potential offerors are treated on the same
basis. For example, opportunity for time extensions on pro-
posals, revised proposals, or further negotiations must be
made available to all.

90. DON'T divulge the name, number of offers, prices, or relative stand-
ing of one offeror to another offeror for any purpose.

91. DON'T overlook the value of cost breakdowns and supporting data.
Question unrealistic estimates in order that accurate figures
will be used for cost comparison and further negotiation.

92. DO seek advice, counsel, and assistance of the Defense Contract
Audit Agency, particularly regarding costs and other account-
ing considerations.

$ Section H-Regulatory Air Force References

93. AFR 11-7, Air Force Relations With Congress.

94. AFR 11-12, Correspondence With and Visits to Contractor Facilities.

95. AFR 11-26, Gifts to the Department Qf the Air Force.

96. AFR 11-27, Gifts From Foreign Governments to Members and Civilian
Employees of the US Air Force.

97. AFR 30-30, Standards of Conduct.

98. AFR 70-14, Business Strategy Panels

99. AFR 70-15, Source Selection Policy and Procedures.

100. AFR 79-1, Industrial Relations Activities.

101. AFR 120-3, Administrative Inquiries and Investigations.
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102. AFR 124-8, Fraud Violations of Public Trust in Contract, Acquisition,
and Other Matters.

103. DOD 5200.1 R/AFR 205-1,Information Security Program Regulation.

BY ORDER OF THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

OFFICIAL LARRY D. WELCH, General, USAF
Chief of Staff

NORMAND G. LEZY, Colonel, USAF
Director of Administration

*U.S. Government Printing Office t 190 - ISO-9 /S2163
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DEFENSE DEPARTMENT
INSPECTOR GENERAL REPORT, "INDICATORS OF

FRAUD IN DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PROCUREMENT"

C. Fraud in the Development of Statements of Work and
Snecifications

Bid specifications and statements of work detailing the
types and amounts of goods or services to be provided ace
prepared to assist in the selection process. They are intended
to provide both potential bidders and the selecting officials
with a firm basis for making and accepting bids. A well
written contract will have specifications, standards and
statements of work which make it clear what the Government is
entitled to. Sloppy or carelessly written specifications make
it easy for a contractor to claim that it is entitled to more
money fur what the Government later defines as what it really
wants. Sometimes, there is deliberate collusion between
Governnent personnel and the contractor to write vague
specifications. At other times there is ai agreement to amend
the contract to increase the price immediately after the award.
One contractor actually developed a 'cost enhancement plan,
identifying all of the changes he would make La order to double
the cost of the contract, before it was even signed.

Fraud indicators include,

1. Defining statements of work and specifications
to fit the products or capabilities of a single contractor.

2. Advance or selective release by Government
amplcees of information concerning requirements and pending
purchases only to preferred contractor3.

3. Using statements of work, specifications, or
sole source justifications developed by or in consultation with
a preferred contractor (institutional conflict of interest).

4. Allowing architect-engineers, design engineers
or other firms participating in the preparation of bid packages
to obtain those same construction or production contracts or to
be subcontractors to the winning contractors.

S. Release of information by firms participating in
design and engineering to contractors conpetinq for the prime
contract.

6. Designing pre-qualification' .tandards or
specifications to exclude otherwise qualified contractors or
their oroducts.

7. Splitting up requirements so contractors each
get a "fair share" and can cotate bids (See Chapter IV).

I S. Splitting up requirements to get under small
purchase requirements ($25,000) or to avoid prescribed levels
of review or approval, e.g., to keep each within the
contracting authority of a particular person or activity.

9. Sid specifications or the %tatement of work are
not consistent with the items included in the general
requirements.

10. Specifications are so vague that reasonable

comparisons of estimates would be difficult.

11. Specifications are not consistent with past
similar type procurements.

D. Fraud n Pre-Solicitatton "has*

Fraud indicators include:

1. Unnecessary sole source justifications.

9-10-64 Federal Contracts Report
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The New orality" Enviroment in Government Contracts

by C. Stanley Dees

Most government contractors cannot afford to believe that the increasing
number of criminal investigations and prosecutions related to procurement
represents only a temporary phase. Contractors must not assume that no long-
term changes are warranted. The possible consequences - criminal conviction
and, more important, suspension or debarment - are too severe and not al all
remote. In fact, the continued focus on procurement fraud, waste, and abuse,
including new legislation designed to enhance the government's ability to
detect and punish procurement fraud, waste, the increasing volume of criminal
investigations and prosecutions, and the growing number of suspended and
debarred contractors, reflect a permanent change in the procurement process.

The reasons for the change in the government's business attitudes and
practices are multifaceted: (1) the growing deficit and resulting reductions
in federal spending on civilian programs makes it politically expedient for
elected officials to denounce fraud, waste, and abuse related to defense
spending; (2) the establishment of the various inspectors general created an
immense investigating mechanism that must continue to uncover fraud, waste,
and abuse and to save the government substantial costs in order to justify its
continued existence; and, (3) the existence of fraudulent or other improper
activities by some contractors and/or their employees. It is critical that
contractors recognize that they are not faultless. In the current
environment, it is unlikely that contractors could avert a government
investigation by controlling the access of government investigators and
auditors so as to prevent the discovery of a problem. To avoid criminal
prosecution and suspension or debarment, the contractor must implement
internal procedures designed to prevent and deter the commission of fraud or
other improper activity by employees.

The Increasingly Adversarial Roles of the Government and Its Contractors

The Criulnalizaton of the Contract Process
In a public address before the Federal Bar Association (FBA) on September

12, 1985, former United States Attorney for the Eastern District of Virginia
Elsie Munsel acknowledged that the government is now prosecuting contractors
for conduct that formerly was not considered criminal. She stated, "We are
treat-
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ing as criminal [conduct] that ten years ago was not considered criminal. As
a prosecutor, it's important that the egregious [contract fraud] cases we
retain the vision of what is criminal and what undermines the integrity of the
[procurement] system. We are going more to the criminal side, and I think
correctly [so]."

The results of this new aggressive attitude are revealed in the statistics
reporter by the Department of Defense (DOD) Office of Inspector General in its
Semiannual Reports to the Congress, the most recent report having been
submitted on May 30, 1986. During the first half of fiscal year 1986 (FY 86),
DOD criminal investigations resulted in 384 indictments and convictions.
Although lower than the 502 indictments and convictions obtained in the last
half of FY 85, the most recent data show a 40 percent increase in indictments.
Debarments and suspensions in the first half of FY 86 totaled 417, which is a
20 percent increase from the second half of FY 85. These trends have been
continuing during the past few years. Convictions and indictments increased
by 29 percent from the second half of FY 84 to the first half of FY 85.

Despite these increases, Congress repeatedly has criticized the Department
of Justice (DOJ) for its failure to adequately prosecute procurement fraud
cases. For example, at an October 1, 1985, hearing before the Senate
Judiciary Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure, Senator
Charles Grassley (R-IA) stated that the DOJ Defense Procurement Fraud Unit has
not accomplished its mission and that its record "doesn't match the rhetoric."
Congressman Dennis Hertel (D-MI) told the House Judiciary Committee on
February 5, 1986, that the DOJ record on prosecuting contractors was dismal.
He noted that "Congress has made vast resources available for our nation's
defense. Three hundred billion dollars have inundated a procurement system
which has been unable to properly manage it... When the chances of being
convicted are small, or penalties are only a few thousand dollars, the risk
versus the financial reward weighs heavily in favor of charging $9,000 for a
single allen wrench."

The effect of such statements has been to pressure the DOJ to initiate
more prosecutions and to seek indictments in questionable cases that it
otherwise would decline. One example is the reopening of the grand jury
investigation of claims submitted by General Dynamics to the Navy in the mid-
1970s. A grand jury conducted a lengthy review of these claims from 1978 to
1981 but did not return an indictment. The DOJ convened a new grand jury in
direct response to congressional criticism.

Congressional criticism also has caused some prosecutors to adopt extreme
or unreasonable positions designed to enhance media attention,. In March 1985
the General Electric Company was indicted on four counts of false claims and
104 counts of false statements, resulting in penalties of more than $1 million
and a national media spotlight on the case and the cognizant U.S.
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attorney. Yet these charges were based on a handful of individuals' time
cards prepared in one department within a limited time period five years
earlier.

Increased Use of Civil and Administrative Remdies

In addition to taking a more aggressive role in the area of criminal
prosecutions, the government seeks to expand its use of civil and
amoinistrative remedies in conjunction with the criminal process. In June
1985, the DOD issued Directive Number 7050.5, titled "Coordination of Remedies
for Fraud and Corruption Related to Procurement Activities." The directive
establishes policies and procedures to ensure that all procurement-related
investigations of fraud or corruption are monitored and reviewed so that
appropriate contractual, administrative, and civil remedies, including
contract terminations, suspension, and debarment, and referral to the DOJ can
be taken as expediently as possible.

In September 1985 the President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency
published "Guidelines for Civil Fraud Remedies and Parallel Proceedings,"
designed to, among other things, implement this DOD directive. The
introduction to the guidelines espouses the "big bang" approach to procurement
fraud. It states that "[r]ecent Supreme Court decisions regarding grand jury
secrecy make it imperative for every Office of Inspector General to pursue
fraud investigations from the outset in a manner which will allow the
government to obtain the 'maximum bang for the investigative buck.'"
To accomplish this objective, the guidelines stress the importance of parallel
proceedings and of conducting audits and investigations in a manner deigned
to develop and preserve evidence or parallel civil or administrative actions.
Accordingly, to avoid the restrictions imposed on the government's use of
federal grand jury material imposed by Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure, the guidelines stress that grand jury subpoenas should be
used as an investigative tool only as a last resort.

The effect of these measures has been further stress on the relationship
between the government and its contractors and emphasis on the adversarial
aspects of the relationship. The most extreme example of the new relationship
is the Air Force's announcement in June 1985 of its intent to place an Office
of Special Investigations (OSI) agent at each Air Force Plant Representative
Office in the country. OSI agents are criminal investigators, and are an
extension of the DOJ's previous announcement that it would use undercover
agents in investigating alleged procurement abuses.

Expanded Scope of Government Investigations

On June 1, 1984, the DOD inspector general (IG) issued the famous red
pamphlet, titled "Indicators of Fraud in Department of Defense Procurement."
This document, which was updated on June 1, 1985, serves as a primer to DOD
military and civilian personnel, training them to detect fraud. The IG
outlines eight specific areas where fraud is suspected:

I Fraud in obtaining government contracts, including
fraud in preparing the solicitation and the
specifications, bid rigging and collusion,
disqualification of bids, awards made to the
lowest of a small group of bidders, etc.;
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De2fective pricing;

I Collusive bidding and price fixing;

* Cost mischarging;

I Product substitution;

I Progress payment fraud;

I Fast pay fraud; and,

S Bribery, gratuities, and conflicts of interest.

The IG's handbook reveals that government investigator have become more
sophisticated in their understanding of the various practices and procedures
that might result in the charging of improper costs to the government.
Accordingly, the scope of review by government fraud investigators has
increased significantly, and the government's theories of prosecution have
become more novel. The following lists the most critical areas of a
contractor's exposure.

Material Management

In July 1986 the DOD IG issued the Handbook on Fraud Indicators:
Material. The purpose of this handbook is to help contract auditors recognize
situations where the contractor may have mischarged material costs. While
paying lip service to the fact that auditors are not supposed to be
investigators, the handbook summarizes what the IG believes are common
examples of material fraud in order to alert Defense Contract Audit Agency
(DCAA) auditors. The handbook presents a number of scenarios, including:

I Ordering material under one job order and then transferring it to other job
orders, thereby raising a question of whether the initial charge has been
used to increase progress payment requests or vouchers. (The handbook
notes that "material cost transfers are always suspect.")

I Several material transfers between work oroers in response to the
prioritized needs of a material requirements system.

I Transfers of residual or excess materials without transferring the co-ts
and without reporting residual materials. Transfers of residual mate'ials
to scrap accounts or inventory write-off accounts. Basing cost projections
on costs of completed orders without deducting costs or excess materials.

I Declaring items as obsolete or scrap and selling them to a warehousing firm
from which they may be repurchased at higher prices.

4 Including the costs for certain materials both as a direct charge and as a
factor.

0 Manipulating material standards by adding additional material costs where
auditor are told that the "key to finding fraud indicators in material
standards is to understand the contractor's system."
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I Auditors are told to audit a contractor's subcontract management and to
make a thorough review of the basis for subcontract costs. Expected
problems include: use of planning quotes when a firm quote may have been
received before the conclusion of negotiations; switching vendors; changingI a make-buy decision; courtesy bidding; and, providing a low decrement
factor to account for reduction in price due to bargaining with suppliers.
(Auditors are informed that switching from buying to making an item is a
fraud indicator and that contractors can easily manipulate historical data
to provide a lower decrement factor.)

I Subcontractor kickbacks are described as "apparently a widespread, long-
standing, and entrenched practice." Schemes include: "bumping"; courtesy
bidding; disclosing the low bid and disqualifying low bidders. Auditors
are told to look for a lack of subdivision of duties between purchasing and
receiving, and poor internal controls over purchasing.

I Receiving and storing; lack of rotation or subdivision of duties in the
purchasing department; instances of circumventing procedures for
competition; and, "purchasing employees maintaining a standard of living
obviously exceeding their income."

The IG's handbook suggests that the area of material management will be
subjected to close scrutiny. The continued use or implementation of a
material requirements plan (MRP) is not necessarily a solution to the problems
identified by the IG's handbook. In fact, an MRP system can increase the
likelihood of these problems if it automatically charges material costs to
contracts but does not adjust those automatic allocations by cost transfer to
reflect actual use, or if it automatically allocates available materials to
the contract having the most urgent need for the materials without taking into
account the contract for which the materials to the contract having the most
urgent need for the materials without taking into account the contract for
which the materials were initially purchased. Regardless of the material
management system use, a contractor's best protection is to ensure that
materials are used only in performing the contract for which they were
purchased and that prompt an accurate cost transfer are made if materials are
used on other contracts.

9Labor Hischarglng
Labor mischarging remains one of the most fertile areas for government

investigation. This is due in part to the availability of evidence of
irregularities, such as labor transfers and time card corrections, and in part
to the accessibility to employees through floor checks. Identification of any
irregularity will likely lead to a criminal investigation. In its 1985
indicators pamphlet, the DOD IG stated that "Etihe issue as to whether a
mischarge was a 'mistake' or a crime often depends on the issue of intent.
Managers, auditors, and contracting officers should not make assumptions about
the good faith of a contractor. Investigators should examine the issue of
intent. Prosecutors are likely to pursue cases where intent is established
even though no substantial loss occurs, particularly where the contractor has
actively sought to conceal costs."

The DOD IG issued a publication titled Handbook on Labor Fraud Indicators
in August 1985. Like the handbook on material fraud indicators, this guide
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for DCAA auditors identifies common situations where the potential for labor
fraud exists and discusses audit techniques such as preinterview analyses and
employee interviews. The scenarios presented include:

I Changes in time-charging patterns in independent research and development
(IR&D) projects and significant increases in charging to overhead accounts,
or labor reclassifications from direct charge to indirect. The handbook
notes that misclassified IR&D projects may be the most common form of labor
mischarging.

I Sudden, significant decreases in labor-charging patterns for bid and
proposal (B&P) projects, or large pricing proposals with a minimum of labor
hours charged to them, may indicate labor mischarging of B&P accounts.

I Reclassification of employees from indirect to direct may indicate
contractor attempts to alleviate cash flow problems.

I Adjusting journal entries and transferring labor charges among different
contracts and accounts. The handbook notes that "[l]abor transfers are
always suspect."

Accordingly, management must be particularly sensitive to situations that
may result in labor mischarging. Such situations include overrun, fixed-price
type contracts, contracts under which delivery orders with individually
binding ceilings are issued, and time and material or level-or-effort type
contracts under which fixed rates are established for employees of differing
skill levels.

Unallowable Costs, IR&D/B&P

The governent increasingly has attempted to establish criminal intent
arising out of the charging of questionable indirect costs. Such costs could
include unallowable costs or costs that, according to the government, more
properly should be allocated directly to contracts. The government's most
aggressive action in this area is the indictment of General Dynamics, alleging
improper charges to IR&D and B&P accounts. The General Dynamics case involves
a "fixed-price best efforts" contract for the development of a prototype gun
system. The contract specifications were general and the contract left many
of the specifics to the discretion of the contractor. The actions that
constitute the basis for the indictment involve parallel development efforts
by General Dynamics which, the company believed, were not contractually
required and could be properly charged as an indirect cost.

These issues present areas of substantial exposure for government
contractors. Whether a cost is properly allowable, or whether it is direct or
indirect, often is unclear and requires the exercise of a contractor's
discretion and judgment. This is particularly true in the area of IR&D/B&P.
The government historically has encouraged contractors to engage in parallel
development. Indeed, in their annual evaluations of contractor IR&D to
contract work. The court's recent decision in the General Dynamics case to
refer certain issues to the Armed Services board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA)
confirms that this area involves complex government contract and regulatory
issues. Nonetheless, the government's present scrutiny for criminal intent in
what often are discretionary judgments now renders it necessary for
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contractors to ensure that an internal mechanism exists to screen and document

any decisions that later may be subject to question.

Defective Pricing

As in the case of labor mischarging, alleged defective pricing matters are
now routinely screened for criminal ramifications. As stated in the IG's
pamphlet. "[tihe deliberate concealment or misrepresentation of a singleI significant cost element could constitute a prosecutable crime. The
establishment of intent should be the function of trained criminal
investigators; auditors and contracting officials should make no assumptions
that defective pricing results from unintentional conduct." In addition, the
IG views his audit right under the Truth in Negotiations Act as a significant
tool for gathering evidence for use in contract, administrative, civil, and
criminal proceedings.

The government is becoming very aggressive and imaginative in the use of
the Truth in Negotiations Act. In one recent instance, the Air Force charged
Lockheed with overcharging up to %b0O million on its C-5B aircraft contract.
According to a DCAA audit report, the company failed to notify the Air Force
of its plan to negotiate a reduction in wages with its union employees.

Under the circumstances, contractors must ensure that they have
implemented policies and procedures designed to provide the government with
current, complete, and accurate cost data before contract negotiations.
Specific attention should be directed at ensuring that communications between
the purchasing and contract adinistration/negotiation departments are
designed to expediently provide the latter with current price quotes.
Employees also should be instructed as to who in the government must receive
cost and pricing data. Provision of cost and pricing data to most government
employees, including DCAA auditors, often will not satisfy a contractor's
obligation.

Product Substitution

Product substitution continues as an area of major concern to the
government. Unauthorized deviations from contract requirements constitute a
major portior of procurement related investigations and convictions.
Providing unauthorized goods or services is potentially criminal, regardless
of whether the substituted items are substandard or defective. According to
the IG's 1985 pamphlet, "even if the item is as good, there is harm to the
integrity in the competitive procurement system which is based on all
competitors offering to furnish the item precisely described in the
specifications." The IG further asserts that "[t]he potential for product
substitution cases is greatest where DOD relies upon contractor integrity to
ensure that the Government gets what it has paid for."

The prevention of product substitution problems requires the participationIand control of many contractor functions. Purchasing departments must
understand precisely what materials an/or items are required by the particular
contract for which they are purchasing. Contractor quality assurance
personnel must be instructed as to the importance of verifying that any
deviations from specification requirements have been authorized in writing by
the appropriate government personnel. Finally, random sampling should be
conducted to ensure
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II

that the purchasing and quality assurance personnel are performing
appropriately.

Progress Payments

Government auditors and investigators have been instructed to be alert for
contractors who bill the government for work not yet performed or material not
yet purchased. Such a practice would improperly provide the contractor with
interest-free use of government funds. In the case of contractors that do not
qualify as small businesses, "over-progressing" would include billing the
government for materials purchased, received, and invoiced, but for which the
contractor has not yet actually paid. Although we are unaware of any
indictments based solely on a theory of inaccurate progress payment requests,
this remains an area in which an inattentive contractor may be charged with
false claim or false statement violations.

Kickbacks

The issue of subcontractor kickbacks to prime contractors is the current
focus of investigations by two congressional subcommittees. The Subcommittee
on Oversight of Government Management of the Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee held two hearings on subcontractor kickbacks and personnel policies
that contribute to the practice. The Subcommittee on Oversight of the House
Comittee on Energy and Commerce also is conducting an investigation.
Investigations by the FBI and the DOJ have led to several convictions of
contractor personnel in the Central District of California. In New Orleans,
Avondale Shipyards, Inc., has reimbursed the federal government $1.4 million
for fraudulent charges resulting from kickback schemes by employees and
vendors.

Congressional and media attention has focused on allegedly corrupt buyers,
who, after being terminated by one company for unethical or illegal practices,
are rehired as buyers by other companies. Contractors are being forced to
reevaluate their personnel practices in this area, weighing the privacy and
potential defamation rights of individuals against the government's and other
prospective employers' need to know of improper conduct resulting in
termination of employment. Contractors must constantly review their
purchasing operations to ensure that problems are discovered internally.
Situations involving a history of noncompetitive procurements from a single
vendor or unusually large agent's commissions must be scrutinized closely. In
addition, all purchasing department personnel must be advised of their
obligation to report to management any potential problems.

arketing-Related Activities: The GTE Case and Bribes/Gratuities $
The types of activities engaged in by contractor marketing personnel are

increasingly vulnerable to criminal prosecution and other action by the
government. Marketing personnel often are required to gather "intelligence."
The prosecution of GTE and three individuals represents a novel expansion of
contractor liability in this area. The government alleged that
representatives and agents of the company improperly obtained program element
descriptions, program objective memoranda, and a five-year defense plan that
contained proprietary and/or classified information. The corporation was
charged with conspiring to embezzle and convert government property in
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violation of 18 U.S.C. §641 and with defrauding the DOD "of the right to haveI its procurement process conducted free from improper and unauthorized
conversion and utilization by prospective contractors of Department of Defense
documents which contained proprietary and classified information." The
individuals were charged with conspiracy and substantive violations of 18
U.S.C.§ 641.

In addition, contractor relationships with government personnel are being
closely scrutinized to determine whether the contractor is improperly
providing bribes or gratuities to government personnel. Improper gratuities
have been construed to include meals, even if they are not lavish, and
mementos of significant events.

Under the circumstances, the activities of contractor marketing personnel
must be losely regulated and monitored. Employees should be instructed on how
to react if they are offered access to otherwise restricted information.

Similarly, all employees must be aware that no gratuities to government
personnel are permitted under any circumstances.

Collusion

Historically, government contractors often have relied on the
authorizations or instructions of government technical representatives,
inspectors, or other personnel to justify deviations from or changes to
contract requirements. Increasingly, however, in situations where the
government employee's actions were beyond the scope of his/her authority,
government and contractor personnel have come under investigation for possible
criminal violations. One recent case involved discussions between contractor
personnel and government technical representatives concerning the technical
and cost details of delivery orders. The discussion allegedly occurred before
the contractor's price proposal was formally submitted to the procuring
contracting officer (PCO) and without his knowledge.

In another recent investigation, a contractor was awarded a $2 million
contract for supplying 64 minicomputers and software to the Army. After
delivery of 12 of the computers, the contractor was advised by high-level
officials in the Automated Data Processing Branch of the Army Materiel Command
that the Army wished to purchase mainframe computers of the existing contract.
The contractor, in consultation with the contracting officer's (CO) technical
representative, submitted to the PCO a modification that deleted the brand
name of the minicomputer and substituted the contractor's name so that more
powerful equipment could be supplied. The PCO signed the modification, the
contract price escalated to $25 million, and 50 mainframe computers were
delivered. Hundred of Army people knew about and were involved in
modification.

It is undisputed that the contractor delivered equipment that conformed to
what the Army ordered. Moreover, it is conceded that there were no bribes or
gratuities to Army people. Nevertheless, the DOJ alleged a conspiracy between
the contractor and personnel from the Army Mteriel Command Automated Data
Processing Branch, the purpose of which was to undermine the procurement
process. The CO's technical representative also may be indicted. However,
the PCO, claiming that he did not understand the contract modification when hesigned it, is considered to be no more than a government witness.
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The IG's pamphlet identified many additional circumstances related to the
procurement process that give rise to a suspicion of fraudulent activity
involving government and contractor personnel. Such circumstances include:

4 Defining statements of work and specifications to fit the products or
capabilities of a single contractor.

I Using statements of work, specifications, or sole-source justifications

developed by or in consultation with a preferred contractor.

I Unnecessary sole-source justifications.

* Failure to assure that a sufficient number of potential competitors are
aware of the solicitation.

* Improper conununication with contractors at trade or professional meeting s
or improper social contact with contractor representatives.

4 Award of a contract to a contractor who is not the lowest responsible,
responsive bidder.

* Material changes in the contract shortly after award.

I Awards made to the lowest of a very few bidders without readvertising
considerations or without adequate publicity.

Conflicts of Interest

Congress has become increasingly concerned with the so-called revolving
door between government (especially DOD) and private sector employment. The
General Accounting Office (GAO) reported in March 1986 that many former DOD
personnel were not reporting defense-related employment. The FY 86 DOD
Authorization Act contains both substantive prohibitions for certain former
DOD officials moving to the private sector and reporting requirements for
other former DOD employees. More stringent restrictions affecting a larger
number of personnel were enacted as part of the FY 87 DOD Authorization Act.

The DOJ filed a civil suit against Boeing on July 22, 1986, seeking
recovery of severance payments, to employees who subsequently worked for the
DOD, that were charged to the government. The case is currently under review
by the Air Force Suspension and Debarment Board.

Suspension and Debarment

In the current federal campaign against fraud, waste, and abuse,
suspensions and debarments have become among the most important and
controversial weapons in the government's arsenal. Until the 1980s, the
suspension and debarment sanctions seldom were used as a means for an agency
to avoid doing business with a contractor lacking business integrity. During
the past several years, partially in response to criticisms voiced during
Senate hear:,,gs in 1981, government officials have imposed suspensions and
debarments with increasing frequency. The Office of Federal Procurement
Policy (OFPP) also responded to these criticisms, issuing Policy Letter 82-1
(47 Fed. Reg. 28,854, July 1, 1982). That Policy Letter gave suspension and
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debarment sanctions government wide effect and facilitated their imposition.
The FAR now reflects those revised procedures.

The Taft Memorandum and the Issue of Responsibility

On August 27, 1984, Deputy Secretary of Defense William H. Taft issued a
memorandum containing "interim regulatory changes" to the DOD FAR Supplement.
The memorandum required that the secretary of the concerned military service
or the under secretary of defense approve any decision not to debar or any
decision to debar for less than one year a contractor convicted of a felony.

* In addition, any decision to award a contract or an approved subcontract to a
felony-convicted contractor also was to receive secretarial approval.
Finally, the debarment period could be reduced only if the underlying
conviction is overturned.

This virtually automatic one-year debarment appeared to be the result of
the Defense Logistics Agency's (DLA) handling of the National Semiconductor
Corporation Debarment. After the company was indicted, Taft sent notes to the
DOD inspector general, the deputy under secretary of the DOD, and the director
of DLA, urging that all convicted felons be debared for one year and
suggesting that this new policy be implemented against National Semiconductor.
The DLA subsequently proposed to debar National Semiconductor, but later
rescinded the proposed debarment after National Semiconductor entered into a
settlement agreement. Taft apparently did not believe these actions were
sufficient and issued his memorandum.

The memorandum clearly violated the supposed rationale of the regulations-
to assure that the government does business with responsible contractors. The
language was modified in 1985 when it was incorporated into DOD FAR Supplement
9.4 Decisions to debar for one year or less (or not at all) now must be
supported by a record of "mitigating factors [which] demonstrate clearly to
the debarring official's complete satisfaction, that the contractor has
eliminated such circumstances and has implemented effective remedial

measures."

Under the revised regulations, government contractors will be more
reluctant to enter into plea agreements, particularly where the effect of the
debarment may dwarf the maximum criminal penalty for the felony. Most
significantly, those regulations transform the debarment sanction from a
discretionary means for protecting the government from non-responsible

contractors to a possible additional punishment for convicted government
I contractors. Such a transformation can bring about a violation of the FAR

provision regarding the intent of a debarment. Complicating the revised
regulations, there apparently is an official policy requiring that any
decision calling for less than a one-year debarment after conviction must becleared with the deputy secretary of defense. The Packard Commission, whose
recommendations are discussed later in this article, has urged that debarment

be refocussed on the issue of responsibility.

Suspension Settlement Agreements

The past years have been marked by the temporary suspension from
government contracting of several major contractors, including General
Electric, Rockwell, General Dynamics, and GTE. The settlements negotiated by
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these contractors indicate that in the future the government intends to use
the leverage of suspension/debarment to gain concessions on issues unrelated
to the problems that resulted in the suspension. The comprehensive
settlements negotiated by General Dynamics and GTE involve not only the
companies' policies and procedures related to present responsibility, but also
resolution of outstanding business disputes with the government. The
following outlines the provisions of the General Dynamics settlement:

I To provide the DOD with copies of all internal audit reports, independent
audit reports, and contract compliance reports, except those that are
privileged or do not relate to defense contract operations. To the extent
the documents are privileged, to report to the government on any matters
identified involving violations of contracts, statutes, regulations, or the
corporate standards of conduct.

I To maintain a corporate ethics, security, and contract compliance program
for a period of five years.

@ To fund a separate escrow account to be used solely to pay the government
for any civil and contractual liabilities arising out of any future
criminal charges or civil cases alleging cost mischarging.

0 To cooperate fully with any future investigation by the DOJ.

I To remove immediately all officers or employees in the event they are
indicted.

I To take appropriate disciplinary action against any individual responsible
for an action leading to a conviction of the corporation for violation of a
federal criminal statute.

I To fire any officer or employee convicted of violation of a federal
criminal statute in connection with his/her employment.

I To puy the Navy the costs it incurred related to the suspension of General
Dynamics.

l Not to charge the government directly or indirectly for the costs of
outside legal and accounting personnel incurred as a result of the contract
compliance program.

I In the event of a conviction on the indictment that led to the suspension,
not to charge directly or indirectly the costs related to the conduct of
the criminal investigation and the defense of the criminal proceedings.

* Not to charge directly or indirectly the salaries and benefits of employees
placed on leave of absence as a result of future iiwdictments or
convictions.

O To revise and implement the corporate policies and procedures related to
ethics, IR&D/B&P charges, accounting policies and controls, spares pricing,
and security in accordance with an established schedule.

I To negotiate and/or resolve 19 outstanding business disputes.
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0 To report monthly to the Navy on the status of the implementation of the
policies and resolution of the business dlsputts.

Fraud Legislation

Heightened concern over fraud in government procurement has led to the
introduction of numerous bill intended to remedy contractor fraud. The Reagan
administration introduced its own package of legislative proposals in
September 1985 as part of its Anti-Fraud Enforcement Initiative. Some of
these proposals were implemented in the three fraud-related bills that were
enacted in 1986.

DOD 1986 Authorization Act

The 1986 Department of Defense Authorization Act, Public Law 98-145, was
signed into law in November 1985. The act increased to $1 million the maximum
criminal penalty for submitting a false claim to the United States related to
a DOD contract. The maximum civil penalty was raised from twice the damages
to three times the damages. There provisions did not change the penalties for
submitting a false claim unrelated to a defense contract. The act also
prohibits a person convicted of a felony arising out of a DOD contract from
working in a management or supervisory capacity on any defense contract for a
period determined by the secretary of defense, but not less than one year from
the date of conviction. A defense contractor who knowingly employs such an
individual is subject to a fine of up to $500,000.

Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act

The Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act was enacted on October 21, 1986, as
part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986. Public Law 99-509
creates a new administrative mechanism by which the government may pursue
individuals or companies who allegedly submit "small" false claims and
statements to the government. Under the act, the government agency to which
the false claim or statement was submitted may initiate an administrative
action against the wrongdoer in cases involving less than $150,000.

The act provides that the agency's investigating official, the inspector
general where applicable, can begin an investigation of an alleged false
claim or statement. Any finding is transmitted to the reviewing official who
would be designated by the agency head. If the reviewing official determines

that probable cause exists to conclude that a false claim or statement has
been made, he or she must refer the matter to the attorney general, who then
has 90 days to review the alleged violation and to approve or disapprove the
agency's initial determination. If the attorney general concurs, the matter
is referred to a hearing examiner who then conducts a hearing to determine
liability and impose a penalty if applicable. The findings of the hearing
examiner may be appealed to the authority head. An individual found liable by
the authority head may petition for judicial review in a federal district
court.

Despite the limitation of the new law to cases amounting to $150,000 or
less, it will be important for contractors to contest all allegations brought
under the act. Although the act creates an "administrative" remedy, the
substance of any proceeding will reflect on a contractor's integrity and may
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affect a contractor's continued eligibility for federal contracts. Although
the act provides that any determination of fact made in the administrative
proceeding shall not be considered to be a "conclusive determination" of
responsibility for suspension and debarment purposes, such facts may
constitute the basis for suspension and initiation of debarment proceedings.
Moreover, the act expressly requires agencies to share with DOJ all
information the agency discovered during this proceedings regarding bribery,
gratuities, conflict of interest, -r other corruption. The DOJ is free to
pursue a civil or criminal action against a contractor based on information
generated by the agency proceeding.

Despite the significant number of actions the agencies are expected to
initiate, the DOJ's screening procedure should eliminate many of these
potential cases (some because the cases lack merit and some because the DJJ
will wish to pursue a criminal case). The act may give contractors the
opportunity to negotiate an administrative resolution of relatively minor
incidents in lieu of a criminal prosecution. Thus, the principal importance
of the statute may he in its ultimate use by contractors to avoid criminal
prosecution in cases where the cost of prosecution is likely to be greater
than the sums involved.

False Claims Amendments Act

The False Claims Amendments Act of 1986 was signed by President Reagan on
October 27, 1986. Public Law 99-562 raises the maximum criminal penalty to
five years' imprisonment and $250,000 fine for individuals, and $500,000 for
corporations. The act mainly addresses civil fraud, however, and raises the
penalties for civil false claims to $5,000 to $10,000, plus treble damages.
The new statute defines a claim as any request for money or property that is
paid or reimbursed by the United States. Subcontractor claims at all tiers
are included in this definition.

The new law attempts to encourage voluntary disclosure by providing that
double, rather than treble, damages will be assessed if (1) the offending
individual or company makes a voluntary disclosure of all known facts with in
30 days from the date on which the company or individual "first obtained the
information" regarding the offense, providing there was no knowledge of any
continuing investigation at the time of disclosure; (2) the company or
individual "fully cooperates" with the government in the investigation of the
offense; and, (3) at the time of the disclosure, no criminal prosecution,
civil action, or administrative action had begun.

The new statute employs a tort standard of evidence that significantly
deviates from the old statute. The new standard encompasses "actual
knowledge" as well as "deliberate ignorance" and "reckless disregard" of the
truth or falsity of the claim. The act also specifie5 that the government
need not prove specific intent to defraud. This combination of terms
substantially liberalizes the requirement to show specific intent previously
applicable in most jurisdictions. Furthermore, the act establishes that the
government shall be entitled to judgment on proof by "a preponderance of the
evidence."

The act also greatly enhances the government's existing investigatory
powers. Previously the government only could compel testimony pursuant to a
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grand jury subpoena. The new statute authorizes the attorney general to issue
a civil investigative demand (CID) for information "relevant to a false claimsIa
law investigation." A CID may be issued before any legal proceeding begins
and could require the recipient to (1) produce documents; (2) provide written
responses to interrogatories with a sworn certificate; and, (3) provide oral
testimony under oath. The act expressly provides that any documentary
material, answers to interrogatories, or transcripts of oral testimony
produced under the act may be provided to a DOJ attorney for official use in
connection with any court, grand jury, or federal agency case or proceeding.
Thus, the CID will provide the DOJ with a means to obtain discovery while
avoiding the protections inherent in the grand jury process. See Unitedf States v. Sells Eng'g, Inc., 463 U.S. 418 (1983).

The act also expands the limitations period applicable to civil false
claims actions. It provides that a civil false claims action may be brought
within six years after the date on which the violation is committed, or within
three years after the "official of the United States charged with
responsibility to act" knew or should have known of facts material to thee
right of actions, up to 10 years after the violationwas committed. This
ambiguous provision will likely result in litigation regarding what facts are
sufficient to trigger the running of the statute, and which official must know
of the facts in order for the limitations period to begin. Because of the
extended period of exposure, it may be prudent for contractors to change their
record retention practices. Documents for which the legal retention period
has expired may prove invaluable in defending against a false claims action.

Finally, the act expands the qui tam provisions allowing individuals to
bring False Claims Act suits on behalf of the government. The act increases
the award to which a qui tam plaintiff would be entitled in the event of a
successful suit and allows the individual to remain a party to the action
after the government assumes the case. Most important, the act allows
individuals to bring actions based on information within the knowledge of the
government and information within the public domain. The courts can award
attorneys' fees to the defendant, however, if the court finds the qui tam suit
to be frivolous, vexations, or brought primarily for the purpose of
harassment.

These changes are likely to engender a significant increase in the number
of qui tam action. The burden of defending these actions will be compounded
by the provisions prohibiting an employer from taking any detrimental action
against an employee who initiates or assists in the conduct of a qui tam
action. Qui tam actions often are initiated by disgruntled employees with a
history of poor performance. Consequently an employer will have to carefully
document all problems relating to an employee's performance in order to ensure
that a demotion or dismissal is not viewed as retribution for "whistle
blowing" activity. Otherwise, an employer may find itself litigating a
"wrongful retaliation" action as well as the underlying qui tam matter.

Anti-Kickback Enforcement Act of 1986

S. 2250, which amends the Anti-Kickback Act of 1946, was signed by
President Reagan on November 7, 1986. Public Law 9Q-634 increases the
criminal and civil penalties for such wrongful conduct, requires that the
industry police itself or risk breaching prime contracts, redefines kickbacks,
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and imposes an additional strict civil liability on prime contractors for
misconduct by their employees or subcontractors.

The amended law penalizes a knowing and willful offer or acceptance of
anything of value by a contractor ore its employees for the purpose of I
"improperly" obtaining or rewarding favorable treatment in connection with any
government prime contract, or subcontract at any tier. The amendments make
three significant changes to definitions in the old law. First, the act
eliminates the old statute's limited applicability to cost reimbursement
contracts only. The law now applies to all contracts. Second, the term
"ki-kback" has been modified to include the term "credit." The addition of
tVis term may be very significant, since credits are a common denominator in c
ontinuing relationships between prime contractors and subcontractors at all
levels. Third, the definition of kickback has been clarified to include
gratuitious payments made in both directions - upstream an downstream
payments.

The act provides for government scrutiny of relations between private
contractors, their employees, and agents in the same way the gratuity statute
provides for examination of contractor relations with government employees.
Free meals, airfare upgrades, cash bonuses to induce rush orders, and
commission splitting by sales representatives all come within the purview of
the bill and may be regarded as criminal by virtue of their "impropriety" - a
vague term likely to be the focus of much litigation. The act also requires
contractors to scrutinize the activities and bids of their subcontractors.

The statute requires the government to prove only that violation was
willful (i.e., that the defendant knew what he or she was doing and was acting
on his or her own volition in order to establish criminal liability).
Criminal voliators are subject to a penalty of 10 years' imprisonment and a
$250,000 fine ($500,000 for corporations) per instance of wrongdoing.

Civil penalties for "knowing" violations now amount to twice the amount of
the kickback plus $10,000 per instance of wrongdoing. Significantly, the bill
imposes an additional civil liability on contractors in the amount of the
kickback for violations by its employees, subcontractors, and subcontractors'
employees. The law reaches beyond accepted theories of respondent superior to
impose on the contractor liability for the is conduct of not only its own
employees, but of its subcontractors and their employees as well. Although
the legislative history makes it clear that the prime contractor may seek
reimbursement from the wrongdoer, the act makes the prime contractor the
liable party. While this provision probably will be challenged in the courts, !
the Supreme Court has upheld this type of civil liability within the context
of the Sherman Antitrust Act. The cable to civil suits by establishing a
period of six years from the date of the violation, or from the date that the
United States knew or first reasonably should have known of the occurrence,
whichever comes later.

Other provisions of the act impose on prime contractors the obligation to:
(1) institute formal anti-kickback procedures; (2) "fully cooperate" with
government investigators; and, propriate authorities. The first two
requirements are to be incorporated in all government contracts. Compliance
with the second item will bear on a contractor's "responsibility" in
suspension and debarment proceedings.
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Although "reasonable" anti-kickback procedures are not defined in theg legislation, the statute's sponsors intended that formal procedures be
installed. Such procedures may include, but are not limited to, routinely
requiring subcontractors to submit declarations that neither they nor the
prime contractor's employees engaged in kickback activity; education programs;I policy manuals; and, more stringent procedures for audit and reporting and
applicant screening. The prime contractor's obligation to "cooperate fully"
with investigating agencies presumably will require contractors and
subcontractors to grant access to relevant business records. At least one
recent DOD Termination of Suspension Agreement, however, specified that "full
cooperation" does not require waiver of rights (e.g., attorney-client
privileges) and defenses which the company, by law, is entitled to assert.

The act also requires contractors and subcontractors to promptly report
"possible" violations of the statute if there is "reasonable suspicion" of a
violation. This provision raises the issue of timing. To avoid unnecessary
business interruption and defamation suits, a contractor may interpret the
obligation as not requiring disclosure until the reasonable suspicion is based
on specific evidence which focuses the inquiry on particular persons or
companies.

Packard Commission

In June 1986 the President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management
(Packard Commission) issued a comprehensive report on defense management to
President Reagan. Part IV of that report covered the subjects of conduct and
accountability, and the commission issued an expanded treatment of those
subjects in a separate volume. The commission stated the context of this
report clearly: 131 separate investigations pending against 45 of the 100
largest defense contractors. The major issues are similar to those listed in
the IG' pamphlet: defective pricing, cost and labor mischarging, product
substitution, subcontractor kickbacks, and false claims. The publicity of the
past three years apparently has led the American public to believe that half
of the defense budget is lost to waste and fraud, and that half of that amount
is lost as a result of fraud.

Against this background, the commission urged "an especially high standard
against which the adequacy of systems of contractor internal control must be
measured." The commission further noted that it would not be possible "to
detail specific systems of control adequate to th needs of every defense
contractor." The commission, however, did find the need for improvement in
three fundamental areas:

I Development of codes of conduct;

I An effective internal control system to ensure compliance, and an internal
auditing capacity to monitor compliance; and,

I An effective oversight by an independent committee.

Standards of Conduct

The comnmission urged every contractor to review and revise or to adopt
written standards of ethical business conduct and stated that these standards
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of conduct should include procedures for employees to report misconduct
and to protect employees who do so. Contractors should also make an effort to
avoid conflicts of interest when hiring or assigning responsibilities to
former DOD officials. Each contractor should develop educational or
instructional systems to ensure that internal policies are understood and that
ethical judgments are a regular part of the work experience.

Internal Auditing

The commission urged contractors to develop and implement systems 'of
internal controls to ensure compliance with contractual commitments and the
requirements of law and regulations. Unfortunately, the commission chose the
narrow title of "internal auditing." What the commission was really seeking
is a combination of two concepts: a compliance review and an internal audit.
Contractors must design systems of internal control and then establish
procedures for monitoring compliance. In addition, contractors should
establish, expand, and train their internal audit staffs. The commission
recognized that both the scope of the internal audit function and the subject
matter expertise of the staffs must be expanded in to government contract
problem areas.

Self-Governance Initiatives

A group of large defense contractors agreed to a document titled "Defense
Initiatives on Business Ethics and Conduct," dated June 9, 1986. The
initiatives contain six principles on business ethics and conduct to which the
companies agreed to adhere, which "acknowledge and address corporate
responsibilities under federal procurement laws and to the public." The
initiative also set forth supporting programs, including a written code of
business ethics and conduct; training of employees; enabling employees to
report suspected violations without fear of retribution; institution of self-
governance procedures that encourage working with the government to identify
and correct problems; participation in an annual intercompany forum to discuss
implementation of industry's principles of accountability; and, establishment
of a mechanism for independent pubic accountants or other independent public
accountants or other independent organizations to examine and report on each
company's self-governance program.

Although these initiatives contain many positive recommendations, they
could lead to the disclosure of potential problems before the company fully
investigates them. Another drawback is that implementation could lead to
involvement of independent public accountants in areas beyond their expertise.
Also at risk is the protection of sensitive information.

The National Security Industrial Association (NSIA), in a letter to David
Packard on June 6, 1986, recommended a broader approach to the issues of self-
governance and government contract compliance. The NSIA letter emphasized a
focus on the total system and suggested that companies launch a broad program
encompassing a review of codes of ethics, procedures and policies, management
oversight, access to records, disclosure, and employee training and education
programs.

On July 24, 1986, Deputy Secretary of Defense William H. Taft IV sent a
letter to more than 80 major defense contractors encouraging them to adopt a
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policy of voluntary disclosure of problems affecting their corporate
contractual relationships with the DOD. The letter urged that these
corporations make a commitment to complete and timely disclosures of all
"irregularities," regardless of their magnitude. Attached to the Taft letter
was a "Department of Defense program for voluntry disclosures for possible
fraud by defense contractors." Like the "Defense Industry Initiatives," the
Taft letter emphasized individual conduct rather than compliance by the entire
corporate system to federal laws and regulations. The Taft letter also raised
issues of disclosure before recognition of underlying facts or before the
company has conducted "ts own investigation. Compliance with the Taft letter
also could cause problems with access to documents and protection of attorney-
client privilege.

Although the Taft letter and its attachment suggest that the DOD will try
to streamline the suspension and debarment process, negotiate over contractor
cooperation, and focus on integrity and present responsibility, it is unclear
what contractors can expect to gain from the program of voluntary disclosure.
Determinations of criminal and civil proceedings will remain in the hands of
the DOJ. At the request of Deputy Secretary Taft, the DOJ reviewed the July
24 letter and is determining how federal prosecutors should respond to
contractors' voluntary disclosures.

Challenge to Contractors

The "new morality" environment is a product of the convergence of many
factors during the past four years. One result has been an adversarial
atmosphere affecting defense contractors, the DOD, and the public which
ultimately will weaken national security. While defense contract fraud is a
serious problem, it is not as prevalent as many believe. Furthermore, as the
Packard Commission noted, neither a preponderance of government oversight nor
the repeated use of criminal sanctions will make the defense acquisition
system more effective.

It is up to individual contractors to devise and maintain a system of
self-governance. A major part of this effort will involve devising and
conducting systematic and periodic compliance reviews of policies and
procedures in order to identify and correct potential problems. This will
require a continual commitment by contractors; however, in the long run, these
efforts will help to restore faith in defense contractors by the DOD and the
American public.
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